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I

ABSTRACT

"---Progress in explosives vapor detection ic reviewed. The
HAVSEA problems of detecting live explosives in sealeJ ordnance
and differentiating them from inert materials are considered
and detection techniques usteful in their solution presented.
Recommendations for vapor detection i.mprovementa and for
development of now techniques and instrumentation are given.

Portable on-the-fly measurements of vapor from bombs will
not at present assure live vs. inert differentiation. \I
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1. ZJITRODUCTZON

The majority of explosive detection studies in the past as
well as thoue currently underway are concerned with terrorist
activities of one kind or another. A great insurgence of effort
therefore has accompanied the increase in national and
international crime. There are already a great many detectors
on the market and many others in various stages of research and
development.

Other detection needs include those of detecting buried
mines at various depths below the surface. The Fort Belvoir
Research and Development Center has conducted research in this
area since the 1960's. The Naval Sea Systems Command is
concerned with ordnance used at its testing facilities present
and past including bombing ranges. It is concerned as well in
transportation of ordnance items and in their ultimate
disposal. It is necessary to know if these ordnance items
(whether they be bcmbs, flares, projectiles or other items) are
loaded with enorgetic materials - have been freed from such
explosives or may be loaded wi'h an inert material.

In previous work on this problem at NWC(41 several
commercial instruments were investigated to determine whether
any suitable ones could be found for determining explosives
(Comp B or TNT for examples) loaded in closed warheads or bombs.

This study covered ion mobility spectrometry, the U.S.

Customs thermionic acetone vapor detector and a non-commercial
Gas Chromatograph with electron capture detection as the main
types. Each had some value for detecting bare or recently

loaded explosives, however, none were suitable for use in on-the-
fly measurements for explosives loaded into MK 82 bombs (Comp B
loaded). The best for our purposes was the GC Electron Capture
Detector which could detect dinitrotoluene and trinitrotoluene
down to a few picograms (10-12 g). Even this would not
pick up enough vapors without first encasing the ordnance in a
tank and evacuating for several hours and catching the effluent
vapors in a dry ice trap. The head space in the trap would then
be sampled by pumping the vapors for the GC.

The customs detector would only detect RDX or HMX or other
explosives that had residual solvent with an alpha keto group
like acetone or methylethyl ketone. Characteristics of some
other methods including nuclear gauging, NMR, FTIR, and acetone
wash with GC were considered along with some other methods and a
proposal was written covering a multi-instrument development and
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evaluation for both vapor and non-vapor methods. The NAVSEA was
not prepared to engage in r comprehensive study but did fund a
reviev of improved instruments and methods that might later be
developed far the attainment of their objectives. They also
supported a small experimental study by IRT Corporation for a
nuclear gauging effort.

This paper is a summary of the literature review on
instruments and concepts for solving explosives detection
problems that the NAVSEA has encountered. Recommendations are
given for methods that best warrant further development.
Limitations of instruments commercially available are described
in reference to the NAVSEA requirements for portable, rapid
action detectors.

The study described here covers a comprehensive literature
review from 1980-1983 with some papers and techniques looked at
since that time.(2) Two separate studles were made: (I) vapor
detectors and (2) non-vapor detectors. (Phase II Non-Vapor
Detectors will be described in a later paper.)

II. DATA BASES SEARCHED

The data bases searched by computer included: (1) INSPEC
DATA BASE, which is the largest data base in the English
language in the fields of Physics, Electrotechnology, Computers
and Control. (2) Chemical Abstracts Search Data Base. This
covers biVliographic data from all documents covered by the
Chemical -. Service. (3) NTIS Data Base. This covers
governmen - .'esearcri, developmcnt, engineering, plus
analyses by Federal agencies, their contractors and
grantees. , compendex Data Base which is from the Engineering
Index with a worldwide coverage of 3500 journals, publications
of engineering societies and organizations including papers fror:.
the proceedings of conferences, and selected Government report!1
and books. In addition to the above data base, contact was mad'e
by phone or visit to people at organizations involved with
detection of explosives in some manner. A summary from a
meeting of scientists at Cambridge, Mass. to discuss potential
solutions to the FAA problems waa obtained. This meeting, held
April 19, 1983, brought several potential contractors together
to pool their knowledge and suggestions as to worthy approaches
for the FAA. Both abstracts and complete papers were also
obtained from the FBI-sponsored detection meeting held at
Quantico, W. Va. (March 29-31, 1983.) These two conferences
were directed primarily at detection of explosives that might be
brought in by terrorists or saboteurs. A meeting attended in
August i983 primarily concerned NDE for materials in general and
essentially all papers concerned non-vapor types of detection.
Much of the vapor pressure data on explosives stems from work at
BRL. Fort Belvoir has been associated with most of the
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conventional methods of detection of materials although they are
less concerned with the detection of explosives th&n they are
with more readily detected mines which contain explosives.
Their problems are, therefore, for the greater part at least
different from those of the Naval Sea Systems Command. Fort
Belvoir does not ignore explosives detection as will be made
clear later, as they have some very basic and interesting on-
going studies related to TNT detection.

I11. VAPOR DETECTION METHODS

The various methods for vapor detection that have been used
cr that have potential for use for explosives inside of closed
ordnance items are reviewed to see whether they might be
considered in their present state or by modification of either
the instruments or technique.a. Differentiation between live
explosives listed previously(l. 2 ) and inert simulants'*,e) is
the major problem involved in both the safety and the cleanup
and recovery methodology required by the Naval Sea System
Command. When methods and instrumentation are selected for
detection, this factor must be borne in mind and will be
considered in the analysis that follows for the various classes
of instruments or methodologies reported on here.

A. ION MOBILITY SPECTROMETRY

Recent literature describiag instruments by by Ion Track or
Pye Dynamics(*' (the latter has been changed to Grasbey
Dynamics at the same location and the same products), does not
reveal any major improvements since these instruments were
reviewed previously. Appendix I of Ref. 1 describes these as
does Table I. Fig. I gives the general diagram showing how the
Ion Mobility Spectrometer also known as the Plasma Chromatograph
operates. It measures mobility of ions drifting through an
electric field. Mobility is proportional to the inverse square
root of the ion mass. More sophisticated instruments are
available as the Phemto-Chem and the T. M. Franklin GNO
Corporation instruments which have been reported to give 10-12
mole/mole for TNT which is the same as 2.27 * 10-10 g. These
are
larger non-portable instruments and although still viable as
concepts for future portable instruments, would be currently
unsuitable for detecting less than picogram quantities as
required in a field portable instrument. The two first
mentioned instruments are mainly portable detectors designed to
detect tsuch materials as nitroglycerine or 2,4-dinitrotoluene
which they can detect down to 10-7. The small portable
instruments have their place in detecting noncased explosives,
explosives carried on a person's body, and in detecting
scattered explosive after a dudded operation of some sort where
a deflagration occurred rather than a detonation. They have
been found of little use for discerning where explosive or inert
materials are loaded in a closed bomb or warhead.
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B. GAS CHROMATOGRAPHY

Gas Chromatography along with other chromatographic methods
is finding increased uae in analysis of materials in which
picogram quantities may be all that is available for the
sample. Gas chromatography is accompunied by detectors useful
for the range of concentrations available for measure. The
electron-capture is still among the most sensitive or the most
sensitive of the detectors used with gas chromatography.
Campbell and Lee"' have used capillary columns in the gas
chromatographic determinations of a number of nitro-polycyclic
aromatic hydrocarbons and applied it to their determination from
diesel exhaust exti.act. Silicic acid column chromatograhpy
combined with the reduction of the nitro compounds by means of
potassiumborohydride catalyzed with Copper II chloride
derivitization with pentafluoropropionic a,'id anhydride yielded
the enriched nitro fraction needed. Gas chromatography with
electron capture detection as well as nitrogen selective
thermionic and flame ionization detection and GC/mass
spectrometry together with low-resolution mass spectral data
were used to positively identify ten nitro polycyclic
compounds. More than 120 such compounds were thus tentatively
identified. The authors indicate that the best selective
detection system for the nitro polycyclic aromatic compounds may
be the negative chemical ionization mass spectrometry (NICIMS).
However, although NICIMS has excellent sensitivity, many
interfering compounds frequently detected by common selective

S detectors are not detected by NICIMS. This technique would
probably be precluded on the basis of expense and high
sophistication from competition with GC for our purposes in
explosives detection in ordnance. HPLC was also found to fail
to detect many nitro-PAC isomers. These authors suggest an
ideal scheme for such compounds should include a high selective
preparative procedure that isolates nitro-PACs while eliminating
all non-nitro compQunds from the isolated material. Final
resolution with gas chromatography is recommended (using a
capillary gas chromatograph).

Gross and o+hers(es in their summary of instrumentation for
detecting hazardous materials indicate several showing promise
for further development, among these were included the non-
remote portable gas chromatograph/mass spectrometer and a remote
passive IR analyzer. At the time of the study (1980) they
indicated that no instrument existed in portable ready form to
detect all of the 115 materials considered to pose significant
hazards in emergency operations management. This study has many
parallels to future recommended studies for the Naval Sea
Systems Command. Because of some similarity their objectives
for emergency detection are given: 1. Compilation of hazardous
materials most likely to be encountered in FEMA emergency
missions. 2. Determination of exploitable chemical and/or
physical characteristics of those materials. 3. Evaluation of
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the state of pertinent detection technology. 4. Establishment
of operational and performance requirements for any detection
technique deemed practical. Major emphasis was applied to
gathering data on the hazardous materials that could be used in
their studies. Emphasis was also placed on types of instruments
that could be made portable, easy to use and suitable for the
first emergency group to arrive on the scene of an accident.
Instruments evaluated included: Passive IR Absorption; Active
Double-ended Direc4  Absorption; Laser Raman Spectroscopy; Non-
disarrsive or Discrete Frequency Absorption; Dispersive
Absorption; Mass Spectroscopy or GC/MS; Gas Chromatography;
De+.ector Kits; Chemical Kits; Combustible Gas Detector; and IR
Hot Spot Detectors. An ideal instrument would be a small black
box with a few controls, usable by an inexperienced person,
which could be pointed at a material or vapor cloud, and which
would immediately identify the material and simultaneously give
its concentration. Although no such instrument is available,
the potential may exist.

Bourne and othersts) have evolved a system known as Matrix
Isolation Gas Chromatography. Modern GC/FTIR systems have used
a gold-coated light pipe for "on-the-fly" measurements. There
are commercial versions which now approach the theoretical
limits of dead volume and light throughput which ultimately
limit the sensitivity of these systems. Unfortunately this
sensitivity limit is insufficient to match the performance of
GC/MS. The light-pipe dead volume and flow rate place severe
restrictions on the possibilities for optimization of the gas
chromatography. A new technique has recently been developed for
interfacing a GC to an IR spectrometer using Matrix Isolation.
The first commercial unit, the Cryolect from Cryolect Scientific
can be used with any high performance FTIR Spectrometer. Matrix
Isolation interfacing offers a significant enhancement in
sensitivity over light-pipe systems and allows much greater
chromatographic flexibility. The basic principles of Matrix
Isolation referring to the trapping of atoms, molecules, or free
radicals in a crystalline cage at temperatures near absolute
zero and in which the "cage" is made up of a frozen inert gas as
argon or nitrogen and discussed in reference 6.

4aagdt and Terry47' have contributed considerably to the 4
development of miniature gas chr-matographs. The instrunment is
the Michromonitor (Microsensor Technology Inc.), a computer-
controlled, portable gas analyzer for field or laboratory use.
A miniature gas chromatograph, many components of which are
fabricated on a silicon wafer, constitutes the heart of the
instrument which fits upon a human hand, and up to five GC
modules can be used in one Michromonitor. The detector at the
output of the GC columns is an integrated thermal conductivity
detector. The detector is capable of detecting 15 fett9grams of
pentane. I poential or use in exp osives i not indicated
in the article. If this sensitivity can be achieved for
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explosive compositions or for their common impurities such as
the dinitrotoluenes in TNT or in Composition B for example, it
might be possible to obtain detection on single pass
measurements from closed bomba. Their methods of obtalaing
positive identification without use of infrared, Raman, or Mass
Spectroscopy is to set the instrument to operate two of the
columns packed with different substrates. The peak is
positively identified as caused by a particular compound only if
it is detected at the expected retention time on both columns.
From information fed the computer previously concerning

retention times as functions of temperature, predictions of
retention times at other temperatures can be made. This would
greatly simplify concern over differing ambient temperatures
during a day of checking for explosives. As used for
quantitative determination of gases, the Michromonitor is
capable of running in automatic mode at intervals selected by
the user. Statistical information such as maximum, minimum,
mean, and X standard deviation of the concentration results are
calculated for each gas and stored in memory. Extensive
software diagnoses the integrity of the system and reports any
possible malfunction. The analyzer can be configured variously,
e.g., it can be used as a BTU analyzer. The parameters for
calculating BTU can be entered into the computer's memory
through keyboard dialog. In the BTU mode, specific gravity and
compressibility factors of the natural gas mixture are displayed
along with the individual gas concentrations. More than one
hundred chemical compounds encountered in the work place can be

determined. Although femtogram sensitivity has been previously
indicated, the minimum detection limits for most commonly
occurring solvents and similar compounds lies between 5 and 20
ppm or 9 (nine) orders of magnitude higher. It is not known
whether the ppm values were because quantitative measurements
may require that much more material or whether the femtogram
detections with pentane was something very unusual. Picogram
qualitative detections are common for certain explosives using
high quality GC or HPLC instruments.

Anspach4e1 and others conducted an evaluation of solid
sorbents for .use in sampling low levels of explosives in water.
About 27 sorbents were obtained from several companies. These
represented many types of materials. The best ones were Porapak
S or Porapak R depending upon the explosive to be determined.
The Hewlett-Packard GC-EC was used and the most effective sorbent
for each of eight explosives was used and subjected to precision
testing as well as for accuracy of results. Detection limits
were not of low enough minimum value for our purposes but
are included in our report(9). Most of these detection limits
whether by GC-EC or by HPLC are below 10 micrograms per liter.
Their detection limits ranged from 0.81 gg/l for 2,6-DNT to 10.3
g/1 for PETN.
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No suitable method was found for Picric acid, Tetra7ene, or
Lead Styphnate. Interferences from major contaminants proved to
be the largest problem in the evaluation of various sorbents.
Dcuse" 0 -'11  used handswab extracts samples with GC with
electron capture to detect explosives.

Meyers and Meyerscia) in a project to identify
manufacturers of smckeless powders have used a combination of gas
chromatography and proton magnetic resonance (PMR). They also
reviewed methods used previously for the detection of smokeless
powders and their components as the nitrated products of
glycerine. Use of the two techniques enables identification not
only of the manufacturer of the powder but also the various
powders manufactured by the manufacturer. Thin-layer
chromatography was used to determine whether the material was
single base or double-base propellant. For a gas chromatograph
they used the Hewlett-Packard 5880A which is described in Hewlett-
Packard HP Sourcetla). This instrument uses a combination of
internal method software and integral BASIC programming.
Capillary columns are employed for improved sensitivity, and
resolution. To perform an automated identification, the 5880A
performs two distinct steps.. First, searching the chromatogram
for the presence of specific peaks (a qualitative step) and
second, comparing peak areas or heights to reference values, a
quantitative step. These steps have been combined in a BASIC
program written for the 5880A Gas Chromatograph. Data files for
each sample type are stored on the integral cartridge tape. The
program is started upon completion of an analysis. A tentative
match is reported if all reference peaks in a given data file ti.
are found in the sample chromatogram. The program then compares
the normalized area or height percentage of each calibrated peak
with lower and upper bounds stored in the calibration table.
Deviations are summed over all the peaks. If the sum is less
than the specified recognition window, the match is confirmed.
After this confirmation has been achieved, a report identifying
the sample is generated. This Hewlett-Packard Gas Chromatograph
can analyze rapidly both qualitatively and quantitatively for
explosives that are brought into the laboratory; however, it
suffers from lack of portability for direct determination of
explosives in closed ordnance.

The use of multiple detectors with gas chromatography for
analysis of organic nitro compounds and explosives is discussed
by Krull et al."141 They have used a parallel arrangement of
electron-capture detection (ECD) with photoionization detection
(PID) together with certain Permabound GC packing materials, for
the resolution and specific identification of numerous organic-

nitro compounds and other explosives. They used a Varian Model
3700 gas chromatograph equipped with conventional Varian FID and
ECD detectors. A separate PID unit was mounted external to the
main GC oven, on top of the GC with external heating tape applied
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to the interface preventing condensation of GC effluents after
their exit from the columt, oven. The PID was from HNU Systems
Inc., Model PI-51-01. The detection quantities and minimum
levels detected were not as low as believed to be required in our
work with bombs and warheads although their detection minimum
levets for dinitrotoluenes were as good as we
had obtained before('). Their values for the DNT isomers were
three picograms in each of the 2,3-, 2,4- 2,6-, and 3,4-
dinitrotoluenes. The greater sensitivity of the ECD was noted
however, the compound detection and selectivity were generally
better via the PID. They point out that in deciding which
detector to use, provided only one is used, one must decide
whether detectability or selectivity. is of greatest concern.
Relative response ratios can be used when these two detectors are
both used in parallel and nuch numbers are better to
differentiate explosives from each other. The use of several
detectors is important in other ways. When the amount or
concentration of vapor is totally unknown it is better to use a
detector that requires a larger sample (if available) or that can
measure over a larger range or both. Then the sensitive electron
capture detector (ECD) would not be swamped out so often by high
concentrations which it cannot handle. Picograms require ECD
whereas micrograms would swamp the ECD while being readily
detected without dilution by several other less sensitive
detectors.

Penton"•* describes the advantages of using the newer
fused silicon dioxide capillary columns as opposed to the packed
column. Capillary columns give better resolution, yielding
taller and narrower peaks, lower detection limits, and smaller
errors in quantitation. Capillary columns are usually made with
pure silicon dioxide without metal contaminants found in glass
columns; this in turn leads to less tailing of polar compounds
and fewer reactions with column ingredients. Penton analyzed
nitroglycerine, lowest detection level 35 femtograms, TNT, loviest
detection level 0.11 picogram, PETN, lowest detection level 0.38
picogram, and TDX, lowest detection level 0.39 picogram.
Analyses were all performed using a Varian 6000 gas chromatograph 1A
equipped with a Modtl 1095 on-column injector and electron
capture detector. A Varian 401 chromatography data system was
used for quantitation. The column was of fused silica coated
with a half micron thick coating of SE 30. No noticeable
degradation was evident after two month's use.

Aung-ho Chen of U.S. Army Armament Research and Development
Command, having been involved with the analysis of an unknown
liquid explosive mixture, has outlined the methodologies used forthe identification, structural determination, and•>

quantification of the constituents of -.he mixture* 1 6e which
emphasizes what can be done when a large number of analyticalinstruments are at one's disposal. This also further surfaces

the problem of determining whether an explosive is present versus
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same other non-explosive material. Fast atom bombardment mass
spectrometry (FABHS) and Fourier transform mass spectrometry
(FTMS) warQ only used in a cursory examination. GC/EIIS provided
considerable structural information, however, the lack of
molecular weight information required the use of direct inlet
probe high resolution electron impact mass spectrometry which
provided unequivocal data concerning the exact elemental
compositions of the fragment ions and also the structural data
necessary for elucidation of the structure of the unknown
compounds in the mixture. Next most powerful tools to the HREIHS
were positive ion chemical ionization (PICI) MS and the negative
ion chemical ionization (NICI) MS from which key molecular weight
information was deducted. Close behind these techniques in
usefulness were GC/EIHS and GC/PICIMS which permitted rapid
separation and characterization of nonlabile constituents of theexplosive. Supplementary structural data were provided by NMR

and IR which facilitated identification of the known, although
the lower sensitivity of the commercial instruments representing
these methods limited their usefulness.

Reutter et al., of the FBI Laboratories have shown the
problems that can arise when a terrorist uses little known
explosives or propellant ingredients which may not have been
previously characterized or its characteristics had not been
compiled in an FBI laboratory. One of theset 1),
hexamethylenetriperoxidediamine, whose potential as a military
explosive had been shown in 1904, and although too unstable for
military use was selected apparently because of ease of
synthesis. Complications of instability made GC/MS
characterization difficult and infrared spectrophotometry showed
only C-H stretch vibrations together with a peak later shown to
be from an impurity. High resolution mans spectrometry together
with NMR and some fine chemical sleuthing nailed the structure
down to the tricyclicdiamine noted above. The other explosion
occurred outside the contiguous 48 states and resulted in
considerable loss of life. After HPLC separations showed none of
the ordinary explosives, GCUIS found a peak which on a library
search through EPA-NIH rmcords matched well with
diethyleneglycoldinitrate (DEGDN). An electron impact mass
spectral determination was made for the second component of this
explosive and found a spectrum indistinguishable from those of
EGDN, NG, and PETN. The mass spectrum was consistent with a
nitrate ester of mass of 255 daltons. Metriol trinitrate (MTN)
was found to match this value; the most probable source was then
found to be "Hercudyne," a dynamite made by Hercules. Standard
samples of DEGDN and MTN were then obtained and both GUMHS and

HPLC with pure samples together with debris extract spiked with
them gave results indicating these two ingredients as the two
components of the terrorist concocted explosive. Ironically,
although these explosives were in standard reference tests, none
was in the r tensive FBI files and no spectral data had been
compiled in any of the standard spectra referenzo libraries.
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I
Goff and Fine in a meries of articles dercribe analyses of

explosives by means of use of GC or HPLC together with the Thermo
Electron Analyzer, Model 610 as the detector. The latter
pyrolyaes the separated products from either type chromatograph,
ozonizes them to nitrogen dioxide or to nitric oxide('*.&*)
which are detected as previously described therein. Minimum
detectable levels were found for TNT and RDX 4 pg, for EGDN, NG,
and DNT 5 pg, and for tetryl 25 pg. Possible advantages of this
detector over some very highly ssnsitive detectors as electron
capture are that it can be used over a range of nanogram down to
low picogram range without dilution or concentration and without
extensive sample cleanup procedures prior to analysis, and that
it would not be "swamped out" so readily by exposure to slightly
high concentrations. The TEA analyzer has been designed to
respond only to nitro and nitroso compounds and thus there are
not peaks for other compounds which may be in the same sample
which otherwise obscure the identifying peaks of the explosive.
The GC/TEA as well as the HPLC/TEA surved adequately to detect
oxplosives in acetone or methanol solution and also post-blast
debris from methylene chloride solutions concentrated from debris
extracts. Post-blast air samples taken in an air-sampling
cartridge developed by Rounbehler, and handswab extracts were
both adequately analyzed using either GC/TEA or HPLC/TEA.

The analysis of explosives residues by electron impact gas
chromatography mass spectrometry (EIGC/MS) and on line computer
searching of spectra has been reported by Messiert2e) using a
Hewlett-Packard Model 5992A GC Mass Spectrometer containing an
electron ionization source and quadrupole mass analyzer used to
collect standard spectra. The instrument is controlled by a
98255A microprocessor, having a 16K memory. Software used was
Hewlett-Packard ON-Line Search Tape 05992-10012. This software
allowed the GC/MS to perform scanning experiments where a library
of up to 50 compounds is searched as each GC peak elmtas. The
software was modified so that the St. Louis Metropolitan Police
Library now handles a capacity of 12999 pollutants and
explosives.

Martz and others have established a smokeless powder library
of about one hundred powders in their GC/MS system at the FBI
labcratory in Washington4a'). Identification of a smokeless
powder is effected by computer searching the composite spectrum
of the unknown powder against the library. Confirmation follows
by comparing the relative amounts of the various components as
found by the GC/MS analysis and also by comparison of physical
properties. Typical mass spectra are shown in the reference from
a Finnigan 4021 quadrupole/mass spectrometer equipped with a
Finnigan INCOS 2300 data system. Their gas chromograph was
equipped with a Scientific Glass Engineering, Inc., on-column
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injector and * 20-meter, 0.20 mm ID, SE-54 bonided phase-fused

silica column. In these analyses the powder was extracted with
0.5 al of chloroform and o.1 to 0.2 microliter injected on-
column. In these analyses the powder was extracted with 0.5 al
of chloroform and 0.1 to 0.2 microliter injected on-column at
ambient temperature.

A group at NWC as part of the Navy's pollution abatement has
been fingerprinting the products of detonation for prcopellants
and explosives as well as the products from burnirg for
disposal. In recent studies related to undierwater
detonations,la > molecular TNT has been found in the dAtonation
products from TNT detonations in nitrogen and also in detonations
in air; whereas, RDX and PETN are not found as detonation
products from their explosive mixtures. The formation of
products such as napthlene and other substances absent in the
original mixture is hypothesized as occurring in reformation
reactions from the fragments which include atoms and portions of
molecules.

Cumming and Park have indicationstSS) that negative ion
mode monitoring in the GC/MS detection process improves both
detection limits and the degree of discrimination possible. Gas
chromatography has made greater use of mass spectrometry possible
in several ways. Yino.02 4 ) and Hunt4*61 have reviewed mass
spectrometry for characterization of unknown explosives.
Electron impact (ED), in which ionization is caused by electron
bombardment at 70 eV under high vacuum, produces fragmenting of
most explosive molecules into smaller moieties of molecular
fragments with correspondinE simplified spectrý, limiting its
usefulness in detection. This is caused by the poor charge
stabilizing effect of the nitro group. Molecular ions from nitro-
alkenes eject the nitro group so easily that a molecular ion (M+)
is seldom observed. As examples, at 70 eV electron impact and at
standard conditions with high vacuum, none of the nitrate esters
give a molecular ior. Major peaks from nitro-alkane fragments
ate identified as:

NO+ mass unit - 30

NO2 + mass unit - 46

'HaC-O-NO 2 ) * mass unit = 76

Most aromatic nitro compounds do give molecular ion peaks and are
thus easier to analy.e using electron impact.

The Fragmentation of TNT426)) forming a ba..e peak at m/z =

210 corresponds to (C7H4NOOs) +.which corresponds to the loss of
OH from the molecular ion. This requires the efficient
separation of the mixtures prior to optimizations, a function
usually well performed by gas chromatography. Negative ion mass
spectrometry has evolved because of improirements' 2 3 . 2 61 in both A
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ionization and instrument techniquea which allow instruments.
designed for positive ion operution to be readily adaptable toSproduce and detect negative ions. The reason for preferring
negative ion (NI) rather than positivv ion (PI) mass spectrometry
is because the NI has greater selectivity combined with picogram
level of sensitivity. The predominating mechanism of ion
production is electron capture in which the NI behaves similarly
to the gas chromatographic electron capture detector which is one
nf the mint sensitive of explosives detectors available.

The development of portable GCMS instruments is described by
Drew and Stevensca?). Most commercial instruments have been
developed for the laboratory where a highly controlled
environment and few limitations on space and power requirements
are the norm. Among its carefully selected instruments for a
Mars trip in search of evidence for the presence of life or its
precursor NASA chose a portable GCMS instrument to fit into its
very compact and light weight landing system capable of heat-soak
sterilization, launch vibrations and accelerations, and of
traversing interplanetary space for about as.x months, shock
landing on Mars, and functioning millions of miles from earth inan unfriendly atmosphere of blowing dust. A current terrestial
man-portable GC/MS is largely based upon the Viking instrument.
Specifications for the fully portable instrumentation are set up
for a concept validation stage which has been ongoing at the Jet
Propulsion Laboratory. The specifications include a desired
Sfemtogram detection sensitivity in an instrument which is
expected to weigh 25-30 kg plus 0.9 kg for each hour of operation
for the batteries. Although this weight would not be ilcal for
someone to carry around on the back, it may be a starting point
for constructing a gas chromatograph/mass spectrometer suitable
for identification of explosives. It is noted thu.t for
explosives detection, a vapor inlet probe and a pre-concentrator
would be needed possibly together with certain extraction
techniques possible for separation of interferents. Such an
instrument should be of value for several applications relating
to explosives detection.

Sullivan and Watson(ae) describe portable detectorsavailable from Xon Tech Inc. that can detect most organonitrate
explosives present in open containers. The Model GC-710 detector
measures the presence of explosives such as TNT, C-4, dynamite,
and Deta Sheet for a time period as long as 30 minutes after
sampling. The GC-710 weighs 43 pounds, costs around $10,000, and
requires only one operator. A personal sampler with attachablesampling cartridges can be used to extend the search area.

Ziegler et al., se1 have described an extensive and
organized chromatographic data processing command language.
Nearly any manipulation of chromatographic data and results can
be conveniently conducted using sensible instructions.
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Karasek et al.,t*@0 have thoroughly reviewed fundamental
developments (with 811 references) in the field of gas
chrot:tography for 1982 and 1983 and the extent of GC use is
evidert from sales of about 8300 million In 1983 projected to
$425 in 1986. An an example of the scientific and technology
improvements, electron-capture detection of aromatic hydrocarbons
can now be predicted based upon known ionization
potentials'a*). The detection limits for electron-capture
dittection have aeen reported for some strong electrophores an
being in the attogram rangesOae.

Yangts*5  describes the Varian models 3300 GC and 3400 GC,
These instruments feature builtin self diagnostics and are the
smallest size offered having fully automatable microprocessor
controlled GC operations. The GC 3400 (20 in. H x 20 in. V x 24
in. D) with builtin printer/plotter and large column oven (10 in.
H x 9 in. W x 7 in. D) will accommodate two 4 meter packed
columns, two gla&.a columns, or two capillary columns or
combinations of these. Detectors range from electron capture
detectors with sensitivity to <0.07 picogram. through lesser
senbitivity broader range detectors as thermal conductivity or
flame ionization detectors.

Twibell has noted that gas chromatography with electron-
capture detection was found to be the moat accurate and sensitive
technique for analysing handswab extracts of nitroglycerine.
Residues could be detected for 20 hours after handling the
explosive. The lowest detection limit under these circumstances
was 10 nanograms' 4 '. Reviews on gas chromatography also
include references 35 and 36, Smith's "Handbook of
Chromatography"'*') and the use of gas chromatography in the
analyses of polymers is reviewed by Smith'30'.

C. HIGH POWER LIQUID CHROMATOGRAPHY

High power liquid chromatography has been used in numerous
analytical procedures for detection and analysis of energetic
materials and is the chromatographic method of choice for many
other materials. Although many more papers have been published
on HPLC than on gas chromatography, it may not be as readily
miniaturized for the intended applications related to the current
project. Explosives analysis methods can be covered only briefly
here. Brushgmann4*9) separated HMX, RDX and other explosives by .'k

use of RAD-PAK A (C18) column and made 70-76% recoveries with a
lower detection limit of 100 nanograms. While more than adequate
for the wastewater determination the lower limit would have to be
picogram or better for determining these same explosives from
vapor sampling from bombs and warheads.

Krull and others applied HPLC in complex matrices including
post-blast residue debris(4°). A joint project between Israel
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Police Headquarters Laboratories and Northeastern University
included development of the method, and study of various mobile
rhases from which toluene was tentatively chosen as best pending
full health effect studies and NIOSM regulations. Toluene is not
generally used by others as an HPLC mobile phase. Conditions for
detecting 2,4-DNT, 2,6-DNT, TNT, PETN, NG, tetryl and other
explosives ware investigated. Retention times varied from 3.5 to
8.6 mir. for 2,6-DNT depending upon the column typo, solvent used,
mobile phase composition, and other factors. The equipment used
was standard laboratory type instrumentation (virtually HPLC
system and any GC-ECD instrument can be used). No attempt was
made to miniaturize for field work.

A composition analysis for TATB/HIX/Estane was developed by
Schaf feor d

HPLC-UV methods have also been defined for quantitative
determination of RDX, DNT and TNT in animal tissues and plants.
Detections at the 5 to 100 ns level were obtained. Tetryl could
not be determined from any of the mixtures as it adsorbed too
strongly to protein or other macromolecule( 4 ae.

Concentration of trace organics from water was worked out by
the Kaplansa' 3 ' who chose the primary and secondary products of
the microbial transformation 2,4,6-TNT. These were extracted
with SEP-PAK C-18 (Waters) Cartridges and quantitated with HPLC
down to 30 ng quantities.* At the FBI symposium a number of papers covered HPLC
analyses. Krullý 4 4 ) compares the various types of detectors for
HPLC much as he also did for GC(14) for explosives as well as
with other aiiphatic and aromatic nitro compounds and aliphatic
nitrate esters. Reductive liquid chromatography and
electr-chemistry detectors were used as well as a new technique
they developed consisting of post column, on-line, real time,
photolysis/derivitization generating organic nitrite from
virtually all explosives and organic compounds after they have
been eluted from the analytical HPLC column. The nitrite is then
detected via conventional thin layer flow-through electrode
detection in oxidative liquid chromatography-electro-chemistry
using single and dual cells in the oxidative and/or reductive
modes. Lower detection limits ranged from 25 to 200 ppb (or 500
pg to 4 ng).

The pendant mercury drop electrode (PMDE) detector was used
with HPLC for screening explosives componentst4A). Detection
limits are quite good (2-20p&).

Use of ammonium picrate (Explosive D) in projectiles has
become obsolete with subsequent demilitarization by burning or
dump containment. The bureau of Medicine and Surgery, Dept. of
the Navy, as response to its Assessment and Control of
Installation of Pollutant Programs at US Naval Station, set an
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interim target maximum contaminant level for nitrophenols
including ammonium picrate and picramic acid at 0.001 m8/1 (U
ppb). An appropriate analysis was therefore required for picrate
in ground water. Hoffsommer aid 3lowert*e6 developed a
simplified liquid chromatography method using a modified paired
Ion Chromatography (PIC) method for the picric acid
determination. A Hewlett-Packard, Model 1084A, HPLC was used
with a 254 nm UV detector and and RP-8 column (25 cm long and 4.6
mm ID) maintained at 400C. Since polynitrophenoxide ion is not
retained it could not be separated without use of a reagent
(tetrabutylammonium phosphate) which being completely ionixed
forms a neutral ion pair complex with the polynitro phenoxide
ion is separated on the reverse phase (RP) column. Detection
level of 0.6 to I ppb was achieved.

Kissinger has conducted numerous studies on nitro
compounds&4 7) using liquid chromatography with eloctro-chemistry
detection. He concludes it to be a viable approach for many
explosive applications. He cites advantages of using two working
e.Lectrodes to improve both qualitative and quantitative
results. Used either in parallel or in series, dual electrodes
provide many opportunities to study explosives because of the
wide range of redox properties involved. Some compounds are easy
to reduce (picric acid) and others (nltramines, nitrate esters)
are difficult. Kissinger has provided a recent text(4s) for a
very detailed review of this mode of detection in liquid
chromatography. Whitnack4 4 9 ) has also researched the electro-
chemical analysis field and developed many polarographic
procedures for analysis of nitroglycerine, TNT, HMX and other
materials.

A sub-discipline of high pressure liquid chromatography
(HPLC), Ion Chromatography (IC), uses an analytical column packed
with a low capacity ion exchAnge resin. The mobile phase is an
aqueous buffer solution which may contain an organic solvent as
methanol or acetonitrile. Ions are partitioned between the ion
exchange resin and the eluent (mobile phase). Conductivity
detection is most commonly used as it responds to all ions in
aqueous solution. This method can be vary valuable in the
analysis of post blast residues and has been shown by Reutter et
al., (50) to have advantages over other techniques when the
ionic residues are volatile or electrochemically active.
Energetic materials such as ammonium nitrate, potasslum
nitrate, sodium nitrate, potassium chlorate, potassium
perchlorate, barium chlorate, barium nitrate and strontium
nitrate, amines and their salts can be analyzed by high power
liquid chromatography-ion chromatography version. The material
sampled can be as vapor or from the solid. The method has been
used for water based explosives including such sensitizers as
ethylenediaminedinitrate and diperchlorate and values down to
0.5 ppm have been determined with linearity for quantitative
analysis between 0 and 15 ppm. The FBI laboratory is constantly
updating their information on commercial explosives so that when
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a new one comes on the market, if no adequate analysis method
suffices for FBI parposes, a research project is initiated to
develop one. Excellent review articles for ion chromatography
are given by Small et al.,(6 1 . 52) and by Williams(SS).
Interferents and capabilities are described in Dionex

literature4(4.55).

Barsotti et al.,46'1 have used the Wescan Model 26 ion
chromatograph with dual column and dual detectors for
simultaneous determinations of monovalent cations as sodium ion,
methylammonium ion, ammonium ion and of bivalent cations as
calcium ion, using dual conductivity detectors. They conclude
that ion chromatography can form the basis for a method to
control process and quality in the manufacture of water gel
explosives.

Rudolph46 7? has used DIONEX Model 16 ion chromatograph for
determination and characterization of "low explosives" such as
black powder, potassium chlorate/sugar mixtures and the
commercial black powder and its substitute, Pyroaex.
Conductivity detectors together with electrochemical anu
ultraviolet-visible spectrophotometric detectors were used.
These materials could be detected from their burned residues.
There is no evidence, however, in the last tv, references that
ion chromatography is sensitive to less than parts per million.

GC/MS has been discussed as possibly the ultimate method of
vapor detection and specific identification. Yinon~'66
indicates certain circumstances where LC/MS can be used while
GC/MS is not suitable. Thermally sensitive or non-volatile
compound exemplify such cases. LC/MS also has some interface
problems between the liquid at high pressure and the reduced
pressure of the mass spectrometer. Special interfaces have been
designed, some of which are commercially available. One such
interface splits the LC effluent so only 1 or 2% enters the mass
spectrometer through a 5 micrometer aperture in a stainless steel
diaphragm. Sensitivity is of course reduced using such an
interface by a factor of 50-100.

Powermex and Tovex, commercial blasting agents have been
confiscated in labor-related bombing incidents. These materials
are sensitized with ethyleneglycol mononitrate (EGMN) and
monomethylaminenitrate (MMAN). Prime and others'89) have
described detection methods using IHPLC. Large samples of MMAN
can be determined by X-ray diffraction and infrared
spectrophotometry. Smaller samples are more difficult although
spot tests and GC and derivative HPLC have been suggested. Prime
et al., selected derivitization (using Dansylchloride as
derivitization agent and following with separation by HPLC) for
method development. Advantages of derivitization in
chromatography were explained in an earlier report("*. It
effectively provides sensitization for the type of detector used
as well as better separation in the chrcmatographic option
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chosen. Recovery of EGMN was also found enhanced by a four fold-
factor by using a $55C purgu of the explosive debris.

HPLC is often used with infrared detection specific
materials as the IR spectrum can often be considered positive
evidence for identification of specific compounds. The Fourier
Transfrom-Infra-Red Spectroscopy (FTIR) is a powerful tool for
this. The resultant spectrum is compared with reference spectra
via computer library search of various standard explosive IR
spectra. Riddel et al.,"(cO have taken head space concentration
samples over explosion debris as well as solvent extracted
material and analyzed using HPLC-FTIR which greatly improved
selectivity over HPLC alone with UV detection at 254 nm. Using a
Varian Model 5000 Chromatograph (HPLC) with a Nicolet 7199 FTIR
with a KBR-GC beam splitter and includinS a laser-referenced
Michelson Interferometer with absolute wave number accuracy
specified to better than 0.01 reciprocal centimeters, on-the-fly
real time measurements were taken using the FTIR to monitor
several absorption bands simultaneously in real time. Complete
IR spectra were also storable for future use. Detection using
these techniques is unfortunately only at the microgram level and
although very useful when sufficient explosive is present as in
terrorist bombing residues, does not at present represent a
viable method for detection of less than picogram quantities
whLch would be required for analysis of unconcentrated vapors
over most sealed ordnance such as bombs and warheads.

Smokeless powders have been the focus for detection by FBI
Laboratorys Bender(61) with tandem ultraviolet/Thermal Energy
Analyzer (TEA) detectors. Diphenylamine, 2-dinitrodiphenylamine,
N-nitrosodipheny]amine, nitroglycerine, 2,6-dinitrotoluene and w
2,4-dinitrotoluene have been separated, identified and their 4
relative quantities used to characterize the gun powder.
Detection was found possible to the low nanogram range. This is
still more than three orders of magnitude too high a
concentration for the very low levels we require to determine
explosives in bombs. Its usefulness in the present state is that
the method is powerful enough to differentiate between ball
powders of the same components differing only in percentage of
ingredients, and in DuPont IMR (Improved Military Rifle) single
base powder, it is identified and distinguished from others in
t.he IMR series by the relative ratios of lesser components 2,6-
dinitrotoluene, N-nitrosodiphenylamine and n-butylpthalate.

rajors(62) reviews general trends in HPLC usage based upon
a survey of 200 users responding early in 1984. Reverse phase
HPLC, making use of water and acetonitrile, is used more th&n
other types. It is used primarily for nonpolar and hydrophobic
compounds and has increased in popularity because of its
application to ionic and ionizable compounds through ion-pair,
ion suppression, complexation, and other ion interaction

techniques. Other HPLC modes are used mainly for more
specialized applications sach as those involving water sensitive
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compounds, isomers, polymers, and metallic ions. The lifetime of
HPLC columns is gradually increasing, and that for reverse phase
chromatography on octadecylsilane bonded-phase columns has
increased from early times life of two months to from six months
to a year and some columns have been observed to have been used
much longer than this. Batch-to-batch variation in columns can
be a problem. In some instances standardization is required for
similar peak dimensions with each new column.

Dolan'63• reviews theoretical plates in HPLC columns which
with 5 m packing typically run from 60,mOO to 100,000 and for 3 m
packing, 150,000 plates may be available. He relates total
variance to the sum of variances due to column, injector,
detector and tubing.

The Appendix I"1) contains a profile of various explosives
and analyses available using liquid chromatography/electro-
chemistry for qualitative and quantitative analysis as present by
Bioanalytical Systems, Inc.

D. BIOCHEMICAL METHODS

1. Ensymes and Related Methods Using a Chealluaineseence
Output Signal.

The use of chemiluminescence in explosives detection has
been studied in different ways by several groups; detectors have
been made which are sold commercially. Antek, Houston, TX has an
instrument detecting TNT at the ppm level. Therma Electron
Corporation, Waltham, MA also has an instrument available. Antek
instrument will not determine explosives at levels we requiro
(vapors from closed bombs or other ordnance)(-'. The Antek
instrument, however, may be suitable for analyzing for liquid
propellant mixtures of the types developed at BRL.

The Los Alamos National Laboratory has an interesting study
going on chemiluminescence reactionsý68 4 . The project centered
on detecting high explosives at nuclear power reactors to thwart
terrorist activity. The HE analysis developed relies on coupling
the chemistry of the HE with that of the luminol
chemiluminescence reaction.

('% Private communication from Randy Wrtyfoed of Antek to
Harold Gryting.
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The accomplishments of LANL program are cited as&e6.

1. Success in coupling HE and CL chemistry reliably.

2. Capability to use a micellized solvent to
concentrate HE.

3. Establishment of the basis for design
instrumentation that may exhibit better sensitivity and
lower levels of detection than exhibited by the
laboratory apparatus used for this study.

Heller'6,S,) and others have studied methods for
determining explosives in water. A system using fluorescent
ionic resins was used to detect TNT and similar nitroaromatics.
They indicate development of luminescent methods requires finding
chemical reactions from normally non-luminescent explosives that
either produce light, produce products which produce light or
quench other chemiluminescent reactions. The break down of
explosives to nitrogen dioxide which yields inactive nitrogen
dioxide plus a photon was studied and this technology later
became the basis for the instruments previously described. Other
reactions including thorium oxide catalyzed oxidation of CO and
the metal reduction of CO were investigated. The photochemistry
of TATB was also studied.

Chemiluminescence has been used by Rhoton'6 7 1 to determine
presence or absence of a reaction during machining and related
operations for plastic bonded explosives.

Dr. He.G.,r i .; Zgghart,661 used thi coupling of a light
emitting indicator reaction (chemiluminescence) with reactions
specific to TNT or DNT which are facilitz.f;Jd by cr, antibody or an
enzyme. Appendix II of r-.ference I 1 ,ro'ides D) . Egghart's
description. The laboratory wcrk is' done by .le University of
Colifor,..•. -... Marlene DeLuca). The best detection is 10-17
molo of TNT (see Appandix II of reference 1) equating 2.3 x 10-is
Sof TNT which is about two orders of magnitude better than that
of on-ths-shelf gas chromatographs. Unfortunately, this method
presents diffi*culties in obtaining for the reaction a detector
suitable for field use. Another technique, however, also
biochemical in origin and using "TNT reductase" enzyme for
specificity and bacteria fed on TNT uaed to synthesize the enzyme
is being considered for use in a small portable instrument.
Change in• NADH level (which occurs by consumption by TNT
presence) is shown by change in luciferase light emission. About
10-14 mole of TNT c&n be detected which translate to 2.3 x
10-12 gram of TNT as minimum detectability level which
unfortunately is from borderline to an order of magnitude or more
too large for our detection purposes and about. the same
sensitivity as gas chromatography with electron capture
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2. Atkinls a& Deteotorsa of xplealve.,

In reference 1 the use of dogs, rats, gerbils and other
animals was briefly described including tests pitting doja and
handlers against instruments with their operators. Discussions
with Dr. Ray Nolan of Fort Belvoir R & D Center revealed that the
Army is no longer continuing the study in which rats were being
trained to reveal the presence of explosives from direct brain
wave pattern transmission to an appropriate oscilloscope. This
was one of the most intricate of the many studies involving
animals.

The effort on rats from Fy76-FY81 is given by
Nolan(6"). These experiments were devised to improve the
reliability and versatility of that class of detes-or system
currently known as in vivo bio-sensor. The target s.;'stance of
interest in this research was the military explosive TNT. The
research was designed to prove and did prove the validity of four
theses: (1) Rats can detect TNT via their olfactory function;
(2) Trained rats will operantly signal the arrival of TNT vapor
at their nares; (3) Rats may be trained en mass to function as
bio-sensor systems; (4) The electroencephalogram (EEG) of
trained rats contain specific signals uniquely related to their
awareness of TNT vapor. Ablino male rats were equipped with four
chronic indwelling brain electrodes, three of which were
electroencephalograph (EEG) pick-off electrodes juxtaposed to the
dura mater, while the fourth lead was a stimulus electrode
embedded in the medial forebrain bundle (MFB). Electrical brain

S stimulation (EBS) was applied to the MFB (which has been termed a

pleasure center), as a conditioning stimulus during training and
reinforcement sessions. Subjects were first conditioned by
operant methods to associate the presence of TNT vapors with EBS
and to signal awareness of the target substances by treadle
pressing. Properly conditioned rats can, in fact, be utilized as
sensory elements in bio-sensor explosives systems.

Gerbils are still under investigation at the University of
Toronto with Dr. Biedermann'b*. Thwy are reported to be able to
work an eight hour shift whereas dogs normally rest after a much
shorter time. One file drawer of gerbils used in conjunction -
with electronic reporting of their findings has been found to
work well at airports. We are not aware of any recent in depth
study of gerbils for detecting sealed explosives.

Smith' 7 0° indicates the use of dogs for explosives
detection in the protection of nuclear plants. By developing a
test area for dog and handler, flushing between tests and
regulating scent entry rate, detection at the 90-95% level and
false alerts at 4-7% range were achieved. On commercial dynamite
with 720 trials a 100% detection rate was achieved with 1.9%
false starts.
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Dean and Tomlinson(?') at SwRI describe the progressive
learning sequence that trains dogs to become sensitive,
communicative detectors of vapors. The dog then becomes a
portable, mobile biological vapor detector. The paper indicates
that a trained dog has the sensitiveness of at least one
featomole (10-16) which for TNT is 2.3 x 10-12 gram or
an order of magnitude better than moat of the better instruments
available. The reason for such sensitiveness is easier to
imagine in noting that a German Shepherd has 2 x 10-9
olfactory receptors and that each cell has 125 cilia giving a
total ciliary surface area of 7.85 square meter which is several
times the dogs surface area. One molecule of a certain vapor was
noted to be sufficient to stimulate a single olfactory cell. In
studies with EGDN most dogs were insensitive beyond 10-14
mole or 1.6 x 10-13 gram; however, one dog sustained a 98X
efficiency rate at 10-17 mole but gave no indication of
detection of EGDN vapor at 10-19 mole (1.6 x -17
gram). Dean has cited Russian literature from 1958 that notes
that dogs receiving caffeine or amphetamines under certain
conditions showed much enhanced detection sensitivity. This
enhancement was said to continue for eight hours. Two to three
orders better sensitivity were reported for those given caffeine
or amphetamines. Training of dogs also continues at the Lackland
Air Force Base4-1, San Antonio, TX. They are flown to various
locations in response to needs for detection of explosives or
drugs.

(2 Private communication from Dr. G. Biedermann to H.J.
Gryting.
(a' Private communication from Sergeant G. Wilson to H. J.
Gryting.
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D. OPTICAL

1. Infrared (IR) and Fourier Transfer Infrared (FTIR)
Spectrometry.

The Chemical Systems Division, Edgewood, APG, MD has

sponsored contracts concerning development of instruments that
take advantage of the small differences in temperature between
the target material and its background for the detection of
chemical warfare agents)e'. Passive LOPAIR for Long Path
Infrared and a later developmental model, the XM21, are described
together with derivation of equations and diagrams depicting
principles. A list of some remote instruments used on space
missions is given as: IR Filter Wheel Spectrophotometer; UV
diffraction Grating Spectrometer for Water Vapor Determination;
UV Spectrometer with Grating Monochromator. These have all been
used in one or more spacecraft.

Of further interest is the fact that for examination of
hazardous materials in a field environment, the remote passive IR
anaLlyzer was one of two recommended methods for further
development in the future. (The other as indicated under gas
chromatography was gas chromatography with mass spectroscopic
identification.) In gathering IR spectra for most of a list of
115 hazardous materials it was determined that over 90X of the
materials could be determined by means of IR spectra
measurements.

X. SENSOR COMPILATION

Norton(2T) has compiled relevant information on:
instrumentation systems, transducer fundamentals, solid
mechanical quantities, fluid mechanical quantities, acoustic,
thermal optical magnetic, electrical, nuclear quantities, sensing
methods, design, and operation. In addition, descriptions of the
various analyzers for chemical properties and compositions
covering many of the instrument types discussed in this paper are
explained in principle, these condensed summaries aid in
selecting options when designing n;ew instruments for specific
purposes.

CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS

Of the vapor detectors, gas chromatography with electron
capture detection supplemented by mass spectroscopy appears to be
the farthest along; there being versions described herein which
have high detectability and with use of concentrators to be
developed may be close to desired detectability for sealed
bombs. On-the-fly measurements would still be slowed by the need
for placing the concentrators ahead of time. Negative chemical
ion mass spectrometry, successful in identifying nitro
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polycyclic aromatic compounds, has been suggested as the possible
best selective system for positive explosive identification.

The NASA work has accelerated miniaturization of Gas
Chromatography/Mass Spectroscopy detection instruments. Man
portable instruments were made for space satellites that weigh
about forty pounds. The relatively new capillary columns and
reduced dead space measurements seem a good way to obtain samples
especially from explosive detonation residues.

Miniaturization of an Ion Mobility Spectrometer which has
recently been reported to be sensitive to one picogram in a
microprocessor-controlled system weighing under thirty pounds is
another likely possibility for future dqtection especially if
even greater sensitivity can be achieved.

Use of enzymes in detection together with chemiluminescence
holds promise of better specific response to TNT than has been
achieved with the available detectors. for this to be practical
for a large range of explosives, either a more general reaction
applicable to many explosives or many specific enzymes each
developed for use with its own explosive compound would be
required. As long as TNT or compositions made with TNT are
present in mines, the Army may find the TNT specific enzyme
system high desirable, however, the Navy, having large amounts of
PBX materials in warheads cannot be locked into one such detector
or detecting mechanism.

Little new material on insects as explosives detectors was
found. Very early work had indicated great promise, however
later work tended to indicate that insects have not been studied
for training them as gerbils, rats, pigeons and especially dogs
have been trained. The way ants can migrate over distances to
ferret out food suggest that labeling with food smelling
substances might produce another useful detection system
especially for shallow buried items. Placentious suggests that
insects may be the most sensitive of all detectors'd). U

Dogs have held their own against instruments with occasional
dog sensitivity showing up as high or higher than the
experimental techniques involving conventional detectors or such
other bio-sensor systems as enzymes with chemiluminescence. 1A
Contrary to some previous information, dogs can be trained to
work 12 hours with 10 minute breaks at hourly intervals. One man
and his dog searched the Notre Dame Field House in 12
hoursc(=) asm 213.

(d) Private communication from Bob Placentious, National Bureau
of Standards to Harold Gryting.

a C
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(1) it in recommended that an R&D program for
detection of explosives in Mark 80 series bombs and in other

praloritized weapons be initiated.

(2) It is recommended that an instrument based on
chromatography and mass spectroscopy be developed with detector
sensitive to femtogram quantities.

(3) It is recommended that methods be investigated to
provide small orifices in weapons for examination of explosive
vapors or for use with other NDE methods to be discussed in a
separate paperl 'ý.

(4) It is recommended that a pump-tube or other self-
contained sampling device designed to a+4tach with a vacuum-tight
seal over threaded sections of loading ports of warheads and
bombs be developed for ease in securing sufficient quantity of
vapor samples.

(5) It is further recommended that acetone wash
techniques as described in reference 1 be studied in detail for
at least the top ten important ordnance items.

Mlore recent studies with explosives debris also show
solution in acetone as a very good method to dissolve explosives
for detection by Gas Chromatography/Electron Capture Detector and
and./or Gas Chromatography/Mass Spectroscopy.

With respect to assessment of feasibility of determining

1 00 presence of explosives material within cased ordnance from in
field tests, we pose the question:

What Is Feasible and What is Not?

It is feasible to detect explosives in open warheads

with science and technology available today.

It may be feasible to detect cased munitions including U
sealed bombs and warheads provided sufficient vapor can
escape through the threaded sections. (This may require
that improved laboratory instruments be made portable.)

Furthermore, shoul6 insufficient vapor be escaping

naturally, a hole could ýae made which would allow detection U
by vapor detectors (or by non-vapor type NMR detector.)

* A possible alternative is to develop and apply a
concentrator of vapors which applies suction at the threaded
loading port.

What appears not feasible is the detection and
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available small (man-portable) detectors on an on-the-fly basis
without a sampler for sampling and concentrating the vapors to a
detectable concentration. In fact without such a
sampler/concentrator the most sophisticated laboratory vapor
detector now marketed will not detect vapors directly from cased
munitions such as the Mark 80 series bombs and some of the
warheads described beforec1 ). Table I, II, I11 give examples of
the detectability by some such instruments. With a
sample/concentrator device and/or with capability to make safe in-
field small openings in a bomb or warhead case the feasibility of
detection of several explosives could be reasonably assured.
This could be accomplished by using available instrumentation,
which would certainly appear feasible. Alternatively,
instrumentation designed, from information tha,. is state-of-art,
to be used for ordnance to be found on bombing or missile ranges
could provide the kind of instrument most needed for groups
involved in range cleanup and range safety.

The problem of unexploded ordnance escaping recognition and
being found by children who at times cause an accidental and
sometimes fatal explosion to occur has not been totally overcome
as Appendix V San Antonio Express News of January 29, 19841'1
reports. Another incident reported ir the Express New concerned
a shall, handled in a rilitary school, exploding and killing
several people. This one was thought to be inert and had been
handled in classes several times.

Terrorists' bombings, the bombs remaining undetected in time
to prevent detonation, occur at frequent intervals around the
world. Appendix VI49) covers the bombing in the Montreal train
station by terrorists. Development and use of proper instruments
together with trained dogs, and possibly other trained animals,
together ,vith trained personnel and education of those involved
with our transportation system should reduce and help eliminate
both accidental and terrorist caused detonation. Terrorism can
be reduced also if those who plan those activities can be made
aware that their bombs will be detected. The manned vehicle
crash detonations occurring in the past should also be reduced by
ensuring that the area near the embassies or troop concentrations
are kept under observation by TV camera and by the most sensitive
explosives detectors we can develop in the near future.

The conclusions and recommendation of reference 1
representing earlier work both experimental and an analytical
review of detection concepts and instruments are subscribed to as
continuing to be viable. There are some obvious things we can do
and these will help us to detect more explosives and to
differentiate them better from inert stimulants

We have noted the development of many new instruments and
improvement of a few of those that have been commercialized orthat have been under development for extended periods of time.
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I
Information available on chromatographic methods leads ux to

believe that we could start with the technology described herein
plus that from rmcent symposia and reference I and construct a
datection system (GC/ECD) which will be man-portable, and uith
development of proper accessories and program, it should then
become feasible to detect the vapor from explosives inside of
sealed bombs and warheads without moving them to evacuation
chambers.
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I. Introduction

he U.S. Army Corps of Engineers, Huntsville Division recently completed a
contract for an Explosive Ordnance Disposal (ROD) Surface Sweep of the Hawthorne
Army Ammunition Plant (HWAAP), Nevada, New Bomb Open Burning/Open Detonation
Grounds (OB/OD) This is the first ROD contract operation of this type ever
undertake .e Corps of Engineers.

he scope of the contract required the location and rendering safe of
approximately 5000 tons of ordnance fragments and 25,000 items of unexploded
ordnance. This was a manual labor intensive operation under the direct super-
vision of civilian EOD qualified supervisors

ecompletion of this project has demonstrated that what was once an
exclusive &Llitary function can be done in a safe and effective manner by
civilian forces.

II. Background Information

Hawthorne Army Ammunition Plant is a government-owned/contractor-operated
(GO/CO) facility located on 154,000 acres of Federal land south of Walker Lake
in Mineral County, NV. Its mission includes loading, storing, maintaining and
demilitarizing military munitions.

The New Bomb open burning/open detonation area is located 19 miles south of
Hawthorne City limits on Nevada State Route 31. The area is within the Toiyabe
Natioaal Forest and is leased to the Army by the U.S. Department of Agriculture.
The actual leased area is approximately 800 acres.

The New Bomb Area is situated in a deep box canyon, which is a section of
the Wassuck/Anchorite Hills, This area is where all open detonation of high
explosive ordnance occurred.

As part of routine operations, DOD produces, stores, and uses large
quantities of munitions and explosives. Each year, large quantities of these
materials must be disposed of as waste. These wastes include out-of-date
explosives and propellants, items in storage or manufacture which have failec
quality assurance tests, out-of-date and obsolete munitions items, and any
unsafe munitions items, components or explosives. Other reloted wastes also
include materials which may have become contaminated by contact with these items.
At present, OB/OD of explosive wastes are the most effective means of destroying
many items, decontaminating large metal objects, and reducing most combustibles
to a smaller volume. OB/OD is the most economical and in some cases, the only
safe method currently available for the effective destruction, decontamination,
and reduction of explosives and explosive wastes.

The OB/OD operations have been conducted at the New Bomb site since 1947.
These grounds were operated by the Department of the Navy from 1947 to 1977 at
which time ownership was transferred to the Department of the Army and the
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grounds were continued for this use until the fall of 1984. Numerous types of
ordnance, munition and explosive items were destroyed at this site during that
tine frame. Although disposal procedures were to prohibit kidck-out of items
that were destroyed by demolition, large quantaties of fragments, intact
unexploded ordnanc~e and bulk explosives could be found throughout the site.
This condition presented an undesirable environmental condition as well as a
safety problem to the personnel operating the site and to the general public
which had easy unauthorized access to the area.

111. Discussion

A competitively negotiated service contract was awarded to UXE International
Inc., Washington, D.C. on 1 July 1985 to perform the ROD sweep. The
qualifications of the contractor required that they have previous ROD work
experience and that all management and supervisory personnel be. Naval School,
Explosive Ordnance Disposal, NAYSGOLEOD, Indianhead, Maryland trained and
certified to perform all operations necessary under the contract.

Prior to any ordnance operations on the site, the contractor was required
to submit for approval Technical Plans, Management Plans, Safety Plans and SOP's
to address all phiases of the projected work. This was necessary to ensure the
safety of all personnel during work activities and define management structure,
responsibilities, work procedure, training, operating procedures, etc. during
performance of the contract.

As a part of the preparation of the technical plans, the contractor was
required to divide and mark the entire range into sectors and grids. This was A*
required to measure the project progress and provided a basis for project e

completion payment. The methodology used in sector definition was to establish
search/sweep sectors utilizing the natural or man-made boundaries (i.e., roads,U
fire lanes, mountain peaks and valleys). A total of forty (40) sectors were
identified as shown on figure 1. In order to estimate the level of effort
required to sweep each of the sectors preliminary surveys were performed to
estimate the level of scrap metal i:ontuimination expressed in numbers of items
per square feet of area.

in support of this project the contractor established facilities within the U
city of Hawthorne and at the site. The main office was located at Hawthorne
and served as the recruitment center and Program Managers' office. The site
field trailor served as the command post for the field work, first aid station,
radio station and equipment station. Other equipment and materials required

to support the project are shown in table 1.

Sweep Procedures

The initial ROD sweep of areas was conducted by EOD qualified personnel.
This sweep located and marked the explosive material and identified those

items that were to be destroyed in place. These sweeps were normally conductedU

on Saturdays or after the general labor force left the range. Those ordnance
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-- Table I

Equipment Requirements

Facilities I
Explosive Storage Magazines (2)
Maintenance Trailor (1)

Pallet Weighing Station (1)
Sani-Huts (6 to 10)

Equipment

IT-28 Forklift
Lift All Forklift
Rough Terrain Forklift
5 Ton Truck
10 Ton Truck
Jeeps (2)
Chevrolet Suburban (2)
Honda 4 Wheel Cyclea (2)
Honda Trailers (2)
Portable Generators for Radio Transmittors
"Water Tanks 1-300 gal., 1-1000 gal.
Fuel Support Tanks 500 gal. (2)
Radios

Portable (AM) - 7
Base Station (HF) - 1
Portable Radios (HF) 8
Repeater Station (HF) - 1

Miscellaneous Equipment

Safety Glasses
Hard Hats
Rakes
Wheelbarrels
Fire Fighting Equipment
Picks (6)
Shovels (20)

Buckets (300)
Gloves (50 Doz.)
Safety Rope
First Aid Equipments
Water Coolers (16)
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items that could be moved were placed in designated pallets for UXO and trans-
ported to the detonation pits for destruction. Those items to be destroyed in
place were conspicuously marked for later destruction.

Follow-up sweeps were conducted by teams consisting of an BOD qualified
team leader and laborers. These teams performed sweep operations using
standard military ROD line abreast procedures. Spacing depended on the
density of fragment, ground cover and terrain of the area. Any ordnance
located during this follow-up sweep was flagged for later removal or destruction.

As a quality assurance measure, check sweeps were performed prior to
government inspection. When the site supervisor was satisfied that the clear-
ance was complete, governmental inspection was requested for sector sweep
acceptance.

Sweep Effectiveness Probability (SEP)

The structure of the scope of work required the contractor to clean up
all visible fragment greater than one inch in length in any direction and to
locate and render safe all unexploded ordnance and explosive material. From
this standpoint, the contractor was required to achieve a SEP of 100 for the
entire range. This method was somewhat contrary to military ordnance sweep
projects where a desirable SEP is established usually 80 to 90 and the area
is swept until that SEP is accomplished at which time the area is considered
clean.

Prior to this project completion it was decided to collect some data on
sweep effectiveness from three different areas of approximately equal size
but with varying terrain, ground cover and level of contamination. The three
sectors were selected and were swept based on the following:

Sweep 1: EOD sweep for potentially hazardous items. Time, personnel,
item number, and item types were recorded.

Sweep 2: Clearance sawep; search line with one eOD supervisor for every
10-15 laborers. Time, personnel, pounds of scrap, and EOD item
number and types were recorded.

Sweep 3: Check sweep; search line with one EOD supervisor for every 10-15
laborers. Time, personnel, pounds of scrap, and E0D item number

and type were recorded.
Sweep 4: Inspection sweep; the technical escort representative of the

contract officer swept the lane with the site supervisor and
one laborer. Pounds of scrap and EOD items and types, if any,
were recorded.

Search Effectiveness Probability (SEP) was calculated as the ratio (%)
of pounds of scrap collected on Sweep 2 to total pounds of scrap collected

on all the sweeps. These SEPs ranged from 93.6 to 97.6. Separate SEPs were
also calculated for potentially hazardous items using the ratio (%) of items
collected on Sweep 1 to all hazardous items collected. These SEPs ranged from
20 to 83, but were not considered particularly meaningful since the searcher
spacing interval was large (6 to 18 ft.) and the EOD searchers were confident
that any UXO that was missed would be identified on subsequent sweeps. A
comparison of this data with other sweep projects at Kahoolawe Island (Ref 1)
and Cuddeback, CA (Ref 2) is shown in Figure 2.
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Fragment and Ordnance
Sector Tally

SECTOR AREA SCRAP BULK DISPOSAL BY

METAL EXPLOSIVES DETONATION
(# of Grids) (SQ. FELT) (POUNDS) (POUNDS) (ITEMS)

A(14) 660000 8084 0 0
B(9) 150000 256 0 0
C(26) 650000 70520 0 2
D(23) 800000 134876 0 10
E(37) 1100000 269916 0 16
F(5) 22000 3095 0 0
G(25) 505000 77440 0 0
H(92) 1760000 1063546 0 25
1(70) 1070000 418363 0 1882
J(71) 1440000 754528 0 941
K(68) 1200000 439158 0 10
L(6) 85000 10273 0 0
M(93) 1100000 615773 0 6
N(23) 850000 440793 0 5
0(80) 800000 603852 0 5
P(30) 420000 366647 0 3
Q(42) 970000 390363 0 7
R(12) 370000 76462 0 3
S(18) 900000, 269794 0 8
T(12) 1200000 319221 80 2087
U(M) 300000 0 0 0
V(20) 820000 27186 0 0
W(1.1), 17.60000 732044 0 18
X(16) 1360000 396091 0 12
"Y(13) 700000 35792 0 1
.Z(7) 420000 86782 0 3
AA(7) 660000 5822 0 0
BB(3) 190000 0 0 0

"CC'(7) 250000 2394 0 0
DD(8) 700000 8526 0 0
E9(4). 760000 55562 0 1
FF(6) 950000 54377 0 2
GG(6) 820000 18136 0 0
HH(9) 1180000 447358 0 4381
11(2) 225000 74370 0 1
JJ(18) 1100000 260172 0 0
KK(25) 1388080 147380 0 5
LL(28) 1470000 51184 0 3
MM(6) 580000 4083 0 0
NN(14) 980000 8150 0 0
VARIOUS 0 0 7342 14991

SUBTOTAL 32365080 8748369 7422 24428

OPTION A 1524600 36179 0 0
OPTION B 5314320 0 0 207

TOTAL 39204000 8784548 7422 24635

• 4722 are Base Fuzes and are not counted as UXO
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IV. Surface Sweep Data

The execution of the contract was completed in 228 days. This included
mobilization, preliminary surveys, sweep time and demobilization. Personnel 4
levels excluding management varied from 40 to 150 laborers per day. (Contract
requirements limited no more than 15 laborers for each EOD supervisor.) Actual
sector quantity amounts and ordnance types are shown in Figures 3 and 4. 'The
average sweep rate for the project area was 0.05 acres/man-day which is slow
compared to that at Cuddeback (Ref 2) of 0.58 acre per men day. This was to
be expected since the contamination of HWAAP averaged over 12,000 lbs. per acre
compared to that at Cuddeback of 2500 lbs. per acre. There were nearly 4000
pallets required to containerize the fragment. The final value of this contract
was approximately $2,500,000 for an average of $3,125 per acre. This vallie

is cnsiten wih thse ost idntifed n Rf 3

The HWAAP New Bomb OB/OD Surface Sweep Project was successfully completed
utilizing civilian forces opecating under standard EOD military techniqixes.
This project has demonstrated that where the need exists for ordnance cleanup,
civilian forces are capable of performing the work. This capability will
prove essential to the Department of Defense in the execution of the environ-
mental restoration of present and formerly used ordnance sites.

I
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UXO Quantity Tally

ITEMS AMOUNT

AP Rounds 12
Base Fuzes 8674
Base Fuzes w/Dets 460
BBD Fuze 1
Boosters (Various) 949
Booster Lead Ins 1

Burster Tubes 136

Ca~s 937
Detonators 35
Explosive Cartridges 227
FAR 30-53 1
Flare Ignitor 1
FMU 851B 1

HE Filled Rounds 2
'• •Hedge Hog 1

"Misc. Fuzes 419

Misc. Ordnance Items 811
M43AI Blue Bomblets 2
M82 Bomb Nose 1

M83 Butterfly 1156

!M100 Series Fuze 2
M103 Fuze (Nose) 4

, M125A1 Booster 2
M344 PIBD Fuze 1

4M904 Fuze 2

Mk 10 Army Device 1
1Mk 44 Booster 27
Mk 230 Fuzes 58
Mortar Round 2
"Nose Booster 4
Nose Det Fuzes 66

PD Fuze 5
Practice Depth Charges 3
Primers 134
Propellant Booster 1
Propellant Canisters 2
Propellant Cartridges 2
Special Fi.reworks 4
SQS. 1

Figure 4
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UXO Quantity Table (cont'd)

ITEMS AMOUNT

2.75 Rocket Fuze 1
2.75 Rocket Motors 1
2.75 Rocket Warhead 2

3" APHE Projectile 5
3" HE Projectile 285

3"50 HD Projectile 44

3.5 Fuzes (M404) 232
3.5 Rocket Motor 450
3.5 Rocket Motor & Fuze 79
3.5 Rocket W/H & Fuze I
3.5 Rocket Warhead 16

3.75 Rocket Moror & Fuze I

3.75 Rocket Warhead 220

5" HE Projectile 137

6" HE Projectile 217
8" HE Projectile 123
16" HE Projectile I
20mm HE Round 126
221b. Frag Bomb 38
37mm HE Round 11
40mm HE Round 53
50mm HE Reund 9
75mm Mortar 1
81mm Mortar 34
lO01b. Bomb (old style) 23
106 Round 5
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N SUPPRESSION OF PROPAGATION BETWEEN STACKS OF BOMBS

Ln

0
0I
a mII KENNETH R. SHOPHER

EDWARD M. JACOBS

EXPLOSIVES SAFETY BRANCH
AIR FORCE' INSPECTION AND SAFETY CENTER

NORTON AIR FORCE BASE, CALIFORNIA

ABSTRACT

Atests were conducted to determine if propagation could be
prevented between stacks of MK 82 (500 pound) and MK 84 (2000
pound) bombs in storage. The effects of four variables were
explored; orientation of the bombs, fuze well protection,
distance between stacks of bombs, and placing material between
stacks of bombs. A total of 19 tests have been conducted and
conclusively prove that propagation between stacks of bombs in
storage can be prevented.
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BACKGROUND

Limited availability of land area for munitions storage at
overseas bases, coupled with civilian encroachment, and the need
to build additional facilities on available land has placed
constraints on munitions storage capabilities. Many structures
which can physically hold as much as 500,000 pounds of explosives
are limited to 60,000 pounds or less by quantity distance
constraints. One method of increasing the explosives capacity of
limited structures is to place stacks of bombs in a structure in
such a way that if one stack of bombs detonates the other stacks
of bombs will survive. In this manner the maximum credible event
(MCE) can be reduced to one stack of bombs and consequently
required safety distances can be reduced.

TEST APPROACH

Two mechanisms are known to cause propagation between bombs,
shock from the impact of high energy fragments and pressure/shock
from blast. The easiest method of limiting pressure was to limit
the size of the stacks of bombs. Consultation with Dr. Jerry
Ward of the DDESB revealed that 60,000 pounds net exploisives
weight (NEW) was a conservative upper limit. We restricted our
test to the 60,000 pound range. In order to reduce the effect of
high speed fragments, material, which we will call buffer
material, was placed between stacks of bombs. Buffer materials
were limited to other munitions items and bomb components since
they needed to be stored in the munitions areas in any case.
Most fragments come from the sides of bombs, therefore the number
of fragments transmitted from one stack of bombs to the next can
be reduced by orienting the bombs so that the nose or tail of
bombs in one stack are oriented toward the nose or tail of bombs
in the other stack. Three stacks of bombs were used for each
test; a center stack which we will refer to as a donor stack (in
which one bomb is intentionally detonated), and two acceptor
stacks which are the targets for the fragments.

MK 82 TEST SERIES
OVERVIEW

This test series was conducted in 1985. The goal was to
determine if buffer material would prevent propagation between
MK 82 bombs in storage.

TEST 1 (fig. 1)

The goal of this test was to determine what would happen to
bombs in a normal storage configuration when one bomb in the
donor stack was intentionally detonated. We were reasonably sure
all bombs in the donor stack would detonate and the detonation
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would propagate to the other stacks, but it was necessary to
verify this before proceeding with the test series. The donor
stack conisisted of 108 M4K 82 bombs, the acceptor stacks eachS consisted of 12 MK 82 bombs, and the stacks were separated by a
nominal 30 inch aisle space. Bomb nose and tail fuze wells were
protected only by plastic shipping covers.

All bombs detonated.

TEST 2 (fig. 2)

This was the first test using buffer material. The donor
stack consisted of 108 M4K 82 bombs, the buffers were one row of
20 MM TP ammunition and one row of CBU 58s. 12 M4K 82s were used
in each acceptor stack. Acceptor bombs were boosted and fuzed as
we felt this represented-the most sensitive configuration for the
MK 82.

The 12 bombs on the 20 MM side of the donor survived. One
bomb on the CBU 58 side functioned low order, the others
survived.

TEST 3 (fig.3)

This test was designed to be more representative of MK 82
bombs in storage. M4K 82s were in their standard storage
configuration (plastic nose and tail fuze well protectors). Two
rows of 20 MM TP were used as the buffer on one side and 7 rows
of MK .5 fins on the other. The acceptor stacks were 36 M4K 82s.

All bombs ina the acceptor stack on the M4K 15 fin side
survived. All bombs on the 20 MM side detonated.

We were unable to understand what caused the failure of the
bombs on the side buffered by 20 MM. We had gone from the more
sensitive fuzed bombs and one row of buffer material to the less
sensitive unfuzed bombs and two rows of buffer. We had, however,
increased the size of the acceptor from 24 to 36 bombs which
increased the number of targets for fragments. We decided to
continue the test series using 36 bombs acceptors and see if we

could determine the failure mode as the series progressed.

TEST 4 (fig. 4)I

In previous tests buffer material was stacked in a standard
manner and as a result an air space existed between columns of
buffer material. We felt the failure mechanism might be bomb I
fragments coming through the spaces between columns of buffer
material. In this test we staggered the buffer material
horizontally to ensure that a fragment had to hit buffer material
before it reached the acceptor bombs. Two rows of CBU 58s and 5
rows of M4K 15 fins were used as buffers.

The bombs on the fin side survived. The bombs on the CBU 58
side detonated.

We were again faced by the dilemma of how less sensitive
bombs with more buffer protection could fail. Perhaps we had

erred when we considered fuzed bombs more sensitive than unfuzed
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bombs. Boosters and fuzes give more protection to the fuze
cavities of bombs than the standard plastic shipping cap.

TEST 5 (fig. 5)

In this test we attempted to provide fuze well protection by
placing plastic rods 2.75 inches in diameter by 6 inches long ir,
the fuze wells of the bombs and covering these with the standard
plastic shipping cap. We also staggered the buffer vertically in
order to eliminate the possibility that fragments were transiting
through the forklift holes in the pallets. The buffers were two
rows of CBU 58 ( which which were now staggered both vertically
and horizontally) and two rows of MK 15 fins (staggered
horizontally only).

All bombs detonated.
The results of our tests to this point were inconclusive.

We felt we needed to go back to our successful test and proceed
from there. We were convinced that fragment attack was the
mechanism causing the acceptors to detonate. We also felt that
staggering the buffer material both horizontally and vertically
would reduce the number of fragments reaching the acceptors.

TEST 6 (fig. 6)

In addition to fuzing and boosting the acceptor bombs we
oriented bombs so that the nose of the acceptors were oriented
toward the noses of the donors. We felt this might reduce the
effect of the fragment attack by orienting the relatively smal-ler
flat area on the front of the acceptor bombs toward the fragment
attack. The acceptor stacks were composed of 24 MK 82s and the

buffers were two rows of MAU 93 fins and three rows of 20 MM TP
ammunition. 1

All bombs survived.
We are now convinced that fuze well protection is necessary.

TEST 7 (fig. 7)

In this test we used steel tail plugs in the noses ofI
the acceptor/donor pair and steel nose plugs in the other, we
retained the nose to nose orientation of the acceptor to donor.
The size of the acceptor stacks was again increased to 36 bombs. - I
Two rows of CBU 58 were used as one buffer and three rows of CBU 6
58 were used for the other. The buffers were staggered both W
horizontally and vertically. A

All bombs survived.

CONCLUSION

It is possible to prevent propagation between stacks ofI
bombs using fuze well protection, proper bomb orien~tation, and
sufficient buffer material.
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MK 8 TEST SERIES

OVERVIEW

This series started in the spring of 1986 and is ongoing at
this writing. The goals of this series are to prove that the
buffered storage concept works for the MK 84 bomb, determine if
nose fuze well protection alone (no buffer material) will prevent
propagation, to validate additional buffer materials, and test
the effect of donor stacks with a net explosive weight of up to
60,000 pounds.

TEST 1 (fig. 8)

The goal of this test was to determine if steel nose fuse
well protection alone would prevent propagation between stacks of
bombs. Twenty four MR 84s were used as the donor and two stacks
of 12 MK 84s were used as acceptors. Bombs were oriented nose to
nose and separated by 15 feet, no buffer material was used.
Steel nose plugs were used in both the donor and acceptor bombs.

All acceptor bombs survived. No significant damage was
noted. Steel nose plugs were slightly eroded by fragments and
jets (fig. 9). High speed photography revealed what looked like
an aerodynamic flow of fragments around the pointed noses of the
MK 84 bombs.

TEST 2 (fig. 10)

The goal of this test was to see if bombs with only nose and
tail fuze well protection would survive if oriented so that the
tail of one acceptor was exposed to the nose of the donor and if
the nose of the other acceptor was exposed to the tail of the
donor. The donor consisted of 24 MK 84s and the acceptors were
12 MK 84s. Bombs were placed 15 feet apart and no buffer
material was used.

All bombs detonated.

TEST 3 (fig. 11)

After the tailure of test 2 it was necessary to validate
the results of test cne to see if we should pursue testing with
no buffer material. The test and results were the same as test
1.

TEST 4 (fig. 12)

This was an attempt to see what effect buffer material would
have on bombs arranged with nose to tail and tail to nose
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configurations. Five rows of empty 55 gallon drums were used to
simulate bomb component containers. A thirty inch aisle apace
was maintained between the donor/acceptors and the buffer. This
resulted in a distance ofý 13.5 feet between stacks of bombs.

one bomb in each acce~stor stack reacted low order, all other
bombs sLrvived. Bomb noses and tails showed more damage than in

test 1 and 3. (fig. 13, and 14).

TEST 5 (fig. 15)

Even though there was no stack to stack propagation in test
4, we wanted to prevent low order reactions if possible. in this
test we added one row of drums to give us a total of six rows and

increased the distance between bombs to 15 feet.The results were identical to test 4. Based on this we
decided to abandon the nose to tail and tail to nose
configurations and continue the test series noae to nose

orientation at 15 feet separation.

TEST 6 (fig. 16)
The DDESB had requested that we conduct this test in a

simulated igloo. The igloo was simulated by a 20 x60 foot
rectangular hole in the earth 10 feet deep. Three sides of the
hole were lined with concrete slabs to make vertical faces and
one 20 foot side was left open with a ramp sloping to ground
level (fig. 17). Four rows of MK 20 cluster bombs were used as4
the buffer material. The MR 20 is packed 2 per metal container
and has a net explosive weight of 100 pounds. Sixtee'n containers
were used in each buffer for an explosive weight of 3200 pounds
per buffer. Distance between stacks of bombs was 15 feet and the
distance between the MK 20s and acceptors was 15 inches.Acceptor bombs on the closed end of the simulated igloo
detonated, MR 20s were completely consumed, and acceptors on the
open end of the igloo survived with very little damage (less than
that in test 1 and 3)(fig. 18).

we concluded that the detonation of the acceptor bombs at the
closed end of the igloo was probably a pressure reaction causedby the relatively unyielding walls of the structure and the
proximity of the MR 20s to the acceptor. Based on these results
we felt that future tests should be conducted in a more

realistically simulated above ground ig'oo.

TEST 7 (fig. 19)

The coal of this test was twofold. First to see if the
donor would survive in an igloo with no buffer and to test 30 MM
high explosive (HE) ammunition as a buffer. Th test was
conducted in a simulated igloo built above ground using concrete
slabs. This igloo was 20 feet'wide, 80 feet long, and 10 feet
high, earth was mounded to the top on three sides, it had no
roof, and a concrete slab was used for the door(fig. 20). Two
rows of 30 MM HE ammunition were used as the buffer between the
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donor and the acceptor at the door end of the igloo. No buffer
was used between the donor and the acceptor at the rear end of
the igloo, stacks of bombs were separated by 15 feet.

All acceptor bombs survived. Bombs on the closed end were
damaged much like those in test 1 and 3. Some ammunition sur-
vived intact. Most cartridge cases and propellant were consumed,
many projectiles appear to have reacted low order and only split

the projectile case consuming most or all of the explosives
inside.I

From this we concluded that pressure was not a problem with
adonor of 24 M4K 84 bombs and that 30 HK HE ammunition was an

acceptable buffer.

TEST 8 (fig. 21)

This was our first test above the 20,000 pound NEW range.
The goal was to determine what effect a 48 bomb M4K 84 donor would
have on 24 MK 84 acceptors. The bomb fuze wells were protected
with steel nose and tail plugs. Stacks of bombs were placed 15
feet apart. The test was conducted ida a simulated above ground
igloo. The igloo was the same dimensions as the one in test 7
but had a roof of concrete slabs. The steel superstructure used
to support the roof was inside the igloo (fig. 22). A concrete
slab was used as a door.

All acceptors survive. Several bombs sustained large dents
in the side from collision with other bombs or the igloo (fig.
23). Many bombs had severe fragment damage to the nose, much
lke that seen in tests four and five.

We felt that most of the dents were caused by collisions
with other bombs because there were few sharp e'dges that we would
expect to see if the collisions were with the igloo
superstructure. Several nose fuze wells had been eroded to the
point that the fuze wells were visible (fig. 24).

TEST 9 (fig. 25).

Sin~ce the acceptors in test 8 had survived both the pressure
and fragments from a 48 MK 84 donor we decided to increase the
donor to 64 M4K 84 bombs. We were concerned about the severe
erosion of the nose plugs seen in test 8, so we decided to use a
small quantity of buffer. Two rows of palletized M4K 81 fins were
used on each side. The test was conducted in a simulated above
ground igloo with a roof, and a concrete slab for a door. The
igloo had been redesigned so as to place the vertical support
members outside of the igloo and decrease the amount of steel
supporting the roof. We will call, this igloo the Haymen Igloo
(fig. 26).

Acceptor bombs on the door end detonated. Seven bombs from
the rear stack reacted low order, many of the surviving bombs
were dented and had severe nose erosion as seen in test 8.N

Since the bombs at the rear of the igloo survived (these
should have experienced the most pressure), we felt we could rule
out pressure as the mechanism for the failure of the front stack. PI
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We were convinced that the large quantity of fragments from 64 MR
84a simply overcame our buffer.

TEST 10 (fig. 27)

Two variables were changed in this test. The distance
between stacks of bombs was increased from i5 feet to 20 feet and
slightly more substantial buffers were used. The buffers were 3
rows of MR 81 fins and 3 rows of 20 MM TP ammunition. The donor
was 64 MK 84s, and the acceptors 32 MR 84s. The test was
conducted in a Haymen igloo.

The acceptors at the rear of the igloo(protected by the
fins) detonated. The other acceptors survived in relatively good
condition. Only four bombs had large dents in the sides, and
one bomb had the base plate knocked off (it appeared to be a
mechanical separation caused by impact with another metal object).
Only two bombs had fragment damage to the nose.

A clear impression of a bomb base plate on the side of a
bomb gave credence to our belief that many dents were caused by
bomb to bomb collisiois. We felt strongly that the failure was
caused by fragment attack rather than pressure because the
acceptor at the rear of the igloo had survived a 64 MR 84 attack
with less buffer and less distance to the donor.

TEST 11 (fig. 28)

Since three rows of 20 MM TP ammunition had been a i
sufficient buffer we decided to try another fairly massive
buffer. Three rows of CBU 58s were used for both buffers. The
bombs were separated by 20 feet, and the test was conducted in a
Haymen igloo. I

All acceptors survived. Very little fragment damage was
observed but several bombs were dented.

TEST 12 (fig. 29)

The success with CBU 58s led us to believe that MR 20s would
work. Three rows of MR 20s were used in each buffer, the stacks
of bombs were 20 feet apart, and the test was conducted in a
Haymen igloo.

One acceptor bomb from the top row of each stack functioned
low order, all other bombs survived. Again very little fragment
damage was observed and several bombs were dented.

In this test the tops of the donor, buffer, and a -eptor
stacks were at virtually the same height and we believe the low
order reactions were caused by fragments coming through the thin
top of the buffer.
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OVERALL TEST RESULTS

When stacks of bombs were arranged so the noses of the bombs
in one stack were oriented toward the noses of bombs in the ocher
stacks and steel nose and tail fuze well-protectors were used,,
propagation between stacks could be prevented. Acceptor bombs
survived the attack of pressure and fragments of up to 48 MK 84
bombs (45,360 pouads NEW) at. 15 feet separation without using
buffer material. Acceptor bombs also.survived the attack of
pressure and fragments from stacks of 64 MK 84 bombs (60,480
pounds NEW), even when coupled with the detonation of 96 MK 20s
used as a buffer(9,600 pounds NEW) when stacks were separated by
20 feet and a proper buffer-material was used.

CONCLUSION

Prcpagation can be prevented between stacks of MK 82 and
MK 84 bombs when they are properly oriented, separated, steel
nose and tail fuze well protection is provided, and buffer
material proven adequate in this test series is used.
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ABSTRACT

1 hen vehicle maintenance is performed on combat ready
tanks, all ammunitions must be offloaded in a safe area. An
ammunition storage facility was developed for this purpose which
would limit the maximum credible event to a reaction or detona-
tion of only oive H.E. warhead, thus limiting the explosion size
and the fragmtnt hazards. Tests were conducted to determine the
physical parameters which would need to be implemented in order
to satisfy the criteria of minimum explosion and fragment
hazards, thus minimizing the inhabited building distance safety
requirements.

An ammunition storage rack was designed and tested. It
was determined from the results that with slight modifications a
new rack design could be fabricated which would satisfy minimum
safety requirements. The modified rack was fabricated and
tested. The new rack limited the maximum credible event to a
detonation of only one H.E. warhead, and ruduced explosion and
fragment hazards sufficiently to allow an inhabited building
distance of 50 feet. I
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TEMPORARY TANK AMMUNITION STORAGE FACILITY

I. INTRODUCTION

Tank units currently stationed in the European theater of
operations are permitted to remain in a combat-ready status with
all standard ammunition stored on board. When vehicle mainte-
nance is performed on these tanks, safety regulations require
that all ammunition be offloaded and transported to an adequate
storage facility which will satisfy the hazardous fragment and
blast safety criteria. In some instances, safe storage I
facilities could be significant distances from the location of
the maintenance operations.

To alleviate this problem, a temporary ammunition storage
facility could be developed which would limit the maximum
credible event to a reaction or detonation of only one H.E.
warhead, thus limiting the explosion size and the fragment
hazards. Tests were conducted'to determine the physical para-
meters which would need to be implemented in order to satisfy the
criteria of minimum explosion and fragment hazards, thus mini-
mizing the inhabited building distance safety requirements.

Two ammunition storage racks were designed and tested. It
was determined from the results that with slight modifications a
ne4v rac': design could be fabricated which would satisfy minimum
safety requirements. The modified rack was fabricated and
tested. The new rack limited the maximum credible event to a
detonation of only one 'I.E. warhead, and reduced explosion and
fragment hazards sufficiently to allow an inhabited building
distance of fifty feet.

The data presented herein includes a brief discussion of
the preliminary sub-scale tests and first-trial rack tests, and a
more detailed discussion of the subsequent rack designs which led
to the final design.

11. PRELIMINARY SUB-SCALE TESTS

The purpose of the preliminary tests was to determine theI
physical parameters which would need to be implemented in order
to satisfy the criteria of minimum explosion and fragment
hazards. The primary hazard studied was the detonation of a
105mm, M456 HEAT warhead. Because the M456 HEAT projectiles are
in the category of a mass-detonable runition, a special shielding
and packaging arrangement would be necessary. Readily available I
shielding materials were considered; the standard shipping tube,wood, and PVC plastic pipe. To further reduce the fragment and
blast hazard associated with tedtnto fa .. wred

-- -.-. . ~ .,. .,r . . . . . h~l1281.



the HEAT cartridges were placed on the bottom, with the warhead
to the rear of the rack. A sub-scale rack was constructed which
'ould simulate the actual storage conditions including spacing
tnd confinement. Figure I shows the basic setup for two of thosetests. The center cartridge warhead was detonated by initiation

o5 an M118 Rockeye stbmunition, 356mm behind the ýiose at a
position directly in front of the base fuze of the warhead.
(Several tests were conducted to verify a complete detonation of
the warhead. Jet formation ocrcurred in every case.) Table I
listb the various tests conducted and combirationý of shielding
materials used. Saveral combinations were acceptable, but the
19mm wood box and ?hi standard shipping tube separated by a 51mm
ali gap were the mort desirable.

I1I. PRELIMINARY FULL-SCALE TESTS

The preliminary full-scale tests were designed to explore
the feasibility of the rack design, hnd to test the shieldinj and
packaging arrangement in an actual field condition.

Figur? 2 shows the basic rack incorporating the wood shield
design. In order to contain the fragments from both the warhead
and the cartridge case, this basic rack was surrounded by a
cinder blo.k and earth wall. In front of the rack was positioned
a wall of the same basic construction which was designed to stop
cartridge case bases that would probably eject as a result of
propellant ignition. Figures 3 and 4 show the details of the
setup. Figure S shows the details of the kickout information
which is further described in Table 1I. Cartridge case pieces
went out in excess of 180m. There was a moderately long duration
fire which resulted in several propellant charge cookoffs. The
acceptor warheads were damaged but did not react or detonate.

Figure 6 shows the steel rack frame used to incorporate the
standArd shipping tube. The setup to contain the fragments was
identical to the wood shield design. Figure 7 shows the basic
test setup. The surrounding wall was identical to that used for
the wood rack design. Figure 8 shows the details of the kickout
information which is further described in Table II. There was a
moderately long duration fire which resulted in several propel-
lant charge cookoffs. The acceptor warheads were damaged but did
not react or detonate, although two of the warheads did burn.
Cartridge case pieces went out in excess of 50m.

The results from these two tests were similar. The maximum
credible event was limited to one H.E. projectile, although
several propellant charges reacted as a result of a sustained
fire after the initial event. This resulted in cookoffs and
additional debris spread. From these tests it was concluded that
by moving in the front wall to the absolute minimum distance
which would allow insertion of the cartridges into the rack, the
throw-out pieces could be reduced to within a fifty-foot ridius.
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It was also surmised that the surrounding wall construction couldbe minimized in the front and on the sides, but should also beSadded to the top to aid in both cartridge protection and kickout

reduction.

IV. FULL-SCALE TESTS

The full-scale tests would include eight M456 HEAT car-
tridges on the bottom row of the rack, and thirty-two K.E. car-
tridges on the four upper rows of the rack. Figure 9 shows the
basic rack design used on the full-scale tests.

A. Rack with Single-Layer Sandbag Wall

Because a layer of sand six inches thick is I
adequate for protection against sidewall warhead fuag-
ments and cartridge case fragments, a single layer of
sandbags would be adequate. However, the rear side of
the rack must have a three-foot-thick barricade in
order to stop fragments generated by the warhead jet.
Fiture 10 shows the basic setup used for this test.
The top layer of bags was supported by a 0.062-inch-
thick steel plate. As in the previous tests, a single
HE. projectile was detonated. F4 qures 11 and 12 show
the details of the kickout information which is further
described in Table IV. After analysis of the high-
speed films, it was apparent that the sandbag walls did
contain the initial explosion. Post-aebris analysis
showed that the initial maximum credible event was
limited to one H.E. warhead. 1he sandbag wall did,
however, collapse after several later propellant charge
cookoffs. When this occurred, all fragment protection
was gone, and subsequent cookoffs propelled cartridge
parts in all directions. Figure 13 is a photograph of
the setup, and Figure 14 is a view of the post-test
area.

Although the end result of this test was not
desirable, the conclusions were obvious. The sandbag
wall, both top and sides, would have to be sturdier in
design in order to withstand cookoff conditions. Some
clear space around the rack would be necessary to allow
venting of the propellant reactions, thus reducing the
amount of explosion containment.

B. Rack wltn Multiple-Layer Sandbag Wall

Figure 15 shows the basic setup used for this test.
Several modifications were implemented to the design
used for the first full-scale test. A clear space was
built into the rack which would allow a twelve-inch
separation on the sides and rear of the rrc> between
the cartridges and the sandbag wall. This was
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reinforced by adding a 0.125-Inch-thick steel sheet-
metal plate on a frame around the basic rack, and
welded to the rack. The multiple-layer sandbag wall
was placed against the sheet metal. The sandbag wall
was built in such a mpnner that the top row of bags was
one layer thick, with each successive row down
increased by one layer of bags.

The top layer of bags was increased to two layers
and was supported by a 0.25-inch-thick steel plate. As
in the previous tests a single H.E. projectile was
detonated. Figure 16 shows the details of the kickout
information which is further described in Table V.
After analysis of the tigh-speed films, it was apparent
that the sandbag walls did contain the initial
explosion. Post-debris analysis showed that the
initial maximum credible event was limited to one H.E.
warhead. The sandbag wall partially collapsed after
several later propellant charpe cookoffs, but not
sufficiently to allow large amounts of debris to escape
the vicinity of the rack. Figure 17 is a photograph of
the setup. Figure 18 shows details of the rack area
after the test.

There was an improvement on the debris kickout.
Since the sandbag shield did not completely collapse,
the conclusion was that the continued propellant charge
cookoffs were yielding the kickout fragments. Since
the maximum credible event was confined to only one
H.E. warhead, the propellant and the shipping contain-
ers were the only other cause for a sustained fire and
resultant cookoffs. In order to reduce the cookoffs,
both the shipping tubes and the propellant charges
would have to be shielded from the fire hazards.

V. FINAL TESTS

The rack for the final tests would undergo further modifi-
cation. In order to prevent the partial collapse of the sandbag
walls, a thin steel support wall would be added on the sides.
This wall would be fabricated from 0.125-inch-thick steel, welded
to the basic rack framework, and tied to the sandbags with 0.15-
inch diameter, No. 9 tie-down wires looped through the wall and
placed flat within the sandbag array. This same basic setup was
also used for the front wall. The top layers of sandbags were
also reinforced by adding a 0.125-inch-thick steel sheet-metal ,
box around the edges.

In order to reduce the sustained fire/cookoff condition,
each layer of cartridges was separated from each other layer by
placing a 0.125-inch-thick sheet metal divider under the car-
tridges. To further reduce the combustible-material exposed
cross-section, each shipping tube was placed in a steel tube with
0.063-inch-thick side and end walls.
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Figure 19 shows the rack final design before installation.
Figure 20 shows the same rack after installation with all sand-S ba~s in place. Figures 21, 22, 23 and 24 show the details for
construction nf the rack. Figure 25 is a photograph of the rack
fully assembled. Three tests were conducted with this basic
design, with a slight difference on the first test: the bottom
divider floor was Installed. On the second and third tests, the
bottom divider floor was removed. After the damage assessment of
the first test, the conclusion was made that further ver~tng
could be achieved if the row of H.E. projectiles were left open
on the bottom. This would also allow the propellant from the
donor cartridge to be dispersed, and consequently further reduce
the sustained fire hazard.

A, Temporary Ammunition Sto•'age Rack,
Final Design: Test No. 1

shows the details of the kickout information which is
further described in Table VI. Only one piece of a
cartridge case, weighing 81 grams, was found outside
the fifty-foot radiur circle at 105-ft. All other
debris were containeL inside a fifty-foot radius.

Post-debris analysis sho•,ed that the Initial
maximum credible event was limited to one H.E. warhead.

S~There was considerable damage caused to the adjacent
-- cartridges, but the cookoff hazard was confined to the
S~lower two row•.. Three of the It.E. warheads sustained ,

no damage, two burned, and three had mild reactions.,
It appeared that with the increased confined area
affor..ed by the sheet metal dividers, the propellant
charge ignition focused the fire in the vicinity of the
warheads, thus causing a cookoff reaction. There was
also some unburned propellant in the imnediate vicinity
of the rack. There were several propellant charge
reactions, but these appeared to be a result of the
initial projectile detonation rather than from a cook-
off condition. Figure 27 is a post-test view of the
area around the rack.

B. Temporary Ammunition Storage Rack,
Final Design: lest No. 2

Test No. 2 was 1dentic31 to Test No. 1, except that
the bottom divider plate was deleted. Figure 28 shows
the details of the kickout information which is further
described in Table VII. Only one fragment, weighing 29
grains, was recovered outside •he fifty-foot radius
circle at 75-ft. This piece was beIlleved to be a frag-
ment from the fuze we1E of the donor projectile. All
other debris were contained inside a fifty-foot radius.
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Post-debris analysis showed that the initial
maximum credible event was limited to one H.E. warhead.
There was minimal damage caused to the adjacent car-
tridges, with most of the damage confined to those
cartridges on eithcr side of the donor. Five of the
H.F, cartridges were virtually undamaged, with the
ren.aining two susta:n'ng minor damage. The propellant
charges from the two adjacent cartridges appeared to
cookoff, but the resultant reaction appeared to be more
of a burn than a reaction. There was also some
unburned propellant in the immediate vicinity of the
rack. With a minimum of repair, this rack could still
be used for the storage of ammunition. Figure 29 is a
post-test photograph of the rack.

C. Temporary Ammunition Storage Rack,
Final Design: Test No. 3

Test No. 3 was identical to Test No. 2. Figure 30
shows details of the kickout information which is
further described in Table VIII. Only one fragment,
weighing 30 grams, was recovered outside the fifty-foot
radius lircle at 55-ft. This piece was believed to be
a fragment from the fuze well of the dono- projectile.
All other debris were contained inside a tifty-foot
radius.

Post-debris analysis showed that the initial
maximum credible event was limited to one H.E. warhead.
There was minimal damage caused to the adjacent car-
tridges, with most of the damage confined to those
cartridges surrounding the donor. Five of the H.E.
cartridges were virtually undamaged. The remraining two
received some fragment damage in the propellant charge
area and both the propellant charge and the warhead
burned. One K.E. propellant charge above the donor
cartridge also burned. This rack could be used for the
storage of ammunition with a minimum of repair. Figure
31 is a post-test photograph of the rack.

VI. CONCLUSION

The rack design as configured in Figures 20, 21, 22, 23 an4
24 will reduce and contain both explosion and fragment hazards
generated from the detonation of an M456 ;IEAT projectile. The
r'ack specified herein limits the maximum credible event to the
detonation of one warhead, with a corresponding blast radius of50 feet, and the fragment, hazard radius, based upon one hazardous:"

fragment per 600 square feet, is also reduced to 50 feet.

Therefore, w ';n 105mm, M456 HEAT ammunition and other non-
explosive conventijnal antitank ammunition are stored in the
rack, in their fiber shipping tubes, with the warheads facing to
the rack rear, on the bottom row, the hazard distance is 50 feet.
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TABLE I

TEMPORARY TANK AMMO STORAGE FACILITY
PRELIMINARY SUB-SCALE TESTS

WARHEAD CASE
EFFECTIVE EFFECTIVE

TEST NO. SET UP SHIELD SHIELD R E S U L T S

FBAO8O1A3 19mm Wood Box Wood 38mm Wood 38mm Acceptor warheads damaged,
no reaction. Separated
-from cases.

FBAO8O2A3 Standard Shipping Tube 50mm Tube 22mm Acceptor warheads reacted.
Tube No jet formation.

FBAO802B3 7mm SCH 40 PVC PVC 14mm PVC 14mm Acceptor warheads damaged,
no reaction. Separated
from cases.

FBAO803A3J1Omm Wood Box Wood 20mm Wood 20mm Acceptor warheads reacted,
left one formed partial
jet.

--- ---------- -.---------------- - ---------- -------- m------M--..

FBAO805A3 13mm Wood Box Wood 26mm Wood 26mm Acceptor warheads reacted.
No jet formation.

FBAO808A3 19mm Wood Box and Wood 38mm Wood 38mm Acceptor warheads damaged,
Standard Shipping Tube 50mm Tube 22mm no reaction. Separated
Tube from cases.

FBAO810A*3 8mm SCH 40 PVC and PVC 16mm PVC 16mm Acceptor warheads damaged,
Standard Shipping Tube 50mm Tube 22mm no reaction. Separated
Tube from cases.

FBAO830A3 Standard Shipping Tube 50mm Tube 22mm A2 acceptor warhead
Tube, Separated damaged, and separated from
by 41mm Air Gap case. Al acceptor warhead

reacted.

FBAO831A3 16mm Wood Box Wood 32mm None Acceptor warheads reacted.
No jet formation.

FBAO831B3 10mm Wood Box and Wood 58mm Wood 20mm Al acceptor warhead
19mm Insert Wood damaged, no reaction. A2
Box acceptor warhead burned,

no jet formation.

FBAO9O1A3 Standard Shipping Tube 50mm Tube 22mm A2 acceptor and case slight
Tube Separated by damaged. Al acceptor
51mm Air Gap damaged and separated from

case. No reaction.
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TABLE iI

TEMPORARY TANK AMMUNITION STORAGE RACK

WOOD RACK

DEBRIS RECOVERY

ALL MEASUREMENTS TAKEN FROM POINT OF ROCKEYE INITIATION
OF DONOR WARHEAD

Sm Radius - 3 Acceptor HEAT Warheads; 5 KE Projectiles;
of Ground 1 Acceptor, Complete Round; 5 KE, Complete Round;

Zero 5 Cartridge Cases

Sm - lOm - 3 KE Projectiles; 1 KE, Complete Round; 6 Cartridge
Zone Cases

10m - 16m - 1 KE Projectile; 3 Cartridge Cases
Zone

15m - 90m - None
Zone

90m - 180m - 2 Cartridge Case Fragments from Acceptor R-2, Size:
Zone 254mm x 154mm, one at 94.1m, the second at 95.7m

180m Zone - I Cartridge Case Fragment, Base and a 159mm x 110mm
Sec'ion of Side Attached at 182.8m
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TEMPORARY TANK AMMUNITION STORAGE FACILITY

SSTEEL 
RACK

MATER IAL:

5.Ocm x 5.Ocm x 0.6cm ANGLE IRON,
AROUND OUTSIDE AND EACH SHELF 12.0cm 13.0cm

5.0cm x 0.6cm FLAT STRAP ON .c
CENTER SUPPORT AND UNI
INSIDE LEGS ONLY .. 2cm

" STO CK

S~~132.1Dcra,
25.4cm

30.4cm

15N
FIGURE 6
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TABLE III
TEMPORARY TANK AMMUNCT]ON STORAGE RACK

STEEL RACK

DEBRIS RECOVERY

ALL MEASUREMENTS TAKEN FROM POINT OF ROCKEYE INITIATION
OF DONOR WARHEAD

Sm Radius - 3 HEAT Warheads; 9 KE ProJectiles; 15 Cartridgeof Ground Cases-
Zero

5m - 20m - 6 KE Projectiles; I Cartridge Case Fragment (Base
Zone Only)

20mo - 30m -I1 Cartridge Case; 2 Cartridge Case Fragments, .Ocm I
Zone x Scm and 2Ocm x 10cm

30m - 40m - 1 HEAT Warhead (33.8m); 1 HEAT Fuze (34.4m);
Zone 2 Cartridge Case Fragments, 36cm x 10cm and 42cm x8cm (30.1lm)

40m - 50m - 1 Cartridge Case Fragment (42.9m)

Zone

50m - 60m - 1 Cartridge Case (56.3m;; I Cartridge Case Fragment,
Zone 4cm x 6cm (59.1m)

40
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TABLE IV

TEMPORARY TANK AMMUNITION STORAGE RACK

DEBRIS RECOVERY

ALL MEASUREMENTS ARE TAKEN FROM POINT OF ROCKEYE INITIATION
OF DONOR WARHEAD

50-ft Radiis Six complete K.E. cartridges; one shipping tube
'of Ground Zero ,with HEAT round; 4 primers, 5 cartridge case

pieces; three cartridge case pieces wth base
attached; 4 complete sabots; one sabot piece;
one sabot with penetrator; one sabot in case
witnout penetrator; 2 penetrators; one base only
from cartridge case; one base only from
cartridge case with primer; one cartridge case
from K.E. round inside shipping tube; two
cartridge cases; one empty tube, 2 complete K.E.
cartridges without penetrator; K.E. projectile
without a case.

50-ft - 75-ft Three complete sabots; one sabot in tube, and
Zone 8 sabot petals; one set of fins; 4 primers; 7

pieces from cartridge cases (3"x2-1/2. C"x5,6
6"x2-1/2"x 5" x6-1/2"11 18"x9")

75-ft - 100-ft One complete sabot; one penetrator; one primer;
Zone one tube piece; 5 sabot petals; 2 pieces from

cartridge cases (8"x3")

100-ft - 125-ft One sabot petal; one primer; 3 pieces from
Zone cartridge cases (10"x8", 11"x6", 10"x5") 2

pieces from cartridge cases with base (12" and
5-1/2" high)

125-ft - 150-ft One complete sabot and two sabot petals; 4
Zone pieces from cartridge cases (4"x3", 9"x3"1

11"x6", 4-1/2"x3-0/2"); one primer

150-ft - 175-ft One complete sabot, one partial sabot in tube;
Zone 4 sabot petals; one penetrator; one piece from

cartridge case with base (2-1/2" high)

175-ft - 200-ft One sabot in tube; one sabot petal; 3 pene-
Zone trators; one partial base with piece of

cartridge case (14"x7-1/2"); one base with piece
of cartridge case (7" high); 6 pieces from
cartridge cases (7-1/2"x4-1/2", 4"x3-1/2",
12"x5", 12-1/2"x7", 9"x3-1/2", 21"x13")
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TABLE IV (cont):

200-ft -225-ft One penetrator; one piece of cartridge case
Zon,e (4*x2-1/2")

-225-ft - 250-ft One piece of cartridge case (5"x7-1/2"); one
Zone partial base with'piece of cartridge case

(17"x9"); 2 bases with piece of cartridge case

(24-1/2" and 4-1/2" high)

250-ft - 2751-1t Three pieces from cartridge cases (12-1/2'x"1
Zone 3-1/.2"x12". 5"W3)
275-ft - 300-ft One piece of cartri dge case (3x2-1/2"); or-

Zone base with piece of cartridge case (3-1/4" trngh)

300-ft -325-ft Two pieces from cartridge cases (12"x5-1/2',
Zone 9"x4-1/2")
325-ft -350-ft Three pieces from cartridge cases (7"W4",
*Zone 5"x4-3/4". 11-1/2"x8-3/4")

350-ft -375-ft Two pieces from cartridge cases (6"x4-112". ;
Zone 11-1/2"x5-1/12")

* 375-ft -400-ft One piece of cartridge case (10-3/4"W4"); one
Zone base with a piece of cartridge case (2-1/2"

high)

400-ft -425-ft One sabot
Zone

425-ft -4050-ft One piece of cartridge case (3-1/2"xa-1/4")
Zone

450-ft - 475-ft No debrisI
Zone
475-ft - 500-ft One base

Zone

I7
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TABLE V

S TEMPORARY TANK AMMUNITION STORAGE RACK

DEBRIS RECOVERY,

ALL MEASUREMENTS ARE TAKEN FROM POINT OF ROCKEYE INITIATION
OF DONOR WARHEAD

50-ft Radius Three primers; 10 pieces from cartridge cases
Of Ground Zero (13-1/2"x114 20x9", 9-1/2x:4-1/2" 7"-11/"

x3-1/4". 6-1;2"x4-3/4". 11-1/2"xS-1/2 7*x6-1/2
(donor), 5-1/4"x5W 18-1/2"x7-1/2". 17x9"); one
piece of H.E, cartridge case; 2 bases with
pieces from cartrioge cases (11" and 23-1/2"
high); 2 burned H.E. warheads

50-ft - 75-ft One sabot; one piece of cartridge case (7-3/4"
Zone x 6-3/4"); one H.E. base with cartridge case

piece (22-1/2" high)

75-ft - 100-ft One primer; 2 pieces from cartridge cases, one
Zone from donor (9-7/16"x6-1/8"); one H.E. cartridge

case base with cartridge case piece (22-1/2"

lO0-ft - ]2S-it One sabot; one piece of cartridge case from H.E. •

Zone cartridge (9"x2")

125-ft - 150-ft One complete sabot and one sabot petal; 5 pieces
Zone from cartridge cases (7-1/2"x3", 6-1/2"x3",

21-1/4"x16", 7"x3-3/4")

150-ft - 175-ft Two sabot petals; one piece of cartridge case
Zone (5"x8-1/2"); one primer

175-ft - 200-ft One penetrator; one cartridge case base (2-1/4"
Zone high); one piece of cartridge case (12-1/2" x

4-1/2"); one base with cartridge case piece
W5 high)

200-ft - 225-ft Three pieces from cartridge cases (7"x5". 7"xlO"
Zone 9"x5-1/2"); one base with cartridge case piece

(7-1/2" high)

225-ft - 250-ft Three pieces from cartridje cases (6-3/4"x9-1/2"
Zone 10-1/2"x4-1/2", 14-1/2"x5")
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I
TABLE VI

TEMPORARY TANK AMMUNITION STORAGE RACK

DEBRIS RECOVERY

ALL MEASUREMENTS ARE TAKEN FROM POINT OF ROCKEYE INITIATION
'0F DONOR WARHEAD

50-ft Radius One steel tube; fins from heat round; 5 pieces
of Ground Zero from cartridge cases (15-1/2"x13"; 6-1/2"x

4-1/2", 1O"x5", 21"x7-1/2", 10-1/4"x7-1/2"); one
base with piece of cartridge case (4" high)

50-ft - 75-ft No debris
Zone

75-ft - 100-ft No debris
Zone

100-ft - 125-ft One piece of cartridge case
Zone

I
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I ~TABLE VIII

TEMPORARY TANK AMMUNITION STORAGE RACK

DEBRIS RECOVERYI
ALL MEASUREMENTS TAKEN FROM POINT OF ROCKEYE INIT.IATION

OF DONOR WARHEAD-

50-ft Radius 5 pieces of donor cartridge case (7-3/46"W.
of Ground Zero 4-1./2"x2-1/2" 4"xi-3/4w, 4-1/4"x2m,

5Q-ft -75-ft One piece of donor warhead (1-1/2" x 1")
Zone

KI
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TABLE VIII

TEMPORARY TANK AMMUNITION STORAGE RACK.

DEBRIS RECOVERY

ALL MEASUREMENTS TAKEN FROM POINT OF ROCKEYE INITIATION
OF DONOR WARHEAD

SO-ft Radius 2 pieces of donor cartridge case (6"x4" 7"x4");
of Ground Zero 4_pieces of donor warhead (3"xl-1/4", 1-1/2" x1 1/8". 2"x1", 1-1/2"xl/Z")

SO-ft - 75-ft One piece of donor warhead (1-1/2*xl")
Zone

12
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PROPAGATION TESTING OF M61 ROCKETS

ID IN SINGLE ROUND CONTAINERS0

"D.B. HILL
Ammunition Equipment Directorate

Tooele Army Depot, Utah

Presented at:
TWENTY-SECOND DOD EXPLOSIVES SAFETY SENINAR

Dept. of Defense Explosives Safety Board
Anaheim, California

ABSTRACT A IY q

A need potentially exists for overpa& ;containers
for 115m- M55 Rockets. A single round'overpack system
has been de3igned and a series of tests were conducted,
utilizir.g M61 Rockets, to determi• effec; of the over-
pack on the previously-establishe'(MCE) for palletized
M55 Rockets; and to provide data for storage hazard
classification of rockets stored in the overpack
containers. This paper presents results of those tests.
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PROPAGATION TESTING OF M61 ROCKETS

IN SINGLE ROUND CONTAINERS

INTRODUCTION

This paper presents results of a series of tests conducted to assess the

potential for propagation between 115mm rockets confined in newly-designed

overpack containers. The tests were conducted by the Ammunition Equipment

Directorate at Tooele Army Depot, Utah in late 1985-early 1986.

The 115mA rocket at issue is the obsolete, lethal chemical agent filled

M55 rocket. A need potentially exists for some type of overpack to contain

agent that may leak from the rocket's existing shipping and firing container.

The U.S. Army Defense Ammunition Center and School, acronym USADACS, located

at Savanna Depot Activity, Savanna, IL designed an overpack system consisting

of stackable, cylindrical steel tubes referred to as Single Round Container

(SRC); see Figure 1., In order for the SRC to be qualified as an overpack

system for M55 rockets, it must be subjected to a variety of tests, one of

which is the subject of this paper.

I

PALLETIZED SRC

FIGURE 1
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The Army's TB 700-2, entitled Dept. of Defense Explosives Hazard
Classification Procedures, outlines the tests required to assign an explosives

hazard classification to ammunition and explosives. The tests discussed

herein were intended to address only the storage hazard classification

requirements, A second major objective of the test program was to determine a

"maximum credible event" (MCS) for a pallet of rockets each contained in SRC.

DESCRIPTION OF ROCKET

Because the M55 rocket is filled with lethal chemical agent, the tests

were conducted with M61 rockets. The M61 rocket is the practice simulant for

the chemical agent-filled M55 rocket. It is used for training personnel in

the techniques of loading, preparation for firing, and firing of rockets from

the M91 launcher. The fuze, explosive bursters, and propellant are identical

in both rockets. The only difference is that the warhead in the M61 rocket is

filled with an ethylene glycol simulant for the agent. A description of the

M61 rocket follows; see Figure 2:

1M67 Motor containing M28 Propellant, 19.3 pounds (M28 propellant is

double base solid propellant with a cellulose acetate restrictive

container)

M34 Burster, 2.7 pounds Composition B4

M36 Burster, 0.5 pounds Composition B4

M417 Fuze, 190 grains RDX

M56 Warhead, containing approximately 10.7 pounds ethylene glycol

M62 Igniter, 25 grams ignition mixture

The rocket is approximately 4.5" diameter by 78" long and weighs 58

pounds. It requires a 24 volt DC power source for firing the electric squib

in the igniter assembly of the motor. The rocket is stored in and fired from

its M441 fiberglass shipping and firing contai aLer which is approximately 5"

diameter by 82" long. The rockets are normally palletized for storage,

fifteen rockets to a wooden pallet; see Figure 3.

Kt
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PALLETZED mssIMli ROCKETS
FIGURE 3

DESCRIPTION OF SRC

The SRC is fabricated from low carbon cold rolled steel, 5 3/8" inside

diameter, 16 gage wall thickness. A dome is welded to one end; and a square

flange is welded to the other end, with four bolts welded to the flange for

affixcing a blind flange for closure. An o-ring is installed in the face of

the blind flange to effect a liquid and vapor tight seal. Further, a spring

is attached to the blind flange to apply retention pressure to the rocket

contained within the SRC. Square stacking brackets with guide pins permit

stacking of fifteen SRC in a three row array similar to the standard pallet ofq

rockets without SRC; see F'igure 4.

SINGLE ROUND CONTAINERI
FIGURE 4
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DISCUSSION

In early 1977, a series of tests were conducted at Tooele Army Depot to

determine the MCE for a standard pallet of 15 M55 rockets contained only in

their standard fiberglass shipping and firing containers. Those tests,

conducted with M61 rockets, established the MCE as the spontaneous detonation

of one rocket with a sympathetic detonation of another rocket warhead, and

massive leakage of agent from the remaining thirteen rockets. See Figures 5

and 6. These tests were reported in AED Report 24-77 (Ref. I).

I

1977 TEST SETUP
FIGURE 5

I

'gI

1977 TEST RESULTS

FIGURE 0
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One objective of the recent 1985-1986 series of tests was to see if the

SRC overpack altered the MCE.

The tests conducted on the SRC were as follows:

*three baseline tests - for establishing baseline pressure data for

single rockets contained in SRC

*three single package tests (IAW TB 700-2) - tests were conducted

with nine rockets per pallet

*fragment search - conducted after each single package test

The tests yielded the following results:

*No propagation from donor rocket to in-pallet acceptors;. i.e. total

explosive yield of only one warhead burster.

*Complete rupture of all acceptor warheads.

*Propellant grain ejected from donor in two of the three pallet

tests and burned freely; i.e. non-propilsive.

*No propellant initiated or burned in any acceptor rocket.

*Significant damage to all acceptor SRC.

*Massive fireball.

TEST PREPARATIONS

Setup for all tests was as shown in Figure 7. A piezoelectric pressure
transducer array measured free-field overpressures along two blast lines: one

parallel to, and one at right angles to the burster in the initiated rocket.

All test items were placed on heavy steel witness plates. The test site was

prepared by clearing a large area of vegetation and setting stakes to define

three search sectors as described in TB 700-2 for fragment search. Tests were

controlled and monitored from the data acquisition trailer. Two high-speed

movie cameras and one video camera were used for documentation.

Pressure transducers used in the free-field blast measurement array were

low-impedance piezoelectric devices, Kistler Piezotron Model 210B4 (100 kHz
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frequency response). The instrumentation recorder was 1[oneywell Model 7610

(80 klz frequency response). Dynasen Model CA-1136/1137 piezoelectric blast

pins were used in the acceptor warheads to detect burster function if

propagation occurred; and Dynasen Model CA-1041 ionization probes were used in

the rocket motors to detect motor initiation; see Figure 8.

HONEYWELL
l a's

VISICORDER

; FIRING CIRCUIT. FI_-

HONEYWELL 7610

DETOATORINSTRUMENTATION

YMASEN 0-041 TIME ZERO RECORDER SO KHZ FM
-IONIZATION PI-- . - I ~(TIME ZERO) l ----

SHYCAM HIGH •1..|TM EO• (ARTISAN EPC

TIE ZO 1TE0 1 DIGITAL" 1
JSPEED CAMERA START/STOP PROGRMMER... . T

L__......GNRAOTOP

I~oo.C- 104_1

I ECAMEI

SPEE.MANUAL 
KISTLER 5O4ES/ • DUAL. MODE

TIME MARK 1
GENERATOR

"DYNSEN CA-1041

IONIZATION PINS
, - __ I YSTRON DONNER

1 8120 TIME ý---- 10 KHZ IRIG A---

CODE GENERATOR
DYNSEN CA 1.3

PIEZOELECTRIC PINS.

INSTRUMENTATION SCHEMATIC
FIGURE I
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Single M61 rocket/SRC configurations were used fot the baseline tests

(three replicates); see Figure 9. The M417 fuse was modified to accept an

els,1 -r- blesating cap clamped against the fuse booster charge; and an

ionization probe adjacent to the blasting cap to provide a Time Zero generator

for Instrumentation; see Figure 10. No explosive overcharge was used. The

threads were machined from the fin-nossle assembly of the rocket motor to

preclude propulsion If the M28 propellant had ignited.

The pallets, or single packages, were configured, colored, and numbered

as shown in Figure 11. The donor, or central rocket was modified as described

for the baseline test rockets. The eight acceptor rockets, for the first test

only, were prepared as follows (see Figure 10). The fuze adapter was modified

to allow insertion of a piezoelectric blast pin against the M36 burster. The

blast pin was held tightly against the burster by attaching itR electrical

lead to a short length of wire rope with shrink-fit tubiný;, and then clamping

the assembly to the fuze adapter with a hose clamp. The electrical lead was

passed through the existing inspection hole in the fibergl.ass container's

1338
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endcap and then through a hole drilled in the dome end of the SRC. An

ionization probe (to detect motor ignition) was inserted into a void in the,

I28 propellant grain, near the vicinity of the black powder Igniter charge;

and its electrical lead passed through inspection ports in the fiberglass

container endcap and the SRC flanged end. The blast pins were not used for

the next two. tests because of a false indication of propagation given in the

first test. The ionization probes were determined to ba unnecessary

instrumentation because visual inspection would reveal if a motor initiated.

The threads were machined from the fin-nozzle assembly In all rockets for all

tests to preclude propulsion in event of motor ignition. The rockets were

then placed in SRC and the flanged end plates secured with the nuts tightened

to 20 ft-lbs. The nine SRC for each test were p~lletized and banded in three

locations with 3/4" banding. The pallet was then placed on wooden 4 x 4s on a

witness plate, oriented as shown in Figure 11.

PALLET TEST SETUP
PIGURE 11

TEST/RESULTS

Problems were encountered in the three single-rocket baseline tepts; see

Figure 12. One test failed because the M34 burster did not detonate when the

blasting cap was functioned; and the pressure measurements from Blast Line B
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(stations 4, 5, and 6) on the other two tests were unuseable because of

pressure transducer problems. There was sufficient confidence in the

remaining datal howevor, to proceed with the single package or pallet tests.

That decision was made based on validation of the Blast Line A pressure

transducers with bare spherical charge tests, and comparison with data frois

baseline tests conducted in 1977.

QI

DASEUNE TEST RESULTS

FIGURE 1I

In the three pallet tests, both blast lines were functioning properly.

Pressure yields in the three pallet tests were consistent with, and in some

cases slightly lower than the pressure yields from the baseline tests. The

conclusion, bAied on comparison of pressure yields witLh those of the baseline
tests, is thac there was no propagation from the donor to any acceptor, i.e.

total explosive yield of only one warhead; and that propagation is unlikely.

Table 1 provides comparisons of blast pressure data from the 1977 tests

and the recent. 1986 tests. For convenience of comparison only, the values
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presented are numerical averages of several tests in each series; e.g. the

"values for each peak positite incident overpressure and positive incident

'impulse for *the 1977 baseline series is a numerical average of 4 tests. Four

pressure measurements1 at each transducer location, were averaged for the

value presented in the table. Th. reader is referred to the final report of

these tests for detailed presentation of data (Ref. 2).

-TABLE 1 -PRESSURE DATA

TRANSDUCER 1977 1986

No. Baseline -Pallet Baseline Pallet

1 7.22 7.86 6.80 6.19

.2. 3.74 3.88 3.64 3.47

PEAK POSITIVE 3 1.47 1.49 1.42 1.41

INCIDENT OVERPRESSURE 4 4.47 5.13 -- 5.48

psi 5 2.47 3.18 -- 3.17

S6 1.32 1.45 - 1.54

1 6.88 8.66 6.31 6.19

2 4.79 5.59 4.80 4.14

POSITIVE INCIDE1 3 2.38 2.72 2.14 2.42

IMPULSE 4 5.10 7.14 -- 5.50

psi-ms 5 3.58 5.00 3.55

6 1.93 2.96 -- 2.05

All acceptor warheads were totally destroyed with the exception of

acceptor number 8 in each pallet test (acceptor number 8 being directly

beneath the donor); see Figure 13. Those acceptors, however, were badly

ruptured, releasing their ethylene glycol fill. The conclusion is that in a

pal!.,t of rockets contained in SRC, all warheaas can be expected to be

ruptured in event of a detonation of one warhead.

14
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PALLET TEST RESULTS
FIGURE 13

Large quantities of unburned or Unexploded explosive burster were found

in all three tests; see Figure 14. The bursber cases show evidence of

secondary partial detonation or pressure rupture. Review of high speed films

reveals sporadic flashes within the fireball of the initial detonation that

may be burning .or detonating pieces of explosive. Burster cases recovered in

the 1977 tests did not show similar evidence ef low-order detonations.

TYPICAL BURSTER RESIDUE
FIGURE 14
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No motors burned within their SRC. Only two motors ignited...in two

tests, the propellant grains were ejected from the donors at initial

detonation and burned up completely on the ground. Review of the high speed

films does not reveal when or where ignition occurred. In one test, the

inside of the donor motor casing was charred and blackened as though the motor

may have been burning while in the case, whereas the motor casing of acceptor

'number 2, from which a propellant grain also ejected, was clean. Inasmuch as

the burning propellant grain remained at ground zero, it apparently was not

confined suffidiently to be propulsive. The conclusion is that propellant

burning can occur and that hazard must be considered.

All tests, including baseline) exhibitedtremendous fireballs (burning N

ethylene glycol) which were not seen in reviewing high speed films of the

Mar-Jun 1977 tests. The fireball in the first pallet test was significantly

larger than was seen in the other pal-let •tests, particularly the third in

which more liquid ethylene glycol was observed at ground zero than in the

other tests. The absence of fireball in the 1977 tests, suggests that brief

confinement by the SRC when the warheads ruptured caused 'vaporization of the

ethylene glycol, enhancing ignition into the fireball observed in these

tests.

Fragmentation patLerns and distances appeared to be similar to those in
the 1977 tests except that more fragments were recovered in those tests. The
majority of fragments in both series (1977 and current) were in a 200-600 ft.

radius of ground zero, and to the east and west of ground zero. One piece, in

the recent series, was found at 1190 feet. The greatest distance recorded'in

the 1977 test report was 1030 feet. There was a greater scattering of major

components (SRC, shipping/firing container, motor casing) around ground zero

in the current series of tests. Figure 15 shows that significant damage was

incurred by all the acceptor SRC. The motor half of the SRC generally

remained intact with the motor housing and propellant grain staying within the I
SRC while the warhead half was totally destroyed. In all three tests the

acceptor immediately beneath the donor remained completely assembled; i.e. the

entire rocket remained within the SRC. The warhead and warhead end of the SRC

were flattened and ruptured; and the burster burned up completely within the
warhead. •
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TYPICAL PALLET TEST RESIDUE
FIGURil15

Figure 16 shows unfunctioned fuzes and fuze- 'adapters recovered in one of
the tests.i Two of the fuzes rem ain' in their respective SRC. T'he photo
depicts 7 fuzes. 'The eighth fuze belonged to-the donor, thereby accounting
for, all but one fuze, in., one test. Re Isults were sixnilsr in a second test; 3
fuzes were not: found' in the third: test.

RECOVERED FUZES
FIGURED 16
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SUMMARY

In conclusion -it appears that the Si.ngle Round Container does not,6

s*ignificantly alter. theMC f6G for fifteen palletized ll5um rockets:

MCE

Original Confi1guration In SRC'Overpack

*Spontaneous detonation'of one *Spontaneous detonation of

warhead, 6ympathetic detonation one warhead

of another

*Leakage of agent from remnaining *Leakage of agent from remaining

thirteen warheads fourteen warheads*

* Test data was provided to the AMCCOH Safety and 'AX4C Field Safety Activity

offices for their us6'in est~ablishing storage hazard classification for 1455
Rockets ove~rpacked in SRC.
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VU-GRAPH PLEASE (Honeywell Logo)

Hellos I am Wayne Sueker, a professional engineer for Honeywell. I work
at both our metal parts manufacturing facilities at the Twin City Army
Ammunition Plant near New Brighton, Minnesota and at our load, assemble and
pack facility at the Joliet Army Ammunition Plant near Joliet, Illinois.

VU--GRAPH 1 PLEASE (PiC Of HJA)

This is our recently esa tsherdoa ssemble and i--ac cil ty on a portion
of the Joliet Army Ammunition PlanVI When we rehabilitated these aras, we
designed and installed a number of unique deluge sprinkler systems. hese
systems protect the following:

pe pple operated ammunition assembly machines.
people operated explosive material handling systems.
remotely controlled machines that load explosives into ammunition
col:ponents

Deluge sprinkler s~stems installed at other than our Joliet location, when
"tripped", continue to flow water in large quantities after the need for that
flow has passed. 'This flow continues until either the control valves are
turned off (if y9ý can get to them - more about this later) or the water supply
is exhausted. ,And this has happened at some facilities)

/

A very real ptoblem with all deluge sprinkler systems is that many times the
thing that pet off the system is not a fire. The extreme spark/flame
sensitivity' of these ultraviolet or infrared fire detectors also means that
they are subject to nuisance trips from electrical shock, excessive humidity, ' '
interior faults, etc. Many times the large quantity of water now all over your
facility never had a fire to put out. Moreover any explosive material present
in the deluged area may now be spread all over the place. This causez a
tr endous safety hazard when the explosive dries out. The dispersed explosive
4 so can cause a pollution problem.

" e systems 4UheywelI-dcAie9! d a'-& installed at Joliet have electronic timers,
fast acting pneumatic valves and back-up electronic circuitry to control the
length of the deluge water flow. The systems can restart deluge water flow for
a number of conditionsas later explained.

�FAr -a have back-up fail-safe modes that allow for main power failure,air pressure failure and manual reaction to damaged equipment

Let's see what happens at most other deluge sprinkler protected facilities.
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VU-GRMPH 2 PLEASE (Picture of a lake)

Is this what your plant looked like the last time your dialuges tripped?
The boat is anchored to building #31

Most other deluge sprinkler systems have a continuous flow thru the deluge
heads once the system is tripped. The only way to stop the flow is to turn
off the water supply valves or run out of water.

unfortunately, the appropriate water supply valves are usually located close
to the accident area.- If there is explosive material in the accident area,
permission from the safety department must be obtained before your mechanic
can enter the area. If your safety engineers are not on site (it may be
2 A. M. Sunday with no lines operating). You may run out of water before you
can get permission to close the valves.

This possible loss of water supply could jeopardize other operating lines
that draw fire protection water from that supply. it even could force produc-
tion lines to stop operation and force the workers to evacuate their area.

As stated earlier, excessive deluge sprinkler water flow in areas containing
explosives also can cause widespread polution problems.

Again remember, many of these deluge water flows may be the result of an
accidental "trip". There may never have been a fire.

VIEW GRAPH 3 PLEASE - (Pic of hopper with deluge protection)

Let's see how Honeywell's system operates

Som'3thing trips the deluge system. It may be a fire or it may be a nuisance
trip. The deluge sprinkler water flows for a preset time and the panel turns
of f the water supply. Any continuing fire or any new fire is detected by
the system and water is automatically reflowed. Water also can be manually
flowed under unusual circumstances.

No one has to get jinto an area possibly contaminated with explosive mnaterials
to shut of f valves, you do not teke the chance of exhausting your water supply
and your facilities are not under water.

How was our system designed?

Honeywell has been making inert metal parts and fuzes for 20 plus years.

We always subcontracted our production requirements for load, assemble andI

When we entered the LAP end of the small caliber ammunition business several

ammunition loading facilities. We found that some of these procedures had not

been upgraded to current technology.
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My end of the business is facilities, so let's see what we had to build on.
Our "nhw" facilities at Joliet, were composed of cix (6) 1940's built
WWII fume and booster assembly groups. T14 (2) of the groups last had
explosive assembly work in the. 704s, one (1) ini the 60's, one (1) in the
50's and two '(2) were basically "'abandoned in piace" (as far as explosive
assembly-work) at the end of WWII.

As our needs didn't match the best that was left, you can see we had an
excellent opportunity to consider new techniques for facilitization as v.e
were almost starting from "scratch",

We reviewed the most recent "state-of-the-art" electrical and mechanical
equipment/designs to see if they were applicable.

Our foremost design criteria, of course, was

SAFETY

Honeywell's proposed LAP procedures stated that we would, at Joliet, handle
our explosive materials in a "maximum credible incident" (MCE) mode. This mode
is defined in the AMC-R 385-100 Safety Manual.*

This MCE mode is based on the concept that when you can prove non-propagation
between piles or stacks of explosives, you can use the weight of the largest
pile or stack for your quantity distance calculations. You do not have to
use the total explosive weight in the building or even in various bays.

Consult with your safety people if you think you could apply this concept.

These explosive unit-weight reductions can result in the following:

- less costly barricade/separation walls
- less distance required between operation buildings
- less explosive hazard exposure to employees

less amounts of explosives involved in the event of a fire or detonation.

The last item, less arw.unts of explosives involved in a fire or detonation,
was the one that I keyed on to try to develop a new deluge sprinkler fire
protection system. I felt we could control or limit water flow if we designed
proper safeguards 4- -o the system. These safeguards would have to let the
system perform as a :kianual system in the case of a catastrophic accident, but
be responsive to our needs in a less serious situation.

After consulting our in-house experts on explosive material behavior in burn
(deflagration) and hi-order (explosion) modes, we calculated the deluge
sprinkler water flow time intervals. We used the individual deluge nozzle
characteristics and the burn time of the explosive amount to be protected.
Yes, explosives burn, a lot faster than wood, but they will burn. Given thAir
choice, they often burn easier than they explode.

*As described in the AMC-R 385-100 (2-56) and (17-7) safety manual.
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.To make sure we could get more water if the fire burned longer than we
calculated we added a circuit to allow the U/V detectors to continuously
scan. If the fire was still burning when the system trys to turn "off",
the system recycles, If fire shows up after the system shuts down, the
extra circuit restarts the cycle and reflows the system.

We also planned to use these controlled flows to wet down explosive materials
present in hoppers on the machines. This "wet-down" would render inert many
of the explosives we use and would greatly reduce the sensitivity of the rest
of them.

Working with our deluae sprinkler contractor, we did the following:

VU-GRAPH 4 PLEASE (pic of detection panel)

We combined a U/V detector panel system with additional timer circuits and
over-ride circuits with

VU-GIRAPH 5 PLEASE (Pic of valves)

a regular fast acting deluge valve and a fast acting pnuematicly closed, spring
opening valve.

VU-GRAPH 6 PLEASE (Pic of dection head)

Controlled by a self-checking (to see if the lens is clear) ultraviolet detector
system

VU-GRAPH 7 PLEASE (Pic of deluge sprinkler nozzels over hopper)

that can deliver deluge quantities of water where we want it and with a
controlled length of flow.

As stated before, the extra circuits allow the detector system to recycle the
timer if fire is present when the water flow is scheduled to turn off. They
also restart the flow cycle if fire shows up after the system has turn-off.
Control buttons were added to allow manual control water flow if some fire is
observed,

VU-GRAPH 8 PLEASE (Pic of TV camera)

say, when we use a remotely controlled TV camera to scan an area of an incident.
The incident may have caused debris to block the U/V detector's view.

We also designed "fail-safe" features into the system. The basic detector-control
circuitry has battery back-up systems so that power failure will not affect the
operation of this primary function. The Honeywell added timed-interval system
was designed to be "fail-safe" to an open-flow mode if power or air pressure
were lost. Any loss of power or air would automatically cause spring loaded
valves to go to a position that allows deluge water to flow. This power or air
loss will not flow an untripped system, only timed out systems would automatically
open and flow deluge sprinkler water.
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We may not need this extra water, but we will get it untiL, to paraphrase
Mr. John Houseman, "we get our water flow stoppage the oll fashioned way, we
turn it" (the valve to "off", that is).

Does it work?

VU-GRAPH 9 PLEASE (Pic of HJA)

In a machine area of one of our production lines at Jolie-:, we press prepelleted
tracer pellets into projectile bases. The quantity of tracer pellets in the
nwachine hopper is reasonably small (three (3) to four (4) pounds) and any fire
that would start in the hopper would be over very quickly (about three seconds).
Once a fire has started in the hopper, it probably could niot be put out. In
this case, we would only want to protect the equipment ancl personnel and prevent
the spread of the fire to other areas in the room.

The machine is in a barricaded room with interlccks on all access doors. There
are no people in the machine area while the machine is oporating and we monitor
the machine by explosion-proof remote controlled TV camere.s.

Using all this data, we are limiting this zone's deluge sprinkler water flow to
five (5) seconds. Remember we have all the back-up systemrs to flow more water
if needed.

We had an accidental trip of the deluge system in this tracer charge area some
time ago. We "think" that a reflection off a polished brzss belt buckle from
an arc-welding repair about 300' away got through several "open at the same
moment" doors and caused a U/V detector to dump the systemn. The machine was in
a stopped condition at that moment.

We, of course, evacuated the area and upon "all clear" started investigative
and explosives clean-up procedures. All the while timed-cut deluge system
was still active and was protecting our personnel.

After the clean-up and the investigation was completed, our technican shut the
system down, reloaded the explosively operated water valve and we resumed
production. The clean-up time was minimal, the water damatle to the machine was

minimal, the explosive contamination of surrounding ateas was minimal and we
did not compromise our water supply. More importantly, we had full sprinkler
deluge protection during the whole clean up time.

Does it work, Part II

As in most explosive handling facilities, we have had some small "in':idents"
with explosive materials. Our barricades and shields have prevented any
personnel injuries but we have suffered some minor machine *Iamage.

More important, to this discussion, the flow controlled deluge sprinkler systems
have performed as required and have done all the things we designed into them.
We have protected our people, put out the fires, prevented propagation to hoppers I
containing explosives, kept explosive contamination problems. to a minimum, kept
clean-up to a minimum, reduced machine damage, reduced structure damage and
kept down time as low as possible.
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in conclusion

The timed interval control systems that we added to our recently installed
deluge water sprinkler systems at Joliet, were well worth the small extra
cost of the equilpment and installation.

We have a safer system and a system more responsive to our needs.

Any questions?
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Abstract

she manufaoture and prooessing of pyrotechnic mixes has been marked in
the past by accidents due to the inherent sensitivity of the materials to
stimuli such as friotion, impact and static eleotricity disoharge. A pro-
gram was under taken to evaluate the effectiveness of a fire suppression
system in fighting pyrotechnic fires. This paper summarizes test results on
several compositions using different deluge components and configurations
and efforts that have resulted in improving the response time and
effectiveness of fire suppression systems.
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PYROTECHNIC FIRE SUPPRESSION SYSTEM EVALUATION

Introduotion

The manufacture and process of pyrotechnic materials has been marked in
the past by accidents, primarily fires caused in part by the inherent sen-
sitivity of the materials to stimuli such as friction, impact and static
electricity discharge. The day-to-day handling of pyrotetihnio materials
during their manufacture greatly enhances the probability of an incident and
the probability of injuries and fatalities.

To improve the manufacturing of pyrotechnics from a personnel safety
standpoint, either the sensitivity of the pyrotechnic must be reduced
through changes in the formulation, or the human contact with the pyrotech-
nic can be eliminatG4 or at least reduced through protective isolation of
the equipment, or through the use of fire detection or suppression systems
to extinguish or at least control any fire that may result. The use of
water deluge systems in the manufacturing and processing of explosives and
propellants has been extensively investigated and water deluge systems have
become an integral port of explosives and propellant manufacturing. The
application of water deluge systems t'or pyrotechnic applications however,
had not received the same level of attention and experimental evaluation.
This multi-year effort was therefore designed by the Army to fill thin gap,
i.e., to develop a water deluge system for pyrotechnics and to experimen-
tally evaluate the effectiveness of the system. The program was divided
into the following tasks: 1) Survey existing GOGO and GOCO pyrotechnic
manufacturing facilities to determine what fire suppression capabilities
were on line, 2) assemble a "typical" fire suppression system currently
installed at the plants and evaluate its effectiveness against pyrotechnic
fires, and 3) improve the response time of the fire suppression system.
This paper presents an overview of the work performed as par.t of this
program.

Survey and Test Setup

As part of this program, five facilities that manufacture pyrotechnics
were visited: Longhorn Army Ammunition Plant, Lone Star Army Ammunition
Plant, Lake City Ammunition Plant, Pine Bluff Arsenal and Crane Army
Ammunition Activity. Of these five facilities, only Longhorn and Lone Star
AAPs had any extensive type of deluge system in their manufacturing and
process bays. Briefly, the types of fire suppression systems installed
consisted of a manifold system with sprinkler typa nozzles or protector
nozzles strategically positioned over the mixers, granulators, blenders eto.
Figure 1 shows a typical mixer bay used in manufacturing a magnesium based
flare mix and the water deluge nozzles positioned over the mixer. The
deluge system is functioned by a UV detector/controllor system. Once the UV
detectors have sensed a fire, the controller issues a "FIRE" alarm which
closes a solid state relay thereby powering an explosive actuated valve that
then releases water through the manifold and out of the nozzles. Southwest
Research Institute assembled a water deluge system for experimental verifi-
cation as shown in Figure 2. This system consists of a flow loop powered by I
a standard Hale fire pump, an in line Primac high-speed explosive actuated
valve, a manifold system with five nozzles each equipped with rupture disks
or blowout caps. Figure 3 shows the assembled water deluge system with the
UV detectors and a simulated mix muller. Water deluge tests were also
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conduoted with the pyroteohnic materials in a simulated granulator and in
drying trays. Typioal water delivery rates for the deluge system were 40
-pm per nozzle at line pressures of approximately 60 psi.

x rifmntal Evaluations

Test Plans:

The water deluge system was evaluated using various types of pyro-
technic materials: an aluminum based starter mix, a magnesi',m based flare
mix M206 (both wet with a solvent and in a dry granulated condition), a
second magnesium based flare mix (MK45), and three smoke ixzes. The system
was evaluated varying the following parameters:

- Type of pyrotechnic material
- Quantity of material involved
- Condition of the pyrotechnic (wet with solvent or dry)
- Ignition scenario (bottom or top Ignition)
- Number of UV detectors
- Water pressure
- Nozzle spray pattern
- Deluge height

Multiple Detector Tests:

A series of tests were performed to determine the effect that the
use of multiple 1V detectors would have on the system response time. The UV
detectors used were DET-TRONICS Corp. model DR 1777 sensors with a DET-
TRONICS Corp. model 7303 controller. Small pyrotechnic charges were placed
in view of the detector(s) on a drying tray and ignited using electric
matches. The elapsed time required for the controllor to jample and declare
a fire was recorded for each teat performed. Tests ware conducted using
one, two, and four deteotors. Based on the results of the test series, it
was very obvious that the use of multiple detectors improves the detection
system overall response time. The controller counts UV pulses from the
detectors and must reach a pre-set number of counts before it will issue a
tire alarm. When multiple detectors are used, the controller will sum the
UV oounts transmitted frow each detector thereby responding much faster than
if only oae detector is used because the controller must wait for that one
detector to transmit all of the necessary counts.

Starter Mix Tests

A total of 11 tests were aonducted using the starter mix and varying the
quantity of mix, the point of ignition, the nozzle spray pattern, and the
quantity of water applied. In all of the tests, the mix was contained in a
typical drying tray as shown in Figure 4 and ignition of the starter mix was
performed remotely using an electric match. A number of preliminary tests
were performed in order to optimize the nozzle type for use in the deluge
testing. Tests were performed using 45 degree spray nozzles, 30 degree
spray nozzles, 15 degree vee shape nozzles and 15 degree full cone nozzles. A
Tests showed that the 15 degree full cone nozzles were the most effective in
delivering concentrated high velocity water that could penetrate an Intense
fireball such as that produced by pyrotechnics. The decision was made to
porform all of the starter mix tests using the 15 degree full cone nozzles,
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each equipped with a gold leaf rupture disk and using two 'IV detectors. The
deluge system was successful in extinguishing the pyrotechnic fire in each
of the 11 tests. The average detection time was 221 msec after ignition of
the electric match and the average Primao response time was 234 msec after
ignition. The average water-at-the-nozzle time for the 11 tests was 127
aseo after UV detector actuation. A summary of these testa is prerented in
Table 1.

Six additional tests were performed using the starter mix in a simulated
mix muller as shown in Figure 5. This series of tests utilized four UV
detectors and the controller was set to trigger at a more sensitive rate of
10 counts instead of the 25 previously used. The use of a high walled mixer
had no appreciable effect on the response of the deluge system. The deluge
successfully controlled and extinguished all 6 fires with no difficulties.
The average UV detection time for these tests was 173 msaeo which was faster
than the previous series run with only two detectors. For this series of
tests, the deluge system controller was equipped with a solid state relay
instead of a mechanical relay and the Primao response time was basically the
detector response time i.e., the average Primac response time was the same
as the average detection time, 178 mseo. The average water-at-the-nozzle
time was 122 mseo after UV detector actuation which is very close to the
average times recorded in the earlier work. Table 2 presents a summary of
the results of these tests.

M206 Tests

A total of 16 tests were performed using the M4206 pyrotechnic mix which
is a magnesium based illuminating flare mix. Tests were conducted on the
mix wet with a solvent (simulating the actual mixing conditions) and also
dry and granulated into a specific size. In the actual test program,
important parameters such as the following were varied: quantity of
material, quantity of solvent (% ratio), water application rates, height of
the nozzles from the mix, and ignition point. Throughout this portion of
the test program, the nozzles on the deluge system were equipped with blow-
off caps instead of the previously used rupture disks and a total of four UV
detectors were used to further decrease the detector reponse time. All
tests were performed with the mix in the simulated mix muller and ignition
was accomplished using an electric match/starter mix booster combination.

Of the 16 tests performed, seven tests involved the dry, granulated M206
mix (three of these tests were performed with the deluge manifold lowered by
0.61m (2 ft)) and nine tests were performed nith the M206 wet with solvent.
For the seven dry mix tests, the time required by the UV system to sense the
pyrotechnic fire varied from a minimum of 75 mseo to a maximum of 375 mseo
after ignition of the electric match. The detection times for the remaining
five of the seven tests were very close with a minimum time of 87 msec, a
maximum of 112 mseo and an average of 99.6 mses. Water-at-the-nozzle times
were measured on four of the tests with the times varying from a minimum of
5(0 msec to a maximum of 138 msec after detector response. On all of the
tests involving the dry mix, the deluge system dJd not respond fast enough
to make a difference and the fireball lofted and burned above the manifold.
The mix burned so fast and so violently that the deluge had no chance in

putting out the fire. Figure 6 is a sequence of pictures of one of the
tests using the dry M206 and as can be seen, the fireball lofts and burns
above the manifold. ""
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Tne UV detector response time for the nine tests performed using the
gfti, solvent wet M206 mix varied from a minimum of 71 mres to a maximum of 238

meac after ignition of the eleotrio match. The average response time for
IF the nine tests was calculated to be 132 mesc. If the minimum and maximum

times are eliminated, the average for, the r~emaining seven tests in 125 memo----

which is slightly farter than thQ total average time. Water-at-the-nozzle
times varied from a minixium of 34 meas after fire detection to a maxim=m of
183 nase. The average water-at-the-noasle time was calculated at 108 wess
after detection which is approxamately 17 mweo slower than the dry mix
times. Actual burn times for these tests varied from a minimum at 3.85 sea
to a maximum of 60.1 sec. and these variations were dependent on both the
water application rate and on the percentage of solvent used , where the burn
times were less for those tests with the higher solvent ratio. In all of
the wet mix tests the water deluge system wat; very effective in controlling
the subsequent fires and in eventually extinguishing them. Some of the
tests resulted in fires that burned for a long period of time, however the
burn was a controlled burn and a very survivable one. Figure 7 is a
sequence of pictures of one of the longer burning "wet" mix Iests. This
particular test burned for over 11 seconds. Figure 8 is a sequence of
pictures showing one of the tests using actual wet mix made by SWRI. As
shown in the pictures, the tire is quickly extinguished. The mesh seen in
the pictures was installed around the mixer to help catch some of the mix
washed overboard. The three tests performed with the lower deluge showed no
appreciable change or reduction in the burn time. Table 3 presents a sum-
mary of the M206 mix (dry and wet with solient) water deluge test results.

MK45 Flare Tests

A total of 15 testa were performed usirg the MK45 flare mix which is
another magnesium based mix. The tests were conducted varying the quantity
of mix, the shape of the pile of mix (cone shaped or flat), the watwr ap-
plication rate, and the height of the deluge. The tests showed that the
fire ball height was greatly affected by the shape of the mix prior to
ignition with the cone shaped tests having the larger fireball heights. The
time required by the UV detectors to sense the fires varied considerably
from a minimum of 283 msec to a maximum of 829 mree. This variation is Muoh
larger than in any of the materials previously tested. The average IN
response time was calculated at 490 maeo after ignition of the electric
match. Detection times for nine of the 15 tests were within 02), of the
average time. Water-at-the-nozzle times were measured for 14 of the 15
tests and the fastest time measured was 51 mseo after detection of the fire
and the slowest time was 149 mseo after detection. An average water-at-the-
nozzle time was calculated and found to be 81 usec after detection of the
fire. Eight of the 14 tests had water-at-the-nozzle times within 23% of the
average time, while 13 out of the 14 tests had water-at-the-nozzle times
within 37% of the calculated average. In all of the cone shaped tests, the
water deluge system was ineffective in extinguishing the fire since the bulk
of the mix became involved before the UV detectors could sense the fire. On
thoae tests where the mix was in a flat configuration, the water deluge
system did have an appreciable affect on the fire ar.d some unburned residual
material was recovered. Figure 9 is a sequence of pictures showing the
results of one of the "flat" tests and as can be seen, the deluge does have
some affect on the fire even though there is a vcry large initial fireball.Table 4 summarizes the results of the 15 tests with the MK45 mix. *
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Smoke Mix Tests

A large number of tests were conducted using three smoke mixes: green
smoke, yellow smoke and HC smoke. Tests were performed with the smoke mixes
in the simulated mix Puller out in the open and in the mix muller in a
simulated mixing bay. Two t,,jvds of detectors were used, the standard UV
detector and a prototype dual mode smoke/UV detector manufactured by
DET-TRONICS Corp. In the tests with the standard UV detectors, only the HC
swoke fires trere recognized promptly. Since the actual combustion of the

green and yellow smokes was rather mild yet produced vast quantities of
smoke, detection of any fire did not occur until the combustion was praoti-
oally over and the detectors were not shielded by the smoke. The HC smoke
burned much more violently and flames were plainly visible to the dete!tors
early in the test. Table 5 presents the results of the tests using the
standard UV detector.

A total of 17 tests were performed using the dual mode smoke/UV detec-
tors. These tests were performed in the simulated mixing bay and tests were
performed with the detector in six different positions in order to maximize
its effectiveness. In all of the tests with the green and yellow smoke
mixes the detector was ineffective in sensing the fire. These particular
mixes created large quantities of dense smoke that fooled the detector into
thinking that the optics were dirty and subsequently issuing erroneous smoke
rfaulte alarms instead of "fire" alarms. Table 6 presents the results of
the 17 tests performed with the dual mode smoke/UV detector.

Improved Deluge Design

The earlier work demonstrated that the existing deluge deL.Lgn, i.e., the
design utilizing the Primac valve did not respond fast enough to effectively
combat certain pyrotechnic fires especially those involving dry mixes. It
was therefore decided to modify the existing deluge in order 4o speed up the
response time and then experimentally evaluate these modifications 1o see if
the system response was adequate to extinguish the dry pyrotechnic mix
fires. Several "fixes" were investigated, among those being the use of a
combination UV/IR detector in an attempt to speed up the detection time, and
the use of explosive actuated valves at the nozzles in leiu of the standard
Primac valve to speed up the water delivery time.

UV/IR Detector Tests

A prototype UV/IR detector manufactured by ARMTEC Industries, Inc. was
experimentally evaluated to see if the dual mode detector was faster
responding than the standard UV detector manufactured by DET-TRONICS Corp.
and used on all the previous work. Comparison tests were performed using
both systems and the DET-TRONICS UV detector system with multiple detectors,
i.e., 4 detectors wore repeatedly slightly faster than the ARMTEC dual mode
detector. In the comparison tests, both systems were mounted side-by-side

and subjected to the same pyrotechnic fire scenario to insure that no one
system would see a different fire. The test setup is shown in Figure 10.
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Explosive Actuated Valve Evaluations

The use of explos2.ve actuated valves at the nozzles was evaluated and
experimentally verified using two different dry pyrotechnic mixes and one
wet with a solvent. As part of the evaluation process, manufacturers of
explosive actuated valves were contacted in orde, to evaluate off-the-shelf
valves in terms of design, effectiveness, and cost. The off-the-shelf valve
showm in Figure 11 proved to be oost prohibitive so a modified explosive
actuated valve was designed by SWRI. Figaure 12 shows the modified valve
disassembled and it consists of a commercially available rupture disk
holder, a rupture disk and an explosive cap that is placed in contact with
the rupture disk. Figure 13 shows the fully assembled modified explosive
actuated valve. The cap, which is a directional fragmenting explosive is
functioned by the UV detector controller electronics. Comparision tests
between the Primao system and the modified explosive actuated valve system
were performed and showed that the explosive actuated valve responded much
faster than the Primao system ever could. In the previous work done with
the Primao system, the Primac valve was 12 to 15 feet ups%.-ream cf the mani-
fold and due to the hydraulics involvad with the system and the resistance
given by the blow-off caps covering the nozzles a typical response time for
water-at-the-nozzle from detection time was 120 to 150 mses. With the
explosive actuated valve system at the nozzle, the water-at-the-nozzle time
was reduced to approximately 5 to 6 msec which is the time that it takes the
explosive cap in contact with the rupture disk to function. In effect, the
water-at-the-nozzle time was reduced by over 110 roses. These results were
so favorable that it was decided to experimentally evaluate the deluge
system equipped with explosive actuated valves.

Explosive Valve Deluge Tests

A series of tests were performed using the improved deluge design to
determine the effectiveness of the deluge in combatting dry pyrotechnic
fires. Tests were conducted with the dry M206 flare mix and %ith the dry
MK45 flare mix in a simulated granulator as shown in Figure 14 and varying

the quantity of mix, the shape and the ignition point. The tests with the
dry M206 used 1 lb and 3 lb of mix and were ignited at the bottom and it the
top of the mix respectively. The tests with the ignition at the bottom
showed that even though the deluge system responded within 50 msec after'
detection, the mix burned so fast laterally that by the time it had burned
vertically a sufficient amount for the detectors to view the fire, the bulk
of the mix was involved and was lofted such that the deluge was ineffective.
Ignitions of the mix just below the surface, however were successfully
extinguished without the bulk of the mix becoming invol.ved. Tests with the
M4K5 flare mix also yielded similar results in that the mix would burn
before the deluge had a chance to function. Figure 15 shows a sequence of
pictures of a test with the 4206 mix in a granulator and ignited at the
bottom and as can be seen in the sequence, the event is not controlled by
the deluge. Figure 16 however is a sequence of a test with M206 ignited
near the surface and as can be seen, the deluge quickly extinguishes the
fire.

Full Scale Wet 14206 Test

A full scale test of wet M206 was tested to simulate conditions as
mixed. This test involved 125 lb in a simulated mix-muller and mixing bay.
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The booster Ws placed 3 in. from the surface of the max, which was 5 in.
deep. At 31 m after Ignition oa the booster, the UT detector issued a
fire ala•e and the deluge functioned. The system immediately extinguished
the tire Whiah appears to have been an ME fire before the M206 itself had a
ohanoes to get Involved. If the deluge system had been slower responding,
the N206 mix would have gotten involved and deluge would have taken longer
to extinguish the fire and if there were no deluge system the mix would have
ignited when the Nu burned off.

Basnd an the finding of the expe-rimental program conducted, a number of
oonolusions wore drawn:

- Nozzles with a tight spray pattern such an the 15 degree full-cone
nozzles and with a high delivery rate are much more effective in penetrating
a pyrotechnic fireball and in subsequently controlling and extinguishing the
fire.

- The standard state-of-the-art UV detectors appear to be adequate
for detecting msot pyrotechnic fires ignited at or near the top of the mix.
The use of malitple detectors greatly enhances the response time of the
detection system. However, for some of the dry magnesium based mixes, fires
espeoially those Ignited near the bottom of the six (primarily the deeper
mixes) are not detected fast enough by current state-of-the-art detectors to
allow the deluge enough time to extinguish the fire before it becomes fully
involved.

- The deluga system design used in thUi program was very effective
in controlling and extinguishing fires involving the Pine Bluff starter mix,
the M206 mix wet with solvent, and the shallow depth NK45 six (less than 1.5
in) .

- The deluge system design using the explosive actuated valves
responded much faster than did the design using the Primao valve. This
design however, was not fast enough to extinguish the deeper dry M206 mix
fires that were ignited at the bottom of the six nor did it extinguish thi
deeper K•I5 mix fires.

- The Southwest Research Institute modified explosive actuated
deluge 7alve design was comparable to the commercially ivailable valve in
r9sponse tme, hGwever, in cost, the SVF1 design was much cheaper.
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Table 2. Summary of Starter Mix Tests
in Simulated ffix-Muller

Test Charge Igniter Engine Line Detector Flow Water Burn
No. Size rpm Press Time lit/min Nozzle Time

ka (ib) kPa (psi) (msec) (gal/min) (msec) (secl

1 100 gm 2 EM N/A N/A 222 N/A Nvk 2.53

2 2.27 2 EM N/A N/A 108.3 N/A N/A 6.16
(5)

3 4.54 1 EM-BTM 1800 359 176 863 314 1.12
(10) Corner (52) (228)

4* 6.81 2 EM-BTM 1800 366 256 825 456 0.65
(15) Center (53) (218)

5 11.35 2 EM-BTM 1800 338 144 840 167 1.26
(25) Center (49) (222)

6 4.54 2 EM-BTM 1800 331 163 848 292 0.36
(10) Center (48) (224)
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Table 4. Suumary of W.M45 Flare Mix Tests

Test No. Charge Line P Flow Detector Water at Burn
kPa liter/min Tim Nozzle Timt14 (pi glimin) It)mse)sd

I cone Aal 426 729 416 519 1.54
jil (1.7) '(192.5)

2 Cone (7)43 847 793 942 1.5
43 (2.7) (223.7)

3 Flat 1.23 454 786 287 387 1.12
(2.7) (65.8) (207.7)

4 Coae 1.36 471 a6 411 510 1.17
(3) (68.3) (213)

S Cone C.27 460 906 434 521 1.59
() (66.7) (213)

6Cone fif (6'7.) ('1) 447 527 2.0I
7 Cone 2.27 460 806 431 483 1.66

(5) (66.7) (213)

8 Flat 2.27 483 825 466 531 1.67
(5) (70.0) (218)

9 Flat 2.27 449 825 339 422 2.05
(5) (65) (218)

10 Cone 2.27 656 988 600 675 1.55
(5) (95) (261)

11 Flat 4.54 662 988 721 801 2.98
(10) (96) (261)

12 Flat 4.54 587 924 829 882 2.77
(10) (85) (244)

13 Flat* 2.27 545 943 520 575 0.98
(5) (79) (249)

14 C;one* 2.95 531 882 381 432 1.18
(6.5) (77) (233)

15 Flat* 4.54 587) 924 283 400 N/A
(10) (85) (244)

Note: Test I had 2 UV detectors located 1.82 ma(6 ft from center of mixer.
Tests 2-12 had 2 UV detectors located 1.82 a (i ft) and 2 'V detectors

located 2.44 a (8 ft) from center of mixer.
• All tests were performed using the 15 Full Cone nozzles
a All tests were ignited using electric match and a 5 grain booster

of IMR 4227 located at the bottom center of the mix.
•Manifold lowered - UV detectors located 1.75 m (5.75 ft) froa center of mix.
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Table 5. Summary of Smoke Mix Tests
Using UV Detactars

Test No. Smoke Charge -Igniter UV Detection• time
I Green 4.54 kg I EM L 5 gr 63.7 sec

(10 lb) Booster

2 Green 2.27 kg 1 EM &LS gr Ile 0 sec
(5 1b) Booster

3 Yellow 2.27 kg I EN & 5 gr 35.1 sec
(5 lb) Booster

4 Yellow 4.54 kg 1 EM & 5 gr 10.7 sec
(10 lb) Booster

5 Yellow 2.27 kv 1 EM & 5 gr 32.1 sec
(5 lb) Booster

6 HO, 0.454 kg 1 [M & 5 gr 425.0 msec
(1 lb) Booster

7 HC 0.454 kg I EM & 5 gr 458.0 msec
(1 lb) Booster

8 HC 0.454 kg 1 EM & 5 qr 423.0 msec
(1 Ib) Booster
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Table 6. Smary of Smoke Mix Tests

Usilng Dual Mode Detector

Test Smoke Charge Igniter Detector Position Smoke/Flame
renqtt ion Tim

I gen044kg ENa 5 gr Center over NoDtection
(1.0 lb Booster Mixer

2 Green 0.908 kg E S 5 gr Centered over No Detection
(2.0 lb) Booster Mixer

3 Yellow 0.454 kg EM & 5 gr Centered in Bay Flame - 30 sec
(1 lb) Booster Facing Mixer

4 Yellow 0.454 k EN & S gr Centered in say Flam - 194.5 sec
(1.0 1 Booster Facing Nixer

.5 Yell 0.454 kg EN & 5 gr Centered in Sy Flm - 11.6 sec
(1.0 lb) Bost~r Facing Mixer

.6 Yellow 0.454 kg EN 5 5 pr Across Doorway Smoke - 33.0 sec
(1 lb) booster

.77 Yellow 0.454 kg EM & S gr Across Doorwey Smoke - 129.2 sec
(1.0 lb) Booster

.8 Green 0.454 kg EN & 5 gr Across Doorway Smoke - 141.2 sec
(1 lb) Booster

.9 White 0.454 kg EM & 5 gr Across Doorway No Detection
(1 lb) Booster

10 Green 0.454 kg EM & 5 gr Top Front Wall No Detection
(1 lb) Booster

11 Yellow 0.454 kg EM & S gr Top Front Wall Smoke - 179 sec
(1.0 lb) Booster

12 Green 0.454 kg EM & 5 gr Centered Across Smoke - 140 sec
(I lb) Booster Mixer

13 Yellow 0.454 kg 1 EM & 5 gr Centered Across Smoke - 141 sec
(I lb) Booster Mixer

14 White 0.454 kg 1 EM & 5 gr Centered Across Smoke - 90 sec
(1 lb) Booster Mixer

15 Yellow 0.454 kg 1 EM & 5 gr Top Backwall Smokp - 90 sec
(1.0 lb) Booster

16 Green 0.454 kg I EM & 5 gr Top Backwall Smoke - 12G sec
(1 lb) Booster

17 White 0.454 kg I EM & 5 :r Top Backwall Smoked - 82 sec
(1.0 lb) Booster
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Figure I. Typical Pyrotechnic Mixing Bay
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4 ft
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1 ft
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-2-1/2 in. Water Pipe
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FlcwmeterI

Line PressureI

PVC

Figure 2. Flow Loop for Water Deluge System -0
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Figure 3. Assembled Water Deluge System
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Figure 4. Drying Tray Test Setup
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Figure 5. Deluge Setup with Simulated Mix-Muller
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Figure 7. Sequence of l'1206 "Simulated Wet" Mix
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Figure 9. Sequence of MK45 Mix (Flat)
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Figure 10. UV/IP Detector Test Setup
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Now

Figure 11. Fike A10 Deluge Valve
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F.•

I

Figure 12. Threaded Rupture Disk Assembly.

(Left to Right: Nozzle, Threaded Half, Rupture Disk, Right Half, and Explosive Cap)
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II

Figure 13. Explosive Cap in Contact with Rupture Disk
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Figure 14. MK145 Composition in Simulated Granulator
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Figure 16. Sequencc of Dry M206 Mix in Granulator
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Ino PILOTEX
0' ULTRA HIGH SPEED DELUGE
a,

I FIRE PROTECTION SYSTEM FOR
MUNITIONS, EXPLOSIVES, PYROTECHNICS

GARY A. FADORSEN

"AUTOMATIC" SPRINKLER CORPORATION
PILOTEX SYSTE1MS DEPARTMENT

1000 EDGERTON RD.
BROADVIEW HTS., OHIO 44147

(216) 526-9900

August 25, 1986
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DESCRIPTION

THE-"TAUTOMATIC SPRINKLER PILOTEX SYSTEM, IS AN ULTRA

HIGH SPEED FIRE SUPPRESSION DELUGE. Operation from release

actuation to delivery is accomplished in the millisecond

range.

High pressure priming of fire main pressure and simultaneous

opening of all nozzles connected to one pilot line make the

PILOTEX Deluge System unique.

When a fire is detected, the solenoids are activated,

pressure is relieved in the pilot line, which normally holds

the valve closed in each discharge head. Because the detection

is electronic and water is immediately available at the nozzle,

an extremely fast response time is possible.

Each PILOTEX piping system is specially designed to cover

the hazard effectively. Different discharge patterns are

available simply by adapting AUTO-SPRAY nozzles to the PILOTEX
head•

The basic components of the Ultra High Speed PILOTEX Deluge

System are:

PILOTEX valves with nozzles.

High Speed Module (HSM)
Detection System
Solenoids

APPLICATIONS

The PILOTEX Ultra-High Speed Deluge is used where rapid

August 25, 1986
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U
m discharge of water is required, such as in high hazard applications I

where speed of operation measured in milliseconds is needed to

control or extinguish the combustion reactions of high energy

fuels, liquid or solid fuel propellants, gaseous fuels, metal

powders, munitions products, grains and dust handling systems

and others.

Detection and operation can be achieved in various ways

depending upon time requirements:

1. By Race-of-Rise - H.A.D.'s send a pneumatic pressure impulse

to trip an "AUTO-SENTRY" release dumping pilot pressure. This

type can be reset after operation(operation in seconds).

2. By Fixed Temperature Units, such as sprinklers, installed

on pilot line at acceptable spacing. They must be of a

type where the fusible element is directly connected

with the water in the pilot line. These, if fused, must be

replaced before restoring pilot pressure. (slowest configuration)

3. By Electronic Detection (UV, or IR or Thermal) opening a

solenoid-operated relief valve. (millisecond respouse time)

4. By manual means - either electrically by use of push button

and solenoid valve or by manually opening a bail valve,

(releases pilot pressure).

The speed of operation of this system is particularly

suited for the protection of specialhazards. It has the

advantage of a primed deluge system, it may be installed as

August 25, 1986
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a modular section of a larger sprinkler system, such as a

deluge extension to a wet pipe system.

Fire alarm may be obtained by use of Water Motor Alarm,

Water Flow Indicator, Pressure Switch on the pilot line or

electronically via co~ntrol panel.I

Augut 25 19I
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OUTLINE OF THES HISTORY OF HIGH SPEED SYSTEMS

I. Conventional Wet & Dry Pipe Systems

A. Wet Systems - 3 - 5 minutes to set off sprinkler
B. Dry Systems - Water to sprinkYer head 60 seconds

after sprinkler head is sit oft.

II. Deluge Systems

A. Open Head Systems - 15 seconds to 2 minutes depending
on detection.

B. Primed Deluge System - with U.V. or I.R. detection
this system could be as fast as
1 - 2 seconds.

C. Squib Operated Primed Deluge - with flame detectors
this system can be
made to work under 1
second.

D. Pilot Operated Primed Deluge (Pilotex)-
with U.V. or I.R. detection, this system (if
designed and installed correctly) will give
consistent response times of well under 50
milliseconds.

Note: System response time is defined as: The elapsed time

from instant detection of flame to flow at worst case nozzle.

"AUTOMATIC" offered squib operated valve - "SPECTRONIC"

from 1960 to 1968. However, due to high maintenance,

cumbersome resetting and unreliable response times, the valve

was dropped from the "AUTOMATIC" product line.

The Pilotex nozzle originally developed as an "on-off" sprinkler

for archives in Washington, has found extensive use in munitions.

The system was then used manually or with rate-of-rise

release.

August 25, 1986
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With the advent of sophisticated electrical detection and

control equipuent we operate using a solenoid release valve.

Features:

1. System can be set up using any of the modern electrical
detection and alarm system including ultra violet,
infra red, gas detectors or pressure sensors.

2. SysLi.m can be discharged in the event of a total power
failure.

3. System is reset with a push of a local or remote
push button. No squibs to replace, no rupture discs
or caps to replace, no re-priming of the system piping
to be done. No replacement parts after a discharge.

4. System has full supervision of the electri£al circuits
unlike squib operated systems where you cannot
supervise the squib.

5. At any given test pressure Pilotex will outperform
any squib operated valve.

6. Due to quick reset feature a large number of systems e
can be tested in a short amount of time.

The following is a comparison of features of the Pilotex

pilot operated system as compared to the Spectronic explosive

squib operated system.

PILOTEX SPECTRONIC
(PILOT OPERATED SYSTEM) (EXPLOSIVE SQUIB OPERATED SYS)

Each head is an individual Operation of complete system is
deluge valve(safety dependent on operation of single
thru redundancy) valve.

Redundant Solenoids Operation of complete system is
(system will operate dependent on operation of
even if all but one single valve.
solenoid fails).

August 25, 1986
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PILOTEX SPECTRONIC
(PILOQT OPERATED SYSTEM) (EXPLOSIVE SQUIB OPERATED SYS)

Electrically supervised Electrical supervision of squib
for short, open and wiring for opens. Only wire is
grounds. supervised. Explosive in squib

cannot be supervised.

System Reaction Time A drop in supply pressure will
is not a function of cause a drop in reaction time.
supply pressure.

Available with mechanical Manual release will not operate
manual release (electrical in the event of complete power
manual release also loss.
available). Mechanical
manual release will operate
without electrical power
(line and/or standby).

System response time not Subsequent firing of adjacent
affected by adjacent system can cause loss of response
system firings, time.

Electrical reset Manual reset:
(pushbutton reset 1. Main must be turned off.
achieved in seconds) 2. Gold rupture discs or blowoff

caps mut be replaced (at
each nozzle).

3. Valve is then rearmed with
explosive squib.

4. System is slowly filled to
prime.

5. Air is vented from system.

No reoccuring costs Replacement parts needed every time
to reset system, system is fired.

2) Explosive squibs
1) Brass block
1) Break rod
plus gold disc's depending on
number of nozzles.

System can be tested Time required for testing is
and cycled quickly excessive, costly. Reset time
(less than 60 seconds between tests can go as high as
per test) 24 hours (when total air purge Is
No parts to replace necessary)

August 25, 1986
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PILOTEX SPECTRONIC
(PILOT OPERATED SYSTEM) (EXPLOSIVE SQUIB OPERATED SYS)

No danger of handling Explosives must be handled each
explosives, time valve is reset. (often

in an explosive hazard area)

Automatic reset feature Not available.
is available.

Indefinite shelf life. Squibs have limited shelf life
and must be rotated and/or
replaced.

I
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PIIOTEX VALVE SPECIFICATION

DESCRIPTION

The PILO'EX Pilot operated valve is a discharge device

that incorporates a pressure differential valve,

The PILOTEX valve uses pilot pressure to seal off supply

pressure. When pilot pressure is relieved, all PILOTEX valves

connected to the one pilot line open instantly and simultaneously.

When pilot pressure is restored, the nozzles close.

A PILOTEX valve consists of two-piece body threaded together

and sealed with an O-ring. The upper body has a 1/2" NPT male

connection for installation in standard pipe line fittings, and

a 1/4" NPT female connection for the pilot line. It is through

this pilot line connection that the cylinder and poppet that

make up the differential valve receive pilot pressure. The

poppet has a teflon face which seats against the orifice located

in the lower body half of the valve. The lower body is inter-

changeable to accomodate various types of discharge devices.

*The male adapter is often used where there is a need fnr

flange mount or to directly flood a melt kettle or mixer. The

female adapter is most often used with the auto spray nozzles

described later.

APPLICATIONS

The PILOTEX valve is used where rapid discharge of water

is required, such as high hazard applications where speed of

August 25, 1986
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operation measured in milliseconds is needed to control or

extinguish the combustion reactions of high energy fuels,

liquid or solid fuel propellants, gaseous fuels, metal powders,

munitions products and others.

OPERATION

When the PILOTEX valve is in its normally closed position,

the poppet is held against the discharge orifice by the pressure

within the poppet cylinder. When pilot line pressure drops,

the fire main pressure overcomes the differential, forces the

poppet up, and instantly starts full discharge.

When pilot pressure is restored, the poppet reseats even

against fire main pressure.

I

I

August 25, 1986
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PILOTEX VALVE SPECIFICATION (continued)

9000 SERIES (MALE) 5000 SERIES (FEMALEN

3/4" 165-9075* upper body 165-0001 3/4"165-5075* upper bood'y 165-0001
lower body 170-0020 lower body 165-0020

1" 165-9100* upper body 165-0001 1" 165-5100* upper bodyi 165-0001
lower body 170-0021 lover body 165-00'21

1 1/4" 165-9125* 1 1/4" 165-5125*
upper body 165-0001 upper body 165-0001
lower body 170-0022 lower body 165-002. U

PILOTEX ULTRA HIGH SPEED VALVE

PARTS LIST

165-0001 Upper Body Half
165-0020 3/4" Female Lower Body Half
165-0021 1" Female Lower Body Half
165-0022 1 1/4" Female Lower Body Half
170-0020 3/4" Male Lower Body Half
170-0021 1" Ma.e Lower Bod-y Palf
170-0022 1 1/4" Hale Lower Rody Half
170-0019 Unmachined Male Body Tower Half
165-006 Brass Poppet Back
C5165-006 Poppet Assembly
1419189 "0" Ring for Poppet 3/32 x 5/8 x 13/16 (Buna -N,

Teflon Coated)
1600117 "0" Ring for Body half Seal 1/16 x 1 1/2 x 1 5/8

(Buna -N)

*NOTE: All valve assemblies include: Poppet assembly, carton,

label, upper/lower body halves, "0" ring for body half seal

and Poppet "0" Ring (poppet "0" ring should be removed for

munitions applications.

August 25, 1986
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AUTO-SPRAY SPECIFICATIONS

Fires involving flammable liquids are usually speedy,

violent and stubborn to extinguish. Ordinary methods of fire

trotection are not effective.

"AUTO-SPRAY" is the most efficient method of applying water

on such hazards. The Auto-Spray nozzle provides a high velocity

directional spray. It is designed to impart sufficient velocity

Lo the water spray to prevent dissipation of discharge before

it reaches the surface to be protected. Interior spiral

deflectors and a center jet break the water into the directional

full cone spray.

"AUTO-SPRAY" NOZZLES are the high velocity solid cone

type, anu are available in the following designations or

categories to suit specific requirements.

NA - Narrow Angle
MA - Medium Angle
WA - Wide Angle
LT - Long Throw
F - Flat Type

"AUTO-SPRAY" NCZZLES are designed primarily for use with

Pilotex systetas operattd by flame detection, but may be

actuated by vapor, smoke, rate of rise, electronic or photo-

electric detection units. They do not employ a fusi'le link

arrangement, unless used with fusible link in the pilot system.

Possible objectives of an "Auto-Spray" system as per NFPA

#15 are:

August 25, 1986
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AUTO-SPRAY SPECIFICATIONS

a. Extinguishment of fire
b. Control of burning
c. Exposure protection

d. Prevention of fire

"AUTO-SPRAY" is designed to satisfy these objectives

by producing a coherent, uniform pattern which can be aimed at

the specific area to be protected.

"AUTO-SPRAY" nozzles have relatively large water ways

which make clogging from foreign material unlikely. It is

therefore not necessary to remove and clean each nozzle after

operation.

The internal construction of the "AUTO-SPRAY" NOZZLE is

such that a stream of water entering the nozzle is split

into two segments. The first segment is directed by turbine

vanes at the second segment, which flows straight thro,,gh the

nozzle in such a way that a controlled turbulence is produced

at the orifice and breaks up the stream. The arrangement and

number of these internal vanes produces the great variety of

available patterns, and also atomizes the water spray so that

uniform discharge throughout the pattern can be achieved.

All nozzles are shipped individually packed in small

cartons.

Nozzles are available for special application from most

machineable materials at extra cost. Contact factory on specific

materials, availability and delivery.

August 25, 1986
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AUTOSPRAY NOZZLES

PIPE PIPýE
NOZZLE TYPE CONN. CONN. ANGLE OF INVENTORY
NUMBER MALE FEMALE PATTERN CODE NO.-

5NA Narrow Angie 3/4 60 1415050
7NA Narrow Angle 3/4 60 1415051
8NA Narrow Angle 3/4 -- 60 1415052
IONA Narrow Angle 3/4 60 1415053
12NA Narrow Angle 3/4 60 1415054
14NA Narrow Angle 3/4 -- 60 1415055

8MA Medium Angie 1 90 1415058
13MA Medium Angle 1 - 90 1415059
15MA Medium Angle 1 90 1415060
19MA Medium Angle 1 90 1415061
22MA Medium Angle 1 90 1.415062
26MA Medium Angle 1 1/4 -- 90 1415066
28MA Medium Angle 1 1/4 -- 90 141.5067
38MA Medium Angle 1 1/4 90 1415068

10WA Wide Angle 1 - 120 1415063
14WA Wide Angle I -- 120 1415064
18WA Wide Angle 1 1/4 -- 120 1415069
29WA Wide Angle 1 1/4 -- 120 1415070

15LT Long Throw 1 -- 40 1415056
22LT Long Throw 1 - 40 1415057
31LT Long Throw 1 1/4 -- 40 1415065

187 F Flat Type 1./4 1/4 11 x 60 N.C.
218 F Flat Type 1/4 1/4 11 x 60 N.C.
250 F Flat Type 3/4 -- 11 x 60 1415001
375 F Flat Type 3/4 -- 11 x 60 1415002

August 25, 1986
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AUTOSPRAY NOZZLES

K-FACTORS OF PILOTEX SPRINKLER WITH MODEL 165

(FEMALE THREAD) ADAPTOR AND AUTO-SPRAY NOZZLES

K-FACTOR K-FACTOR WHEN USED WITH
"INOZZLE NOZZLE ONLY PILOTEX SPRINKLER ADAPTER.

5NA 0.9 0.8
7NA 1.2 1.1
8NA 1.4 1.3
10NA 1.8 1.6
12NA 2.2 2.0
14NA 2.6 2.4

8MA 1.5 1.4
13MA 2.3 2.0
15MA 2.7 2.4
19MA 3.4 2.9
22MA 4.0 3.6
26MA 4.8 3.8
28MA 5.1 4.2
38MA 7.0 4.7

1 OWA 1.8 1.5
14WA 2.6 2.4
18WA 3.3 3.2
29WA 5.3 .4.4

15LT 2.8 2.5
22LT 4.1 3.2
31LT 5.7 4.4

250F 1.4 1.3
375F 3.1 2.9

I
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SPECIFICATIONS

SOLENOIDS

DESCRIPTION

Solenoids are 2-way, normally closed internal pilot

operated solenoid valves. Valve bodies and bonnets are of

brass construction.

The solenoids are equipped with an enclosure which is

designed to meet NEMA type 4, watertight, NEMA type 7 (Cor D)

Hazardous Locations - class I, Group C or D and NEMA type

9 (E, F, or G) Hazardous Locations - class II, Groups E, F,

or G.

OPERATION

Normally closed: Valve is closed when solenoid is de-

energized and onens when solenoid is energized.

POSITIONING/MOUNTING

This valve is designed to perform properly when mounted in

any position. However, for optimum life and performance, the

solenoid should be mounted vertical and upright so as to reduce

the possibility of foreign matter accumulating in the core

tube area.

PIPING

Connect piping to valve according to maricings on valve

body. Apply pipe compound sparingly to male pipe threads only;

if applied to valve threads, it may enter the valve and cause

August 25, 1986
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operational difficulty. Pipe strain should be avoided by proper

support and alignment of piping. When ti~htening the pipe,

do'not use valve as a lever. Wrenches applied to valve body

or piping are to be located as close as possible to connection

point.

IMPORTANT: For the protection of the solenoid valve,

install a strainer or filter suitable for the service in the

pilot lin~c. Periodic cleaning is required depending on theI

service condition.

WIRING

Wiring must comply with Local and National Electrical

Codes. Housings for all solenoids are provided with connections

for 1/2 inch conduit. The general purpose solenoid enclosure

may be rotated to facilitate wiring by removing the retaining

cap or clip. CAUTION: When metal retaining clip disengages,

it will spring upwards. Rotate to desired position. Replace

retaining cap or clip before operating.

August 25, 1986
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SPECIFICATIONS

NIGH SPEED MODULE (HSM)

High Speed Modules (HSM): High speed modules shall be

solid state modular 19" rack mountable units. They shall be

specifically designed to interface between the UV zone controllers

and the pilot valve solenoids. HSM's shall supervise solenoid

wiring for shorts, opens and grounds. They shall monitor the

UV zone controllers for fault and fire conditions. HSM's

shall also monitor manual pull stations, flow switches, pressure

switches and tamper switches. HSM during fire conditions shall

provide a high voltage pulse to operate che pilot solenoid

valve. Relay output circuit shall be form C rate 3 amperes.

They shall have replaceable fuses on the front panel in both

the input power feed circuit and the pilot solenoid circuit.

HSM's shall have LED status lights on the face for fault

conditions, fire conditions and manual power on conditions.

They shall also be equipped with a timing test plug on the front

face. HSM's shall be suitable for 24 VDC with a maximum power

draw at 30 watts. Furnish Automatic Sprinkler #HSM.

August 25, 1986
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SPECIFICATIONS

HIGH SPEED MODULE (HSM) (continued)

Solenoid Resistance Approximately 50 ohms.

End of Line Resistance 10 K Ohms.
(at auxiliary device)

Relay output contacts rated a 3 Amps.

Circuitry: Solid State C-MOS logic and discrete switching components.

DC-DC Converter output 180 VDC.

Fuses: (One spare of each oL, M'an Circuit Board)

Power Feed 2 Amp
(Microtype)

Solenoid Circuit 1 Amp

(Aicrotype)

VOLTAGE: 24 VDC
NORMAL/STANDBY CURRENT: 210ma
BYPASS/RESET: 250ma
FIRE W/SOLENOID: 520ma
FIRE - PEAK SURGE: 1.2 amp (instantaneous)
LAMP TEST: 400ma

TIMING OUTPUT JACK: lOOms

(open collector to ground)

CURRENT DRAW FROM INPUTS: lOma

CAUTION!!
STATIC SENSITIVE CMOS CIRCUITRY
DO NOT REMOVE COMPONENTS FROM SOCKETS

DO NOT PLUG IN WITH POWER ON

OBSERVE HANDLING PROCEDURES FOR STATIC SENSITIVE EQUIPMENT

PHYSICAL DIMENSIONS

Height 177mm. (7")
Width 50mm. (2")
Depth 245mm. (9 3/4")

Shipping Weight 1.2 kilograms (2-5pounds)plus packaging

August 25, 1986
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HIGH SPEED MODULE (HSM)

S FEATURES
The front panel of "AUTOMATIC" SPRINKLER'S High Speed

Module contains ten light emitting diodes. (L.:S.D's)

When illuminated, the six amber L.E.D.'s :.ndicate fault

conditions within the system. The two red L.E.D.'w indicate

a fire condition and the two green L.E.D.1s indicate a normal

power on condition. The common fault L.E.D. irdicates any

module fault and external fault if so connectec.

Lamp test pushbutton illuminates all L.E.D.'s. In addition

to the lamp test pushbutton provided on each HSM, a remote lamp

test feature enables all high speed modules inside an enclosure

to be lamp tested from a single pushbutton switch mou ted on

the outside of the enclosure.

The miniature Jack on the frontof the HSM is used to operate

the solid state timer during system time tests. It may also

be used for chart recorders, or monitors if required.

The timing Jack ia an open collector to ground rated at

100 ma at 50 volts.

The timing output Jack triggers the timer to start

at the same instant the controller identifies the presence

of flame, a flow switch at the PILOTLX nozzle stops the timer,

thus measuring system response time.

August 25, 1986
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Digital timers are available from "AUTOMATIC" SPRINKLER

CORPORATION OF AMERICA.

Total supervision of solenoids circuits. The HSM monitors

for shorts, opens and grounds.

Two Form C fire relay outputs for Auxiliary use.

Two Form C fault relay outputs for Auxiliary use. The

fault relays are normally energized so a loss of power would

also cause a fault condition.

Normal/bypass key switch-disarms system for maintenance

and testing.

Dual terminal strip for convenient daisy chain wiring.

Front mounted fuses.

Spare fuse holder located on main circuit board.

Interchangable identifier windows for easy labeling of

L.E.D.1s, zones, buildings, etc.

Automatic reset option available.

August 25, 1986
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I
PORTABLE HIGH SPEED DELUGE

"AUTOMATIC" SPRINKLER has developed a portable high

speed deluge unit capable of delivering water to the nozzles

at well under 50 milliseconds. The system is designed t.I

be supplied as a self-contained unit. Portable by use of

casters or towaotor.

We believe this type of system could be very useful in

the munitions industry. Since you bzve a better idea of

your requirements, we would like to have your comments and

recommbndations. Please fill out the following form and send

it to "AUTOMATIC" SPRINKLER along with your added comuents.

The following is a brief description of the unit.

DESCRIPTION

The "AUTOHATIC" SPRINKLER Portable High Spe eueisS a completely self-contained fire detection and suppression

system. This portable unit is capable of delivering water

at the nozzle well within 50 milliseconds from time of detection.

The unit is designed to be portable either by use of casters

or towmotor. Detection is accomplished by the use of ultra-

violet detectors coupled to the Detronics 7404 ultra-violet

controller. The suppression system utilizes "AUTOMATIC"

SPRINKLER Pilotex nozzles which are actuated by solenoid

release. The solenoids are supervised and energized with the

"AUTOMATIC" SPRINKLER CORPORATION'S High Speed Module (HSM).

August 25, 1986 I
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The unit's water supply Is approximately 100 gallons and is

delivered by pressurized nitrogen gas at approximately 150 pounds.

All electronic components are explosion-proof rating. This

system is supervised for low battery power, low water supply

and low pressure. The detectors and solenoids are electrically

supervised. The detector lenses are optically supervised and

checked approximately every second, automatically.

The unit presently utilizes four (4) adjustable (moveable)

nozzles and two (2) UV detectors also moveable.

SEQUENCE OF OPERATION

Upon sensing ultra-violet radiation, the detectors send a

signal to the UV controller. If the amount of UV radiation meets

a preset sensitivity requirement, the controller in turn signals

the "&UTONATIC" SPRINKLER High Speed Modules which send a 180V

pulse to the solenoids. The duration of the 180V pulse is

approximately 20 milliseconds; after that time the system drops

the solenoid voltage down to 24V and maintains until the system

is reset. Actuation of the solenoids releases pilot line

pressure which allows the Pilotex nozzles to open. The water

in the tank is pre-pressurized to approximately 150 pounds,

forcing the water to flow through the nozzles. Again, system

resction time from detection of ultra-violet radiation to flow

at nozzles is well under 50 millise.onds. System renet is

accomplished by pushing reset button which de-activates the

August 25, 1986
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solenoids, thus restoring pilot pressuro to close the Pilotex

nozzles. The system is then ready and in stand-by mode.

APPLICATIONS

Basically, the system is designed to be used wherever

fixed High Speed Suppression Systems are not feasible, either

because of physical location, lack of fixed water supply or

changing operations. The system should be especially useful

in munitions depots where different operations are being done

in different areas and portability is a requirement. The system

could find use at overseas depots and temporary munitions

installations along with shipboard or transport plane service.

August k•, 1986
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"AUTOMATIC" SPRINKLER PORTABLE HIGH SPEED DELUGE

YOUR NAME

COMPANY OR GOVERNMENT BRANCH

ADDRESS

TELEPHONE

1. Do you have uses or applications for portable high speed
deluge? YES -NO
If yes, please list:

2. What method(s) of portability would you require?

TOWMOTOR -CASTERS TRAILER OTHER(

3. Should system connect to existing riser supply or use self-
contained tanik? FIXED TANK
Comments!

4. Tank capacity? U.S. Gallons

5. Required response time? Milliseconds

f. Maximum size? MAN DOOR SHIPPING DOOR
Comments:

7. Number of Nozzles?

8. Flov !Pte?

August 25, 1986
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9. Number of Detectors?

10. Explosion-proof rating?_

11. Should detectors and nozzles be moveable?
Detectors? YES NO; Nozzles? YES NO

12. Equipment shutdown capability? YES NO

13. Indoor or outdoor use? INDOOR OUTDOOR BOTH

14. Average size of area to be covered? SQ. FT.

Additional comments:

Send to:

"AUTOMATIC" SPRINKLER CORPORATION
1000 Edgerton Road
P.O. Box 180
Broadview Hts., Ohio 44147-0990
Attn: Gary A. Fadorsen
(216) 526-9900

Thank you for your help.

August 25, 1986
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HIGH SPEED DELUGE

A PRACTICAL STANDPOINT

The following is a list of items that we at "Automatic" have found useful

in assuring that a high speed deluge is installed correctly and that start-up

and operation go as smooth as possible. This list was comp~iled over the past

few years from mistakes we have made, problems others have had and installation

hints from other vendors. It is our hope that you will find at least one

useful and that it may save you some time or expense. We are sure you agree

that most of these "hints" are just conmmon sense, but it is surprising how

often they reoccur.

1. Study the hazard, detector sensitivity is inversely proportional to

distance (inverse square). Keep the detector as close as possible to

the hazard while keeping the hazard within the cone of vision.

Placing detectors in the four corners of the room is convenient but

seldom effective.

2. The same goes for nozzels, whyv pay for a fifty millisecond response

time, then put the nozzles 12 feet at the ceiling. Consider nozzle

positions ie., keying on operators, melt kettles, mixer, flooding

explusive from below, conveyor, etc.

3. Avoid detector obstructions. Glass, plastic, people, dirt, oil and

smoke are very effective for blocking U.Y. radiation.

4. Manual release (electrical or mechanical) should be fast acting and easilyI

accessible. Ring-pull type at exits and operator stations have been

successful. Avoid time consuming break or multi pull type.

August 25, 1986I
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5. Installation mistakes will cause trouble during start-up but also will

contribute to problems in the future.

a. Run detector wiring in seperate conduit.

b. Run solenoid wiring in seperate conduit.

c. Keep AC out of DC conduit.

d. Use drain seals on all detectors and solenoids.

e. Avoid splices, try to provide continuous runs between devices and

panels.

f. Be sure wiring complies with manufacturer specification (current

and voltage rating).

g. Megger all wiring.

h. Be aware explusion-proof is nit necessarily water-proof.

i. Locate panels in non-explosive areas whenever possible.

J. Flush or clean piping before installing nozzels and solenoids.

k. Clean cutting oil from air lines before connecting air shields.

1. Use flexible conduit on detectors if reaiming will be needed.

m. Beware of Ambient Ultra Violet Radiation.

6. Supervision and redundancy is a must. Have at least two devices in a

bay no matter how small. At least 2 detectors, 2 solenclds and two

nozzels. Supervise all circuits.

Many of the above should go without mentioning but we see some of them

repeated from time to time. I am sure others have more suggestions. We

welcome your ideas and suggestions. "Automatic" is strongly considering an

"Amnmo Plant News Letter" to help aid in communications between plants, depots,

vendors, contractors, etc. If this would be of interest to you please send us

your comments. Feel free to use the Portable High Speed Deluge Questionnaire

for this purpose.

August 25, 1986
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"CLASSIFICATION OF EXPLOSIVES UNDER THE UN SCHEME -

A NEED FOR UNIFORMITY OR FLEXIBILITY?"

by Dr R J Smallwood, United Kingdom, Health and Safety Executive

1. Introduction

In the UK the United Nations scheme of classifying explosives is being

L) increasingly incorporated into new legislative controls on explosives

(V which are progressively replacing statutes whose origins lie in the 1875

uI Explosives Act. This reflects the extent of the success of the UN scheme

Q in becoming increasingly adopted as the basis upon which explosives are

C classified for the purposes of international conveyance. It also indicates

that there are advantages to be gained in framing domestic legislation so

as to incorporate internationally accepted procedures.

Inj is paper 4 . emphasisesthe advantages of adopting a uniform international

approach towards the classification of explosives for international con-

veyance and illustrates, by example, the type cf difficulty which might

occur if such an approach is not adopted. 1also exploresdifficulties

which might be encountered in using classifications derived from UN tests

as the basis for assessing the practical hazard presented by the explosives

In situations other than international conveyance¶•

2. A uaified international approach

The existing UN scheme of classifying explosives provides an internationally

accepted method of classifying packaged explosives by assigning them to a

particular hazard division and compatibility group. It is recognised that

the precise packaging method is of fundamental importance in determining

this classification. In some instances the method of confinement which is

used in the UN class 1, series 6 tests can itself be a significant factor

in determining the behaviour of the explosive in the tests. An example of

such behaviour was observed in a trial in which a particular propellant,

packed in cylindrical tubs and confined by sandbags, exhibited behaviour

in the series 6 tests which resulted in the assignment of 1.1 hazard division.

__• When the same packaged material was however confined not by sandbags, but

by cylindrical tubs filled with sand, the propellant exhibited behaviour

which resulted in the assignment of a 1.3 hazard division.
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This was clearly one of ti'nse cases in which comparatively small

variations in the extent of confinement had a significant effect on

the behaviour of the m&terial in the tests and hence on the hazard

division to which it was assigned.

These results have been described in detail by a colleague at a presenta-

tion to th'r. last DOD ESS, together with other examples of difficulties

which ha~d arisen in the UK during the importation of e.:plosives. These

arose as a result of differences which existed in different countries'

interpretation of the classification procedure. In some cases the

differences were comparatively minor but nevertheless resulted in signifi-

cant difficulty for those involved.

The UK recognises there will inevitably be occasions when different competent

national authorities interpret the classification procedures somewhat

differently. However, since the UK has developed increasing confidence in

the classifications assigned by other national competent authorities, it

undertook to accept classifications assigned by other countries. In those

cases where the classification differed from that assigned by the UK

authorities, it was still accepted, provided that the classification was

either supported by relevant test data or had been assigned by the national

competent authority in the country of manufacture. In my opinion there

still inevitably remains some areas wich would benefit from further dialogue

in order to resolve apparent differences in interpretation of the UN
classification scheme. One such area is the tests and criterion which

determine the assignement of a l.4S classification. This was, incidentally,

one of the examples quotedl by my colleague two years ago.

In order to minimise these difficulties and to ensure safety during the

conveyan~ce of these goods it is clearly desirable to adopt, as far as is

possible, a uniform approach to the performance and inte~rpretation of the

UN testing procedures. In the absence of such uniformity it is possible

that countries will have less confidence than they currently have in the

validity of the classification assigned by other national competent

authorities.
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A flexible UK domestic approach

S ~I have emphasised above the advantages of adopting a uniform approach inI
the international application and interpretation of the UN schene of
classifying explosives. I would now like to outline the role that the

UN classification scheme has played within the UK and go on to consider

the significance that series 6 type tests might have in assessing the

practical hazard posed by material in situations other than during

international conveyance,, eg during storage in purpose designed facilities.

The UN scheme of classification enjoys widespread application as the means

of classifying explosives for the purpose of their international conveyance.

This has been accompanied by an increasing use of the UN scheme within the

UK as one of the methods by which explosives are classified, not only for

the purpose of international conveyance, but also for the purpose of storage

at licensed premises and for conveyance.

Recently enacted UK legislation, entitled "The Classification and Labelling

of Explosives Regulations 1983", requires that explosives be classified, not

only in the form and packaging in which they are conveyed, but also in the

form and packaging in which they are to be kept anti supplied. Whilst, in

most cases the classification mi~jht be the same for all of these situations,

the regulAtions provide f or the possibility that different classificationsI
might be appropriate if, for exa.~ple, material is stored in different
packaging to that in which it is conveyed. These regulations also provide

for the possibility of assigning different classifications to identical

material in different situations, eg storage and conveyance. Since theI
UN series 6 test conditions are uniquely specified and invariant they cannot
be used as a basis for aasigning, different classifications to material which,

although identically packed, is nevertheless in different situations.

As well as being the UK competent national authority for classifying commercial

explosives under the above regulations, we are also responsible for licensing

sites at which explosives are -manufactured and stored. This requires that

we specify the safety distances which are to be maintained from buildingsE
containing explosives to other facilities. Since it is the hazard division
of the explosive which normal.ly determines the safety distance to be specified,

and the safety distances for explosives of hazard division 1.3 (HD 1.3) are
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SAustautially less than those of HD 1.1, the effect of classifying materials

as HID 1.1 rather than liD 1.3 can have considerable consequences for a

particular site in terms of the quantity of explosive which can be kept, or

the amount of land which is effectively sterilised of any development.

It is inevitable that individual examples will occur where the storage

conditions at specific sites might be significantly different from the

conditions of, for example, confinement, which apply in the UN series 6(a)

and 6(b) tests. In such circumstances there might be justification for

considering whether the hazard division derived from the UN tests is an

appropriate basis upon which to assess the practical hazard presented by

the material during its storage and thereby for deriving an appropriate

safety distance.

An example which I will describe illustrates the type of consideration which

might become increasingly necessary now that a formal test regime exists for

classifying explosives.

An explcsive stored at a factory had traditionally been assigned a 1.1

hazard division because it was known to detonate under particular conditions

of confinement. The material was stored in quantities which enabled the

maintenance of safety distances appropriate to HD 1.1 materials. A request

was received from the company to store increased quantities of material,

without increasing the safety distances, on the basis that burning trials

which had been undertaken demonstrated that, under the proposed conditions of

storage,no mass explosion of the contents of the storage building could occur.

The trials had been performed several years ago prior to the widespread UK

adoption of the UN scheme of classification and did not conform to the provisions

of test series 6(a) or 6(b). There was therefore no question that the

explosive could be reclassified as HD 1.3 rather than HD 1.1. Howeverthe

tests clearly provided useful information as to the behaviour of the

packaged material under conditions of limited confinement and the consideration

essentially became one of assessing whether the confinement provided in the

tests adequacely simulated that which could occur in practice during its

storage.

These trials involved quantities of material of up to 400kg in different stack-

ing configurations and with different levels of confinement. Three of the

a.saxe
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Trial 1

Five powder boxes were laid side by side in a cruciform pattern. In addition

sandbags were laid at the outer edge of each of the four outer boxes with

the intention of preventing lateral, horizontal movement. One bag within

the centre box was ignited and this was followed by successive, separate

fires as each bag within separate boxes ignited. For all ten bags of powder

to burn a time of 10 minutes 40 seconds was recorded. No explosions/

detonations occurred.

Trial 2

Five boxes were laid side by side as in Trial 1 but with a further five boxes

in similar orientation laid on top. The igniter was located in the lower

central box. Again lateral horizontal movement of the outer boxes was

restricted by sandbags and ignition achieved in the lower, central box.

Once more separate bags of powder within each box ignited in turn with some

boes thrown about by the force of the fire. In this experiment 11 minutes

10 seconds were required for all the powder bags to ignit:e. No explosions/

detonations occurred.

Trial 3

Again a cruciform pattern was employed but involving fifteen boxes i.e.

packed three high. Confinement was increased by sand bagging all external

surfaces of the powder boxes except the upward facing ones. In addition

wooden stakes were used to reinforce the sand bagging and the whole structure

wired together. Ignition of the lower central box was carried out and

immediately one or two boxes were thrown clear of the stack but these did

not ignite until much later. Once again there were individual fires at

intervals as individual powder bags ignited and burned but in this experiment

a minute long burn occurred two minutes thirty seconds after the start

involving about seven powder boxes. A time of 13 minutes 50 seconds was

required before the last powder bag ignited but once again there were no

explosions/detonations.
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p
The boxes were of fibreboard construction measuring approximately 50cm x 40cm x

25cm. Bach box contained two bags each holding 12.5kg of explosive, separated

by a fibreboard panel. Ignition was achieved by an electric fuze head packed

in a small charge of black powder placed in the centre of one of the bags.

A number of conclusions were drawn from the results of these tests:-

1. The design of the approved trarsportation package for the explosive was

effective in preventing rapid flame propagation of fire

between individual boxes. Fire spread from one bag of powder to the

other within a box was not immediate and up to a minute elapsed before

the second bag ignited. Propagation of fire between boxes may be

prevented for at least five minutes and in some cases much longer times

were involved dependent upon the separation of the boxes.

2. With lateral confinement, a fire involving a stack of boxes three high

did not result in a burning to detonation.

On the basis of the results from these tests the company proposed a system

of rachling and individual box restraint within their magazines which was
designed to ensure that packages would not be subjected to confinement in

excess of that provided in the trials.

It was considered that whilst the trials did not conform to the UN series 6
test conditions, they did nevertheless provide sufficiont information to

indicate that the practical hazard presented by the storage of a limited
quantity of explosive, stacked and restrained in a particuiar mnanner, was
more typical of a material of HD 1.3 rather than HD 1.1. It was therefore

decided that in this instance the safety distances which would be specified

would be those appropriate to a material assigned to HD 1.3. It should be

emphasised however that the explosives remained classified and labelled asHD 1.1. •
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4. Conclusion

In this paper I have advocated the advantages of a uniform approach to the

application 3nd interpretation of the UN scheme of classifying explosives

for international conveyance. This would avoid difficulties which have

arisen it, the past because of differences which have existed in interpretinj

thR UN test regime. Such a unified approach is in my view not only

desirable to avoid such difficulties but is also necessary to maintain

safety standards.

Whilst arguinE for a uniform international approach, I have also suggested

that titere are domestic circumstances where a flexible approach to the

use of classifications resulting from UN series 6 tests is appropriate.
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2UK NOD EXPLOSIVE STORAGE PRINCIPLES

N J N Rea*, BSc, PhD
Director, Safety Services Organisation,

CD Ministry of Defence, Procurement Executive,
St Nary Cray, Orpington, Kent.

•Ln Great Britain

I~l . THE AIN

S"MqOD must control the storage and processing of explosives in such a
way that the chance of a fire or an explosion is -inimised; if a fire or
explosion should occur whether it results from accident, enemy attack or
sabotage, then the adjacent explosive stocks and facilities Including

personnel in the vicinity of the explosion site must be protected, to a
predetermined, practical standard.

2. THE PRINCIPLES USED

These are relatively simple to state and understand but are
difficult to apply because to define (say) the thicknesses of walls and
traverses to stop fragments, and the distances between stacks of
explosive that will prevent sympathetic detonation requires a
sophisticated technical data base to arrive at practical economic
solutions. It is very easy to overspend on protection and provide more
than is necessary to fulfil our alm; on the other hand if sufficient
protection is not available tha entire explosives depot or factory
together with a large proportion of its staff may be lost in the evant of
a single isolated explosion in one building. Building design and
construction must strike a balance between adequate physical security and
miniulsing the blast and thrown debris in the event of an explosion.

In the NOD Procurement Executivs (PE) the principles used are:

(a) To assume thac if explosives are regularly present in a storage
or processing activity then an explosion will take place at some
time during the life of this activity.

(b) To assess the distribution of the explosives present in a
facility to decide what parts of the whole quantity will
sympathetically detonate to effectively cause one explosion - these
parts we define as the "Unit Risks" for that distribution of
explosives.

(c) To assess the design of the building containing the explosive,
the processes to be carried out there, the adjacent buildings, the
numbers and disposition of operating staff, and of any members of
the public and their property that may be in the vicinity to see if
the oituitiov in the event of an explosion is acceptable.
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Important considerations here are.

(1) The explosion must not propagate immediately from one unit
risk to adjacent ones.

(2) Only the personnel working on that particular process or
storage activity should be put at serious risk.

(3) Serious structural damage to buildings should not extend
beyond those buildings immediately adjacent to the explosion
site.

(d) If the assessment of a particular building and the processes
carried out there are acceptable then the building and the process
are inspected and if all is well then an Explosives Limit with
appropriate conditions is authorised by myself as Chief Inspector of
Explosives for the PE.

(e) The inspection of the facility against the approved conditions
and quantity of explosives and process is carried out at least once
per year by my Inspectors.

(f) To investigate any unexpected Ignition or explosion which
occurs and, depending upon its severity, set up a formal inquiry
into its cause to establish the technical teasons for the incident
and to make recommendations to prevent a recurrence. Blame is not
apportioned at this inquiry but if any individual appears to be
responsible, disciplinary action by Management is zaken at a later
stage. to

3. THE TECHNICAL DATABASE

(1) Proerties of-Explosives

There are various types of exploaives in existance and they behave
in very different ways when they are initiated, as in enemy attack or
ignited as In a fire. The latter is by far the most likely form of
hazard which will be met under most circumstances. In order to simplify
the assessment of the risks presented by the large number of different
explosives that are manufactured at the present time, they are classified
into a number of types depending or their behaviour under specially
defined accident conditions. Up till about 8 years ago we in UK had our
own system of Explosives Categories X, Y, Z and ZZ. Presently we use the
UN system of Hazard Divi.ious, including the system of special Tests
required to decide to which HD a particular explosive belongs.

v Generally, when ignited, explosives burn and explode, producing the
following effects:

(a) Fast fragments from metal touching or near the explosive
(b) Airblast
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(c) Cratering
(d) Groundshock
(e) Flame and Radiant heat
(f) Lobbed building debris and explosive items.

The UN Classifiction Scheme using Hazard Divisions was originally for the
transport of explosives though it now is almost universally used for the
control of storage and manufacture as well. The definitions are given in
"Transport of Dangerous Goods", 4th Revised Edition 1986 (1) on pages 2,
3 and 4.

Explosives are defined as:-

(a) An explosive substance is a solid or liquid substance (or a
mixture of substances) which is in itself capable by chemical
reaction of producing gas at such a temperature and pressure and at
such a speed that will cause damage to the surroundings.
Pyrotechnic substances are included even when they do not evolve
sianificant amounts of gas.

(b) A pyrotechnic substance is a substance or a mixture of
substances designed to produce an effect by heat, light, sound, gas
or smoke or a combination of these as the result of non-detonative,
self sustaining exothermic chemical reactions.

UN Class I Dangerous Goods are explosives and comprise:-

(a) Explosive substances (a substance which is not itself an
explosive but which can form an explosive atmosphere of gas, vapour
"or dust is not included in Class 1), except those that are too
dangerous for another class;

(b) Explosive articles, except devices containing explosive
substances in such quantity or of such a character that their
inadvertent or accidental ignition or initiation during transport
shall not cause any effect external to the device either by
projectiles, fire, smoke, heat or loud noise: and

(c) Substances and articles not mentioned under (a) and (b) which
are manufactured with a view to producing a practical, explosive or
pyrotechnic effect.

Transport of explosive substances which are unduly sensitive or so
reactive as to be subject to spontaneous reaction is prohibited.

The objective of the recommended definition is to indicate which
goods are dangerous and in which class they should be included, according
to their specific characteristics. These definitions have been devised
to provide a common pattern which it should prove possible to follow in
the various national and international regulations. Used with the list
of dangerous goods, the definitions should provide guidance to those who
have to use such regulations; and they present a notable degree of
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standardisation while retaining a flexibility that allows diverse

situations to be taken into account.

The explosives in Class 1 are divided into 5 Hazard Divisions:

Division 1.1. Substaaces and articles which have a mass explosion
hazard (A mass explosion is one which affects almost the entire load
virtually instantaneously and fast fragments can be produced.)
(Equivalent to the old Z and ZZ).

Division 1.2 Substances and articles which have a projection hazard
but not a mass explosion hazard. (Equivalent to the old X and some
Z).

Division 1.3 Substances and articles which have a fire hazard and
either a minor blast hazard or a minor projection hazard or both,
but not a mass explosion hazard (Equivalent to the old Y).

This division comprises substances and articles: (a) which give
rise to considerable radiant heat, or (b) which burn one after
another, producing minor blast or projection effects or both.

Division 1.4 Substances and articles which present no significant
hazard (Equivalent to part of the old X).

This division comprises substances and articles which present, only
a small hazard in the event of ignition or initiation during
transport. The effects are largely confined to the package and no4
projection of fragments of appreciable size or range is to be
expected. AP' external fire must not cause virtually instantaneous
explosion of almost the entire contents of the package.
Substances and articles of this division are in Compatibility
Group S if they are so packaged or designed that any hazardous
effects arising from accidental functioning are confined within
the package unless the package has been degraded by fire, in wnich

case all blast or projection effects are limited to the extent
that they do not significantly hinder fire-fighting or otherI
emergency response efforts in the immediate vicinity or the

Division 1.5 Very insensitive substances which have a mass
explosion hazard. This division comprises explosive substances
which are so insensitive that there is very little probability of
initiation or of transition from burning to detonation under normal
conditions of transport. As a minimum requirement they must not
explode in the external fire test.

The probability of transition from burning to detonation is
greater whien large quantities are carried in a ship.

decisive effect on the hazard and therefore on the assignment to Css1juiqen att ypofacgngrqetlhas
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particular division. The correct division isi determined by use of the
methods outlined.

The different Hazard Division of explosives can behave in accident
conditions in very different ways, and we therefore require different
standards of protection for the different Hazard Divisions. The
determination of the RD to which a particular explosive belongs is
therefore most important, since if a liD 1.1 nature was allocated to HD
1.2 in error, then a fire could result in a mass explosion whtch would
not have been allowed for in the protection provided during transport,
storage or processing and could change an unpleasant incident to a

disaster.

An incident of this kind occurred near Aries (Bouches de Rhone,
France) in about 1917 (2). For a period from around 1900, TNT was not
regarded as a true explosive, by the tests then being used to determine
whether substances were explosives or not; it was accepted as a flammable

substance. The explosives factory had 54 buildings laid out in two rows
with just adequate separation to prevent sympathetic detonation spreading
from building to building by airblast, but no traverses to stop fast
fragments from the explosions. The process employed was to fill medium
calibre shell with TNT and in present day terms shell were being treated
as HD 1.3 whereas in fact, as the accident proved, they were really HD
1.1. The workforce was mainly Vietnamese. Each building contained 120
tonnes NEQ of TNT.

The accident is thought to have started on the filling line in one
of the buildings in the middle of a row, with a fire possibly caused by
someone smoking. The fire burned for a shoit period and the shell in
that building exploded producing fast fragments which caused further
explosions and fire in adjacent buildings. In all 46 buildings, each
containing an NEQ of 120 tonnes TNT exploded, and the remaining 8 burned.
Due to the peculiar local ground conditions the shallow craters are still
there. About 1800 Vietnamese and 60 Frenchmen died. If the TNT had been
treated as a detonating explosive of HD 1.1 and traverses provided

between the buildings it is unlikely that the factory would have been
lost and the casualty list would have been much smaller.

It is therefore most important to classify your explosives into the
correct hazard divisions otherwise if one under-classifies your
protection will not be effective, if one over-classifies excessive

protection will be provided. Classification is done by testing in the
case of important new natures, but because this is expensive and time
consuming some new natures are classifed by analogy and comparison with
older ones that have already been tested, or with others classified by
comparison only. Clearly errors in class.zfication can arise and from time
to time tests must be carried out to ensure that correct standards are
being maintained.

In UK our testing generally follows the scheme in Chapter 4 of the
UN "Orange Book"(1) to which UK has contributed a number of the tests
used. The test series takes the form of a logical sequence of questions
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and specified physical tests. Test Series 1 to 4 inclusive considers
whether the substaaice or article in question is an "explosive" (i.e.,
suitable for Class 1), and if so, whether it is safe for transport. In
our field of military explosives, substances and articles are not
normally unduly sensitive, however the packaging can be changed from time
to time and this may well affect the final Hazard Division assessment.
Test Series 5 determines whether a substance can be included in HD 1.5,
while Test Series 6 is In three parts and assesses whether the item in
question should be allocated to Hazard Divisions~ 1.1, 1.2, 1.3 or 1.4.
The three tests are:-

Test Series 6(a) -The Single Package Test

One package of, for example articles, is placed on the ground and
,one article in the centre is caused to function using its own means
of initiation for non-detonating articles. Confinement of 0.5 metre
sandbags is used in all directions (for packages larger than lm, 1.0
metre confinement used). If the effect is so feeble that the other
articles in the box are not fuaictioned the test is repeated to make
3 tests in all.

If a significant event involving more than the initial donor article
has occurred, then the 5 package stack test (6b) will follow.; if not
then Test Series 6(c) (see below) will be used to demonstrate that
the effects are not magnified when the packaged explosives are
burned.

Test Series 6(b) - The Five Package Confined Stack Tebt.

This determines whether an explosion or fire starting in one package
will be comunicated, package to package, in a stack. Five (or
more, packages are placed together, preferably in a cross
arrangement and one article in the centre package caused to
function. The overall confinement by sandbags etc is 1 metre.
Large articles carried unpackaged, e.g., HE bombs, are teated
similarly. There may be a mass explosion of effectively all the
packages or articles which would require a HD 1.1 classification.
No further testing is then required. If this does not occur the
test is repeated making 3 in all. Test Series 6c will then be used
to demonstrate that no enhancement occurs in a fire situation. The
allocation of Hazard Division 1.2, 1.3 or 1.4 will be made on the
basis of the predominant hazard.

Test Series 6(c) - The Bonfire Test.

Five or more packages are placed on a metal grid about 1 metre aboveI
the ground and may be tied together by wire or metal strip
fasteners. A wood fire is then constructed around the packages to
at a thickness of at least 0.5 metres in all directions to ensure
thorough soaking in the heat. After 15 minutes or so the wood

usually settles to the height of the grid and the heap of glowingI
charcoal normally heats the packages, or articles if the packages
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are of combustible materials f or at least 30 minutes. It is
c2ustomary to allow the fire to burn on to exhaustion but it can be

terminated after 30 minutes using long throw fire hoses if this isS desirable. This empirical test is difficult to quantify but the
relevance to the realistic transport aacident and storage situation
fire hazard is undeniable. In particular the duration of 3U minutes
plus makes it a far more searching test determining the eventual
behaviour of munitions when involved in a fire than the Navy fuel
fire tests which are of limited duration. In UK we consider that
fires constitutes 80-90% of all dangerous incidents which involve
explosives or munitions.

Thus the UN tests from 1 to 6 form an integrated series, the
final tests assigning a Hazard Division to the item. If this is
done then it implies that the earlier test~s have been done and the
item is safe for transport.

As you can see we have now come to the difficult part of our
procedures - the day to day updating of the technical database.
Because this Hazard Classification information and the separation
rules for explosive buildings (the Quantity-Distances) are so
important, there are certain statutory technical requirements and
the job of ensuring that these tasks are fulfilled fall to specific
MOD bodies.

4. MOD LEGAL. RESPONSIBILITIES FOR EXPLOSIVES

In addition to the self interest of HOD in preserving its explosives
against losses from accident, sabotage and enemy atack MOD is legally
responsible for ensuring that its explosives are manufactured, stored and
transported with the smallest reasonably practical risk to life and

property. The Health and Safety at Work Act (1974) is applied to MOD in
peacetime and is an enabling Act covering earlier Acts such as theI
Explosives Act (1875). It also allows regulations to be made under it,
such as The Classification and Labelling of Explosives Regulations
(1983). MOD is exempt from the requirements~ of the Explosives Act (1875)
but has the usual interdepartmental agreement that standards at least as
good as those in commercial industry are app...ied in HOD.

In order to ensure that MOD is complying with the HSW Act (1974),I
the MOD and USE have set up a joint body, the D)efence Explosives Safety
Authority (DESA) to oversee and audit the MOD p.rocedures. I am a member
of the DESA Central Committee and am the Chief Inspector of Explosives

for the Procurement Executive Departmet' of the Ministry of Defence.

In addition since about 1925 MOD has maintained the ExplosivesI
Storage and Transport Committee (ESTC) with members from the HSE
Explosives Inspectorate and the Department of Transport as well as its
own experts. This committee is responsible in MOD for classifying
Military Explosives and for recommending or "prescribing" adequate
standards of safety for the processing, storage and transport of I
explosives throughout MOD. These "prescriptions" or recommendations (3)
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are interpreted by the four Deparuents of MOD into their own mandatory
explosives regulations (4). 1 am a member of ESTC and Chairman of their
sub-committees for Explosion Effects and Port Explosives Limits. I also
sipply technical staff and effort to enable ESTC to carry out its
functions. Currently my staff act as Technical Advisors for E~xplosives,
Electrical Installations, Firefighting, and as secretaries to the
Explosion Effects and Port Explosives Limits Sub-Committees (3). In
addition my staff are conducting a major series of explosion effects
trials in collaboration with the Australians at Woomera to assess the
fragment throw from stacks of explosives detonated in different types of
buildings (5).

5. ESTC PRESCRIPTIONS FOR QUANTITY DISTANCES

Over the last 60 years ESTC has put together all available technical
safety information into its prescriptions and the present Royal Ordnance
plc factories and PE explosives Research Establishments were built to the
requirements of the draft version of 3/7/Explosives/43 available before
and during the early part of the last war (6). This has been updated
using some UK Wartime bomb damage information augmented by trials,
accident records and much professional, experience. The current version
of the prescription (7) is now again under revision in parallel with the
NATO QD rules (8), of which it forms the basis.

Different quantity-distance requirements are specified, depending on
the nature of the receptor site under consideration. They are:

"Inside" Quantity Distances

1. Storage QDs

2. Process Building QDs.

"Outside" Quantity Distances

3. Public occupied buildings and Traffic Route QDs.

1. Storage Quantity Distances

Storage distances are those observed from any explosives building orI
stack (the "donor") to buildings containing explosives (the "receptor")
in which no work is being done on the explosive and where there are few
if any people present. The distances are those required to prevent
propagation of explosion from one building to the next, and take no

account of protection of personnel. The receptor building may, in fact,

be destroyed and the explosives therein scattered and rendered *
2. Process Building Quantity Distances

These are the distances observed from any explosives building or stack to

buildings in which an explosive process or work in connection with the .
processing of explosive is being carried out. These distances are also
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used to protect process workers from specially hazardous processes they
may be carrying out and are greater than the corresponding storage
distances. They are designed to provide a reasonable degree of
protection from severe injury for the operation in the receptor building.

3. Public.Occuppied-Building and Traffic Route Quantity-Distances

Public building distances are those observed from any explosives building
or stack to houses, railways, or major roads, and are intended to prevent
severe structural damage to property, and to give a reasonable degree of
protection from injury to members of the public in dwellings or in the
open. Public building distances are also observed to buildings within
the establishment used as main offices or engineering workshops where
there are many personnel at hazard who are not directly involved in the
explosives processes being carried out in the factory.

As you can see the complexities of the problems of a real factory
are considerable. Already there are four different types of explosives -
HD 1.1, 1.2, 1.3 and 1.4 together with three standards of
quantity-distance as outlined above, and a wide range of different types
of buildings which will give some degree of protection and influence the
distances required.

Hazard Division 1.1

HD 1.1 items are the most complex and the current matrix is given as
Table 1 of Ref 7. This is further complicated by the fact that the table
includes distances appropriate to a number of obsolete buildings
constructed of brick. Currently the storehouses for smaller quantities
are not now normally built of brick; reinforced concrete is the preferred
material because of the reduction in building debris in the event of an
explosion, though is under review because of the results obtained from
the joint Australian UK trials (5). In addition all 1.1 buildings must
be traversed to stop fast fragments.

Storage Buildings

(1) Igloos - Generally giveniO.5Q (D3) for an igloo donor,
but"this may rise to 4.8Q' (D9) for an open stack donor.

(2) Earth Covered Buildings -- Generally given O.8-Q (D4)
for a similar or igloo donor but this can rise to 4.8Q
(D9) for an open stack or other lightly enclosed
explosives donor.

(3) HeavX Buildings (self traversing) - Generally given
2.4Q) (D7) for all types of donor.

(4) Traversed Lightweight Buildings - Can sometimes be given
O.8Q' (D4) but more usually 2.4Q1 (DW) is used.
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Usually the composite table D9A (4.8Q ifor Q < 500kg, 8.OQifor
Q > 4000kg) is used flthough 8.OQJ(DIO) is preferable over this range,
and may rise to 22Q (D13) with a minimum fragmentation distance of 270
or 400m for vulnerable receptor bi difngs-.

Public Buildingssand Traffic Routes

For little used traffic routes the composite DIl table with a minimum
fragment throw distance or 180m is used. For busy routes and pubiicly
occupied houses the composite D13 column is used with a minimum fragment
throw distance of 270m for traversed donor sites and 400m for other
donors.

Hazard Division 1.2 - Table 2 (7)

Here the major hazards arise firstly from a small number of fast
fragments and lobbed ammunition which are projected from the donor
explosion site and secondly from the number of such projections likely to
arise from an incident. Less hazardous items, generally not containing a
detonating explosive, and those containing it but which are below 60M
calibre are now identified by an asterisk (*) in the HiD code and can be
treated with less cautionthat the larger items. The more hazdrdous items
are generally given 68 Q 3tD2) though fixed distances of 10, 25, or 90m
can be used for some storage and process receptor situations. Public
traffic routes and houses occuted by the public generally require 135,
or 270m respectively or 68Q°* (D2).

Hazard Division 1.3 - Table 3(7)

The major hazards arise from the radiation and flames, including
jetting, which arise from military propellants. The distances in Table 3
(7) are based on the available data for propellants. Flame distances can
be particularly capricious and can increase by as much as 50% above the
indicated distances.

Earth covered or heavy walled buildings are the safest receptors and
separation distances of 2 to 21 metres are acceptable. For receptor
process buildings, whether traversed or not, a minimum of 60m or 3.2Q
(D2) is required; again for a severe jetting situation up to 240m may be
required. For traffic routes and houses occupied by the public a minimum t I
of 60m or 6.4Q1 (D4) is required except where severe jetting is expected
where the minimum is increased to 240m.

The effects of jetting are not generally recognised and a few years

ago we carried out a trial in which a section of storage building was
erecned and stacked with boxes of propellant. The loading density was 63
Kg/m and the total weight was 4.5 tonnes. The expected flame radius was
15m (storage distance) but the flame jetted through a doorway to 50m.
The process building distance was 53m for this quantity. Thus special
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attention must be paid to jetting from large quantities of burning

RiD 1.4 items are relatively innocuous and only require building

separations of 25 or 10m.

6, GENERAL SAFETY PROCEDURES

This section can really beat be described as "common sense" for
explosives managera. Under the pressures of production, staff cuts or a

wartime emergency, a number of the normal procedures and safetyI
requirements, perhaps not well understood by the local management, could
be ignored under the pressures of the moment.

The following list is not exhaustive, but the bad practices
described below have been found over the years to have of ttn made the
coo-:-qt--ences of a minor accident or explosion much worse titan one would
have expected from the protection to be expected from followitig the other
ESTC prescription requirements for quantity distances.

1. Storehouses illegally used for processing

Storage of explosives is a relatively benign operation, but
processing, where bare explosive may be exposed, pressed or
machined, or fuses inserted or removed from bombs or shells carries

m uch higher risk of initiation occurring. In a situation where RID
1.1 items are present this could easily lead to a larger explosion.

An unfortunate example is the RAP underground bomb storage at
Fatald, Staffs, where on the 27 November 1944 the detonation of sime
2,400 tonnes NEQ of miscellaneous bombs produced the largest
explosively produced crater in Europe measuring 900 by 600 feet and
100 feet deep (Figure 1). This storage was licensed for unfused

bombs oni:', and no process work should have been carried out in tlhis
storage facility. In addition a large number of separate caves wereI
used for the bombs and although only about half the storage area was
involved in the explosion it was much bigger than expected from the
design and layout of the storage, and was a major disaster.

It is now thought that an illegal process of some kind was
being carried out on one or more of the bombs in the store. one

possibility is that some aircraft returned from a mission with full
loads of fused bombs and that these were returned to the store on

rcmoval of a fuse from a bomb in a wagon on the train could have2
lead to the detonation of the train when it was standing accross a
number of adjacent cave entrances, thereby causing the initial
simultaneous detonation of a large number of bombs, which thenI
spread through the nearest storage caves.
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2. oes BBu ldinsUsed for Store

A production facility for land mines used a long continuously
moving cooling lin, a sealing station and a packing unit producing
pallets of mines each having au NEQ of 1 tonne. All this took pl&ace
in one large room and over 20 tonnes of cioling mines and finished
pallet. accumulated each day. The cooling line was divided up using
dummy mines to limit the quantity that could detonate In one unit.
External storage for the filled pallets %as arranged and by moving
them out as soon as one was filled the unit risk in the building was
reduced to I tonne, thus considerably reducing the hazard to the

adjacent buildings in the factory.

3. Use of Building Entrance Ways and Access Roads for Storage of

in a recent accident an entire storage depot containing a
mixture of HiD 1.1 and 1.2 was 'Lost, because large quantities of
boxed mortar bombs, grenades ett.., were stored in the entrances to
already overloaded storage buildings. Some boxes in a doorway were
ignited and burning items were lobbed Into other entrances full of
more explosive stores etc. The buildings were traversed and they
burned and exploded sequentially, the hazard from the exposed boxes
preventing the fire being attacked in its early stages by the fire
brigade.

4. Hidden Explosive in Old Buildig

Buildings that have been used for explosives manufacture and
processing over a number of years can conceal large quantities ofI
explosive, and any renovation, alteration or demolition work must be
planned and carried out very carefully. Explosive can be cartied
down drains, through cracks in concrete floors into the subsoil,
fill spaces between walls, all up to tonne quantities. Lesser
hazards arise from penetration of explosive into mortar between
bricks and other small gaps and into air extract ducts etc., but all
must be carefully handled (4).

5. The Human Factor

The training of personnel employed it handling explosives is
clearly as important as in any other occupation, however the
potential for disaster following staff errors is greater than in
most activities.

It is essential to have properly formulated, written and
approved procedures to cover all regular operations involving
explosives, and in addition to ensure that those handling the
explosives fully understand the requirements for safe operation.
The problem is often a genuine failure to understa~nd rather than
deliberate disobedience of procedures or instructions. This
certainly applied in the case of the storeman in one factory in the
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UK who could not accept that the new high energy propellants could
be other than RD 1.3. He therefore continued to store the new HD
1.1 propellants together with the HD 1,3 types in spite of the

appearance of the HD 1.1 labels on some of his stock. Fortunately
this was corrected when it came to light at an inspection.

7. CONTROL OF EXPLOSIVES IN THE PROCURMNT EXECUTIVE

From the preceding it is clear that it is not sufficient to have
good guiding principles, and an up-to-date database giving sound
quantity-distance requirements for storage and processing if the control
of what is actually done with the explosives in the factories and storage
depots is defective. In the UK MOD(PE), this control is effected by a
licensing and inspection procedure carred out by my staff as laid 4own in
the PE Explosives Regulations (4). Before the privatisation of the ROFs
there were 49 sites with 2300 licences which has been reduced by their
departure to 37 sites and 900 licences.

If an establisment wishes to work with explosives then the Safety
Officer submits an application for an Explosive Limit Approval for the
facility in which the work is to be done. The application is assessed at
Safety Services Organisation (PE) and if agreed is authorised by me as
Chief Inspector of Explosives. This assessment always involves
envisaging the effects of the explosion of the contents of the building
on the surrounding buildings. The procedure is complex and is shown in
Figue 2. Ia difficult cases or where large sums of money are to be spent
on new facilities scale model trials of the proposed new buildings are
carried out. This is a specialist technique which required careful
planning and interpretation (9). We also require the establishment to
demonstrate that the processes they use for explosives are safe before
they are licensed and put into use.

After the explosives facility has been licensed and put into use any
accident or incident in which an unexpected igi•tion takes place is
investigated. if it is a minor one then the factory will conduct the
Inquiry, if it is a major one I may carry this out myselt.
Rcomendations are made to prevent a recurrence and if necessacy the
Explosives Regulations are changed to take account of the experience
gaited.
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Figure 1: Crater left at the FAULD, Staffs Underground Bomb
Storage Lerot after the Accidental Explosion on
27 November 1.944.
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Figure 2: PL Procedures for Providing and Approving
Explosives Buildings
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ANNEX

LIST OF MOD EXPLOSIVES STORAGE AND TRANSPORT COMMITTEE LEAFLETS

Leaflet No. Title

. Constitution, Terms of Reference and Rules of ProcedureI
of the Explosives Storage and Transport Committee.

Supplement:Constitution and Terms of Reference for
Sub-committees of the ESTC.

2 Classification of Military Explosives for Storage
and Transport

Supplement: Comprehensive Tabulation of Ammunition
and Explosives in accordance with the International
System of Classification.

3 List of Permanent Classifications for Military
Explosives

4 List of Temporary Classifcations for Military
Explosives

5 Quantity-Distances for Military Explosives

Part 1: General Principles and Background
Part 2: Above Ground Storage
Part 3: Under Ground Storage
Part 4: Quantity-Distances in Special Circumstances.

6 Buildings and Traverses for Military Explosives

7 Safety Conditions for Electrical Installations and
Equipment for Buildings and Areas containing
Military Explosives

8 Safety Conditions for Internal Combustion Engines in
Military Establishments

9 Safety Conditions for Fire Fighting in Government
Explosive Establishments

10 &tes for Guidance for Fire Fighting in Government
Explosives Establishments

11 Packing of Military E.-.plosives
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12 Recommendations for the Carriage of Munitions on
War in Civil Aircraft

13 Dangerous Goods of Non Explosive Categories stored
in Explosives Storage Areas with Special
Authorisation, by Service Headquarters.

14 Rail Conveyance of Dangerous Goods other thanI

15 Notes on the Conve-,ance by Rail of Military
Explosives Regulations

16 CancelledI

17 Notes on the Conveyance in Harbours of Military
Explosives Regulations

Supplement:

18 Notes on the Conveyance in Harbours of Military

Explosives in Periods of Limited Emergency

19 Notes on the Conveyance by Road of Military

Explosives Regulations

20 Notice in Crews of Road Vehicles Carrying Military

Explosives including Ammunition

21 Conditions for the use of ISO Freight Containers

for the Conveyance of Military Explosives.
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TMWNTY-SECOND DEPART'MENT OF DEFENSE EXPLOSIVES SAFETY SEMINAR
PB9ESNTATION BY LIEUTENANT COLONEL FREDERICK CANTRELL RAOC
"AN AUDIT OF THE QUANTITY DISTANCE RULES FOR THE STORAGE OF AMUNITION AND
EXPLOSIVES"

1. I am certain that many of you here this afternoon play the game of
chess, and for the few that do not I will explain that each player has 16
pieces to control. Some pieces can jump over others, both friend and foe,
some move in straight lines any distances but in different directions,
some pieces move in different directions when they take an opponents piece
and once during the game, in a specific situation, a player can move two
pieces at once. Theoretically the game can be lost or won by not removing
a single piece from the board. A complicated game and rightly called the
game of masters+

2. What has this got to do with a topic on the agenda at an Explosives
Safety Seminar? Perhaps this vu-foil (vu-foil 1) will help explain, it is
not a picture of a chess board, but a copy of one of the matrices used in
the UK for determining quantity distances for the storage of ammunition
and explosives. There are five such matrices, each one is made up of 120
cells, most cells have a least two entries and many three or even more.
This adds up to about 1300 entries. The game of chess 2an be compared
with the use of these matrices, but if you can visualise a game of three
dimensional chess, then this I liken to the subject of my presentation -

"An Audit of the Quantity Distances Rules for the Storage of Ammunition
and Explosives". The requirement of such an audit being that there should
be consistent relativities among all the cells, taking account of both
vertical and horizontal comparisons in each table and the ranking among
the tables themselves.

3. The quantity distances or QDs as they are called, have been in use for
many years. Why therefore do we need an audit ?. The answer lies in
questions asked at Ministerial level. Searching questions were asked with
regard to the storage of ammunition. The basic questions asked were:-

"Why do we need expensive storage buildings?" and
"Why do we need so much real estate?".

To ask questions at Ministerial level is perhaps the best way to get some
"action - certainly in the United Kingdom. As a result a study group was
set up to investigate risk analysis as it applied to the storage and
handling of amunition. As part of the study it was considered necessary
to verify-tjae •onseqkence side of the risk equation, hence the audit of
the ODs. U
4. To consider the complete audit of the QDs in suc a short session as
this would be quite impossible, you will rec the 1300 individual 4
entries in the matrices. I will therefore xamine5th! •rivation of
distances currently used to safeguard the general public, -takeZ
a critical look at t prescribed for earth covered buildving and I
will then finish with a 'commercial". NI

"N k
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5. It is important to note that the current OQDs do not atteopt to provide,
absolute safety to the general public whether they be in buildings, in the
open or in vehicles. It was for this reason that the terminology was

-S changed in 1976 from "safety distance" to "quantity distance".

6. Firstly the derivation ofthe OQDs. This vu-foil (vu-foil 2) shows
the UK O0s for HD 1.1 as used today. At this stage I would like to point
out that the same distances are required whether the munitions are stored
in the open, in brick buildings or in earth covered magazines - in fact
any type of above ground storage. I will return to this later.

7. The first question to ask is:

"what was the origin of the curve and how was it derived?".

From this vu-foil (vu-foil 3), it can be seen that the over pressure is
not constant at the OQD for the whole range of NE3, although the curve
does level out to approximately 5kPa at about 6OOkgs with the peak
pressure as high as 40kPa at lower NR3s. Neither is the impulse constant
over the whole range as can be seen from this vu-foil (vu-foil 4).

8. It is clear that in respect of the smaller NEQ, the higher
overpressure is associated with a small impulse, whilst for the higher
NEQa, the lower the over- pressure is associated with a higher impulse.
This is illustrated on the iso-damage curve where values of impulse are
plotted against pressure at the OQD for the range of NE3. (vu-foil 5).

9. Although this explains the shape of the curve, it does not explain its
derivation. For this it is necessary to go back in history over 40 years
to the end of World War 2.

10. At the end of the war very large stocks of ammunition were held in
the UK with no immediate outlet and it found quite impracticable to
observe the pre-war safety distances. It was the general opinion that the
distances could be reduced without incurring unreasonable hazards. In
1945 a Technical Sub Committee was set up with the aim of prerparing new
safety distances.

11. The Committee had at its disposal the work which had been done du ing
the war on the assessment of damage from bombs as well as reports and
records of accidents dating back to 1871. The Sub-Committee adopted thafollowing standard for the assessment of the OQD (vu-foil 6):-

"That an explosion of the whole contents of a building or stack should not
cause serious structural damage to the ordinary dwelling house, though
minor damage such as broken windows, dropped ceilings or loosened slates
would be accepted."

12. As a start point, the Coittee took the formula developed during
the war by the Ministry of Home Security which connected the average
radius of damage (of a particular defined severity) with the net weight of
explosives involved. It was stated that the formula had been derived from
a very large number of enemy bomb incidents for which reliable data was
available.
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13. At this stage I mist explain that the Ministry of Home Security had
adopted damage classes to describe the effects of bombs at various
distances. They are shown on this vu-foil (vu-foil 7):-

A. Almost complete demolition.

BL..Jg Such severe damage a to necessitate demolition of the
building. 50 - 75 % of the external brickwork destroyed or rendered
unsafe.

Cb Danage Damage so severe that the house was rendered temporarily
_ Iuninhabitable and it was not found foasible to make it habitable during

the war. Partial collapse of the roof, partial collapse of one or two
external walls, severe damage to load partitions.

CaDmge Damge so severe that the house was rendered temporarily
uninhabitable but it was considered feasible to make it habitable during
the war. Only minor structural damage to be expected.

D Damage Damage calling for urgent repairs but not rendering the house
uninhabitable. This did not include houses which suffered only slight
damage, to glma or ceilings for instance.

14. The formula mentioned is fairly well known, has been quoted on many
occasions and is to be found in many documents. However its derivation is
not so well kaown and I would now like to look at this aspect as the
formula is the foundation of the QDs as used to-day.

15. It was argued that a specific impulse corresponded to a definite
level of damage and therefore the distance between the explosion and the
damage was directly proportional to the two-thirds root of the explosives
weight. However tests showed that ailthough the product of impulse and
distance did approximate to two-thirds of the explosives weight, less
damage was caused by large charges than by small charges when thedistances were scaled.

16. For small charge weights it was further argued that it was
reasonable to assume that the relationship between the damage done by each
charge would depend on the relationship between the total areas under the
pressure time curves (ie. impulse) as the duration would be small. Thus
the two-thirds root relationship would hold good.

17. However, if large charges are considered, then the duration of the
blast waves would be longer and the damage may occur well before the end
of the positive phase. The relationship between the d%mage done by larger
charges is then only related to the peak positive pressure, the total area
under the curve being irrelevant. Thus for large charges, instead of !

distance being proportional to the two-thirds root of the explosives
weight it would be proportional to the one -third root.
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18. The problem which then presented itself was to determine a value
of "n" in the formula where distance was proportional to the explosives
weight raised to the power of "n". All that was known about "n" wan that
its value tended to two-thirds for very small explosives weights, and
towards one-third for very large weights.

19. A hot sunny afternoon in California in neither the time nor the
place to enter into the next stage of the problem in detail. Suffice to
may that the expression as shown ..... (vu-foil 8)

was found to fit the requirements. The only remaining task was to
determine the values of k and c.

20. Because of uncertainty in explosive content of the bombs dropped,
it was decided that only data from the general purpose 250kg and 1000kg
bombs was reliable. At the higher end of the scale the data from an
accident in 1917 at Silvertown, an explosives factory situated on the
banks of the River Thames, was used.

21. From this data the constants in the formula were determined and
the formula shown on this vu-foil (vu-foil 9) was adopted to forecast the
distance at which the level of B Damage could be expected.

22. It must be realised that the formula was derived from only three sets
of data for the range cf explosive weights from 2001b to 100000lb. In
addition the bomb damage data was obtained from only 10 incidents. The
Silvertown accident is also worthy of further examination. The accident
occurred in a TNT manufacturing plant. 1he total quantity of explosive
material on site at the time of the explosion was about 83 tons, it was
estimated that only 53 tons was involved in the actual explosion. This
figure was calculated by assessing the damage to the plant and surrounding
area - a rather circular argument, and consideration of the material
recovered. It was also noted that several craters were produced
indicating separate explosions.

23. At this stage there appeared to be no intention of using the
formula to calculate safety distances. Its purpose was to relate damage
to bombs dropped during enemy air attacks, for close in damage it appeared
to be very successful. Although circular arguments are appArent in that
damage was assessed, distances measured the explosive weight calculated.
It was then said that a specific bomb would produce a certain level of
damage at various distances.

24. It was recognised that the German general purpose bomb would not
necessarily produce a formula applicable to accidents involving the -
detonation of large quantities of explosives, nevertheless it was d~ecidtod,
for want of anything better, to examine available accident data to
ascertain whether or not the formula could be substantiated and related to
the accident scenario.
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25. A total of 24 reports on accidental explosions which had occurred
in the war were examined by the Committee and it was considered that the
formula gave a satisfactory estimate of the radius of B damage. Brief
details of theme incidents will be included in the report of the Seminar
(Annex A). A further 79 explosions were then examined dating back to the
year 1871. Finally the data to be examined was supplemented by the table
given in the Appendix to "Rxplou~ives, their Anatomy and Destructiveness"
by C S Robinson; the table included a record of 138 incidents.

26. After studying all the information available on damage from
explosions, the Committee, at a meeting on 21 September 1945, decided that
the revised safety distance to be adopted should be of the order of 3 to
3.5 times the radius of B damage. In drawing up the conclusions the
following cautions were recorded:-

a. No detailed description had been given of the buildings
involved in the list of "79 explosions".

b. No description had been given of any of the incidents
referred to in "Robinson's List". The Sub-Committee considered
it necessary to emphasise that very little was known about moat
of these incidents.

c. Some of the incidents listed in the "79 List" were
duplicated in the "Robinson List"; in some cases there was
excellent agreement however in others there was striking
disagreement.

d. While the group of incidents reported by experienced
observers was the smallest of the three, it was considered to
give more definite information than either of the other two.

It was mainly the results of the smaller group, ie. the war time
incidents, that lead the Sub-Committee to suggest that distances of the
order of 3 to 3.5 time5 the radius of B damage should be adopted. It was
also proposed that a further and more detailed study of the data should be
vade.

27. The result of this further study was that on 29 October 1945 the
Sub-Committee tentatively adopted, subject to further revision, safety
distance to inahabited building of 3.5 times the radius of B damage for
barricaded sites and 4 times for unbarricaded. However the rational
behind the change from 3 to 3.5 times the B damage distance for all
situations, to 3.5 for barricaded and 4 for unbarricaded is very obscure.
The distances were ii.tended for quantities of 50001b or more and for
smaller quantities the distances were to be increased to bring them into
accord with distances which the members of the Sub-Committee considered to
be reasonable.
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28. Although not brought out in the reports, the following breakdom of

the "79 List" is pertirent:- (vu-foil 11)

Gun Powder 21 Dynamite 1
Nitro Glicerine 12 Aimonal 1
Uelignite, TNT/A Nitrate 1
Pieria Acid 4 Cordite1
am Cotton 4 Others1
Unknow 25

and for the "Robinson List" :- (vu-foil 12)

Dynamite 46 Nitrostarch 2
Black Powder 37 Tracer Caomsition 2
Nitro Glycerine 24 amn Cotton 2
Gelignite 8 DNT 1
TNT . 6 Chlorate 1
MI 4 Mixed 1
Smokeless Powder 3 Am Nitrate 1

Many of these incidents w-re manufacturing rather than storage and I
question whether the "79 List" and the "Robinson List" cre really relevant
in consideration of the QDs for modern mnitions.

29. I have sifted through the recorded dgmae in respect of the 24
war time incidents and identified the data pertinent to the the level of B
damage and the OQD. The detail is plotted on this vu-foil (vua-foil 13)
along with the B damage curve and the OQD. In order to simplify the
vu-foil I have categorised the d ge a either A, B, C or D. I do not
believe that the damage strongly supports the OQD curve, it could quite
easily have been draw at 3 or 3.5 times the B damage level as originally
proposed.

30. During the period 1946-1947, the Zxplosives Storag and Transport
Committee planned a series of trials. The main purpose of the trials was
to obtain information on the prevention of propagation by the use of
barricades. Arrangements were also made to include direct measurements of
the magnitude and duration of the blast pressures and were possible, to
record any damage to buildings as a check on the proposed OQ .
Unfortunately the limitations of the uite excluded any useful deductions
being made regarding the adequacy of the proposed QDs. The few structures
within range were of concrete and already in a damaged condition. It was
also necessary to curtail the trials programe end a serious gap in the
data was acknowledged.

31. In 1948 the Explosives Storage tid Transport Committee adopted the new I
distances, it was agreed on the evidence available that there was no
justification for adopting differeat distances for barricaded and
unbarricaded when the N9Q was above 3600kg and it was decided to adopt a
standard distance of 4 times the radius of B damage for the OQD. For
barricaded quantities not exceeding 3600kg it was coiwidered justifiable
to reduce the distance by 20% ie to 3.2 times the radius of B damage. It
should be noted that :he increased distences for smaller quantities
proposed in 1945 was not pursued.
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32. Tbe distances be" rmined essentially the same to this day with the
exception that they have now been metricated nod:

a. The reduction permitted for barricaded explosives below
38OOkg bas bee deleted.

b. A muni.am distance ha. been Introduced to take into account
the hazards resulting from fragent attack. This minimu
distance does not apply if adequate protection from fragment
attack is provided.

33. I have covered quite considerable ground in the lest 10 minutes or
so and suggest it would be sensible to consolidate before proceeding
further.

34. To unarise:

a. The 0ODs are based on the formula derived to predict the
level of damage to be expected form aerial bombs.

b, The formula was derived from analysis of 10 events, 5
involving 1000kg bombs and 5 involving 250kg bombs, end the
accident at Silvertown in 1917.

c. The explosive involvement of the accident at Silvertown was
sessed as 53 tons, this was based on material remaining on

site after the explosion and consideration of the damage.
Multiple explosions were apparent. It should be noted that
beyond a distance of 2.8 times the radius of B damage, the
damge was limited to broken window frames, doors and ceilings
and was of a character that could be described as slight
structural injury.

d. Many of the incidents in the "79 List" and the "Robinson
List" involved NG or gunpowder, very few involved Military
explosives. Many of the incidents were manufacturing rather
than storage and the recorded data was of a very poor quality.
The use of such data is questioned.

e. The proposals for the OQD varied from 3 to 4 times the
radius of B damge. Justification for the various proposals is
obscure and support for a value of 4 times the radius of B
damage is no greater than it is for 3 times.

d. The value of k = 22.2 in the formula for QDa above 4500kg
implies a precision and accuracy that does wot exist.

35. I believe that there is sufficient uncertainty in the derivation for
an in depth stu&., to be under taken which should include trials'.
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36. I mentioned earlier that the onme OQDs apply to all types of above
ground storage sites, is open stacks, brick buildings and earth covered
miagainism. I would nowa 3 ike to diucuNs the situation with respect to
earth covered magazines.

37. There have been a nmber of trials over the years involving earth
covered buildings, both at full scale and one tenth scale. The main
object of these trials was to determine the blost parmeters seen by
adjauvnt mag•mines and to confirm the inter magazine distances, however
some flie field blast measurements were also obtained. Additionally,
model trials at 1/30 and 1/50 scale have also been carried to mesure
close in and far field pressures. In the interests of time I will not
describe the sp-cific trials, brief details of the trials I have
considered will be included in the binates of the Seminar (Annex B)

38. Ideally the TNT equivalence of the donor charge for each trial
should be calculated and used in the analysis. The explosives used in all
the trials was equal to or more energetic than TNT and conversion to TNT
equivalence would increase the effective NEQ to be used in the
assessment. However in some of the trials, iu particular the RSKIMO
Series, the donor charges were cased and this should also be taken into
account in determining the TNT equivalence; this would have the effect of
lowering the effective NHQ. Other factors can alter the effective Mb, ie
geometry of the charge, size of the charge, etc. The factors are many and
varied and the effect of such factors are not sufficiently well understood
at this stage to be app'lied with confidence as a general case, it is
therefore considered prudent to use the actual donor charge weights rather
than attempt a conversion. The model trials used bare charges (pentolite
and CR/TNT) and thus use of the actual NPQ in the calculations introduces
a "worst situation" which errs on the side of safety.

39. The full scale trial reported in technical paper 3843, 1965, was
designed to provide maximum effect, is the donor consisted of densely
packed cans of Composition B. It is therefore considered acceptable to
convert to TNT equivalence in this one instance. The fact that the charge
was densely stacked and that multi-ioint initiation was used still make&
the results err on the side of safety.

40. From a preliminary study of all the relevant data it was apparent
that differing effects were obtained from the front, side and rear of the
earth covered magazines. A plot of over-pressure against scaled distance
for each trial was drawn. An example of the type of plot produced is
shown on this vu-foil (vu-foil 14). The scaled distance at which a peak
over-pressure of 5kPa would be obtained was determined for each
situation. Again the detail is too much for this presentation but the
figures will be included in the summary record (Annex C).

41. I will now look at each of the three orientations in turn.
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4. B The plot of distance against NIQ for the ren.t orientation
is shown on this vu-foil (vu-foil 16), the correlation using all the model
results is good; the two full scale results are below the model curve. I
suggest that there is sufficient evidence to adopt smaller OQDs than
currently prescribed from the rear of earth coverLd magazines for the
range of NBQ from 0M0kg to 280000kg. The fact that the two full scale
results are below the curve builds in a safety factor.

43. Side As for the rear orientation, this next vu-foil (vu-foil 16)
show the plot of distance against NBQ for the side orientation for tho
same constant value of the over-pressure. Again the correlation using all
the model results is good and the four full scale trial results are again
below the model curve. As for the rear orientation there is, I believe,
sufficient evidence to adopt smaller OQDs from the sides of earth covered
mgaines.

44. Front The situation with regard to the front orientation is r.ot
as clear. This vu-foil (vu-foil 17) shown the plot of distance against
NEQ for the sam constant over-pressure of ekPa. If the three low points
at the high end of the plot ale ignored , then a line with good
correlation can be drawn through the remaining model results. It should
be noted that the original BRL Report observed that higher NEQ produced
pressure values lower than expected, but no reason was offered. It is
possible that the higher charge weights producad a more disrupti-Je effect
on the building, thus reducing the strong directional effect to the
front. The high charge weights in ESKIMO HII and V also produced lower
pressures to the front than expected. Three of the four full scale trials
are below the model curve and the fourth - the bulk packed Composition B,
is just above the curve. The evidence supports a reduction from the front
- perhaps not as conclusive as from the side and rear. More trials data _9
is required to increase the confidence level. A 6

46. The next step is to suggest what the revised distances should
be. Early in the presentation I indicated that above about SOOOkg the
damage to a normal dwelling from a bare charge of TNT was pressure
dependent and therefore proportional to the cube root of the NRQ. It is
not unreasonable to postulate that when a charge is suppressed by massive
earth covering then the cube root law will no longer hold good. In fact
the three curves I have just displayed fit the expressions as shown on
this vu-foil (vu-foil 18).

46. Concern has been expiessed in the UK at the departure from a simple
cube root relation, altho4h it is acknowledged that more suppreesion
should be expected and is obtained when the NEQ is lower. Thus the value
of K in the cube root expression will change as the NRQ increases.

47. My personal view is that if the facts fit a departure from the cube
root i'elation, and they do, then we should revise the distances
accordingly. However this is not a technical matter' but a classical
example of "we have always done it like that - why should we change now"

48. Another approach would be to relate either the total mass of cover,
or the thickness of the cover, say at the mid point of the height of the
magazine, to the NEQ and then calcvilate a relationship to the distance.
This may prove to be a neater solution and allow a return to the cube root
relation. This exercise I have programmed for the future.
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49. Whatever method is used there is clearly mileage to be gained, these
next three vu-toils (vu-foils 19-21) shew the comparison of the current
OD)w and proposed OQDa for each orientation.

50. Such reductions are perhaps of little significance in this part of
the world where space does not seem to be a problem. But those of you who
have been involved in sitting of amunition facilities in durope will be

eware of the grave difficulties with regard to real estate and will
appreciate that any reduction in distances whilst still maintaining an
acceptable level of sRfety will be most welcome.

51. A proposal to reduce the QODs has departed from the subject of the
"Audit of the QWs". However I do tend to get carried away at times - my

wife sometires wonders why I sit looking at a computer screen for several
hours during the evening.

52. My final overall summary of this very small part of the QD audit is
as follows (vu-foil 22)

a. The general OQDs are not founded on such reliable data as is
believed and they imply an accuracy and a precision that does
not exist. It is likely that they are over cautious.

b. Different OQDs should be applied to different donor sites
and in particular the evidence for introducing reduced distances
from earth covered magazines is very strong, although more
trials data my be necessary in respect of the front orientation
in order to increase the cenfidence level.

53. Centlemen that brings me to the end of my presentation, it has Laen
detailed then the subject is complex. I have dealt with only about haif a
dozen entries in the QD matrices out of the total of 1300 - the road is
long. How long I will continue on this audit I can't say, clearly I would
like to see it through to the end. Now for my final plug, I did say that
I would finish on a "comercial". The success of the audit depends upon a
review of as much data as possible - trial results, accidents and
subjective reasoning. I have amassed a considerable number of reports,
nevertheless, copies of reports, both accidents end trials, opinions or
even references will be most welcome asid will be received most gratefully
by me.
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ANNEX A

BRIEF DETAILS Of 24 WAR TIME INCIDENTS

1. Rotherwas 12 September 1941. 3001L of TNT in a Royal Ordnance Factory.

2. Gravely 20 November 1943. 10001b UP bomb filled 3601b 60/40 amatol.

3. Pembrer 23 November 1942. 20001b TNT in a Royal Ordnance Factory,
explosion occurred during the nitration of TNT.

4. Irvine 2 April 1940. 22401b of bulk TNT.

5. Deenethorpe 5 December 1943. 12 x 5001b bombs, the explosion took
place in an aircraft on the ground.

6. Offley 3 January 1948. 20 x 5001b bombs, the explosion took place in
a rail wagon.

7. Catterick 4 February 1944. 397 boxes of grenades No. 75, filled
burrowite total NEQ 60001b. Explosion took place whilst loading a rail
wagon from a road vehicle.

8. Waltham 18 January 1940. 61601b guncotton.

9. Soham 2 June 1944. 44 x 5001b aircraft bombs DN-M64, filled amatol
50/50, NEQ per bomb 2621b total NEQ 115001b. Charge weight ratio 53%.

10. Bootle 20 March 1945. 52 x 4501b depth charges,filled amatol total
NEQ 187001b. Explosion took place in a rail wagon.

11. Gascoingne Wood 18 April 1945. 98 x 5001b bombs, filled TNT total NEQ
270001b.

12. JANAS B Abs:5. About 110 x 5001b bombs, filled Comp B total NEQ obovt280001b.

13. Hereford 30 May 1944. 12 x 20001b aircraft bombs and 19 naval mines,
total NEQ estimated at 330001b of minol.

14. Igloo Magazine 13 August 1943. 201b fragmentation bombs, filled TNT
total NEQ 340001b.

15. JANAS B Abs:9. 56 mines, filled torpex total NEQ 358601b.

16. JANAS B Abs: 14. 193 x depth bombs, filled torpex total NEQ 480001b.

17. JANAS B Abs:8. Dynamite packed in boxes, total NEQ 700001b.
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18. Enemy action 23 February 1944. 3000 boxes grenades No. 75, total NKQ
480001b.

19. Newbaven 21 November 1944. Nobels 822 bulk explosive, total ?IEO
3360001b. The explosion took place on an ammunition barge.

20. JANAS P Abs:l0. 2272 x 5001b bombs, filled Coup B total NEQ
5910001b. The explok"--on took place in a ship alongside a quay.

21. JANAS B Abs:7. 3339 x 3501b bombs, filled torpex total NHQ about
800000lb.

22. ANES B Abs:2. Miscellaneous mmunition, mostly torpex total NEQ

llO00001b.

23. ANKS B Abs: 1. Miscellaneous ammunition, total NRO 3800000.

24. Buton-on-Trent 27 November 1944. Miscellaneous bombs, total NMQ about
53400001b. Ixplosion occurred in an underground storage depot.

TI
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ANNEX B

DETAILS OF TRIALS

1. BRL Revert 2680 1/50 scale trial. Tbe donor charges of 0.8, 2.4 and
4.0lb pent olite (to represent 1.00000, 300000 and 5000001b at full scale)
were contained in model earth covered steel arch igloos. The earth cover
was carried from one half standard cover to double cover. Blast
measurements were made in the near field and at scaled distances up to
30Q1/a. only measurements made with the standard cover were considered.

2. ARBRL Report TH 02463 1/30 scale trial. The donor charges of 0.227,
0.363, L.08, 1.814 eand 5.040kg pentolite (to represent 6130, 9800, 29370,
48M0 and 136080kg at full scale) wer,. contained in model earth covered
steel arch igloos. Blast measurmentL were made in the near field and at
scaled distances up to 19'/,3 .

3. _STC3_•71 1/10 scale trial. Donor charge 64kg TNTl slabs (to represent
64000kg at full scale) contained in a box type earth covered magazine.
The trial involved four shots and far field blast effects were measured at
nominal scaled distances of 8W/ 3 and 22W/. 3 .

4. qSTC/3/76 1/10 scale trial. Donor charge of 8, 64, 125 and 216kg TNT
slabs (to represent 8000, 64000, 125000 and 216000kg at full scale)
contained iii a box type carth covered magazine. The trial involved one
shot at each charge weight and far field blast effects were measured at
nominal scaled distances of 8W 1 3 and 22Q'/ 3 .

5. ESKIMO I Full scale trial. The donor charge consisted of 155mm TNT
filled projectiles, total NEQ 2000001b, contained in an earth covered
steel arch igloo. Blast effects were measured at scaled distances up to19W13.

6. ESKIMO II Full scale trial. The donor charge consisted of tritonal
filled M117 bombs with a total NKQ of278001b. The charge was contained in
an open earth revetment. The trial was not considered.

7. ESKIMO III Full scale trial. The donor charge consisted of tritonal
filled M117 bombs with a total NEG of 3500001b contained in an earth
covered steel arch igloo (lightweight 14 gauge deeply corrugated steel).
Blast effects were measured in the near field and at scaled distances up '
to 2OG? /3. Y

8. ESKIMO IV Full scale trial. The donor charge consisted of 370001b
TNT sticked in the open in a hemispherical shape. The trial was not
considered.

9. ESKIMO V Full scale trial. The donor charge consisted of 34000kg TNT
stacked in the open in a hemispherical shape. The trial was not
considered.

A
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10. ESKIMO V I 1/2 scale trial. The donor charge consisted of bkrk 16
torpedo warheads filled TNT, NEQ 440001b (to represent 350000kg at full
scale). The charge was contained in a large earth covered box type IIB
magazine. Blast effects were masured in the near field and at scaled
distances up to 19W1/3.

11. NOTS TP 3843 Full scale trial. The trial consisted of 6 tests, only
test 6 is relevant to this paper. The donor charge consisted of lO00001b U
of Coup B packed in 2106 sealed, 9.6in cubical cans, 47.51b NRQ per can.
The cans were in a single stack to obtain msaximum blast effects. The
donor charge was contained in a steel arch earth covered igloo (1 gauge
corrugated steel). The TNT equivalent of the donor charge was considered
to be 1130001b. Blast effects were measured at scaled distances up to
2W1/3. (Tests 1 end 2 were at full scale with donor charges of 998kg,
however the donor igloos had acceptor -Igloos on each side at scaled
distances of between 0.2 and 0.8 with a coimon earth cover over the donor
and the two acceptors to a depth of about 0.6.. The configuration
produced unusmnlly high pressures to the front and unusually low pressures

to the rear, the tests were not representative and were not considered).

16
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AmwX C

DISTANCES LIATD TO A PEAK OVER PRESSURE OF 5SKo

Trial N Rep. ! Front Side ! Rear
kg I. SD Diet-! SD Dist-! SD Dist-

ance! ance! ance

US Model 1/50 Scale ! .363 45375 ! ! 18.3 653
1.088 136000 ! ! 22.8 1173
1.814 226750 ! ! 22.2 1354

US Model 1/30 Scale .227 6129! 15.9 291 ! 17.0 311 ! 12.7 232
.363 9801 ! 18.0 385 I 17.4 372 ! 13.6 291

1.066 28782 ! 18.1 655 ! 17.9 549 ! 13.9 426
1.128 30456 ! 18.2 668 ! 18.0 562 ! 14.3 447

! 4.990 134730 ! 15.5 795 ! 20.8 1066 . 16,7 856
UK Model 1/10 Scale ! 8 8000 ! 16.0 320 ! 14.6 292 ! 13.2 264

64 64000 ! 14.9 596 ! 18.6 744 ! 18.5 740
125 125000 ! 19.8 990 ! 19.0 950 2 15.3 765
216 216000 ! 16.4 984 ! 20.6 1236 , 21.4 1284

ESKIMO I 90720 90720 t 18.6 836 ! 20.5 921
ESKIMO III 158760 158760 ! 14.8 801 ! 20.2 1094
ESKIMO VI ! 19968 159664 1 14.9 808 ! 16.0 868 1 13.2 716
NOTS 3843 1 51257 51257 ! 20.1 747 ! 17.7 657 ! 12.9 479
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A DAfAGL Almost complete destruction.

IAME Severe damage.
50-751 external brick-work destroyed.

SDAMAGE Uninhabitable. I
Partial collapse of roof.
Partial collapse of one or two exter,)l walls.Severe damage to load partitions.

Ca ID_,NAGE Uninhabitable.
Only minarstruý,ural damage.

D DAIAGE Damage calling for urgent repairs.
Did not include ceiling and glass damage.

I
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Vu-foil 11

"TflE 79 IT

GUM POWDER 21
NITRO GLYCERINE 12
GELIGNITE 8
PICRIC ACID 4
GUN COTTON 4
DYNAMITE I
AMMONAL 1
TNTI'ANN NITRATE I
CORDITEI

UNKNOWN 25
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Vu-foil 12

"THE -RomiNso-N LI87zT"

DYNAMITE 46
BLACK POWDER 37
NITRO GLYCERINE 24
GELIGNITE a
TNT 6
HE 4
SMOKELESS POWDER 3
NITRO STARCH 2
TRACER COMPOSITION 2
GUN COTTON 2
DNT I
CHLORATEI
MIXED
AMM NITRATEI
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o EXPANDED SIMULATION TECHNIQUES
0..

DIRECT COURSE - A 1 KT Height-of-Burst Nuclear
Blast Simulation

MINOR SCALE - An 8 KT Surface Nuclear Blast
Simulation

Robert A. Flory
Washington Research Center
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I
INTRODUCTION

In October 1983, DIRECT COURSE, the world's largest non-nuclear

height-of-burst (HOB) event took place. In June 1985, 1Y4h•n tw

-y~ea, MINOR SCALE, the world's largest (8KT equivalert) non-

nuclear surface event, took place. These two events represented a

marked departure from the earlier rather standard and sporadic 1 KT

equivalent surface events conducted by the Defense Nuclear Agency

(DNA).

By developing these two new techniques as viable simulations, DNA •

has opened the door to further phenomonology research and airblast

effects testing on a scale not previously attainable.

The 1 KT equivalent 1IOB technique offered the opportunity to

examine on a large scale, the phenomonology associated with the regular

reflection, irregular Mach reflection, and regular Mach reflection

regions together with the associated flow fields, both dusty and clean.

The greater than 1 KT technique afforded an opportunity to examine

structures, weapons systems, etc. at a significantly different impulse

level than that previously available.

This paper will review the two new techniques and assess their

simulation fi.delity.,

DIRECT COURSE AN HOB SIMULATION

DIRECT COURSE, a 1 KT equivalent HOB air blast simulation, took

place on 26 October 1983 at White Sands Missile Range, New Mexico.

This event culminated two years of design effort, which among

1494
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other testing included a,24 ton scaled version of DIRECT COURSE

entitled Pre-DIRECT COURSE, which was detonated orn 7 October 1982.

Discussion of the HOB simulation development as well as the Pre-DIRECT

COURSE event is contained in a MABS-8 paper - entitled Large Scale

Height of Burst Simulation (Reference 9).

DIRECT COURSE was quite simply 609 tons of ammonium nitrate with

approximately 6% fuel oil added (ANFO), encased in a fiberglass sphere

the center of which was 166 feet above the ground. The sphere was

supported by a 6 foot square steel frame tower. Airblast and ground

motion gages as well as photography were the primary methods utilized

to determine the effects of the detonation.

S AIRBLAST ENVIRONMENT

Figure 1 compares the DTRECT COURSE overpressures (corrected to

sea level) recorded on all three blast lines (80 measurements)

(Reference 1) with the standard curves contained in the DOD/DOE

publication "The Effects of Nuclear Weapons" ("ENW") (Reference 2).

The overall agreement is good, although the HE simulation produced

slightly higher overpressures in the 150-15 psi region. As an *

additional comparison, REFLECT-4 code data points calculated for a 200

foot IIOB (Reference 3) are also plotted in Figure 1. These data show a

better correlation up to 50 psi but worse above that value.

Figure 2 compares the DIRECT COURSE dynamic pressures (corrected

to sea level) on all three blast lines (41 measurements) with the

standard curve contained in the "ENW". Agreement is quite good at the
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.lower dynamic pressure levels getting progressively worse as pressures

increase. When the DIRECT COURSE data is compared against the

REFLECT-4 data points however, a much closer correlation exists over

the entire. plotted range of values.

WAVEFORMS

On Pre-DIRECT COURSE, due to excessive fiberglass debris, very

little useful airblast data were obtained in the regions above 100 psi.

Fiberglass debris from the charge container was successfully mitigated

on the DIRECT COURSE event by reducing the ratio of joint to panel

density by a-factor of two and by reducing the container mass to

explosive mass ratio from 8.7 percent to 3.3 percent. As a result

DIRECT COURSE wave forms in the regular reflection, Mach transition,

and Mach reflection regions exhibited classical characteristics as

shown in Figures 3, 4, and 5 (Reference 1).

GROUND MOTION

Two hundred and twenty two accelerometers were installed to

measure the free-field ground motion produced by DIRECT COURSE.

Two hundred and ten recorded usable data. For comparison purposes

ground motion data from the PRISCILLA nuclear airblast event were

scaled down to the DIRECT COURSE yield (Reference 4). As shown in

Figures 6, 7, and 8 the vertical motion data showed generally good

agreement with the scaled PRISCILLA data at shallow depths, however as

depth increased the agreement disappeared. Although the reabon for
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S this has not been fully determined, one possible cause is the geologic

differences in the test sites. The PRISCILLA test site was generally

uniform in nature with a low water table, while the DIRECT COURSE test

site contained a more layered geology and a higher water table.

PHOTOGRAPPY I
DIRECT COURSE charge disassembly photography (Reference 5) as

shown in Figure 9 revealed that the shape appeared to be uniformly

spherical, with the seam effects much less apparent than on Pre-DIRECT

COURSE. Late exit of the shock wave from the fireball, first viewed on

Pre-DIRECT COURSE reappeared on DIRECT COURSE and remained one of the

major problem areas of this simulation. The fireball clearly impacted

the ground before shock separation thus preventing at least the

initiation of the irregular Mach reflection region from being I
photographically observable.

SEISMIC COMPARISON

There is one other interesting comparison of DIRECT COURSE to an

actual nuclear event (Reference 6). In 1945, 5 Leet, 3-component,

strong motion mechanical seismographs recorded the TRINITY motions at 5

separate locations. Mr. Leet gave the name "Hydrodynamic" wave to one

unusual appearing section of one of the seismograms, suggesting that it

might be useful in discriminating between the seismic waves produced by

nuclear explosion versus naturally occurring earthquakes. Two of the

original Leet instruments were found in the Los Alamos National

1497
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I

Laboratory (LANL) archives, reconditioned, and fielded on T'IRECT

COURSE. Comparisons between the Leet records for TRINITY and DIRECT

COURSE and the digital records recorded by a modern electronic

seismograph, as shown in Figure 10, indicate that the "Hydrodynamic"

weve is -real and not an instrument phenomenon.

HOB SIMULATION SUMMARY

DNA now possesses a reasonable technique for HE HOB nuclear

simulations in the 1 KT range. Waveforms in the regular and Mach

reflection regions are classical in naturie, :.verpressure and dynamic

pressure curves are close to the standard nuclear data curves as well

as to the most recent computer code calculations, and vertical ground

motions at shallow depths are in reasonable agreement with a nuclear

event.

There are howevtr, some areas where improvement is desirable.

Examination of the effects on the giound immediately below the charge

and a viewing of the transition from the regular reflection region to

the mach reflection region are both areas of current interest which can

not i, :ccomplished with the present simulation.

continued lowering of the container mass to explosive mass ratio

may solve the transition region viewing problem by allowing the shock

wave to separate from the fireball earlier, but an entire redesign of

the charge holding system will be required to enable measurements to be

made directly under the charge. 4
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MINOR SCALE A "VERY LARGE EVENT"

The idea of a larger than 1 KT equivalent simulation is not a new

one. With the increased emphasis on HE simulations by DNA and the

successful development of an HOB simulation, the "very large event"

became the next objective.

In an attempt to make the increase over 1 KT significant it was I
decided that a doubling of effects was the minimum acceptable. Because

cube root scaling applies, planning for an 8 KT event was initiated.

The event was given the nickname MINOR SCALE, and planning commenced

with a June 1985 scheduled event date.

Designing the 8 KT simulation technique was a significantly easier

task than designing the earlier HOB technique for two primary reasons.

Fir! ,there was no tower to design with its associated charge holding

device, and second, there was now some very recent experience with the

u.: )f fiberglass as a charge container.

Charge container shape was the first decision required. As shown

in Figure 11 three container shapes were seriously considered and a

detailed study effort by NMERI (Reference 7) was conducted. The

hemispnere was studied as it had been used in the past and allowed a

single point initiation with a uniform shock front in all directions.

The hemispherical capped cylinder was studied, as it represented the

past standard shape for DNA's simulations and had been selected as the

best single shape that provided the most acctrate simulation for both

alrblast and ground motion. The Flat Cylinder was studied as a new

concept which would be easier to build and theoretically still provide
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the correct airblast waveforms along the ground all around the charge.

After studying all aspects of the various shapes, it was agreed

that the Flat Cylinder offered the cheapest and possibly the best

solution for an airblast only event, however, it was also agreed that

before a new design such as this could be used on a major event it must

be tested and evaluated thoroughly, i.e., a scaled test of the event

must be conducted. Time did not permit this approach. Geodesic

hemispheres, a special case of hemispheres, were eliminated due to the

many seams, potential constructability problems, and approximate

geometry. Hemispherical capped cylinders offered potential
perturbations due to the many initiation points required and the major

change in configuration at the cap-base interface. The segmented

hemisphere was selected as it offered the best opportunity to obtain a

uniform waveform throughout the test bed.

Now that this shape had been selected ejecta became a potential

problem. This potential problem was raised based on Operation Snowball I
(Reference 8), a 500 ton TNT hemispherical event that threw large

chunks of clay out to the 10 psi level. Numerous solutions were

examined, ranging from completely digging out the estimated crater and

refilling it with sand, to excavating and refilling with sand various

wedge shaped sections to a variety of depths. The ultimate decision to

do nothing was based on the fact that the MINOR SCAIE GZ was not ovr a

soil that could be characterized as either rocky or capable of

providing large independent masses of soil, and that the benefit to be

gained by the use of substantial mitigation techniques was not worth

1500
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the rather significant associatel cost and time.

The improvement in fiberglass containers has continued and the

container for MINOR SCALE carried on where DIRECT COURSE left off. A

much lighter cardboard filler was substituted for the balsa wood

filler on DIRECT COURSE and a better understanding of strengths of

fiberglass in this application are now known. As a result the ratio of

cýrntainer mass to explosive charge mass has now been reduced to .94%, a

sizable reduction from pre-DIRECT COURSE's 8.7% and DIRECT COURSE's

3.3%. The seam to panel ratio on MINOR SCALE is 2 to 1, a slightly

higher ratio than on DIRECT COURSE, but significantly lower than Pre-

DIRECT COURSE.

GREATER THAN 1 KT SURFACE BURST SIMULATION SUMMARY

S~The design and construction of the MINOR SCALE charge and its

firing will raise the simulation yield range from the present 1 KT

level to the 8 KT level.
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DIRECT COURSE WAVEFORMS - IDEAL SURFACE
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"DAMAGING DISTANT AIRBLAST FROM MINOR SCALE.

Jack W. Reed
Ground Motion & Seismic Division - 7111

Sandia National Laboratories
Albuquerque, New Mexico 87185

D •INTRODUCTION

"a unexpected change in winds at 4-5 km MSL caused airblast ducting and
•#• focusing on Carrizozo, NM, 60 km east from MINOR SCALE. In result, this 4.8 kt

ANFO (ammonium nitrate-fuel oil) explosion test,, It-ei s.
0 E Ancy- (IA), 1990 fi .MDT422oMlT4__fk/27-L8&, rattled the town with0 300 Pa (0.0435 psi) overpressure, according to the microbarograph records. Four

0._ large (8 x 10 ft) store windows were broken. Weather data Nhich were collected
during this event show that conditions changed near shot time, as needed to
explain this result*_jut we have no clues for predicting such localized wind
patterns. '... -

Shock and acoustic waves are distorted by propagation through an atmo-
sphere [ANSI,1983] in which directed sound velocity varies with height, as it
usually does. lii a gradient condition, a vertical plane acoustic wave would
travel faster near the ground than aloft, so that its wave normals (or rays)
would be curved upward away from ground. The same effect bends all the emit-
ted rays upward from a point source, or explosion.

Due to the divergence of the rays from ground level, overpressures would
decrease faster with distance than would be expected from simple geometric
spreading, as shown in Figure la. A so-called 'Standard' explosion, calcul&ted
for a calm atmosphere of uniform temperature and pressur,' [Needham,1975], as
shown in Figure Ib, would not have refracted or distorted rays but would have
radial shock rays. Conversely, when sound velocity increases with height under
an inversion as shown in Figure Ic, all emitted rays are bent downward toward
the grouna, in effect ducting the wave. Its spherical expansion is thus
restricted, causing relatively increased overpressures to be observed along the
ground.

When there is a complex dog-leg sound velocity versus height structure, as
shown in Figure 2, the coubination of gradient and inversion layers may focus
the wave at some distance. Since this focusing occurs along a folding surface
of the wave front in three dimensions and not at a point, it is properly called
a caustic surface, but its intersection with the ground is often described as a
focus. We do not know how intense these foci or caustics may be, but experi-
ence has demonstrated magnifications by several times above the expected I
Standard overpressures [Reed,1969].

Directed sound Y'I')cit, the sum of the temperature-dependent sound
speed and the dir we :inc .. -_onent, and they both vary independently with
altitude. Upper air tempeiature and wind reports are obtained from radiosonde
balloon (raobs) ascensions.

M1l' SCALE PREDICTIONS

Figure 3 shows the Standcrd overpressure-distance curve, scaled to the
MINOR SCALE yield of 4.8 kt ANFO or 8 Kt NE (nuclear explosion). Potential
weather effects on its propagation are shown by alternative curves for a strong
gradient, a strong inversion, and an approximate upper bound for caustic con-
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diiions. The window damage threshold shown at 200 Pa is only approximate and
based on three incidents from atmospheric nuclear tests. This shows that there
could be window damage to almost 200 km diste.nce, depending on shot time
weather conditions.

The area surrounding WSMR is shown in Figure 4. The largest communities
within about 150 km range are Socorro (population 12,969), Carrizozo (pop.
1,222), Tularosa (pop. 2,536), Alamogordo (pop. 24,024), Holloman AFB (pop.
7,245), and Truth or Consequences (pop. 6,219).

WINDOW DAMAGE PROBABILITIES

The probability of breaking a window by airblast is shown by an empirical
curve in Figure 5, as a function of incident overpressure [Reed,1973]. Break-
age appears with a lognormal probability distribution which decreases from a
probability near unity at high overpressures to around 4x10-5 at 200 Pa
(0.03 psi). There were 'about 19 window panes per capita in San Antonio, Texas,
in 1964, when these data were assembled in a survey of damages from an acci-
dental 50 ton HE explosion [Reed et al,1968]. Target population census figures
can thus be used to estimate the number of exposed panes, and the expected
breakage can be calculated from a predicted airblast overpressure.

SHOT DAY WEATHER CONDITIONS

Upper air temperatures were not unusual, although there was only a weak
temperature inversion near the surface on the morning of 6/27/85. Upper winds
were unusual, ENE 26 knots at 7 kft MSL at 0400 MDT, following a cold air mass
outbreak over the Great Plains [Reed & Church,1986]. Upper wind speeds dimin-
ished to 13 kt by 1000 MDT. At 14 Ift MSL winds were NW 10 kt at 0400 MDT, and
they dropped to WNW 6 kt by 1000 MDT. Figure 6 shows these conditions, as
translated to Carrizozo-directed sound velocities. The early morning dog-leg
structure threatened airblast propagation enhancement, but by 1000 MDT surface
warming gave a 18 ft/sec margin between the surface and 12 kft MSL sound velo-
cities, to prevent any ducting. Conditions appeared equally good toward
Alamogordo and Tularosa, and even better in all ether directions. The shot-
time raob showed a slight deterioration (increused upper level sound velocites)
but no reason for concern. But, by the time this observation was in hand (shot
time observations are made to balloon burst near 100 kft in about two hours),
it had been discredited.

AIRBLAST AT CARRIZOZO

A microbarograph (MB) station was operated in Carrizozo and it obtained
the pressure-time signatures shown in Figure 7. Three 2500 lb ANFO shots were
fired before MINOR SCALE, at 0759 MDT (H-2 hours on the schedule) and 1114 MDT
(H-1) to verify raob-based propagation calculations, and at 1218 MDT (T-2
minutes) to check yield scaling laws for long range propagation (5 MB stations
were operated at 200 km range). The early shot gave an unexpectedly small wave
at Carrizozo. Amplitude at 1114 MDT may hr-ve been 27 Pa as shown, but the high
wind noise level makes it quite uncertain. The H-2 minute wave amplitude might
have alerted our MB operator of what was coming (the cube root of yield multi-
plies 12.9 Pa to 202 Pa), but he was too busy changing the equipment to a less
sensitive set range. At MS+150 seconds there was a small, explosion wave-
shaped noise clearly recorded on the sensitive A-pen - MINOR SCALE was a dud!
The ensuing bang quickly dispelled that thought. An overpressure of 297.5 Pa 'I
rattled windows and doors in spite of its slow compression, taking 400 ms
from start to peak. 1
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After this recording was completed with post-cals and time hacks, our MB
operator called the city police to check on any damage reports. They had not
received any calls, but they had thought their ceiling was going to fall from IS - the blast which sprinkled their office and desks with dust and plaster powder.
The sheriff had received a report of windows broken at a mid-town store. When
the MB operator called these reports in, I had a credibility problem biased by
the available weather information. At the scene of the damages, four large
(about 8'xlO') store windows were found broken of the seven which were exposed.

It was established that they had been about 1/4' or 3/8' thick plate
glass, but the sheriff advised our man to leave town before he could make the
detailed assessment and measurements which we had requested.

Two months later this store front had been completely remodelled with
smaller panes, but the general dimensions of the original installation were
verified. According to a WSMR attorney, they have settled this case with about
$2400.

IN EXPLANATION

The MB overpressure record indicates 2.13x]0-4 window damage probability.
Carrisomo's population of 1,222 (1980 census) leads to a guess that it also has
around 23,218 window panes. Thus five should have been broken; only four were
broken but they were big ones. A similarly good correlation with our predic-
tion model was obtained at DIRECT COURSE in 1983, when 4.8% of the panes in the
DNA Project Admin Park were smashed by an estimated overpressure around 2 kPa,
which could be calculated to gi~e from 4.5% to 7.8% breakage (Reed & Churci.I
1984].

But how did the overpressure get amplified to such an extent? It cer-
tainly is not explained by the shot-time raob made at Stallion, 28 km north of
Ground Zero (GZ). There was, however, another raob made for another project at
1.25 hours after MINOR SCALE at Jallen Site, 50 km south of GZ. This obser-
vation showed, in Figure 8, a complex blast duct toward Carrizoso caused by a

WNW 22 knot wind reported at 12 kft MSL. Only a narrow belt of the initial
blast wave would have been ducted, according to ray path calculations, and it
could have been focused near 30 km range after skipping above the 9000 ft
Oscura Peak. But it apparently was reflected aad repeated its atmospheric path
to strike Carrizozo at 60 km range. Even the measurement errors and horizontal
inhomogeneity of the atmosphere make these focal distance calculations
uncertain by about 35%, but something quite similar likely occurred.

On the other hand, directed sound velocities calculated from the Jallen
raob toward Tularosa and Alamogordo also showed very similar structures, while
only very weak waves were recorded there by our MBs. Figure 9 shows these
reports on the overpressure prediction graph, along with some yield-scaled
points from DICE THROW [Reed,1977]. That event almost broke some windows in
Alamogordo, again - apparently - from wind effects that were not encountered by
the shot time raob balloon. Had the MINOR SCALE yield been shot for DICE THROW,
nearly 1000 windows would likely have been broken.

CONCLUSIONS

In spite of reliance on series of upper air weather balloon observations
to predict distant airblast propagations from WSMR explosion tests, there have

already been two incidents of wide misses.
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`I~t appears that the va.tiability of winds over the mountainous region

around WSMR isa appreciably larger than over flatter terrain, so that airbiast
propagation predictions are subject to significant error. .

Microbarographs are essentia2' in surrounding tommunities, to document the
explosion airbiast strength when unoxpectedly enhanced blasts occur.

The provided empirical model for estimating wi~ndow damag rmepce
overpressure appeared to work well.agfrmepcd

p Ate rexineed, laargwidows when e they f break, so *fhail suc indohe blaust Iag
p ats aexpneed, laargwdows whern they breaso tohailuc fr no w the bl stLarg

be avoided, in spite of their relatively low replacement cost in comparison

with test delays.
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Figure 5. Windlow O.Nakqige from Airbiast.

Based on 1964 PaIne 'Size Distributions, San -Antonio, TX.
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>\." FRAGMENT HAZARD INVESTIGATION PROGRAM:
Prediction of Quantity Distance Rtuquirements for

Mass-Detonating Ammunition Using a Monte Carlo Simulation
Model

W. D. Smith, Naval Surface Weapons Center

INTRODUCTION

n •te Department of Defense Explosives Safety Board (DDESB) has funded a continuing study
o of the quantity distance (QD) requirements for Class 1, Division I ammunition (Mass-detonating) at
o• the Naval Surface Weapons Center (NSWC). The main emphasis of the program has been
CL methodology development using pallets of M107 155nan TNT loaded projectiles as a test vehicle.

Previous reports have described the methodology developed to predict the far-field fragment hazards
resulting from the detonation of stacks of projectilesyirhe initial deterministic methodology was

t based on the fitting of empirical relations to single pal t fragmentation data (weight-number and
presented area distributions). Large-scale multiple pall detonation tests conducted at the White
Sands Missile Range (WSMR) and subsequent analysis s owed that the far-field fragment density
was directly proportional to the number of interaction areas •i, spaces between projectiles in the

face of the stack directed toward the fragment recovery zone). e empirical relations accurately
predicted the total number of fragments recovered in the large-scale multiple pallet tests. However,
prediction of the proportion of recovered fragments which would be considered hazardous (KE=>58
ft-lbf) was found to be unacceptably cumbersome. Consequently, it was decided to begin the
development of a stochastic model to replace the original deterministic model. This report presents
the results of the test and analysis effort pursued to validate the stochastic model. The details of the
model development are presented elsewhereI --

BACKGROUND

The determitistic methodology assumed that all fragments were ejected from the stack at
optimum ejection angles (5 to 45 degrees) and that the kinetic energy of far-field fragments could be
related to the calculation of terminal velocity in free-fall. Comparison of small-scale fragmentation
characterization test data and the large-scale multiple pallet detonation test data from the WSMR
indicated that a great number of fragments collected in the far-field were being ejected at other than
optimum angles. These non-optimum ejection angle fragments possessed greater kinetic energy
than the optimum ejection angle fragments and thus violated one of the basic assumptions used to
develop - ieterministic methodology. It was reconized that the event being simulated was
actually a random event and that these problems could be reduced using a fragment trajectory
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pmvpn modified to incorporate Monte Carlo simulation techniques. The development of this new
approwh (the stochastic model) encompassed approximately two yem. The new model allows for
the random behavior of the following parameters:

L '-itial fragment velocity

b. fragment ejection angle

c. fragment drag coefficient

d. orioin of fragments within the stack as a function of height

e. soil conditions for fragment ricochet

Input data for the model is the standard data (fragment mass, initial fragment velocity,

recovery zone and fragment presented area) obtained from fragmentation characterization tests.4

The user can specify the number of interaction areas in the stack (Nia), the kinetic energy criterion

and the hazardous fragment density criterion. The fiagment trajectory calculation is a three-
dimensional particle model that allows for a two-dimensional wind. Fragment ricochet effects are

also included. Hit probability computations for striking a three-dimensional target (man, vehicle,

building., etc.) are also incorporated in the model.

"APPROACH

The Monte Carlo simulation model was validated by comparing the far-field fragment
collection data from 155mm multiple pallet detonation tests and MK82 bomb single pallet
detonation tests conducted at the WSMR to the far-field fragment densities predicted by the model.
A series of small-scale fragmentation arenas was conducted to provide the input data for the model.

The validated model was used to generate QD curves for stacks of 155mm projectiles and MK82

bomb pallets.

TEST AND ANALYSIS PROGRAM

155mm Projectile Pallets

Fragmentation Characterization

Two tests were conducted to determine the fragmentation characteristics of a two-palict stack

of 155mm projectiles configured identically to the detonation source used for the 36 pallet test at the
WSMR (ie., two pallets positioned horizontally with the nose of one pallet beneath the bottom of
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the oter pallet). Figure I presents the fragment velocity distribution measured as a function of
polar zone. The maximum velocity fr the fragments was recorded in the 50 and 60 degree zone.
The velocity distribution was comparable to the distribution recorded for the single pallet
characterization eat.2 All collected fragments weighing greater than 300 gri had their presented
area measured. 7hae 300 grain limit was chosen because it was determined by analysis that no

fragment weighing less than 300 grains would be hazardous in the far-field.

Model Validation

The arena fragmentation characterization data was used as input to the Monte Carlo -model to
determine the number of replications necessary to obtain stable far-field fragment density results

and to determine if the random number seed chosen had a significant effect on the predicted
far-field density. Figures 2 and 3 provide the results of varying the number of replications and the

random number seed. Stable fragment densities were obtained using a minimum of 30 replicatior...
The predictions varied approximately 5% using a variety of random number seeds. The subsequent

validation runs were made using 30 replications.

In order to compare the results of the Monte Carlo model with the large scale multiple pallet
tests, the actual test data must be considered as a single replication of the random event simulated

by the model. Consequently, ,imply comparing the averge predicted far-field density to the aciual
test data would not conclusively demonstrate the accuracy or inaccuracy of the model. The model

was designed to maintain a record of the minimum and maximum number of fragments as a
function of range for each replication. Figure 4 presents a comparison of the far-field fragment
collection data fbr the WSMR 36 pallet detonation test2 with the minimum and maximum number

of fragments predicted by the Monte Carlo model for an identical stack. It can be seen that the
minimum and maximum predictions neatly bracket the actual recovery data. This indicates that the
model accurately predicts the far-field fragment density resulting from the detonation of stacks of

155mm projectiles.

MK82 Bomb Pallet

Fragmentation Characterization

It becalne apparent during the development of the model that it would be beneficial to validate

the model for another weapon in order to demonstrate the general utitlity of the model. A series of
fragmentation characterization tests and far-field fragment recovery tests were conducted at the
NSWC and the WSMR using single pallets of bombs as a cooperative effort with the Naval
Explosive Safety Improvement Program (NESIP). A series of large-scale single pallet detonations
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with far-field fragment pickup were conducted at the WSMR and a fragmentation characterizAtion

arena was conducted at the NSWC. The far-field collection tets wene conducted with the pallet

positioned horizontally. The center bomb in the bottom tow was detonated. Pragments were

collected in 36 ten degree wide collection zones 360 degrees around the pallet to a distaic of 2700

feel Six individual pallets were detonated and then the fragments were collected. The

fragmentation characterization arena wa conducted with the pallet positioned vertically. The center

bomb in the row away from the celotex or steel plates was detonated. Figure 5 presents the

fragment velocity distribution measured for the pallet of bombs as a function of polar zone. The

maximum velocity (10900 fN/see) was recorded between 20 and 40 and 60 and 80 degrees. The

detailed fragmentation data and collection data are available. 5

Model Validation

Figure 6 shows a comparison of the far-field collection data and the predictions of the Monte

Carlo model for a single pallet of bombs. The model predicitions generally bracket the actual test

data. This indicates that the model can be used to predict the far-field fragment hazard for

mass-detonating ammunition.

Quantity Distance (QD) Requirements %ZVI,

155mm Projectiles

The test and analysis program conclusively demonstrated that the far-field fragment density is

directly proportional to Nia in the stack. For large stacks Nia is approximately equal to the number

of projectiles in the face of the stack. Figure 7 presentL a comparison of the Monte Carlo

predictions for the number of projectiles in the face of the stack (Np) and the corresponding blast U
criterion (40W1 /3) for a stack of the same size. It can be seen that the blast criterion apparently

underestimates the hazard. However, it must be realized that the DDESB has established a

minimum QD distance of 1250 feet for stacks containing less than 30000 lbs of explosive.

Furthermore, the model indicates that for ranges greater than 2500 feet the fragment hazard is zero I
(N pfinfinity). This range corresponds to stacks containing 245000 lbs of explosive based on the

blast criterion.

The Monte Carlo model was designed to be able to calcualate the QD requirements using

different hazard criteria. The results of this analysis is presented in Figures 8 thru I 1 and are
discussed below:
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I
a. Reducing do kinetc enegy criterim from 8 to 10 ft-lbf icrream the QD distance by

approximately 200 feet (Fgre 8).

b. Reducing the hazartks density criterion from 1/600 sq ft to 1/6000 sq ft increases the QD

distance by approxixately 6•0 feet (Figure 9).

c. Using the probability of hitting a standing man rather than the fragment density

requirement does not significantly affect the QD criteria (Figure 10).

d. Reducing the probability of hitting a man from .01 to .001 increases the QD distance by

600 feet (Figure 11).

Figure 12 compares the effect of tail wind on the QD curve for 155mm projectiles. It can be
seen that a 90 ft/sec tail wind increases the QD requirement by approximately 900 ft.

MK 82 Bomb Pallet

Figure 13 presents the QD curve for MK82 bombs generated using both the existing DDESB

density criterion and a probability of hitting a standing man of 0.01. The curves asymptotically

approach 3500 feet for stacks with mire than 200 bombs in the face. The curves indicate that the
current blast criterion will oitdcrestinmAte the fragment hazard for stacks cont; dining less that 670000
lbs of explosive. Furthermore, the current hazard criteria (KEha-58 ft-lbf, Density -1/600 ft2 )

accepts a greater risk than does the .01 probability of hit criterion.

Figure 14 prýý,,ents the effect of a 90 ft/sec tail wind on the QD curve. The tail wind will

increases the distance required from 3500 ft to 4500 ft.

CONCLUSIONS

The Monte Carlo model has been shown to be an effective and accurate tool in predicting

both the near and far-field areal fragment density resulting from the accidental detonation of stacks
of Class 1, Division 1 (Mass-Detonating) ammunition. The model allows the user to easily assess

the effect on the far-field fragment hazard of changes made to the hazard criteria (i.e, density or

kinetic energy). Furthermore, the model eliminates the necessity of large-scale, multiple pallet tests
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with fm-fied pickup. Ptoper y designed smull-scale fragmentation cheracterization arenas can be
used to gathe Urn necemy data.

The model has inhown that the fragment hazard resulting frm the detonation of Class 1,
Division 1 amiununtion exceeds the existing blast criterion (minimum 1250 feet) for relatively small
stacks (less dma 30,000 lbs of Iexlosive). The fr~agment hazad asymptotically approahsI a
maimum -apotiduamly 2500 feet flor 155mm projectiles and 3500 feet for MW& bombs) as the
stack size grow$ lre. The blast cuiterion exceeds this distance for stacks containing more than
245,000 lbs of explosive for 155mm projectiles and 670,000 lbs for MK82 bombs. T'he fragment
hazard for smaller stacks can be reduced by judicious Macking of the pallets to reduce the number
of unitinheface oft"usack.

RECOMMENDATIONS

The explosive hazard classification procedures used by the DDESB 6 should be modified to
incorporate the test and analysis procedures developed by this program.

The instructions used by ammunition depots to stack ammunition in magazines should be
reviewed and modified to reduce die number of units in the face of the stack to a minimum.
Circular stacking of pallets should be studied as a means to minimize fragment hazards.

it is rcmeddthat small-scale fragmentation characterization of additional Class 1,
Division I ammunition be conducted and the Monte Carlo model used to generate new QD curves.

The Monte Carlo model should be used to generate QD curves for other classes of
ammunition such as Clas 1, Division 2 (Non-mass detonating). Minor modification of the model
will be required.

The effect of magazine structures on the fragmentation characteristics of the ammunition
studied should be determined. Small-scale fragmentation arenas should be used to develop the data

required by the model.
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FOR

inIRREGULAR FRAGMENTS
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4.....Naval Surface Weapons Center (NSWC) has a continuing task from the I
Department of Defense Explosive Safety Board (DDESB) to establish methods for

predicting the fragment hazards due to the inadvertant explosion of ordnance

-items. As part of this task, NSWC haa established a computer model which
predicts fragment hazards This computer model was explained In the minutes
of the twenty-first POD E plosives Seminar.

"he computer model calculates individual trajectories for each fragment
recovered In small-scale fragment arena tests The following variables affect
the Individual fragment trajectories:

El Initial Elevation AngleS VI -Initial V elooity -

A/M - Area to Mass Ratio
ALT - Altitude
RHO Air Density
MN - Mach Number
HO Height of the Origin
SC - Soll Constant (Ricochet)
W - Wind Speed and Direction
CD - Drag Coefficient

Except for CD, all of these variables can be defined with a fair degree
of accuracy by tests, measurements, and calculations.

The drag coefficient for any fragment is a function of shape only. For I
regular fragments, like spheres or cubes, the drag coefficients are reasonably
well defined. For irregular fragments, like those from bombs or concrete
walls, no two fragments have exactly the same shape. As a result, no two
irregular fragments have exactly the same drag coefficient. In all cases,
drag coefficient is a function of Mach Number.

The drag coefficients for irregular fragments are not only uncertain but
have a pronounced effect on far-field range. Figure 1 shows range versus CD
for a typical fragment. The range of low subsonic CD varies from .5 to 1. 5, a
factor of three. Associated range varies by a factor of more than 2. This
represents a large range uncertainty in trajectory calculations for
establishing fragment hazards. If this uncertainty is to be reduced, some
correlation must be established between CD and the characteristics of the
irregular fragments.

CD is a function of shape only. Therefore any correlating parameter
should be dimensionless; that is, geometrically similar fragments which have
the same CD should have the same correlating parameter. For example, we might
take the ratio of the maximum presented area to the minimum presented area as
a measure of shape. For a sphere this ratio would always be one no matter
what the size of the sphere. For a cube this ratio would always be 1.732.

The impetus for this program was provided by an observation having to do
with the data contained in reference (a). That report contained the first
systematic look at air drag for fragments. Three regular fragments were
studied in the report, i.e., a sphere, a cube and a bar. The bar length,
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width and thickness were In the ratio of 5-1-1., Since these fragments were
regular, exact ratios of maximum to minimum precented area could be
calculated. The results were as follows:

FRAGMENT SHAPE

SPHERE CUBE BAR (5-li-1)

CD (MN .T5) .60 .88 1.12
AMAX/AMI 1.00 1.7 T.14

Note that as the correlation ratio increases so does the CD The report
also showed that the CD for Irregular fragments was greater than those for the
sphere or cube. For irregular fragments the area ratio could be expected to
be on the order of that for the bar. Everything seemed to support the idea
that the CD for Irregular fragments could be correlated with dimensionless
parameters.

To foliow up on this Idea, it was decided to choose 96 fragments with a
wide variation of shapes for test In the vertical wind tunnel at Ballistic
Research Laboratory (BRL) in Aberdeen, Maryland. Four different kinds of
measurement were made on each fragment.

1. Linear Maxima: Length, width and thickness

2. Linear Averages: Length, width and thickness

3. Prmtr: (3 planes)

4i. Presented Areas

a. Maximum
b. Average
c, MinimumU
e. Standard Deviation

Linear dimensions were measured as shown in Figure 2. Note that In
calculating average dimensions, the average thickness is calculated to produce
an equivalent weight and volume rectangular parallelepiped.

Perimeters were m~easured in three planes as shown in Figure 3. Note that
the perimeters do niot exactly follow the contour of the fragment but represent
a stretched string around the high points.

Fragment presented areas were measured in two ways. Measurements were
made using an icosahedron gage, and calculations were performed on the
equivalent weight and volume rectangular parallelepipeds. Figures 4 and 5
show the essentials of these measurements and calculations. The icosahedron
gage is an optical device which throws a shadow of the fragment onto a sensing

surface. The associated electronics produces a readout of presented area.
The optical axis Is positioned at 16 approximately equally spaced aspects soU
as to produce 16 distinct presented areas which can be analysed for a variety
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of statistics. The icosahodron gage cannot mount a fragment weighing more
than 1500 grains. For larger fraementa, presented area statistics are
calculated using the rectangular parallelepipeds as shown In Figure 5. Ao

All of the linear, perimeter and area measurements for the 96 fragments
are contained in Tables A-1, A-2 and A-3 of Appendix A.

The essential aspects of the vertical wind tunnel are shown in Figure 6.
In operation, a fragment is placed on the fragment suppcrt screen in either
the upper or lower test section depending on the air velocity necessary to
raise the fragment. The air speed is controlled by opening the Inlet vanes of
the constant speed fan. The air speed is adjusted until the fragment rises
from the screen and assumes a relatively constant height. At this time, the
air stream velocity Is read directly from the velocity calibrated manometer.
Air density is calculated from the ambient pressure and temperature. Ambient
conditions are acceptable because of the relatively low air velocities
praduced in the tunnel. These parameters together with the weight and average
presented area of the fragment are then used to calculate the low subsonic
drag coefficient (CD).

Each fragment was tested in the vertical wind tunnel. The velocity of
the air stream is increased until the fragment hovers In the air stream at
near constant vertical height. In this vertical equilibrium position the dragand gravity fo-ces will also be In equilibrium. From previous measurements we

know the weight and average presented area of the fragment. From the wind
tunnel we establish the density and velocity of the air stream. As shown In
Figure 7, once we know these values, we can calculate CD. Since we operate at
a single air velocity we can only obtain a single point on the drag curve.
This point is in the low subsonic region, roughly about a Mach Number of
0.1. The remainder of the drag curve must be inferred from other sources.

Three regular fragmE.Its (sphere, cube and bar) which were tested in
reference (a) were also tested in the vertical wind tunnel. In reference (a)
however, C was obtained at a Mach Number of approxAmately .75. The results
were as follows:

C C
Wind nnel Reference (a) Delta

Sphere .42 .60 + . 18
Cube .614 .88 + .224
Bar .94 1..12 + .18

As seen In the table, CD at MWch .75 Is about .2 higher than C at
Mach .1 for all three fragments. nwing to the consistancy in the rise of CI
from Mach .1 to Mach .75 for the three regular fragments, it seems reasonable
at this time to accept the same rise in CD for irregular fragments. In this
way, the shape of the subsonic drag curve (as a function of Mach Number) for
irregular fragments Is established.

Fxperience shows that range is more sensitive to changes in subsonic CD
than to similar changes in supersonic CD. This can best be seen in Figures 8
and 9. The shape of the transonic and supersonic portions of the drag curves
In Figure 8 are approximations based on the study of scattered data in
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reference (a) and (b). On the left side of Figure 8, the subsonic CD is held
constant while the supersonic CD is allowed to vary *.25 about the mean. The
range differences from the mean are both less. than 100 feet. On the right
side of Figure 8, the supersonic C is kept about the same as before and the
subsonic CD is allowed to vary *.29 about the mean. If subsonic and
supersonic CD were equally sensitive then the new range differences (deltas)
should be about twice what they were before. In fact, they are about four
times as large.

This range sensitivity can be further explained by the data in Figure 9
where velocity is plotted against range ratio for a typical far'-field
trajectory. The range ratio is the fraction of the tutal trajectory
traversed. From the figure it can be seen that only 25 percent of the
demonstrate that the subsonic portion of the drag curve affects range much

more than the supersonic portion.

Tables A-4, A-5 and A-6 of Appendix A list ell of the dimensionless
ratios considered to date. When plots of CD versus the ratios were made, the
best correlation was obtained with the ratio AMAX/AAVG; that is, the ratio of
the maximum presented area to the average presented area. This correlation is
shown on Figure 10 The value for A X/AAVG is an average of the values
obtained using the icosahedron gage and The equivalent rectangular
parallelepiped calculations. The total range of uncertainty for all irregular
fragmenta is from about 0.5 to 1.5. The range of C uncertainty at an average
AMAX/AAVG of 1.45 to 1.5 is about 0.6. On average ?hen, it can be said that
the correlation reduces the uncer.ainty by about 40 percent.

It is important to know what a 40 percent reduction in CV uncertainty
means in terms of range uncertainty. Figure 11 shows this range uncertainty
for a typical fragment trajectory with a presented area ratio of 1.5. The
range differences are large, about 18 percent above the average and 28 percent
below. In order to reduce the range uncertainty to an acceptable region of
about *l0 percent, it will be necessary to reduce the CD uncertainty by about
75 percent.

In sumunary, the following observations can be made:

1. CD is a function of shape only.

2. Range is more sensitive to subsonic than to supersonic CD variations.

3. CD correlates with dimensionless parameters.

4. The Am AAvG parameter correlation reduces CD uncertainty by
approximately 40 percent.

Significant problems remain unresolved. For an acceptable range I
uncertainty of about *10 percent, it will bp necessary to reducA the CD
uncertainty by about 75 peacent. This might be done in a variety of ways.
More efficient correlation parameters might be established. The typical
motion of the fragments in the wind tunnel (Figure A-i thru A-9 of Appendix A)
might be used as an added correlation. Possibly, the use of presented areas
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other than average might be used in oaliulating C .For example, in Figure
A-3 of Appendix A all fragments exhibit a flat rotation suoh that the area
presented to the air stream is muoh greater then the average presented area.

Another unresolved problem Involves the shape oa the transonic and
supersonic portions of the drag curve. At present, the shape is only an
approximation based on scattered data contained in references (a) and (b). A
practical method is needed to test irregular fragments for CD In a supersonic
wind tunnel. The essential problem Is the design of a fixture which will
allow the fragment to move freely and, at the same time, continually measure
drag force.
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This Appendix contains 6 Tables and 9 Figures.

Table A-ýi contains 16 presented areas measured by the icosahedron gage
for the 8•4 fragments which could be mounted on the gage. Table A-2 presents
the linear and perimeter mossurementa for all 96 fragmer's. LWP, LTP and TWP
are the perimeter measurements i2z the LW, LT and TW planes, respectively.
Table A-2 also contains the r.ubsonto (M - 0.1) CD measured for each fragment
in the vertical wind tunnel. Table A-3 conta'Ln the presented area
measurements for the 96 fragments obtained from the ±l'sahedron gage and
calculations usirg the equivalent rectangular parallelepipe~d. Tables A-4,
A-5 and A-6 contain the dimentionless ratios which were Investigated as
correlation parameters for CD Note that the fragments have been reordered In
ascending C to help in the CD correlation. The old frag number is that
designated h Tables A-i, A-2 and A-3.

During the wind tunnel testing, the motion of each fragment was
recorded. It was found that the motions could be defined in 9 distinct
types. Each figure shows the plan views (L-W plane) of those fragments
exhibiting the distinct motion indicated on the figure. Two numbers are given
below each fragment. The first is the fragment number contained in Tables A-l,
A-2 and A-3. The second number, in parenthesis, is the subsonic CD measured
in the vertical wind tunnel. It was hoped that knowing the shape, motion and
CD might provide an additional method for correlation. Currently, this has
not been realized. It is interesting to note that only 35 percent of the
fragments tumble randomly. This is at odds with the traditional assumption
that all fragments tumble randomly in flight. It is because of the
traditional assuuption that CD is calculated using the average presented area.

Mq
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SOURCE CODE
1 - BAR (11A X 1/4 X 1 1/4) 5 - 76MM MK 165 PROJECTILE
2 - 1. SO I. DIAMETER SPHERE 6 - MK B LOW DRAG BOMB
3-.76 IN. PER SIDE CUBE 7 - MK 82 LOW DRAG BOMB
A - 15"•l M1U7 PROJECTILE
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I

TOOU A3
ICOMAHEDO V CALCULArED AWA

PRM "IN ARKA MAX AMM MA AMEA STD DIV VARIANCE
NO. ICOM CALOC leas CALC ICOS CALC ICOm CALC I L03 CALC

I OL N G.37 543 9.8a G.3 4° I 13 697 5L3 SO .05 0.
2 l IL7 79 u ln.72JI 79 L 7•J ILM a. as GmL
3 L.6A 6L. .Lgo 1.86 6.57 3.57 I6.1s 19.5 ft50 G.0
4 6.1s 3L.5 6.37 6.47 6.35 5.31 05.05 5.11 o. 003 9*512
5 6.17 6.84 1.56 a.66 6. 37 5.41 6.11 0.16 6L.13 0. 27
a L1 6. I53 9.41 8.52 6.36 1.34 I.67 0.12 6. M5 5.815
7 I.2 0.5n 6.41 A .52 6.35 0.34 I.67 5.12 6L.M I 5. 31
a 61 6. 6La 0.55 I.73 6.37 I. " 6L 12 6.1 I 6.15 0.635
3 1.1.is 5m 5. 5.57 5L38 5.37 663 6 L14 ILO 6sL13

10 5L23 5L.63 IL73 5L8 6.43 3.43 6. 5 IL22 L f23 G.050
11 IL 2 IL a 6.49 3 .57 6 .34 6.37 G 6a .8,14 50.5? a51e
12 L 21 6.5 5.51 6.65 8.33 6.46 IL. 16 I. 1I 06.16 8.827
13 5.21 IL.5 5L36, .44 5L26 5.31 6.05 5.16 5. M2 6. M9
14 61 5.67 6.4 " .52 5.34 6.35 6.57 6.12 LM 6.014 I
15 5.22 5L50 5.46 6.5L 5 .34 6.37 I.607 6.13 5L M .617
16 L 21 5• • .657 8.71 6.42 5.46 6.11 8.17 0.011 6.52317 6.21 6L. 50.55 8.67 5L.3 6.43 I.15 I5. i6 . on G.2 1
18 5.25 6L.5 f I52 5.66 I.33 6.41 3.M 06.13 ILM7 5L5015
19 6.21 0. . 0.52 6L62 5.36 6.41 5L15 0.15 0.018 L5 .21
211 IL 22 8.57 5. 62 5.B 6 .44 5.56 3.16 6. 26 6.1 L5 6339
21 5.29 5L 6.74 8.92 5.4A .3.6 0.16 I. 23 0.626 L0.54
2Z 5.28 6.57 6L 88 .92 .L55 3.67 9.15 6.23 5.L 25 8.55323 5. 27 3L.10 6.61 6.69 6. 45 5. 47 6.16 5.16 0.6106 .02424 5. 27 5. 11 6.75 e.682 3.4 5 .52 6.16 6.26 6.025 6L.343
25 5.26 5L63 0.79 G.93 I.53 6.59 6.17 0.23 L23 0 5.551
26 6.29 009o 0.76 6.93 L.54 I655 6I14 5.23 R.326 05.51
27 5L34 .59 6.75 6 987 5.54 6.57 0.12 5.21 5L015 IL643
20 5.33 .15 6.75 5L .1 6.54 5.54 5.12 5.19 5L614 6635.
29 L35 6 .15 5.65 6.61 6.52 0.54 5 11 6.19 6.11 06.35
3 L 63 5.59 8.74 6.89 3.51 5.59 0.12 5.21 .016 L 0.43,
31 5. 34 5.12 5.57 0.71 6.46 0.51 6.67 6.15 5.565 IL22
32 5.23 4.57 5.61 0.99 3.62 0.65 4L 14 523 0.519 M.55O
33 6.35 5.13 5.6" 6.71 .498 6.51 6.07 6.15 .5005 .0522
34 5.31 5.11 6.94 1.61 6.61 6.65 .I14 6.24 P.-18 It. WS
35 G.31 5.00 1.65 1.17 5.68 8.74 5.23 0.29 6.3O3 S.064
36 3.36 5.10 0.99 1.68 5.62 6.69 6.18 G.2% 6.631 G.Mi
37 5.30 5.11 3.85 1.61 3.61 P'. as 0.15 5.24 3.023 L 958
38 0.35 0.12 6.79 6.95 8.55 6.63 6.14 8.22 5.019 5.5049
39 5.42 3.13 1.65 1.19 6.71 0.74 5.26 6.35 6.643 6.689
48 6.28 6.12 6.77 6.89 6.62 6.62 0.12 5.23 6.615 8.639

t1 5.48 6.15 6.76 6.92 0.59 6.62 6.66 6.21 O.564 0.0436
42 6.42 ILI W.8 0.95 0.65 8.65 5.12 5.21 0.315 6.346
43 5.55 5.67 1.43 1.94 1.52 1.97 0.24 5,49 6. =6 5.236
44 3.39 6.16 6.66 5.83 C.55 3.63 6.67 5.17 6.5M4 0.029
45 L41IL 15 2.70- 5.99 5.59 5.62 3.11 6.19 0.312 0.037
46 0.41 3.14 3.83 6.96 0.04 6.56 6.14 0.21 5.626 5. 64
47 L.47 6.13 0.82 1.52 6.C3 0.69 5.11 0.24 6.012 W.155
48 I6.4 6.15 6.97 1.11 3.68 0.72 5.19 6.27 6.637 9. 071
49 3.37 5.15 6.96 1.68 3.64 5.71 5. 1E 0.25 0.525 6.664N
50 6.43 5.16 6.83 1.55 3.64 60.68 5.12 5.23 3.6015 0. .2
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1L1 A3 (CON INUIID)
I CoomIDRn Vu CALCULAYID ARMA

""r" "iN ArqEF MlAX AtRA OWO AREATD 37 D, VARICE
No. ICOa CALC ICc•! C.C ICaI CALC . cDI CALC IcOD CALC
51 643`4 .610 1.35 1.25 s.al a.e2 01 6 0.36 9. 0`137 *a
52 6.41 0`13 1.20 1.31 0.77 0663 6.26 0.32 0.6-6 6`134
53 6.54 6.13 Bass 1.16 67L5 674 0.11 0.25 0L012 V. 0*
54 0.34 0. 10 1.67 1.62 0.16 1.67 6.41 19.46 A .169 0,228
55 0.46 6.12 1.26 1.37 6.85 063 6.23 6.33 6.651 0.111
56 &.36 6.61 1,31 1.35 6.3 6399 6` 27 6.3= 0.072 0.144
W 0..46 6.16 86.6 1.16 6.73 6,76 06.15 6.24 6.822 6.%5G

5a IL23 6.11 1.34 1.51 3.67 0696 0.26 6.37 0.669 9.138
51 6.45 3.15 1.55 1.63 6.32 1. 0L 0.35 6.41 0.121 6.16t
G6 &.41 6.11 0.37 1.16 6.73 IL77 6L14 6.24 S.620 6.657
61 6.53 6.12 1. 6 1.91 1.63 1.14 9.36 0. = 0.131 0.24"
62 61 06.4 6L.33 1.32 6L6 06.US 06.16 131 4L616 0.094
63 I6 6 IL 12 1.33 1.71 6.33 1.66 6.36 P. 43 @.66 8%187
64 6I52 6. 13 1.94 2.62 1a 15 1.. 9 6.47 6.53 0..225 t.2fM
so 0.6. 0.14 1.13 1.17 6.79 0.63 6o26 6.25 0.940 0.663

66 01%53 0.19 1.36 1.44 6.65 6.93 S.26 0.35 6.667 0.120
67 6.62 6.14 1.45 1.64 6.37 1.,4 6.25 9" 6 .3664 6.164
W 11a1 6.17 1.14 1.34 6.66 96 0% 23 0.3 L 0363 W. 094
as 0657 6.15 1.23 1.57 6.92 1.31 6.21 6.30 8.644 4.143
73 6.43 0.13 0.91 1.14 3-75 0.92 0.13 6.24 6.318 06.em
71 6.51 6.13 1.66 2.16 1.15 1.27 IL42 6.54 0.174 6.21
72 60 61 6. 16 2.63 2.34 1.26 1.39 06 S 06.61 IL 242 0.37?
73 0` 52 I. 21 1.65 1.8w 1.06 1.14 6.36 6.4 8.127 0. 136
74 6.64 6. 16 1.44 1.53 1.61 1. 6s 0.24 0.37 0.0• 06.135
75 3.51 3.16 1.65 1.74 1.16 1.13 6.:31 0.42 0.637 6.173
76 6.47 6.26 2.0G 1.65 1.14 1.19 6a.44 6.45 6.196 0.282
77 I6.48 .1 1.76 2.13 1.17 1.34 0%38 6.53 3.147 6.291
78 3 6.64 6.14 1.6M 2.34 1.23 1.33 I.36 6.43 IL161 6.230
71 6.66 6.17 2.67 2.34 1.36 1.43 6.42 6I.5 3.175 0.352
m 6.67 6.14 1.73 2.35 1.24 1.33 0.36 06.41 6.669 6238
81 L.66 6.17 1.61 1.31 1.26 1.23 IL.26 0.48 0.967 6.227'
82 S66 G I26 1.55 1.82 1.0G 1.19 6.20 6.43 9.6078 .1 U"
63 6.61 3.27 1.16 2.26 1.27 1.46 6.46 8.57 6.216 6.329
64 3.66 o 815 2.26 2.75 1.41 1.67 6I.- 0.76 0.210 Ma434

0, 6.31 3.6G 2.31 I.73 a. a3
0% 6.26 4.63 2.46 1.03 1.653

87 fa26 4.34 2.56 1.62 1.634
as 0.26 4.64 2.83 1.18 1. 480
89 6.41 2.55 1.96 a.5m 6.245

o 03.43 2.64 1.93 6.54 8.286
91 6435 4.29 2.64 1. SO 1.161
92 &.33 6.53 3.06 1.71 2.96 S-
93 0.39 6.25 3.81 1.66 2.543
94 6.50 4.27 2.92 6.96 a. 92
95 2.57 7. SO 6.37 1.11 1.232
9o 2.64 14.93 16.32 3.33 11.379

EXPLANATION OF COLUII HEMADINGS
IMIN AREA - MINIAUM PRESENTED AREA (SQ. IN.)
MAX AREA - MAX IMLUI PRESENTED AREA (80. IN.)
AVG AREA - AVERAGE PRESENTED AREA (8. IN.)
8TD DEV - STANDARD DEVIATION OF PRESENTED AREA (99. IN.)
VARIANCE - VARIANCE OF PRESENTED AREA (IN. 4TH)

Coon - AREAS CALCULATED FROM ICOAHEDRO GAGE DATA P LSCA.C - AREAS CALCULATEDO FROM APPROX]IMATING RIECTANGU.LAR PARALLELEPIPEDS
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V
TABLE A4

PRESENTED AREA RATIOS

FRIAG NO. MAX / MIN MAX / AV AVG / MIN
NEW OLD CD ICOS CALC ICOS CALC ICOS CALC

1 2 9. W7 1.00 1.pe 1.9w 1.00 -1.18 1.90
2 95 9.50 31.04 1.22 2.48
3 3 1.64 1.54 1.73 1.13 1.15 1.36 1.50
4 71 8.71 2. 1w 5.S•9 1.22 1.39 1.73 4.32
5 44 6.'72 1.69 5. 0;; 1.20 1.39 1.41 3.63
6 62 9.73 1.56 9.49 1.16 1. 5s 1.34 6.337 53 0.76 1.65 8.16 1-20 1.49 1.38 5.48
8 41 9.76 1.44 5.94 1.28 1.47 1.19' 4.03
9 11r .76 2.42 3.53 1.45 1.53 1.67 6.21
10 57 A. 7. a 2.10 6.95 1.31 1.45 1.60 4.19
11 35•9 7% 3.36 14.41 1.55 1.58 2.17 9.09
12 90 0.79 6.28 1.37 4.51
13 45 9.86 1.95 5.91 1.34 1.43 1.46 4.14
14 89 0.8 -6.24 1.35 4.64
.5 82 0.01 2.27 7.98 1.43 1.52 1.58 4.66

S16 49 9.82 2.77 7.52 1.23 1.44 2.25 5.21
17 13 . 83 1.72 4.67 1.26 1.42 1.37 3.29
18 46 0.83 2. 03 6. 8E 1.29 1.46 1.57 4.67
19 19 8.83 2.11 18.35 :.37 1.46 1.54 7.09
20 73 9.84 3.24 8.68 1.59 1.58 2.83 5.44
21 76. 9.84 4.28 9.13 1.75 1.56 2. , 5.95
22 63 9.86 3.50 14.36 1.51 1.62 2.33 8.86
23 33 1.86 1.66 5.49 1.24 1.39 1.33 3.96
24 74 0.86 2.27 9.01 1,43 1.5Z 1.59 6.18
25 39 8.86 2. E 9.37 1.47 1.61 1.78 5.92
26 65 93.86 2.49 8. 18 1.42 1.42 1.75 5.77
27 47 W.87 1.7G 7.81 1.30 1.49 1.35 5.24
29 69 8.87 2.27 1C.50 1.39 1.55 1.63 6.79
29 55 9.98 2.63 11.81 1.42 1.56 !.86 7.58
39' 64 0.98 3.76 15.99 1.6- 1.78 2.22 9.42
31 12 .988 2.39 7.92 1.52 1.62 1.56 4.99
32 ;l7 '. 8S 2.20 9. 87 1.37 1.53 1.69 6.44
33 83 9.9 93, 325 8.56 1.56 1.62 2.98 5.29
34 78 9.99 2.21 14.62 1.43 1.54 1- !.4 9.51
.35 32 0. 99 2.81 13.35 1.31 1.52 2.15 9. 78
36 66 9.99 1.99 5.99 1.32 1.43 1.59 4.05
37 9 0.91 1.90 7.46 1.23 1.59 1.54 4.99
38 67 0.92 2.33 12.19 1.50 1.59 1.56 7.65
39 68 9.92 1.94 7.66 1.33 1.48 1.47 5.16
4 8'5 9.93 19.97 1.053 6.59
41 72 0. 9 3.41 14.75 1.66 1-69 2.95 8.75
42 9 0. 93 2.71 10.•5 1.41 1.55 1.93 E.48
43 1 9.94 2.19 6.92 1.29 1.30 1.79 5.33
4 17 9.94 2.63 11.01 1.45 1,55 1.82 7. 1lx

45 8 I.95 17.53 1.64 10.69
46 4f 9.95 2. :3 26.57 1.41 1.71 1.84 15.58A•7 16 e., -9 '•• 7" 15. 71 1. 35 1.54 2.04• 10•. 17

AS B9 0.96 5. 2 14.44 !,37 1.53 1.84 9.42
4S 11 0. '. 1, 6 5f s9 1.23 1.40 1.35 4.06
7 20 0. 26 1.97 8.34 1.33 1.49 1.48 5.58
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TRTABLE A4 (CONTINUED)
PRESENTED AREA RATIOS

PRAi NO. MAX / MIN MAX / AVG AVO / MIN
NEW OLD CD ICOS CALC ICOS CALC ICOS CALC

51 37 8.96 2.94 9.S7 1.41 1.54 2.02 5.85
52 61 1.96 3.15 15.18 1.51 1.68 1.96 9.66
53 14 0.96 2.41 7.71 1.34 1.49 1.79 5. 19
54 13 3.97 3.134 16.34 1.61 1.73 1.89 9.47
55 97 3.98 14.53 1.62 2..9
56 71 3.98 3.71 15.58 1.53 1.o5 2.28 9.45
57 15 3.99 2.36 7.26 1.34 1.52 1.54 4o76
58 38 3.98 2.25 7. 73 1.43 1.53 1.57 5.13
59 42 3e9S 2.98 8.33 1.36 1.45 1.53 5.69
ý63 75 3.99 3.24 10.72 1.53 1.53 2.17 6.98
61 96 3.99 5.27 1.45 3- 6T
62 91 31.99 12. ,6 1.62 7.64
63 81 3.99 2.57 1 1. 91 1.34 1.54 2.3W 7.77
64 84 1. M 3.23 18.65 1.57 1.55 2.05 11.33
55 93 1.31 15.97 1%64 9.72
55z 94 1. 02 7.41 '1.46 5.06
67 23 1.02 2.25 6.98 1.35 ýA.i 47 1%67 4.74
68 59 1.33 3.43 18.55 1.68 !. 63 2.34 6.49
69 56 1.33 3.97 15.68 1.48 'a.'57 2.61 13.64
73 48 1.64 2.45 7.25 1.44 1;54 1.70 4.69
71 51 1.05 2.62 12.55. 1.35 1.S, 1.95 9. 1s
72 7 1.15 2.39 8.89 1.36 1.r, 1.54 5.75
73 6 1.66 2.62 9.94 1.39 1.53 1. 89 5.83
74 56 1.36 2.55 7.59 1.61 1.55 1. 59 4.93
M. 53 1.11 1.95 6.19 1.31 1.47 1.49 4.21

76 54 1.11 4.94 17.61 1.74 1%79 2,.84 10.33
77 59 1.12 4.65 13.43 1.54 1.57 3.33 8.51
79 49 1.14 2.42 7.41 1.41 1.51 1.72 4.89
79 36 1.16 2.73 13.43 1.68 1.57 1.73 6.64
93 52 1.16 2.95 13.45 1.57 1.58 1.88 6.6,
91 22 1.18 2.96 13.27 1.47 1.61 1.95 8.24
92 5 1.19 3.37 18.34 1.55 1.630 2.17 11.44
83 25 1.19 2.63 11.38 1.41 1.56 1.84 7.28
94 19 1.21 2.43 7.55 1.45 1.52 1.68 4.98'
85 85 1.24 15.79 1.64 9.63
86 36 1.24 2.49 11.65 1.43 1.53 1.74 7.75
937 77 1. 29 3.64 15.13 1.51 1.59 2.42 9.50
99 34 1.29 2.69 9.50 1.38 1.55 1.94 6.12
899 23 1.29 2.77 11.41 1.41 1.59 1.97 7.16
9I 25 1.36 3.35 11.51 1.50 1.57 2.34 7.35
91 .79 1.31 3.384 13.58 1.63 1.63 1.90 8.32
92 28 1.33 2.26 8.46 1.43 1.53 1.61 5.64
93 8 1.34 3.17 14.32 1.55 1.67 2.05 9.57
94 21 1.38 3.72 14.29 1.56 1.53 2.38 8.77
95 92 1.42 19.91 1.69 11.77
96 24 1.48 2.81 7.48 1.61 1.57 1.774 4.78

ICOS - PRESENTED AREA RAri08 CALCULATED FROM ICOSAHEDRON GAGE DATA
CALC - PRESENTED AREA RATIOS CALCULATED FROM APPROXIMATING RECTANGULAR PARALLELEPI•PEDS
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TABLE A5
LINEAR AND STATISTICAL RATIOS

FRAG NO. SD AAVO VAR I AAVOi•2
NEW OLD CD LIT WIT L' /T' W' /T' ICO8 "CALC ICOS. CALC

I 2 0.42 (SPHERE)
2 95 6.56 2.42 1.56 1.74 1.33 '. 17 6.63
3 3 1 0.64 1.0 1.Va 1.66 1.06 6.11 0.16 0.61 6.61
4. 7P 6.71 5.56 2.57 3.43 1.46 0. 16 0. 29 0.03 6.16
5 44 0.72 4.69 2.9R 2.33 1.55 6.12 6.29 6.61 8.14
6 52 6.73 9.3 3.53 4.61 2.03 6.11 6.35 6.62. 6.14

'7 53 8s. 76 7.81 3.65 4.,8 .2.64 . 15 6.34 8.632 6.16
8 41 e.76 5.69 4.14 2.24 1.96 6.11 0.33 6.61 0.18
9 11 6.76 9.22 4.19 5. W 3.11 6.25 0.37 6.66 8.36
M8 57 6.76 5.74 3.53 4.11 2.53 6.26 0.32 6.64 6.13
11 35 6.79 14.82 4.43 8.36 2.81 6.34 6.39 63.12 6.21
12 96 6.79 5.63 2.34 4.42 2.66 6.28 6.68
13 45 6.86 5.57 3.25 3.55 2.31 6.18 6,31 6.63 6,15
14 99 6.80 5.56 1.99 3.57 1.68 0.26 0.67
15 82 8.81 6.86 4.71 4.63 3.18 6.26 0.36 6.67 6.11
16 49 6.82 7.69 3.63 3.96 1.86 6.26 0.32 0.64 6.16
17 13 0.83 4.41 3.78 2.55 2.34 6.16 60.36 8.33 0.30
18 46 0.83. 6.48 3.49 3.73 2.59 6.22 6.33 0.65 0.16
1i 18 8.83 9.69 2.77 5.76 2.29 6.21 8.33 6.685 6.26
26 73 6.84 8.42 5.79 5.06 3.92 6.34 6.39 6.11 6.13
21 76 68.4 8.96 4.94 5.58 3.19 6.39 6.38 6.15 6.12
22 6 86.86 14.09 5.37 7.85 3.38 6.32 6.41 6.16 6.16
23 33 6.86 5.68 2.77 3.46 2.56 6.15 6.29 6. 82 6.16
24 74 6.36 8.63 3.63 4.24 2.23 0. 24 0.35 6.66 8.,11
25 39 8.86 9.26 6.37 5.43 4.65 6.28 6.46 6.68 0.22
26 65 68.6 7.55 2.52 5.43 2.33 .25 6.30 86.66 6.11
27 47 6.87 7.49 , -.. 49 1.866 6.17 6.34 6.03 8.17
28 69 6.87 10.18 4.29 6.38 3.08 6.23 0.37 6.65 6.14
29 55 6.88 11.45 4.22 6.71 2.47 6.27 6.38 63.87 6.16
30 64 8.88 15.84 7.S2 6.32 4.14 0.41 6.45 6.17 6.17
31 12 0.88 7."9 7.79 4.55 4.15 6.36 6.41 6.69 6.41
32 27 0.•9 9. 14 A.09 5.16 2.48 6. 23 0.37 6. 65 d. 24
33 83 6.89 9.43 7.37 5.76 5.07 6.37 6.41 6.13 0,12
34 78 6.93 14.62 3.51 7.74 2.55 0.23 6.37 6.65 0.16
35 32 6.90 12.75 3.36 6.19 2.69 0.22 6.36 0.65 6.26
36 66 6.98 5.47 3.37 3.35 2.64 61.19 8.31 6.64 0.13
37 4 6.91 7.17 3.98 2.97 1.79 6.17 6.35 6.63 0.38
38 67 6.92 11.79 4.72 7.23 3.27 6.26 6.39 0.07 6.15
3S 68 6.92 7.33 3.66 5.61 2.82 6.23 6.34 6.05 6.13

8 85 6.93 9.72 3.96 7.69 2.83 M.36 0.13
41 72 .93 14.59 7.64 9.66 5.41 0.39 0.44 0.15 0.14
42 9 6.93 9.76 4.44 5.81 2.69 0.27 0.37 63.67 0.38
43 1 0.94 5.17 1..5 5.16 1.15 6.21 6.'23 6.64 6.14
44 17 L. 94 16.65 4.10 5.84 2.56 • .26 0.37 0.07 6.32
45 98 6 .9 17.21 5.44 11..86 4.31 6.42 6.17
A6 43 0.95 26.29 7.88 18.38 5.33 0.23 0.45 6.05 0.19
47 16 6.95 165. 18 3.55 8.76 2.42 6.25 6.37 6.66 0.30
48 9s 0.96 13.94 3.46 8.65 2.22 6.24 6.37 0.66 0.16
49 31 6.96 5.29 2.89 3.17 2.18 0.15 0.29 0.62 0.17 U
56 29 8.96 7.99 3.69 4.94 2.47 6.20 0.35 0.64 0.22
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TABLE AR (CONTINUED)
LINEAR AND STATISTICAL RATIO8

FRAG NO. 9D / AAVG VAR / AAVG+2
NEW OLD CD L/T W/T L'/T" W" /T" ICOS CALC ICOS CALC

51 37 0.96 8.69 4.35 5.61 2.96 0.25 2 .37 0.96 .20.
52 61 O.95 15.98 6.85 9.11 3.89 V.35 1.43 3.12 1.17
53 14 0.96 7.37 3.69 4.30 2.68 0.22 0.34 8405 0.33
54 10 B. 97 16.22 9.46 9.12 4.83 3.35 0.46 3.12 0.43
55 87 0.98 14.23 5.18 7.6S 3.64 0.41 8.17
56 71 0.99 15.34 6.00 9.74 3.72 0.36 0.42 0.13 0,14
57 15 0.98 7.03 4. 09 4.29 3.04 0.21 0.36 8.05 e.35
5B 38 0.98 7.41 3.99 5.11 2.81 0.25 0.:15 0.66 06 1i
59 42 0.98 7.88 3.15 5.98 2.333 0.19 0. 33 0.04 0.17
seo 75 0.99 10.34 3.94 6.86 2.91 0.28 0.37 0. e C,.12
61 96 8.99 5.02 4.06 3.34 2.73 V. 32 0.10
62 91 0.99 12.13 5.66 8.91 4.50 0.41 0.17
63 01 0.99 11.55 3.85 7.57 2.77 Z. 22 0.37 8.05 0.11
64 84 1.00 18.33 5.50 10.09 3.32 0.33 1. A2 0.11 6.11
65 93 1.01 15.70 5.74 12.35 4.83 0.42 0.18
65 94 1.92 7.04 3.40 5.27 2.86 0.33 0.11
67 23 1.02 6.66 3.63 4.4S 2.44 0.22 0.33 0.05 0.24
68 59 1.03 110.38 6.49 6.57 4.998 0. 38 0.41 0.14 10.17
69 56 1.0: 16.12 3.87 13.00 2.59 0..29 0.38 0.08 0. 15
70 48 1.04 7.05 5.29 4.39 3.38 0.28 0.37 9.6w 0.19
71 51 1.05 12.06 3.62 S. 5 1.R3 0.24 0.36 0.06 0.16
72 7 1.05 8.51 4.25 5.19 2.84 0.23 0.36 0.05 0.39
73 6 1.06 8.66 4.3' 5.53 3.23 0.24 0.37 0.06 0.40
74 66 1.06 7.39 5.28 5.21 3.8e 0.30 0.37 0.09 03.15
75 36 1.11 5.91 3.94 2.82 2 18 0.19 0.33 0.94 0. i6
76 54 1.11 17.44 7.85 10.63 5.36 0.43 0.45 0.18 0.19
77 58 1.12 13.02 4.34 6.06 2.47 0.30 0.39 0.09 0.16
78 49 1.14 7.16 4.40 4.25 2.70 0.25 0.36 0.06 0.18
79 36 1.16 10.13 4.73 6.26 2.95 0.29 0.38 6.8 O 0.21
80 52 1.16 10.21 5.10 5.86 3.36 0.34 0.39 0.12 0.18
81 22 1.18 12.99 5.20 8.04 3.01 0.29 3.40 0.08 0..28
82 5 1.19 17.87 4.47 11.12 2.94 0.31 0.40 0.10 0.39
83 26 1.19 11.05 4.42 5.46 2.55 0.26 0.38 3.07 0.24
84 19 1.21 7.30 4.38 4.99 3.38 0.28 0.36 De09 0.31
85 86 1.24 15.52 5.64 10.07 4.75 0.42 0.17
96 30 1.24 11.10 3.27 6.84 2.52 0.24 0.35 0.06 3.21
87 77 1.29 14.74 4.54 9.36 3.11 0.33 0.40 0.11 0.12
88 34 1.29 9.24 4.62 4.89 2.69 0.22 2.38 0.05 0.22
83 20 1.29 11.15 5.15 5.61 2.52 0.23 0.40 0.05 0.31
90 25 1.30 11.19 4.48 7.10 3.33 0.32 0.38 0.10 0.25
91 79 1.31 13.35 5.89 7.76 3.65 0.32 0.41 0.10 0I1A
92 28 1.33 8. 12 3.75 4.19 2.16 0.22 0.35 0.05 0.22
93 8 1.34 14.15 7.07 8.45 4.78 0.33 0.43 0.11 0.43
94 21 1.:8 14.04 5.61 8.49 3.56 0.34 0.41 3.12 0.33
95 92 1.42 1F.67 6.86 11.16 5.31 0.44 0.20
96 24 1.48 7.31 5.85 5.22 4.28 0.34 0.38 0.12 0.28

HEADINGS
L AVERAGE LENGTH W - AVERAGE WIDTH T - AVERAGE THICKNESS
Ll - MAXIMUM LENGTH PLUS AVERAGE LENGTH
WI' - MAXIMUM WIDTH PLUS AVERAGE WIDTH
T- MAXIMUM THICKNESS PLUS AVERAGE THICKNESS.
SD - STANDARD DEVIATION OF PRESENTED AREAS (SO. IN.)
VAR - VARIANCE OF PRESENTED AREAS (IN. 47H)
AAVG+2 - AVERAGE PRESENTED AREA SQUARED (IN. 4TH)
ICOS - AREAS CALCULATED FROM ICOSAHEDRON GAGE DATA
CALC - AREAS CALCULATED FROM APPROXIMATING RECTANGULAR PARALLELAEPIPEDS
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TABLE AS
PERIMETER RATIOS

FRAG NlO.
NEW OLD CD LWP/LTP LWP/TWP LTP/TWP LWP/LMAX TWP/WPIAX

1 2 6.42 1.68 1.66 1.66 S.14 3a 14
2 95 06.58 1.68 1.18 1.98 3.4 2.91
3 3 S.6 4 1.66 1. M 1.98 4.63 4.63
4 7 06.71 1.61 2.63 2. ft 2,42 3.63
5 44 6.72 1.68 1.47 1.36 2.83 2.74
6 62 6.73 1.25 1.98 1.58 3.04 3.12
7 53 6.76 1.12 2.14 1.91 2.81 2.84
8 41 6.76 1.05 1.67 1.82 2.57 2.47
9 11 6.76 1.22 1.87 1.54 2.76 2.11
16 57 0.79 1.67 1,7C 1.59 2.33 2.22
ti 35 6.79 1.16 2.42 2.21 2.29 2.66
12 90 6.79 1.07 1.74 1.63 2.28 1.71
13 45 60.18 1.16 1.50 1.36 2.52 2.3714 89 6.96 1.01 1.48 1.47 2.22 2.60
15 92 6.81 1.37 1.42 1.83 2.90 2.31
16 4 6.82 1.6 1.901 1.90 2.21 2.32
17 13 6.83 1.16 1.19 1.03 2.78 2.43
18 46 6.83 1.25 1.69 1.36 2.82 1.9719 18 0.83 1.11 1.69 1.52 2.25 2.5520 73 .8.4 1.36 1.68 1.23 3.11 2.1521 76 8.84 1.17 1.69 1.44 2.39 2.42
22 63 6.86 1.09 2.57. 2. 35 2.41 1.96
23 33 8.96 1.18 1135 1.15 2.448 1.95
24 74 8.86 1.16 1.54 1.33 2. 63 2.59
25 39 B.86 1.62 1.76 1.04 3.21 2.38
26 65 8.96 1.89 2.29 1.93 2.58 2.13
27 47 8.87 1.24 1.68 1.35 2.68 2.82
28 69 6.87 1.14 2.25 1.97 2.57 2.18
29 56 8.88 1.11 2.89 2.59 2.40 2.25
36 64 8.88 1.67 1.96 1.17 3.26 2.84
31 12 0688 1.38 1.57 1.14 2.93 2.22
32 27 8.89 1.11 2.34 2.11 2.47 1.96
33 83 8.89 1.54 1.63 1.85 3.23 2.20
34 78 8.98 1.21 2.58 2.13 2.61 2.4 II35 32 8.98 1.03 2.09 2.03 2.17 2.52
36 66 6.98 1.06 1.53 1.45 2.36 2.56
37 4 8.91 1.09 1.36 1.25 2.56 2.92
38 67 8.92 1.29 2.34 1.81 2.62 2.2539 68 8.92 1.04 1.0S 1.02 2.27 3.44
48 85 8.93 1.16 2.78 2.48 2.42 2.21
41 72 8.93 1.31 2.05 1.57 2.57 2.12
42 9 0. 930 1.14 2.04 1.79 2.47 2.59
loz 1 8.94 1.02 2.88 2.82 2.52 3.92
44 17 8.94 1.14 2.00 1.75 2.34 2.38
45 88 8. 35 1.16 2.44 2.iO 2.37 2.05
" 43 8.95 1.16 3.74 3.22 2.68 2.31
47 16 8.95 1.85 2.46 2.:3 2.12 2.73
A8 Be 0.96 1.09 3.03 2.77 2. 33 2.55
49 31 8.96 1.10 1.31 1.19 2.56 2.34
56 29 0.96 1.04 1.26 1. 88 2.31 2.20
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TABLE AS CONTINUED
IPKRIMI 'R RATIOB

FRWNO.NEW OLD CD LWP/LTP LWP/TWP LTPrTWP LWP/LMAX 1WP/lMAX I
51 37 6.96 1.13 1.39 1.76 2.37 2.29
52 S1 8.99 1.12 2. 6 2.19 2.36 2.28
53 14 e.e6 1.25 1.48 1.19 2.81 2.59
54 18 6.17 1.45 2.29 1.59 2.32 2.68

S87 .-90 A. 35 2.41 1.73 2.52 16 ft
9 71 a. W. 1.13 2.8 PS . "M 2. 36 2. 22

57 15 6.98 1.16 1.63 1.41 2.79 2.22
w6 38 6.90 1. SO 1.90 1.76 2o23 2.16
59 42 6.98 1. Be 2.43 2.25 2. 4 2.65
66 75 3.99 1.16 2.07 1.99 2.41 2.51
61 as 3.99 1.39 1.58 1.14 2.98 2.29
62 91 .199 1.42 2. 2'- 1.61 2.69 2.11
63 81 8.9S9 1, SO 2.684 2.6E4 2. 3: 2. 20

54 84 1.6S 1.36 3.41 2.52 2.54 2.16
65 93 1.61 1.31 3 95 3. F2 2.85 1.67
66 94 1.62 1.26 1.83 1.fi 2.73 2.48

67 23 1.62 1.14 1.56 1.46 2.35 2.58
69 59 1.63 1.54 1.64 1.fr 'I. .64 2.16
69 56 1.63 1.33 3.25 3.14 2.14 2.30
-m 48 1.94 1.39J 1.42 1.82 2.90 2.28

71 51 1.65 1.63 2.99 2.81 2.16 2.54
72 7 1.05 1.26 1.79 1. O 2.66 2.50
73 6 1.66 1.20 1.71 1.42 2.51 2.21
74 •6 1.66 1.47 1.o 1.69" 2.79 2.34
75 5D 1.11 1.26 1.44 1.15 3.29 2.59
76 54 1.11 1.22 2.16 1.72 2.51 2.16

77 58 1.12 1.13 2.14 1.69 2.37 2.30
78 49 1.14 1.35 1.88 A. 44 2.98 2.42
79 36 1.16 1.09 2.14 1.97 2.23 2.19

9M 52 1.16 1.34 1.92 1. 43 2.67 2.16
81 22 1.18 1. w 2.78 2.78 2.17 2.22
82 5 1.19 1.66 2.97 2.89 2.17 2.22
93 26 1.19 1.27 2.22 1.75 2.62 2.22
U 19 1.21 1.32 1.56 1.26 2.87 2.29
85 86 1.24 1.31 2.18 1.61 2.61 2.1.03
96 38 1.24 1.89 2.25 2.67 2.26 2.27
87 77 1.29 1.19 2.74 2.31 2.30 2.35
88 34 1.29 1.19 1.91 1.61 2.64 2.31
89 28 1.29 1.20 1.87 1.55 2.36 2.21
98 25 1.30 1.24 1.84 1.48 2.36 2.48
91 79 1.31 1.41 2.65 1.88 2.82 2.12
92 29 1.33 1.66 1.73 1.61 2.54 2.54
93 8 1.34 1.18 1.86 1.57 2.32 2.18
94 21 1.38 1.11 2.30 .2.67 2.21 2.28
95 92 1.42• 1. 38 2. 29 1.68 2. 72 2. 07
96 24 1.48 1.34 1.64 1.23 2.98 2.16

IHEADINGS
LWP - PERIMETER IN LW PLANE (IN.)
LTP - PERIMETER IN LT PLANE (IN.)
TWP - PERIMETER IN "W PLASE (IN.)
-- 'LJiX - '1XIJ LENOTH (IN.)
WM•X - MAXIMUMI WIDTH (IN.)
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INTRODUCTION

As tte Department of Energy (DOE) adopted the Department of Defense (DoD)
"Ammunition and Explosive Safety Standarox," DoD 6055.9-STD, dated July
1984, in their "DOE Explosives Safety MNnual," DOE/EV/06194-3, dated
August 1983, it was emphasized to DOE contract'.ors the need to provide safe
clearance for hazardous fragments (both priagery and secondary) which can
evolve from accidental explosions from energetic materials (explosives,
pyrotechnics, fuel, etc.).

Becausal the DoD generally deals with larger quantities of explosives, this
propos&tl suggests smaller quantity breaks be studied. It is believed that
the DeD 6055.9 crit3ria is very conservative and not realistic for most
DOE applications, especially for explosive quantities of a few pounds or a
few hun lred pounds.

The proposed study is mainly aimed at developing criteria applicable to
existing facilities because it is envisioned that new facilities will be
designed to meet present criteria or the modified criteria that is
expected as a result of this proposal.

PROBLE4S CAUSED BY PRESENT CRITERIA

An important consideration in the analysis of the hazard associated with
an accidental explosion is the effect of the fragments generated by the
explosion. To achieve a desired level of protection to surrounding
facilities and personnel, explosives are required to be separated from
these exposures at distances based on the maximum quantity of explosives
permitted at the location.

DOE 6430.1, "General Design Criteria Manual" and DOE/EV/06194, "DOE
Explosives Safety Manual" require that DoD 6055.9-STD, Department of
Defense "Ammunition and Explosives Safety Standards" be used as mandatory
siting criteria for determining minimum separation distances from
explosives locations. The military criteria, which is based primarily on
fragments from ordnance items, requires that specific minimum distances be
maintained to protect people in the open and is applied to administrative
areas,, site boundaries, etc. For locations with mass-detonating
explosives that have not been evaluated for fragment hazards, thefollowing separation distances are required:

o 670 ft for 100 lbs or less of thin cased or bulk explosives.

o 1,250 ft for 101 to 30,000 lbs of explosives.

o Table of distances for greater than 30,000 lbs of explosives.

When these criteria are applied to existing DOE contractor facilities,
some of the problems include:

1. Some of these hazardous fragment distance circles go off-site and
e n c o m p a s s p u b l i c h o u s i n g . 1 5 9 2
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2. Assembly points for facility personnel (cafeterias, etc.) and
roadways open to the public lie within these fragment distances.

3. Existing non-explosives operations fall inside these fragment
distances.

4. Larte land masses are consumed by these required fragment
distances making future planning very difficult, especially if
one wants to place # non-explosives facility in the area.

It is believed that the DoD 6055.9 criteria is very conservative and not

realistic for most DOE applications, especially for explosive quantities
of a few pounds or a few hundred pounds. An accidental explosion from
these quantities should not project hazardous fragments near the required
670-ft or 1250-ft separation distance, but we have no evaluation to
justify a reduction in the standard. The fragment hazard problem may be
mostly "on paper." However, since it is DOE criteria, if an accident were

to occur and a fragment were to strike a member of the general public or
non-explosives worker, it could become a legal problem.

Thus, the evaluation proposed herein would develop teali6LIý; separition
distance criteria from the relatively small quantities of explosives that
typically are present in DOE operations. This should minimize the

emotional public perception of the problem based on the present DoD
conservative criteria for small quantities of explosives.

S THE PROPOSED FRAGMENT HAZARD EVALUATION

A DOE separation distance criteria for explosives facilities can be
developed b- realistic assessment of the hazards created by fragments that
can be generaced in an explosives accident.

It is proposed that expert consultants be employed to develop realistic
criteria. This evaluation would be coordinated by DOE contractor
experts. During the first fiscal year (FY-1987) it is proposed that a
1'terature search be conducted to assure total awareness of the present
state of the art. The Department of Defense, Explosive Safety Board
(DDESB) has agreed to work with DOE to assure that we are building on, and
not duplicating, current fragment hazard technology. The literature
search would be followed by a survey of present fragment hazards at DOE
facilities and the survey would then be followed by a hazard refinement
analysis to complete the first fiscal year.

The second fiscal year would include scale model testing to confirm and
refine the analysis. A third fiscal year could conclude the scale model
testing with full-scale testing, if necessary.

Constant monitoring of the project by DOE contractor experts, reviews by
DOE HQ and coordinated efforts by DDESB will assure efficient application
of funds. At any phase in the above-outlined effort, when adequate
criteria is generated, the project may achieve its goal, and be
terminated. Risk assessment principles will be applied to the project to
assure that once a solution with a level of confidence acceptable to DOE
HQ is achieved, the project can rapidly conclude with realistic fragment
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hazard criteria. At this writing, however, it is felt that the efforts
outlined above for the first fiscal year (through a hazard refinement
analysis) will be the minimum effort required to provide meaningful
technical guidance which could be accepted as a basis for a reduction in
required separation distances.

BENEFITS OF THE PROPOSAL FRAGMENT HAZARD EVALUATION

It is anticipated that the project proposed herein would resolve the
problems outlined in the initial part of this proposal.

A major benefit could be the elimination of negative public perceptions
created by existing criteria. The proposed evaluation would show DOE
efforts to develop realistic guidance for its contractors who deal with
explosives. This could become extremely valuable in any legal actions
which could arise if there were an explosives accident, especially the
explosion generated fragments which caused severe injuries to members of
the public.

Other advantages include:

o Eliminate another fence-line issue before it is capitalized upon
by state or other outside interests.

o Provide efflcient solutions to existing explosive facility
non-compliance.

o Focusing DOE technical resources and taking advantage of DoD
assistance.

o Reducing exemption requests, saving valuable time for DOE
reviews.

o Assuring minimal production vulnerability due to fragments

generated by an accidental explosion.

o Ease of auditing to a uniform code.

o Open DOE land (presently covered by fragment distance circles)
for productive use.

0 Provide meaningful fragment hazard design criteria for new
facilities (creating more cost-effective designs).

o Uniform guidance for contractors, avoiding expensive, repetitive
solutiors to similar problems.

These are some of the advantages, which collectively, will provide a very
rapid pay-back for this proposed project.
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SCONCLUSION

< 4 his proposed fragment hazard evaluation will develop a meaningful code
for small explosive quantities in the range of interest to DOE operations
with very probable spillover to DoD operations in the same range of
explosive quantities. It will provide a uniiorm solution to fragment
hazard mitigation.

The economic application of DoD 6055.9 criteria is of paramount
importance. New facilities can be designed to meet the current DoD
criteria; however, the upgrading of existing facilities to meet the
current DoD criteria is not practically nor economically feasible.

Therefore, it is proposed to develop a design criteria to supersede and/orsupplement DoD 6055.9 criteria for smaller quantities of explosives•
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The Appl4 cation of Risk Assessment in the Field of ptplosives
and AmmunitionSafeýX

FRHartley, (1) FCnrl,(1) PAMreton, ()J J Clifton (2 ) and

J N Edmondson (
2 )

(1) The Royal Military College of Science, Shrivenham, UK

(2) The Safety and Reliability Directorate, UK Atomic Energy

Authority, Cuicheth, UK

SUMMARY

The four stages of riuk assessment are described. These ar.a:

1. What can go wrong?

2. How of ttn can things go wrong?

3. What are the consequences of an incident?

4. So what, is .it serious?

It is shown that each stage has value in enhancing safety even if the sub-

sequent stages are not undertaken. Application of the full risk assessment

procedure would bring the field of explosives ai4d ammunition into line with

current practices for safety assessment in the nuclear and chemical

industries.
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The aim of thin paper is to describe a study of the applicability of risk

assessment to the field of explosives and ammunI tion.

Introduction to Risk Assessment

The risk from a given event is a function of the frequency of that event

and the consequences of its occurence.

Risk - f (Frequncy) (Consequence)
Thus to reduce the risk from an event one can either seek to minimise the

frequency of its occurrence, or ameliorate its consequences, or both. The

former is achieved by careful design according to best' practice prescribed

in the UK by The Ordnance Board, by quality control, and by effective
management throughout. The Quantity-Distance Regulations which are

considered elsewhere in this symposium are designed to reduce the

consequences of any incident to a level that is acceptable in terms of the

,damage caused to both people and property. A a great deal of effort hasI

been devoted to making explosives and ammunition as safe as possible.

Although a lot of attention has been given to assessing the consequences of

accidents the frequency side of the equation has not received much

attention in the context of risk. This, of course, can be a perfectly I
acceptable position to adopt providing the costs of relying on consequence

reduction by restricting land and facilities usage both within and outside

explosives and ammunition facilities iu not considered prohibitive. There

are, however, several industries such as the nuclear and chemical

industries where, as Chernobyl and Bhopal have demonstrated, such an

approach is neither possible, acceptable to the Geieral Public, or

economically viable. For these industries quantitative risk assessment,

using some of the techniques initially developed to determine the

reliability of the Minuteman Launch Control System, has been adopted. Not

only does it allow risks to be identified, but because of its quantitative

nature, it allows corrective measures to be applied most cost-effectively

by concentrating on those areas where the risk of an accident of large

consequence is high.

Four Stages of Risk Assessment

Ris% assessment falls into four stages which successively answer the

questions:
1. What can go wrong?

2. How often can things go wrong?

3. What are the consequences of an incident?

4. So what, is it serious?

One of the key messages of this paper is that each stage of risk assessment
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yields valuable insight into the problems inherent in copiAg with high
energy materials. There will be many situations in which ispraovemnts in

safety can be achieved through the greater insight that a systematic risk
assessment gives, without the need to complete all four stages.

What Can Go Wrona?

What can go wrong? This in done by identifying all the possible-, incident

situations. The first stage was to carry out a brainstorming sessionI
involving staff experienced in risk assessment and staff experienced in

handling explosives and ammunition. Initially these* sessions were truly

brainstorming i.e. the random interaction of several brains. But

gradually, as in the oil industry.* the approach can be systematised by

developing key prompt phrases. These are developed by taking the view that
any problem be it a hazaird or an operability one, can only arise when there

is a deviation from the norm. The key prompt phrases are applied to search

for every deviation. Eight key phrases are generally ne-eded. I
MORIN or

LESS OF

PART OF

MOR THANI
LESS THAN

WRONG ADDRESS

OTHER
Let us illustrate these by reference to MORE OF .4pplied to a Road-RailI
Transfer Point. KORE OF can arise when:

there is more explosive than expected,

more mechanical stress than is intended is applied, e.g. by dropping,

the temperature gets too high,

static electricity is present,

rf or ionising radiation is present,

overpres sure is present,

there is flooding.

Having identified all the deviations that can .-ccur the nec-ý stage is to
look at their general causes, their specific causes and their consequences.
Thus the general causes of overheating are fire and heat. The specific~

3 causes may be a grass fire, cigarettes, matches, fires in vehicles et:- etc.

The consequences are that a fire or heat may be communicated to the

explosive contents which may themselves burn, burn to detonation, or burn

to mass explosion.
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In spite of its syetenatic approach the RAMOP technique would not normally

be expected to identify every possible mechanism of failure. It should

however identify mmes of the significant events by encouraging a systematic

consideration of the relevant operations. The next stage is to fully

systematise the operation by developing a series of Fault Trees. These

take every top event possible and systematically determine all their

possible causes. The top events are all "unintended initiation of

explosives, propellants or detonators". A typical Fault Tree is shown in

Figure 1. This shows a top event, coamunication of a 1.3 propellant five

to other storehouses and how it may be caused by a series of AND + or OR

events. For example, the ignition of the contents of the storehouse may

either occur directly, or by ignition of the storehouse building itself.

As staff become more experienced at the HAZOP study, so they find that more

and more of the events in the Fault Trees have been identified in the HAZOP

study. The result at this stage is a syste-,&tic and thorough understdndinig

of what can go wrong in the facility being studied. The management of the

facility will have been involved throughout the analysis and so it has a

very detailed and thorough understanding of the problems it is trying to

manage. Because it is systematic thers shnuld be no inadvertent gaps in

it. And so, at the end of this first stage of risk assessment there is

already a major advantage whiz-h would be worth having even if risk

assessment is taken no further, namely a detailed and thorough knowledge of

the problems that the staff are trying to manage when dealing with

explosives and ammunition.

How often can things go wrong?

The second stage of risk assessment is to determine how often things can go

wrong. This is done by quantifying the Fault Trees. In doing this

allowance should be made for the quality of the material in the store and

its packaging if, for any reason, these are not both Al. Broadly speaking

the events on the Fault Trees fall into 2 major groups:

Those that are specific to the explosives industry, e.g. the

probability of a munition that is dropped accidentally initiating.

Those that are more general e.g. the probability of a Fork Lift Truck
accident.

Quantification of events that are specific to the explosives irdustry is

difficult for two reasons:
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1. Incidenut are mercifully relatively rara.

2. Testing is usually insufficient to give quantitative probability

for rare events. For example, dropping a given store 5 or 10 times
from a given height does not givea lot of information aboat wheth,,c the

probability of initiation iu one in one hundred or one in kx millicv.

Remember the Russianp designed the Chernobyl Reactor to a probability

of initiation of one in ten thousandi

Quantification of events that are common to many industries is relatively

easy as there is usually a fair amount of date available. Where no data

exists, experts are asked to make guestimates; in all cases guestimates

that err on the side of caution are used. Once these and the known

made.

1. it is important the frequency of the top event is compared with

known historical experience. This is fundamental in showing whether * -

absurdities have been introduced.

2. The sensitivity of the frequency of the top event to the

guestimated frequencies is determined by altering the questimates.

Typically it is found that the frequency of thi Top Event is only

really sensitive to a few of the component Fault Tree frequencies.

The frequencies are then examined with great care and if it is not

possible to get a series of experts to agree on a reasonable value,
then in the liuit it may be necessary to undertake some trials to

determine this.

The net result of quantifying all the Fault Trees is that it allows very

low risk, intermediate risk and very high risk situations to be identified.

This is very impoartnt in that:

1. It enables the very low risk situatiosns to be neglected with

confidence.

2. It enables limited available resources to be concentrated

initially in tackling the very high risk situations.

3. Once the high risk situations have been eliminated resources can

be devoted to determining how it is possible to reduce the risk levels
of the intermediate situations. This will not always involve the a
expenditure of capital; careful analysis of the Fault Trge may well

indicate that a changa of procedure will reduce the level of risk very

significantly.
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ConseýLuence Analysis

The third stage of risk assessment is that of consequence analysis. The

consequences of an event are analysed to determine the effects upon people

and structures due to blabt overpressures, thermal radiation and missiles.

All of these effects can also act as initiators for further events to

produce and 'knock-on' or domino effect. Much of the data that underpins

the Quantity Distance Rules are used in the analysis of -the consequences of

unwanted explosive and ammiunition events.

So What, Is It Serious?

The final stage of risk assessment is to combine and summate the

probabilities and consequences of all events considered to dete~.mine

whether or not the risks posed by a facility are acceptable. Many many

books and articles have been written on this subject and if they teach

anything at all, it is that this is a virtually impossible task as events

at inquiries concerning nuclear facilities in Europe especially the UK and

West Germany have demonstrated. our approach to this phase of risk

assessment is therefore to follow the line of reasoning taken by the Health

and Safety Commission in the UK and now enshrined in UY Law. The Health

and Safety Commission were involved in a debate between the many companies

involved in operating a particularly complex loetrochemical3 facility at

Canvey Island in the estuary of the River Thames and the local residentsi

who wanted to know "is it safe?". The approach that we are using is to

attempt to determine what is an unacceptable risk. Any situation that

gives rise to a higher level of risk than this MUST BE RECTIFIED. Whenever

a situation is identified which offers a lower level of risk than the

threshold level it must be examined to decide whether:

1. It is too inordinately expensive to do anything about it. If it

is inordinately expensive then it must b4. accepted.A

2. It is not too expensive to improve. In that case IT MUST BE

IMPROVED and expenditure must be incurred in so do irg.

The result is that all situations involving risk have been made as safe as

is REASCNABLY PRACTICABLE.I

The results of a complete risk assessment as applied to explosive and

ammunition storage are:-

1. It. evalu~ates the total risk each facility poses to its employeesI

and identifies the risk to which each employee is exposed depending

upon their lo cation within the facility.

2. It tells us the risk the facilit7 poses to the general public

outside the facility.
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Since different stores containing explosives in the same hazard division

(e.g.l.l) will have different risk levels associated w±th them, it may well

be found at this stage that by repacking a facility such that high risk

stores are placed in situations very remote from people (eitheL within or

outside the facility) whilst stores that pose a very low risk are placed

closer to locations where people are usually to be found, that one or both

of two desirable situations can be achieved.

1. The first is that the risk posed to people and other facilities is

reduced.

2. The second is that it may well prove possible to get more material

into a given facility. This must be financially attractive in many

situations in crowded Europe if not in the US.

Summary

It was stated in the introduction that Risk Assessment is a four stage

process and that each stage can be of significant value even if subsequent

stages are not undertaken. Let us summarise this by looking at each stage

in turn.

What can go wrong? HAZOP ahd Fault Tree Analyais give management a

systematic and thorough understanding of the facility. Even at this stage

some problems will be identified as in need of rectification.

How often can it go wrong? Quantification of Fault Trees identifies high,

intermediate and low risk situations, all ing resources to be deployed to

greatest effect in obviating the worst risk situations. Fault Tree

Analysis also identifies the factors which give rise to high risk

situations so enabling an essential task to be redesigned in order to

reduce the risk involved.

Consequence Analysis. Identifies the risk to employees and to the public,

knowledge of which may enable further risk reductions to be made and the

facility to be used optimally.

So what, is it serious? Leads to the concept that risks are either

unacceptable (and must therefore be eliminated) or must be reduced to as

low a level as is REASONABLY PRACTICABLE.
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1. INTRODUCTION

>e aAir Force concept of explosives risk management has undergone maJor revi-
tion since 1983. The changes have been across the entire spectrum of safety
management, from installation level analysli of the risk involved in specific
explosives operations, to Secretary of the Air Force authorization of some
explosives safety violations. In addition, safety factors in all combat
explosives operations have been scrutinized In light of shifting from peace-
time to wartime acceptable risk levels Prior to 1983. Installation level
weapons safety officers had access to le saecific information concerning
the degree of risk to personnel and equipien-Air Force Regulation 127-100.
Explosives Safety Standards, had tablep that stated required separation dis-
tances for given net explosive weights, but If these distances could not be
met, the safety officer had no quantitative way of expressing the additional
degree of risk Incurred The only Information provided to tqae commander was
"this situation does not meet expl6ilves-safety etandardsi."A3o attempt was
made to determine the increased risk to the unit war fighting capability. In
effect, the unit commander made decisions to violate DOD acceptable risk lev-
els with no real knowledge of the Impact of a mishap or enemy attack. In
order to increase field level knowledge of explosives blast and fragment
effects, the Air Force Inspection and Safety Center revised AFR 127-100 under
a risk management concept. This paper outlines the development of this con-
cept, Its application at the field level, and Its contribution to the Air
Force warfighting capability.

II. O-D and ProbabIlIt

Quantity-distance criteria are the backbone of explosives safety risk
assessment, In that they associate a given distance and explosives weight with
the principal effects of blast overpressure and fragments. These criteria
have been derived from empirical methods and, therefore, quite accurately
determine the required separation for an assumed or permitted level of risk.
The standard level of risk allowed for each type of exposed site Is
established by the Department of Defense to assure adequate protection of per-
sonnel and assets consistent with overall objectives. (1) Cnnsequentiy, when
deviating from these standards, proper authority within the Air Force must
weigh the added risk against the strategic, or other compelling reasons
that require such deviations.

The basic philosophy of explosives safety is that locations containing explo-
sives, or potential explosive sites (PES), must be separated from each other
and from other surrounding facilities and equipment, known as exposed sites
(ES). This separation of the PES from the ES is referred to as quantity-
distance (Q-D), and Is based on a worst-case accident, known as the maximum
credible event (MCE). The MCE, Is expressed as the net explosives weight
(NEW) which may be expected to react In a single event. These separations are
determined by the formula D-kW 1/3 when D Is the distance in feet, k Is a fac-
tor Identifying the risk assumed or permitted, and W Is the NEW iii pounds.
With the known responses of individual ESs, (such as bombs, humans, aircraft,
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facilities, etc) to specific levels of stimulus, a safe separation, i.e.,
assumed level of risks may be readily determined. DOD Q-D relationships
define the acceptable risk with the assumption that the maximum credible event
(MCE) will occur, that Is the probability of occurrence is unity. An argument
can be made that MCE=1 is not consistent with actual mishap experience.
However, to use a probability of less than one requires some predetermination
of how many times such an event Is acceptable over a period of time, and how
much loss one is willing to incur. That is the heart of the anomaly.
Calculable disastrous results can't be acceptable on a probability basis, or
more specifically, the DOD has not defined such acceptance. Thus, the central
Interest of risk assessment is the NCE, understanding what contributes to it,

what will not _ontribute to it, and ultimately, measures that can be taken to_
limit or control it.

III. Hazard Properties

\To pursue definition and control of the NCE, we must examine two specific
hazardous properties of an explosion, blast and fragments.
Testing has shown that the same blast overpressure is obtained at a distance
proportional to the cube root of the weight of explosives involved in a
detonation. D. D

W '13 - 3

This is the derivation of K in the D=kW l 3  formula used in Q-D calculations.
A k-factor, then, Indicates the level of overpressure, regardless of the quan-S tity of explosives. This is a very useful concept as a k-factor (asso-
ciated with a specific overpressure level) can readily be used to define
expected damage at an ES. (Also note, the larger the k-factor, the greater
the required distance.) Figure 1 is an example of several k-factors, and the
associated PSI overpressure. Safe separation distance required is propor-
tional to the NEW. With respect to the MCE, any method that demonstrates
the ability to suppress blast may reduce the associated k-factor, thus reducing
the required distance. For example, the standard earth-covered igloo func-
tions as a blast suppresser, and a lesser k-factor is associated with this
type of storage than would be used for the same explosives weight in above-
ground (unsuppressed) open storage. Fragments on the other hand, exhibit
different damage properties than blast. The DOD defines a lethal fragment
as having 58 ft-lbs impact energy. The allowable hazardous fragment density
to ESs not directly related to the combat missio'i is one per 600 feet.
This can also be expressed as a probability of hit of less than 1%. Past
explosives testing hen demonstrated that in general, any amount of explosives
between 100 and 30,000 pounds will propel lethal fragments 1250 feet. For a
speciric weapons configuration, the risk assessor must carefully compare the
hazards from blast and fragments. (Figure 2)

There is another factor to consider in cont,'olling a maximum credible event.
If the risk assessor determines blast as the primary hazard, care must be taken to
ensure that measures to suppress the blast do not contribute to the fragment
hazard. This phenomena is demonstrated by hardened aircraft shelters (HAS).
A HAS is constructed of reinforced concrete and heavy blast doors to resist
overpressure from the outside, i.e., an enemy attack, and allow survivability
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I
of the aircraft inside. For the purposes of risk assessment, one must
consider the reverse situation. If the explosion occurs on the inside of a
HAS, such as a weapons loaded aircraft accident. the failure mode of the
heavily reinforced HAS walls contributes significantly to the fragment hazard.
Explosives testing has demonstrated the need for increased k-factors for
explosives if they are positioned inside a HAS.(2)

IV. O-D Cate ories

We have demonstrated the proportionality between NEW, blast overpressure and
distance. We must now turn our attention to the DOD mandated Implementation
of this principle.

Basically there are two cases to consider. The first case involves a
sufficient degree of separation between neighboring PES, and the second case
involves nonexplosive exposed sites, including facilities, work areas, -oads,
aircraft, equipment, etc., in the proximity of explosives storage, maintenance
or employment areas.

Iuhablted Building Distance (IB): This is the largest Q-D separation and is
designed to protect civillan or unrelated base structures from blast and
fragments. Associated k-factors range from Z5 to 60.

Public Traffic Route (PTR): This Q-D separation applies to off-base roads,
railroads, recreation areas and training dreas. PTR is a lesser distance than
IB, but still provides some protection from Nlast and fraqments. Associated
k-factors range from 24 to 30.

Intraline (IL): This separation is applied in several situations. It is
used between explosive locations and maintenance areas where personnel are
present as well as between explosives loaded aircraft and aircraft
generation related facilities. It provides some protection from blast, but no
fragment protection. The associated k-factor is usually 18.

Intermagazine (IN): This is the omallest Q-D separation, and it is used
between explosives storage locations, and weapons loaded aircraft. It is the
minimum distance required to prevent sympathetic detonation or propagation of
explosion between PESs. It provides no fragment protection. The K-factor
varies widely with the storage or employment situation, and ranges from 1.25
to 11.

Figure 3 16 a summary of the Q-D separation categories, overpressure levels,
and expected damage. This provides the basic tools of risk assessment.

In peacetime, the main thrust of explosives safety has been to protect civi-
lians and unrelated base facilities from blast and fragments. In fact, the
Secretary or Undersecretary of the Air Force must approve any Q-D violations
involving off-base ESs. A lower level of approval authority, generally
at the AF Major Command is mandated for on-base violations. Therefore,
at most Air Force locations, the funding priorities for correction of explosi-
ves safety problems tend to favor eliminating off-base civilian ESs. Inother words, enforcement of 1B and PTR distances would appear to have priority
over IL and IN requirements when working an explosives safety Issue.
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rhis has led to the Impression that explosives safety is a peacetime function
for protection of the civilian populace and has no real use for wartime opera-
ticns. This Is a serious misconception, and may adversely impact our
warfighting capability if not alleviated. Explosives safety does, of course,
have a peacetime obligation to limit loss of life and property damage,
but It's really critical mission is preservation of combat capability. To
understand the wartime mission, we must carefully examine the role of IL and
IN Q-D separations In risk assessment.

V. RISK ASSESSMENT

To examine the value of installation level risk assessment, we will consider
an accident that occurred 27 April 1969, at Danang AB, Vietnam. At 1030
on the morning of the accident, a security policemen observed a fire in
the southeast corner of the Marine ammunition storage point (ASP), which was
located next to USAF ASP-1 (See Fig 4). Attempts to fight the fire were unsuc-
cessful, and the fire spread. Small explosions were heard, and burning debris
was observed coming i•to USAF ASP-1. For the next seven hours, explosions
spread throughout the Marine ASP, hurling large shrapnel fragments Into LSAF
ASP-1 and starting small fires. (Figure 5) Delivery of munitions to the
flightline stopped. At 1700, the Initial explosion occurred at USAF ASP-i.
An hour later, apdroximately 19 ammunition storage cells were destroyed
(cratered, burning or buried). The explosions continued with diminishing
intensity throughout the night.

The Marine ASP was almost completely destroyed. The USAF ASP-1 experienced
extensive damage; the explosions destroyed or buried over 2.5 million pounds
net explosives weight, and incurred costs of approximately $5 million In faci-
lity repair (1969 dollars).

The two ASPs show very different damage patterns. The Marine ASP was comple-
tely destroyed, while damage to tLa USAF ASP-1 was limited. A comparison of
the storage practices of the two services will account for the differences In
the resulting dam . Figure 6 Is a photograph of typical Marine ammunition
storage at Danang AB. There were not enough storage revetments available,
and ammunition was stacked in between the rows of revetments. This was a
violation of established intermagazine distances and barricade (suppression)
criteria. As a result, an explosion in one revetment propagated to the next
revetment and so on. The improper storage rendered the revetments useless
In suppressing sympathetic detonation and explosives propagation, and the
entire Marine ASP was destroyed.

As mentioned in the account of the accident, burning debris and shrapnel were
propelled from the 'ýirin: ' into USAF ASP-i. The first high order deto-
nation in the .,i area .,urred approximately seven hours after the fire
started. Figure 7 illustrates typical damage to USAF revetments. Out
of 60 cells, 13 detonated high order, 4 burned, and 8 were buried. Although
there are two sets of craters in adjoining revetments (row G, 8 & 9, and 5 & 6)
eye witness testimony estahlqIhed that they were individual detonations caused
by and shrapnel from the Ka i ASP and, one did not propagate to the other.
Some munitions items were : properly stored in between the revetments, and one
stack of 2.75" rockets detonated sympathetically with the MIK 82s in row C
cell 5. (Figure 8)
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The destruction of the Marine ASP compared to the more limited damage pattern
in USAF ASP-1 Is a good example of the role risk assessment plays in pre-
serving the resources associated with combat capability. If munitions in USAF
ASP-1 had not been properly warehoused very probably all 60 cells of munitions
woul6 have been lost instead of the 19 experienced in this mishap. Although
this accident occurred from an accidental fire, an enemy attack could have
produced similar results. Failure to follow Internagasine separations in a
wartime situation can lead to a cimplete loss of combat capability.

VI. PLANNING FOR THE WARTIME MISSION

Reviewing the results of the Marine ASP disaster, and it's impact on the
Danang AB military operations, Illustrates the importance of planning for
preservation of combat capability. A weapons safety officer's responsibility
to his commander is the identification of situations which have the potential
to degrade warfighting ability.

When a Q-D problem Is Identified, several courses of action are possible.
Reducing the Q-D by separating the explosives Into smaller stacks may solve
the problem. Figure 9 is an example of a 60,000 pound PBS with an inhabited
building ES violation. By separating the 60,000 pound PES into 2 stacks of
30,000 pounds spaced at Intermagazine distance (to prevent propagation), the
clear zone Is reduced to accommodate the inhabited building ES. If this Is not
possible, an attempt may be made to suppress the mishap effects at the PES or
the ES. Suppressing the mishap effects at the PES Is difficult, because rein-
forcing or hardening explosives storage buildings may contribute to the
fragment hazard, as evidenced In the HAS example earlier in this paper.
However, earth barricades may be constructed at a PES and reduce Q'-D require-
ments in some cases. Hardening at the ES may be as simple as protection with
sandbagging, or may involve expensive real property modifications to walls and
roofs. If smaller quantities of explosives or suppressing mishap effects are
Imprectical, an explosives safety exception may be required.

Figure 10 outlines the steps the weapons safety officer follows In determining
the degree of risk to the exposed sites. When the overpressure level is
calculated, the chart at Figure 11 Is used to predict the damage, and the
resulting mission impact Is provided to the Commander.

The weapons safety officer concentrates on three primary areas of activity;
the weapons storage area, the flightline, and facility site planning.

Proper storage of ammunition is critical, as the Danang AB accident graphi-
cally illustrated. The weapons safety officer must constantly Inspect all
munitions storage areas for compliance with quantity-distance criteria. These
inspections must also Include general industrial safety and fire prevention
efforts. If the military unit's mission calls for delivery of additional ord-
nance for specific combat scenarios, the weapons safety officer must ensure
that the weapons storage area is capable of properly storing the ordnance as
it is delivered, and provisions are made for build-up areas that will meet
quantity-distance requirements.
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On the flightline, review of aircraft parking plans and aircraft loading
procedures is essential. An aircraft loaded with munitions is an explosives
hazard, presenting a risk assessment problem similar to the storage
situation. The aircraft must be positioned an adequate distance apart or
barricaded to prevent an explosion of one propagatlng neighboring aircraft.
This situation is often complicated with delivery of munitions to the
fllghtline, and the position of explosives holding areas relative to the
aircraft. The wing weapons safety officer must cartfully analyze generation
flow plans and explore ways to reduce risk by regrouping aircraft, or changing
the sequence of aircraft loading. In the dynamic world of aircraft main-
tenance, on the spot risk assessment decisions may be necessary during wartime
operations as aircraft are generated. If wartime clear zones must be expanded
beyond peacetime limits, wiag war plans should ensure provisions for evacuation
of Inhabited facilities exist. If functions not directly related to the com-
bat aircraft generation activities can be temporarily relocated, capacity of
hardened aircraft shelters and flightline holding areas may be Increased.

Facility site planning Is another area critical to wartime survivability. The
obvious case In Intermagazine and intrallne spacing of facilities In the
weapons storage area. However, many survivability gains can be made by
planning flightline maintenance facilities and wnrk areas. For aircraft
generation facilities that must be near the flightline, design features can be
incorporated Into the construction plans to reduce the risk to personnel and
equipient. Simple things, such as orienting windows and doors away from the
ESs wvl ikeatly reduce personnel Injury flying glass and debris. Mnre expen-
sive modifications, such as hardened roofs, reinforced walls or earti. barrica-
des may be feasible for protection of especially valuable test equipment or
spare parts. Another aspect, often overlooked In long range planning, is
natural terrain. Although airfields are generally "pool tables", It may be
possible to ponition aircrew facilities, maintenance areas or supply ware-
houses Into the sides of hills or underground where susceptibility to blast
and fragment hazard Is greatly reduced.

Many research and development projects and quantity distance tests are under-

way to develop technological solutions to explosives safety problems.
Currently the Air Force Is testing high explosive general purpose 8SP) bomb
propagation using Inert material and low explosive cluster bombs as barricades
(3); In some cases, stacking the barricade materials between stocks of GP
bombs will increase the explosives storage caracity of igloos 2 or 3 timeswithout increasing the risk of propagation. Also, testing of other munitions

has demonstrated configurations and containers that prevent explosive propaga-
tion. Future test efforts of Inventory items will be focused on real world
Q-D problems encountered during wartime aircraft generation scenarios.
Another research and development program Is designing barricade materials that
can be positioned within explosives pallets or, or between explosives stores
loaded on aircraft (4). This will reduce the MCE to the explosion of one bomb,
allow for greater flexibility on aircraft generation flew plans. A long range
goal is development of an insensitive high explosive (IHE.) An IHE is an
explosive that is so insensitive, an explosion or a fire will not cause sym-
pathetic detonation or propagation. This will be a breakthrough in reducing
the maximum credible event, but it is quite far in the future, and existing
stocks of conventional munitions will complicate Q-D requirements.
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VII. OCMION

Although creative Q-D testing and technology efforts are aimed at reducing the
NCC, there io no foreseeable panacea for eliminating the risk of accidental
explosive propagation from wartime operations. Written was plans usually con-
tain Annex N. which is the Safety Annex. Thit io an exce' lent format for
weapons safety officers to document locali1ed risk assessment considerations,
and provide planners with Information critical to survival of the combat capa-
bility. Review of base comprehensive plaas maintained by civil engineering,
and long-range military construction project submittals with an effort to pre-
serve existing clear zones and maintain Q-D separations will minimize future
risk management problams.

Wing weapons safety officers must be trained In risk assessment concepts, and
work closely with operations personnel. maintenance and civil engineering com-
munity planners. It io not an easy job, and many difficult risk management
decisions must be made by the wing commander.
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FOOTNOTES

(1) This guidance is found in DOD 6055.9-STD, Ammunition and Explosives
Safety Standards. Specific Air Force implementation is found in
AFR 127-100, Explosives Safety Standards.

(2) This was established by the Distant Runner test, 1982.

(3) This series of tests Involving bulk storage of GP bombs started in
1985 and is still in progress.

(4) This project is known as HAVE BLOCK. Tests started in 1984, and are
still in progress.
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WHO IS AFRAID OF RISK CRITERIA?

by

Hans A. Merz
Ernst Basler & Partners

Consulting Engineers
Zurich, Switzerland

/ ABSTRACT

S4n recent years risk analyses using numerical probability estimates and
consequence forecasts for -accidental events have become a widely accepted
technique for dcaling with safety problems in the explosives industry.
Considerable effort is put into acquiring data for the technical part of
such analyses. When it comes to discuss the acceptability of the numerical
risk estimates, differing opinions and even confusion can be observed.

This paper presents proposals for numerical risk criteria and their back-
ground It will deal with the following fundamental aspects of risk ap-
prais .;61ý
1. In risk appraisal different points of view have to be considered:

a) The individual person exposed to a particular hazard
(individual risk)

b) Society (collective risk)

c) The enterprise or operator (perceived collective risk)

2. Risk acceptance depends on the characteristics of a risk situation.
Based on parameters such as the ability to control, avoid and in-
fluence a risk situation, different risk categories can be defined,

3. For a full risk appraisal the following numerical risk criteria have
to be defined:

a) Maximum individual risk as a function of the risk categories

b) Willingness-to-pay for saving a human life as a function of the
risk categories

c) Aversion function for low-probability/high-consequence events

Presented at the 22nd Department of Defense Explosives Safety Seminar,
Anaheim, USA, 26-28 August 1986
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INTRODUCTION

1i recent years risk analysis techniques have gained increasing acceptance
in many technical fields, including explosives safety. General consensus
has been reached that safety of a process of a system is best described by
the probability of accidents and their con~sequences. A steadily increasing
number of papers are published dealing with methods and deta to estimate
probabilities and to determine the consequences of accidental explosions
in manufacturing, transport and in the storage of amunintion and explo-
sives.

However, when it comes to decide about the acceptability of a safety situ-
ation on the basis of calculated risk values, confusion and controversies
can be observed. Some are calling for the politician to determine accept-
able risk levels; -,others try to compare the risk values with risk from
daily life. But nobody seems to be really happy. Even the opinion can be
heard that the risk analysis technique will fall as a useful method in the
future, because no consensus on risk criteria can be found.

This paper aims at clarifying the discussion about RISK CRITERIA. It pre-
sents the background and the general nature of such criteria and proposes
numerical values. They have been developed in the course of the investiga-
tion of practical safety problems. They have been applied to a number of
case studies in various technical areas and always lead to meaningful and
acceptable solutions.

GENERAL MODEL OF SAFETY ASSESSMENT

The purpose of a safety assessment is to determine, if a prncess or a sys-
tem can be considered safe enough or if additional safety measures are ne-
cessary. In order to answer this question it is essential to~ distinguish
between the two parts of the assessment process (see figure 1,:

1. The mobjective" and technical part of RISK ANALYSIS: Itc aim is t~o ob-
tain a realistic view of the quantitative proportions of the risk in-

volved. It involves the determination of the probablities of accident-
al events and the quz-i-titative description of their expected damage.

array of technical tools can be applied from fault-tree techniqucis,
statistical analysis, simulation and field-trial to experience and
expertise.I

2. The "subjective" part of RISK APPRAISAL: Its aim is to discuss and de-
fine risk criteria in an explicit and quantitative way. Such criteria
are the basis for the distinction between a safety situation to be

considered as *safe and acceptable" or one to be considered as "unsafe
and unacceptable". Risk apparaisal is a question of our subjective va-I
lue Judgements and therefore does exceed the domain of the technical
expert. Here, interdisciplinary expertise is necessary.

The distinction of these two parts is an important step toward clarifying

the nature of safety assessments. However, this distinction should not

lead to the wrong conclusion that risk analysis and risk appraisal areI
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Scmpletely p elements. First of all it must be observed that a
c1 i n language• is Indispensable: The result of a risk analysis must be

such that it can be interpreted in the risk apprailal process or, the
other way round, the input for risk appraisal must be defined such that it
can be produced by risk analysis. Secondly, both parts are connected by
the siM important requirements of quantification. Risk assessment can
only be successful if the risks as well as the risk criteria are expressed
tn quantitative term.

THREE FUNDAMENTALS OF RISK APPRAISAL

1 Safety Is a Natter of the Stundpoint

10-y publications on risk analysis start with the following definition of
risk: risk is the product of the probability and the consequence of an
accident. With other words, risk is equal to the expected damage. Though
this is a correct statement it definitely is, at the sane time, also an I
incomplete definition of risk.
When talking about risks we always have to distinguish between three dif- I
ferent standpoints (see Figure 2).

1. Standpoint of an INDIVIDUAL exposed to a hazard:

An individual exposed to a hazard is primarily oncerned with the
questions: How large is the probability that I 0l1l be killed or in-
jured in an accident? How much does my indivioual risk due to this
hazard increase my normal fatality rate?

In oroer to account for this standpoint in a risk analysis it is
therefore necessary to introduce the so-called INDIVIDUAL RISK defined
as the (usually annual) probability that an identified person will be
killed or injured as a consequence of an accident.

2. Standpoint of the SWCIMTY

Besides being interested in guaranteeing minimum individual risk for
each of its members, society is concerned about the total risk to the
general public: How large are the total losses (e.g. per year) from a
hazardous activity?

To describe this standpoint the afore-mentioned definition of risk as
the expected damage of an activity applies. In the following this
risk, describing the standpoint of society, will be called the real
COLLECTIVE RISK. If expressed in terms of annual risks, it corres-
ponds to the respective value shown in annual accident statistics.

3. Standpoint of the INSTITUTION RESPONSIBLE FOR THE ACTIVITY

The institution responsible for an activity can be a private company
or a government agency. From their point of view it is not only essen-
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tial to kee% individual risks of employees or other persons and the
collective risk at a minimum. An Institution is also concerned to
avoid catastrophic and spectacular accidents. As experience ciearly
demonstrates (Bhopal, Seveso, Challenge-, etc.) that such catastrophic
accidents damge the reputation, the Irage and even the prosperity of
the institution responsible for the activity. Due to this, survival in
the market can be threatened, or more stringent regulations called for
by politicians might be the result. Therefore, an institution can even
be interested in having higher safety standards than the individual or
society request, especially when it comes to avoid rare but catastro-
phic accidents.

In order tc account for this standpoint, the so-called PERCEIVED COL-
LECTIVE RISK must be introduced. 'n simplified terms, the perceived
collective risk is the above mentioned collectivE risk weighted by a
so-called risk aversion factor.

In sumary it can be - ated that for a complete description of a risk si-
tuation the risk values of all three identified standpoints have to be ex-
pressed in quantitative terms in a risk analysis, i.e.:

- The individual -isk of all exposed persons
- The collective risk of accidents
- The perceived risk of accidents

2. Risk Valuation depends on the Nature of Risks

In many publications on risk acceptance elaborate tables can be tound in
which risks from various activities are compared. The risks from nuclear
power are compared with the risks of flying in a aircraft, the risks from
smoking are compared with those from chemical plants and so on. Experience
clearly shows that such comparisons usually create more confusion than
clarification. As a classical example of this confusion, the discussions
about the radiological hazard to the population after the Cherndchyl acci-
dent can be mentioned.

Risk comparisons are tricky, because not all risks are equal in their
nature and i.herefore not all risks should be thrown into the same bas-
ket! There sEem to be primarily two factors which determine the nature of
a risk and its acceptance level (ree figure 3):

- DEGREE OF SELF-DETERKINAIION which itself depends on the ability of
the involved people to know the risk, to avoid it and to influerce it

- DEGREE OF PERCEIVED BENEFIT from the hazardous act i vity

So-called "voluntary" risks are characterized by a high degree both of
self-determination and perceived benefit (eg. mountain climbing). So-cal-
led "involuntary" risks are on the other hand characterized by a very low
to non-existant dagree of self-determination and perceived benefit (eg.
passing amunition storage installation). Between the two extremes there
are intermediate situations of risks.
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Exl•.rence as well as our own intuition show that the acceptance of risk
decreases with decreasing degrees of self-determination and perceived
benefit, This explains why - for example - the comparison of risks froF0
smoking (highly vol. 'tary) wIth rlsk. from a chemical factory
(fnvoluhtary) is intuitively not acceptedl The resulting confusion stems
from the fact that the acceptance level of these two risks is iot the
s afe.

For the sake of practicality and based on experience :ollected in maty
case studies it is proposed to define four RISK CATEGORIES (see Figure 3)
with decreasing risk acceptance from Category 1 to 4:

CATEGORY 1 comprises the voluntary or nearly voluntary risks
CATEGORY 2 cornprises risks of high self-determination
CATEGORY 3 comprises risks of low self-determination
CATEGORY 4 comprises the involuntary or nearly involuntary risks

In summary, it can be stated that only those risks can directly be compar-
ed which fall into the same category, and that the level of the general
risk acceptance depends on tte category into which a particular risk
falls. This applies to individual risks as well as to real and perceived
collective risks.

3. Risk Appraisal requires Quantification of Risk Criteria

1. Risk Cr'iteria for INDIVIDUAL RISKS

As mentioned before the individual risks are defined by the annual
probabilities that identified individuals will be killed or injured by
a hazardous activity. A characteristic feature Jf individual risk is
the fact that very often large differences exist between the persons
exposed to the same hazard (see Figure 4). In order to assure that the
individual risk of a persor, is not the dominant part of his annual
mortality rate and for repsonz of equity it is essential that the size
of the individual risks Oas to be limited for each individual. It is
therefo-e not enough if the average individual risk of all exposed
persons is below the limit, but that ALL individual risks are smaller
or equal -to it.

In setting the quantitative values for the 1AXIlU14 ACCEPTABLE INDIVI-
DUAL RISKS it has to be considcred that not all risk are equal in
nature and t>•at these values must be a function of the previously men-
tioned risk cate.ories. It is obvious that the maximum acceptable in-
dividual risk must decrease freni Category 1 (voluntary risks) to Cate-
gory 4 (involuntary risks).

Figure 4 proposes quantitative values for maximum acceptable indivi-
dual risk as a function of the risk categories. For Risk Category 4
(involuntary risks) a value of 10-5 per year is proposed. individual
risks below this value are not of importance for an individuel woen
compared with his total natural mortality rate. For RisK Category I
(-.o~untary risk) a value of 10-2 per year is proposen. Experience
shows that this value seems to be an "intuitive" upper limit. s;'ce
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* higher risks are rarely taken deliberately by persons. For risk situa-
tions located in Categories 2 and 3 the maximum indiv4 dual risks lie

in between these two numbers.

The line in figure 4 can also be interpreted as a dividing line bet-
wween the responsibilit~y of society and thuse of in individual. An in-

-Adividual striving for a negligible individual risk of I0-5 per year
can take from this figure: i,., much society will do to reach this goal
andhow much he must contribute himself. In a voluntary risk situation
almost full responsability rests with the individual. In an involun-
tary risk situation, however, he can rely on society, since most if
not all responsability rests with society.

2. Criteria for Collective Risks

In contrast to thp indiv;dual risk, where the criteria consists in a
fixed maximum acceptable limit, an absolute limitation of collective
r;sks is not meaningful. There is no universal value for an acceptable
collective risk, though it was often postulated in recent years. It
can be shown that a fixed limitation is not reasonable if society is
seeking to minimize the total collective risks.
The basis for any decision about the acceptablity of collective risks

is the so-called RISK-COST DIAGRAM shown in Figure 5. This diagram
shows, how much an existing collective risk of a hazardous activity
cmn be reduced if more and more safety measures were taken and there-
fore if more and more money wou)d be invested in safety. The elabora- Ction o, such a risk-cost diagram is a mostly technical tas*,k aipd is
part of the risk analysis. With other words, risk analysis i=, no
finished wheoi existing collective risks have been calculated, but~only
when it has been shown with this risk-cost diagram how and at what ex-
penses the risk can be reduced..

The typical shape of the risk cost curve in Figure 5 indicates, that
the collective risk could be reduced to negligible values, provided
that the corresponding cost can be afforded. Since the resources of
our society are limited, we face the well-known problem: Which strate-
gy should we Lhoone to obtain the least collective risk with limited
resources? From economic theory it is known that in such situations
the marginal: costs must be the decision criteria.

With other words, this criteria --'Is us! to stop our safety measures
as soon as the marginal costs of the ne xt safety measure exceed a -

yet to be determined - value. This value, however, corresponds to the
so-called WILLINGNESS-TO-PAY to save an additional life. It can there-
fore bc stated that a collective risk can be considered as acceptable,
if the costs of the next safety measures for saving an additional 77
human life would exceed the determined willingness-to-pay.

In determining the quantitbtive values for the willingness-to-pay it
has again to be considered that not all risks are equal in n3ture and
that values must be a function of the previously mentioned risk cate-
gories. It is again obvious that the willingness-to-pay to save a hu- .
man life is larger when the risks are involuntary that when they are
voluntary.
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Figure 5 proposes quantitative values for the wi tingness-to-piy. as a
function of the risk categories. For Risk Category ,4 (nvdluntaryS risks) a value of 10 million Swiss francs or presently about 6 millIon: K'
US-Dollars is proposed. For Risk Category 1 (voluntary rlsks)-a value
of less than 1 million Swiss francs at current exchange 'rates of less i
600'000 US-Dollars is proposed. For risk situations located. in ate-
gories 2 and 3 the values lie between these two numbers.
Two important comments have to be added at this place:

- The value of the willingness-to-pay does not imply a valuation of
the human life. Such a valuation would be n!Ive. The criterion of
the willingness-to-pay expresses, however, that our limited re-
sources do not allow us to spend unlimited amounts of money to save
a human life. Furthermore, it tells us how we should allocate our
limited resources cjch that maximum risk reducZion can be obtained.

- Determining the values of the willingness-to-pay is a matter of
value Judgements. There are not "correct" or "wrong" values. The
proposed numerical values have been derived from past decisions
about safety issues. They reflect the way how our western societies
seem to think today intuitively about the willingness-to-pay' to
save a human life.

3. Risk Aversion Phenomenon

The risk aversion phenomenon appears as soon as the standpoint of the
institution responsible for an hazardous activity is considered. It
takes into account that an institution is in addition interested in
avoiding catastrophic or otherwise spectacular accidents, since such
events can damage reputation, image and the market position or could
lead to more stringent regulation.

Risk aversion is an element of the formal decision theory and can be
accounted for by RISK AVERSION FACTORS. Such factors lead to an in-
crease of the collective risk and are usually a function of the number
of fatalities. The perceived collective risk is therefore always high-
er than the real collective risk.

Determining the risk aversion factor is a matter of the institution
responsible for the hazardous activity. It must be a value judgement
by the management and take into account the special circumstances of
the institution and of the hazards at stake. Therefore numerical pro-
posals for risk aversion functions cannot be made.

In Figure 6 examples of risk aversion functions taken from actual case
studies in Europe are presented.

Once perceived risks have been calculated, using an appropriate risk
aversion function, the acceptable perceived risk value can be found
with the same method as shown above and by applying the same values
for the willingness-to-pay to save a human life.
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.The. ideas, ct.ined n.thi. paper are not. new. In previous seminars many

of thi ;,,,-have been-p`resented in one w.y or another (Lit. 1, 3). At that
.. "" re..,wever,,thee ieasl'we, e new and, almost revolutionary. And the test
"",.. oft' actica~lapplicaton,nwas limited to a few case studies. In the
"meantime much experience with this method has been collected in various

, . ie'dts.such a "
-'Fabrication o. unition and explosives (Lit. 4)• ,,, ,,,, ,•'- F, r.i cati! on. .".x~

- Storage of ammunition (Lit. 5)
Transpui"t of dangerous goods (Lit. 6)

-. Railway Safety (Lit. 7)
.- Railroad Grade Crossing Safety (Lit. 8)
- Traffic Safety (Lit. 9)
- Natural Hazards Safety (Lit. 10, 11)

In all these practical applications this method proved to be a most power-
ful instrument. In all cases it produced realistic and practical results,
which could be accepted both by the responsible management as well as by
the authorities.

The application of the method to safety problems in a number of different
fields underlines its broad applicability. However, it must be stated that
this method is limited to the assessment of hazard with predictable and
immediate detrimental effects. The proposed risk categories and the risk
criteria do therefore not apply to accid~nts with hardly predictable long-
term hazards to health or life (e.g. a,,cidents with radiological conse-
quences, etc.)
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Figure 1: General Model of Safety Assessment
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2. Risk Valuation Depends on the
Nature of Risks I

BAG B.G.
VOLUNTARY INVOLUNTARY
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Examples

Figure 3: Risk Categories and Risk Acceptance
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Q0isntification of Risk Criteria
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Quantification of Risk Criteria
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Figure 5: Criteria for Collective Risk
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P .Quantification of Risk Criteria
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Figure 6: Example of Risk Aversion Functions
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BLAST TESTING OF EXPEDIENT SHELTERS IN MODEL SCALE

by

(V Edward D. Esparza
Southwest Risearch Institute

) San Antotlto, Texas
0

CM 22nd Department of Defense Explosives Safety Seminar
26-28 August 1986

ABSTRACT

'" 'A research program was conducted to evaluate the blast resistance of
expedient fallout shelters designed for the civilian population in the event
of a nuclear attack. As part of this research, nodel size shelters of six
different designs were tested in a shock tunnel at average overpressure levels

of 2.8, 4.6, and 8.8 psi. Measurements of the external blast pressures and

internal. pressure leakage into the model shelters were made. The expedient
shelters tested utilize, in general, shallow soil excavation, load-bearing
members of timber or doors, and soil-covered roofs. Replica model sizes were

selected so that the shock tunnel load durations were long enough to test in
the quasi-static load realm,-- An elevated soil section was used in the tunnel

to test ?6 response models in 12 experiments.-•Some of the shelter designs
survived at every overpressure level very well, while other test items
suffered structural failures in almost every case. This paper presents a
brief description of the experiments, including some details of the shelters,
of the model fabrication and pressure measurement system, and a summary of the

results.
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INMRO TION

A number of do-It-yourself shelterr have been designed and recommended

for providing protection to families or other small groups from deadly

radiation and radioactive fallout generated by a nuclear detonation [1,21.

Shelter designs vary to accommodate different local soil conditions and

available materials. For example, in areas where below ground shelters are

Impractical due to a&shallow water table or bedrock, the expedient shelter

recommended would be above ground. For areas with an abundance of small

trees, tha structural materials specified are wooden poles of various

lengths. .- r arý-!s where there is a shortage of small trees, household doors

are used as the load-bearing members. However, for all designs, a thick earth

cover and walls are used ss the primary radiation shield.

Some of these shelters had been tested in high explosive nuclear

simulation tests [3,4]. Gt-nerally, the results of these ''mited tests yielded

qualitative results of a shelter at a particular overpressure range. To

better evaluate the level of blast protection expedient shelters provide to

occupants, an analytical and experimental proi.ram was conducted by Southwest

Research Institute (S'i5l) 151. In this program, a literature search was

conducted to identify expedient shelter designs. Eight selected designs were

then evaluated analytically to determine expected failure mechanisms and to

estimate the blast overpressures at which structural failures such as

overturning, trench collapse, or roof collapse would be expected to occur.
Six different shelter designs were then tested in a shock tunnel in model
scale after several physical models were considered. Replica models were used

because of the limitations on the available shock tunnel facility. The

results from a series of twelve experiments involving f6 structural response
models were used to determine the blast protection provided by each of the six
types of shelters tested. Complete details of this shelter evaluation program

are found in Reference 5. This paper presents brief descriptions of the six

expedient shelters tested, an overview of the test program, some details of
the experiments and pressure measurement system, examples of preý."re traces,
and a summary of the results.
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ESKRIPTION OF EXPERIENTS

Shelters

The six expedient shelters selected for te,tirj are depicted in Figures

1-6 and were as follows:

* Douor-covered trench shelter
* Above ground door-covered shelter

* Crib-walled shelter
* Ridge pole shelter

* Small pole shelter
* Log-covered trench shelter

The below ground shelters getierally utilize an excavation with a soil-covered
roof to provide protection f;'om fallout. The earth cover is specified to be a
minimum of 2 to 3 feet deep and is supported on a load-bearing roof of timbers

or household doors. The excavations are about 4 to 6 feet deep with vertical
walls. The above ground shelters have very shallow or no excavation specified'
in their construction. They use an earth-covered, load bearing roof of

tembers or wooden doors about 1.25 to 2 feet deep, and an earth-.ound or
earth-filled walls about 2 to 4 feet deep.

For the shelters tested, the primary criterion fIor shelter acceptability
was that occupants not be mortally injured. The damage mechanisms that were

used to evaluate the level of protection the shelters afforded the occupants
were classifind as the exposure to overpressure, debris imp&ct/burial, and
ozcupant translation/impact. Because structural failures would create any or
all of these occupant damage categories, failure modes for each of the
shelters tested in model scale were identified and are listed in Table 1.

Scaling Considerations

A complete model analysis was conducted. Twenty parameters were used to

descr1be the blast loading, ambient conditions, the soil, the shelter

structure, and the shelter response. Usuiog the Buckingham Pi Theorem [61, a
set of 17 independent dimensionless ratios called pi terms was developed.
Model and prototype systems are equ!valent wthen -he dimensionless ratios are
the same in both. Sometimes this specific requirement cannot be satisfied
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Table 1. Shelter Failure Mode Possibilities

Overturn/ Trench Roof
Shelter Translation Collapse Collapse

Door-covered trench * *

Above ground door-covered * *

Crib-walled * *

Ridge Pole * *

Small Pole * *

Log-covered trench * *

because of limitations in the test facility, in the physical properties of the

materials, in having a constant gravitational field, in how small the model

can be made, and in construction techniques.

Testing of the model shelters was intended to simulate loadings from a 1

megaton (MT) yield weapon at a distance where the side-on overpressure would

be greater than 2 psi. A shock tunnel located at Fort Cronkhite, California

[71, was provided by the government for testing. The shock tunnel has a

maximum overpressure capability of about 8 psi with a positive duration of

about 100 ms. Three different modeling approaches were considered: replica,

Froude, and dissimilar material, Replica modeling wes selected because it was

the most practical and least affected by the limitations of the test facility.

In a replica model all components in the model are made of the same
materials as in the prototype, and all geometries are similar. Therefore, all
lengths and times are scaled by a factor x ; density, stress, strain, and

pressure remain invarient; and accelerations scale as 1/x . Because the

acceleration of gravity cannot be varied in the test facility, gravitational

effects were distorted between model and prototype. For the type of response

expected from the shelter models, this distortion was considered to be of

secondary importance.

Another problem for replica models caused by facility limitations was

that the maximum overpressure of 8 psi that can be generated in the Fort

Cronkhite tunnel has a 100 ms duration. Assuming that 1/10-scale shelter

models were tested, this duration would correspond to 1.0 sec In full scale.

A 1 MT nuclear explosion blast wave at the 8 psi level would have a duration II
of 2.8 sec. Fortunatply, calculation of the response time of the various
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structural components of the expedient shelters showed that the fundamental

period for each full-scale shelter was considerably shorter than the duration

of the overpressure load. Thus, the shelters were loaded in the quasi-static

realm. Provided the response of the models was also in this domain, the

duration of the loading did not have to be scaled rigorously. This was the

case since the duration of the tunnel blast wave was about 4 to 45 times

lonoer than the natural period of each model shelter depending on type.

The other two types of modeling considered were eliminated because in one

case testing was required to be conducted in a reduced atmospheric pressure

with model materials that were weaker by the scale factor, but of the same

density, and with loading times that were longer than those required by the

replica models. Evacuation of the expansion chamber in the shock tunnel was

not possible. In the second case, to obtain longer scaled durations, a

different, denser gas is required. This would have also required stronger

model materials. However, because the shock tunnel could not be used

practically with any gas 3ther than ambient air, this modeling technique was

eliminated.

Test Facility and Model Fabrication

The Fort Chronkhite shock tunnel located near San Francisco was specified

and provided by the government for the model shelter evaluation program. The

tunnel consists of a 63-foot long cylindrical compression chamber about 7 feet

in diameter in which strands of Primacord* are used to generate the blast

loads. The blast wave expands into a rectangular, 8.5 X 12 feet, cross-

sectional expansior chamber about 100 feet long. A major consideration in
test planning was the arrangement of model-scale test structures within the
expansion chamber of the Fort Cronkhite facility, and the effects of this

arrangement on blast loads on the structures. Some of the expedient shelters

involve some sort of trerching, so that much of the shelter is below grade.

To simulate such shelters within the test facility, a soil-filled test section
was installed inside the shock tunnel to allow preparation or insertion of
model-scale shelters underground. Nominal length and height dimensions of the

test section are given in Figure 7. Laterally, the test section spanned the

entire width of the tunnel (12 feet). To allow smooth shock wave loading
approaching the models, a ramp was installed upstream at the front of the test
bed. Downstream of the models, the test bed was continued to prevent
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premature expansion of the incident shock wave and a down ramp was also

Installed. By providing a 1-foot high elevated floor over a 28-foot length of

the tunnel floor, several models could be tested at one time.

An estiwate of the flow over the models was made to approximate the

worst-case shock loading that would occur. The blockage factor due to the

elevated floor was small, and the elevated floor provided enough depth for

sublevel structures to be incorporated into the earth. With a 1-foot elevated

surface, side-on shock pressures were expected to be increased by less than 10

percent over the pressure that would be obtained were the tunnel to be used in

the usual fashion.

By considering the interference drag that results between the models

after the passage of the shock front, the spacing between modelh was

determined. The spacing between models in tandem was that spacing necessary

to eliminate interference drag. A similar approach was used to evaluate the

spacing needed to eliminate interference drag, in the tVinnel axial direction.

This method of determining spacing requirements followed procedures used to

space obstacles in a conventional wind- tunnel. By this technique, it was

determined that ten, two-abreast models could be tested during one test run

using the 28-foot long elevated test surface.

Axial spacing, based on this procedure, required that the test models be

at least four to six feet apart on centers, with the first pair of models

being four feet behind the transition from the '.4-degree ramp up to the test
surface. The last set of models was to be three feet forward on centers from

a 14-degree ramp down to the shock tunnel floor. Recommended lateral spacing

was based on having models with the lowest profile located towdrd the front

edge of the elevated test bed. The last set of two models could be any of the
models in pairs or in duplicate. The shelters were about three to four feet

from a side wall to the edge of the model. Shock diffraction interference

with these arrangements was expected not to be significantly different or

altered from that found on an isolated model.

In determining the loading realm and selecting model sizes, response

times were estimated for the shelters. Fundamental vibration frequencies were

calculated for the main strength structural members. Wooden dowels of

comparable strength were chosen to represent logs in the pole shelters. Main

structural members in the shelters using wooden poles were generally specified
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to be four inches in diameter. Use of 3/8-inch wooden dowels to model these
poles resulted in a scale factor X of 1/10.7 for these shelters. Several
types and sizes of plywood were tested along with solid door sections to
select modeling materials and sizes. Utile plywood, 3/16-inch thick, was
selected to model doors serving as structural members. Using 3/16-inch
plywood to model the nominal 1-3/8 inch thick doors resulted in a scale factor
of 1/7.33.

Six different fallout shelters were tested in this project to determine
their structural blast resistance. As indicated in the introduction, two
other shelters were original;y identified for evaluation, but were eliminated
from testing. The eight shelters were numbered for identification, and the
six that were tested are listed in Table 2 along with the scale factor used to
size their components. The models of the six expedient shelters were
prefabricated as much as possible at SwRI prior to departure to the Fort

Cronkhite shock tunt-el. In some :ases, such as shelter 7, it was possible to
assemble the complete wooden structure at SwRI. In other cases wooden
subassemblies were put together before departure and later assembled at the
test site. Finally, for some shelters (for example, shelter 2), only the
model components for the logs and doors could be prepared at SwRI, and the
complete assembly was effected at the test site. For those shelters which
used soil trenches, wooden molds were fabricated at SwRI and used to form the
trenches Ir the soil test bed.

Table 2. Model Expedient Fallout Shelters Tested

Shelter No. Shelter Name Scale Factor

2 Door-covered trench 1 : 7.33

3 Above ground door-covered 1 : 7.33
5 Crib-walled 1 : 10.7
6 Ridge pole 1 : 10.7 A
7 Small pole 1 : 10.7
8 Log-covered trench 1 : 10.7
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The door-covered trench shelter is an example of one of the below ground
designs for which a mold was made and used to form the trench. The procedure
for making the trench was begun by digging a slightly oversized hole in the
test bed, filling, and tamping the soil at the bottom of the hole to obtain
the required depth for the trench. The mold was then placed in the hole and

backfilled, and hand-tamped in layers with a two-by-four board. The soil used
to backfill and to cover the shelters was sifted using a sieve made from 1/4-
inch wire mesh. Water was then added to obtain a moisture content of about 10

percent, a level which provided the best soil workability in making the

trenches with the mold. Figure 8 shows the trench for a No. 2 shelter. After
all the trenches for these shelters were completed, their assembly followed
strictly the plan illustrated in Reference 1. The earth-filled rolls were
made using Saran WrapO for the plastic material specified in the shelter plan

[I]. The same type of wrap was used to rainproof the roof soil cover. Figure
9 provides an example of a completed No. 2 shelter Just prior to testing.
Shelters 3 and 8 were two other shelters whose assembly was done at the test
site using a wooden mold to form a trench.

Shelter 5, the crib-walled above ground shelter, is an example of a

shelter that was to a great extent, prefabricated in subassemblies at SwRI.
The five required cribs for each of the five models made were all completed

prior to arriving at the test site. In addition, the roof poles were precut
in sets for each model shelter. Note that a significantly larger number of
poles were required to make the roof than is specified In the instructions for
the full-scale shelter in Reference 1. The cribs were assembled and filled

with soil as specified in the shelter plan using plastic wrap to line each
crib. Figure 10 showsa model of shelter 5 during assembly. The earch cover
was then placed on the roof as specified. Figure 11 shows a completed model
sheltefr 5 ready for testing. Shelter 6 was another shelter that was

partially assembled at SwRI before completing at the test site.

Shelter 7, tne small-pole shelter, was the only shelcea evaluated in this
program that is detailed only in Reference 2. Five models of this shelter

were completely fabricated and assembled prior to departure from SwRI to the OZ
Fort Cronkhite shock tunnel. Each of these model shelters was installed inI

the test bed by first digging a slightly oversized hole of :he specified
depth, placing the assembled shelter in the hole, and then backfilling and
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Figure 8. Soil Trench for Door-Covered Trench Shelter

Figure 9. Compl ted Model of Door-Covered Trench Shelter
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data stored on the diskettes were then read into a DEC 11/70 minicomputer, and

engineering plots were prepared using a Printronix 300 printer/plotter.

Test Matrix and Procedure

A total of 96 individual sheltcr response models were tested in the
twelve experiments conducted at the shock tunnel. Each test consisted 'if

setting up eight of the response models plus the two rigid models in tVie test

section of the tunnel. To stay within the blast overpressure capabilities
of the test facility, the tests were run at three nominal overpressures:
2, 4, and 8 psi. The number of shelters tested at each of these overpressures
i!. listed in Table 3 together with the number of tests. The first five
experiments were all at the lowest overpressure. Those shelter designs
that survived easily were not tested as often. Also taken into consideration
was the complexity of the erection procedure as well as the number of
models that had been preassembled or for which parts had been fabricated.
In general, those types of shelters that did not survive or appeared close to

failure were tested in greater numbers. Three of the highest pressure tests
were conducted next. For these tests, about the same number of samples were
tested from each type of shelter.

The next three tests used the intermediate overpressure levels, and

generally tested a similar number of samples from each type except the one

type that had survived the best at the highest pressure level without a

Table 3. Response Models Tested

Shelter Nominal Overpressure (psi)
No 2 4 -8 Total

2 7 5 5 17
3 16 7 5 28
5 2 4 5 11 i

6 5 4 6 15

7 2 0 5 718'

No. of tests 5 3 4 12 1
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Figure 14. Pressure Transducer CanisterI

iLi

Figure 15. Typical Transducer Installation in Shelters
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tamping the soil all around the shelter to obtain the results shown in Figure

12. Sol" was then piled over the roof poles as specified in the shelter

building instructions using plastic wrap for the rainproofing material in

between the earth cover. A completed model shelter 7 is shown in Figure 13.

In addition to the response models of the six shelters listed in Table 2,

two rigid models were used on each of the 12 blast experiments conducted in

the shock tunnel. The two rigid models represented geometrically shelters 5

and 8. These rigid models were used to measure internal blast pressure

leakage into these expedient shelters oi every test. The rigid model of the

crib-walled shelter 5 was fabricated from solid sections of wood with

provisions for mounting pressure transducirs on the roof and walls. The rigid

model of the log-covered trench shelter 8 was constructed from thin aluminum

plate.

Pressure Measurements System

Pressures were sensed and recorded on each test. In all twelve tests,

five transducers were mounted to sense the blast overpressure on the test bed

and on one wall of the tunnel as shown in Figure 7. In addition, up to seven

other transducers were mounted in each test on the rigid and response models

of the expedient shelters to sense internal blast pressures. Two types of

transducers were used to sense these pressures, piezoresistive and

piezoelectric. The piezoresistive pressure transducers used to make the

majority of the measurements were Kul4te Model HEM-375 with a pressure ranae

of 0-25 psig. This sealed miniature transducer is an all metal, electron beam

welded assembly featuring a metal diaphragm as a force collector with

piezoresistive strain gages bonded inorganically. These transducers feature a

high resonant frequency of approximately 50 kHz, good linearity, and static

pressure response. Excitation voltage, bridge balance, and amplification for •7,

these pressure transducers were provided by Vishay Model 2310 signal

conditioning amplifiers with the frequency response set at dc to 25 kHz (-F%).

The piezoelectric transducers used for the rest of the test measurements

were all manufactured by PCB Piezotronics. Two Model 102A02 transducers were

mounted on the tunnel wall, one near the front of the test bed and the other
near the back. Their output was recorded by SwRI together with the output of
the Model 102A0's and !02A15's installed on the test bed and in the model

shelters. All three types of PCB transducers utilize an acceleration-
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compensated, quartz sensing element coupled to a miniature source follower I
within the body ;f the transducer. The source follower converts the high

impedance charge output into a low impedance, voltage output signal. The

sensors have a rise-time capability of 1 microsecond. Each piezoelectric

transducer was connected to a PCB Model 494A06 signal conditioner and

amplifier. The amplifier has a specified frequency of 0.08 to 180,000 Hz
(-3db) and a coupling time constant of 2 seconds.

Both types of pressure transducers were installed in protective steel

canisters which simplified handling and installation in the soil test bed.

Figure 14 shows a completely assembled transducer canister ready for burial.

For those transducers used to sense the surface overpressure on the %.est bed,

the steel canister was buried so that the transducer was flush with the ground

surface. In a similar manner, the transducer canisters were mounted within

the model shelters to sEnse the internal pressures. Figure 15 shows a typical

installation in a crib-walled shelter.

The amplified signals from both the piezoresistive and piezoelectric

pressure transducers were recorded at the test site on magnetic tape with an

Ampex Model 2230 tape recorder with Wideband II, FM electronics. At a record

speed of 30 inches/second, the specified data bandwidth capability was 0-100

kHz (+1, -2db). The pressure data were played back at the test site after

each experiment using a Biomation Model 1015 four-channel transient

r-coder. The data traces were recorded on Polaroid film for quick-look

analysis using a Tektronix Model 602 display uniL. Upon return to SwRI from

the Fort Cronkhite facility, the test data were played back and digitized

using the system shown in Figure i6. Up to four channels of cata were playc('

back at one time through the analog filters into a Biomation Model 1015 four-

channel transient recorder. This recorder digitizes the incoming analog

signals at sample intervals of 0.01 milliseconds or greater. Since this unit

has four separate analog-to-digital (A/D) converters, the samples for each of

the four data channels are time correlated. Once the test data were properly

formatted in digital form, a DEC 11/23 computer extracte6 the data from the
transient recorder memory through the computer Automated Measurement and w
Control (CAMAIC) data buss and stored them on a 8-inch flexible diskette. A Imas

¶raphics terminal was used to lisplay eakn data trace for verification. The
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Figure 10. Assembling :)f Crib-Walled Shelter

S~I

Figure 11. Completed Model of Crib-Walled Shelter
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Figure 12. Burial of Small Pole Shelter Assembly

Figure 13. Completed Model of Small Pole Shelter
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failure. Included in this series of tests were two shelter models that wereI

modfie sighlyto determine if their performance could be improved. The

last test was at the highest pressure level and it included four of the
shelters in slightly modified formas. A total of only six shelter models were
tested in a slightly modified condition in the entire test program.

All 12 experiments in this program followed a similar test procedure

regardless of which model shelters were being tested and which pressure level

was used. As indicated previously, eight response shelters were installed in

the test bed in each experiment along with two rigid models. The normal test

sequence was begun by measuring carefully and marking on the soil test bed the

location of each model shelter. Then, each model shelter was assembled or

installed in place following the instructions provided in Reference 1 for five

types of shelters and in Rcference 2 for one type of shelter.

While all the model shelters were being installed, the pressure

measurement system was set up and checked for proper end-to-end operation.b ~Amplifier gain and tape recorder voltage levels were set to accommnodate the
peak pressure expected. After the model shelters were completed and the

measurement system configured properly, the exit from the shock tunnel w'as

closed and PrimacordO explosive placed in the compression tube. The back door
to the compression tube was then closed, and the area around the shock tunnel

was secured. After a short countdown sequence, the explosive array was

detonated, and the pressure data were recorded.

The tunnel exits and back door were then opened to allow natural
ventilation of the explosion gases before test personnel would return to the

test section of the tunnel to record the condition of the test shelters. In

the meantime, the pressure da'ta were played back into a transient recorder for
quick-look analysis using Polaroid prints of the pressure-time histories.
After it was safe to return inside the shock tunnel, SwRI personnel recorded

the condition of each model shelter. The tested shelters were then carefully

disassembled to determine their internal condition and then finally removed

altogether from the test bed. The test bed was then readied for the next set

of shelters to be tested.
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SUWIAY OF RESULTS

External Pressure Data
Up to 12 pressu-e measurements were made in each experiment. Five of

these measurements were of external overpressures, two on one wall of the
tunnel and three on the soil bed surface as shown in Figure 7. The rest ofI
the transducers used on each test were installed on both the response models
and the rigid models of the expedient shelters to measure the internal
pressure leakage. Three different overpressure levels were used oAi the 12
tests. These were achieved by varying the number of Primacord* strandsI
detonated in the compression tube of the shock tunnel. To achieve the lowest
pressure level, two strands were used. The intermediate pressure load was
achieved using four strands. For the highest pressure level, six strands were
used. Analysis of the data traces for all three overpressure levels indicatedI
a similar loading function in all cases. The five pressure transducers used
for external measurements were P1 and P2 located on the soil surface at the
front of the test bed, rlO located on the wall at the front of the test
section, P9 located on soil surface at the rear of the test bed, and P11
located on the wall at the rear of the test section. Figure 11 shows two
examples of the data recorded by P1 for an intermediate and a high
overpressure test. These measurements made on the surface of the test bed
Just upstream of the first row of test shelters show oscillating high-
frequency pressure pulses superimposed on the much lower frequency, larger
amplitude pressure traces. These types of pressure records are quite similar
to those recorded previously by various investigators using the Fort Cronkh~te

shock tunnel, and are representative of those made on each of the twelve testsU
at the five external locations on the various surfaces of the test section of
the tunnel.

The peak overpressure for each of the five surface pressure transducers
was obtained by a visual regression of the long duration pressure pulse
through the high-frequency pressure oscillations. Table 4 summarizes the -

results of averaging the individual pressure measurements on each test. The
corresponding estimated standard deviation for each set of measurements is
also tabulated. As indicated by the deviation on this table, the measurements

from each test were quite repeatable with most average overpressures having
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Figure 17. Test Bed Surface Overpressure Measurements



Table 4. Average Test Overpressures

TetNo~. Overpressure (psi) Deviation (%

01 ...96 12

02 2.82 7
03 3.03 6

04 2.84 9
05 2.*54 10

06 8.64 4
07 9.20 5

08 8.82 5

09 4.54 7

10 4.72 7
11 4.52 9
12 8.53 2

deviations considerably less than ten percent. By averaging every measurement
made on the low, intermediate, and high pressure tests, respectively, the
three nominal test overpressures loading the model snelters were 2.8 (± 11%),
4.6 (t 7%), and 8.8 (t 5%) psig.

Internal Shelter Pressures

Measurement of the internal shelter pressures was made with transducers
mounted on both the rigid and the response models. On every test, two
transducers were mounted on each of the two rigid shelters, R5 and R8. In
addition, up to three response models were instrumented in every test. The
transducers used in the response models were rotated among the test items from
test to test to obtain representative data from within each type of response
model for as many pressure levels as was possible. In most cases, the peak
pressure measured inside each shelter was essentially the same as measured by

the external surface mounted transducers. Also, in most cases the time-
histories recorded by the internal transducers was similar to that of the

exterior ones with the exception that the high-frequency oscillations were
filtered acoustically. In some instances the rise time of the pressure pulse
is definitely slower within a shelter, and the peak pressure somewhat
attenuated as compared to the external overpressure.
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Figures 18 through 23 are examples of pressure-time. records obtained fromI
transducers sensing the internal pressure in each of the response and rigidS models. The data traces in Figures 18 through 20 are for tests in which the
surface overpressure measured was a nominal 4.6 psig. ThLtia records from
shelters 2, 3. and 8, can be compared to those rgn Figure 17a to see how the
internal geometry of each shelter affects the pressure buildup within the
shelter. The data traces in Figures 21 through 23 are for a 8.8 psig nominal

overpressure test. These data traces from shelters 5, 6, and 7 can be
compared to those in Figure 17b to see the similarities and differences
between the internal and external overpressures measured.

For example, the internal pressure in shelter 2, Figure 18, is quite
similar to the external overpressures shown in Figure 17a. On thE other hand,
the internal pressure in shelter 3. Figure 19, shows a much slower rise time
and considerably fewer high-frequency oscillations than the external

overpressure records. These differences resulted primarily from the entrance
to shelter 3 being mostly closed off by model sandbags as instructed in the
building plans in Reference 1, while the entrances to shelter 2 are basically
open. For shelter 6, the rise time in Figure 22 is somewhat slower than thatSiin Figure Jib due to the relatively long entranceway for this shelter. An
even slower rise time can be observed in Figure 23 for the pressure measured

in shelter 1, which has even longer entrances leading into the shelter space.
For the two shelters, 5 and 8, for which rigid models were used to

measure Internal pressures, the pressure data from the rigid models were very
similar in every respect to the data from the corresponding response model s.
The main difference observed was more reflections within the rigid models from
the overstrength w.Cils, floor, and roof as compared to the response models.

Shelter Structural Evaluation

Each of the 96 response model shelters was inspected thoroughly after
being tested and an evaluation made as to the possible survival of the

occupants. The criteria for survival were based primarily on whether the
occupants would have been able to survive any structural or soil failures
observed in the shelter after it was tested. In some cases it was obvious
that unless the soil cover was replaced over the shelter after the blast
loading, little or no fallout protection would have been available to the
occuoants. However, this was not used as part of the blast survival
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criteria. Similarly, as stated previously, the peak pressure inside most U
shelters during the the tests was essentially the external peak
overpressure. Therefore, for some tests there probably would have been some

ear damage to the :helter occupants, and to a much lesser extent, lurng

damage. However, up to the 8.8 psi maxim;,. pressure tested, less than 20% of I
occupants would have ruptured eardrums 18, 91 and less than 1% would not have
survived lung damage 1101. Therefore, structural failures listed in Table I -

wore the only criteria used to determine the survivability of the shelters.

Table 5 summarizes the survival assessment of the model shelters. In most

cases, a yes or ao rating was assigned. How-ever, in a very few cases a

marginal category also was used for shelters whose structural condition was

such that the interior space appeared marginally safe for immediate survival,

but perhaps not for long-term survival of its occupants.

The post-test evaluations of each shelter concentrated on the condition

of the internal space of the shelter. Generally, a shelter was judged as not

providing the occupants sufficient protection for survival if there was

significant trench collapse, roof collapse, or rigid body" translation. For

S exaple, failures for shlter 2 even at the low overpressures occurred fr
collapse of the door-covered, soil trench walls. For some of these modelshelters, the exterior conditions after the test did not indicate major

Table 5. Model Shelter Blast Survival Evaluation

2.8 psi Overpressure 4.6 psi Overpressure 8.8 psi Overpressure

Shelter Yes Marginal No Yes Marginal No Yes Marginal No

2 3 0 4 0 2* 3 1* 1* 3

3 16 0 0 1 1 5 0 0 5

5 2 0 0 1 0 3 0 1+ 4++

6 5 0 0 4 0 0 5 1 0

7 2 0 0 - - - 5 0 0
8 1 1 6 0 0 4 0 0 6 ,M

r Doors added to shore trench sidewalls.
+ Roof poles attached to crib walls and additional soil around cribs.
+- Roof poles attached to crib walls on one test.
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damage to the shelter. However, upon internal inspection, it was obvious that

the shelter had not survived the simulated nuclear blast loading. The top

picture In Figure 24 shows a plan view of shelter ? after a low pressure

test. The bottom photo shows the f1̀ i'd trench walls. Figure 25 is an

example of a door-covered trench that survived the low overpressure loading.

A modification tried on this shelter on the last two tests was to shore the

trench walls with model doors. This simple modification does increase the

survival of this shelter.

Shelter 5 is an example of a shelter that failed in some tests due to

roof collapse or translation. This above ground crib-walled shelter survived

very well in the low pressure tests, but did poorly at the higher pressures.

Most failures of these shelters occurred due to the roof poles and soil

falling into the shelter, and in some cases forthe high pressure loads due to

the entire shelter being translated by the blast wave. In -he low pressure

tests, some of the soil covet was blown away as indicated in Figure 26, but

the rest of the shelter remained intact. On the other hand, in most of the

intermediate pressure tests, most of the soil cover was either blown away or

fell into the interio ;f tha shelter along with many of the roof poles.

Similar, though more severe, roof response was observed on the high pressure

tests as indicated in Figure 27. In addition, the entire shelter was

translated back about a shelter length and in some instances rotated slightly.

Two modifications were tried on the last high pressure test. The roof poles

of tre two crib-walled shelters used in this test were glued along the edge of

the cribs and to each other to represent their being tied down alcng the

perimeter of 'he shelter. One of these shelters also was covered with

additional soil a,'ound the cribs and the roof so thdt the entryway waF the

only part of the wooden framework that was visible from outside. In both

cases most of the soil cover was blown away, but the roof poles remained in

place as shown in Fyure 28. However, significant ;helter translation was

observed. It is very probable that with the attached roof poles modification
this shelter would have %urvifed at the 4.6 psig overpressure level. Even at

8.8 pslg, this shelter can probdbly survive if It can be anchored to avoid

rigid body translationt, For example, the entire shelter could be built in a

shallow trench, arid, with additional soil all around, would be kept from

moving during blast loading.
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Figur.- Z4. Non-Surviving Door-Covered Trench

Shelter in Low Pressure Test
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Figure 26. Crib-Walled Shelter After Low Pressure Test
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Figure 27. Crib-Walled Shelter After High Pressure Test
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Figure 28. Modified Crib-Walled Shelter After High Pressure Test

Figure 29. Small Pole Shelter After High Pressure Test
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The small-pole shelter, shelter 7, provided the best blast protection in

these tests. Not only did it survive structurally at the low and high

overpressure loads, but it also kept most of its soil cover, even in the high
-pressure tests. Furthermore, as indicated earlier in the paper, the internal
geometry of this shelter also provided some attenuation to the blast pressure

leakage so that internal pressures were slightly lower in amplitude and had
slower rise times than the external overpressures. Figure 29 shows a No. 7

shelter after a high pressure test. In these high pressure tests, some soil

cover was blown away and into the entrance and vent openings. There was also

some evidence of the floor soil being loosened slightly. In some case, a
floor cross-frame pole was also loosened from the horizontal pole. Because
this shelter alwak's survived in the high pressure tests, it was not tested at
the intermediate pyessure level.

By treating the shelter survival results statistically, confidence limits

can be determined for each shelter at. each of the test overpressures. A
binomial experiment is one in which there are only two outcomes. For the

shelters, the outcome was survival or failure due to the blast loads. The

estimate of the probability of survival S for each shelter can be calculated
from the results in Table 5. For example, t for shelter 2 at the 2.8 psi
overpressure is 3/7 or S=0.43. How much confidence can be placed on this

estimate of the survival probability is a function of the number of shelters
tested. The larger the number of trials, the closer that the estimated

probability S will be to the actual value S. In other words IS-91 becomes
smaller with an increasing number of trials.

The results presented in Table 5 were used to compute 90-percent

confidence limits that each shelter provides acceptable protection at leastS
percent of the time when loaded by a given peak overpressure Ps. These

confidence intervals on S are shown in Figure 30. Note that none of the
modified shelter results was included in computing the s...rvival probabilities,

and that the marginal shelters were counted as having survived to provide the

two outcomes required of a binomial experiment. The point of interest is

really the lower boundary of the confidence interval. For example, the

results for shelter 3 at a 2.8 overpressure load indicate a 90-percent
confidence that the shelter will survive 82-percent of the time. This is

based n 16 heltes tesed, al of wicn srvive. Astenubro setr
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tested increases witnout a failure, the lower confidence limit at this

pressure will approach 100-percent. Likewise, as shown in this figure, as the

number of items tested decreases, the confidence interval will get larger.

The estimated probability of survival for each shelter is denoted in Figure 30

by the bolder horizanta' line at each pressure level tested. The results show

very similar results for shelters 2 and 8, which performed the worst, for

shelters 3 and 5, and for shelters 6 and 7, which did the best in this test

program.
CLOSURE

All six expedient fallout shelters tested offer some level of blast

protection. At least two model shelter of each type survived the 2.8 psig

test overpressure. The loc-covered trench shelter performed the worst, while

the small pole shelter jesign proved to be best. The predominant failure mode

for the shelters t.at did not survive was soil instability causing walls and

roof to collapse. Roof collapse, in general, was another major cause of

shelter failure. [ranslation of above-ground shelters caused some failures at

the highest r.ressure levels. Pressures measured inside the shelters were

simllar to the external overpressures. Therefore, none of the wooden

structural members failed since very little differential pressure developed.

Results from the model tests were cnnsistent with previous limited full-scale

testing.

Some minor modifications that would improve blast survivability are

recommended for the expedient shelter designs tested. Shoring the trench for

all designs using trenches would significantly improve their performaice

particularly at the lowest and intermediate pressures tested. It is also

recommended that the entrances for all shelter designs include a simple

closure or uther blast resistant restriction, such as sandbags, to reduce the

internal pressure liakage during the blast wave passage. This would reduce

eardrum damage and prevent any lung damage. Development of simple techniques

for tying down shelter roof components to the walls and walls of above-ground

shelters would increase their blast resistance and probability of sur,,val

even at the highest pressure tested. Because of the limitations on

overpressure of the shock turtel, it was not possible to test the small pole

shelters at a pressure high enough for it not to survive. This and some of
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the other designs with som of the modifications recommended should be tested

in a higher pressure tunnel or high.-explosive field tests. Replica mode! inga
was successful in ovaluating shelters at overpressures less than 9 psi, and
should also be used in any future testing to affird testing more items and to
increase the confidence of the results.
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6LAST LOADING ON ADM GROUND BARRICADED
0M MUTION STORAGo MAGAZINRS - It

eL by
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U.S. Army Materiel Coatiand
lallistic Research Laboratory

Aberdeen Proving Ground, Maryland 21005-5066

- ABSTRACT

This report presents the reouaf a s y designed to measure the blast
loading on above ground munit storage a4es. The magasin are sited at
separation distances of K2 (2i/Lft). K4 (4iI " ft), and K6 (6iW5 ft) where

W Is the maximum allowable high-explosive weight in pounds mass. Earth
barricades protect the 8tructures esponding and nonresponding 1/23.5 scaled
models were used for the test program. *qoading results are presented for the
nonresponding barricaded model magazine. The highest loading measured on the
nonresponding model was on the side-wall nearest the donor magazine Maximum
values of reflected pressure at Station 3 were found to be about 90&, 600, and

360 kPa for separation distancewsof 0.8 QI/3 1.6 QI/3 a,--and 2.4 Q1/3
Q , .6Q .. ,-an-2-- a

respectively.- hole wall translation velocities calculated from the measured
wall loading forces ranged from 7-12 m/s. These velocities are well under the
fragment velocities needed to cause detonation of the stored munitions iin ht -t. .

acceptor magazine. This indicated the present siting criteria of 0.8 aL m

is safe for this type of above ground barricaded magazine. Additional costly
greater siting distances should not be necessary.
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I. -INTRODUCTION

A. Backtround

This study is a portion of a research program conducted at the
Ballistic Research Laboratory (ItL) and sponsored by the Department of
Defense Explosives Safety Board (DOI•EB). The portose of the general
program is to model and measure blast parameters pertaining to various
types of munition storage magazines. This study concerns an above ground
type barricaded storage magazine, but without earth cover. This type of
magazsia has been located in areas of Europe and in the United Kingdom.
The particular one selected for study is located in Rachrihanish,Scotland,
Reference 1. Preliminary research at BRL was reported in Reference 2.

B. Obiective

The primary objective of this phase nf the research is to determine
through scale model experiments the blast losding on an acceptor magazine
with differing barricades in the event of an accidental explosion in a
donor magazine. An assumption is made that all the stored munition (net
explosive weight, NEW) in the donor magazine detonates together to create
the blast wave. Effects of the munitions casing are not considered,
although, for the particular contents of a known storage magazine it could
be included.

All barricades were constructed of hakd packed soil. Results from
Reference 2 indicated a need to control this parameter. Safe separation1ltne f08q/3 1I/3 Q1/3 _
ditances of 0.8 Q 1 m, 1.6 Q 1 , and 2.4 Q a, where Q is in
kilograms, were to be modeled with tht experiments. These distances

correspond to 82 (2VI/ 3 ft), [4W(4w 1 3 ft) and [6 (6WI/ 3 ft) where w is in

pounds mass.

11. TEST PROCEDURES

The types of models, test site layout, instrumentation,and test matrix
will be discussed in this section.

A. Models

Two types of scaled models were used for the test program. A steel
nonresponding acceptor model was built and instrumented with piezoelectric
pressure transducers. The second model was a scaled concrete model
(density was same as full-size magazine) used both for the donor anti the
responding acceptor (Shot I only).

Figure 1 shows photographs and a sketch of the 1/23.5 scale
nonresponding steel model of a munitions magazine located at the
Machrihanish, Scotland site. The assumption is made that the variety of
stored munitions in the full-sized magazine will be equivalent to 13,000 kg
of bare hemispherical Pentolite. This amount is scaled down by the cube
root or to 1/23.5 scale for the 1 kg charge that was used for these tests.
The model dimensions and transducer locations are shown in Figure I-C.
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,, .. i -!,i. ~"a- a8 Orr- wall tInsest to the magazine. All IS pait.L ',r• •i• ..... s seet�ro, --he d.-.aior magazine.

ha cnc tc Wrr/acpo2 m, I also 1/23.5 scale; it is shown in 4

the oio•.'• : -s of Ii •;r •° 2 and 3. The c oncrete models were cast as five

separat L. •s. R'he do : oc .'.ng was close4 during the shot by a cardboaLrd
dcor. f r.-ly -ixed mortat ce:it-nt -;as used for the roof and wall portions.
Copper wire• was .sed as reipiforcing for the roof slab only.

For SI-,ot I, the responding acceptor model had the near side-wall scored

to control the break-up node. Auditionally, the model slabs were cemented

at the joints with silastic cement ta insure ."hat the side wall would faii

first us would be expected for the full-size magazine.

A styrofoam witness plate was placed against the back wall to catch any
flyi ng fragments. A simple indication of the oreak-up pattern might be

obtained in this manner. A more sophisticated velocity screen system is

planned for use during future tests.

B. Test Charges

The bare charges were cast iq-house with a 50/50 mix Pentolite in a
hemispherical mold. All charges we-e trimmed to be exactly I kg.
Detonation vas from the center of the flat surface of the charge placed on
the donor's floor.

C. Test Layout

Figure& 4-6 show sketches of the test site layout. All dimensions,

including barricades, were scalea by the 1/23.5 factor chosen for the model
and the cha'ge. It was decided at a meeting with the DDESB Project Officer
not to change the spacing between the models aUd the back barricade.
Spacing was changed between the model magazines according to multiples of

the s•fe separations distances: 0.8 QI/3 m, L.6 QI/3 m, and 2.4 QI1,3 m.

D. Itzstruý,_entation

The instrumentation was standard for blast wave recording. The

transducers were quartz PCB piezoelectric type, Models 113A24 and 113A28.

These were coupled through preamplifiers into either a Honeywell 7600 or
101 FM recording system. The data were available from a visicorder
immediately after the shot. Later the data wpre reduced to plots with
engineering units for comparison. An analog-digital system coupled to a
micrr-computer accomplished this phase of the data reduction. See Figure 7
Zor a schematic.
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R. Test Matrix

A series of six shots -#as fired during the test period. For the test
conditions at the Range 8 test site on Spesutie Island, see Table 1. A
responding concrete acceptor model was used only on Shot 1. The remaining
shots were made only with the non-responding instrumented steel acceptor.
All Pentolite charges were cast and trimed to be 1 kg hemispherical to
make the test comparisons more exact. No scaling was needed betweeq shots.
All barricades were constructed of field soil, hard-packed.

TABLE 1. TEST MATRIX

Shot Donor 50/50 Pentolite Concrete Ambient Ambient Wind Separation
Cover Charge Weight Acceptor Pressure TBmp. Speed Distance
kg kg kPa C km/h Factor

1 5.72 1.00 Yes 101.5 30.0 12 ( K2

2800

2 5.71 I.Ga No 101.9 28.3 5 K4
190

3 5.33 1.00 No 102.9 25.0 3 K4
90

4 5.64 1.00 No 102.2 26.1 5 K6
90

5 5.50 1.00 No 101.8 30.3 5 K6
80

6 5.50 1.00 No 100.6 29.4 Calm K6

English Metric

Note: K2 - 241/3 ft - 0.8Q1/ 3 m

K4 - 4W1/ 3 ft - 1.6Q1/3 m

K6 - 6W1/ 3 ft - 2.4Q1 / 3 m

for K2 English: W - 2.204 lbs, the K2 - 2(l.30)ft - 2.60 ft.

for K2 metric: Q - 1 kg, the K2 = .8 (1) m - 0 .8 m
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II. RESULTS

The results will be presented in photographs of site damage in data
tables, and in pressure-time records taken at various site locations and on
the nonreaponding model msigaine.

Figures 8 - 10 illustrate the kind of damage that occurred to the
responding model magazine. The donor magazine containing the 1 kg charge was
destroyed completely. A crater was formed during each shot measuring 1.2 - 1.4
m across (measured to inside edge) and a depth of 0.26 to 0.28 m at the
center. All craters were very similar from shot to shot.

The part of the barricade directly behi.nd the donor charge model magazine
was blown through on each shot. Both arms of the barricade on either side of
the donor were crushed and moved away from the donor site (crater). The
barricade behind and along the far side of the non-responding model was least
disturbed of any part of the barricade. See Figures 9 and 10.

Figure 8-B illustrates the crushing and movement of the responding
concret" model. Figure 8-C is a photograph of the reconstructed acceptos. model
shoving the break-up of the various model components. The scored near
side-wall did break as was anticipated, although the styrofoam witness plate
(Figure 3-B) had almost no indentation from the movement of the wall segments.
(The next series of tests planned will use velocity screens instead of the
witness plate.)

B. Blast Loading on Acceptor Structure Near Side-Wall

Table 2 lists pertinent parameters at the three ground baffle stations.

Station 19 is directly in front of the donor magazine. Station 20 ic in front
of the nonresponding acceptor model magazine, and Station 21 is on the other
side of the barricade arm, past the nonresponding model. See Figures 4 - 6
above for the Rround station locations for each of the three separation

distances.

The peak pressures ranged from about 1500 kPa to 2300 kP• at Station 19
(where the distance remained the same) from 86 - 279 kPa at Station 20, and
from 41 - 162 kPa at Station 21 oer the three separation distances. For
examples, see Figure 11.

Table 3 lists the parameters for the blast loading on the side-wall of the
nonresponding model, nearest to the model donor magazine. Maximum values of
reflected pressure peaks at Station 3 of about 900, 600, and 360 kPa were

measured for separation distances of 0.8 Q 1/3 1.Q3m• 1.6 Q m, and
2.4 Q1/3 m, respectively. Typical pressure-time waveforms are shown in
Figures 12 and 13 for two representative stations, Stations 1 and 3. The
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TABLE 2. FREE-FIELD BLAST PARAMETERS-WITH BARRICADESI

Peak Arrival
Shot Station Distance Overpressure Impulse Time Duration Remarks

mkP& kPa-mn ms me

f119 1,006 1537 207 0.48 1.16 0.8Q 1 mI
20 1.523 279 97 1.34 1.41
21 2.286 162 88 3.24 1.66

2 19 1.006 501/1575 238 0.46 1.04 1.6Q1 1  m
20 2.195 125 86 2.43 2.21

21 3.902 767 60 6.77 2.82

319 1.006 2147 322 0.45 0.50 1.6Q 1/3 mI
20 2.427 74389 2431 2.35
21 5.590 287 40 10.51 3.10

5 19 1.006 6647/18 2529 0.44 0.71 2.4Q /m
20 2.427 957 781 4.15 2.435

21 5.519 43. 48 10.49 3.56

20 2.427 86 75 4.03 2.40

21 5.519 41 46 10.649 3.26
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TABLE 3. BLAST LOADING ON NEAR SIDE-WAYLL

Peak Positive Arrival Positive
Shot Station Pressure Impulse Time Duration Remarks

kPa kPa-me me ma

1 1128 182 0.80 0.56 0.8Q1 / 3 m
2 814/1707* 253 0.85 0.56
3 890 205 0.82 0.61
A 894 187 0.83 0.69
5 815 239 0.84 0.59

2 1 300/565 165 1.96 1.13 1.6Q1 / 3 m
2 797/812 209 2.00 0.97
3 284/578 197 1.98 0.92
4 354/459 195 1.95 0.94
5 658 206 1.99 0.81
6 339/580 213 1.97 1.02

3 1 339/513 156 1.88 1.17 1.6Q1 / 3 m
2 726 194 1.93 1.04

4 357/373 180 1.87 1.00
5 321/578 210 1.9. 0.88
6 358/554 198 1.91 1.01

41 488 125 3.40 1.89 2.4Q1/ m

2 399/420 142 3.41 1.86
3 343/349 137 3.40 1.97
4 366 138 3.38 2.00
5 414/428 164 3.41 1.79
6 440 144 3.39 2.00

5 1 319/416 119 3.49 1.58 2.4Q1/ 3 m
2 299/356 133 3.49 1.11
3 304/369 133 3.49 1.26
4 472 142 3.48 2.00
5 288/391 144 3.49 0.98
6 306/420 145 3.49 2.00

1 243 106 3.40 1.96 2.4Q1 / 3 m
2 246 116 3.40 1.78
3 240 112 3.40 1.72
4 264 119 3.40 1.82
5 256/263 124 3.41 1.66
6 270 123 3.41 1.64

*Secund value refers to maximum reflected pressure

peak if the initial peak is not the maximum.
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w~aveform change as a function of separation distance is shown by the variation
in peak formation: a large initial peak, a small initial peak aind finally
almost a single peak again. It should be pointed out that the difference in
wave shapes at Stations 1 ind 3 as shown in Figures 12 and 13 is because of
the Mach reflection process where the reflection wave is catching up to the
incidence shock as the distavece from ground zero increases.

C. Blast Loading on Acceptor Structure - Roof

Table 4 lists the blast loading parameters for the roof of the acceptor
model. Maximum values of about 480, 170, and 180 kPa were recorded at Station
13 for the three separation distances. Figures 14 - 16 are examples of the
pressure-time curves recorded from Stations 13, 14, and 16. The waveforms are
quite similar (for a specific shot) with some decay of peak pressure during
the crossing of the roof.

D. Blast Loading on Acceptor Structure - Ends

Maximum peak pressure is seen to occur (Table 5) at Station 11 withi a
variation of about 500, 195, and 120 kPa corresponding to the three separation
distances. The waveforms are shown in Figures 17 and 18. The general shape
of the records from both ends of the acceptor magazine are quite similar, as
were those on the roof.

E. Blast Loading on Acceptor Struc~ire - Far Side-Wall

Table 6 lists the maximum peak pressure as measured on the far side-wall __

of the acceptor magazine. Ine values ranged from about 200 kPa for Station 9
1/3

at a distance of 0.8 Q m to a low of about 62 kPa at a distance of 2.4
1/3

Figures 19 and 20 illustrate the variety of waveforms to be found on the
far side-wall. A great many small reflections were recorded at the outer edge
at Station 8 during Shot 1. At Station 9, near the center of the wall, large
distinct reflections from the ground surface and the barricade wcrc recorded
for all three separation distances. No record approached the maximum pressure
level measured on the near side-wall, however.
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TABLE 4. BLAST LOADING ON ROOFI

Peak Positive Arrival Positive
Shot Station Pressure Impulse Time Duration Remarks

kPa kPa-.ms Us Us

12 418 99 0.84 0.86 O.8Q1 / 3  I
13 481 120 0.84 0.92
14 397 108 0.99 1 07
15 273 91 1.18 1.55
16 350 105 1.16 1.32

2 12 143/147 62 2.03 0.70 1.Q 1 1 3 Is
13 146/149 63 2.03 0.70
14 152 91 2.25 i.32
15 125/141 78 2.51 1.86
16 140 80 2,49 1.92

12 158 70 1.95 1.63 1.6Q 1/3

13 169 74 1.97 0.80
14 148/160 84 2.18 1.41
15 125 75 2.43 2.00
16 128 72 2.41 1.96

4 12 161 52 3.51 1.60 2.4Q 1/31
S13 39/156 50 3.45 0.90

14 35/146 71 3.64 2.52
15 126 70 3.94 2.76
16 135 73 3.84

5 12 162 56 3.59 1.98 2.4Q1/3 m
13 179 58 3.58 0.91
14 149 73 3.79 2.59
15 136 66 4.04 2.59
16 166 68 4.02 2.61

12 92/101 65 3.51 1.91 2.4Q1/3 M
13 103 54 3.52 1.24
14 93 71 3.76 2.51
15 77 64 4.04 2.58
16 88 67 4.02 2.51
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Table 5. BLAST LOADING ON END WALLS

Peak Positive Arrival Positive
ahot station Pressure Impulse Tiýae Duration Remarks

kPa kPa-us me as

10 240/478 104 1.06 0.99 O.8Q1 / 3 /

11 518 1?4 1.10 0.83
17 242/297 lob 1.08 1.27
18 332 108 1.10 1.22

2 10 189 88 2.29 1.37 1.6Q /3

11 172/184 94 2.32 1.41
17 170 96 2.30 1.48
18 145/167 91 2.29 1.44

3 10 188 81 2.22 1.33 1.6Q1/ 3 a

11 195 83 2.24 1.26
17 186 94 2.26 1.47
18 167 91 2.25 1.41

4 10 117 70 3.76 2.36 2.4Q1/ 3 a
V 129 94 3.82 4.00
17 116 74 3.81 2.46
18 1.17 81 3.82 2.61

5 10 127 72 3.8! 2.85 2.4Q•1 3

11 96/120 67 3.88 1.83
17 133 78 3.87 2.27
18 95/115 81 3.86 2.42

6 10 84 64 3.77 2.48 2.4Q1/ 3 a

11 81 75 3.79 2.72
17 93 71 3.80 2.02
18 90 71 3.79 2.42
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Table 6. BLAST LOADING ON FAR SIDE-WALL

Peak Positive Arrival Positive
Shot Station Pressure Imp-lee Time Duration Remarks

kPa kPa- as me ms

13/8 70 1.33 1.85 0.8Q'/ m
8 /:83/141 117 1.47 1.75
9 65/198 114 1.42 1.70

2 7 27/64 30 2.70 1.68 1.6Q 13m

834/73 67 2.79 3.161/I
9 44/80 80 2.79 3.071/

3 7 34/61 32 2.62 1.71 1.6Q M
8 34/64 78 2.72 3.18
9 39/87 82 2.72 3.18

4 7 28/42 59 4.09 2.49 2.4Q 13m
8 61 62 4.29 2.58
9 28/62 60 4.12 2.65

1/3
5 7 31/43 56 4.23 2.85 2.4Q m

8 27/63 66 4.39 2.82
9 36/83 68 4.32 2.80

6 7 18/42 61 4.24 2.89 2.4Q /3m
8 14/46 61 4.44 2.60

9 8.6/62 57 4.34 2.47 '
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IV. ANALYSIS

A. Blast Suppression Factors

The blast wave from the charge inside the donor magazine is
suppressed to the sides and to the rear by both the presence of the cover
and also the barricades. The cover effect is similar to that for a cased
charge. Reference 1 gives an expression for a case correction factor, fc,
which will be used for the cover effect of the donor structure.

0.80(1
fc " 0.02 + 0.8 (1)

WCT/WNEW)

where WCT is the total case weight (donor structure cover) and WNEW is the

net explosive weight. For an average value of 5.566 kg for WCT and 1 kg
for WNEW, fc is found from Equation 1 to be 0.321 kg.

The equivalent TNT weight, WTNT, for a Pentolite charge and the donor

structure is found from Equation 2.

WTNT fc x fe x WNEW, (2)

where the case factor, fc, is taken as 0.321 and the pressure equivalent
explosive weight factor, fe, for Pentolite is 1.17 from Reference 3. The
equivalent base TNT weight, WTNT' is 0.375 kg of TNT, from Equation 2.

Alternate comparisons of the suppressive effects may be made by
comparing the measured parameters at Station 20 (in front of the acceptor
magazine model) with the free-field values from the standard curves for
hemispherical TNT detonated on a hard surface. See References 4 and 5 for
the scaling rules. The scaling rule used is given in Equation 3 for the
charge mass-distance relationship. At a given peak overpressure

Q2 = Ql R 2 (3)

where R1 is the distance from QI (I kilogram of explosive)

and R2 is the distance from Q2 (the equivalent mass of bare TNT needed to

give the experimentally suppressed values for a I kilogram charge inside the

donor magazine model).
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The values of R 1 and R 2 are read from Figure 21A for Station 20 and

21B for Station 21. These are listed in Table 7 with the equivalent bare
charge mass Q26The average value for Q2of 0.43 at Station 20 compares

quite well with the value of 0.38 calculated from Equation 2. It can be
seen in Figure 21B that the suppressive effect is not evident at Station
21. The average value of Q2at Station 21 is 1.02 which implies no

suppression of peak overpressure.

As noted in Reference 2 the impulse in the blast iave from the
covered donor does not produce the same Q2values when standard scaling

procedures are used. To determine the Q2based on impulse the following

procedure was used.

A ratio of experimental values I /R2 from Table 2 are determined for

each shot. These are plotted along with the standard impulse/distance
(1 1/R 1) versus distance curve in Figure 22. For a ratiqj of 1 1/R 1 equal to

12/ *an R 1 is found. The values of R2and R 1 found in this way may now

be put into Equation 3 to calculate Q 2* These ratios of impulse and

distance, and Q2values for Stations 20 and 21 are listed in Table 8. It

can be seen that the Q2values for impulse are quite different from the Q

values calculated from the suppression of peak overpressure. The Q2values

are also different for the two station locations. Table 8 can be
summarized by stating that the impulse at Station 20 from a 1 kg covered
donor can be matched with a 0.56 bare charge,. and at Station 21 would

require a 0.72 kg charge.I
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3 TABLE 7o SUPPRESSION' EFFECTS ON PRESSURE

Shot Distance Pressure TNT
Noo RI R k~aEquivalence

Station 20. Compared to Free Field Side-On Overpressure,_ I kg.

1 2.00 1.52 279 0.44

2 2.90 2.20 125 0.44
3 2.70 2.20 143 0.54

4 3.35 2.43 93 0.38
5 3.30 2.43 95* 0.40
6 3.45 2.43 86 0.35

Avg. 0.43

Station 21. Compared to Free Field Side-On Overptessure, Q1 -1 kg.

1 2.55 2.29 162 0.72
2 3.70 3.90 76 1.17
3 3.95 3.90 67 0.96

b4 6.35 5.52 29 0.66
W5 5.00 5.52 43 1.35

6 5.15 5.52 41 1.23
Avg. 1.02

Calculated from Equation 2 Above -Analysis Section

All -- - -0.38
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TABLE 8. SUPPRESS ION EFFECTS ON IMIULSE

Shot Experiment Ratio Standard Ratio Ratio Q 3
N. I R 1/RNo 2 n2 2/2 1 ;1I I/1 l2/ 1 t2/ 1

kPa-mu s kPa-msus kPI-M a a-ms/s

Station 20 Compared to Free-Field Side-On Impulse

1 97 1.523 63.69 131 2.05 63.69 0.74 0.41
2 86 2.195 39.18 102 2.60 39.18 0.84 0.59
3 89 2.195 40.55 103 2.55 40.55 0.86 0.64
4 78 2.427 32.14 94 2.92 32.14 0.83 0.57
5 81 2.427 33.37 96 2.88 33.37 0.84 0.59
6 75 2.427 30.90 93 3.00 30.90 0.81 0.53

Avg. O.6

Station 21 Compared to Free-Field Side-On Impulse

1 88 2.286 38.50 103 2.675 38.50 0.86 0.64
2 61 3.902 15.63 67.7 4.33 15.63 0.90 0.73
3 60 3.902 15.38 67.0 4.35 15.38 0.90 0.73
4 40 5.519 7.25 47.1 6.50 7.25 0.85 0.61
5 48 5.319 8.70 50.9 5.85 8.70 0.94 0.83
6 46 5.519 8.33 50.4 6.05 8.33 0.91 0.75

Avg. 0.72
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B. Translation Velocity Predictions for Year Side-Vall

A listing of the pressure-time loading records obtained from the
experiment showed that the near side-wall had the highest load values. The
pressure-tins records for Stations 1-6 on the near side-wall were weighted,
according to wall location, and suemed to obtain a total load. From this load
an average pressure load was calculated for the entire near side-wall. Figure
23 shows the reavIting pressure-time curves for each of the separation
distances.

The digitized versions of these loads were used in a translation program
which was run on a microcomputer. The assumption was made that the near-wall
started to move when the pressure load was applied. This assumption was =dI
because of the inherent structural weakness of the brick wall of the full-site
magazine which was modeled.

The computer program calculated the acceleration, a, from the model and
loading parameters using Equation 4 for discrete intervals of the loading-time
curve, PL vs ti. Time intervals of 10-25 ps were used in the calculations.

a - 1000 --AWPL (4)

where a is the acceleration (mWs) of the concrete model wall of area A (0.050
2

m ) and mass MW (0.953 kg) under a pressure loding of P measured in kPa. The

incremental velocity, AV (Wes), was obtaine4 from Equation 5 for an

acceleration value over a time increment, At(s).

AV = a At, (S)

where the time increment, At, is from a time tI to t2 and so on. The

incremental distance AD(m), is found from Equation 6.

AD - (6)

where AV and At are defined above. The factor of 1/2 is used to average the

velocity changes over the time increment. The distance is then summed with
each additional velocity and time increment.

The predicted motion parameters for the near-side wall are shown in Tables
9-11. The velocities are plotted in Figure 24. Generally, the velocity
initially increases quickly, then reaches a maximum velocity at the end of the

positive loading phase. Shot 2 had two major peaks in the pressure-time
loading, which are seen in the wall velocity-time plot. When the second
loading peak arrived, at 2 me, the velocity sharply increased and reached a
maximum above that of Shot 5 after it was lower initially. The maximum wall
velocities reached ranged between 7-12 m/s.

1723
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Table 9. TRAM81ATION O XNAk 3ID.-4ALL6SlOT 1, 0.8 Q1/3W

Tim, as Distance, cm Velocity, 0/8 Acceleration, a/*2

0.00 0.00 0.00 0 I
0.03 0.01 0.71 35930
0.06 0.02 1.73 35930
0.10 0.03 3.32 36350 I
0.15 0.04 5.28 40350
0.19 0.06 6.61 29210
0.25 0.11 8.40 24790
0.30 0.15 9.57 22020
0.35 0.20 10.46 14390
0.40 0.25 11.02 9910
0.45 0.35 11.38 5600
0.50 0.36 11.57 2610
0.55 0.42 11.63 800
0.58 0.45 11.64 107

Table 10. TRANSLATION OF NEAR SIDE-WALL, SHOT 2, 1.6 QI3

Tium, um Distance, cm Velocity, u/a Acceleration, u/a2

0.00 0.00 0.00 0
0.03 0.00 0.19 7730S0.08 0.00 0.58 8000
0.10 0.01 0.7t4 6400
0.5 0.0' 0.93 9530
0.19 0.03 1.36 15030
0.25 0.04 2.76 21N90
0.29 (P.05 3.27 19990
0.35 0.06 4.94 23450
0.45 0.140 6.84 15780
0.55 0.19 8.13 10450
0.65 0.27 8.96 7090
0.75 0.37 9.51 4420
0.85 0.47 9.83 2560
0.95 0.55 10.03 1870

0.65 10.16 910
1.12 0.75 10.19 267
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Teble 11. TRANSLATION OF NEAR SIDE-WALL, SHOT ., 2.4 Q1/3m

Time,ms Distance,cm Velocity, m/s Acceleration, M/s 2

0.00 0.00 0100 0
0.03 0.01 0.43 17060
0.08 0.02 1.38 20040
0.15 0.03 2.69 16470
0.20 0.04 3.43 14130
0.25 0.05 4.05 11990
0.30 0.07 4.60 10390
0.35 0.10 5.06 8850
0.40 0.12 5.45 7680
0.45 0.15 5.79 6660
0.50 0.17 6.09 5700
0.55 0.02 6.34 4690
0.60 0.22 6.53 3739
0.65 0.28 6.69 3200
0.70 0.30 6.82 24U0_I
0.75 0.33 6.92 1870
0.85 0.42 7.06 1170
0.95 0.50 7.13 590
1.05 0.55 7.18 320
1.15 0.70 7.21 107
1.25 0.75 7.22 80
1.35 0.80 7.22 53

None of these maximum velocities appears great enough to initiate candidate

munitions (Rcference 1) that may be stored in this type ot above ground,
barricaded storage magazine.
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SUMQARY AND CONCLUSIONS

A test series of six shots was fired with 1 kg bare 50/50 Pentolite
hemispherical charges placed inside model concrete donor magazines.
Measurements of pressure-time loading were obtained at several loc3tions on a
nonresponding barricaded model acceptor magazine. The experimental models
were constructed at 1/23.5 scale of the full sized above ground barricaded
munition storage magazine on site at Machrihanish, Scotland.

Calculations of charge suppression factors for Station 20 (using a
pressure method), caused by the cover of the concrete donor model over the
base charge, indicate values around 0.43 kg. A 0.43 kg free-field base
hemispherical charge would have pressure equivalency to the covered 1 kg
charge used during the experiments. At the greater distauces, as calculated
for Station 21, the average charge suppression factor was 1.02 kg indicating
little or no effect of the donor model cover, or of the barricades around the
model.

Wnole wall translation velocities, calculated from the average near
side-wall loading, ranged from 7-12 m/s. These low predicted velncit'2s seem
to be born out from the results of a preliminary shot with a responding
concrete acceptor model magazine. Component wall debris translation appeared
to be minimal. Tentatively, the observed and calculated values fir the
near side-wall (the highest loaded surface) velocities, indicated that the
components of the wall would not attain hazardous velocities as quoted in the
literature. This was true at a standard safe separation distance of

0.8 Q1/3 m. It would appear not necessary to increase the separation distance

from this value to any larger separation distance. The 0.8 Q1/3 m separation

distance appears adequate.

Further experiments are planned to better determine the velocities of wall
debris from a number of responding model acceptor walls. Time constraints of
the present experiments allowed only preliminary debris results to be obtained.
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ABSTRACT.
VII, seventh in the series of Explosive Safety Knowledge I~piove-

ment Operation Tests, was conducted to determine the safety and performance

of Navy box-shaped ammunition storage magazines. The two magazines tested,
the Type A (new design) and Type IIB (old design), were the remaining half-
scale structures from the July 1980 ESKIMO VI test, The Type A magazine was
tested using a foam High _Explosive Simulation Technique (HEST) on its roof.
The Type IIB magazine was tested one week later using a small hemispherical
surface charge of 13,616 pounds of TNT. The two interior columns of the
Type A magazine catastrophically collapsed when subjected to a HEST impulse
approximately three times greater than the design impulse. Although the
yield-line pattern anad response predicted for the flat-slab structure never
occurred, the roof remained intact while undergoing maximum suppbrt rotations
of 16 degrees. These data Indicate a hi&i probability of eliminating the
columns from future magazines by utilizing the tremendous energy absorbing
properties associated with tensile membrane behavior of restrained slabs.
The redesigned door and headwall system for the Type IIB magazine survived
the blast loading conditions approximating those at the minimum side-to-side
spacing of earth-covered magazines with only minor structural damage. These
data indicate that the structural re-design used in this test is more than
adequate to prevent sympathetic detonation
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INTRODUCTION

ESKIMO VII, seventh in the series of Explosive Safety Knowledge .yprove-
ment Operation test events of earth-covered magazine structures was recently
completed at the Naval Weapons Center (NWC), China Lake, California. The box
magazines tested were the two remaining structures, the Type IIB (designed in
the 1950s) and the Type A (designed in the 1970s), from the July 1980 ESKIMO
VI test. The Type A magazine was tested first using a foam HEST (High Explo-
sive Simulation Technique) (Ref 1). To obtain a test desigS impulse of 2,300
psi-hLsec acting on the roof, a charge density of 0.43 lb/ft was used. The
Type IIB magazine was tested 7 days later using a hemispherically shaped sur-
face charge of 13,616 pounds of TNT in a side-to-side orientation. The explo-
sive effects (induced airblast loading, ground motion, debris, etc.) on the
Type IIB magazine from the earlier HEST detonation was negligible. RsuIts
from ESKIMO VII will be used to evaluate the safety and performance under
blast loading of box-shaped (smokeless powder/projectile) storage magazines.
A description of the testing procedure and the results of the test are
included in this report. If needed, additional pretest information can be
found in the ESKIMO VII Test Plan (Ref 2).

Background

The Department of Defense Explosives Safety Board (DDESB) establishes
explosives safety standards applicable to the military services and other
Department of Defense (DOD) corponents. The quantity-distance standards for
the sepnration of explosives storage magazines published in DOD Standard

5154.4S (Ref 3) depend on the construction of the magazines. Additionally,
DOD 5145.4S allows higher explosive limits (up to 500,000 pounds) in certain
standard earth-covered magazines of proven design that may be sited at the
minimum intermagazine Lpacing permitted.*

ESKIMO VI showed that the door system design of Navy Smokeless Powder
and Projectile Magazine Type IIB was inadequate to resist the loading result-
ing from detonation of 350,000 pounds in a similar magazine located at the
minimum side-to-side spacing. The test also demonstrated an ample, possibly
excessive, margin of safety in the Type A box magazine roof, which had been A I
designed for a mrximum support rotation of 2 degrees in accordance with the
triservice manual on explosion-resistant structures (Ref 4).

*Prior to ESKIMO VI (1980), box magazines in the field had not been tested or
specifically designed for overpressure loads. Safety policy, therefore, had
required that they be sited at ioa-standard intermagazine separation dis-
tances and that their storage capacity be limited to one-half the weight of
explosives allowed in a standard magazine.
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Obiective

The objectives of ESKIMO VII were to:

1. Validate the performance of a redesigned door and headwall system
for the Type IIB magazine under blast loading conditions approximating those
at the minimum side-to-side spacing of earth-covered magazines.

2. Evaluate the reserve strength inherent in the Type A magaz.ýne design
at roof slab deformations corresponding to large rotations at supports.

3. Provide test data to support improved load criteria, structural per-
formance requirements, and design methods for the roofs, walls, and doors of
more economical box-shaped magazines that can be sited at the minimum separa-
tion distances permitted by explosives safety standards.

High-explosive field test events are the only means, except for small-
scale model testing, to evaluate the accuracy of calculational and empirical
prediction techniques for the blast loading and response of magazine struc-
tures.

TEST A-ROOF

Type A Magazine

The Type A magazine (Ref 5) was designed to provide the same interior
dimensions as the Type IIB magazine. The Type A magazine roof is supported
by two interior circular columns with drop panels (see Figure 1). Aside from
the Type A magazine being more massive and designed without pilasters, the
major difference between the Type A and the Type IIB magazine is in the head-
wall design. The Type A magazine employs two sliding (built-up) doors that
are supported on all four edges (the door sill, lintel, and jambs) by large
beam elements. The two doors are located at the loading platform.

The Type A half-scale test structure duplicates the walls, roof, columns,
footings, doors (without hanging mechanisms), and earth cover. The model
structure used 1 foot of earth cover. Steel wing walls salvaged from the
ESKIMO V test were designed to retain the earth cover. The interior floor
slab, ramp, and loading platform in the model were replaced with compacted
earth fill without concrete slabs, footings, or steps; all other nonstructural
features were deleted. Construction drawings of the Type A structure used in
ESKIMO VI are included in Reference 6.

In ESKIMO VI the roof parapet (a low wall used to retain the 1-foot soil
cover on the roof) was severely damaged. The parapet was refurbished and
increased in height from 1 foot 5 inches to a total height of 2 feet 9 inches.
This modification was needed to retain the additional 12 inches of uncompacted
native soil overburden required above the foam HEST cavity. The steel wing
walls in the region adjacent to the structure were also increased in height
(see Figure 2).

Foam HEST Design

To produce the required airblast loading, it was necessary to accurately
simulate the overpressure component of the airblast generated by a high-explo-
sive surface burst, A test procedure developed by the Air Force Weapons
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Laboratory (APUL) for the Defense Nuclear Agency (DNA) called HEST was used.
The test involves distributing a high explosive over a relatively large sur-
face area and covering the explosive with a soil overburden. Upon detonation,
the surrounding soil berm forms a slowly expanding confinement chamber. The
propagation rate, peak load, and rate of decay of the test bed loading forces
are tailored to simulate a specific portion of the force fields radiating
from a large natural or artificial disturbance.

The HEST test used in ESKIMO VII is more specifically described as a
fa REST test because a low-density plastic foam (1 pcf) was used in the
construction of the charge cavity. The foam HEST configuration and the charge
cavity are shown in Figures 3 and 4. The charge cavity consists of plastic
foam sections hot-wire cut in a configuration with sufficient Saps to distri-
bute the explosives uniformly and also support the overburden without crush-
ing. The type of explosive used is pentaerthr±toltetranitrate (PETN) made
into 400-grains/foot detonating cord (Prinauord). One strand of detonating
cord was placed in each 1/2- by 1/2-inch groove that runs back to front across
the charge cavity. Beyond the rear edge of the charge cavity, the 400-grains/
foot detonating cord was pigtailed into one bundle and connected to a blasting
cap. All pigtail leads were cut to equal lengths to ensure that detonation
was initiated simultaneously along the rear edge of the charge cavity. The
entire charge cavity was covered, after the explosives were placed, with a
layer of 0.5-inch plywood on which 12 inches of uncompacted native soil over-
burden was placed (see Figure 5). The charge cavity was designed to overlap
the roof by 1 foot on both sides and 5 feet on the backwall to minimize any
edge effects.

Foam NEST "A-ROOF" was designed by NCEL using the HEST design lockup
code developed at AFWL by Mr. Edward Seusy. The HEST design is done iterd-
tively, changing the charge density, cavity depth, and overburden height until
an acceptable match to the desired impulse history is found. A full descrip-
tion of the code is found in Reference 1. The charge density was designed to
produce a peak pressure of 800 psi. An overburden of 12 inches was then com-
puted to confine the blast long enough to simulate a 2,300 -psi-msec impulse
on the roof. The calculated outputs from the HEST design code of pressure
and impulse are shown in Figure 6.

Instrumentation

Figure 7 is a schematic of the active instrumentation. A detailed de-
scription and purpose for each gauge is listed in Table 1. The bulk of the
data gathered are airblast pressures, soil stresses, roof velocities, and
ground motion velocities. Some low-frequency displacement transducers were

also used to record late time gross relative deformation. A total of
16 gauges were used.

Velocity gauges are the pendulum-type gauges normally used in ground
shock tests. A spring is included that compensates for gravitational effects
on the pendulum. Airblast gauges record the pressure-time environment at the
ground surface. Deflection gauges are linear-motion resistive gauges.

Motion Picture Photograph

The test was recorded photograzhically by ground 16mm cameras using color
film at speeds ranging from 24 frames/second to 10,000 frames/second.
Figure 8 illustrates the locations of the cameras.
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TEST IIB-DOORS

U" Iib Magazine

The Type IIB magazine is a smokeless powder and projectile storage maga-
zine in the Naval Facilities Engineering Command (NAVFAC) inventory (Ref 7).
The full-scale Type IIB magazine is 52-feet deep and 97-feet wide with an
inside height that varies from 13 feet at the rear wall to 15 feet 2 I.nches
at the front wall. It has two interior columns and 10 pilasters with capi-

tals. Three continuous drop panels are provided at the column lines between
the side walls. Two doors are located at the loading platform.

The construction drawings for the Type IIB half-scale structure tested
in ESKIMO VI are found in Reference 6. This test structure duplicates the
walls, roof, columns, pilasters, floor slab, footings, both doors, and earth
fill. The model structure used 1 foot of earth cover. Steel wing walls
salvaged from the ESKIMO V test were designed to retain the earth fill behind
them. The ramp and platform were replaced with compacted earth fill without
concrete slabs, footings, or steps and all other nonstructural features were
deleted.

The performance of the Type 1IB test structure in ESKIMO VI showed that
the current double-leaf hinged door design was inadequate for resisting the
blast loads. These doors were forced inward, bending past the door stops,
and were separated from their hinges, coming to rest in the corresponding
rear corners of the magazine. A redesign of the door/ headwall was undertaken
in connection with ESKIMO VII. In addition to satisfying explcsives safety
criteria, the new door design also satisfies physical security criteria for
theft (Ref 8). The new door configuration shown in Figure 9 is similar to
the sliding single-leaf system of the Type A magazine. The construction
drawings for the half-scale components to be tested are shown in Figures 10
and 11. Construction photographs of the modifications are shown in Figures 12
and 13.

Hemispherical Surface Charge

The explosive charge configuration (orientation, size, shape, and range)
was designed to provide a blast environment similar to that observed in the
ESKIMO VI test. According to those test results, the centerline of the
Type lIB headwall was subjected to an impulse of 382 psi-msec and a maximum
overpressure of 50 psi. The charge configuration was designed by NCEL using
Figure 18 from Reference 9. This figure appears as Figure 14 in this report.
As a design aid, the relationship for peak positive inci Int overpressure
(p ) versus scaled unit positive incident impulse (i /W ) was obtained
fr82 this figure and then plotted in Figure 15. At tde deslyid peak over-
pressure level of 5 01 p i, the corresponding values for is 1W and scaled
ground distance, R/W , are 16.2 and 4.6, respectively. Substituting 382
psi-msec for i in the first expression result' in a desired charge weight
(W) of 13,111 pounds. Substituting this value into the second expression
results in a charge distance (R) of 108.5 feet from the headwall centerline.
These values are valid for the ambient conditions at sea level. However,
since the test site is about 2,000 feet above sea level, the mean ambient
conditions differ measurably from those at sea level. To account for these
differences, a computational procedure outlined in Reference 10 was followed.

Using this procedure the following parameters were obta'ned at the head-

wall centerline for W - 13,616 pounds and R - 108.6 feet:
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The values at both door centerlines were also calculated and are .4ss.ed in
Table 2 and shown in Figures 16 and 17.

The following equation for crater radius was derived from data found in
Reference 11:

r - 0.452 W0"42
C

where:

r - crater radius (ft)

W - charge weight (lb)

The calculated crater radius for a 13,616-pound charge is 24.6 feet. As shown
in the proposed test configuration of Figure 18, cratering is of no concern.

The charge was constructed of 8-pound ThT blocks (2 by 6 by 12 inches)
and is shown in Figure 19.

Instrumentation

Figure 20 is a schematic of the active instrumentation recording the j
blast environment at the Type IIB magazine. Surface airblast pressure gauges
located along gage lines at 90 and 180 degrees recorded the free-field pres-
sure-time environment (Figure 21, Table 3). These gauges were installed in
heavy-gage mounts to read the side-on pressure loads. A detailed description
and purpose for each gauge is 1-sted in Table 4. A total of 31 gauges were
used.

Motion Picture Pb.tography

The test was recorded photographically by ground and air-based 16n
cameras using color film at speeds ranging from 24 frames/second to 10,000
frames/second. Figure 22 illustrates the locations of the ground cameras.

TEST RESULTS

The analog data signals from the test instrtuentation were conditioned
and recorded on 1-inch magnetic tapes. The ti.pe recorders were 14-track,
intermediate-band, with FM amplifiers, operated at either 60 or 120 ips, pro-
viding a maximum frequency response of 20 kiHz or 40 kHz, respectively. Each
tape contained a IRIG B time signal and a detonation zero signal. Time-
history records of all data are not included in this report due to its bulk,
but are available from the author on request. High speed films showing test I
results are located at NCEL. A full documentary film of test results should
be available approximately January 1987.
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Test A-ROOF

Observed Structural Response. Test A-ROOF took place on 5 September
1985. Figure 23 illustrates the sequence of the foam HEST event. The
explosive source vwa designed to produce a maximum impulse of 2,300 psi-msec
on the Type A magazine roof. The average measured impulse of 2,500 psi-smec
was only slightly greater than predicted. A post-test view of the magazine
interior is shown in Figure 24. Both interior columns catastrophically
collapsed, changing the roof configuration from a flat slab to a rectangular
two-way slab restrained on four aided. The large dynamic deflections that
occurred resulted in the roof acting primarily as a tensile membrane member
in the short direction (front to rear). None of the principal steel rein-
forcing bars were broken or showed signs of necking down. A view of the roof
after excavating the left rear quadrant is shown in Figure 25. The permanent
deflections of the roof surface measured along nine lines (A through I) are
displayed in Figure 26 and listed in Table 5. The permanent center deflection
at midapan of the roof was 45.5 inches. The maximum support rotation measured
in the short direction along Line E equals 15.8. The maximum support rota-
tion measured in the long direction along Line 7 equals 9.1%.

Both the backwall and the headwall were forced Inward by the tensile
membrane action of the roof. The maximum inward displacement of these walls,
measured at the magazine centerline near the roof elevation, were 8 inches
and 2-1/2 inches for the backwall and headwall, respectively.

Response Instrumentation. Data recovery in general was poor. In view
of the catastrophic collapse of the interior columns this loss of data was
not unexpected. Data from only three of the recovered airblast pressure
gages is considered useful. A summary of the airblast data is listed in
"Table 6 and a representative time history plot is shown in Figure 27. A
summary of data derived from velocity gage output is shown in Table 7. Gage
No. A-C2-V3 was attached to the column and was lost immediately confirming
the sudden early collapse of the columns. All three vertical roof
displacement gages functioned satisfactorily until reaching the established
18-inch limit of gage travel.

Test IIB-DOORS

Observed Structural Response. Test IIB-DOORS took place on 12 September
1985. The explosive source was designed to produce a maximum impulse of 382
psi-msec and peak overpressure of 50 psi on the centerline of the Type IIB
magazine. headvall. Generally, measurements of blast loading made during the

test were slightly lower than the predicted levelb. The measured impulse at
the headwall centerline was 355 psi-mecc with an initial peak overpressure of
58 psi. A comparison of the roof and headwall gage output for ESKIMO's VI
aud VII is quite similar. Figure 28 shows the magazine being Pugulfed by the
fireball. A post-test view of the magazine and crater is shown in Figure 29.
Crater dimensions were 9-foot depth and 20-foot radius. The redesigned door
and headwall system remained intact and more than satisfied the explosives
safety deficiencies uncovered in ESKIMO VI. Buckling of the exterior steel
face plate of the near door is illustrated in Figure 30. Maximum permanent
door deflections of the near and far 'oors were measured as 9/16 inch and U
3/16 inch, respectively. The only significant magazine damage observed was
to the capital of the near column. Several large concrete pieces had sepa-
rated as shown in Figure 31.
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Response Instrumentation. Data recovery in general jas good. A summary
of the pressure gage output is listed in Tables 8 and 9 and a representative
time history plot is shown in Figure 32. A comparison of the measured air-
blast Impulse versus the predicted (from Ref 9) is s.hown in Figure 33. A
summary of data derived from the velocity gage output is listed in Table 10
and a representative time history plot is shown in Figure 34. Displacment
was established by integration of the velocity gage output. Displacement
transducers were strategically positioned so as to measure the maximum dis-
placement of the headvall, pilasters, and doors. A summary of the displace-
ment gage data is listed in Table 11 and a representative time history plot
is shown in Figure 35. A summary of the strain gage output is listed in
Table 12 and a reprisentative time history plot is shown in Figure 36.

DISCUSSION/NONCLUSI0NS

Tert &-ROOF

Although tb3 intended purpose of the test was not achieved, significant
findings in the areas of column design, slab deflection capacity, and tensile
membrane behavior were une.overed. The loading capability of the NIEST tech-
nique was awesome. A total of orly 264 pounds NEW of primacord produccd an
impulse of 2,500 psi-usec on the magazine roof while in ESKIMO VI, 44,000
pounds NEW produced ottly 656 psi-msec impulse. Since the pressure pulse
shapes from this "iEST explosion and an HE magazine detonation are similar,
the observed test results are considered appropriate. A post-test dynamic
analysis of the column for the blast load acting directly on the cotumn indi-cated column failure. The loaded area in this analysis was limited to the

area of the drop panel. The current column design purocedures (Ref 4)
neglects this "early. loading condition and only considers a loading equal to
the ultimate resistance of the roof acting over the tributary area supported
by the column. Under most loading conditions, the direct blast loding would
not control the column design. However, as demonstrated in ESKIMO VII, it is
possible that for a high magnitude blast load acting on a relatively low

resistance roof, the column could fail before the flat slab yield line pat-
terns could develop and thus the direct blast loading would control. The
column failures immediately transformed the roof slab into a rectangular two-
way slab restrained on four sides with an aspect ratio L/H of 1.9. In order
for this roof slab to develop tension membrane behavior, adequate lateral.
restraint. of the reinforcement is mandatory. However, external lateral
restraint; is not required for elements supported on four edges provided the
aspect ratio is not less than one-half nor greater than two. '"4ithin this
range, the Inherent lateral restraint provided by the element s own AN

compression ring around its boundary is sufficient lateral restraint to
develop tension membrane behavior, The Type A magazine roof satisfies both
restraint conditions and thus, tensile membrane behavior is possible. The
tensile membrane resistance function for the Type A magazine roof is shown in
Figure 37. A dynamic response calculation using this function and the
measured roof loading resulted in a predicted maximum displacement of
49.7 inches. This is only slightly greater than the measured post-test
permanent displacement of 45.5 inches. Even though no stirrups were used,
the concrete on the underside of the roof remained intact except for small
regions Of the column bands where the bottom steel was cut off.
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Test 11B-Doors

The redesigned door and headwall system of the Type ZIB magazine was
more thju adequate to resist the load resultinS from the detonation of
350,000 pounds NEW In a similar magazine located at the minimum side-to-alde
pacWing. The pilasters, which were designed for a maximum support rotation
of 4 degrees, sustained less then one-fourth-degree of rotation. Figure 38
shows the resistance function for the Type I1B mapazine door. Initiation of
plastic behavior for the built-up steel channel and face plates is predicted
for 21.7 psi and 0.64 inch. The ultimate door resistance .ýs reached when the
oak boards ruptare at 25.9 psi. The measured maximum stieain, deflection, and
permanent deflecaion for the near door are such sualler than predicted for
the 12 degree design rotation (8 inches of displacement equals 12 degrees
rotatior).

The testing described in this paper was conducted at NWC, China Lake,
CA. Mr. Harry Laatz was the NCEL Field Test Coordinator, Messrs. Dale Johnson
sud Dan Goff were the NCEL Test Instrumentation Engineers, and Me. Nary Beyer
was the NCEL Data Reduction Engineer. Mr. Herman Hoffman was the tC Project
Engineer and Mr. Jack Brow wis the NWC Range Operations Engineer.
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Table 1. Instrumentation for Teat A-ROOF

Channel 1 ag haran auatrrIdl Location and Purpose Predicted
oo, of GaugeMO. No £Guepeaks

1, ,2 A-A2-BPla Airblast Kulite/HKS-375-5000 Surface air pressure 800 psi
Pressure at center of left bay

3, 4 A-A3-BP2 Airblast Kulite/HKS-375-5000 Surface air pressure 800 psi
Pressure.' at rear of left bay

5, 6 A-B2-BP3 Air'last Kulite/HKS-375-5000 Surface air pressure 800 psi.-_
Pressure at center of middle bay

7, 8 A-D3-BP4 Airblast Kulite/HOS-375-5000 Surface air pressure 800 psi
Pressure at rear of right bay

9, 10 A-D2-BP5 Airblast Kulite/HKS-375-5000 Surface air pres.*ure. 800 psi
Pressure at center of right bay

11 A-B3-SE1 Soil Stress Kulite/TQ-08OU Vertical soil sLress 800 6si ,
at 1-in depth

12 A-B2-SE2 Soil Stress Kulite/LQ-08OU Vertical soil st:ress 800 psi
at l-/in depth ,

13 A-B1-Vl Velocity Bell & Howell/364142-0100 Vertical velocity of 800 in/sec
roof ;,t fiont of
middle bay

14 A-DI-V2 Velocity Bell & Howell/364142-0100 Vertical velocity of 300 in/sec
roof at front of right
bay

15 A-C2-V3 Velo.ity Bell & Howell/364142-0100 Vertical velocity of 25 in/sec
right column below 41 10 right bay

16 A-B2-VF1 Velocity Bell & Howell/364142-0100 Vertical velocity of 25 in/sec
ground at center of
middle bay

17 A-B1-VF2 Velocity Bell & Howell/364142-0100 Vertical velocity of 25 in/sec
ground at front uf
middle bay

18 A-D2-VF3 Velocity Bell & Howell/364142-0100 Vertical velocity of 25 in/see
ground at center of
right bay

19 A-B2-D1 Displacement Bournes/2051941502 Vertical displacement 16.5 irn
of roof at centir of
middle bay

20 A-BI-D2 Displacement Bournes/2051941502 Vertical displacement 1i.5 in
of roof at front of
middle bay

21 A-D2-a3 Displacement Bournes/2051941502 Vertical displacement 16.5 in
of roof at center of
right bay

a

A Test A-ROOF; A2 - Gauge location (A = headwall position, 2 = sidewall position);
BPI - airblast pressure gauge No. 1.
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Table 2. Blast 'Parameters for W - 13,616 lb at
2,000 Feet Above Sea Level

- HMagazine Location
Blast Parametere

NearDoorHeadwallNear Door Far Door

Charge distance,. 92.5 108.6 124.7R Cft)"
R

Scaled distance, Z 3.87 4.55 5.22

(ft/b 1/3)

"Corrected" scaled 3.78 4.44 5.09
distance, Z*

(ft flb13 )

"Corrected"a peak' 66.9 50.2 35.0
positive overpressure,
Pso (psi)

"Corrected"b positive 435.1. 382.4 332.0
impulse, i
(psi-msec)S

"Corrected wc positive 39.4 38.2 38.2

duration, td (msec)

"Correctedlc arrival 18.5 24.7 34.5
t ime;, t (msec)

aCorrection factor - 0.929.

bCorrection factor - 0.959.

Correction factor - 1.032.
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Table 4. Instrumentation for Test IIB-DOOS

(hannel G Location and Purpose Predicted
B Gaue Oo. Ieaureuent !4anufacturer Mode. of 3auge Peaks

1 90-3-AO Airblast Bytrex/HC-200 Surface air pressire at 130 psi
Pressure scaled distaxice of 3;

90-dog azimuth

2 90-4-A2 Airblast Bytrez/HFG-100 Scaled distance of 4; 65 psi
Pressure 90-deg azimuth

3 90-5-A3 Airblast Bytreax/lG-lO0 Scaled distance of 5; 40 psi
Pressure 90-de,; azimith

4 90-6-A4 Airblest Bytrex/HFG-l00 Scaled distance of 6; 26 psi
Prer sure 90-deg azimuth

5 90-7-A5 Airblast Bytrex/HFG-100 Scaled distance of 7; 19 psi
Pressure 90-deg arimuth

6 180-3-A6 Airblast Bytrex/HFG-200 Scaled distance of 3; 130 psi
Pressure 180-deg azimuth

7 180-4-A7 Airblast Bytrex/HFG-100 Scaled distance of 4; 65 psi
Pressure 180-4eg azimuth

8 180-5-A8 Airblest Bytrex/RFC-100 Scaled distancŽe of 5; 40 psi
Pressure 180-deg azimuth

9 180-6-A9 Airblast Bytrex/HFG-100 Scaled distance of 6; 26 psi
Pressure 180-deg azimuth

10 180-7-AiO Airblast Bytrex/HFG-100 Scaled distance of 7; 19 psi
Pressure 180-deg azimu,-L

11 B-C3A-BPib Airblast Senso-Metrics!SP68 Surface air pressure at 50 psi
Pressure center of middle bay

12 B-C2A-BP2 Airblast Senso-M•trics/SP68 Surface air pressure at 50 psi
Pressure front of middle bay

13 B-A1D-BP3 Airblast Senso-Matrics/SP68 Side-on air pressure on 67 psi
Pressure headwall at near door

mid-height

14 B-C1D-BP4 Airblast Senso-Metrics/SP68 Side-on air pressure on 50 psi
Pressure headwall at centerline

Ald-height

15 B-FID-BP5 Airblast Senso-Metrics/SP68 Side-on air pressure on 35 psi
Pressure headwall at far door

mid-height

16 B-C4E-BP6 Airbiast j Bytrsx/HFG-25 Interijr magazine 0 pat
Pressure I leakage pressure;

centerline of floor
at rear wall

17 B-C2B-Vl Velocity Bell & Howell/3641.42-0100 Vertical velocity of 160 in/sec
roof at front of
middle bay

18 B-D3C-V2 Velocity Bell & Howell/364142-0100 Vertical velocity of 50 in/sec
right column at capital

19 B-CID-V3 Velocity Bell & Howell/364137-0100 Horizontal velocity of 515 in/sec
headwall at centerline
mid-height

20 B-C29-V4 Velocity I Bell & Hoell/364142-3100 Vertical velocity of 50 in/,ec
floor at front of ,,.•,.

i ~~middle bay "':
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Table 4. Continued

ChaCnnDdeLocation and Purpose Predicted
NO Gaue No. ofasurment Manufacturr/Nodel o Gauge Peaks

21 B-C3B-D1 Displacement Bournes/2001.6407 Vertical displacement 1.6 in
of roof at center of
middle bay

22 B-C2B-D2 Displacement Bournes/2001564W07 Vertical displacement 1.6 in
of roof at front of
middle bay

23 B-A1D-D3 Displacement Bournes/2051941502 Horizontal displacement 10.5 inc

at center of near door; 14.3 in

inside face

24 B-BID-D4 Displacement Bournes/2001941501 Horizontal displacement 5.6 in
of near door pilaster at
mid-height; inside face

25 B-CID-D5 Displacement Bournes/2001941io1 Horizontal displacement 6.6 in
of headvall at centerline
at aid-height; inside
face

26 B-ElD-D6 Displacement Bournes/2001564MW 7 Horizontal displacement 1.6 in
of far door pilaster at
mid-height; inside face

27 B-FID-D7 Displacement Bournes/2001941501 Horizontal displacement 4.5 incd
at center of far door; 3.6 4in
inside face

28 B-A1D-S1 Strain Ailtech/SG129-65 Horizontal strain at 20,000 plin/in
center of near door;
inside face

29 B-A1D-S2 Strain Ailtech/SG129-65 Vertical strain at 10,000 !'in/in
center or near door;
inside face

30 B-F1D-S3 Strain Ailtech/SG129-65 Horizontal strain at 20,000 lain/in
center of far door;
inside face

31 B-F1D-S4 Strain Ailtech/SG129-65 Vertical strain at 10,000 plin/in
center of far door;
inside face

a90 - 90° azimuth; 3 ' scaled distance; Al - airblast pressure gauge No. 1.

bE - Test lIB-DOORS; C3A - gauge location (C - headvall position, 3 - sidewall position,

A elevation position);
BI -. Airblast pressure gauge No. 1.

cRelaU e displacenent.
dGross displacement.
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-ITable 5. Vertical Roof Deflection of the Type A Test Structure

Vertical Displacement Along These Roof Linesa
(feet)

Measurement

Peint A B C D E F G H I

1 0.26 0.28 0.36 0.45 0.40 0.41 0.58 0.38 0.33
2 0.84 0.85 1.03 1.17 1.14 1.27 1.26 1.05 0.92
3 1.13 1.67 1.93 1.98 1.94 1.97 1.90 1.74 1.15
4 1.26 2.13 2.50 2.70 2.74 2.74 2.38 2.11 1.23
5 1.35 2.25 2.80 3.16 3.28 3.07 2.60 2.23 1.25
6 1.48 2.43 3.00 3.48 3.63 3.27 2.75 2.33 1.29
7 1.61 2.55 3.16 3.61 3.79 3.35 2.88 2.42 1.33
8 1.72 2.72 3.33 3.69 3.77 3.49 3.00 2.54 1.40
9 1.84 2.91 3.13 3.38 3.45 3.24 3.02 2.66 1.46

10 2.00 2.43 2.56 2.93 2.84 2.88 2.49 2,,29 1.52
11 1.34 1.66 1.90 2.09 2.15 2.06 1.85 1.58 1.30
12 0.66 0.94 1.13 1.40 1.32 1.33 1.14 0.89 0.60
13 0.27 0.29 0.32 0.71 0.61 0.79 0.56 0.27 0.21

aSee Figure 26 for location of these displacements.

Table 6. Summary of Airblast Pressure Data for Test A-ROOF

Gage PIeak ImpulseNo. Pressure (psi-usec)
No. (psi)

A-A2-BP1 1207/500 3500b

A-A3-BP2 Bad Gage

A-B2-BP3 Bad Gage

A-D3-BP4 1570/400 2500

A-D2-BP5 1180/340 1550'

aThe first value is a maximum value read from the curve. The

second value is a linearized estimate of the peak value based
on an exponentially decaying pressure pulse.
Residual pressure equals +50 psi. Corrected impulse equals

2500 psi-meec.
CResidual pressure equals -50 psi. Corrected impUlse equals

2550 psi-asec.
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Table 7. Summary of Velocity Data for Test A-ROOF

Peak DisplacementaCage Velocity Di nt
No. (in/,)a (in)

A-BI-V1 (roof) 460 37.2

A-D1-V2 (roof) 395 24.6

A-C2-V3 (column) b b

A-B2-VFl (floor) 22 0.4

A-B1-VF2 (floor) 9 0.2

A-D2-VF3 (floor) 17 0.5

aPositive values indicate downward motion.

bGage lost during test.

Table 8. Summary of Free-Field Pressure Gage Data
for Test IlIB-DOORS

Gage

Distance Peak

Gage No. From Overpressurea Impulse
Donor (psi) (psi-maec)
(ft)

90-3-Ala 71.7 192/97 725

90-4-A2 95.6 73/58 403

90-5-A3 119.4 39/25 258

90-6-A4 143.3 24/21 226

90-7-A5 167.2 21/18 200

180-3-A6 71.7 165/90 580

180-4-A7 95.6 75/48 451

180-5-A8 119.4 42/30 258

180-6-A9 143.3 23/20 235

180-7-AlO 167.2 18/16 235

aThe first value is the maximuim value read from the curve. The

second value is a linearized estimate of the peak value based on
, exponentially decaying pressure pulse.
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Table 9. Sumary of On-Structure Pressure Gage
Data for Test IIB-DOORS

Gage Peaka
No.e Location Overpressure Impulse

(psi) (pui-usec)

B-C3A-BP1 Roof Centerline 82/46 382

B-C2A-BP2 Roof Centerline 55/41 390

B-AID-BP3 Near Door 105/74 395

B-CID-BP4 Headvall Centerline 58/42 355

B-FID-BP5 Far Door 45/38 230

aThe first value is a maximum value read from the curve. The
second value is a linearized estimate of the peak value based on
and exponentially decaying pressure pulse.

Table 10. Summary of Velocity Gage Data for
Test IIB-DOORS

Time from Zero 'i)

to Maximum Peak ac
Gage No. Location Peak Velocitya Displacement

Displacement (in/see)
(msec)

B-C2B-V1 Roof Centerline 79 84 (-43) 1.49

B-D3L-V2 Far Column 79 17 (-21) 0.31

B-CID-V3 Headwall Centerline 59 185 (-154) 2.00

B-C2E-V4 Floor 96 5 (-6) 0.12

Positive values indicate motions vertically down or horizontally toward

the structure center.
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Table 11. Summary of Displacement Gage Data
for Teat IIB-DOORS

Tims from Zero
Gage No. Location to Mlauimm Displacement

NtDisplacement (in)

(Mee)

B-C3B-D1 Roof Centerline 75 1.49

B-C2B-D2 Roof Centerline 77 1.49

B-AI-D3 Near Door 43 1.62

B-B1D-DA Near Door Pilaster 44 0.16

B-C(D-D5 Head,,Tafl Centerline 58 1.77

B-IID-D6 Far Door Pilaster 53 0.16

B-F1D-D7 Far Door 69 2.24

aPositive values indicate motions vertically down or horizontally

toward the structure center.

Table 12. Summary of St-ain Gage Data
for Test IIB-tWORS

Time from Zero Pa
Gage No. Location Direction to Maximum Strain:a

Strain
(msec)

B-AID-SI Near Door Horizontal 44 3270

B-A1D-S2 Near Door Vertical - -

B-FID-S3 Far Door Horizontal 57 1895

B-FID-S4 Far Door Vertical - -

'Positive values equal tension; negative values equal compression.
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Figure 1. Interior view of Type A magazine before test.

•.. ,.

K 4

Figure 20 Exterior view of Type A magazine before test.
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Figure 5. Construction of foam HEST charge cavity above Type A
mgazitne roof.
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Tat A-ROOF

Came 1: View HEST Test Bed
3 Camera 2: View HEST Teat Bed

Camera 3: Overall View of Typ A Magazine

11

2

Figure 8. Test A-ROOF camera 'locations and field-of-view definition.
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(a) ESKIMO VI: Double leaf/~hinged

(b) ESKIMO VII: Single leaf/sliding

Figure 9. Type TIB magazine door.
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1 001 03 4 06

Uorlxomtal dletanee from left old.wm11 (ft)

Figure 16. Peak positive owsrpressure acting *amou Type III
magaxine; W. 13.616 lb.
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Figure 17. Tapulse acting alr4g Type 118
magazine; W- 13,616 l1b.
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Figure 19. Type IIB test structure and hemispherical surface charge.
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Test IIeDOORS

Camera 1: View Type 11b Headwall

Caema 2: Panoramc View of the Charge
and the 118 Magazine. Also
WiN View the Roof of 11B.

Caqwa 3: View Type 11b Magazine I
from Roof.

! W 13.616 Lbs.

Type lie

N_

Figure 22. Test lIB-DOORS camera locations and field-of-view definition.
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Figure 24. Post-teý; i-'terior view of Type A test structure.J

Figure 25. Post-test exterior view of the Type A test structurt root luadrant
taken from the south wall.
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(a) (b)

(c) (d)

Figure 23. Test A - ROOF detonation sequence.
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0 1020

vertical and
horizontal scales
for profilee

South column column north
wall centerline centerline wall

*mn 9.10J

Figure 26. Continued.
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I I
Figure 28 Test IW-DOORS fireball.

AU

Figure 29. Post-test view of Type liB test structure and crater. I
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IIFigure 3ft Post-ftst view of near door of Type 113 test structure.

Figure 1 1. Post-test interior view of Type IiB test structure.
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INSEISITIVE CONDUCTING COMPOSITION (CC) PRIMERS

I0

Materials Research Laboratories, Maribyrnong

Victoria, Australia

ABSTRACT

RADRAZ is a serious problem in munitions using CC primers. An

assessment of risk analysis is made. Development of two series of CC

primers suitable for 20 =s cannon and 105 mm tank anmunition but which

have markedly higher energy and power thresholds than current service

primers is described
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I
1. INTRODUCTION

Electric primers; for propellant cartrldges are in-line, that

is ignition of the primer will produce ignition of the propellant

charge. All electric ini•iators are capable of initiation by unintended

energy pulses. The most comnon sources of unintended energy are

electrostatic discharge and energy Induced in the firing circuit or

leads from either pulsed power or continuous wave (cN) transmitters.

Typical transmitters are RADAR, UHF, VBF, BF communication systems and

switched high current sources. All of these sources represent a hazard

when present in conjunction with elecCric initiators. In the case of

medium and large calibre ammunition, such as 105 mm Tank, this hazard

would be Category 1 - Catastrophic: may cause death or system loss

(11. Unintended Initiation of smaller calibre ammunition such as 20 nu

(Phalanx or aircraft carried) could also be catastrophic. The

probability of an accidental initiation of the primer must therefore be

very low for acceptable safety.

2. NO FIRE THRESHOLD

The risk associated with the use of a given electrical

initiator is usually related to its no-fire threshold power (Pt) and

energy (Et) (21. These should be as high as possible commensurate with

the design of a given weapon. These threshold ignition values can range

from about I pi and 14 mW for se:nsitive initl~tors to I J and 1 kW for

very insensitive systems. Most electric primers for propellant

cartridges have threshold values between 2 pJ and 5 mJ for energy and 14

mW and 1 W for power. Threshold firing data for typical cartridge case

primers are listed at Table 1. It can be seen that bridgewire (BW)
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priMers tend to have high Et values, in excess of 11 W, and modest Pt

values, in excess of 100 mO. Conductiag composition (CC) primers tend

to have very low Et values, approximately 10 pJ, and Pt values Similar

to or slightly higher than BW primers. Both Et and Pt values relate

only to discharges through the Intended firing circuits.

Electrostatic discharges can occur, usually to earth, and data

In addition to Et and Pt Is required to estimate the risk from this

source.

3. RISK ASSCSSNENT

Risk assessment is carried out by relating the measured Et and

Pt values and electrostatic sensitivity to all perceived sources. This

can be done either by e"lculation using the source characteristics, the

zistance of separation and assuming worst case coupling of the Initiator

or by measurement of the power/energy induced in the initiator when it

Is Immersed in a representative field end a measurement of the field in

che full service environment. These risk assessments are described in

OP Proc 41273 121 and MIS 6 131.

Such risk assissments tend to be rather conservative due

either to an assumption of worst cane coupling (1/2 X antenna) in the

case of calculation or additive instrumentatin-a and experimental errors

in the case of direct measuremenc. In addition con3ervative 8af6ty

factors are cailed for with the intention of ensuring that the risk is

very low Despite this limitation, risk assessment by either

calculation or susceptibility measurement are likely to remain as the
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method of assessing risk from both pulsed and continuous wave

electromagnetic radiation.

lectrostatic risk assesment is less well defined, one

Method (uIL-1-236sSD) Is a pin to pin and pin to case test involvling a

5o0 pF capacitor charged to 25 WY with an in-series 0ooo 0 resistor.

This Is Intended to simulate the worst case electrostatic discharge fzom

a charged person. It is considered to be a reasonable design objective

but cculd be a little severe as an acceptance criterion, particularly

for small Initiators. Many CC and BW initiators currently in service

would not pass this test. it should be noted that for cartridge case

primers the body is used as the return electrode and pin to case

discharges are not relevant. 25 kV represents an extreme charge for a

person. 10 kY is more realistic for the Australian environment since

the worst conditions for charge generation ere cold and dry with very e
low relative and absolute humidity.

Any charged conductor can present an electrostatic hazard.

Other sources, particularly large metal objects which would be a low

Impedance source, must also be considered.

Another possible source of electrical energy is capacitance

coupling between the firing leads and current carrying conductors. The

risk from such sources could be estimated by either calculation or

direct measurement. measurement is probably preferable due to the

difficulty in defining the geometry of the conductnrs for theoretical

assessment. Et is the relevant parameter for switched DC power supplies

and Pt the relevant parameter for AC power supplies.
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A possible electrostatic hazard could arise with a bridgewire

primer should the bridgewire break. This would create a high resistance

discharge across the breet. Quantifying such a risk would be diffic alt

but bridgewiLes have been known to b-ak during ramuing. Such a failure

mechanism is not associated with CC primers.

4. MIL-I-236355

This specification establishes general guidelines for design

and testing of electrical initiators. It mainly considers BW devices

and prohibits the use of carbon unless specifically approved by the

cognizant government contratling agency. It is considered to be

generally applicable to CC initiators.

One of the r-Ain advantages of CC primers Is theiL fast

functioning time, as low as 10 Ps, which make them well suited to high

rate of fire weapons, particularly 20-40 rm cannon. Fast fun ctioning

times are associated with relatively low values for Zt. It is most

unlikely that CC primers which meet current specifications for canncn

aimunition (NIL-P-1394E) can also meet the no-fire power values

suggested in MIL-I-236659D for Group B (capable of ignition from 28 V

power supply) initiatorj.

There is no requirement for microsecond functioning in most

medium-large calibre ordnance and therefore MIL-I-23659D is considered

to be a suitable standard for assessment of electric initiators In these

3ystem3.

MIL-I-2-659B specifies the following for' Group B initiators.
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'The no-fire power shall not be less than I Watt'.

"o f no-fire current shall not be less than I Amp'.

'The Initiator shall not fire from a $00 pr

capacitor charged to 25 kv discharged through a 5000

resistor both from pin to pin and pin to case'.

It should be noted that no specific mention is made of Et

other than the 25 kY pin to pin test. For a low resistance

device (10) subjected to this test most of the energy will be deposited

in the series resistor and only approximately 30 pJ will be deposited in

the bridge. This will increaso to a large proportion of the available

151 WT for a high resistance path.

This test level is considered too low as a design criterion

for electrical initiators which could be exposed to pulse power

transmitters such as RADAR. Devices which have a low energy threshold

can respond to a single pulse from a pulsed source. Thus cc primers

which have a low Et are particularly susceptible to pulsed sources with

low pulse repetition frequencies. For worst case conditions if Pt in

1 W then Et should be 2-5 MT to ensure maximum protectton. This is

discussed in detail in (41.

5. DEVELOPMENT OF LOW SENSITIVITY CC PRIMERS FOR 20 IO1 AMMUNITION

Our initial development target was a primer for 20 mm

ammunition for the 6-barrel M61 rapid fire gur system (RAAF F/A-18, RAN

Phalanx). The current service primer is the N52A3B1 which is extremely

sensitive (Table 1). The N52A3B1 specification (MIL-P-1394E) has the
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key clause 'the cap (primer) shall function In leas than 0.3 mn when

fired by a 10 ps energy pulse from a 2 pr capacitor charged to 160 V',

Previous work (51 indicated that CC prioers could be produced

which would meet NIL--33-659. These prLmrer had high Pt values (1-2 W)

but were still quite sensitive to energy with C values of 50-100 pJ.

All primers passed testing with the 25 kV equipment.

The M52A3B1 is filled with a multicomponent filling which

furctions both as conducting and priming increment (Table 2). In

contrast, 452 DEFA has separate conducting and priming increments (Table

2). Both these options were investigated. Modification of the MS2A3D1

filling by changing the conducting component and increasing Its

concentration was not successful since achievement of the uesired

sensitivity levels resulted in excessively long functioning times (cf

MIL-P-1394E above). success was achieved with a two increment filling

using the key observation8:-

(1) Sensitivity increased greatly as lead styphnate particle size

decreased. material of mean particle size 115 pm was used in

the conducting increment.

(ii) A oil furnace carbon black derived from heavy aromatic oil

(Tintacarb 140 manufactured by Australian carbon Black)

exhibited an optimum balance of mixing and conlucting.

The final two development options are listed in Table 2 and

sensitivity characteristics are compared to M52A3B! and M52 DEFA,

including approximate safe separation distances from radar, in
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Table 3o The substantial decrease in sensitivity relative to tMe two

service primers is roadily apparent. Full experimental details hav_

Spublished previously _6,7 and the US patent has been granted .

6. DZjj PO Or 11s IZTMv CC •?•R. FOR 3 05 la TANK AMINTON

Fast functioning ts not normally a requirement for modium and

large calibre aunltion, hance a further decrease In sensitivity could

easily be achieved without this restriction. The specific target for

s'lch a primer was 105 sa tank Wmunition.

UX 105 me tank amuniticn uses the LIA2 ccaducting compositlcn

primer. The quoted energy for It function Is 1i pJ (a1 thus Et Will be

considerably less than this value. The average resistance in 50 0.

Thus all primers would be expected to fire when subjected to the NIL-1-

236539 electrostatic test which would deliver about 15 WT to the

primer. No data was available on the power sensitivity but It is

probably In excest of 200 mW and thus not as relevant to safety as the

low eiergy sensitivity.

The US designed a BW igniter, the 461, to replace the UX L1A2

primer. This derice had no •ire levels of about 130 mW and 4 mW [a],

cather similar to the UK type A, E A K fuseheads. The primer should not

function when subjected to the 25 IeV test; the US report no functions

from static electricity from the human body. The S61 primer does not

meet NIL-I-23659B. The xt of SI1 primers meets the level proposed in

section 4 but the Pt value Is well below the recommended i W and the

primer will thus be moderately sensitive to power emitted from CW

sources.
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axperimental primers were prepared from the large particle

.13. lead styphnate and tintacarb 140 In the ratio 92.50.5, 90:10 and

851M. Results for energy and po•er sensitivity are listed, together

with data for the 96:4 composition described previously, in Table 4.

It c4a be soon that the IRL Insensitive CC primer using 10t

tintacarb 140 as the conducting component and Met large particle size

lead styphziate offers significant reduction In RADhAK compared to the Us

M161 - electric primer. This in mainly due to the *lgnficantly highsr

values for no-fire threshold current (Qt) and Pt. Although Xt is higher

for the M61 primer '•:he clrcvmatances where this will be of benefit are

unlikely to be experienced jfl service (i.e. pulsed power sources with

PRF o S0 pps). Both primers have good protection from electroutatic

discharge and are unlikely to be initiated by discharges from charged

personnel.

Xt for the iMU Insenseitive CC primer Is approximately two

orders of magnitude gre~ter than the UK LIA2 primer and P. Is

approximately one order of magnitude greater than the L1A2. The L1A2

has been Introduced into eervice in the UK apparently with few

problems. There Is thus a strong Indication that under all vervice

conditions the NRL primer will have an extremely low rate of premature

functioning.

7. CONCLUSIONS

The design of CC pzInoers is very simple and It Is probable

that insensitive CC primers could be produced significantly nr•e cheaply

than BNW primers. The most common problem, apart from electrical
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I
uen'vitivity, Isa controlling p~rodt~lction variables. it is apparent from

our work on Insensitive primers that performance parameters are more

easily controlled using relatively large proportions of conducting

ccmponent. The primers containing 7-10% tintacarb would be suitable for

use in large calibre ntunitions, while the primers containint, 4%

tintacarb are clearly superior to current service primers for high rate

of fire small calibre munitions. It is considered unlikely that • I

production variables will cause a significant problem.

A pcssible problem with our experimentcxl CC primers is the

effect of ageing and rough handling on sensitiv•ity. Preliminary tests

on the 4% tintacarb primer indicate that it Is less affected by ageing

than current service CC primers [(6 and we have seen no evidence to

suggest rougq? handling is likely to produce super sensitive primers. IE
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TABLE 3

A Comparison of Performance Data for the MRL Low Sensitivity
Primer with M52A3BI and 152 DEFA Primers

Parameter Primer Type
1RL Low •NR o 52 I)E!"-A M52A3Bl

Sensitivity 5_

Resistance (Q) 5-10 20-500 1.1 I - 1.2 M

Et %IJ) 290 5 <5

Pt (W) 1.0 .26 .014

Functioning Time (p3) 49 43 81

Safe Separation Distance (m)

1 MW X Band Radar 10 80 110

10 MHz VRF 30 140 190
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TABLE 4

A Comparison of Performance Data for HRL Insensitive CC Primers.
Data for the 96:4 Low Sensitivity CC Primer and US and UK
105 mm Tank Primers are Included for Direct Comparison

Primer Et (mi) Pt (W) It (A)

MRL DEVELOPMENT
PROTOTYPES

Lead Styphnate:
Tintacarb 140

85:15 3.0 3.6

90:10 2.1 5.4 1.5 -I
92.5:7.5 2.05 2.6

96:4 0.3 1.0

US MH1 4 0.13 0.32

UK L1A2 < .018 > 0.20 0.05
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TRON-WI RE RF-PROTECTION

S (%J~AND

TRANSMISSION LINE EQUATIONS

In

0. KLAUS G. RUCKER
I E. I. DU PONT DE NEMOURS

POMPTON LAKES, NJ 07442

ABSTRACT:

"ý_AFORT'RAN program of the exact transmission line equations
shows that skin-effect resist~jnce of iron wire protects
electric detonators against radiofrecuency stray enerqy.

CONTENT:

INTROD)UCTION
SUMMARY
TRUNSMYSSION LINE EQUATIONS
Y-IORTP.R PROGRAM

SKIN-EFFECT IN IRON WIRE
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I

INTRODUCTI ONl

Electric detonator legwires and their lead lines act as classic
transmission lines when they carry microsecond electrical transients
or high-frequency currents. Electrostatic discharges,
radio-frequency hauarts and capacitor-discharge blasting machine
surges should be assessed with the full transmission line equations.

Most textbooks treat the simplified low-loss transmission line
equations for communication applications. However, we use iron wire
with high skin-effect loss1s in radio-frequency protection or we
consider the action of leuwires between the bridgewire and an
antenna. Legwires in highly conductive bl&sting igents or mile-long
iron-sheathed firing cables in oil wells are line structures outside
of textbook geometries.

Exact transmission line equations account for all losses and use
complex impedances, complex currents and complex voltages. Complex
hyperbclic or exponential functions describe all conditions on a
transmission line. Numerical nalculations are very tedious when a
range of conditions must be explored. Handling even a single
problem on a modern calculator is very slow. The widely used
SMITH-CHART graphic transmission line calculator considers only low
losses and a real characteristic impedance.

Personal computers permit the use of BASIC or FORTRAN languages.
The mathematical functions of most BASIC languages are too limited
and cannot cciveniently handle complex and/or hyperbolic functions.
MICROSOFT-FORTRAN (versions 3.2 (1984) and later) for MS-DOS is a
compiled langvage and offers exceptional value. It is installed on
the 10 Mb hard disk of a DEC 100 + RAINBOW with 256 Kb RAM (without
the 8087 coprocessor). It handles complex variable arithmetic, but
only real arguments of hyperbolic functions.

SUMMARY

The MS-DOS MICROSOFT-FCRTRAN program of the exact transmission line
equations accepts the line parameters: resistance, inductance,
capacitance, leakage, line length, frequency and terminating
impedance. It calculates and prints all transmission line functions
of interest in electrical blasting reliability and safety. The
Fortran Source Code listing is attached.

All iron and copper wire par,-'eters are based on high fuvquency
measurements. Increased skin-effect resistance provide= most of
the rf-protection because it can never be tuned out and it
dissipates rf energy as heat away from the igniticn charge. The
impedance mismatch of approximately one ohm bridgev-ires and 100 to
1000 ohm characteristic impedances of legwires refiects most energy
back onto the line. Iron'e magnetic permeability aý'd higherresistance cause better rf protection than copper.
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TRANSISSION LINE EQUATIONS'• The physical structure of all transmission lines can be represented
by equivalent circuits in hhe time and frequency domains. Treatment
of transmission lines in the time domain is accomplished by solving
hyperbolic partial differential equations and doscrlbes transient
and steady state conditions. Treatment in the frequency domain is
accomplished by solving ordinary differential equations and describes
steady state conditions only. These steady state solutions however
provide much insight into transient conditions and the travel of
pulses along a line. A mental or actual Fourier analysis of a line
problem can be based on a steady-state solution at many frequencies.

INz LAk R

'T
Using Kirchhoff's mesh and node equations, we derive

ani.from these

solutions of these equations are
V(t) am Ve7 4Ct

where V, VtI I are complex number coefficients to be determined.

V 1( RL+ 'WLC4+LWc~) +c +C-4]Rp/~~
V _ I ýXQ C Ri;] NF, k/IMETER

W(GAMMA) is the complex propagation constant with the real part Oc-
(ALPHA) attenuation constant and the imaginary part)5(BETA) phase
constant. ALPHA in VV

indicates amplitude attenuation of the voltage after travelling alongthe line length BETA^ in VX. -. ve4 ,-jp

indicates the phase shift in radian and also the wavelength on the
line *i
Wavelengths on transmission lines are substantially shorter than
those in air at the same frequency.
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I
In evaluating •, it is nowadays much simpler to perform tho complex .1
multiplication and complex square root and then to call for the REAL
and INAG parts of the result than to labor through the long equations
for at and j b

It should be remembered that voltage and current also oscillate

time-hamonically at the angular frequency w-&tf , besides obeying
their location determined attenuationaG and phase constant / . The
values for the line resistance R per meter, the line inductance L per
meter, the line capacitance C per meter and the line leakage G per
meter change with the geometry of c line and with frequency. The
resistance R increases consider-ably with frequency because the
skin-effect confines the current to a progressively thinner outer
layer as the frequency increases. The computed examples are based on
actually measured values of R, L, C, G.

Further evaluation of the set of ordincry differential equations
leads to the definition of the characteristic impedance Z., also
called wave impedance or surge impedance. Voltage and current at any
point of t line are related by the characteristic Impedance Z.

Ze I V C% +" R.I + "X

Although not used in t~e computer program, the characteristic
admittance follows as

Y ýI rd+I. ) Go ui+ .

The absolute value of the characteristic impedance isIIK E), (axe, +W ,,- t,.#,
IZ.11  0 at.

The real part R, and the imaginary par" X0 of the characteristic
impedance 2, are most readily derived nowadays through complex
arithmetic. They are in longhand:

X OI Ve ut UX&(W+ wkfc) ±~-.c W L x -R /(Gx+ WlCk)

Numerous sub-tabulations and calculating helps have been devised
over the years to calculate 8, aL, , # 2, , R., X* . Also, numerous
low-loss approximations were offered in textbooks to avoid some or
most of these calculations. Personal computers and programmable
calculators allow plowing straight through a problem without

simplifying assumptions towards a precise answer.
High-frequency and low-loss assumptions yield

They are listed here only as a limit condition.
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The input impedance ZL of a transmission line that is terminated by

& load ZLi s 5 A a

or in another form

We uset

The transmission line section acts as a transformer or four-pole
network between the load and the line input.

A : .. .Z., ,--.>4 L a " -

'4: Z, "-'7 • • +$ Z1%

The load is in general the bridgjre with a resistance between
0.1 and 2 ohm. Duplex legwires M(QOQ)Zresemble 70 ohm twin-line, but
casually deployed individual legwires have a characteristic
impedance between 100 and 600 ohm. The low bridgewire resistance
resembles a short circuit on a line whose characteristic impedance
is hundred-fold higher. Most of the energy that travels from the
input along the line is then reflected back onto the line and
oscillates on the line until it is con3umed in the loss and leakage
resistance. The numerical relation is given in the reflection
coefficient RFN (Z,, - Z.

(7•-- ,/Z.) + I Z&,,b + Z.
RFN l when Zload << Z

The concept of TRANSFER or DRIVING IMPEDANCE is helpful because it
connects the input Voltage V, with the load current IL.

Z. 5il,. Jt + ZLCI Vt1
We calculate the complex Voltage Vl necessary to drive 1 Ampere
through the bridgewire load resistance RL • Any other hazard
current intensity can be scaled up or down with this information.
We are always interested to know the real energy flow into the
line; energy that oscillates in and out of the line (due to line
reactance) does not heat the bridgewire. The computer program
always displays the absolute, real and imaginary components of the
complex voltages, currents, powers and impedances.

Two intermingling energy flows travel on a transmission line towards
the load. One part of the energy flows in the wire as conduction
current, the other part flows as an electromagnetic wave on and
around the wire. Inspecting a series of printouts for different
line lengths or frequencies gives insight itto these phenomena.
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The input current Ir follows from the input voltage Vjs (for
1 Ampere through the bridgewire) and the input impedance a,

The 4th-Gth last lines show the input current Il that enters the
line in order to drive 1 Ampere through the bridgewire.

Only real power that enters the line steadily contributes to
bridgewire heating. We ask for the ratio of this power to the
bridgewire power and thus define the protection factor PRFAC

- .REAL POWER INTO L.ýPIVAC. ý REAL POWER IN THE BRIDGEWIRE

The real power into the line RPWR ii calculatid as
RPWR a RI*CURWICUR (P.I OR)

where RI is the real part of the input impedance and CUR is the
absolute value of the complex input current INCUR.

INCUR - complex input voltage UIl/complex input impedance 21

PRFAC shows how much protection a transmission line confers on a
bridgewire. The protection factor is always larger than 1 and
frequently up in the hundreds! It iz obvious that a passive
device such as a transmission line can only diminish the energy
that it carries to the bridgewire load. Tables 1 to 4 summarize
the computer results.

A bridgewire at the far end of a transmission line has become
physically inaccessible for us because it is in the detonator and
the insulated legwires cannot be opened. We must determine now
how much bridgewire current is flowing when a certain input
voltage 'A across the line sends an input current I! into the input
impedance 21. This is the crucial problem that must be solved.
We rephrase the question: Does the transmissi~on line between the
stray (hazard) current source Il and the bridgewire increase or
decrease the current? Does the transmission line "match" the
stray source impedance to the bridgewire? Does a certanin lline
length (X/4 or4A/2) create a special hazard? Is there any
condition where the transmission line creates a hazard?

Running the program for hundreds of conditions has shown very
convincingly that a transmission line (e.g. the legwires):
1. delivers only a small fraction of the input energy to the

bridgewire.
2. always protects the bridgewire because the line either

dissipates or reflects energy.
3. does not have certain dangerous lengths, such asJ4,*/2, where

it would create a worse situation for the bridgewire.
4. can sometimes increase the bridge current above the input

current but at much higher input voltage and much higher input
energy so that still a net protection remains.

5. introduces substantial losses in the 10-500 MHz range where EB
cap wires are likely to atstract energy from an rf wave.

6. of iron wire practically eliminates the radio-frequency hazard
for a bridgewire detonator.
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£he McGraw-Hill Schaum Out ine Series book "Theory anJ Problems
n~f Transmission Lines" by Robert A. Chipman 1968, 236 pages is
excellent in every aspect and is by far the best book on the
subject'. Reading it is highly recommended.

A knowledge of transmission line theory leads to the understanding
of electromagnetic wave propagation in lssy media such as anow,
ice, water, rack, blasting agents, soltas 1ind liquids.

MICROSOFT- FORTR•N PROGRAM

MICROSOFT-FORTRAN on a personal computer ir surprisingly powerful
and is easily used when the compiler is loaded on the hard disk.
A copy of the source program and several printoutai are attached.
Subitcripta of the variables on the preceding pagce have been
written as appropriate two and three letter combinations in the
source program. In-between variables were defined and used to
handle parts of functions with complex arguments. single precision
calculations suffice and double precision is not available in some
complex FORTRAN functions.

The slashes in FORMAT/WRITE commands 100 and 3100 are adjusted for
an Exactly repeating print pattern- a large number of tables can
thus bo nresented report-ready. ?k comparison of tho block of
numbera on the upper left of a sheet with the printed output
(200-3000 FORMAT) and with program lines 30 to 35 shows how values
are entered.

All examples and tables are based on measured values of blasting cap
legwires. The loss resistance is the most precise and reproducible
value, 0-meters measured the skin-effect resistance at frequencies
up to about 400 Megahertz. The leakage resistance is quite high and
can be ne31ected in most cases. It represents the dielectric loss
when wires pass through conductive blasting agents or ore bodies.
Leakage resistance could also cover the radiation losa at higher
freqtuencies. The line capacitance and inductance were measured with
legwires casually deployed in parallel. Duplex wires and all cables
and lines with well defined geometries allow calculation of
capacitance and inductance from textbook equations.

A brief discussion of several problems is typed right under the E
computer printouts.

SKIN EFFECT IN IRON WIRE

iRven though iron legwires are tin-coat?d, between 25 ard 50
mic'oinches (0.00064 to 0.0013 mm) thick, they still show a
remarkable increase of resistance with frequency. Tin and ir'on
have about the same resistivity, but iron's magnetism greatly
contributes to the skin-effect. Graph 1 snows the resistance
increase of copper and iron wire with increasing frequency; it is
based or mea3ured values of 23 ga (23 mil or 0.6 mm diameter)
wires.
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-The graph clearly shows the contribution of iron's magnetism by
the much larger resistance increase from DC to 1 MHz when compared .1
to copper. For our calculations the external inductance of 1 meter
of double iron legwire is 7.5 microhenry, that of copper is
1 microhenry. The capacitance of 25 picofarad/meter double line is
-the same for iron or copper. The leakage was arbitrarily set for
G-0.0001 S/N or 10000 ohms/meter for both metals at all frequencies.

Four different bridgewire resistances were treatedt
0.1 0.25 0.5 1.0 ohm. The two lower resistances are typically
found in lA-lW no-fire detonators and the two higher ones in regular
commercial detonators. Tables 1 to 4 st'mmarize the contents of about
200 computor runs and demonstrate the radio-frequency peotection of
iron wire at all frequencies.

Iron-wire based rf-protection can be designed in or it can be added
as retrofit to an electroexplosive device. Wireless EED's can be
attached to an iron wire lead line or at least to several feet of
iron connecting wire. Iron wire is a poor antenna wire as well; its
skin effect resistance dissipates most of the received energy as heat
far away from the ignition charges. The wave length of e'a EM wave on
iron wire is only one quarter that of the free space EM wave length.
The iron wire wave length is only 37% of that on copper wires. The
commonly used half-wave dipole covers a circular intercepting area of
1 unit when copper wire, but only 0.14 unit when iron wire.

The added line resistance of iron wire usually does not require
modified firing circuits. In oil well service work, for instance,
5 ohms (20 ft. double iron wire) increase does not matter when the
firing cable has 300 or more ohms. Capacitor discharge firing
circuits of specialty devices can be redesigned quite readily.
Military detonators and weapons can be made rf-immune with iron
legwires and/or lead lines that exceed about 10 ft. in length.
Although iron is cheaper than copper as metals, the tinning and more
difficult drawing process add a small cost increment to iron wire.

Conduction of rf currents above approximately 500 MHz on iron leg
wires is practically impossible. UHF and RADAR pose no problem for
an EED with iron leg wires, short of being in the near-beam of a high I
power antenna. The very limited radiation-intercepting area of a UHF
dipole and the very high protection factors see Table 1) of iron leg
wires at these frequencies eliminate the rf hazard for an EED.

We should address the coaxi4 al-mode hazard for an EED: voltages can
appear between the legwires, who are joined by the bridgewire there,
and the shell. The dotted lines show likely flash-over pathways

A

S• 5Ame POTeTiA••/
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'within the shell: "A" at a safe in-the-plug location and NB"
through the ignition. RF-potentials must exceed maybe five
hundred Volts to flash-over at these locations. A safe flash-over
at NAN at a lower voltage than "B" flash-over through the ignition
is the same engineering solution as is offered for electrostatic
discharge protection. Such high voltages might only happen
directly at a broadcast antenna or on. an aircraft carrier deck.
RF sparks from fingers and tools would immediately draw attention
to such personally dangerous fields. The iron wire will protect
the EED under these conditions as well, because the open circuit
voltage at "A" and 'B is greatly lowered by losses on iron leg
wires. The computer program could be used to give insight into
this problem. The coaxial mode, as described here, is not a
hazard in commercial blasting operations and might rarely be
encountered on flight decks. The theory and the equations of
skin-effect resistance as function of frequency are developed in
textbooks of electrodynamics. Thi current intensity in a wire as
function of the radius is described by complex-argument Bessel
functions, the Kelvin functions. A typi.cal current vs. radius
plot shows how the current intensity increases toward the outside,
hence "skin-effect".

CiZOSs -

The current-carrying skin-thickness • in a flat plate is
1 = resistivity

where .= frequencyýL= permerbility = Ak*Lo~t, .
At sufficiently high frequencies, also describes the skin
thickness in a round wire.

"44
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TABLE I PROTECTION FACTOR - MhEL.Y INTO LINE ,/ BRYDGME WRE ENERGY

BRIDGEWIRE LINE LENGTH: 0.3 METER I METER
(OHM) FREQUENCY (MHz) COPPER IRON COPPER IRON

0.1 0.5 1.6 10 3.0 31
0.1 1 2.0 15 4.2 49
0.1 2 2.3 21 5.4 69
0.1 5 3.1 32 8.3 116
0.1 10 4.0 46 12.0 181
0.1 20 5.3 56 18.2 260
0.1 50 8.0 96 32.0 322
0.1 100 11.2 112 37.0 382
0.1 200 13.5 141 43.0 484
0.1 500 17.5 203 56.0 669

0.25 0.5 1.2 5 1.8 13
0.25 1 1.4 7 2.3 20
0.25 2 1.5 9 2.8 28
0.25 5 1.8 13 3.9 47

0.25 10 2.2 19 5.4 73
0.25 20 2.7 27 7.9 105
0.25 50 3.8 39 13.4 128
0.25 100 5.1 45 15.4 154
0.25 200 6.0 57 17.8 194
0.25 500 7.6 82 23.0 268

0.5 0.5 1.1 3 1.4 7
0.5 1 1.2 4 1.6 11
0.5 2 1.3 5 1.9 15
0.5 5 1.4 7 2.5 24
0.5 10 1.6 10 3.2 37
0.5 20 1.9 14 4.4 53
0.5 50 2.4 20 7.2 64
0.5 100 3.0 23 8.2 77
0.5 200 3.5 29 9.4 98
0.5 500 4.3 41 12.0 135

1.0 0.5 1.1 2 1.2 4
1.0 1 1.1 2 1.3 6
1.0 2 1.1 3 1.4 8
1.0 5 1.2 4 1.7 12
1.0 10 1.3 6 2.1 19
1.0 20 1.4 8 2.7 27
1.0 50 1.7 11 4.1 33
1.0 100 2.0 12 4.6 39
1.0 200 2.3 15 5.2 49
1.0 500 2.7 21 6.5 68
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T E 2t WAV. LETM S (MTER)

WIRES
FREQUENCY AIR COPPER IRON

(MHZ)

0.5 600 355 131
1 300 193 71
2 150 99 36
5 60 40 15

10 30 20 7.3
20 15 10 3.7
5e 6 4 1.5

100 3 2 0.73
200 1.5 1 0.37
500 0.6 0.4 0.15

TABLE 3: ATTENUATION OF DOUBLE LEGWIRER

(NEPER/METER)E(ENHz) COPPER IRON

0.5 0.0093 0.0271
1 0.0104 0.0307 -I
2 0.0110 0.0332
5 0.0117 0.0368

10 0.0125 0.0409
20 0.0135 0.0466
50 0.0155 0.0575

100 0.0180 0.0703
200 0.0210 0.0876
500 0.0275 0.1214

TABLE 4: PROTECTION FACTOR FOR 1 OHM BRIDGEWIRE

LINE LENGTH: QUARTER WAVE HALF WAVE
LEG WIRES: COPPER IRON COPPER IRON

FREQUENCY (MHz)

0.5 183 579 989 3538
1 106 324 328 1069 •_
2 56 171 129 404
5 25 75 49 155

10 14 42 26 84
20 8 24 15 48
50 4.1 13 7.2 24

100 2.8 8 4.6 15
200 2.0 5.4 3.1 9.8
500 1.6 3.4 2.1 5.9

Protection factors higher for bridgewires less than 1 ohm.
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TYPE TLINE.FOR

S C TRANSMISSION LINE EQUATIONS
C R =LINE RESISTANCE COHM/METER3 INCLUDE SKIN EFC
C L -LINE INDUCTANCE EMICROHENRY/HETER3
C C -LINE CAPACITANCE EPICOFARAD/METER3
C G mLINE LEAKAGE CBIEMENS/METIERJ
C F m-FREQUENCY EMErA)HRTZJ
C ZL =LOAD IMPEMANCE (OHM3
C EL =RESISTIVE PART OF LOAD IMPEDANCE EOHM)
C XL =REACTIVE PART OF LOAD IMPEDANCE COHM]
C LL =LINE LENGTH~ ECETER3
C ZZ =CHARACTERISTIC IMPEDANCE EOHM]
C RR =RESISTIVE PART OF ZZ LOHM3
C )OC =REACTIVE PART OF ZZ (OHM3
C ZI =INPUT IMPED3ANCE EOHM]
C RI r-RESISTIVE PART OF ZI (Qfflf
C XI -REACTIVE PART OF ZI EOHM]
C UI1=INPUT VOLTAGE TO OBTAIN 1 AMP THRU LOAD (VOLT3
C RFN=RE2FLCTION COEFFICIENT AT LOAD
C ALPHA =ATTENUATION (NEPER/METER]
C BETA =PHASE SHIFT CRADIAN/METERJ
C INCUR = COMPLEX INPUT CURREN~T
C RPHR =REAL INPUT POWER
C PRFAC =PROTECTION FACTOR

IMPLICIT REAL (L)
IMPLICIT COMPLEX (T)
COMPLEX ZL,ZZ.ZIIU11,RFNGAMMA,F1,F2WF3,F5IPF6,F7,Fa,F9,F10IINCUR
GAMMA =CMPLX (ALPHA IEETA)S ~ZZ=CMPLX( RRXX)
ZI=CMPIX(RI .XI)

C TYPE R,L,C,G IN ABOVE DIMENSIONS
50 READ(*,*) RIL,CG

C TYPE RL AND XL COHM]
READ(*,*) RLXL

C TYPE FREQUENCY EMEGAfHERTZ3 AND LINE LENGTH (WMETR
REAUD(* ,*) P',LL
W=6.*28318531E6*F
Fl=CMPLX(RN*L*1 .E-6)
F2=CMPLX(GNAC*1 .E-12)
GAMMA=CSQRT(F1AF2)
ALPHA=REAL (GAMMA)
BETA-A IMAG (GAMMA)
ZZ=CSQRT( F1/F2)
RR=REAL(ZZ)
XK-AIMAG( ZZ)
ZZZ=CABS (ZZ)
ZL-CMPLX( EL XL)
F3-CMPLX( SINH( 2*ALPHA*LL) ,SIN( 2*BLTA*LL))
F4=COSH( 2*ALPHA*LL) +COS ( 2BE'fA*LL)
FS =F3 / F4

C F5 IS :TANHi(A+JB)L MEINKE P.292 (25.1)
FG=ZL--( ZZ*F5)
F7=ZL/ZZ
FB=1+(F7*F5),
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ZI=F6/FB
RI=REAL' ZI)
XI =AIMAG (ZI )
AZI=CABS( ZI)

C CHIPM'AN P.143 EQ.7.44 SOLVED WITH IT- 1 AMPERE
F9=CMPLX (SINH(ALPHA*LL)*COS(BETA*LL),COSH(ALPHA*LL)*SIN(BETA*LL))
F1O2CMPLX(COSH(ALPHA*LL)*COS(BETA*LL) ,SINH(ALPHA*LL) ASIN(BETA*LL))
UIln(ZZ*F9)+(ZLAF10)
AUI1tCABS(UI1)
VR=REAL(UI1)
VI-AIMAG( Ul)
RFN=((ZL/ZZ)-1)/((ZL/ZZ)+1)
INCUR=CMPLX(AR ,Al)INCUR uU 1 !Z I
AR=REAL (INCUR)
AI=AIMAG( INCUR)
CUR=CABS ( INCUR)
RPWR=RI*CUR*CUR
PRrFAC RPHR / RL

C NOTE T.HAT 1 AMP SQUARED = 1, THEREFORE RL FOR POWER IN PRFAC
100 FRA(IIIIIIII
200 FORMAT(' TRANSMISSION LINE EQUATIONS'//)
300 FORMAT(' LINE RESISTANCE (OHM/METER3 R =',F14.7)
400 FORMAT(' LINE INDUCTANCE (MICROHENRY/METER] L ?' ,F14.7)
500 FORMAT(' LINE CAPACITANCE EPICOFARAD/METER] C =',FI4.7)
600 FORMAT(' LINE LEAKAGE (SIEMENS/METER] c =',F14.7)
700 FORMAT(' FREQUENCY (MEGAHERTZ) F =',FI4.7)
800 FORMAT(' LOAD RESISTANCE (OHM] RL=',F!4.7)
900 FORMAT(' LOAD REACTANCE (OHM] XL=',F14.7)

1000 FORMAT(' LINE LENGTH (METER] LL=',F14.7)
1100 FORMAT(' COMPUTED VALUES :')
1200 FORMAT(' CHARACT.IMPED. (OHM] ZZ =',F14.7)
1300 FORMAT(' RESISTANCE COHM) RR =' .F14.7)
1400 FORMAT(' REACTANCE (OHM) XX =',Fl4.7)
1500 FORMAT(' ATTENUATION (NEPER/METER] ALPHA =,F14.7)
1600 FORMAT(' PHASE SHIFT (RADIAN/METER] BETA =',FI4.7)
1700 FORMAT(' LOAD CONDITIONS :'
1800 FORMAT(' INPUT IMPEDANCE (OHM] AZI =',FI4.7)
1900 FORMAT(' INPUT RESISTANCE EOHMI RI =',F14.7)
2000 FORMAT(' INPUT REACTANCE (OHM] XI =',F14.7)
2100 FORMAT(' REFLECTION COEFF. AT LOAD RFN ' ,2F14.5)
1200 FORMAT(' EVOLTJ FOP 1 AMP THRU LOAD AUTII =',F14.7)
2300 FORMAT(' REAL INPUT VOLTAGE (VOLT] VR =',F14.T')
2400 FORMAT(' IMAG INPUT VOLTAGE IVOLT3 VI =',F14.7)
""500 FORMAT(' INPUT CURRENT @ I AMP THRU LOAD (AXMP)3 =',F14.7)
2600 FORMAT(' REAL CURRENT 1AMP] AR =',F34.7)
2700 FORMAT(' ThIMG CURRENT rAMP] AI =',F14.7)
2800 FORMAT(' REAL POWER INTO LINE ,WATT] RPNR =',F14.7)
2900 FORMAT(' PROTECTION FACTOR = REAL POWER / LOAD POWER')
3000 FORMAT(' PRFAC =',F14.7)
3100 FORMAT(I///I/////////)

WRITE(*,100)WRITE( *, 200 )
WRITE(*,300) R
WRITE(*,400) L
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NRITE(A.500) C
IIRITE(*,6OO) G
WRITE(*,700) F
UiRITE(A,SO0) RL
iIRITE(*,900) XL
NRITE(A,1000) LL
WRITE(*,1100)
W'RITE(*,1200) ZZZ
WRITE(*,1300) RR
NRITE(A,1400) XOC
NRITE(*A1500) ALPHA
DIRITE(*,1600) BETA
NRITE(*,1700)
14RITE(A,18OO) AZI
WRITE(A,1900) RI
WRIT.E(*,2000) XI
WRITE(*,210O) RFN
WRITE.(*2200) AUI1
WRITE(*,2300) VR
WRITE(*,2400) VI
PdRITE(*,3500) CUR
IIRITE(A,2600) AR
WRITE(*,27O0) AI
WRITE(A,28O0) RPNR
tIRITE(A, 2900)
NRITE(A,3000) PRFAC
MITE(*A,3100)
GO TO 50
END

F)
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47,7.5,25,0.0001

1.0
- 10011

I ohm bridgevire and I meter iron
legwire at 100 MHz.

PRPAC - 39

TRANSMISSION LINE EQUATIONS

LINE RESISTANCE COHM/METER] R a 47.0000000
LINE INDUCTANCE EMICROHENRY/METER1 L a 7.5000000
LINE CAPACITANCE CPICOFARAD/tE1'ER] C a 25.0000000
LINE LEAKAGE CSIEMENS/MFTER3 G .0001000
FREQUENCY EMEAHEITTZ3 F 100.0000000
LOAD RESISTANCE EOHM3 RL= 1.0000000
LOAD REACTANCE COHM3 XL= .0000000
LINE LENGTH (METER] LL 1.0000000

COMPUTED VALUES :
CHARACT.IMPED. COHM3 ZZ = 547.7308000

RESISTANCE COHM3 RR = 547.7299000
RE&L.'TANCE (OHM3 xx = -. 9879048

ATTENUATION WNEPER/MLTER3 ALPHA = .0702908
PHASE SHIFT ERADIAN/METER3 BETA a 8.6036210

LOAD CONDITIONS :
INPUT IMPEDANCE EOHM3 NZI = 587.9349000
INPUT RESISTANCE EOHM3 RI = 83.3782300
INPUT REACTANCE COHM3 XI = -581.9927000

Rki-•ECTION COEFF. AT LOAD RFN = -. 99636 .00001
(VOLT] FGR I AMP THRU LOAD AUIl = 402.8460000

REAL INPUT VOLTAGE (VOLT3 VR = -26.2129600
IMAG INPUT VOLTAGE (VOLT] VI a 401.9923000

INPUT CURRENT 6 1 AMP THRU LOAD (AMP3 = .6851881
REAL CURRENT CAMP3 AR = -. 6A31.4
IMAG CURRENT rAMP] Al a .0528301

REAL POWER INTO LINE EWATT3 RP 39.1446400
PROTECTION FACTOR = REAL POWER / LOAD POWER

PRFAC : 39.1446490
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S 47,7.5,25,0.0001
0.5.0
100.1

0.5 ohm bridgevir. and 1 motor iron
logwir. at 100 M~z.

PRFAC - 77

TRANSMISSION LINE EQUATIONS

LINE RESISTANCE EOM/E R = 47.0000000
LINE INDCACE MICROHENRY/MEI'ER3 L = 7.5000000
LINE CAPACITANCE EPICOFARAD/lETER3 C - 25.0000003
LINE LEAKAGE CSIEM4US/1MI'ER3 G = .0001000
FREQUENCY EMEGAHETZ3 F = 100.0000000
LOAD RESISTANCE (011.1 ELM .5000000
LOAD REACTANCE (OHM3 XLZ .0000000
LINE LDJGT 1(MLTER3 LL= 1.0000000

COMPUTED VALUES t
CMARACT.IMPED. (OHM] ZZ - 347.7308000

RESISTANCE (OHM] RE a 547.7299000
REACTANCE (OHM] YX = -. 9879048

ATITENUATION (:NEPER/METER] ALPHA = .0702908
PHASE SHIFT (EADIANflMI'ER3 BETA - 8.6036210

LOAD CONDITIONS :I
INPUT IMPED)ANCE (:OHM] AZI = 587.9477000
INPUT RESISTANCE (OHM] RI - 82.3255800
INPUT REACTANCE (OHM] XI = -582.1555000

REFLECTION COEFF. AT LOAD RFN a -.99818 .00000
(VOLT] FOR 1 AMP THRU LOAD AUTI = 402.7982000

REAL INPUT VOLTAGE (VOLT] yR - -25.8714400
IMAG INPUT VOLTAGE (VOLT] VI - 401.9666000

INPUT CURRENT 0 1 AMP THRU LOAD (AMP] .6850920
REAL CU1RRENT (AMP] AR = -.6831035
IMAG CURRENT (AMP] AI a .0521604

REAL PONER INTO LINE (VIATT3 RP14R - 38.6396000
PROTECTION FACTOR = REAL POWER / LOAD POWlER

PRFAC = 77.2792100
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47,7.5,25,0.0001
0.25,0
100.1

0.25 oha bridgevire and 1 meter iron
legwire at 100 MHz.

PRFAC - 154

TRANBMISSION LINE EQUATIONS

LINE RESISTANCE COHN/MKEERJ R a 47.0000000
LINE INDUCTANCE EMICROHENRY/METER] L a 7.5000000
LINE CAPACITANCE CPICOFARAD/METER3 C a 25.0000000
T INE LEAKAGE ESIEMNS/METER3 G = .0001000
I REQUENCY CENAHERTZ3 F = 100.0000000
LOAD WESISTANCE COHM] RL= .2500000
LOAD REACTANCE EOHM3 XL" .0000000

LINE LENGTH LMETER3 raLs 1.0000000
COMPUTED VALUES t I

CHARACT.IMPEV. COHM] ZZ = 547.7308000
RESISTANCE COHM] RR = 547.7299000REACTANCE COHM] xx a -. 9879048

ATTENUATION rNEPERIMER] ALPHA .0702908
PHASE SHIFT CRADIANM.TIER3 BETA = 8.6036210

LOAD CONDITIONS t
INPUT IMPEDANCE COHM] AZI a 587.9540000
INPUT RESISTANCE COHri3 RI - 81.7990300
INPUT REACTANCE COHM] XI a -582.1361000

REFLECTION COEFF. AT LOAD RFN a -. 99909 .00000
CVOLT] FOR 1 AMP THRU LOAD AUI1 a 412.7745000

REAL INPUT VOLTAGE rVOLT] VR = -25.7006700
IMAC INPUT VOLTAGE EVOLT] VI - 401.9537000

INPUT CURRENT 6 1 AMP THRU LOAD EAMI'] = .6850442
REAL CURRENT CAMP] AR = -. 6830810
IMAG CURRENT CAMP] Al - .0518255

REAL POWER INTO LINE EHATT] RPHR a 38.3871000
PROTECTION FACTOR a REAL POWER / LOAD POWER

PRFAC 153. 5484000
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47,7.5,25,0.0001
0.100
100.11

0.1 ohm bridgevire and 1 moter iron
logwire at 100 NHz.

PRPAC - 382

TRANSMISSION LINE EQUATIONS

LINE RESISTANCE COH"M/LER3 R a 47.0000000
LINE INfDUCTANCE CMICROHERY/'ILTER3 L = 7.5000000
LINE CAPACITANCE CPICOFARAD/LNETER3 C a 25.0000000
LINE LLAKAGE ESIDIS/tETE33 G m .0001000
FREQUICY CNEMGAHERTI3 F a 100.0000000
LOAD RESISTANCE COHM3 RL- .1000000
L0AD REACTANCE COHI.3 XLW .0000000
LINE LDI'0E4H C 3 LL- 1.0000000

COMPUTED VALUES i
CHARACT.IMPED. COHM3 ZZ a 547.7308000

RESISTANCE COHM] RR a 547.7299000
REACTANCE COHN] xx a -. 9879048

ATTENUATION tNEPER/METER] ALPHA a .0702908
PHASE SHIFT CRADIAN/rTER3 BETA - 8.6036210

LOAD CONDITIONS a
INPUT IMPEDANCE COHM3 AZI = 587.9578000
INPUT RESISTANCE EOHM3 RI a 81.4830300
INPUT REACTANCE COH3 XI - -582.2842000

REFLECTION COEFF. AT LOAD RFN a -. 99963 .00000
EVOLT2] FOR I AMP THRU LOAD AUIl - 402.7603000

REAL INPUT VOLTAGE EVOLT3 VR a -25.5982100
INAG INPUT VOLTAGE EVOLT] VI - 401.9460000

INPUT CURRENT 8 1 AMP THRU LOAD CAMP] a .6850156
REAL CURRENT CAMP] A1( a -. 6830675
IMAG CURRENT CAMP] Al a .0516246

REAL PONER INTO LINE CWATT] RPHR a 38.2356100
PROTECTION FACTOR a REAL POWER I LOAK POWER

PRFAC a 382.3561000
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4707.5,25,0.0002

100 4,C.1 62573864 
L I l

Leairelenth nm~t 100 mat

548 volts at 15 pA is required to
drive 1 amPere through the I ohm
bridgevire. 8 watt power must be
delivered to the 18 cm-legwire
detonator to dissipate 1 watt in
the bridgewire.

PRFAC = 8

TRANSMISSION LINE E~QUATIONS

LINE RESISTANCE C0HM/ETER3 R a 47.0000000
LINE INDUTAE CMICR0IEURYINM!ET!3 L a 7.5000000
LINE CAPACITANCE CPrCOFARAD/ME7ER3 C a 25.OOOC'.
LINE LLLCAG ESCIDENES/?.ETE3 c a .OO010tou
FrEQ~ CMEGANIfTZJ F a 100.00040000
LOAD RESISTANCE COHO4] RLm 1.0000000LOAD TIE&C'TIhNE COHM3 XL. .0000000
LINE LEN GTH CfTR3LS 1253

COMPUTED VALUES t
CHARACT.IMPED. COHN] ZZ - 547.7308000

RESISTANCE COHN] RR a 547.7299000
REACTANCE COHM3 *x -. 9879048

ATTENUATION CNEPER/ME ER ALPHA = .0702908
PHASE SHUTI [IRAIDIANMET1ER3 US=A a 8.6036210

LOAD CONDITIONS t IINPUT IMPEDANCE COHM3 AZT - 37370.3300000
INPUT RESISTAICECOHN] RI - 37370.2500000
INPUT REACTANCE COHN] XI = -75.6040100

REFLECTION COEFF. AT LOAD RFUI a -. 99636 .00001
EVOLT3 FOR 1 AMP THU LOAD AUIl a 547.78~87000

REAL INPUT VOLTAGE CVOLT] VR m .9879869
IMAG INPUT VOLTAGE tVOLT] VI a 547.7P78000

INPUT M.MWDI a 1 AMP THU LOAD ICAMP3 ;a .0146584
REAL CURRENT CAMP] AR a -. 0000032
114kG CURRENT CAMP] Al a .0146584

REAL POWER INTO LINE CWAI~ RPNR -c 8.0296810
PROTECTION FACTOR a REAL POWER / LOAD POWER

PRFAC 9.0296810
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ItoB .,7b .5o.ooo1 I

A 1 ohM bridgewire and 1 meter iron
legwire in the AN broadcast band at
I MHz.

PRPAC - 5.8

TRANSMISSION LINE EQUATIONS

LINE PRESISTANCE 0H/MIMETER3 R - 4.7000000
LINE INDUCTANCE CMICROHENRY/METER] L a 7.5000000
LINE CAPACITANCE CPICOFAR.DI/METER C - 25.0000000
LINE LEAKGE CSIEMENSIMETER3 G - .0001000F REQ UENCY EMEGAHERTZ3 F m 1.0000000

LOAD RESISTANCE OHN3 RL- 1.0000000
LOAD REACTANCE COHM] XL- .0000000
LINE LENGTH CMETER3 LLs 1.0000000COMPUTED VALUES :.
CHARACTIMPED. COHM] ZZ a 504.3062000RESISTANCE [OHM3 RR w 490.5912000

REACTANCE [OHM3 XX a 116.8118000
ATTENUATION ENEPER/t4iE¶R ALPHA = .0307104
PHAISE SHIFT ERADIAN/f~fER3 BETA a .0887431

LOAD CONDITIONS I
INPUT IMPEDANCE COHM] AZI - 47.5740100
INPU1T RESISTANCE COiM] RI = 5.8038070
INPUT REACTANCE COHM] XI = 47.1186600

REFLECTION COEFF. AT LOAD RFN a -. 99615 -. 00092
[VOLT] FOR 1 AMP THRU LOAD AUIl = 47.4140500

REAL INPUT VOLTAGE EVOLT3 VR , 5.6483240
IMAG INPUT VOLTAGE (VOLT] VI 47.0764500

INPUT CURRENT 0 1 AMP THRU LOAD (AMFP = .9966385
REAL CURRENT CAMP] AR ..9966344
IMAG CURRENT CAMP] Al .0028791

REAL POWER INTO LINE (WATT] RPNR - 5.7648540
PROTECTION FACTOR a REAL POWER f LOAD POWERI

PRFAC = 5.7648540
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FOR -

ICa IN-LINE MECHANICAL RJZES
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and
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1i ZUýODWCTION

A fuze is a device designed to initiate an explosive charge.

Thus all explosive devices contain a fuze and since the fuze is

responsible for initiating the explosive it normally contains safety

features which are designed to prohibit Initiation until the weapon has

been deployed and has achieved a safe sepa:ation distance from the

launcher platform.

For most conventional fuzes these safety features are embodied

in a safe-arming unit (SAU) which keeps the initiator in a position

where it cannot initiate the main charge until correct deployment and

safe separation are achieved. Such systems are 'out of line' when safe

and 'in line' when wned. Safety principles for these systems are well

documented and have a long history of acceptable performance.

A more recent development is in-line electronic fuzing.

These systems do not employ any sensitive explosives but use an

electrically produced shock to initiate a secondary explosive. Such

systems require extremely high power inputs and the SAU ensures that

such a firing pulse cannot be delivered to the detonator until safe

separation has been achieved. There is general agreement about the

safety principles for such systems and in many respects they are similar

to out-of-line fuze safety principles.

A large group of explosive initiation systems contain no safe I
arming unit. They are in effect in-line and are typically initiated

either mechanically or electrically. Such systems have a significant

risk of unintended functioning and it is common to employ operational

constraints and procedures to reduce the risk of unintended initiation

-3 an acceptable level. Examples of such a system are primed cartridge

1824
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cases and rocket motor igniters either electrically or mechanically

initiated. The hazard of such a system may be quite low (small arms)

ox critical (large calibre shell). Electrically initiated devices are

susceptible to various electromagnetic inputs Including RADAR,

electrostatic and other induced RF energies. In many instancis quite

low energies or powers can initiate the primer (ho J or 200 mW are

typical) and various procedures are required to eliminate electrostatic

and limit the RF environment so that the risk (probability of an

unintended initiation) and hazard are kept within acceptable bounds.

2. PYROTECHNIC INITIATED EXPLOSIVES (PIE)

Australia, primarily the Royal Australian Airforc6, are

interested in procuring Raufoss MP7OA1 20 mn ammunition (figure 1).

This ammunition contains an initiation system which is mechanically

initiated upon impact and does not include a safe arming unit. The

initiation system is considered to be an In-Line Mechanical Fuze.

The Australian Ordnance council (AOC) is required to establish

safety criteria against which the ammunition could be assessed for

safety and suitability for service. The currently accepted criteria

for projectile fuzes [1,21 are of little relevance as they address only

electronic In-line fuzes and out of line fuzes.

3. DESIGN SAFETY PRINCIPLES FOR IN-LINE MECHANICAL FUZES

A set of Design Safety Principles for In-line mechanical fuzes

has been developed and promulgated as AOC proceeding 119/85. The major

departures from similar principles for out of line fuzes are
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(a) The absence of clauses relating to interuptors and

shutters.

(b) The absence of clauses relatiag to safe separation

distances.

(c) The inclusion of a clause relating risk and hazard.

(a) and (b) are clearly not appropriate to a system which has been

designed with the intention of providing adequate and acceptable safety

without shutters and safe separation systems. The major changes to

conventional fuzing safety philosophy is the inclusion of hazard in the

consideration of fuze safety.

4. HAZARD CATEGORIES

DEF STAN 08-3 gives the following qualitative hazard

categories.

Category I - Catastrophic. May cause death or system loss.

Category 2 - Critical. May cause severe injury, sev'tre

occupational illness or major system damage.

Cauegory 3 - Marginal. May cause minor injury, minor

occupational illness or minor system damage.

-1826
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Category 4 - kegligible. Will not result In injury,

occnpational illness or system damage.

Design goals for conventional out of line fuzes are:

Safety system failure less than 1 in 106

Performance failure less than I in 103

No distinction is made on the basis of hazard. Thus a 20 mm

projectile requires the same level of protection as a 155 mm shell and a

1000 kg bomb. This is probably a sensible approach as sympathetic

detonation is an important factor in determining hazard.

PIE ammunition often contains low explosive loadings and

little or no chance of mass explosions. This is true for Raufoss

MPIOA1 20 mm ammunition.

5. RELATIONSHIP OF RISK AND HAZARD

The accepted design goal for conventional fuzes of less than 1

in 106 for safety system failure is associated with stores which have a

catastrophic hazard; this is an obvious criteria to apply to PIE

ammunition given that a catastrophic hazard exi3ts. At the other

extreme of hazard catugory - negligible - a strong argument can be made

for applying the performance failure rate goal of less than 1 in 103.

Intermediate hazard categories, critical and marginal, were assigned

safety system failuva rates of I in 10 and 1 in 10 respectively.

These latter two relationships were somawhat arbitrary but It is
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interesting to note that Brigadier MacKenzie Orr [31 came to similar

conclusions and gives some statistical basis to the proposed

relationship. Table 3 is reproduced from [31.

TABLE 3

Table of Acceptable Probabilities vs Effects of Malfunction
of aeapon Systems or Explosives Ordnan..e

EFFECT ACCEPTABLE PROBABILITY
OF OCCURRENCE PER EVENT

1. Catastrophic - Loss of life or total 1 in 106

major equipment loss

2. Major - Serious injury or serious 1 in 105

equipment damage

3. Minor - Injury causing temporary 1 in 104

incapacitation or equipment
damage requiring repair

4. Negligible - Temporary discomfort or 1 in 103

inconvenience or minor
degradation in equipment
performance

6. SENSITIVITY OF EXPLOSIVE MATERIALS IN PIE A&4kNITION

The bench mark for explosives which may be used unshuttered in

conventional fuzes and projectiles is tetryl. Explosives more

sensitive than tetryl require shuttering. This is considered to be a

roasonable design principle for PIE ammunition. The problem with this

approach is defining what constitutes an explosive more sensitive than

tetryl.
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Qualification tmating of an explosive Involves a large number

of sensitivity test including

(i) Friction

(ii) Impact - Figure of Insensitivity (F of 1)

(iii) Temperature - Ignition temperature

(iv) Electrostatic

(v) Thermal Stability

(vI) Explosiveness

(vii) Fragment Attack, bullet impact

(ix) Cook-off

Wx) Shock - Gap Test

Such tests are quite good for ranking high explosives in terms

of sensitiveness or likelihood of unintended initiation, i.e. in order

of least sensitiveness.

TATB-TNT-Comp B (RDX/TNT)-OCt01 (njW/TNT)-tetryl-RDX-RM=-PETN

This ranking will not be true for each test but Is arrived at by

considering the reaction of a given explosive to a range of stimuli.

Pyrotechnic materials have performance and sensitiveness

characteristics quite different from high explosives. They tend to be

more sensitive to friction and impact and less sensitive to temperature

and shock. The criteria that pyrotechnics which are more sensttive

than tetryl should not be used unshuttered in PIE ammunition is thus

considered a good design goal but unfortunately one which is difficult
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to quantify. A better judgement of which pyrotechnic materials are

satisfactory unshuttered in PIE auunition will be possible when a data

base is available on PIE systems with a satisfactory service history.

Until such Information is available it is considered that the most

relevant sensitiveness test is impact (F of 1) and unless the materials

are less sensitive than tetryl (r of I - 90) statistical data will be

required to demonstrate that the risk of premature initiation lies

within the bounds detailed in para 5.

SUMMAyI/

. PEanunton is 'considedto contain a mechanical in-line fuze.

'fý Such systems are in principle similar to unshuttered electrically

and mechanically initiated explosive systems currently in service.

4: Design principles have bnen proposed for mechanical In-line fuzes.

S .Tests are in hand to e'waluate Raufoss 20 mm MP7O ammunition against

these principles to determine safety and suitability for serviceI

1
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ABSTRACT

, hls paper N concerned with the use of Hazard & Operability Studies (HAZOP) in the
Explosives Industry. The paper briefly describes a Pentaerythritol Tetranltrate (PETN)
plant designed and built for Nobel L.ploslves Company, Ardee,', Scotland. This plant is

unique as all the In-process materials handling and the processing itself, are carried out

without any operators present in the unit.

Part of the checking of the design was carried out by Hazard & Operability Studies This
paper briefly describes the method itself, the application of the method to the plant and

the results to date, including the use of this study as a nationalcase examp*k by the
U.K. Health & Safety Executivey\

INTRODUCTION

The chemical industry is a large a, vital part of all industries, world wide. Its
manufacturing processes often require the use of extremes of conditions e.g.
temperatures and pressures. Many proces.s require the handling of materials which are
hazardous, for e'xample, flammable, explosive or toxic, often in considerable quantities.
Furthermore, the industry is disLovery-based, with many novel materials and processes.

Naturalay saftty is a high priority in the chemical industry in generaL The explosives

industry in particular, regards safety as the top priority in all its activities. Both the
suppliers of explosives plants end the manufacturers of explosivcs, expend very
considerable efforts ensuring that their desin an, operating methods conform to the
stringent standards required by the nature of the materials which are being handled.

Detonating materials, such as PETN and RDX. are particularly hazardous, being used to

initiate explosions in materials such as TNT and AN/FO.

One approach to safety in say, a PETN plant is to design the unit so it will carry out the

m3nufacture without any operators preser..
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This approe,.h was accepted for a plant to be designed and built by Chemetics for Nobel I
Explosives Company (NEC), Ardeer, Scotiand. NEC is a wholly owoed .nsbldiary of

Imperial aLemical Industries (IC=) Landon, England

The requirements for a plant which operates without human intervention, man that the I
ched:drn methods must anticipate as far as possible all the hazards and operability
prohlems. If these requirements are met, the final desjn and associated operating

procedures will result In a plant producing at flowsheet rates consistently, reliably and

safely.

The Alms of this PSer

The aims of this paper are:

1. To give a brief description of the PETN production plant.

2. To describe the safety and operAbility problems posed by the plant.

3. To describe briefly hazard & Operability Studies and the place of such studies in

the safety of processes.

4. To Illustrate the application of Hazop studies to the PETN plant.
3. To de.cribe the overall effect of these studies on the commssioning and on the

subsequent operation.

The Production Unit

The plant was designed for the production of 5 tons per day of PETN.

The process consists of the following steps:

1. Pentaerythritol (PE) is react"d with concentrated nitric acid to produce a M-urry of

crude PETN, in one of two, cooled, batch reactors.

2. The slurry Is filtered and washed to give solid crude PETN.

3. The crude PETN Is dksolved in acetone and sAbsequently precipitated in an

acetone/water mixture.
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4. The acetone is distilled off and the resultant PETN/water slurry is filtered and

washed to give the final product.

The plant also includes waste acid stabilization, acetone recovery and effluent treatment

units.

As far as possible, gravity flow is used throughout the plant to transfer material from one

stage to the next However, restrictions on the allowable height of the building meant

that the gravity flow was in two "passes" with solid crude PETN being moved both

vertically and horizontally from the bottom of the building to the purification equipment

near the top of the building.

The PE N is moved in batches in stainless steel containers. The transle' sequence is as

follows:

1. Crude PETN is discharged from a filter into a clean container fitted with a !
permeable liner.,

2. The container is transferred to a station #here recycle PETN is added.

3. The container is transferred to the interior of one of three dissolvers in which the

PETN is dissolved leavin Sowlid impnurities in the liner.

4. The container with the solid impuri'de~s is transferred to 'a washing station, iaverted

anJ washed.

5. The clean container is righted and transferred to th-e filter ready for the next

batch.

The above sequence involves the transfer of batches of PETN each weighing over 1000 lbs.

in a complex series of vertical and horizonta! movements. The-e is ;' tc ýal of four bcskets
moved by n -ingle fork lift assembly with an overall vertical travel of 33 feet and an

overall horizont.•l travel of 42 feet.
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As mentioned earlier, a distinguishing feature of the design Is that the complete rroces4,

including the materials handling, is carried out with no operators present. Apart from the
introduction of PE to the unit and the final removal of the product, pure PETN, a!l the

materials handling Is performed automatically using hydraulically driven equipment. The

processing and handling are controlled by a computer which provides 2.%U sequenwking and

safety checks at each stage.

In addition, a completely separate control system, verifying critical process steps and

using a programmable logic unit (PLC), checks the computer system and is itself cross.

checked by the computer. This provides a high integrity system with both redundancy and

diversity.

The Safety & Operability Problems

At a macro level, safety Is provided for the operators by having the nitration and

purification stages carried out within a blast mound. The operators are stationed in a
dw central control room outside the nmound during all periods when PET.N is being processed.

Therefore, the processing activities have to be handled and checked without the presence

of operators. Furthermore, the unit has to work without fail for long periods of time.

The abse.nce of operators in the unit itself made particularly stringent demands on the

pre-start up checks. Once PETN was being produced, operators could not give "hands on"

assistance during the commissioning. This meant that all possible eventualities had to be

foreseen before the unit was started up.

At a more detailed level, some of the engineering requirements are severe. In common

with many nitration units, "dump" systems have to be provided to render the unit safe in

case a nitration reaction starts to exceed its working limits. In this unit, the dump system

was cu.tom designed so that all the components were checked by normal operation in

every batch in order to confirm that the entire system would work on demand.

The whole production system of processing equipment, materials handling equipment,

operating procedures and control system not only had to be safe while operating as

intended but also had to be designed to remain safe during any excursions caused by
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"malfunctions and. maloperations. However, these safety requirements could not be

permitted to Inhlbit production so that the flowsheet rate was not achieved.

The, requirements for safety, operability and productivity were met by, a combination of

the Hazurd Identification technkiue of Hazard & Operability Studies and the checking

approach of computer simulation. Only Hazard & Operability Studies are described in this

paper.

Hazard & Operability Studies

One aspect of safety in the Chemical Industry is called "Process Safety". This means

control of those hazards caused by malfunction and maloperation. Process Safety can be

divided into four categories, namely:

Process Hazard Management

Hazard Iderntification

Hazard Assessment

Hazard Control

This paper concentrates on Hazard Identification Le. finding the hazards. Broadly vow

speaking there are four approaches to Hazard Identification, namely:

Approaches Examples

Experience Codes of Practice

Augmented Experience Ask "what if"" questions

Analytical Fault trees

Creative Hazard & Operability Studies (Hazop)

Further information on Process Safety including the above approaches is given in Ref. 1.

Due to the novelty of the design for this unit, extensive use had to be made of the
creative approach of Hazard & Operability Studies. Hazard & Operability Studies are

aimed at making accidents and operational difficulties occur in the imaginations of

members of a multidisciplinary team so that remedial action can be taken before real

accidents occur. They are most effective at the design stage, by enabling team members
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to visualize clrcujmstances which do not yet exist and at at time when remedial actions

can be taken at least cost.

They are a valuable supplement to and not a substitute for, sound experience-based

practices.

The first Hazop system to be developed, called a "Guide Word" Hazop, Is based on the

assumption that hazards are caused by "deviatlons" from the intentions of the designers.

If we could find all the deviations we would find all the hazards which could be caused by

such deviations.

The Guide Word Hazop examination works as follow.;:

1. Break a design into suitable parts.

2. Select a part and specify its "design intention"'.

3. Find all possible "notional" or "hypothetical" deviations from that intention.

4. Determine whether any of the hypothetical deviations could occur in practice by

seeking causcs.

5. Explore the consequences of all practical deviations.

6. Identify potential hazards and operational difficulties.

7. Make a record so that suitable remedial action can be taken as a follow up to the

identification exercise.

8. Repeat for all parts in the design.

The core of the technique lies in the method of generating all possible hypothetical

deviations. This is achieved by associating each design intention with distinctive words or
phrases called "guide words". Broadly speaking there are seven ways in which a piece of a
plant can deviate and each of these has an associated distinctive word or phrase.
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j
An example of the application of the methodology to the unit Is described later. More

detailed descriptions of the app-oach are given In refs. I through 9. Guide Word Hazard &
Operability Studies are ussd, as a matter of policy on all Chemetics' designs and are in
widespread use by the client, Nobel Explosives Company, Its owner iCI and many parts of

the chemical and process industries, world wide..

A second version of Hazard & Operability Studies is called a "Creative Checklist"

approach. This retains the principle of stimulating creativity by associating a piece of

data with a "triggering devic.!". However, in this version, the triggering device of guidb-!
words is replaced by a list of potential hazards such as "fire", "explosion", "detonation",

"toxicity", etc.

The method starts with an inventory of all the materials present.

Each itemi in the list of potential hazards is associated with each material to detect,

qualitatively, wVich, if any, of the potential hazards could be caused by the material in

question. When a hazard is detected, then a note is made of the quantitative numerical

measurements of the intensity of each hazard, to create a "data base" of material

properties. Thus the association of a particular material with the potential hazard of

"fire" would, if the material were flammable, result in a note of relevant properties such

as "flash point", "autoignition temperature", "flammable limits", etc. Any missing data

can be highlighted and the collection of such data organized.

The same list of potential hazards is also associated with each major item of equipment in

a block site plan. The aim is to detect whether extra precautions are necessa.•ry against

specific hazards. Thus "fire", associated with a major item of equipment, could raise

questions of spacing, fire fighting, fire containment, etc. The flow of hazards can be two

way and highlight hazards to or from adjacent units and to or from the environment.

This second type of study may be used as a supplement to the guide word study under two

circumstances.
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1. As a very preliminary atreen for major hazards prior to the detailed design.

2. When there Is a need to detect hazardous "interactions" Or domino effects,

including the need for disaster plans.

Futher information on this type of hazard & operability study can be found In refs. 1,9 &

10.

The Hazard & Operability Studies on the PETN Unit

The first study was a "checklist" study on the materials. This was carried out not only on

the raw materials such as PE and nitric acid and the finished product PETN but also on

the solvents, by-products and effluents. In addition to high.ighting the known hazards to

all the team members, the method also revealed where there was a lack of some data and

iMitiated a search for such data.

Because of the isolated nature of the unit, there was no checklist hazop on the site plan

itself. This enabled more time to be allocated to the crucial guide word studies.

Hazard & Operability Studies are carried out by multidisciplinary teams under a trained
study leader who is not a member of the design team. The t--m for thbs guide word study

had the following composition:

Study Leader a senior project ergineer

Study Secretary project drafting group Leader

Study Members design project manager

senior process engineer U
mechanical design engineer

Instrument engineer
electrical/control engineer
operation engineer
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The above composition is typical In this study, the team was aurgmented by one or two

further specialists for certain specific aspects.

The first operation to be examined was the hoist which raised a full bag of PE from the

ground floor in the receiving bay and lowered the bag into the feed hopper so that the

bottom valwv could be opened to release PE. The Hazop examination of this operation

will be described in detail to Illustrate the "mechanics" of the methodology as applied to
materials handling.

The Guide Word method requires a precise statement of what each operation and each

item of equipment is designed to perform in order to be able to generate deviations.

Deviations cannot be generated in vaccuo.

The detailed design intentions for the hoist were:

1. Raise a full bag of PE vertically from the ground floor to the third floor

2. Move the bag horizontally to a point directly over the PE storage hopper.

3. Lower the bag inside the hopper to a point where the bottom valve could be opened

to release PE as the PE was extracted from the hopper.

Although the team members all had a general idea of the furiction of the hoist, this was

the first time its function had been specified in such detail This aspect of a Hazop Study

will be referred to agair later.

In order to illustrate the method, the guide words will be shown in upper case letters

started with The negative of "don't" in table I below as applied to "raise a full bag of PE i-i
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Table I The application of the guide words to "mise a full bag of PE ... "

Meaninms Conseguencas & Actions
DON'T raise Failure of hoist Process would eventually

stop but no hazard, no action

Hoist lacks capacity Check capacity of hoist

MORE raise Raise too far Check limit switches
Raise too last Check speed of operation

LESS raise Raise too little as above
Raise too slowly

AS WELL AS raise Damage or tear bag How would floor be cleaned?

PART OF raise No logical meaning
as there is only one
activity

REVERSE raise Drop PE bag onto floor No safety hazard because hoist
control buttons are remote and
the material will not explode.
Would bag break and again, how
would floor be cleaned?

OTHER THAN raise Move bag horizontally No hazardous consequences,

Instead of vertically no action.

The same procedure was applied to the other two aspects of the toist operation with

similar results.

The study continued with all the mechanical handling equipment being considered as well

as all the various processing activities. For example, the PE feeder to the nitrator was a
custom manufactured system provided by a reputable materials handling system designer

and supplier. Yet 16 action items were Identified concerned with the operation of the

feeder.

The study on the very complex mechanical and control mechanisms for the container

transfer system referred to earlier, Identified many potential hazards emd operability
problems which would have caused serious startup delays and possibly serious accidents.
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The conplete Hazard & Operability examination was carried out in 20 sessions, each of

which lasted about 411 hours. Altogether 284 Items were recorded for subsequent followup0

actlon. This Is about the usual rate of 15 - 20 Items per session.

An nalyis of the items recorded Is shown below In Table 2 Each Item Is classified by

the nature of the problem Le. "Safety, "Safety & Operability" or "Operability". The

actions finally taken after the follow-up meetings are c!asslfled as "Revision to Manuals",

"Process Design Change", "Project Design Change" or "No Action".

Table 2 - Classification of Action Items

Nature of Follow-up Action Nature of Problem

Safety Safety & Operability Operability Total

Revision to Manuals 6 15 13 36

Process Design Change 13 15 13 41

Project Design Change 13 22 16 51

No Action 46 50 60 156

Totals 78 102 104 284

Similar breakdowns are given in refs. 11 & 12 on totally different types of projects. As in

these references, there are more "operability" problems to be resolved than safety

problems. However, the PETN study was slightly unusual as just over half the items

raised were, during the subsequent followup, classified as "no action". The proportion of

"no action" items is usually in the range 10 - 30%. T'ie higher proportion of "no a,.tion"

items probably reflects the novelty of the design and the extreme concern of the team to

record eve~ry item when there was the slightest degree of uncertainty.

Commissionini and History to Date

The computer and PLC were delivered to Chemetics in Vancouver in the middle of 1980.

The programs were written and checked by simulation. The Guide Word Hazard &

Operability Studies were carried out in parallel to the simulations. Some of the testing

was to ensure that the software caused the equipment to operate exactly as specified.

Some errors were detected. For example the control system closed two valves in the

reverse sequence to that required. All the software errors we.e corrected.
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The computer and PLC were delvered to the unit In April 1931. The plant was not yet

mechanically complete but some water trials and the testing of some service units could

be started. In additiorn the lnking o1 the control system to the mechanical Atems of

equipment enabled the dynamic responses to be adjusted.

The commissioning checks were completed and the unit started the manufacture of
product in November 1991. Only one hazard had escaped the Hazop Studies and pre-
startup checks. It was found that a valve on the exit of a heated vessel had not been

insulated and a choke occurred. This was quickly rectified. Guide Word Hazard &

Operability studies typically detect between 90% & 99% of the residual hazards which
exist In a well designed unit. iThe experience of this project to date suggests at leastA a
99% detection rate. The unit has now operated for over five years without any further

problems and to the complete satbefaction ot the client, Nobel Explosives Company.

ettbneThe safety aspects of the PETN project have been considered so successful by the UK
-w,- Health & Safety Executive that they wi.'I be used as a national *case example" in a

forthcoming publication by the Executive.

NO
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The Manufacture ind Storage of Lead Azide

by a Computer Integrated System

B. Bobasch

Israel Military Industries

ABSTRACT

C This paper describes a nqw approach to the production and
storage of Lead Azide, by the use of a fully automatic

Scomputerized system.

The severe safety requirements necessary for handling this
highly sensitive material necessitated the use of unconventional
techniques for sensing and handling devices, including robots.
In this pilot plant, the existing concept of batch work and
small masses of material in process was retained. All production
parameters, including -,-t details and storage data are
automatically controlled and recorded by the system.
One of the main goals achieved was the fact that no operator
need come near the mdterial during the process or during storage
or withdrawal.

This concept has led to a very safe system for the production of
Lead Azide as well as achieving good control and recording of
parametere during production.

1. INTRODUCTION

The handling of very sensitive chemicals with robots and
production of these substances with computer controls is
little known in the western world.

The reasons for this are%

1. The profitability of these facilities is uncertain.

2. The strict safety requirements for these installations
are above normal standards.

I.M.I. decided to develop plan and build a pilot plant for
the full av~tomatic production. handling, transporting and
storing (CIM) to meet the special requirements and
constraints which are required for the production of
Lead Azide.
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Emphasis was laid on the safety and quality of product by
using the most modern production technologies.
The intention was to use standard components available on
the market.

It was soon found out that many components were not
available. It was therefore necessary to develop several
components that would comply with the special requirements.
IXI Management understood these problems and allocated the
necessary budget and support for the project.

2. INITIAL SITUATION

At the existing installation for the manufacture of this
product. the production handling and storing of the material
is carried out manually by coventional methods, applying
all possible safety rules, as they are known at this branch.
One of the reasons, for using robots is to avoid manual.
work. i.e. to remove the opera'or from the work cell. In
order to achive this it was dccided to introduce full
automatic computer-controlled production including robots.
After a survey it was found oiut that there were many
restriction and constraints on accomplishing the task.

The main restrictions are:

- The use of electrical energ, in the work cells is
restricted to very low energies.

- Handling and the tran3port must be executed with very
gentl4 movements. without vibration and very low
acceleration, and de.eleration.

- The necessity for building components. with materials
that are not commonly used in mechanical engineering.

The chemicals used in the manufacturing process cause
deterioration of standard materials.
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3. TECiOIOL(V:GES

I.

3.1 Power for actuation

Because of restrictiors on the use of electric energy.
the technical solutions for actuation were accomplished
with Pneumatic and hyd1raulic power.I
All movements that handle Lead Azide use hydraulic
power. This makes it possible to ensure very gently
movements.

I

3.2 Actuator controls

All cylinders are controlled with flexible sequencing
by direct programming of cylinder movement. By this

system a very high d.~gree of flexibility of operationsfor changing sequence iL achieved by computer controls I
without the interference of the operator.

3.3 Sensors and aignals

Because of the restrictions on the system. two types of
signals were choser.
These signals are transformed into electrical input
signals to the computer.

- Pneumatic limit switches (s'tandard on t~he market).

- IR light conducted by fiber optics.
(Amplifpirs were de-t eloped to answer the criteria.
The equi3,met for production and quality control

and fiber terminations were also deviloped.Theee components are stendard with us and in U
prbd duction ir our Plant)

- Sensors for the chemical process that required the
conversion inato electrical energy located in the
"Safe Area". They are f a type. that ensures that
no madium imitich is in conta r with the process hastI
metalic contact with parts that are conducting
oltctricity (fully insulated).
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3.4 Controls

3.4.1 Computer

All processes and operations are controlled by
the following computer system:

- Two micro computers,
linked by RS 232 C (Hand Shake)

- Three controllers connected to the micro
computers.

The system has about 650 digital and analog In
and Outputs.

4. PLANT DESCRIPTION

4.1 Definitionsj

The plant has to produce powder by a chemical process.

It must carry out the folloi-ing operations:

-Feed solutions into reactor by dosing.

-Stir and mix the solutions with RPM and temperature
control.

-Dry the slurry into powder.

-Fill the powder by weighing into containers.

-Take samples for quality control.

-Transport the product into storage.,

-Store the product and keep stocks.

-Neutralize and destroy rejected lots.

-Transport and supply the product to users.

All the operations will be performed fully

automatical iy.
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4.2 Equipment

It was necessary to plan. construct and build theI
following work stations and equipment for automiatic
production. computer controlled as follows:

- Reactor with mixer

- Doying cn ell n ytesfrsouin

-Doying cneel igsltm frsluin

- Filling and weighing cell

- Handling system. I
one conveyor and five robots

- Automatic storing system

- Neutralization cell, and waste solution
neutralization

- Heating and cooling systems for temperature control.

5. PRODUCTI ON CONTROL

Due to the fact that all production parameters are computer-

controlled. production can be kept to narrow tolerances.'.
This guarantees higher quality and permits accurati

reproduction of each batch of Lead Azide.
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6. SAFETY AND THE NAN / COPUTER INTERFACE

All equipment handling sensitive material is located behind
protecting walls.
The access to dangerous areas is through cafety doors.
controlld by the computer and permitted only under accepted
corditions.
All required bommands are given and received by the touch
screen, with the aid of a menu. These commands are checked
by the computer.

The computer is programmed so that it will not aucept a
wrong or invalid command.
The screen indicates the state of any cell operation with
graphic symbols and text.

This includes:

- Temperatures

- Flows

- Mixer R P M

- Humidity

- Storage data

- Any irregular event or extreme condition during the
process or handling of the material. etc.

For 8vtnts like an "emergency stop" or a power failure etc.
an immediate freeze of the wiiole system occurs.
For a restart the operator will have to decide according to
the state of the freeze of the system whether to continue

production or to abort the batch.
He will be guided by a menu on the screen. This procedure is
checked by the computer and will not allow illogical
decisions. a
The power for. the computer is backed up with an UPS.
This will save al-l data and system conditions during power

failure for a rfew start up.
All the data. i.e. production parameters, storage and stock
details are recorded by the computer and can be traced on
the screen or be printed in hard copy.
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Fig. 1. Touch screen

Fig. 2. Drying cell
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Fig. 3. Operators Post

jg. 4. Safety door
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Fig. 5. Conveyor rail

V I
Fig. 6. Automatic storing system
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turn,

Fig. 7. Loading through safty hatch
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If the Ainw control& only the top drawing of a technical data package, the
moy classification Issued will be tor the completed Item. This has happened
to both Honeywell and Ford on the 25 Bushmaster program. Only the final
assembly is granted a DOT Hazaud classification, not the individual explosive
asseblles which .am up the round. It 13 diffioult to build a complete
round of ammunition when its Impossible to transport the propellant, fuses,
high eploslve and tracers from their manufacturer to the final assembly
point. The problem Is ompounded when final assembly is on a GOCO plant, and
there Is no "official' DOD storamp and compatibility data for magazine
storae or for submission of a safety site plan.

Taking a look at the Navy, we feel that the Navy follows the Army a distant
second place for granting DOT hazard classifications. The problem, however,
appears to be that the Navy is severely understaffed. I would especially not
want my observation here to be construed as a comment against the Navy's
overall abilitisa, or technical knowledge, they do a gooa job. I
Finally, taking a look at the Air Foroe, we find its hazard classifioations
to be the most elusive and diffioult to obtain. In the past, when an interim
classification was finally obtained, it was usually good fo; only one
shipment. We are pleased to note that recently the Air Force has started to
Issue intern classifications for longer periods of time.

Now, I would like to turn to what we believy to be an example of good
documentation for DOT/DOD hazard classifications. This In the Army's form of
Hazardous Component Safety Data Sheets (HCSDS). This form provides a wealth
of information, and is used for both interim and final hazard
classifications. We believe it would be good for the other services to
emulate this Army form. Unfortunately, obtaining the RCSDS sometimes proves
to be difficult. Supposedly, the applicable BCSDS omen with the contract or
proposal, but often this in not the came. Frequently, production or
development is started on a letter contract which does not include HC3DS' s.
The 1 December 1980 version of this form states it is not valid unless issued
as a part of a procurnemnt/production package. This statement raises several
questlons for us. How can a DOT classification be valid one day and not the
next? How can a DOT classificotion be valid for one contractor or the
goverroent and not another contractor? Does this mean that at contract
conclusion all the storage and compatitility data from a HCSDS is invalid for
residual 4 Items? Togetherg, we should discuss the uses, limitations and
critical need for "CSDS.

For planning, bid proposals, safety site plans, shipment of existing
materials, and storage, HCSDS's are invaluable. Defense Contracts
Administrative Services (DCAS) provides a vital service by providing HCSDS's
as quickly as they can on request. The Army will also provide the HCSDS'r
via a request to the ACO. But, either route Is rarely responsive to time
sensitive matters and does not meet the needs of the industry. Could HCSDS'sbe located in DOAS ftnapmemnt •Ar of fices? In many situatiLons, a hard copy
is not neoessary, only some Information from the form. We would suggest that
HCMDN's be made available locally to a contractor. If this were done, a
great service would be provided to the ordnance industry. When a final
DOT/DOD hazard classification is issued, it should be incorporated into
Hazard Classification of US Military Explosives and Hazardous Munitions, and

ohen applicable oP5 Vol I1.
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An alternative for obtalning DOT Hasard Classifications Is the DOT itelf.
More expedient and responsive than the DOD couponents, it is the only meano
available for contractors to receive a hasard classification for independent
research and develoiment Items. when a laaisfsiation is granted, their
system ot an MIR' nanber provides a ready reference to the original
documentation. shortomings for the DOT are very few. Their dependence upon
the Bureau of Explosives, American Railroad Association or the Bureau of
Mines for recommending a classification, and the lack of DOD storage and
compatibility Information do present problems. With the impending closure of
the Bureau of Explosives only the Bureau of Mines has an alternative
laboratory that can reomsend hazard clas •iloAtionse. A major orises is
brewing. Most contractors have never dealt with the Bureau of Mines and are
concerned. Can the Bureau of Mines handle all the new work load, and what is
their experience with ordnance products?. There In a critical need for such
a laboratory as the Bureau of Explosives. Alternatives for evaluating and
Ic--mendin. hazard classifications must be found noe, or many IR&D progrems,

as well as some contract work will be atfected. Lack of obtaining a DOD
classification Is not a true shortcoming or the DOT, fora it is the DOD's
responsibility to grant such information. It is a problem for contractors
because they have to request hazard classification through dual channels,
namely the DOT and the DOD.

A constant irritation experienced by many companies performing ordnance
development work Is the very narrow definition or interpretation in the DOT
standards of what constitutes an engineering chane to an Item. When an
engineering change occurs, as described by the standards, there is a need for
a re-evaluation of the DOT hazard classification. This definition creates a
needless administrative burden, when there Is no change to explosive content
or type, or effect to the araing and firing characteristics of the munition.
Minor changes, additions or deletions of metal parts, or any change that will
not Increase the hazard for transportation or affect explosive content,
should not be required for resubmission, particularly when the item is
already a Class A explosive.

New performance-orlented packaging for ordnance ite.s l approaching fast. A
proposed regulation change (Docket Number 0M181) would remove container
specifications from CFR Title 49g and institute procedures more in line with
United Nations and International civil air and maritime requirements. In
essence, ordnaoee and explosive materiel packaging will have to be tested and
certified against perforsanoe standards stated in these international
regulations. Each specific type container used for a specific ordnance item
or explosive ocaponent, will have to undergo drop, campression, and vibration
testing. This differs from current DOT regulations which require packaging
to conform to specifio design standards. Such a regulation change, while not

yet in effect, will create formidable challenges for manufacturers. Research
and development work may be impacted severely. In may oases hardware isn't
available to perform the transportation test. Further, if them is hardware
available, without a properly equipped and sited testing laboratory, it will
be difficult to move the test items to a test location. This new standard
will have 9 severe effect on many manufacturers. Movement of explosives,
when defined as "reactive wastew by the EPA, for disposal, is anncar great
problem facing our industry today. Contractors already face da.,fioulty in
obtaining DOT hazard classifications for explosive 'reactive waste', but a
monuaental problm will result when performance packaging takes effect.
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When explosive wastes are involved, all IPA A DOT standards must be complied
with and this becomes a very difficult challeng tor orduance contractors.
It the explosive waste products are undamaged production scrap, essentially
there is no problem. 8ueh items are repackaged to meet DOT requ~reeents,

labeled, marked and properly shipped to an authorized and approved disposal
site. Big problems occur when you have demaaed explosive oomponents,
explosives suspended In water or other solvent, or worse yet, rags
contamnated with explosives and cleaning oolvent. In this Instance a DOT
hazard classification has to be obtained before you can ship, which causes
delay and requires extensive administration time.

The worst poaaible situation occurs when ordnance groducts, demaged or
rejected during production or development, are considered scrap and require
disposal. 3soetImes rework or scrap Is successful but often rework Is not
feasible, It's uneconomical or otherwise Impossible. if the manufacturing
site Is an approved and permitted disposal sit#, there Is no problem, but aew
manufacturers are permitted disposal sites. It is virtually eoomalially
Impossible to categorize every possible type of damage that could occur to an
item, obtain a DOT classification and packaging requirements and ship the
items.

Hard to find a•seers to this explosive waste problem must be found soon. A
lot of valuable wgazine storage space is being consunei in the temporary
holding of scrap pending the obtaining of a DOT classification. This Is
another area where together we can discuss concerns and mutually find
satisfactory answers for complex problems..

S~ Comliancee Standards

Standards are a vital and necessary part of our industry; they must exist.
The history of the ordnance industry Is marked with tragedy where standards
did not exist. The DOD and DOD components perpetuate safety standards for
both their own and industries' use. Problems for industry arLse by
application of them standards, their rigidity and Inability to respond
effectively to advancing technology, and how they come into existence.

The DOD components, because of their many types of facilities and operations,
build into their standards an *acceptance of existing conditions" by either
an outright grandfather clause or by a chain oa oommand waiver/examption
system. DOD contractor safety standards have no built-in acceptance of
exiseting facilities, other than by waiver or eyemption rron the appropriate

PCO. With stable standards, request for waiver or exemption does not present
much of a problem for contractors unless there are multiple DOD component ;, V4
PCO's involved. When more than one services PCO is involved, conflicts
normally result from conflicting views of the various PCO's.

It standards are modified substantially like they have been Just reoently,
and applied as of publication date, major problems result for the
contractor. How government facilities respond to these changed standards Is
unknown. Doubtlessly, there will be a phase-in period, and based on funding
and oa and attention, compliance at a future date. U
In the industry sector the now standard appeared one day and enforced the
next day. This left nc phase-in period, nor any time to request, and have
granted, allocation of rtnds to institute changes. Further, scme of the new
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standards will require contractors to modify extensively existing procedures
and processes, and may require additional land. Like at the government
facilities, all of this takes some degree of phase-in time, yet contractors
are not permitted this grace period. Some government personnel may say 'That
is the contractors problem, not ours," but it is our mutual problem. As
suppliers and manufacturers are affected by standard, change, product, and
production availability and oapaci y are affected.

Current ordnance industry standards are largely specification-oriented, and
based usually on past unfortunate experieuoes or historically valid
technology and procedures. By their nature, they are rigid and
retrospective. As technology expands, the safety standards do not keep up.
Contractor advances in technology, new materials, and processes, cause some
of the tried-and-true safety guidelines to be outmoded. Outstepping the
ordnance industries standards are new energetic compounds, different
utilizations of propellants, automated factories, ultrasonic welding, wave
so'Aaring and the handling of assemblies containing integrated circuits and
electro explosive devices.

Technology advances almo bring to question the validity of existing standards
in terms of what is known today. A lack of knowledge, technological
advancement, or understanding of the problem and underlying cause, by some
sti~nda,.ds writers, I!as, in tne past, called for use of a "what worked before
will work again" attitude. Without due regard for technological, advancement
relative to existing standards, how can the field of safety advance? We
believe that some standards in existence now should be re-evaluated in terms
of today, not ten to forty years ago.

Performance oriented standards, not specificaticn-oriinted, can respond to
technologioal change. Further, with performence-oriented standards, a
contractor does not have to wait for the aureaucracy to catch up before
something is accomplished.

DOI oafety standards for the contractor are consensus standards developed by
the services and DLA personnel. Since our industry's safety standards are
coaaensus, we feel that industry should participate in the development of the
standards. The leading edge of ordnance technology used to be in t,.e
government laboratories, today it is going on in both government and tor; "Xte
industry. Industry safety professionals are by far more izvolved in the
emerging t.eohnolc'gy and changes in production method: than some of );he staff
personnel who write safety standards. But, ••want to admit right here that
we in private i.dustry are not without ftaltl 6

Private industry must accept a good portion of responsibility for 1M
non-progressive standards. Industry has not been proactive nor vocal in
requesting to participate in the development of safety standards. We have
tended to mind our own buniness and not be concerned with the affairs of our
industry. Some of us bemoan the regulators and what "they" do but are not -4
prepared to standup and participate in standards development. Perhaps
through mutual participation of government and private industry in standards
dsvelopmont, a mutua. understanding of other issues which affect safety and
the ability to prcu.ce wIll also result. Assuming government standards'
writers are willing to opep up the prooess of standards development to mutual
participation, private industry must respond actively. Individually, 6
ordnance companios must support these endeavors by allowing travel, funds ard
labor allocation for this vital task.
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Safety Site Plans

Safety site plans are an effective safety management tool in which to develop
and operate a safe facility. These plans are very labor intensive and time
consuming to prepare, but the usefulness of this tool diminishes greatly
because processing time is so lengthy. In today's environment, the time
element lost in awaiting approval for a plan is a major headache for most
contractors. Work does not stop while waiting for approval; manufacturing
plans continue, production procedures are prepared, tooling and parts are
ordered and facility modification is planned. Site plans need to be
processed quickly and efficiently. If there are proble.#ms, contractors need
to know now--not six to nine months after submission.

In fairness to the offices that process and approve plans, we recognize they
are swamped with other duties and responjibilities, yet there has to be a
higher degree of responsiveness and incrfased speed of processing. Perhaps
redirection or increased allocation of !)ersonnel resources are necessary to
answer this dilemma. Serious consideration should be given to increase the
approval authority of lower command levels to lessen the amount of
back-logged site plans at higher levels. I would recommend that site plans,
when submitted for privately owned, privately operated (POPO) facilities,
should be reviewed solely by the ACO. This avoids the conflicting views which
often result when more than one PCO is involved. A single office at the DOD
level should be available for mediation of differences between the ACO's
safety representative and contractors.

Training Accessibility

Explosive safety training is the last issue to be addressed. The DOD
maintains many fine schools for teaching explosive safety. They are
acknowledged experts in a field where there are little or no alternatives for
such education. The need for accessibility by contractors to these schools
is critical and can increase the level of safety for the entire industry.
Whether it is introducing explosives to a new safety professional or
refresher training for an "old hand", access to DOD schools is vital to the
safety performance of contractors while our need for this training is clear,
we do find, howevar, that the system under which the schools operate has the
effect of looking out private contractors. If contractors are not located on
a GOCO indtallation, they are not given the opportunity to find out class
schedules and request space allocation. Without allocation, attendance is
virtually impossible. Some contractors have tried a "space available"
approach to these schools only to find the doors closed to them due to course
popularity. We feel that it would be a great service to the industry and
fulfill a strong need if the DOD allowed free access to their safety-related
schools.

We, especially, feel that there must also be accessibility to training on new
standards. Defense Contracts Administration Services should sponsor seminars
on the new 4145.26M, and subsequent changes, to acquaint contractors with the Sj4 ,
many new changes. To the best of my knowledge, only the Chicago Region has
offered to fa.iliarize contractors with this new information. This region
should be commended for its dedication.
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Conclusion

Issues addressed in this paper are not easy cnes to solve, but through
oooperation and mutual working of the problems, answers can be found. I
would propose thc following ten possible solutions:

1. DOD and DOT Hazard Classifications

A solution for streamlining and obtaining DOT/DOD interim and final hazard
classifications would be to create a single unified tri-service office
reeponsible for all hazard classifications. This cffice should be staffed
appropriately, maintain an explosive's laboratory (much like the Bureau of
Explosives), and be allowed to classify not only contract-related ordnance
material but IR&D items destined for possible DOD usage.

2. HCSDS ACCESSIBILITY

HCSDS's fulfill a viable and important role. They should be maintained
and expanded to all ordnance material from all DOD components.
Accessibility to the data should be broadened with distribution down to
the local DCASMA office and/or computer access to the database should be
allowed.

3. Alternative for Bureau of Explosives

An alternative for the role played by the Bureau of Explosives must be
located now. Possibly, the DOT can accept individual test data and
reoornondations from manufacturers or develop their own laboratory.

4. DOT Staneards and Engineering Changes

DOT standards for Class A explosives, should be broadened to allow for
engineering changes not affecting explosive content or type, causing an
increased risk of transport, or effecting the arming and firing
characteristics of ammunition.

5. DOD Panel for Packaging and Waste

DOD should create a panel to address performance oriented packaging and
transportation of explosives deemed to be a reactive waste by the EPA.
This panel should be comprised of all the services, DOT, EPA, and
Industry. The complexity and impact of these issues cannot bek
understated. These problems need to be discussed and solutions
coordinated among this goup. Answers must be found quickly.

6. 39fety Standards

Safety standards for contractors should be true consensus standards
developed with representation and input from DOD contractors. Existing
and new safety standards for contractors should be reviewed and revised as
necessary to allow for a phase-in period of new standards, and be
performanoe-oriented, not specification-oriented. Where appropriate as
many specification standards as possible should be made advisory and not
mandatory.
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. Safety Site Plans

S•fety site plans must be reviewed on a priority basis by all reviewers.
Difficulties in staffing must be solved. No site plan should require
anymore than two months to complete its approval cycle. POPO site plans
should be revtld solely by the ACO. A single office at the DOD level
should be available for mediation of differences between the ACO and
contractors.

8. Safety Training

Contractors should be allowed access to DOD safety-related schools on an
equal basis with current attendees. Contractors should either be advised
of future schedules and permitted to request allocation of space or- the
DOD should obligate specific classes to be presented solely for the
benefit of DOD contractors at designated locations.

9, DOD 4I145.26H Familiarization

DCAS should conduct seminars in each region to familiarize contractors of
tto changes in DOD 41145.26m, and each subsequent change to that manual.

10. Comunioations Network

A current listing of the safety ofrices of all ordnance industry
contractors should be maintained at a central location. Via this
network, information should pass freely -- up, down, and between
organizations, on accident information, request for guidance and
assistance, and proposed standards changes.

In sumary, I am confident that problem resoetion is possible by talking and
gaining a mutual understanding of each sides views. Communication must flow
freely, not only on standards, but also an accident causes and problems
resolution. There appears to be no single office, or group who is dealing
with all the safety issues we are confronted with today. Individual
companies and various government offices take on problems and sometimes find
solutions, but no one else knows about those solutions. As an industry, we
reinvent the wheel or throwup our hands when a problem is too big. Only the
DDESB Seminar offers a medium with which government and industry can
ooamunicate openly about safety problems and solutions.

The problems facing us are many; the solutions will be hard to come by, but
of this I'm convinced ... much more open communication is needed, and in the
long run, will be in both our individual and oollective best interests.
Together, we can find the answers.
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1. BACUGIOUND TO PUNS 2

1.1 The bqilosion ffects Sub-Coimttee (USEC) of ESTC recomended in
1980 the Investigation of fragments and debris arising from an untraversed
bomb stack; one having a standard 2 degree traverse and also one with a 10
degree traverse. In addition, the effect of having such a stack toside a
typical brick built storehouse with a protective concrete roof, under
compareI@e traversed conditions, was also to be determined1  Consequently
Phase . jas planned and carried out at DSC Wooumera dur Ay 1982 (Ref

.2 t cf reservations expressed by RARDE concerning the
symmetry of the bomb stacks used in Phase 1 it was decided to carry out a
Phase 15 search over part of the sites used during Phase 1.1 RARDR's view
was that It was probable th-t sore lethal fiagments, both iýi quantity andlethality, are generated by the nose and base of the bombsW many of which

may )we propelled by the blast more in a line radiating thrýugh the corners
of the stack than in the line normal to the sides of the stack which was
sampled in the trials. With these thoughts in mind a a ling plan was
devised, utilising visual search and metal detection tec niques, and was
carried out at DSC Wooaera during May 1984 (Ref 3).

1.3 Combination of the results from Phase 1 and 1B redulted in a
recosmendation to reduce minimum fragment throw distances (Ref 4) and
showed that the RARDE reservations were unfounded. The trlals to date had
shown that there appeared to be no reason to apply minimum
quantity-distance of 270/400. for fragment/debris hrow to a building, of
construction similar to those tested and traver d preferably to the
eaves, or an open stat;k traversed with the st qEdard UK 2 degree traverse.
The recommendation was to use D13 distances % or fragment/debris throw,
with a minimam of 270a for quantities lessvthan the 1800kg tested in Phase
1, as determined In ESTC Leaflet 5 Part, -1 (Ref 5). This would still give
adequate protection frou the effect;s of blast. The 270. minimum distance
was an interim measure which was expected would be reduced when the
results of ?hase 2 werave .attale.

1.4 •VPhase 2 haZ been recommended because of some doubts as to the
applicability of the trials to buildings which were considerably weaker
than those tested, e.g. with 115im brick walls and because it was not felt
that the results allowed extrapclation down to small quantities of
explosives (less than 1800 kg), Both of these doubts were based on the
uncertainty over building break-up due to lighter construction or lighter
loading.

1.5 Consequently hase 2 was proposed using smaller quantities of
explosives, typically of a few hundred kilograms, in a similar type brick
built building to ascertain the effect of reduced loading• Similar trials
were also proposed to ascertain the situation for a brie '~uilding of
lighter construction and a concrete structure.

1.6 Approaches were made to the Australian Defence Authorities to
continue the work of Phase 1 and 1B into a Phase 2 Trial. In November
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1984 Dr N J M. Ree, Director SSO(PE) and Mr J Henderson, Secretary EKSC,
visited Canberra and the various Australian trials agencies involv d to
make the final planning arrangements for Phase I. The proposalw for the
tests were approved by HISC and ESTC and are described in Section 3.

2. AIM OF PHASE 2

2.1 The prime aim of Phase 2 was to obtain additional data on the
distribution of hazardous fragments and debris from an explosion in a
building to supplement those obtained from Phases 1 and 1B. Phase 2 was
intended to cover lower loading densities, with more typical
explosives/ammunition, and more lightly constructed buildings.

2.2 From this data it was hoped to produce further recomendations to
reduce or verify the existing Q-Ds based on fragment/debris throw
considerations.

3. PHASE 2 TRIAL SPECIFICATION

3.1 Following discussions in UK and Australia the UK requirement for
Phase 2 was finalised at a total of 4 trials as detailed below. Since
Phase 1 consisted of Trials I to 4 the sequence was continued in Phase 2
consisting of Trials 5 to 8.

3.2 Trial 5: Building was constructed of 395mm cavity brick walls with a
150= reinforced concrete roof to a design identical to that used for
Phase 1. The explos..ve content of the building was sufficient fragmenting
shell of Hazard Division 1.1 (Composition B filled) to give a total net
explosives content for the building of 50Okg TNT equivalent.

3.3 Trial 6: Building was constructed of 395mm cavity brick walls with a
150m reinforced concrete roof to a design identical to that used for
Phase 1. The explosive content of the building was sufficient boxed highexplosives of Hazard Division 1.1 (Compositon B) to give a total net
explosive conteat for the building of 500kg TNT equivalent.

3.4 Trial 7: Building %as constructed of 200mm reinforced concrete walls
with a 150mm reinforced concrete roof. The explosive content of the
building was sufficient fragmenting shell of Hazard Division 1.1
(Composition B filled) to give a total net explosives content for the
building of bOOkg TNT equivalent. The constructional details of the
building probably utilising pre-cast concrete slabs assembled into the
final structure on site are to be advised by the Australian Defence Trials
Authorities.

3.5 Trial 8: Building was constructed of 280mm brick walls with a

light-weight roof constructed of steel beams with corrugated iron and
aluminium sheeting. The explosive content of the building was an
incorporator loaded with 500kg TNT equivalent of high explosives of Hazard
Division 1.1 (Composition B) and the building also contained pipes, etc to
simulate a typical process environment. The constructional details of the
building were advised by HFF St Marys who supplied the prc-fabricated

steel frame and the incorporator.
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3,6 All trial sites were virgin grounds with a miniam of 2000 metres
between any two sites.

3.7 Trial sites 5, 6 and 7 were traversed to the level of the eaves of
the building on two adjacent aides, the remaining two sides being left
untraversed. In order to provide continuity and ease of comparison with
Phase I tN. traverses were erected in the SE and $W sectors for each
buildina and the door to the building was in the NE side. As in Phase 1
they were constructed of the local soil.

3.8 Ttial 8 was traversed on the SW side to the eaves of the building and
on the S1 side to the standard two degrees from the level of the
explosives in the incorporator. This orientation was required in order to
provide continuity and ease of comparison with Phase I and similarly the
door to the building was to be in the NE side. NFP St Marys proposed that
identifiable surface debris should be placed on the traverse on the SW
side of the building in Trial 8 to examine any effects of scouring that
might take place during the explosion.

3.9 It was essential that all explosives used in any one trial, waether
shell or HR, should'be initiated virtually instantaneously. UK preferred
that the initiation should follow a propagation mechanism as far as is
possible, i.e. one shell or box should be initiated normally and
detonating cord be used to ensure transmission of the detonation to the
other shell or boxes present. This was in preference to bach shell or box
being initiated separately since this did not represent a practical
accident situation. However it was necessary to initiate all shell
simultaneously because of trial difficulties. The incorporator in Trial 3
had the charge cast into it at OFI St Marys and initiator pockets cast
into the charge immediately below the access point in the lid of the
incorporator.

3.10 The main r2quirement for each Lrial was the collection of fragments
and building debris generated by the explosion of the building and its
contents. There were minor variations between trials, principally in the
subsidiary search areas. Actual collection methods were intended to be
twofold, metal fragments to be detected by ,.tal detector and building
debris by a visual search. In common with Phase 1 it was quickly
discovered that it was more efficient to collect the metal fragments by a
simple visual search and the metal dectors were relegated to the role of
checking the efficiency of this visual search. Sniffer dogs were also
employed on one of the sites but proved useless because of the very large
amount of explosives contamination present.

3.1) Additionally it was decided to carry out a search of the crater and
its immediate surroundings on at least onu site to determine the
concentration of fragments which had been TroJected into the crater.

3.12 To complete the picture and obtain data which was not available from
Phase 1 a search of the traverses on at least one site was proposed to I
determine the concentration of fragments projected into and stopped by the
traverse.

3.13 Each trial was instrumented for blast to determine that a successful
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detonation was achieved and to allow an assessment of the attenuations
afforded by the different structures under test. tn arrangement of two
line3 running to the NW and SW of each site vwa agreed with MRL Melbournt.

3.14 lath trial was recorded on video purely as a record of the trial.
There was no intention to attempt to carry out any analysis of fragment
ve~ocities or trajectories from film records. Still colour photographs
were taken after each detonation and durinS the collection phases ar
advised by the UK Scientist in Chargw. A video record and still colour
photographs of the construction phases were also taken.

3.15 The *hell for the trials were American 175sm. These shell were
supplied by USA and tr~asported by UK at their own cost to a port of euzry
into Australia. These shell were transported in March 1985 through the
good offices of Genchea Chartering Ltd to Australia and stored at DSC
Woomera. The quantity shipped were 1200 shell, gross weight of
approximately 15,000kg. It was proposed to use only 72 of these shell
during Phase 2, the intention being to store the remainder for use during
a possible Phase 3 in 1987.

4. FRAGMENT AND DEBRIS COLLECTI)N I
4.1 The centre of explosion for each trial was establishee and a search

pattern grid was laid. Each area was marked off with tape and searched by
a visual sweep, backed up with a metal detector where appropriate.

4.2 In common with Phone 1 it was quickly established that shell
fragments had attained a distinctive blue colour due to tempering by the
heat of the explosion which made them readily identifiable against the red

coloured earth and stone.

4.3 Trial 6 relied only on a visual search since the only metal fragments
"vare pieces of door or roof reinforcement which were readily identifiable.

4.4 All Zragmcnt8 were idenLified by collecting them into a receptacle
marked with search .rea in ',hich they were found. They were taken back to
base carp where they were sorted by type sad weighed. Because of the
large numbers oý fragments collected and as it had been established from
Phase 1B that the minimum weight of metal and masonry fragments of
interest were 50g and lOOg respectively, those fragments of eac1h type
under these weights were not weighed individually. Instead they were
bulied togeLher and a total weight for each type under the weight quoted
wa3 obtained. Suboequently two 4ypical quantities of shell fragments were
weighed individuelly to obtain che weighted distribution in the sample.
For the masonry I:agmenes phctographs were taken of typical quantities.

4.5 All metal and masonry fragments over 50g and 1OOg weight respsctively
were weighe,' arl recorded. To enable analysis and sorting ty computer to
be carried out all fragments were sorted into weight intervals by type and
sector.

4.6 Full details of the results produced can be found in Section 9 of the
full report. The data is too overwhelming to be reproduced here.
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5.1 The frageent data we, coputer sorted usInv a VISXCAC program on an
Apple 11. microomputer to calculate the ufber. and densities of lethal
ftame-. The progrm will allow further analysis but for the present
only totals of all potentially lethal fragments have been fully analysed.
Various veights for fragment and masonry debris lethality were chosen and
graphs produced of lethal deosity against diesance, but for the sake of
cLaTity only two sets of these graphs have been produced In the report.

3.1 In ainmoo with Phases 1/15 there is still some controversy over what
these weights should actually be. Iowever the following three assumptions
are still valid&

A8SSUTZO 1

5.3 Fragments, whether metal or masonry, are considared potentially
lethal, if their kinetic energy ezcseds OJ (5sft lb). This value Is
based on pre Wl work in France (Rsf 6) and is still the subject of debate
although accepted internationally as a realistic hazardous fragment
euergy. Discussions are In progress within UK to assess whether this limit
is too conservative. A American paper (Ref 10) suggests that it is but
cannot provide any better estimate. It appears unlikely however that any
new criterion will be established.

ASSIUPTION 2

5.4 All fragments are travelling at their free-fall velocities on impact
whLch are in the range 50-60m/s for metal and 30-40m/8 for masonry. These
velocities are based %. information used by WLng Cdr P Fairhurst In his
fragment studies for the Exploalon Effects Sub-Committee of ISTC (Ref 11).

ASSIMPTIOU 3

5.5 The potentially lethal fragment density is considered unacceptable If
it rises above one potentially lethal framnent per 56 square metres (600
square feet). This figure is also acceptad internationally and is
equivalent to approximately a 11 chance of being hit by a potentially
lethal fragment.

5.6 To simplify the analysis of the reaults each trial Is considered
separately ,In Section 6. Any comparisons between these trials and to
other trials carried out will be made in the following Section 7. The
reason for this is the extremely large number of fragments and deb-is
which waze collected. Some data will also be commented on in this section
which have not as yet been analysed. When thts additional analysis has
been carried out it will be published as an addendum to the report.

5.7 Having accepted the two assumptions of paras 5.3 and 5.4 It is then
necessary to interpret the values given to allow analysis of the fragments
and debris collected. Phase 13 (Ref 4) recommended the use of 75 and 150&
for metal and masonry fragments respectively. The relative velocities of
the two fragment types would suggest a ratio in the range from 1.6 to 4
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fee masonry frasset weight to metal fMagmet weight; . Thus I* addition to
the 130S masonry fragment weight a value of IS3g has also been chosed for
camparisms. The choice of the metal fagmnt weight at 75g Is still
conservative In comparison to the criteria used bv US (1-15g) (Ref 12). It
is also unertod thatS anA I ev n D hihrave is used by lev.

6. FAVANT ND ZMS NALSISANDDISCUSSION

6. ortisaeo brevity only the imost iup-)rtant analyses ar%;
discusseu in this section. for.* fuller discusasion the overall ropart
(Vef 1) should be consulted.

TRIAL 5

6.2 ftgure 6.1 shows the average densities for the two levels of fragment

weights chosen and it can be seen that at 270m with the lower masonry
weight tee density is marginally over the acceptable level and with the

6.3 Increasing the masonry debris weight from 150g to 25Sg reduces the

secondary debris problcm but much of the problem Is created by quarter, I
half and whole bricka, i.e. debris of 500g and over. Hence the overall
reduction is significant but not as considerable as might be expected

6.. Several r&A*Aial searches were carried out on Trial 5 to establish the
difference,, If any, in the fragment distribution radially around the site.
The basic syometry of the fragment distribution which was noted in Phase I
is sill th--re but is now such smor marked. figure 6.2 shows esoe typical
results. It Is particularly Important to note that the leveis are muchS ~higher on tLhe untraversed sides, and that the debris falls in a very
limited 10 degrees sector centred on the line perpendicular to any side of
the building.d

6.5 t i intresing o nte te cntrbuti'~ f th vaioustypsMo

fragments to the overall density on the traversed sides.

a* Shell: At less Lhan 150a these represent c-301 in the SE sector
arI 101 in the SV sector.

b. Brick; Up to 270. theme retpresent 60-801 of the fragments.U
Beyond 270m there are virtually none fouand.

C. Beyond 270. it is only l).irge concrete and shell fragments which
are found. Beyond 510.a no lethal fragments were found.

TRIA 6

6.06 Figure 6.3 ul'.vs the aver&.,e densities for the two levels of fragment
weights cl.osen and it can be seen that, in common with Trial 5, the two

masonry weights give density values at 270. marginally above and below. the

acceptable level. I
6.7 Increasing the masonry debris wetight from 150 to 230g again reduces
the debris problem but once again thew real problem is created by large
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NI
brick fragments over 500g.

6.8 Only one radial search was carried out on Trial 6 to establish the
symmetry of the fragment distribution. Again the basic syinetry of the
stack is obvious with the debris falling il the same limited 10 degrees
sector for Ttial 5.

6.9 The contributions of the various types of fragments to the overall
density on the traversed side is as follows:

a,. Brick: Up to 150m these represent c.90% of the fragments,
reducing to c.60% up to 270m. Beyond 270m again there are virtually
none found.

b. Concrete. From 150% to 250% these represent c.15-30Z of the
fragments. Closer in there are fewer fragments which are overwhelmed
by the brick,

c. Beyond 270a it is only large concrete fragments which are found.
Beyond 400m no lethal frapments were found.

6.10 As a comparison, since Trials 5 and 6 were identical apart from the
actual explosives stores used, Figure 6.4 shows the average densities for-
the two trials uaing the lower masonry debris weight. It can be seen
that, apart from the significant increase at 230r- in Trial 6 the: is
practically no diference between the results for the two trials. The
results are v~rtually identical for the higher masonry debris weight

TRIAL 7

6.11 Figure 6.5 shows the average densities for the two levels of
fragment weights chosen and it can be seen that the level of one let ,al
ýragment per 56 squaze metres is not reached until c.330.. Certainly at
270. the level is well in excess of the acceptable value.

5.12 Increasing the masonry debris weight from 150 to 250g again reduces
the numbers of lethal fragments. However some of the concrete debris
produced was very large although the overall amount of debris was not as
great as for the brick buildings. Unfortunately the debris produced
seemed to be spread out over greater ranges than for the brick buildings.

6.13 Two radial searches were carried out at 270m and 350m. The search
at 270m gives a clearer picture and can be compared directly to the
similar searches in the other trials. The basic symmetry of the stack is
again demonstrated with the debris falling in the same limited 10 degrees
sectors.

6.14 At all ranges the concrete represents the major contribution to the
fragment density and beyond 500m there are no lethal fragments on the
traversed sides.

TRIAL 8

6.15 The results demonstrate that the comment is still valid that large
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brick fragments create tbe major problem but in thJs instance they are
projected neither in the quantity or to the ranges experienced in Trials 5
erd 6. The level of one potent.Ily lethal fragment pý,r 56 square metres
ts achieved at 230m.

6.16 A radial search was carried out at 210m to establish the symmetry of
the explosion and resulting debris. Agair the basic aymmetry of the
distribution is obvious with the debris falling in the same limited 10
degrees sector as for the previous trials.

6.17 A significant large proportion of the incorporator was reduced to
metal dust although there were also significantly large pieces,
particularly from the lid which carried the gear box and, inlet/outlet
points, located during the large metal debris search. The corners of the
building frame were projected radially out from their positions and the
centre roof support was cut into three pieces. No recognisable, lethal
pieces of roof cvering or the water tank were recovered.

6.18 The additional large metal debris search was conducted outside the
main search areas and although large pieces, particularly of the building
frame, were located none of them represerted an unacceptable hazard since
most fell within 270m, any outside this range being isolated fragments.
On the untraversed side the maximum range occurred with a piece of the
representative pipework of c.500g at 43Om. On the traversed sides a metal
fragment of c.2kg weight, identified as part of the incorporator was also
found at 430m.

*.1 9 Painted and numbered rocks were placed on the surfaces of the two
tcaverses to establish the effect of scouring on the traverses. For both
travarses oly thc rocks in the central portion of the traverse were
actually displaced significantly. Of those that were displaced some fell
just over the traverse whilst several were projected up to 200m range. Mr
Horoachun of the Australian Department of Housing and Construction has
carried out a detailed analysis of this aspect (Ref 13).

6.20 For Trial 8 the brick did not create the level of problems as was
seen in Trials 5 and 6 although it must be remembered that the walls were
only 280mm thick and were not load-bearing.
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FIGURE 6.1

TRIAL 5 AVERAGE DENSITY ON TRAVERSED SIDES
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FIGURE 6.2

TRIAL 5 RADIAL DENSITY ATL 290 METR~ES
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FIGURE 6.3

TRIAL 6 AVERAGE DENS ITY ON TRAVERSED SIDES
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FIGURE 6.4

TRIALS 5/6 AVERAGE DENSITY ON TRAVERSED SIDES.
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FIGURE 6.5

TRIAL 7 AVERAGE~ DENSITY 0N TRAVERSED SIDES
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7. CONCLUSIONS

7.1 The data appears to confirm the Phase 1/lB recommendation for the use
of a 270 metre minimum distance for fxagmmnt and debris throw from brickS buildings but does not confirm the reduced distance for concrete
structures. There was in fact a considerable amount of building debris
projected as had been intimated might be possible in the conclusions from
Phase 1/1B, In particular the brick created an unacceptable debris hazard
out to 270 metres on the limited 10 degree sectors centred on the lines
perpendicular to each side of the building and in many instances reduced
to almost zero outside this very restricted area. This last point is very
important since it would be a gross mis--representation of the situation to
say, even at 250m for instance, that the debris level was unacceptable
since it is only unacceptable over approximately 10% of the area
considered. This applies at all ranges and aerial photographs of Triaia 6
and 8 showed that debris was being projected out perpendicularly to the
sides of the building. The wall debris does spread out but not
signiiicantly and at 270m for example the total search front of 47m is
more than enough to accommodate the spread of wall debris from its
original 3m starting width at ground zero.

7.2 However there must remain some doubt that a brick structure would not
produce unacceptable debris hazards beyond 270m. Phase 1 demonstrated
that with 1800kg the bricks were pulverised to such an extent that Chey
produced no significant hazard. Phase 2 has demonstrated that with 500kg
the bricks are only broken up and produce a very serious hazard. Both
trials indicate that brick debris will not go beyond c.270m and concrete,
from a slab roof, will not go beyond 400-500m. It therefore seems
reasonable to conclude that brick should not create a problem bcyond 270M.

owever it should be remembered that the bricks used in Phase 1 and Phane
2 were not identical, the Phase 2 bricks being more typical oi UK

construction in general, although they were undoubtedly about 15-20%
heavier. These bricks might not pulverise as effectively in the Phase 1
situation of 1800kg explosive loading.

.3 There was no significant difference between the resultant debris
patterns for Trials 5 and 6 and it is concluded that it is the amount of
explosives which is the important factor not whether it is cased or even,
't is inferred, how strong the case actually is.

* Trial 7, using the concrete building demonstrated that even behind a
traverse the debris hazard at 270m was unacceptable, the hazard extending
out to some 350m. The overall number of building fragments produced from
the concrete building was considerably less than from the brick buildings
but it was distributed over a wider area, further out. IE is concluded
therefore that concrete buildings are not a sound concept, from a hazard
point of view, for relatively small quantities of explosives (less than
6,000kg) unless only very small quantities (less than 50kg) are involved
where the structures can be built to contain the effects of an explosion.
Indeed there must be some doubt as to whether quantites larger than the
500kg tested would not project unacceptable levels of concrete debris to
beyond 400m.

7.5 In the case of the portal frame building the level of debris is much
reduced, principally because the walls were thinner and the roof was
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Conattucted of almost frangible material instead of concrete. However it
is still concluded that a distance of 270m is required to provide
protection from lobbed debris provided there is a traverse at the
potential explosion site. It might be possible to reduce this to around
180. If the brick infill was only 115=n since the amount of debris would
be reduced by a further 50Z. However this would require a dealled
interpolation from the figures available or better still a further trial.

7.6 It Is further concluded that for brick or concrete structures, when
untraversed, a minmunm distance of 400k is required to provide protection
from lobbed debris.

7.7 It Is-also concluded that, as the traverses in both Phases 1 and 2
have remained practically undisturbed, there is no need to remove stones
other than surface ones from the top third of a traverse ured around
buildings containing 1800kg or less of explosives. From other work
currently being undertaken for Explosion Effects it would appear that such
precautions say be unnecessary for any building traverse. The same may
not necessarily be true for traverses around open stacks.

7.8 It is concluded that because of the reservations expressed In paras
7.2 and 7.4 the worst case situations may not, in fact, have been
examined. Consequently further trials should be carried out to ascertain
the following salient points:-

a. To test a Phase 1 brick building, constructed of frogged bricks
and loaded with 1800kg of shell, to determine whether the results
from Phase 1 are reliable.

b. To test the effect of a much larger loading, say 6000kg, in a
typical brick storehouse.

c. To test the effect of a much larger loading, say 6000kg, in a
typical concrete storehouse.

7.9 It is also concluded that consideration should be given to carrying
out at least one large test with, say 25 or 50 tonnes of bombs, as
originally intended in Phase 1. This would probably be best done in a
representative storehouse to ascertain that there is no specific problem
created by debris at these quantities.

8. RECODMENDATIONS

8.1 The results from Phase 2 confirm the Phase 1/LB recommendation for
the use of D13 quantity-distance with a minimum fragment throw criteria of I
270. for brick buildings or open stacks, traversed by the standard UK
traverse. If there is no traverse the minimum distance should be 400m.

8.2 For concrete buildings the minimum distance should be maintained at
400m whether the building is traversed or not.

8.3 Further trials are recommended as datailed in paras 7.8 and 7.9 to
verify that there are no additional debris problems created in buildings
containing 1800-6000kg, particularly for concrete structures.
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SUIN"AR

Because of the restrictive nature of "ainimum frafgmnt throw
criteria" and the expense of building traverses for which little credit
was given, the UK 9%plosives Storage and Transport Committee (ESTC)
decided in 199 to conduct a series of fragment throw trials. Approaches
we-te s$.e to Australia resulting In Phase I of the trials which were fired
in aarly 1962. As a result of reservations expressed by RARDE, UK,
concerning the symetry of the bomb stacks used in Phase I it was decided
to carry out a Phase 15 search over part of the sites used during Phase I.
Phase IB was carried out in early 1984.

Recommendations from the Phase 1 and Phase 1B trials resulted in a
reduction of the minimum fragment throw criteria in UK Quantity-Distance
tables. Additionally, Phase 2 trials were proposed to fill in missing
data from the initial phases. The Phase 2 trials were fired in early 1985
and consisted of stacks of shell or explosive inside a variety of building

constructions surrounded on two sides by traverses.

Fragments and debris were collected. on a sample basis, from the
resulting explosions and these were then computer-sorted into a basicI
weight distribution against distance and direction. These results were
further refined and are presented in tabular and graphical form in the
full report (Ref 1). This paper is a much shortened version of the full
report which contains the full basic computer sorted data and graphs of
the results.

Further trials have also been proposed to consider other combinations
of building constructions and stack sizes.
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Uoo IN froa.

11ý:MOFronch safety rer~lation on explosives given fixed limits to the

difforeiit hasardous areas an to projecticno. These fixed limits are underI
certain circumstances Inadequate. This situation led the SIIPE to developa
technical approach for the delimitation of the hazardous areas. This
approach can be summed up in two parts :

*Elaboration of technical criteria for the limits of the differentI
hazardous areas as to projections such as conditional probability of
reaching person by hasardous fragmentin

A ýDevelopment of tool. to predict fragments range and~ dens~ities by
coiputor codes and methods to assess experimental data like initial
velocity of primary fragments, Gurney and Nott'a coefficients$ etc...

On one hand, this paper presents the tectinical criteria adopted b.- tao
SN2PE, and on the other hbnd, the computer code DENSECLA. This software
calculates the fragments densities, and then, evaluates the limits of the
different hazardous areas through the conditional probability of
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2 -~ 3 m FlJJ~• BY1 - 3. zu

The French regulation defines 4 areaL of decreasing levels of
potential damage twards persons and properties around the donor a Z1, Z2,
23, 24, Z5 and a sixth area, outs•de the five firstPAWs, be I•t%

For example, Z corresponds tu lethal injuries in more than 50 % of cases
for person supposed to be present and unproteoted, and Z2 corresponds to serious
injuries which may be lethal.

The hazardous areas are circular or annular and the 5 radii of limits
(Ri, R2, R30 R4, R5) are fixed by the french regulation in function of the
quantity of aoave substance and of the hasard division of the donor.

In this paper, the sone outside Z5 will be named "Loi Danger Zone"

These fixed distances are describeW in the Table 1.

Timm MWAuG AS TO IOJ-NLE BAU.M (1.2 MVIIE)

Q in kg RADII OF LIITS (a)
of active .... .. . .. _

substance
Zi /z2 Z2/Z3 ZI/Z4 Z4/Z5 Z5/LDZ

2/6 I/6
60Q 120QS15 90 200 or 300 1/6 or 600 1/

if 3•0>.,60Q if 600;120Q

., o 179 1/6
75 Q 150 Q

B 25 135 300 or 400 1/6 or 800 1/6
if 400>.75Q if 800>.I50Q

A

1I 0CO - 2/3 of the radii defined for Q > ;O0 k•

B

A
Q<10 Radii have to be evaluated by a techulcal s•,•dy

BI
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A - case of caliber not exceeding 60 mm or emitting projections of more
than 150 g at more than 15. w. but emitting no projectio:PA of more than
250 g at more than 15 m.

B - case of caliber greater than 60 mm or emitting projections of more than
250 g at more than 15 m.

3- DXShMIACTZOU COliUUUG 3 PHD DIS!*1

In some caseu, these fixed distances are inadequate •

- A given area can be reached by a high number of projections, or on
the contrary there is a very low level of probability of hitting somobody.

- One possible fragment does not create by itself a hazardous area.

- There is no distance indicated when Q is less than 10 kg for 1.2
products.

All these dissatisfactions led the SNPE to develop a tool for
predicting the fragments hazards.

4 - k-2IC APPOACH

The probabiliazic approach is authorized by the french regulation, in
general. Other regulations, accepting a probabilistic approach, do exist
also. We can quote the DARCOI-385-100 of the US Army nf 17 August 1981.
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We can define the technical level of hasard of a given area by the
probability of izjuring or killing somebody supposed to be present.
But before describing the technical criteria adopted by the SNPE, let us
precise some definitions.

Kinetic energy of the projection, E in Joule
----- --------------------------------------------

. Frequency of explosion F

This is the probable number of explosions during a year.

• Conditional probability of reaching CPR

This is the probability of reaching somebody, supposing he is present
in a given area, supposing the explosion has occurred, by one fragment or
more.

* Conditional probability of reaching CPRE

This is the probability of reaching somebody, supposing he is predent
in a given area, supposing the explosion has occurred, by one or more
fragments of a given range of energy.

• Annual frequency of reaching AFR

--- -- -- --- -- -- --
This is the annual frequency of reaching somebody, supposing he is

present in a aiven area, by one or more fragments.

. Annual frequency of reaching AFRE

This is the annual frequency of reaching somebody, supposing he is
present in a given area, by one or more fragments of a given range of
energy.

Degree of lethality of a fragment DLE

The lethality of one projection can be described as the probability
that it is lethal. We call this number "Degree of lethality" (lain 3etween
0 and 1) and it is a function of the kinetic energy of the projection.
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Conditional probability of lethality CPL

This is the probability of killing somebody, supposing he is present
in a given area, supposing the explosion has occurred, taking into account

the degree of lethality of each projection.

5 - TBKHhCA6 CRITERIA WUD Hr S.N.PJZ.

TAKLE 2

TECHNICAL CRI!IA =mumWE !0 I= LIK! 01F1

LIMIT TECHNICAL CRITEIIA

Z1/Z2 CPL - 0.5

Z2/Z3 CPL u 0.1

-2

Z3/Z4 CPR -3.10W BY ONE PROJECTION
-2C OMORE OF

Z4/Z5 CPR - 10 MORE THAN 8 JOULES
0F ENERGY

Z5/LDZ ABR - 10
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Thebe criteria correspond to levels of potential damage towards
persons. The CPL are evaluated taking into account all the fragments with a
kinetic energy of more than 8 Joules. We will detail the lethality of
projections in paragraph 6.2.4..

REMARK : The Z4/Z5 limit criterion corresponds to the criterion of one
fragment or missile per 600 ft 2 ; the probability of hitting a man standing
up and facing the explosion is approximately 1/100.

6 - THE CONPUTU CODER DEISECL

This computer code provides a flexible tool for predicting the fragment F

hazard of cylindrical explosive systems.

For example : propellant or explosive mixer, melt kettel, etc...

This code is bi-dimensional for vertical cylinder and tri-dimensional

for horizontal cylinder.

1 90 0C
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6..Configurations,

6.1.1. Vertical ccnfiguration

Y (ALTITUOE) XXXPLOSIVE (rNARGE

1V~fFRAGMEN+T7(i)

X tRANGE)

VEMYCAL COMlIGURMo

WhereK

Il or 12 Local initiation point
Q - explosive weight
M1= weight
ye- height casing
L -lenght
0 -inside diameter
e thickness

M - veigth

X-location along casingI
U (x) - initial velocity famnOCto~x)- initial trajectory angleYo Y h + x -initial altitude
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6.1-*2. H~orizontal configurationI

Y (ALTITUDE)

N ~UnI

X (RANGE)I

FIGME 2

EBNrIRITALa CONIIGMA!ION

WhereI
lit 12, Uo, .o ... same parameters as for vertical configuration

angle between the normal to the fragment area and the horizontalI
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6.2 Computation

6.2.1. Fragmentation and input data for ballistic calculationI

the fragment mass distribution is evaluated with the MottI

formula and supposing a uniform radial distribution.

- the fragment initial velocity with the modified Gurney
formula or with experimental data.

Taylor formula or with experimental data.

6.2.2. Fragments trajectories

They are calculated with the fourth order Rusnge Kutta method

and considering that:

2/3

A, average presented area, is function of (fragment mass)

6.2.3. Fragments densitiesI

TNc. fragments densities are calculated

-avertical densityI
- a ground densityI

1900f
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Y (ALTITUDE)

TRAJECTORIES

o7-577 x 77F-K--
CHREGROUND (RANGE!

DEFIIITIO OP I' AhAB 2Arn 11M ACCOUNT POR TIM IARNMs DSITI

- Vertical density : (dy)pE - (NE)y/Sy
- Ground density : (dx)E -(Ng)x/Sz

with . (NU)y - number of fragments impacting Sy with a kinetic
energy> ~E

"* (NEj)z - same definition but for Sx
"* Sy - Yh .AX . 21n1a vertical area
"* Sx M AX . 2 nlfor the vertical configuration

wher in Ax A3 f or the horizontal configuration

H - height of the vertical area Sy
AX - range increment calculation

A3- angu1i- i.ncrement calculation (the ground art,& surrounding
the ý, ..ontal cylinder in separated in different angular
sect:-.,3 of A 5 for the computation)



6.2.4. Probabilities

*conditional probability of reaching (CPR)Z
the conditional probability of reaching a volume defined by a vertical area
and a ground areaq is calculated by the following relation

CPRg (CPRE)x + (CPRZ)y - (CPRg)x (CPRX)y

witho srpposing a Poisson's distribution:

(CPRE)x'y a I - ezp - j(dxzy) . Szxy]

For a man star-ding up : Sx - 0.26 m2
Sy - 0. 58 m2

H - 2.m

Conditional probability of lethality (CPL)

CPL 1 1- (1 CP
E 8J E

0,4 -

20 40 60 so 100
E(Joules)

DL 1 I E -79 J
DL -0 -E -8 J

FIG=R 4

DWME OF LBff AIEI 01 A 1E*B1 TERMS InS i IC UMY
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A Annual Frquency of reaching
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6.3. Nzamplen of computation

6.3.1. Vertical configuration

*Input data

- Mass of explosive charge Q - 39000 kg
- Detonation velocity UD -7,657 %/a
-Density of casing -7,800 kg/a3
- Inside diameter 01 1,625 a
- Thickness e - 0.02~25 m
- Length L - 0.89 a
a Height o- 1.0 a

- Rxperimental angular distribution
- Point of intiation : bottom AIR

*Output data

The calculated initial velocity of the fragment versus its
location along casing and the experimental angular distribution are
indicated on figure 5 here after.

The conditional probabilities of reaching and lethalities
versus range are illustrated on figure 6 and table 3 describes the radii of
the hazardous areas defined by the regulation and com~puted with Densecla.
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Y~t,.ra 3

WAII O1P EZAflOFW am33

VALUES OF THE RADII (M)

RADII PROBA. I
FIXED DISTANCES

DENSECLA
1.1 1.2

R1 CPL - 0.5 52 88 25

R2 CPL - 0. 1 150 140 135

R3 CPR - 3.10 255 260 300

R4 CPR - 10 428 390 400

R5 APR - 10 988 772 800
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6.3-.2. Horizontal configuration

• Input data

Rasn of explosive charge Q - 13 kg I
- Detonation velocity U D - 7,00 m/s

Mass of casing N 20.6 kg
Density of casing - 7,800 kg/m3
Inside diameter 0 - 0.20 m
Thickness e O- 0.1 m

Length L - 0.40 mHeight yo 1.00 m

- Experimental angular distribution
- Initiation point = right side

* Output data

The limit of the six areas are indicated in the figure 6 on

180e because of the symmetry presented by this configuration.

The figure 7 presents in three dimensions the CPR versus range
for each angular sector of 100.
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7 - CONCLUSIONS

SNPE has now the means of studying the projection hazards. The computer
code, Densecla, is one of our tool for such a study. But we still have to
develop some particular topics like lethality of projections and
particularly lethality of pevetrating missiles which is, for the moment,
only evaluated in function of its kinetic energ.
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VELOCITY MEASUREMENTS OF ACCEPTOR WALL FRAGMENTS FROM

THE MASS DETONATION OF A NEIGHBORING ABOVEGROUND
BARRICADED MUNITION STORAGE MAGAZINE MODEL

(Y) G. Bulmash
C. N. Kingery

ID G. A. Coulter

C
Ballistic Research Laboratory

0 Aberdeen Proving Ground, MD 21005-5066

C_ 4 Abstract

\ is report p esents the results of a study designed to determine if
fragments from th most severely loaded wall of an aboveground brick munition
storage magazine would cause a mass detonation of the munitions within the
magazine. Unrei forced, scored concrete of similar density was substituted
for brick in the wall of the acceptor. The blast loading is the result of a
mass explosion iAa neighboring magazine which is located at a separation

distance of K2 the magazines are separated by earth barricades.
Responding and non-responding 1/23.5 scaled models were designed for the
tests. Velocity measurements were obtained by using voltage interrupt wire
screens. It was determiued that the maximum fragment velocity, 10.8 m/s, is
too low to initiate a sympathetic detonation.
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le INTRODUCTION

This study was sponsored and funded by the Department of Defense
Explosive Safety Board (DDESB). In Machrihanish, Scotland munitions are
stored in aboveground brick magazines that are surrounded on three sides
by earth barricades and located at a separation distance of K(2 (201l/3). The
U.S. Navy stores weapons in this facility. It is the purpose of this
report to determine if a mass explosion in one magazine, the donor, would
result in a sympathetic mass explosion in the nearest neighbor magazine,
the acceptor. The direct cause of a mass explosion in the acceptor would
be high velocity fragments from the acceptor wall.

In the test procedure section of this report will discuss the scaling and
simplify.ing assumptions used to go from the full scale Macbrihanish site to
a feasible test layout. This section will also cover the d1esign and
construction of the concrete donor magazine, the concrete acceptor wall,
and the steel nonresponding models. Static and dynamic tests to establish
the strength of the concrete acceptor wall will be discussed as well as
dynamic shock tube tests on the acceptor wall that approximate the blast
loading expected in the field tests. The instrumentation used to measure
blast pressures and wall fragment velocities will be described, and the
test layout and firing program will be presented.

The results section will first present the field blast data, and show
it is reasonable and consistent. Data establishing the concrete acceptor
wall strength will be presented. Preliminary valocity data from the shock
tube velocity tests will be discussed. Fragment velocity data from the
field tests will be reduced and analyzed. It will be shown that the
fragment velocities measured In this study are less than those calculated
when the same blast loads ac~e applied to unbounded fragments. This is the
upper limit on the velocity.~ Comparisons with other model studies
concerning fragment or debris velocities will be presented.

Finally, the report will concl.ude that the maximum velocity obtained,
10.8 m/s, is too low to initiate a sympathetic detonation. A busy reader
who has faith and is interested in results may proceed to Section III D,
"Field Tests Fragment Velocities," where the essence of this report is

presented.

II. TEST PROCEDURE

A. Scaling and Simplifications

The Machrihanish magazines of interest are brick and concrete
structures 9.67 x 7.82 x 3.65 meters. The walls are composed of a double
layer of brick with an air cavity between the layers; the floor and
ceiling are made of concrete. These magazines contain a mixed explosive
load, typically mines, torpedoes, and destructors (Reference 1).



The authorized mass of high explosives that may be contained in the

Machrihanish magazines that are being studied is 13,000 kg (Reference 1).
Kingery made the conservative assumption that 13,000 kg of mixed explosives
could be modeled with an equivalent amount of Pentolite (Reference 2). The
13,000 kg full scale charge weight was scaled to a one kg bare, hemispherical
Pentolite charge for this experiment. Applying cube root scaling, a one kg
test charge results in a 1/23.5 scale model; the donor, acceptors, and
barricades are 1/23.5 scale.

The Machrihanish magazines are simple structures designed to protect

munitions from the weather and allow for quick access. However, attempting
to model the strength of even these basic structures on a 1/23.5 scale was
impractical. The best approach was to scale the mass by constructing the
responding models of similar materials*.

B. Models

Three scale models were designed for this program: a responding
concrete donor structure, a nonresponding acceptor model instrumented
with piezoelectric transducers, and a nonresponding steel acceptor
witn one responding concrete wall.

1. Concrete Donor Model. The concrete donor model, which is used to
simulate a mass explosion in a full scale magazine, is composed of five
separate concrete slabs and a cardboard door. The cardboard door simulates
the relatively unsubstantial door in the real magazine, a door designed to
readily fail and focus the blast forward away from neighboring magazines.
Refer to Figure 1, a photograph showing the floor, walls, and roof; the
door is not present. Also evident on Figure 1 is a small hole for
emplacing the detonator and a groove for the detonator wire. The one
kg bare Pentolite charge is centered on this hole. These slabs were poured
in small wooden forms, and copper wire was placed in the soft concrete in a
criss-cross pattern. The rebar was used to prevent the slabs from breakingwhile being handled. rhe slabs were made from "Sakrete Sand Mix;" gravel

could not be incorporated in the mixture because the stones have a larget
diameter than the slab thickness. The roof has the minimum thickness of
0.64 cm, and the floor has the maximum thickness of 1.27 cm. To create a
complete donor structure, the slabs and door were placed together. The
parts stood on their own; no binding material was used to hold this model
together.

In creating this donor magazine model no attempt was made to explicitly
match the strength of the full scale magazine. Sand based concrete mix
was used because it has a density approximately equal to that of the
brick and concrete in the original structure. In this manner, the
dimensions and mass were both scaled by 1/23.5. The density of the brick
walls in the Machrihanish magazines is 1,910 kg/mA3, and the density of the
concrete roof is 2,224 kg/mA3 (Ref. 1). A sample of the concrete models had
a density of 1,959 +206 kg/m"3.

* W. E. Baker, Wilfred Baker Engineering, San Antonio, TX, August 1984,

private communication).
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2. Steel Nonresponding Acceptor Model. The purpose of this model
is to document the blast loaaing experlenced by the responding concrete
wall that will be discussed in Section 3. Dimensions of the steel acceptor
model are 30.5 x 33.3 x 41.1 cm (see Figure 2). The model was constructed

from 2.54 cm thick steel plate. All surfaces are welded together except
for the front wall which was bolted to the model to facilitate emplacing
gages, wires, and connectors. For stability'the acceptor extends 15 cm
below ground level. Therefore, the exposed dimensions are 1.5.5 x 33.3 x
41.1 cm. There are 5 transducer positions on the model: four on the
near sidewall, which experiences the most severe blast loading, and one
on the roof. In Figure 2, the five gage positions are labelled 2 through 6.

3. Nonresponding Steel Acceptor Model with One Responding Concrete
Wall. The heart of this experiment is the measurement of velocities of

r--agmeats from the responding acceptor wall. The concrete acceptor wall is
supported by a nonresponding steel acceptor similar to the model described
in Section 2. Refer to Figures 3 and 4, a sketch and photograph of this
model. This acceptor is also constructed from 2.54 cm steel. In this
case, all surfaces are welded together, except for the roof which is
bolted to allow for emplacing velocity measuremint screens and their
supporting structure.

The concrete wall is placed against this steel acceptor as indicated on
Figures 3 & 4. It is rigidly supported by the steel side walls of the
acceptor and for most shots is attached to the floor and overlapping roof
with caulking material. The concrete wall was constructed from the same

:sand mix used to create the donor structure discussed in Section 1.
Reinforcing wire was not used in this 0.9 x 12.7 x 40.6 cm wall. A PCB
gage (PCB Electronics Inc. piezoelectric pressure transducer) was placed
adjacent to the wall. This is gage position 1; its location is indicated onFigure 4.

Optionally, with the concrete wall removed, 2.54. cm and 1.27 cm
diameter concrete plugs 0.9 cm thick could be tested by placing them in a
nonresponding steel plate containing two mounting holes. This plate bolts
to the side of the steel acceptor as indicated on Figure 5. In this
arrangement it was possible to obtain velocity measurements without using
blast energy to break up the the responding target. A PCB gage was placed
in the center of the plate. This is gage position 1 as indicated on Figure 5.

Although modeling the strength of the full scale wall explicitly was
not feasible, it was imperative that the model wall not be too strong. A
wall that was excessively strong would consume too much of the blast energy
in breaking up, and the consequent fragment velocities would be
unrealistically low. For this program it was determined that the wall
should fail at approximately 34.5 kPa (5 psi). Two unreinforced brick
houses were subjected to nuclear blasts at the Nevada Test Site in 1955
(Reference 3). The building placed at the 11.7 kPa level was structurally
intact after the test whereas the one at the 34.5 kPa level was destroyed
with most of the debris remaining nearby.

Another important consideration in designing this wall was the break
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up pattern. The wall was scored to break up into regular 2.54 x 2.54 cm
squares; the break up pattern was finalized after the strength tests
discussed in Section 4. This size corresponds to full scale fragments AO

that are 0.60 meters square, 0.21 meters thick and weigh 147.3 +15.5 kg. R
Preliminary shock tube velocity tests on concrete acceptor wall~s showed
that an unscored wall broke up into fragments having irregular size and
shape. These tests are discussed in Section C.

4. Tests to Determine the Strength of the Concrete Acceptor Wall.
These tests were an essential part of the wall design.

a. Quasi-static Tests. An Instron model TTM hydraulic loading
machine was used to apply a quasi-static, uniformly distributed load to a
number of the concrete acceptor walls. A Starretc displacement gage
was attached to the underside of the wall to simultaneously measure
displacement as a function of loading. Figure 6 shows the quasi-static
test arrangement. For these tests the vall was simply supported by a wood
frame that overlapped the concrete by 1.27 cm on all four sides.

b. Dynamic Tests. The BRL 10.2 x 38.1 cm compressed air shock
.....he (Reference 4) was used to apply a dynamic load to a number of the concrete
walls. Figure 7 is an illustration of this test setup. A wall was
situated between two sections of the shock tube and held in place
hydraulically. In this arrangement the wall was clamped and the shock tube
overlapped the concrete by 1.27 cm on all four sides. These dynamic tests
were performed with three different shock tube compressiun chamber lengths:
147.3 cm, 45.7 cm, and 8.3 cm. The length of the compression chamber or
driver determined the shcck wave positive phase duration and affected the
!impulse. By varying the driver length and compression chamber pressure,
the wave shape was manipulated in an attempt to simulate a free field blast

wave which characteristically exhibits exponential decay and, for a one kg
charge, short duration (0.7 msec in the field tests). Each wall was testedI
at very low overpressure ind examined for failure. The pressure was
increased incrementally and the wall reexamined after every test until the
wall failed. The walls were mounted normal to the shock flow and exposed

to full reflected pressure.

Pressure-time records were obtained by placing one or two PCBU
Electronics Inc. model 113A piezoelectric transducers in the shock tube.
one of these gages, which was used on every shot, was miunted against the
shock tube wall 58.4 cm upstream from the test location to record the
side-on pressure. The other gage was used to determine the full reflected

pressure load that the concrete wall would experience. It was mounted in
the center of the steel plate described in Section B 3. This steel plateU
was placed at the test location instead of the concrete wall. A series of
shots was fired to determine the reflected pressure at the test location.
Then the plate was removed and replaced with the concrete wall. When tests
were performed on the concrete wall, only the upstream side-on gage was
present. In this way it was possible to correlate the side-on pressures

obtained when the plate and wall were tested with the reflected pressure on

the plate. Thus, the reflected presqure on the wall was determined. TheU
pressure-time record9 were stored in a Tektronix 5223 digitizing
oscilloscope and transferred to a Tektronix 4051 microcomputer for

analysis.
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C. Shock Tube Velocity Tests

SShock tube tests were performed to develop an approximation of the
fragment velocities expected in the field tebts. Employing the same
arrangement discussed in Section 4 b above, a number of concrete walls were
tested dynamically in the 10.2 x 38.1 cm shock tube at overpressures
that caused them to fail and send fragments downstream with measurable
velocities. These tests were performed using an 8.3 cm driver., Velocity
measurements were obtained at a glass port located 43.2 cm downstream from
the concrete wall test site. A 16 mm high speed camera, operating at 1000
frames per second, photographed the fragments as they passed the port.
Additionally, a 2.54 cm diameter concrete plug 0.9 cm thick was tested in
the shock tube by placing it in a nonresponding steel plate containing a
small mounting hole. This is the same plate that attaches to the steel
nonresponding model discussed in Sectior B 3 (refer to Figure 5). The
concrete plug was placed in the mounting hole but was not secured. Thus,
no blast energy was required to free the plug, and the measured velocity is
an upper limit achievable in this test arrangement.

D. Field Tests

The field tests were performed during March 1985 at the Ballistic
Research Laboratory outdoor Range 8 located on Spesutie Island, Aberdeen
Proving Ground. Previous work, sponsored by the DDESB and performed by
the BRL, concerned with the Machrihanish storage facility is reported in k

references 2 and 5.

1. Test Instrumentation The pressure recording and velocity
measurement instrumentation are described in this section.

a. Pressure Recording Instrumentation. The instrumentation for
this test series consisted of pressure transducers, a magnetic tape
recorder, and a data reduction system. A block diagram is shown or. Figure
8. PCB Electronics Inc. model 113A piezoelectric pressure transducers,
having quartz sensing elements and built-in source followers, were used to
obtain pressure-time records of the blast event. The Honeywell tape
recorder consists of three basic units: a power supply and voltage
calibrator, amplifiers, and an FM recorder having a 80 kHz response time.
A Honeywell Visicorder oscillograph with 5 kHz response was used for
preliminary analysis of the pressure records. Data was processed through
an analog to digital converter and transferred to a Textronix 4052
microcomputer that was used to create working plots. Finally, the data was
transferred to linked CDC Cyber 750 and 7600 mainframe computers for
further analysis.
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b, Velocity Measurement instrumentation. Velocity m-:asurements

were obteined Ly using a variation of the voltage interrupt or *"break
screen" method. A break screen is a piece of thin paper coated with an
electrically conducting chemical to create a circuit. When a fragment
strikes the paper, it inL.jrrupts the circuit and a time measurement may be
recorded on a digital counter. By placing two break screens within the
nonresponding acceptor, one behind the other, concrete wall fragment
velocities u'ay be calculated from the start an Etop times recorded on a
counter and the known distance between the break screens, in theory.
However, in early field tests, extraordinarily high velocities were
obtained using this method. These velocities, in the range 200-341 m/s,
were attributed to the ground shock. The blast event propagates a shock,
through the solids on the test site, to the break screens which interrupts
the circuits. Realistic fragment velocity measurem~ents were obtained by
replacing the paper break screens with single strand wire. Figure 9
displays the velocity measurement setup within the steel acceptor model.
Even the thinnest wire offered mechanical resistance to the advancing
.ragments; this slowed the fragments down. Therefore, a method was
required to start the counters without reducing the velocities. A PCB
gage, placed aijacent to-the concrete wall, was used as the start signal.
Notice that there is a second set of looped dire circuits in the
background. Velocities recorded here were lower than on the first set of
circuits, because breaking the wires impeded the fragments. Measurements
from the background circuits were not used.

Figure 10 is a block diagram of the velocity measurement system. The
PCB g&ge is the start source for the Racal-Dana counter, and the wire
circuit stops the counter when the wire is cut by a fragment.

2. Test La-out. A diagram and photograph of the test layout are
presented on Figures 11 and 12. The entire test site, that is, the
barricades, donor and acceptors, is 1/23.5 scale. The barricades are
composed of compacted soil, and the test pad is coarse sand. The steel
acceptors, which remained in place for all nine shots, were stabilized in
several ways. The lower 15.2 cm of the walls were buried in the sand.
Four steel straps were placed across and around the floor of each acceptor,
and the straps were secured with 61.0 cm. spikes driven into the test pad.

The test pad configuration is symmetric about an axis going through the
free field gage (Station 7 on Figure 11) and the center line of the donor.
Because of this symmetry, the blast loading on both steel acceptors should
be the same; four- gages on the near wall of the nonresponding acceptor
should measure the blast loading experienced by the concrete wall on the
other acceptor.

3. Firing Program. Nine test shots were fired during the period 11
March -- 27 March 1985 at Range 8 on Spesutie Island. For a concise surlamary
of the firing program, refer to Table 1. On Shots 1 and 2 the concrete
plugs were tested. On Shots 3 - 8 the concrete walls were tested. On Shot
9 the plugs were again tested, this time with the barricades removed.
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TABLE 1. FIRING PROGRAM

Shot# Concrete Velocity Barricades
Target Instrumentation

I Plugs Paper Screens Yes

2 Plugs Paper Screens Yes

3 Wall Wire Yes

4 Wall Wire Yes

5 Wall Wire Yes

6 Wall Wire Yes

7 Wall Wire Yes

8 Wall Wire Yes

9 Plugs Wire No

III. RESULTS

A. Field Test Blast Data

The acceptor sidewall nearest to the blast experiences the most severe I
load (Ref. 2). An interpretation of the blast loading on the near sidewall
and roof of the acceptor is presented on Figure 13. The shock front
strikes the near sidewall at a 33.9 degree angle whereas it strikes the
roof at an angle of 56.1 degrees causing the roof to experience a lower
loading. Because of the higher loading, the near sidewall is the focus of

this study.

The pressure-time (P-T) records for all seven stations from Shot 2 are
displayed in Figure 14. Station 1 is located in the center of the
nonresponding plate (see Figure 5); this corresponds to the center of the
concrete wall. Likewise, Station 2 (see Figure 2) is located at the center
of the near wall on the nonresponding steel acceptor. Because of the test
site symmetry, Stations 1 & 2 should undergo the same loading. Fragments
from the center of the concrete wall have the highest velocities; Station 1
& 2 are of primary interest. Station 3-5 are also located on the
nonresponding acceptor's near wall as indicated oa Figures 2. Station
6, on the roof is subjected to a much lower load. Station 7 is located
100.6 cm in front of ground zero. The gage at Station 7, mounted flush

1928 9.
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with the ground, is subjected to side-on pressure and monitors the blast
wave propagating in front of the donor. Because the donor door was
designed to fail, the blust was focused forward resulting in a peakv pressure recorded at Station 7 that is close to side-on pressure for an
uneonfinei I kg blast.

Stations I & 2 on Figure 14 both show an initial peak pressure of over
900 kPN followed by a lesser peak at 0.2 maec. The secondary peak is
caused by a reflection of the shock wave from tLA ground. Stations 3-5
display similar twin peaks; in each case the relative uagnittides of the two
peaki is determined by the distances from the wave sources. The blast wave A.

strikes the upper edge of the wall first and decays as it travels downward
to the ground line *here it is reflected and travels upward, again decaying
as a function of distance. For example, Station 4, located V4 the upper
corner of the acceptor shows &A initial peak of 1227 kPa and a 591 kPa
aecondary peak whereas Station 5, located in the lower corner much closer
to the ground, shows a 927 kPa initial peak and a 1214 kPa secondary peak.
Clearly, the peak pressure exhibited at Station 6, 388 kPa, is much
lower. Station 7, the free field gage position, shows an initial pressure
of 1388 kPa which is close to free field side-on pressure for an unconfined
Pentolite charge, 1540 kPa (Reference 6).

The impulse for each gage position is also indicated on Figure 14. The
impulse is a direct indication of the applied force and is used to
calculate the maximum velocity for p freely translating wall which is the
upper limit of obtainable velocities. As stated above, Stations 1 and 2
are of primary interest because the greatest fragment vulocities should be
obtained from the center of the wall. The peak impulses for Stations I t:o
5 are very closei 246.3, 233.7, 234.1, 217.9, and 256.3 kPa-mee. The
average value is 237.7 kPa-msec. Peak impulse is defined as the impulse at
the end of the blast wave positive phase duration.

For Shots 1-8 the donor structure, charge, and test pad were not varied;
the blast loading should be the same for each shot. Therefore, the P-Trecords from Shot 2 are representative of all eight shots, and records for

Shotp I and 3-8 are preseuted in the Appendix.

Identical shots were also fired and are reported in References 2 and 5.
The pertinent P-T records from those tests show that the blast data areself-consistent.

Peak pressure, impulse, shock arrival time, and positive phase duration
for Shots 1-8 are listed in Table 2 for the primary stations of interest,
Stations 1 & 2.
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TABLE 2. AIRisLAST PARAMETERS FOR SHOTS 1-8

Arrival.
Shot# Sation# Peak Pressure Impulse* Time Duration

kPa kPa-msec msec msec
(lst/2nd)

1 1 1039.2 / 1034.2 276.7 0.9025 0.7050

1 2 800.6 / 621.2 212.4 0.8075 0.7050

2 1 983.9 / 889.3 206.3 0.8900 0.7025

2 2 949.7 / 693.6 233.7., 0.8125 0.6725

3 884.3 / 873.1 231.0 0.8450 0.6650

4 2 "'1091.7 / 850.6 263.1 - 0.6850

5 2 978.9 / 614.2 211.8 0.6725

6 2 !062.2 / 806.3 245.8 0.8250 0.6425

7 2 1009.9 / 819.1 258.6 0.8225 0.6800

8 2 "*'1002.7 / 862.9 257.7 0.8075 0.6825

' Impulse to end of positive phase
" Not considering the upike on Figure A-3i s

SNot considering the spike on Figure A-7

The test pad layout was altered for Shot 9 by removing the barricades. I
Without the barricdes to impede the shock wave, dynamic flow, and particle
fragments, the blast loading on the near wall of the acceptors should be

Sher. Also, in this test arrangement, the shock wave strikes the near
wall face-on which results in full geflecnted pressure. The P-T records for
Shot 9 are displayed on Figure 15. ThesPe record3 may be compared with Shot
2 (Figure 14) which is an identical test ercept for the barricades.
Comparison of Shots 2 & 9 shows the effects that the barricades have on
attenuating the blast loading. Between Reference 2 and the current
project, several configurations that are variations of the Machrihanish site,
have beea tested; airblast parameters from these different configurations
are presented in Table 3 to show the effects of the barricades and donor
structure on confining the blast. Comparison is made at Station 3, a gage
location used in each project. Statior '. was used for Shot 9, because it
was difficult to measure blast pressure under such severe conditions. The
reword at Station 4 appears more realistic than that at Station 3. Table 3
lista blast environments from the least to the most severe. Evidently,
loose sand barricadci attenuate the blast more than hardpacked soil
barricades. When the donor structure is removed, the blast pressure
increases dramatically, but the impulse Is not significantly increased.
However, when the barricades are removed, both :.he pressure and impulse are
markedly i,'ireased. The enhanced impulse is caused by particles striking ___
the gage.
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TABLE 3, EFFECTS OF BARRICADES AND DONOR STRUCTURE ON BLAST LOADING

Arrival
Source Station Donor Barricade Pressure Impulse Time Duration

kPa kPa-msec msec msec
Ref. 2 3 Yes Sand 821 195.0 0.8500 0.70

Shot 3

Shot 6 3 Yes Soil 1079 245.8 0.8475 0.70

Ref. 2 3 Yes Soil 1093 239 0.8900 0.71
Shot 4

Ref. 2 3 Floor Soil 2015 240 0.5120 0.58
Shot 5 Only

Shot 9 4 Yes No 2387 746 1.025 1.1

B. Strength of the Concrete Acceptor Wall

A description of these tests may be found in Section II B 4.

1. Quasi-static Tests. Ten concrete walls of several preliminary
designs were tested quasi-statically to obtain an initial approximation for
a workable final design. The results of the tests are listed in Table 4.
For a sample of eight walls having a mean mass of 0.90 kg, the distributed load
required to crack the panels in tension was 34.4 kPa and the displacement
to failure was 0.49 mm. As a matter of general interest, the displacement
as a function of applied force for the unscored 0.92 kg wall is shown in
Figure 16. The walls with the finest scoring pattern, 2.12 x 2.54 cm,
failed at lower than the mean pressure, but for the most part, walls with
the other scoring patterns did not crack more reaeily than unscored walls.
The scores, when present, were shallow, having a nominal depth of 0.32 mn..
The quasi-static tests showed that every concrete wall failed near enough
to 34.5 kPa to be acceptable. Quasi-static tests on 1/40 scale brick walls
composed of cement-lime mortar and red granite chips are reported in
Reference 7 where wall failure occurred at 34.5 +20.7 kPa.
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TABLE 4. CONCRETE WALL QUASI-STATIC STRENGTH TESTS

Distributed Scoring Curing
Mass Load Displacement Pattern Period
(kg) (kPa) (mm) (cm) (days)

0.92 31.8 0.48 None 19

0.86 36.4 0.43 None 36

0.86 40.5 0.43 4.66x5.08 29

0.91 33.0 0.58 4.66x5.08 25

0.92 32.6 0.51 4.66x5.08 26

0.90 47.8 0.56 4.66x2.54 19

0.90 28.4 0.46 2.12x2.54 22I

0.90 25.0 0.46 2.12x2.54 22

Scoring the walls influenced the breakup pattern. An unscored panel
exhibited predictable cracks (see Figure 17) for a wall under tension
because of bending moment. A scored wall tended to crack along the scores
(see Figure 18).

As a result of these static tests, a 2.54 x 2.54 am scoring pattern was
determined to be suitable for the field tests.

2. D ,rj Tests. Ten concrete walls were tested for strength in
tension using the BRL 10.2 x 38.1 am shock tube. The results are indicated
in Table 5. All of the walls tested dynamically have a 2.54 x 2.54 cm
scoring pattern except for one unscored wall. The walls were scored in one
of two ways. In method I, the walls were scored immediately after being
poured resulting in shallow, irregular scores, nominally 0.32 cm. In
method II, the walls were allowed to set up for several hours and then
scored. This resulted in deeper, regular scores, nominally 0.445 cm.
Three driver lengths were used for these tests. The driver length
determined the impulse and positive phase duration of the 3hock wave. The
walls were exposed Do full reflected pressure; the column labelled "Failure
Range" in Table 5 indicales that a wall did not fail at the lower reflected
pressure, but did fail at the higher value.

With the long driver installed, five walls tested failed at less than
22.8 ka. With the medium length driver, two walls tested failed at less
than 15.9 kPa. Whon the driver was shortened to 8.3 cm, 2 of 3 walls
tested failed at higher pressure, between 21.4 and 31.7 kPa. The failed
slabs showed both cracks caused by failure under tension and cracks caused
by shear failure along the supporting edges. The dynamic tests showed that
walls with a 2.54 x 2.54 cm scoring pattern would be workable for the field
tests. Both the regularly and irregularly scored walls failed close enough
to 34.5 kPa to be acceptable.
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TABLE 5. CONCRETE WALL DYNAMIC STRENGTH TESTS

Failure Driver Load Sooring Curing
miss Range Length Duration Pattern* Period
(kg) (kPa) (om) (wsee) (days)

0.96 <22.8 147.3 10 I 25

0.86 17.2-20.7 147.3 10 I 26

0.73 <13.8 147.3 10 I 19

0.77 <16.5 147.3 1W II 23

0.93 15.2-17.2 147.3 10 I 19

0.94 13.8-15.2 45.7 7 1 13

0.91 13.8-15.9 45.7 7 II 23

0.97 21.4-31.7 8.3 3.5 None 20

0.80 15.2-21.4 8.3 3.5 I 23

0.91 21.4-31.7 8.3 3.5 II 30

* I - shallow, irregular scores, nominally 0.32 am
II - regular scores, nominally 0.445 cm AN

Apparently, the concrete wall is senbitive to the load duration. It is
possible to calculate the fundamental frequency of vibration for the
concrete wall if several assumptions are fulfilled (Reference 8). The wall is
assumed to be elastic, homogeneous, isotropic, of uniform thickness, and
the deflections are small in comparison with the wall thickness.

Let h = wail thickness
P = flexural rigidity of wall
E = modulus of elasticity in tension = 3,000,000 LB/sq in (Reference 9)
v. = Poisson's ratio = 0.13
d = weight per unit volume of material in the wall
g = gravitational acceleration
b = wall length
a = wall width
f = fundamental frequency of vibration
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Then,

3
Eh

D -- (-)
12 0 2

and

f 1 ] •gD
12+ 'd(2)

2 b c Ihd

From Equation 2, it was determined that the fe'ndamental frequency equals
213.2 cycles per second, and the period of vibration is 4.7 muec.
The data in Table 5 shows that for the load durations of 10 or 7 msec, the
walls failed at lower pressures than for the load duration of 3.5 msec. The
period of vibration, 4.7 =sec, falls between 3.5 and 7 msec. Evidently, the
data in Table 5 indicates that when' the duration of the applied load exceeds
the period of vibration of the wall, failuri occurs at lower pressure than
when t;ae period exceeds the liad duration. Perhaps under field test
conditions, where the load is applied for only 0.7 msec, the wall may require
overpressures higher than 34.5 kPa for failure.

C. Shock Tube Fragment Velocity Measurements

A decription of these tests was given in Section 11 C. The BRL 10.2

x 38.1 cm shock tube was used to simulate the blast loading expected in
the field tests. Results from Reference 2 were used to predict the blast
loading for the field tests reported in this study. Specifically, air
blast parameters from Shot 4, Station 3, of Reference 2, which are listed in
Table 3 of this report, were used. That record shows 1093 kPa peak
pressure, 239 kPa-maec impulse, and 0.71 rnsec duration. In these shock
tube tests it was not possible to reproduce such a high pressure, short
duration pulse. The best approach was to match the impulse by creating a
80.0 ItPa peak pressure wave of 7.4 msec duration. This resulted in an
impulse of 224.5 kPa-msec which is close to the field case. Two walls and
two 2.54 cm concrete plugs were tested in this arrangement. The results
are listed in Table 6. Since no energy was needed to free the plugs, their
velocities are higher than wall fragment velocities. The velocities are
%ery low, the highest value being 11.4 m/s. The vertical velocity as a
result of gravity is about 1 m/s; this is not indicated on Table 6.

V
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TABLE 6. SHOCK TUBE FRAGMENT VELOCITY MEASUREMENTS

HORIZONTAL CURING
Target* Mass Velocity Period

(kg) (m2s) (days)

I 0.88 7.0 17

II 0.90 5.0 39

Plug 0.0059! 10.0 39

Plug 0.00595 11.4 39

* I - wall having shallow, irregular scores

I1 - wall having regular scores

D. Field Tests Fragment Velocities

1. Data Analysis. The velocity data for nine field shots are
presented iv, Table 7. Velocity measurements were recorded for tragment
movement from the back of the near sidewall to a position 9.6 ca from the
near 3idewall (4.5 cm from the centerline of the model). Several independent
circuits were set up to record independent velocity measurements. The
measurements obtained from the independent circuits were consistent. When
more than one valid measurement was obtained, the value listed in Table 7 is
the highest value. The raw velocity data is actually a little lower than the
true velocity because it takes the load duration, 0.7 msec, for the fragments
to accelerate to maximum speed. During the loading time, the wall has moved
6.3 mm on average based on the equations of motion discussed below. Also, the
value recorded by the counters is the horizontal velocity; including
gravitational acceleration and any vertical component of the applied
load increases the velocity slightly.

The last column of Table 7, labelled "Classical Limit", indicates the

maximum velocity a target could reach as a result of an applied load. ThisU
value was calculated by using the pressure-time records as input to a
computer program that calculated the force applied to the target as a
function of time. The assumptions made are that the target tratuslates
freely, that is, no blast energy is used to break it up, and the entire
blast wave applies a force to the target, that is, the load is applied

before the target breaks up. These basic equations of motion are includedIfor completeness.

Let M - target mass
a instantancous target acceleration

F(t) applied force on target as a function of time
p(t) - blast pressure on target as a !unction of time

A - turget cross-sectional area
dt pressure record time inctement (digitizing time step)
dv - instantaueous target velocity
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Then

F(t) , A p(t) (3)

F(t) dv
a ----.. - -- (4)

M dt

v uja dt (5)

and the final velocity may be computed by numerically integrating the
velocities from shook arrival until the end of the positive phase. The
upper limit velocity as a function of time for the concrete wall used on
Shot 6 is displayed graphically on Figure 19.

TABLE 1. FIELD TEST VELOCITY DATA

Scoring Measured Classical
Shot# Target Mass Pattern* Velocity Limit

(kg) (m/s) (m/s)

I Plug 0.0065 - 21.6

2 Plug 0.00635 - 6.3 19.7

3 Wall 0.81 II 10.8 14.6

4 Wall 0.95 II 8.5 14.3

5 Wall 0.98 II 6.6 11.2

6 Wall 0.82 I 10.8 15.5

7 Wall 0.94 I 8.0 14.2

8 Wall 0.96 None 4.7 13.9

9 Plug 0.0028 - 35.8 21.4
Plug 0.00635 - 124.6 37.2

* I - wall having shallow, irregular scores
II - wall having regular scores
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Figure 19. Velocity vs. Time for a Freely Translating 0.82 kg Cincrete
Wall Using Shut 6, Station 2 as the Applied Load A
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For the six shots where walls were tested, the measured velocities
ranged from 4.7 m/s minimum for an unscored wall to 10.8 m/s maximum for
the scored walls. Using Equation 5, the calculated upper limit velocities for
walls were in the range 11.2-15.5 r/s. These calculations were based on
Station 2, at the center of the nonresponding sidewall, for each shot where a
wall was tested. There are several reasons why the measured velocities are
lower than the limiting velocities. As previously indicated the true velocity
is slightly greater than the measured velocity, because the fragmenats are
accelerating for approximately O.7 msec while the load is being applied.
Furthermore some blast energy is required to breakup the wall; this energy
will not accelerate the wall. Also, not all of the blast Rnorgy that reaches
the fragment will go into fragment motion. Some portion of the blast wave
will be diffracted around the fragments.

On Shot I valid measurements were not recorded. On Shot 2, a velocity
of 6.3 m/s for a 6.35 gram plug was measured. This vdlue is lower than the
wall velocities, because the shock wave strikes the plug at a 33.9 degree
angle and pushes the plug against its support instead of driving the plug
straight through the hole. The upper limit velocity for the plug, 19.7
m/s, is higher than that for walls, because this plug is thinner than the
wall and requires less applied force to propel it.

On Shot 9 the barricad.s were removed. The measured velocities of 35.8
and 124.6 m/s are not considp-ed reliable. These could be measurementa of
the plugs or blast debris. Likewise, the upper limit velocities for Shot 9
are based on erratic pressure-time histories.

2. Comparisons. In Reference 1, Ward and Porzel used air blast
parameters to analytically derive the blast load impinging on the center of
the near sidewall of a Machrihanish magazine. The method used to derive
the loading profile is discussed in the triservice manual, "Structures to
Resist the Effects of Accidental Explosions" (Reference 10). There are several
different magazine designs at Machrihanish; the magamine modeled in
Reference I is 7.62 x 6.10 x 3.05 meters which is smaller than the magazine
discussed in this report. Using the equations of motion, the idealized
blast load was applied to a unit area fragment of thL near sidewall. It
was determined that the maximum velocity of a near sidewall fragment would
be 58 m/s. These computations do not consider any olast shieldirg effects
produced by the barricades.

Velocity measurements of fragments from 1/8 and 1/40 scs)e brick walls
slibjected to a blast wave are reported by Raynham (Ref. 7). The models
were exposed to a 100 ton TNT blast; they were placed at the 66.2 k~a
and 89.6 kPa side-on pressure level. The 1/8 scale walls were composed of
2.7 x 1.27 x 0.9 cm model bricks joined with a cement-lime mortar, The
1/40 scale walls were an amalgam of cement-lime mortar and red granite
chips that simulated standarJ bricks on tne 1/40 scale. Raynham
concludes that for the 1/8 scale walls the mean velocity of the large
fragments at the 80.6 kPa level is :6.2 m/s and at the 66.2 kPa level is
11.5 m/s. Similarly, for the 1/40 sc&le walls the mean velocity of thelarge fragments at the 89.6 kPa level is 19.4 m/s and at the 66.2 kPa level
is 14.3 m/s.
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IV. CONCLUSIONS

The fragment velocities measured in this 1/23.5 scale model experiment
indicates "hat the mass detonation of one magazine would not cause a
sympathetic detonation in the nearest n'eighbor magazine. The velocities
measured were in the range of 4.7 - 10.8 m/s. Reference I has a
discussion of the velocities required for munition detonation. Virtually
all explosivew of intarest are safe from exposure to massive debris at 60
a/a.
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APPENDIXI

PRESSURE-TIME RECORDS FOR SHOTS 1 AND 3 TO 8
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PREDICTIVE MODELS FOR TrENA, HAZRDS

J. L. Janney and R. N. Rogers

Los Almos National Laboratory
Los Almos, 1Wl 87545

' ýa ny siolf-earting accidents with energetic m aterials have occurred when

operations that have been done safely on a small scale are attempted on a

larger scale. They have also occurred when a material is heated for a longer
tims or to a higher temperature than is nornal for its processing or storage,

such as might be caused by equipment malfunction or power failure.

To prevent self-heating accidents, we must be able to prvltict the cri-

tical tepoerature for tne size K,;d 4Pe of the material we are interested

in. The critical temerature (T')--s defined as the lowest constant sur-

face temqerature at which a material of a given size and shape will self-heat

to catastrophic destruction. This can be burning, explosion, or detonation,

and because it is related to heat flow, it is dependent on the geometry of
the system. As size itncreases, the crlý ý . rature decreases -&Ahown

-incF` The shape also affects the , so that a sphere will have a
hlghe than any other shape with the same radius or half thickness, as

shown in Figure 2 for PBX 9501, plastic-bonded explosive.
-\
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TATB 180u

20 200
UDATB 160I

0 0150 140 2
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Figure 1. Effect of size on cr1- Figure 2. Effect of shape on critical
tical temerature. temperature. Shapes shown

are sphere (top), cylinder
(middle), and slab (bottom).
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The cuiticaul tOMO'tretu Can be Calculated by the Frank-Kafene~tSkii1

Feactive-he t-f low e"Nation for solid-states unstirred SYStt~m,

E RI
TC _ [ Is

our th Sanov2 eqation for li'qiid, stirred systems,

InI
where TC critical temperature, Kelvin

E Arrhanius Activation energy, cal /moleI
Z 'pre-exponential (f requency factor),, _

R tgas constant, 1.9872 cal/K mole

a .radius of sphere or cylinder, or half-thickness of slab, cm

P density, g/cM3 I
Q heat of reactirin, cal/g

a shape factor; 3.32 for sphere, 2.72 for 1 -w d cyl., 0.88 for an
infinite slab

I thermal conductivity, cal/PC s cm23I
v volumes cm3

S surface &reas CM2

* v heat flow coefficient of vessel. calj*C s cm 2

In order to calculate the critical temperatures we need to know the
kinetics of the decomposition. We use a differential scanning calorimeter
(DSC) to measure the rate of heat evolution, from several samoles at dif-
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ferent isothermal temperatures. This rate of heat production is proportional

to the absolute rate of -the total chemical reactions at any given instant, as
S.. . f o l1 lo w s :

dt ?df kQf (a) ,I

where Q - heat of reaction Ia -fraction decomposed at any time

k . chemical rate constant

f (B) the applicable rate law.

Jhe DSC rate curve will give us the rate of heat production as a function of
time. If we calculate the area under the curve with Simpson's rule we can
find the fraction decomposed at any given time, a, by dividing the partial

area to that time, a, by the total area, A, as shown in Figure 3. We can

then calculate dWidt.

204
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Figure 3. Rate curve.

'.:'1 Partial are-• a
SChange in 6;-ea, ,Aq I llin da•

akt t*U Ttdrotal area under curve, A, is calculated using

an extrapolated final baseline.
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To find the rate constant, we must use a rate law that will linearizeP the data for the part of the reaction that represents catastrophic self-heat-

ing. Most computer software programs use a normal rate law for the decompo-

sition. A first-order rate law assumes maximum rate at the beginning, as

Shown in Figure 4. Most explosives, however, are complex, and decompose more

nearly according to an autocatalytic-type rate law as shown in Figure 5,

where the heat evolution builds up to a peak after intermediate products have

been formed. V

da d

dtt

dL k (I- a) d = k(l a)

Figure 4. Idealized first-order Figure 5. Idealized autocatalytic-

rate cu rve. type rate curve.

The total heat evolution may be expressed by the equation

da k + k2(_,)n + kP (1,..a) q

dt 1 k 2(

wrere each term may represent several simultaneous or sequential reactions.

For thermal hazards predictive models, we use the global heat, since it is

the rate of the total heat evolution that will determine whether the decom-

position will be catastrophic.
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The rate curve for triamiro t;1nitrobenzene (TATB) is shown in Fig-
ure 6. If we use its data to calculate the values necessary for an autocata-
lytic rate law plot, we get the curve shown in Figure 7.

20., - - 6

10 0

10

0 5 00 0 0.10 0.20

Time (min) a-a)

Figure 6. Isothermal DSC rate Figure 7. Autocatalytic-type rate law
curve for TATIO at 630 K. curve for TATB. The curve

folds back on itself at

(-a) .- 0.25.

Tile slope of the linear portion is the rate constant, k, for that temperature.
To be valid for our calculations, the rate constants found from runs at

different isothermal temperatures must also be from data linearized by the
same rate law and for the same per cent decomposition. Otherwise we will not
be comparing rate constants for the same decomposition mechanism, and an
Arrhenius plot will not be valid.

Occasionally, rate constants for energetic materials can be calculated
from normal rate laws. We then find the linear section from a plot such as
that shown in Figure 8. The slope of the linearized segment will be the

order, and In k for that order can be found by extrapolating to 0. Figure 9
shows an order plot for Composition 3, a mixture of 59.5/39.5/] RDX*/TNT/wax.
Again, the order at different isothermal temperatures must be the same, or

*Cyclotrimethylene trinitramine
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Figure 8. Oraer plot. Positive Figure 9. Order plot for Comp, 8 atI
slopes represent data 500 K. The experimental

from the decay portion of order Is 1.0.

the ra~te curve.I

nearly so, for the Arrhenius plot of the rate constants to be valid. When

the orders at different temperatures are different, either the mechanisms

have cnangecl, or different parallel reactions have become predominant at theI
new temperatures.

A function might be found that would linearize the data throughout the

decomposition, but for energetic materials with different decomposition

mechanisms, such a function would have little chemical validity.

After we know the rate constants from the different isothermal runs, as

be made,, as shown in Figure 10 for Comp 0. The activation energy and pre-

exponential are determined from the slope, which is equal to -E/R.
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Figure LI. Arrhenius plot for Comp B, obtained

from first-order data.

As may be expected, linear segments from different parts of the rate

curves may give different rate constants, thus different sets of values for E
ana L. Only one set will accurately predict the critical temperature lor all

sizes and shapes, so we must verify that the values we have chosen are the
ones that represent the mechanisms that control self-heating.

The thermal properties of an explosive may differ greatly freon batch to
batch. The overall rate of the chemical reactions that occur during the In-
duction time is detemined by the number and energy of high-free-energy zones
present. These may be caused by such things as crystalline imperfections and
impurities. Figure 11 shows the differences in the rate curves of several
kinds of cyclotetramethylene tetranitramine (HMX).
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Figure 11. Isotheumal rate curve data for
three samples of production-grade
HIX. Samples approximately 1 mg,
run at 545 K.

We use a sepaw-ate. small-scale laboratory test to verify our re-
sults. A small sample, usually about 40 mg,. is sealed into an empty blasting

cap, and its thickness is measured. This sample is lowered into a molten
metal bath at a constant, known temperature, and the time to explosion ismeasured. This test is repeated at different temperatures until we have
found the temperature below which no explosions will occur.

The test is a modification of the one described by Henkin and McGill 3 .
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We can calculate the critical temperature for this size and shape with

our USC values for E and L in the Frank-Kamenetskil equation. If the calcu-
lated T equals the experimental T., we feel we can make predictions for

other sizes and shapes with some confidence, and this becomes our predictive

model. If the predicted and experimental temperatures do not agree, however,
we may not have calculated our kinetics values properly, or there may be er-
mors in the other variables. A discrepancy may also indicate a significant

pressure effect. The DSC tests are done at atmospheric pressure under a ni-
trogen purge gas, and the time-to-explosion test, while not able to withstand

high pressures, confines the gases up to several atmospheres.
Wners the predictive model needs further verification, or when there is

no predictive model and information is needed about whether a material will I
self neat catastrophically at a given temperature, a large-scale test can be
done. We use a pair of 1-liter heating mantles around liter flasks of cast-
able explosives, or a pair of machined hemispheres of explosives if they will

not melt at the test temperature. Thermocouples are placed at several posi-
tions in each mantle, and the temperature controllers are adjusted so that
the hottest spot in each mantle controls its t-mperature. Thermocouples may
be placed in the center of the sample if it is desired, and recorders can be
attached to the thermocouples to chart the 1"emperature excursion as the sam-
ple heats. The explosive assembly is placed in a 6-ft steel-walled contain-
ment vessel, and brought to a predetermined isothermal temperature as quickly
as p'zsible. It is then left until the sample self heats, which may be as

long as several weeks if the experimental temperature is very near the cri-
tical temperature.

The small-scale time-to-explosion test is also good for ranking explo-

sives in order of thermal stability. The compatibility of materials in for-

mulations can also be easily checked, as illustrated by t-he HMX-Pb mixtures
in Figure 12.
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Figure 12. Critical temperature d,.'a for HMX (top)
and HMXIPb 50150 vol% :'5ttom).

Thisl. test can also be used as a quality control test. Times to explo-
sion may be affected by crystalline defects in the material, or particle
sizes, even when the critical temperature may not vary significantly. Impur-
ities and additives such as are found in fertilizer-grade ammonium nitrate
can cause a difference of about 100- in the critical temperature at these
small sizes, as well as a shorter time to explosion at the same temperature.
Such decreases might cause an unacceptable decrease in the safety margin for
processes conducted near the critical temperature.
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puroseofthis paeps is to share Some of the actions taken by MortonThlokol, Inc. to enhance safoty in pyrotechnic muller mixing operations at
Longhorn Army Amunition Plant. These ini.tatives resulted from the investi-
gation of a auller mixer fire which occurr-.d on October 30, 1985. It is the
safety manageaent philosophy of Morton. Thiokol Ordnance Operations that all
explosive accidents and significant near miss incidents be thoroughly investi-
gatedt by the Engineering and Safe.y Committee, utilizing a safety systems
aWppoach. This comaitteeL, hich is ýhalred by the Director of Ingineetring,
B. V. Diercks at the Longhorn a v r a. charged with identifying the causa-
tive deficiencics and ancillary procedural, equipesnt design and human engineer-
Ing changes required to enhance rho overall system To assist Mr. Diercks
in this investigation, the following personnel were kiei-contributors in the
safety initiatives developed from the analysis of this incident:L

J..I. Hawley Safety & Security Manager OA .4
T. Rt. MaClellan Chief Safety Engineer 44/
M. L. Karon Technical Specialist
F. J. Russell Mechanical Engineer -
W. M. Teague Safety Engineer

On October 30, 1985 at approximately 0830 hours a flash fire occurred in Bay
D of Building B-11 while mixing M22 flash composition. This was a remote vid-
eo camera monitored operation. The fire initiated in a size 05 dual wheel
National Engineering stainless steel Special Simpson Porto Muller equipped
with two-200 pound muller wheels plus an inside and outside plow. Both plows
were fitted with nylon wipers posivioned in direct contact with the bowl sur-
face.

Longhorn AAP has used this blade to bowl contact mulling procedure since the
aid-60's. The mixer wheels/plows revolve at approximately 18 RPM and are driven
by an 1800 RPM 3 H.P. motor through a double belt sheave and Sear box. The
bowl diameter is approximately 39 inche, and 12 inches deep with the mulling
wheels/plows geared to move in a counterclockwise rotation. All bays are equip-
ped with closed circuit TV monitors, Backarack explosive vapor aI'rms, Det-
ronics UV rapid acting deluge and fusible link,wet pipe fire proteean.n systems

with electrically interlocked emergency exit doors, fire door and vapor alarms
to remote controls. Also provided is 100 percent make up air with temperature
and humidity control, vapor/dust removal systems connected to an external wet
type Rotoclone dust collector that is electrically interlocked to the control
panel. Walls between bays and control room are substantial dividing walls
of 12 inch thick reinforced concrete with ttree feet of sand fill between bay
and control station walls. (Figure 1 illustrates Bll configuration)

At the time of the incident, bays A and B were inactive while Bay C was in
same six cycle as Ba$ D. The pyrotechnic being manufactured was a M22 flash
composition mix which is composed of Magnesium (93.75 lbs.), Teflon (12.5 lbs.),
and Viton Binder (18.76 lbs.) dissolved in Methyl Ethyl Ketone (44 lbs.).
This was the first miX of Lbe day with bowls in both Bays C and D being charged
with only the Magneslum and the dissolved Binder. No Teflon had been added.
The remote mix operation had run approximately 7 of the 10 minutes when the
flash fire occurred. The fire caused superficial damage to Bay D and equip-
ment with most of the production material either being consumed or tossed out
of the bowl by deluge system. No personnel injuries were incurred. The fire
ball did not propagate to Bay C due to the rapid acting deluge system but was
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forced into the back corridor and out the ,&ergency exit nearest Bay D, The
fire ball also vented over the top edge of the sliding corridor fire door ignit-
the -perator who :as supposad to have been watching the TV monitors, there
wpa no indication of a prablem before dhe hetrd a boon ond ln i reand to

inn the TV monitor. (Figure 2 shows damage in
la y D)

In conducting this investigation a local and worldwide canvassing of industry
cidents failed to identify a similar accident that occurred in the production

cyc l. xPerienced. Not havir4 a comparative data base to draw on, a complete
equipment imd& supporting systems tear down and analysis was conducted. This
evaluation incl eopponent design, production material quality control and
sensitivity testing, -elktro-ochanical interfaces, manufacturing processes
and procediral adequacy. -Without belaboring all the causative possibilities
considered the following four were considered the sost probable in order of

priority:

.C Friction due to Mechanically Damaged Lip Seal in Muller Wheei,

- Friction Between Material Contamination in BearingsI
Friction Between Plow Blades and Bowl' ol

SExothermic Moisture Reaction

The above scenarios were selected as most probable since a man/machine inter-

face was not evident at the time of the incident coupled with mechanical damage,
contamination and fire being identified inside a muller wheel. This was also
supported by no unusual observations noted prior to the incident or during
post production material screening, chemical analysis, and sensitivity testing.
Electro Static Discharge (ESD) was not indicated as all electrical continuity
systems checked. The investigation of this incident centered primarily on
£riction/spark ignition, e.g., ignition temperature of MEK is 960°F with a
flash point cf 70"F while M22 composition is 752*F. The frictional heat levels
indicated were considered achievable in the scenarios hypothesized.

The most probable cause was identified during detailed disassembly of the muller
wheels which found a damaged Garlock Klosure Lip Seal. Under microsco•pic exami-
nation it was apparett that the metal spring fingers in the lip seal had made
metal to metal contact with the axle plus there was indication of fire in the
area. Small amounts of explosive contamination were also found pas. the lip
seals in bearings of both the muller wheel and center support post. To correct
this deficiency the muller wheel assembly (Figures 3 and 4) has been redesigned
with a redundant Ethylene Propolene "0" ring seal plus potting the void in
lip seal -uith solvent resistant Epon 828 and Versamid 125 filler. The lip
seal filler prevents explosive product entrapsene and build up at the edge
of the lip seal, protects finger springs, and aids in cleaning of center support
post lip seal. The effectiventess of this lip seal configuration was tested
in iuert and live prove out mixes which established a twenty (20) shift replace-
ment schedule of all lip seals and bearings. This preventive maintenance base-
line may be extended as future experience warrants. Eight months of continuous
operations has seen no migration of product past lip seals. (See Figure 5)

The third alternative focused on friction between pyrotechnic composition en-
trapped in the rough bowl surface and rubbed by direct contact wipers and plow
blades causing hot spots. As indicated at the beginning of this paper, the
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Longhorn Division has used nylon wiper/plow blades In "Zero" clearance with
bowl surfaces for over ten (10) years without incident. The rough condition
of bowl surface waa due to yiara of continuous multi-product use without an
adequate program to periodically reface bowl and wheal surfaces. The result
was a badly worn bowl and muller wheel surface. In addition, it was also dis-
covered that the Total Indicated Runout (TIR) of the bowl was excessive and
that the bowl flexed when torque was applied from drive belts. To correct
theme deficiencies the bowl and wheels were refaced to remove all scratches,
scores and gouges, the high points of the mixer wall and bottom were identified
"r.nd varked on the bowl plus a drive belt tension stabiliser support was added
to drive Ohaft. The muller wheels were also slightly crowned to push possible
foreign material out from under wheel. The nylon blades were replaced with
ultra high molecular weight conductive polyethylene blades which are installed
with a minimum .030 clearance. This blade to bowl clearance is verified daily
by production foreman. The last two Initiatives were felt necessary to increase
our safetv margin by eliminating the possibility of static charge generation
builuup on nylon blades. The .030 standoff also reduces the pote.tial for
blade.'bowl friction points. In addition, a nylon bolt was added between rocker
arm and crosshead to prevent metal to metal contact and pinching of material.
(See Pigure 6)

The last scenario involves the possible introduction of moisture with magnesium
causing an exothermic chemical reaction with the release of hydrogen. Due
to the rain the night before and morning of the incident, the introduction
of moisture was a consideration but could not be substantiated. Post testing
of magnesium, MEK and binder lots found no moisture specification discrepancies.
Operators interviewed had not noticed any water dripping or condensate forming
on the Rotoclone duct. Taking an ultra conservative safety approach, action
was taken to preclude this possibility happening by requiring all magnesium,

teflon and MCK binder solutions to be preconditioned prior to use at 60"F for
sixteen hours (16 hours). Daily moisture samples of NEK are taken plus the
Rotoclone duct system has been modified wtth an internal condensate flange
trap with take off piping. Temperature and Relstive Humidity Recnrders have
also been installed in all weigh up and muller mixing operations to accurately
docuaent the temperature/humidity conditions at the time of weigh up, mixing
and mulling.

In addition to the direct causative refinements discussed, the detailed analysis
of operating, maintenance, documentation procedures and equipment design sur-
faced a number of ancillary initiatives which have enhanced the safely of our
muller mixing operations. The following is a summary of those observations
with improvements made.

"Crew Leader failed to observe ignition point on TV monitor. "Video
and audio VCRs have been installed in ell remote muller mixing
and granulating operations.

" High pressure water used to clean bnwls dispersed atomized com-
position particles which became airborne or floated in run off
water becoming attached to walls, ceiling3, underside of bowl,
drive system compartment and dump door trunnion housing. High
pressure water cleaning is no longer used, periodic washing of
bay and corridor walls and ceiling is required, drive system com-
partment has been encapsuliized with clear lexan cover to eliminate
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motor compartment contamination plus the capability to observe
motor at• drive belt operations. The dump door has also been
modi•ied Aith "0" ring seal and a product coutainment chute.

!illwrights were manually lifting and positioning 200 pound muller
wheels in bowls. A large number of dants were caused by dropping I
or positioning wheels in boa.'. A portable lifting device and
bracket have been installed on the mixer drive compartment to
assist when performing special und preventative maintenanre opera-
t ions.

During the initJ,! mixing cycle of inert and live testing, pockets
of -unacce!)tably high explosive vapor levels wer, not detetted
by the Backarack Vapor Alarm mounted just outside bowl lip. To
correct this deficiency, the air exhaust system was rebalanced
plus an air puzre capability installee. In addition, the wiper
blade was redtss.gned to Improve mixianp flow and . omogenetty char-
acteristirt which ainimizes explosi'•e vapor entrapment. The vapor
alarm system w-as set to activate at 10% of the Lover Explisive
Limit (LIL). Also all dual wheel mullers were modified with re-
verse (clockwise) rotation capability.

The improvements resulting from our Lessons Learned are being lustitutiona-
lizod at Lonc.,•,or~n MP. All dual wheel muller mixers have been modified and

",e *re now addressing a detailed design review of single wheel mullers. The
procuretent specifications for upgrade replacement of mullers have incorporated
these refinements plus providing for a side opening dump door to aid in cleaning
arid maintenance, and thicker bowl constructioa, to is.ni•ise flex ard hold TIR. I
It is the desire of Horton Thiokol that the L(tssons Learned presented be of
value and where applicable incorporated into t'h readers safety program. An
explosives incident jeopardizes the safety and health of our most. important
resource - our employees - and tarnishes the credibility of our indu3try.
We must continually strive for safety excellence. At Longhorn AAP our goal
is "Zero Accidnt3s " and is reflected in our Saf~ty Crted:

"Pyzotechnics are Unforgiving .

M Han can be Ux.ahinking

* Complacency is the Road to Failure

While the 'enantes oi that creed are absolutes the last is the most germane
to the cace study. Tie human fallacy of complacency coupled with the ,qstique
of pyrotechnics and the philosophy of "Don't Fix It 1f It Is Not Broke" was
the road to this system failure. Hopefully the Lassons Le.arned and the initia-
tives taken will assist our industry in being proý,.:tive r&ther than reactive
in the future.
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IN'rROR!U!C'ION

I. • • n thermal radiation effects present the most significant
hazard from an explosive material, and any other effects such as blast

and fragmentaticn are of little or no consequence, explosives with these
properties are classifiere as Hazard Division 1 .3. This hazard division
includes many of the propellants, some of which can burn with great
violence and intense heat, emitting considerable radiant energy capable
of causing injury and death at significant distances and ot:hers which
burn for a long time with small flame areas, possibly emitting, sporadic
ther.mal plumes with hazardous effects limited to the immediate environment,

2. Under the NATO system for determining the Quantity dis3ýince
(O-D) requirements for HD 1.3, a single relationship, D a 6.3 Q" m,
with a prescribed minimum distance for quantities over 50 kg of 60 m,.
is used for the proteqtlOnA•atheInhabited Building Distance (IBD. •

3. -After a review of the historical basis for the present
quantity distance relationship used for ED 1 .3, this paper will discuss
recent studies in the combustion characteristics of propellants to
evaluate any significant factors influencing radiant energy release in
storage or processing. Recent studies on the effects of exposure of
people and facilities to short duration flashes of radiant heat energy
will be reviewed to assess their applicability to the Q-D relationships
for HD 1 .3. Finally the preliminary tests made to develop a different
set of O-D relationships for HD 1 .3 explosives will be presented for
consideration.

THE DEVELOPMENT OF THE HD 1.3 Q-D RELATIONSHIPS

4. A careful review of the causes of death and injury in 81
accidents in the explosives and propellant industries over the 1959-
1968 period, reported in Reference A, showed that primary blast (over-
pressure) damage did not cause a single death but that projected
fragments and the effects of exposure to the searing radiant heat
accounted for 77 of the 78 fatalities covered by the review. The great I
majority of these accidents involved a fire which eventually lead to a
mass detonation.

5. Although there have been studies undertaken over recent years
to understand the hazard mechanism and devise more effective protection
for blast and projected fragment injury, the subject of protection from
radiant heat has not been well studied.

6. The present Q-D relationship for protection at the IBD was
derived by Jarrett and others over 1948-56, Reference B. The radiant
heat from burning WM.017 propellant, known as "horse hair" cordite,
was measured radiometrically and integrated over the short burn time,
4-6 seconds, to obtain the total flux density, measured in calories
per square centimetre, at various distances from the burn sites which
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varied in size up to 20,000 kg. The threshold condition for moderate
first degree burns to occur on human skin as a result of exposure to

radiait heat from t~e fireball of nuclear explosion had been estab-

lished at 3 cals/cm . '1s3ng this threshold condition, Jarrett developed I
a relationship between the mass of explosives and the dista&.ce at which

the flux density from the burning explosives was attenuated to this

tolerable level. This Q-D relationship is currently used for all,

HD 1.3 explosives.

7. During the tests to be discussel in the last section of this I
paper, digitised thermal representations of the fireball growth were

recorded. A qualitative examination of the 50 kq burns of three other

propellants were compared with a similar quantity of "horse hair"

cordite. Significant differences in both the burn time and the plume
sizes are shown. These differences are significant because they

cause changes in the intcnsity of radiation (irradiance) at an exposed

site. Three effects of changing irradiance levels require consideration.
Firstly there will be propellants which when ignited burn quietly for

long periods and there will be a distance from such a 2 fire where an
irradiance above 1.4 kilowatts per square metre (kw/m ) will cause

pnin and, after a period, permanent injury. Secondly there will be

locations from burning propellants up to 3 to 4 times above the I
threshold level which will allow (site) personnel enough time to take
cover before permanent injury is caused. Lastly there will be prop-
ellants producing large fireballs where both irradiance and burn time k.

measurements will be needed to determine the risk.

8. The thermal characteristics of a nuclear explosion, being
derived from a 10 degrees Kelvin (K) fireball will consist of thermal
radiation with shorter wavelengths than the fireballs from propellants
burning around 2500 K or from a detonating HD 1.1 explosive around
5000 K. The distribution of energy at a given temperature (2500-5000 K)
is in accordance with the well known Planck's Distribution Law, if it
can be assumed that the radiation is "black body". The use of thermal
injury data from nuclear explosions might not be warranted if similar I
information was available from sources more closely approximating the
temperature of burning propellants. The effect of shorter wavelengths
is not known but transmissivity effects through scattering and absorption
will be different. BLEVE's or Boiling Liquid Expanding Vapour Explo-
sions is the term given to the fireball incidents associated with either
liquid or vapour releases from pressurised storage vessels after rupture.
As the temperature of such fireballs is close to 2000 K injury records -

are considered to be appropriate to the study of propellant fire hazards.
From more than.50..BLEVE's,'reviewed in Reference , ncluding the well known

accident at the Spanish Campsite in 1978 when a tanker truck ruptured
releasing 23 tonnes of propylene. That part of the hazard analysis of I
BLEVE incidents where the thermal impact from injury has been developed
will be considered in proposing O-D's for HD 1.3 material.

C'OMBUSTION CHARACTERISTICS OF PROPELLANTS

9. Numerous studies of the combustion mechanism of rocket and

gun propellants has been made. In these studies a different combustion
mechanism is known to apply to propellants where the oxidiser and fuel
are chemically combined such as the double base propellants compared

with propellants where the oxidiser and fuel are simply physically
mixed, such as the cast composites. Those chemically combined *are known
homogeneous propellants and those as mixtures as heterogeneous.
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10. Both combustion mechanisms are si31ilar in that the heat
being fed back from the flame zone causes the pyro4ysis 3L the surface
and the gaseous material so formed undergoes the exothcrmic reaction
which causes t.Le whole process to be self sustaining while there is
propellant exposed to the feed back heat.

11,. The first diagram is a digitised thermal image of a double
base propellant about 2 seconds after ignition with the unburnt prop-
ellant relatively cold below the thermal. plume.

DECREASING
TEMPERATURE

12 •-

i4.5 i 11.5 18uIB

12. A temperature differential may be seen between the various flame
z,)nes and the surface of the propellant. The higher temperature recorded
a. the higher levels of the thermal plume may be due to additional heat
cerived from a combination of atmospheric oxygen to complete the oxidation
cf the essentially fuel rich mixture from the lower level aneroebic burning
of the double base p.'opellant material. The plume formed during the burn-
ing of a propellant under atmospheric conditions is considered as similar
in the overall effect to that formed in a BLEVE. The essential difference
is considered to be thnt combustion in the BLEVE takes place at the fuel
air interface while that of the propellant is derived from the contained
oxidant in the emitted gas. The essential similarity for the purposes of
hazard evaluation, between the BLEVE and a propellant fire is that the
hazard in both is created by H radiant volume ot gas approximating7 to a

sphere.
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13. A digital iasge of the thermal plumes from composite

propellants have not been examined when ignited under atmospheric

conditions. Other propellant types possibly requiring analysis for
a determination of hazard rating, are the composite modified cast

double base propellants (CtID's). v"MBD's are double base propellants

which include extra oxidisers to compensate for the fuel rich condition.

When AP is added to increase the oxidiser level, the combustion flame

characteristics tend towards that described for heterogeneous propellant.

while if ROX or other active oxidiser is u3ed the double base #;haracter-

istics are retained and the flame and hence plume temperature is higher.

If these derived propellants retain their HD 1.3 rating under the stand-

ard classification testing, there appears to be a need for specific

radiant heat measurements to evaluate the 0-D requirements in storage.

14. From the foregoing it is concluded that the hazardous effects

of an inadveatent initiation of a quantity of HD 1,3 material will not
only depend on the total weight of material involved but on the rate at

which gaseous material is evolved from the surface and the temperature

distribution in the resulting plume. The rate at which propellant is

evolved will depend on the exposed surface area to the feed back heat

and hence on the physical dimensions of the materia+!, The effects of
any obscuration such as packaging or surface inhibition as well as the
established burning law applicable to the material will also be
important considerations. Tne temperature distribution of the result-

ing plume from an inadvertent ignition will depend not only on the

exothermic properties of the material but physical factors such as

S wind and the manner 'An which it was ignited.

15. The above consideration leads to the conclusion that the
hazard rating applicable to HD 1.3 materials needs to be assessed in
conditions representative of their storage or processing situations.
Tests of this nature are performed during qualification tests in
accordance with the UN standards and it will be proposed that appro-
priate hazard ratings may be undertaken as part of these tests.

However, before considering testing, the threshold conditions appli-
cable to thermal impact will be considered.

Thermal Impact

16. The 2Jarrett. studies only considered flux density measured
in calories/cm , recent considerations on the effects or thermal radi-

ation on humans considered both the intensity of radiation, usually
measured in kilowatts per square metre (kw/m) and where •ppropriate,
flux density measurements in Joules per square metre (J/m ).

17. The threshold intensity condition is of significance when
considering che effects of relatively permanently burning flares. This
condition is almost universally accepted as 1.4 kw/m . The basis of
this irradiance figure is that pain will be felt when a layer 0.1 mm
below th4 skin surface exceeds 44.8 C. Skin irradiation below the
1.4 k-/m threshold will not result in pain because an increase in the
peripheral blood flow prevents the localised temperature from reaching
this condition.
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18. The American Petroleum Institute Code (API) (Reference 9)
provides the details of the time required fgr humans to register pain
at levels above the threshold, At 4.7 kw/m it takes 16 seconds and
this Is the level recommended in the API code as being tolerab3 e for
operators (site personnel) wearing normal clothes and where shelter
ex ists.

19. An Australian risk assessment, Reference F, In consider-
ing the radiation risk to residential areas from Petroleum Industrial
installation assessed the 4.7 kw/mr level a tolerable risk pgoviding
the likelihood of such an occurrence did not exceed 5U x 10 in any
one year. These likelihood levels are in general in keeping with the
tolerable risk levels assessed in the NATO Q-D relationships.

20. At levels near the pain threshold, the probability of
people exposed being able to take cover before blistering of the
skin occurs i4 considered to be reasonably high (0.9). Where levels

reach 20 kw/m , the non-blistering exposure time must be below 5 sac-
onds. This corresponds to a total flux measurement of :.4 cals/cm
and hence the value is in general keeping with the ass,.mptioaas used
by Jarrett in derivation of the conditions considered applicable to
"Thorse hair" cordite burns. The aCvantage of these recent inter-
pretations is that they provide a sliding scale for the calculation

of the tolerable levels for varying burn times, providing a measure-
ment of the intensity and duration has been made.

21. Reference G is a UK study into thermal radiation from
fireballs where the bý1stering threshold is linked in terms of
irradiance q, in kw/m" and time 't' in seconds -

q (threshold) = 50' (t)W .71

For the 4-5 second burn times recorded by Jarrett in his stody,
this formula2above indicates that the threshold ir~adiance should
be 15.9 kw/m or a total flux density of 2 cals/cm .

22. The conditions relating irradiance and time to determine
a threshold condition for tolerable flash burns were developed by
various authorities in considering the safety requirements in the
petroleum industry, particularly for BLEVE type accidents. There "

is a general agreement on the threshold conditions its they are based
on actual injury studies.

23. The safety distances which have resulted from a study of
BLEVE's vary widely in the different authorities. The main reason for
the differences is the assumptions made about the time and actual size
of the exploding vapour plume, which in most cases is considered to
assume a constant diameter of plume and time of burn based on the mass
of exploding material. For the study of fireballs from propellants
both time and the cross sectional area of the radiating plume may be
measured, as will be outlined in the next section.
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p Preliminary Results or the Burn Trials

24. The preliminary trials involving propellant In 50 kg lots
were made to measure the radiant flux and burn times of three separate
propellants In four combinations. The Following photographs detail
these prellmLnary burn lots.

Trial 1 and 2 were 50 kg of
WM.017 'horse hair' cordite.
Trial 1 used 10 kg of KI!.025
as an intermediary (not shown).

Trial 3 was 50 kg or NH.025.

Trial 4 was 50 kg of NC-NG Paste
(25% water wet) using 10 kg of
NH.025 as an intermediary.
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25. The instrumentation used in the preliminary trials included an
AGA 782 Thermovision SWB Thermal Imaging Radiometer, a Molectron Model
PR200 broad band radiometer and a cine-camera set to 500 frames per second.
The following photographs show the instrumentation layout at the block house
and a snap shot taken during the first burn.

• I

26. The specificaticns of the scanning radiometer, whicn is
considered the essential instrument to take the appropriate measurements,
including the lenses used and that of the Radiometer are enclosed as an
Annex. The analogue video record of the thermal video image were recorded

at 25 fields per second.

27. The analogue video was converted into a stavdard TV format,
via a scan converter which reduced the resolution to JO levbls,
thermal image. Individual fram.es at selected times during the burn
were digitised and the output placed on a floppy disc suitable for
processing with an IBM Personal Computer (PC). Software written for
the PC selected a grey scale value which segregated the digitised da..a
from the burn into the first six of the 10 levels theoretically avail-
able. The digitised pictures were produced on the PC and placed in a
chronological sequence. A colour printer was used to provide a nard
copy of the results from which the following reproductions have been
m:ade.
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Time from Ignition
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28. As the trial, results being recorded h.vre are still being
processed, qualitative interpretations only are boing made on the differ-
ences clearly seen in the radiant surface presented to an exposed site
after an ignition of HD 1.3 material. As the origina] O-D relationkships
in use were determined from the "horse hair" corditv tnere is considered
a demonstrable need to re-appraise of O-D's to cover the range of HD 1.3
material in terms of irradiance and exposure time. However, completion
of the temperature calibration of the radiometric Lcanner and application
of the Stefan Boltzmann equation, to be described in the next paragraphs,
will allow irradiance time histories of propellant burns to be made and
compared with the irraliance time thresholds established for the tolerable
threshold conditions applicable to BLEVE's. •

29. The irradiance at distance from a thermal source at
temperature T in degrees Kelvin in an ambient environment of T will be I
derived from the Stefan Boltzmann relationship using the followfng formula:

4 4 .

q A t V s (T3 4 Ta )

where q Target irradiance in kw/m 2

A Exposed Target Area in m 2

t Transmissivity

s = Stefan Boltzmann constant 5.67 x 10-11 kw(m2 K4

T t a Surface and Ambient Temperatures

All the factors on the right hand side of this formula will be known
after calibration of the scanner. The total irradiance time history will
be the sum of the irradiances of each picture element or pixel. The pixel
area has been determined from the geometrical optics and verified by burn-
ing flares with an IR output on a calibrated frame at the burn locition.
The placing of a black body source at a fixed temperature to provide a
temperature scale at the time of the preliminary burns could not be
related to any of the available grey scales. This problem is being
reviewed and the possible solution lies in precalibration of the proposed
lens-filter combination under laboratory conditiors.

30. 'V' in the equation is the view factor and accounts for
that fraction of the radiant energy leaving one surface and striking
another. As well as incorporating the attenuation at the distance
squared it includes the effective diameter of the source (assumed a
spherical fireball of diameter D) and any possible angle "'0" which a
target might make with the axis of the fireball. 'V' is given by a
relationship developed in Reference G:
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V D2 coO 2
V = D2Cos 0 /4r? where 'r' is the distance from plume

centre to the target. Under the conditions of the test, Cos 0 will tend
to 1 and hence the variables in this factor will be known for calculation
of OD's.

31. Various expressions are available for the calculation of the
transmissivity factor "t". Transmissivity or attenuation of the radiant
flux through passage through the atmosphere is caused by absorption by
water vapour and other gases, principally carbon dioxide and scattering
(related to visibility). The relationship considered rost approDriate
for the calculation of transmissivity under the test conditions has
been obtained from Reference I, it is

t = 202* (Pw* Distance) -0.09

Where PW is the partial pressure of water vapour.

3__ The number of transformations f-om scanner imagery to the
final digitising is introducing noise into the lower grey-scale levels
with the current methods of analysis. The possibility of direct digit-
ising of the scanner output is being considered but if this is not
achiev'-d the effect will be minimal, because of the 4th power effect of
temperature on the calculation of irradiance.

33. The anticipated outcome of the trials will be a number of
hazard divisions within the HD 1.3 classification, possibly four to
match the general trend foreseen in'the preliminary trials.

34. As proposed, at least two large scale burns up to 2000 kg
will be used to assess any scaling effect on the results obtained from
sample (50 kg) burns. When this hazard evaluation technique is tested

and proved in the current trials, the foreseen 3pplication will be

during pro lant qualification testing, as undertaken by propellant
manufactuving facilities such as at Mulwala Explosives Factory NSW.

35. Propellant qualification testing to UN Standards is under-
taken under realistic conditions of confinement and external fire.
The radiant plumes which result from these tests, validating the HD 1.3
classification, are also clearly capable of analysis by the described
digitised thermal imagery technique. A video record of the tests
described in this paper are concluded by views of such propellant
qualification testing at Mulwala which have been chosen to show the
thermal plvT-R.

Conclusion

36. When thermal radiation effects constitute the greatest
single hazard in the storage or processing of an explosive material,
there is a considere ýed to create sub-divisions of Lazard levels
with the HD 1.3 cat. .ry.
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37. The present Q-D relationships tend to place too stringent
storage and processing conditions on some materials which burn for long
periods with small flame zones, under ambient conditions. On the other
hand, there are propellants and propellant combinations which seem to
exceed the rrdiant intensity and/or flame duration criteria consistent
with the present O-D relationships for HD 1.3 material.

38. An evaluation procedure involving digitising thermal
imagery during qualification testing is under assessment to evaluate
this proposition and devise a graduated set of O-D tables within
HD 1.3.

39. When the full range of propellants have been tested using
the technique being proposed here and the analysis of the hazards they
present in storage completed, the details will be submitted to DDESB
for consideration and possib>. adoption.
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Annex to
Heat Flux Paper

Instrument Specifications a

Scanning Radiometer

Type : AGA 782 Thermovision SWB

IR Detectors Indium Antimonide cooled by liquid nitrogen

Spectral Responses 3-5 Micron

Field f0equency: 25 Ha

Lines per frame: 280, interlaced 4:1

Resolving Power: 100 elements/line

Lens: 200 x 200 fitted to cover spatial extent of
propellant plume at 100 & 125 m.

Monitor used with Scanner:

Type: Thermovision Type 780

Thermal Imase Size: 50 x 50 -

Thermal Range: 9 calibrate4 ranges.

Broad Band Radiometer

Type: Molectron Model PR200

Spectral Range : 0.2 to 40 micron + 5%
(windowless)

Surface Uniformity: + 5%

Field of View: 0.1 Sr

System Response time
at 2, 20 & 200 mW Fast response: I sec
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PREFACE

This 4ocument was prepared to show, through example, how established systmn
safety concepts can be applied to the design of a chemical surety materiel
(CSM) laboratory. The end result of this effort was the development of safety
considerations for incorporation into the design of a CS?4 laboratory.

CM
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.. 0. INTRODUCTION: The application of system safety concepts to the facility
acquisition process has recently gained acceptance throughout the Department
of Defense and most recently within the the Department of Army with the
conception of SAFEARMY 1990. The Army's goal is toz "fully integrate the
total system safety, human factors, and health hazard assessments into

\.' continuous comprehensive evaluation of selected systems and facilities."
\'Trhe Chemical Research Development and Engineering Center (CRDEC) has mandated

appropriate levels of system safety throughout the lifecycle of facility
development for many reasons. These include:

* Optimun safety and health is required to prevent personnel injury to
these agents4 Faci1ity System Safety (FSS) is one avenue used to achieve
optimum safey and health in our operations.

* FSS, s a proven method to reduce deficiencies during facility
acqu lSiT40n.

* FSS is a proactive approach which will reduce inconsistencies found in

our facilities thereby reducing outside scrutiny

4 his article demonstrates one specific effort inScurrently underway at
CRDEC. The intended purpose of this article is to demonstrate, through
specific examples, how FSS can be applied to the design/construction/operation
of a chemical surety materiel laboratory. The laboratory under study is a 32
million dollar Military Construction, Army (MCA) project designed to replace
aging facilities which are currently utilized to perform daily CSM
operations. This article will demonstrate the methods used in identifying,
analyzing and ultimately eliminating or reducing the effect of a hazard on the
facility, equipment and personnel.

2.0. FACILITY SYSTEM SAFETY OVERVI W: The process of applying systen. safety
to facility acquisition can be divi d into the following tasks:

a. Categorization

b. Preliminary Hazard List

c. Preliminary Hazard AnalysiI

d. Design Considerations

The remainder of this article w!l, involve a description of each of these
tasks followed by an example of ow the task was applied to the design of this
CSM laboratory. Descriptions of tasks a-c were taken from reference 1.

3.0. CATEGORIZATION: The fir t step in this process is to clearly define the
risk associated with the oper tion of this laboratory. This step includes a

brief description of the oper tion followed by a risk assessment and a
recommendation on the level o system safety required.

3.1. LABORATORY DESCRIPTION: he laboratory under consideration will conduct
diversified chemical surety materiel laboratory operations. These materials
are anticholinergic agents and arp extremely lethal in small concentrations.
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The recommended permissible airborne exposure concentration for these agents
are in the area of 0.0001 mg/m3(2 x 1C0-5ppm). Two personnel are required, asp a minimum, to perform this operation.

3.2. ASSESSMENT: The most significant hazard present in this laboratory
operation is the release of vapor CSM from engineering controls and into the

workplace. This mandates further efforts in system safety in the form of a

Preliminary Hazard List (PHI) and a Preliminary Hazard Analysis (PHA). TheI
user must in this instance take an active role in the design review process.
4.0. PRELIMINARY HAZARD LIST: Once the risk categorization is completed, the
next step is to develop a PHL.

4.1. PURPOSE: The PHI is a user generated listing of hazards which must be
controlled. The user must at this stage assign a risk assessment code to each
hazard and establish any further requirements for analyses. As a minimum the
user should use the following sourres of information for PHI development:

a. Material Safety Data Sheets

b. Feasibility Studies

c. Project Development Brochures

d. Standing Operating Procedures

e. Operator Interviews

4.2. PRELIMINARY HAZARD LIST DESCRIPTION: The incorporation of this
information into a PHI entry is shown as Figure 2. This entry describes; the
nature of the hazardous event (column 1), why or how the hazard may result in
a mishap (column 2), the effects on operating personnel, equipment, and the
facility (column 3), the risk assessment code assigned to the uncontrolled
hazard (column 4) and any comments the originator may have (column 5).

5.0. PRELIMINARY HAZARD ANALYSIS: The next step in the process is the
development of a PHA. This analysis is the core of the FSS program and as
such is vital in eliminating or reducing the inherent hazards associated with
this laboratory operation.

5.1. PURPOSE: The PHA is used to further analyze the data identified in the
PHI. This enhances the hazard control database and provides specific
recommended corrective action for the resolution of hazardous conditions. A
combination of the informational sources used in the PHI developm~ent and any
additional design information should be used in PHA developmnent.

5.2. PRELIMINARY HAZARD ANALYSIS DESCRIPfION: The incorporation of this
information into a PHA entry is shown as Figure 3. This entry describes; the
proposed actions needed to eliminate or control the hazard (column 6), the
ris assessment code assigned after controls (column 7), and the
identification of applicable codes and standards (column 8).

5.3. HAZARD TRACKING LOG: In addition to the above analysis, a hazard
tracking log should be maintained. This log is to ensure all open loops are
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closed and ensures the appropriate level of management Is identified as being
involved i-n the acceptance of risk. This log should be initiated during the
design phase and maintained throughout the construciton portion. A simulated
entry is shown in Fig. 4. This entry describes; the specific action taken to
eliminate, control or accept the hazard (column 9), the reference of the.
blueprint/drawing numbers or other-documents that address the action taken
(column 10), name of individual closing out thie action on design 'column 11),
and the name of the individual closing out the action during construction
(column 12). The information contained in this log does not reflect an actual
log entry but is shown for information purposes only.

6.0. LABORATORY DESIGN CONSIDERATIONS: PAs a result of this effort, detailed
safety design considerations can be developed to preclude the release of
lethal concentrations of vapor CSM into the workplace. This will minimize the
potential for death or serious injury to our research scientists. A summary
of these requirements is shown in Appendix A.

7.0. CONCLUSIONS: The effort put forth in FSS for t)his laboratory has many

benefits. Host noteworthy are:
a. Safest possible laboratory
b. More mission responsive facility

c. Less expensive facility

This article is a step in the direction we must all head towards and that is
total system safety for facilities to reduce inherent hazards associated with
their operation.
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Risk Assessment. An expression of possible loss, described in terms of hazard
severity and mishap probability. Subdefinitions follow:

A. Hazard. Any existing or potential condition that can result in a
mishap.

B. Mishap. An unplanned event or serias of events that result in death,
Injury, occupational illness, or damage to or loss of equipment or property
(i.e., an accident).

C. Hazard severity. An assessment of the worst potential consequence,
defined by degree of injury, occupational illne-'s, or property damage which
could occur. Hazard severity categories will be assigned by Roman numeral
according to the following criteria:

(1) Category I - Catastrophic: May cause death or loss of afacility.

(2) Category II - Critical: May cause severe injury, severe
occupational illness, or major property damage.

(3) Category III - Marginal: May cause minor injury, minor
occupational illness, or minor property damage.

(4) Category IV - 3egligible: Probably would not affect personnel
safety or health, but is nevertheless in violation of specific standards.

D. Mishap Probability. The probability that a hazard will result in a
mishap, based on an assessment of such factors as location, exposure in terms
of cycles or hours of operation, and affected population. Mishap probability
will be assigned an arabic letter according to the following criteria:

(1) Subcategory A - Likely to occur immediately.
(2) Subcategory B - Probably will occur in time.

(3) Subcategory C - May occur in time.

(4) Subcategory 0 - Unlikely to occur

E. Risk Assessment Code. An expression of risk which combines the
elements of hazard severity and mishap probability (e.g., IA, 1113, etc.).
The following table gives the rank order risk assessment codes.

Mishap Probability
A B C D

I 1 1 2 3
Hazard Severity II 1 2 3 4

III 2 3 4 5
IV 3 4 5 5

F. Imminent Danger. A hazardous situation for which risk assessment
code of category IA, IIA, or IB has been assigned.

Figure 1. RISK ASSESSMFNT
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I
COLUMN 1 COLUMN 2 COLUMN 3 COLUMN 4 COLUMN 5
----------------------------- ---------------------------------
HAZARDOUS CAUSAL RISK
EVENTS FACTORS EFFECTS ASS. COIEWITS

CODE

Release of 1. Power 1. Loss or lab hood I A 1 None
vapor CSM failure capture. Release of CSM
from lab hood into workplace. Personnel
and into injury, or death. System/
workplace or facility damage minimal.
atmosphere

2. Mech. 2. Same as #1 above I B 1 None
exhaust
fan failure

3. Poor lab 3. Turbulence may result I 3 1 None I
hood in small release of CSM
capture into workplace. Personnel
(Design) injury or death could

result. System/facilitydamage minimal.

4. Operator 4. Judgement errors could I B 1 None
error result in an inadvertent

release of CSM into the
workplace. Personnel
injury or death could
result. System/facility
damage minimal.

5. Filters 5. Personnel injury to II C 3 Scenario
do not people surrounding the less likely
remove CSM facility. System/facility and severe
from damage minimal. Adverse due to
exhaust publicity. dilutionfactor,.,..

6. Exhaust 6. Small concentrations I C 2 Scenario
ductwork CSM in the workplace less likely
not possible in the event the due to
properly exhaust system were to go additional
sealed positive. Personnel requirement

injury or death possible. for system
System/facility damage to g0
minimal, positive.

FIGURE 2 - PRELIMINARY HAZARD LIST
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COLUMN 5 COLUMN 6 COLUMN 7

- RECOMMENDED CONTROLLED
ACTIONS RISK ASS. STANDARDS

CODE

CAUSAL FACTOR #1: IV D 5 DOD 6055.9-STD

-----------------. DARCOMR 385-102

a.) Emergency generator system shall be CSL SOP 385-1
installed to automatically initiate in the event
of a power failure, system phasing shall be
accomplished in a manner which will not permit
the occurrence of a hazardous condition.

b.) Laboratory hoods must be equipped with a
mechanism to warn operators of emergency power
status and hood function.

c.) Standing Operating Procedures should contain
provisions for the curtailment of operations,
immediate masking and evacuation from areas that
experience power failures.

CAUSAL FACTOR 02: IV D 5 DOD 6055 ,9-STD
DARCOMR 385-102

a.) Two alternatives are available to prevent a CSL SOP 385-1
hazardous condition from occurring in the event LOCAL SOPs
of a mechanical failure. These include:

(1) Redundant exhaust fan units,
(2) Procedural controls which require
curtailment of operations, donning of
protective masks and immediate evacuation
during ventilation loss.

b.) Laboratory hoods shall be equipped with a
means to warn operators of improper ventilation
system functioning

CAUSAL FACTOR 13: IV D 5 iARCOMR 385-102
AEHA Technical

a.) Laboratory hoods must be located away from: Guide #30
-Main traffic aisles and doorways CSL SOP 385-1
-Adjacent walls and operable windows
-Cross drafts exceeding 30 lfpm
-Heating Units
-Exits.

b.) Laboratory hoods must performn as follows: II
-Average inward face velocity of 100 lfpm
+1- 10% with the velocity at any point not
deviating from the everage face velocity by
more than 20%

FIGURE 3. PRELININARY iAZARD ANALYSIS
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COLUMN 5, COLUMN 6 COLU,44 7
=================== CO

RECOMMENDED CONTROLLED
ACTIONS RISK ASS. STANDARDS

CODE

CAUSAL FACTOR 13 (Continued):
c.) Operators must be trained in proper

operation within a laboratory hood.

CAUSAL FACTOR 34: IV D 5 CSL SOP 385-1

a.) Operating personnel must be properly trained.

b.) Operating personnel must wear appropriate
protective clothing.

c.) Operating personnel must work under a
properly approved SOP.

CAUSAL FACTOR #5: IV O 5 CSL SOP 70-18
.. .... CSL SOP 385-1

a.) Exhaust filtration system shall meet CSL SOP
70-18.

CAUSAL FACTOR #6: IV D 5 DOD 6055.g-STD
-----------....... CSL SOP 335-1

a.) Ductwork shall be sealed to preclude leakage.

b.) All Joints shall be seamless welded.

c.) Ductwork shall be capable of withstanding
16 inches water column vacuum and 25 inches
water column positive pressure.

FIGURE 3 - PRELIMINARY HAZARD ANALYSIS
(Continued)
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COLU•t4 8 COLUMN 9 COLUMN 10 COLUMN 11 f
ACTION TAKEN TRANSFER DES IGN CONSTRUCTION -

CERTIFICATION CERTIFICATION

CAUSAL FACTOR #1:

a.) Emergency generator Drawing #:099 Mr. Smith Mr. Jones
installed and properly Specificationphased Section # 09991

b.) Laboratory hoods Drawing #:061 Mr. Smith Mr. Jones
equipped with warning Specification
devices to notify operator Section # 08001
of power loss
c.) Installation notified Disposition Form

of finding sent 6 Jan 86 to
safety office--------- -------------- -----------------I--

CAUSAL FACTOR #2:

a.) Instal'lation safety Disposition Form
office determines need to 10 Jan 86
go with procedural
controls. SOPs will be
developed accordingly.

b.) Laboratories equipped Drawing #:061 Mr. Smith Mr. Jones
with warning devices to Specification
notify operators of Section # 08001
ventilation system failure

CAUSAL FACTOR #3
-------------------------------------------

a.*) Lab hoods meet the D r'Ing MA r M" f n; +4 "A V. .10%n.

following:
Away from:-Main traffic aisles
-Door'ways and Windows

-Adjacent walls
-Cross drafts > 30 lfpm
-Heating units
-Exits

FIGURE 4. HAZARD TRACKING LOG
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COL'JM 8 COLUMN 9 COLUMN 10 COLUM13 11
ACTION TAKEN TRANSFER DES IGi CONSTRUCTION 6

CERTIFICATION CERTIFICATIO(4
---------------------------------------- ----------a

CAUSAL FACTOR #3 (Continued)

b.) Lab hoods perform Drawing 1:046 Mr. Smith Mr. Jones
as follows: Speci fcation

-Average face velocity Section # 07010
100 lfpm +1- 10%. No
single reading deviating
from average by 20%
-Smoke testing did not
result in a release of
visible smoke

c.) Installation notified Disposition form -----
of requirement for dated 25 Aar 86
proper training of
operators

Causal Factor 14

Installation Installation ----------........
responsibility notified 25 Mar 86

Causal Factor 15
Exhaust system complies Specification Mr. Smith Mr. Jones
with CSL SOP 70-18 Section # 01001

Causal Factor 16

Ductwork properly sealed Specification Mr. Smith Mr. Jones
and tested Section # 02000

Disposition form
dated 25 Mar 86

FIGURE 4. HAZARD TRACKING LOG
(CONTINUED)
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APPENDIX A

Laboratory Design Considerations

For

Protection Against Vapor CSM Exposure

A. Electrical Design Considerations (Causal Factor #1):

1. Emergency generator systems will be installed to service the
following:

-Exhaust ventilation fans

-Make-up air handling units

-Critical operating equip~met

-Emergency lighting

-All emergency alarm systems

2. Diesel-powered generators will be used. The emergency generator will
be sized to handle 100% of the connected emergency load.

3. Start-up of the exhaust ventilation system and critical equipment must
be sequenced to prevent a hazardous condition. In addition. the starting of
the supply air handling unit and the exhaust fan services each room shall
initiate sfiwultaneously to avoid placing the room under positive pressure.
Automatic transfer switching will be used.

B. Warning Systems (Causal Factor #1&2):

1. Facility will be equipped with a master control panel and alarms which
permits functional verification of the exhaust blowers, filters, make-up air
supply systems, fire control systems and waste treatment processes.

2. Laboratory hoods will be equipped with audible and visual alarms which
will be designed to initiate when the average inward face velocity falls below
90 linear feet per minute.

3. Visible alarms must be located so they can be readily seen by
personnel while working at the exhaust hood.

A - 1
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4. A test switch must be installed on all alarms which will permit the
operator to verify that the light has not burned out and the sound alarm will
function. This test must be performed while ventilation system is in full
operation.
•. Laboratory Hood Location (Causal Factor #3):

1. Laboratory hoods must be located away from:

- Heavy traffic aisles

- Doorways

- Adjacent walls

- Crossdrafts that exceed 30 lfpm

- Heating units

- Exits

2. Sidewall registers and conventional ceiling diffusersihall not be
used for laboratory air supply.

3. Perforated ceiling panels shall be used so that distribution of supply
air Is three feet minimum from the fr-it face of the hood. The exit velocity
from these panels shall not exceed 30 lfpm.

0. Laboratory Hood Performance (Causal Factor f3): C
1. Laboratory hoods shall have an average inward face velocity of 100

lfpm +/- 10% with the velocity at any point not deviating from the average
face velocity by more than 20%.

2. Leakage testing m.ust be done with 30 second or one minute smoke
candles placed approximately 20 centimeters inside the hood. Any visible
escape of smoke should be considered indicative of unacceptable performance.

3. Laboratory hoods shall be designed as deep and low in height as
practical. Rough wall surfaces and recesses in walls and work surfaces are
unacceptable.

4. The location of sash tracks and the number of baffles and slots
provided are integral to the proper containment of materials.

5. Laboratory hoods will be equipped with a 20 centimeter line taken from
the face of the hood. No CSM contaminated equipment should be placed in front
of this line during ope,-ations.

A- 2
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E. Exhaust Ventilation/Filtration System (Causal Factor 95):

1. All laboratory exhaust air shall be exhausted through a filtration
system which complies with CSL SOP 70-18. These systems have been proven to
be effective in removing CSM vapor from an exiting airstream.

2. Veatilation exhaust uhell not be recirculated.

3. InstrLeantation shall be required to monitor and control the airflow
through the filter system. Instrumentation shall provide a means to monitor
overall pressure drop as well as the pressure drop between each filter
element.

4. 1he filter system shall include a series redundant-parallel Chemical
Biological Radiological (CBR) filter assembly with a capability of placing a
detector herween the adsorber banks to warn of "breakthrough". The system
shall provide accessibility to filters for repairs. maintenance and leak
testing.

5. The filter system shall be as follows:

Hood-- Prefilter-- HEPA-- Adsorber-- Adsorber-- HEPA-- Exhaust

6. Exhaust stacks shall be designed and constructed to ensure good
dispersion of exhaust air to the atmosphere thereby preventing recirculation.

F. Exhaust Ductwork (Causal Factor 06):

1. All ductwork shall be round, and welded with flange connections.

2. All ductwork shall be capable of withstanding 16 inches water column
vacuum and 25 inches water column positive pressure.

3. Ductwork shall be designed to facilitate dismantling and to minimize
the release of contamination to adjacent areas with bagging or other approved
measns.

A- 3
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SSAFCTY CONSIDERATIONS FOR THE OPERATION OF A THERMAL DESTRUCTOR
UNIT FOR CHEMICAL SURETY MATERIEL 3*Xm ITEMS

in

GREGORY Wi. ST. PIERRE: SAFETY ENGINEER, CHEMICAL RESSARCH,
ENGINEERING AND DEVLOPWINTC CENTER,
ABERDEEN PROVING GROUND
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1.0. INTRODUCTION.

•This paper outlines the major safety considerations for the operation of a
thermal destructor unit utilized to incinerate 3"x" items previously
contaminated by Chemical Surety Materiel (CSM). The portions of the operation
of the thermal destructor unit which will be evaluates, from a safety
standpoint in this paper are the receipt/storage of 3"x' material, the loading
of the firepan, the actual operation of the unit, and the disposition of the'5"x" wAste and ash. This paper will also outline the engineering controls
utiliLed to ensure that the thermal destructor unit is operating in compliance
with all environ-mental requirements.F

2.0. STORAGE/RECEIPT OF 3"x" WASTE.

This section of the paper assesses the packaging, labeling, and transportation
of laboratory waste or contaminated material by the using directorate. Wastes
generated by the directorates are handled according to their size, form of
contamination and the materials physical state. One form of waste generated
is used filters, the exposed ends of these filtears are sealed with plastic
which is secured in place .fith plywood. Other Forms of contaminated bulk
material and laboratory waste are decontaminated with the appropriate type and

.amount of decontamination solution. Generated waste is either placed into
small sealed metal storage containers (liquid and small solid waste) and then
placed into larger metal containers. Bulk solid waste is double
wrappedd'bagged with plastic. Items will then be labeled/stenciled with the
building number from which it came, organization, name of the person making
the shipment, telephone number, and type of contamination. The using
directorate will make arrangements with the installation's environmental group
to have the necessary waste monitored by analytical methods for determination
of 3"x" status. The waste is redecnrtaminated and remonitored, only if
detectable levels are .bove the 3"V" limits. After items are certified clean
and stenciled with the appropriate decontamination marking fxxx), the using
directorate will then fill out the appropriate turn-in Forms. These turn-in
forms contain information on the type of coitamination, the type of
decontamination solution used, the material contaminated, liquid content
within the container, pallet number, and the clearance number (rmionitoring
results). Currently, 3"x" waste is being transported by either the using
directorate or Technical Escort Unit (TEU) in govern.lent owned vehicles tu one
o- the three existing storage areas.

2.1. WASTE STORAGE.

The 3"x" waste is segregated into three categories, solid waste, liquid waaste,
and filters. Each type of waste is stored in a separate facility/area.

a. A large gravel pad is used for the storage or solid waste which is
contained in metal drums or is double wrapped in plastic and palletized.

b. The liquid waste storage facility is a building constructed of
masonary walls and cement floors. Liquid waste is contained in metal drums,
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palletized, and placed in the center of a temporary dike constructed of
sandbags which are covered by plastic sheeting.

c. Filters are stored in a large warehouse building constructed of
masonary walls and cement floors. The particulate filters are stored at the
eastern end of the building and the charcoal absorbers are oeing stored at the
western end of the building. All filters are monitored to the 3"x" level,
double wrapped in plastic, and palletized. Filters which have not been
bubbled by the installation's environmental group and can not be buboled until
the outside temperature warms, are stored at the Chemical Agent Storage Yard
(CASY).

d. When the 3"x" waste arrives at one of the three storage areas,
personnel from the thermal destructor unit facility will receive the material
and sign the transport form for verification of receipt. After receiving the
3"x" waste, the containers will be stenciled with the date of receipt. The
containers/items of 3"x" waste are then stored at the site until it is time
for the waste to be incinerated.

3.0. LOADING OF THE FIREPAN.

The 3"x" waste being stored at one of the storage sites, when scheduled for
incineration, is loaded onto a truck with the use of a forklift, by the
operators of the thermal destructor unit. The 3"x" waste is off-loaded onto
temporary storage pads outside of the thermal destructor unit facility to
await incineration. One pallet of 3"x" waste is lifted, with the use of a
forklift, and placed into the firepan. Once the 3"x" waste is placed into the
firepan, the pallet is opened (removal of the straps/plastic) and each item is
identified by material makeup (i.e. metal, slate, glass, etc.), then
weighed. The charging of the firepan is dependent on the combustibility of
the material being placed into the incinerator. The combustibility of the
material being placed into the firepan for incineration determines the amount
of waste ,ncinerated at one time. Personnel at the facility use a chart from
the thermal destructor unit operating manual supplied by the contractor,
describing the amounts of specific types of combustible materials which may be
burned in the incinerator safely. Currently, the personnel at the facility
place one or more bulk items into the firepan and cover the larger pieces with
smaller material. The drums containing solid waste are lined with plastic
bags and the total contents of the drums are removed in the plastic bags and
placed into the firepan. When smaller sealed metal cans are placed into the
firepan, the lids are removed from the cans or a hole is punched into the can
prior to being placed into the firepan. The personnel at the thermal unit
wear coveralls, gioves (leather or cloth), and safety shoes when handling the
contents in the drums. Wearing of respiratory protection is a option for the
operators. A working record log book is kept describing the type of material
being incinerated, the weights of the items, and the makeup of each item. The
information that is recorded is transcribed into the master record log book
kept in the office on site. After loading of the firepan is complete, the A'

firepan is placed into the firecar with the use of an overhead crane. The
firecar is then rolled under the primary combustion chamber and sealed to
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await Incineration. Personnel while conducting the above operations will be
wtearing coveralls, safety shoes, and leather gloves due to the handling of
rough objects. The handling of 3"x" waste is covered under an Internal

''Operating Procedure (1OP).

4.0. OPERATION OF THE INCINERATOR.

This portion of the paper evaluates the operation of the incinerator. The
operation of the incinerator is covered by an lOP. Each individual at the
thermal destructor unit facility has read and understands the lOP. Once the
firecar is sealed to the primary combustion chamber, a series of start up
p-rocedures are initiated prior to the actual incineration of the 3'x" waste
(these procedures are outlined in detail in the lOP). In accordance with
(IAW) DARCOMR 385-102, Safety Regulations for Chemical Agents GB and VX, 6 May
1982, 31x" waste when :Aeated to 1000 degrees F for 15 minutes is considered
sufficient to achieve a 5"x" condition. The incinerator operates at
temperatures and times in excess of the prescribed limits by Army Materiel
Command (AMC). There are two combustion chambers within the incinerator, the
primary and secondary combustion chambers. The secondary combustion chamber
is heated to 1600 degrees F prior to the heating of the primary chamber. The
primary burners cannot be lighted until the secondary combustion chamber
reaches a temperature of 1600 degrees F (an interlock mechanism). The
temperature in the primary combustion chamoer is brought up to 1200 degrees F
for approximately 90 minutes. Throughout the 90 minute burn time the vapors
from the primary combustion chamber are subjected to 1600 degrees F for a 2
second retention time in the secondary combustion chamber. When the burn has
been completed, the combustion chambers are allowed to gradually cool down by
slowly reducing the intensity of the burners. The current procedure is to
shut down the scrubber system when the internal temperature of the combustion
chambers reaches 500 degrees F and the force draft fan is left on to pull in
cool air. The firecar is allowed to cool to a minimum of 200 degrees F and is
then uncoupled from the combustion chamber. The uncoupled firecar is rolled
into the loading/unloading control room, to be cleaned out.

5.0. CLEANING OF THE FIREPAN. I
The firepan containing the 5'x" material is removed from the firecar weighed,
and set on the floor of the facility. Personnel wear coveralls, gloves,
safety shoes, and a NIOSH approved respirator when unloading material out of
the firepan. One type of material (i.e. scrap metal or slate) at a time is
removed from the firepan and placed on a pallet. When the pallet is full, the I
firepan is reweighed to determine the weight of the scrap metal or slate tnat
has been removed from the firepan, and this weight is recorded. This process
continues for each pallet of material removed, until all of the bulk material
is removed from the firepan. After the bulk items are removed from the
firepan, several ash samples are collected from different portions of the
firepan for a composite sample of the burn. The ash samples collected are
labeled with the burn number, date of the burn, and the facility where the
samples were collected. Samples are held on site until there are
app;roximately 20 samples, which are then sent to a contractor for analysis.
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S_ The remaining ash and debris in the firepan is shoveled into a metal drum.
The shoveling of the ash generates a dusty condition in the work area. After
the firepan is cleaned of ash and debris, the surrounding work area is swept
clean and the collected material is placed into the ash drum. The pallets of
scrap metal and slate are stenciled and then removed to their respective pads
at the thermal destructor unit complex to await pickupfor the disposal by the
appropriate agencies. The drums of ash are sealed and stored, outside of the
facility to await transport to its respective storage area. The cleanup
operation is then completed and the firepan is ready to be charged for the
next burn.

6.0. DISPOSITION OF 5"X" WASTE AND ASH.

The pallets of scrap metal, slate, and drums of ash are transported to
separate locations for disposal or storage. Scrap metal is stored on a pad in
the thermal destructor unit complex. When a sufficient load of scrap metal is
collected (dependent on amount per burn), the scrap metal is transported to
the Aberdeen Proving Ground Installation Support Activity (APGISA) scrap metal
yard. The scrap slate is stored on a pad in the thermal destructor unit
complex. When a sufficient load of scrap slate is collected (dependent on
amount per burn), the scrap slate is transported and buried in the APGISA
landfill. The drums of ash are stored outside of the thermal destructor unit
complex and then after two or three burns, the drums are transported to their
respective storage facilities by government personnel. The drums of ash are
stored in one end of the building and are separated into three categories.
The first category contains the drums for which the samples are being analyzed
for hazardous waste and the contents of the drums remain unknown. The second
category contains the drums which have been determined by analytical methods
to contain no hazardous waste and are transported to a landfill for disposal
(color-coded green for "go"). The third category contains the drums which
have been determined by analytical methods to contain hazardous waste and are
transported to APGISA Environmental Management Office (EMO) for proper storage
and subsequent disposal.

7.0. STORAGE OF LIQUID WASTE.

Metal drums containing liquid waste are currently being stored in the eastern
end of the storage facility. The drums are stored on top of pallets which are
placed on a bare concrete floor. The drums are stacked two high And will not i
be stacked higher due to height restraints of the facility. For the present,
a temporary dike surrounding the drums has been constructed of bags of sand
stacked two high and covered with a plastic sheeting. The temporary dike will
be used until a permanent dike can be constructed. The existing concrete
floor is free of major cracks or gaps. The permanent dike will be ccnstructed
in the eastern end of the building, the dike and floor will be coated with
an epoxy-type paint which is resistant to strong acio, bases, and
flammables. The dimensions of the dike will be 40' (length) x 30" (widtn) x
6" (minimum height). The floor within the diked area will be sloped to a
recessed sump pit which will be equipped with a sump pump. An adequate
lighting system will also be installed to aid personnel during the visual
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inspections of the drums for leaks. An overhead crane, which is capable of
lifting a-thousand pounds, has been requested to aid in the movement of liquid
constructed which will elevate the liquid waste drums 18"1 off the floor. The
liquid waste drums are inspected on a weekly basis by government personnel.
The following are the requirements set for the use and management of
containers within a storage area:

a. All containers holding hazardous waste are in good condition and the
contents of these containers will be transferred to a new container or an
overpack container, if the original container begins to leak.

b. Ensure that the container or liner is made of a~ material Which is
coaqpatible With the hazardous waste.

c. Containers holding hazardous waste shall always remain closed when in
storage. The containers will not be opened, handled or stored in such a
manner which could lead to its rupture.

d. All storage areas shall be inspected on a weekly basis for leaks and
deterioration of the containers.

7.1. CONTAINMENT STORAGE.

The containment storage areas shall be designed in the following manner:

a. Base free of cracks or gaps.

b. Base sufficiently impervious to contain leaks and spills.e

c. Base designed to provide efficient drainage, so liquid doesn't stand
on the base for longer than one hour.

d. All containers be elevated off of the base to prevent contact from
leaking liquid.

e. The diked area has sufficient capacity to contain 10% of the volume
of the containers, or the contents of the largest container, whichever is

8.0. MAINTAINING OF RECORDS.

Personnel at the thermal destructor unit maintain several sets of records
ranging from the receipt of 3 "x" waste to the disposition of 5 'Ix"
conditional material.

8 RECORDS FOR RECEIPT.

A c.,, of all Materiel Courier Receipt forms and Request For Issue or Turn-In
forms are kept at the facility,, with the receipt of the forms and other
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m pertinent information being recorded in a log book. These two forms list the
type of contamination, decontamination solution used, user's name,
organization, date received, pallet number assigned, certified 3 "x", and the
clearance number for the bubble analysis results.

8.2. DETAILED CHEMICAL AND PHYSICAL ANALYSIS OF WASTE/ASH.

A written waste analysis plan shall be developed which describes the
procedures which will be followed to collect and analyze samples. Thefollowing information is required:

a. The parameters for which each hazardo-is be analyzed, the rationale
for the selection of these parameters, and how the analysis for these
parameters will provide sufficient information on waste's properties.

b. The test mathods which will be used to test for these parameters.

c. The sampling method which will be used to obtain a representative
sample of the waste to be analyzed.

d. The frequency with which the initial analysis of the waste will be
reviewed or repeated to ensure that the analysis is accurate and up-to-date.

8.2.1. Monitoring reports will be maintained at the facility containing the
following information:

a. The dates, exact places, and times of sampling or measurements.

". lidme of the individual who pertormed the sampling.

c. !he dates that the analyses were performed.

d. The name of the individual who performed the analyses.

e. The analytical techniques or methods used.

f. The results of the analysis.

Specific waste analysis required to determine the following:

a. The heating value of the wast,.

b. rhe halogen and sulfur content in the waste.

c. The concentrations in the waste of lead and mercury, unless there is
documented data to show that the element is not present.

8.2.2. Monitoring reports are being maintained at the facility, but the
information is maintained in several different records and not in an
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individual record. The monitoring information currently being collected is
as follows:

a. The dates, exact places, and times of sampling.

b. The dates that the analysis were performed.

c. The name of the contracting firm who is performing tne analyses.

d. The analytical techniques or methods used.

e. The results of the analysis.

9.0. CONTINGENCY PLAN AND EMERGENCY PROCFDURES.

A contingency plan will be maintained at the facility and submitted to the
proper emergency response teams. This plan will incorporate the following:

a. A spill prevention, control, and countermeasures (SPCC) plan.

b. Hazardous waste management provisions.

c. Description of arrangements with local authorities/emergency response
teams.

d. List of the names, addresses, and phone numbers of all persons
qualified to act as an emergency coordinator.

e. List of all the Emergency Equipment and Alarms (communication
devices).

f. Evacuation plan (routes and alternate routes).

g. Name of qualified individual to be an Emergency Ccordinator on site
at all times.

9.1. EMERGENCY PLAN.

In case of an emergency situation the Emergency Coordinator will initiate the
Emergency Plan in the following sequence:

a. Activate internal facility alarms.

b. Contact appropriate agencies.

c. Access damage.

d. Determine if evacuation is necessary.
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9.1.1. File report on emergency situation containing the following

information:

a. Name and address of the facility.

b. Name and telephone number of the individual who reported
the emergency situation.

c. Time and type of emergency situation.

d. Name and quantity of materials involved.

e. Extent of injuries (if any).

f. Possible hazards to human health and environment.

g. Plans for monitoring for leaks during the emergency situation.

h. Cleanup procedures of the facility and equipment.

i. Notification procedures.

j. Personnel will have immediate access to an internal alarm or
an emergency communications device.

k. There shall be adequate aisle space to allow for the unobstructed
movement of personnel, fire protection equipment, spill control equipment, and
decontamination equipment within the facility in case of an emergency
situation.

9.1.2. The following emergency equipment is required at the facility:

a. An internal communication/alarm system for emergency instructions to
facility personnel.

b. A telephone/two-way radio for emergency use.

c. Portable fire equiprm ent, fire control equipment, spill control
equipment, and decontaipination equipment.

10.0. MONITORING AND INSPECTING EQUIPMENT.

A written schedule for the inspection of all monitoring equipment, safety and
emergency equipment, security devices, operating and structural equipment
which are important to preventing, detecting, or responding to environmental
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or human health hazards. As a minimum, the following requirements are to beS met for the written schedule:

S a. The written schedule will be kept on site.

b. Will identify the types of problems being looked for during the
inspection.

c. The frequency of inspections.

d. The following items will be recorded and kept for a minimum of 3
-years from the date of inspection:

- Date and time of inspection.

- Name of inspector.

- Observations made during the inspection.

- Date and nature of any repairs or other remedial actions.

10.1. CALIBRATION RECORDS.

Records will be maintained on all calibration and maintenance records, and all
original strip chart recordings for continuous monitoring instrumentation for
3 years.

10.1.1. Before hazardous waste is added, the incinerator will be brought to a
steady state condition of operation to include"

a. Temperatures.

b. Air flow.

10.1.2. While incinerating hazardous waste the following monitoring and
inspecting will be conducted:

a. Monitor combustion and emission control instruments at least every 15
minutes. (i.e., waste feed, fuel feed auxiliary, airflow, incinerator
temperature, scrubber flow, scrubber pH, and relevant level controlS).

b. Observe stack plume visually at least hourly.

c. The complete incinerator and associated equipment shall oe inspected
daily for leaks, spills, fugitive emissions, and all emergency shutdown
controls/system alarms.
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11.0. RECORD ON ALL WASTE INCINERATED.

An operating record will be maintained at the fQcility until closure and this
record will contain, as a minimum, the following:

a. Description and quantity of each hazardous waste received.

- type of item being burned (i.e., hoods, filters, etc.).

- make-up of item being burned (i.e., metal, slate, etc.).

- weight of the item being burned.

b. Methods and dates of treatment, storage or disposal.

c. Location of each hazardous waste within tne facility and quantity
for each location.

d. Results of analyses.

e. Summary reports on all emergency situations.

f. Results of inspections (kept for 3 years).

g. Records for spent or discarded laboratory solvents/chemicals exposed
to surety agents and then treated by decontamination solutions. The following
information will be recorded:

- The identity of the solvent or chemical.

- The identity of the surety agent involved.

- The treatment chemical solution used for decontamination purposes.

- Date the item was incinerate6.

- The hazardous waste code (if any).

- The amount of material incinerated.

h. Records for spent treatment solutions from the treatment of items
exposed to surety agents. The following information will be recorded:

- The identity of the surety agent involved.

- The name or description of the spent treatment solution.

- Date the spent treatment solution was incinerated.

- The amount of spent treatment solution incinerated.
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11.1 RECORDS M4AINTAINED DURING THE BURN.

One detailed record is maintained during the operation of the
incinerator which contains the following information:

a. The burn number.

b. The date of the burn.

c. The pH1 of the scrubber during the burn.

d. The 3 Ox" individual item weights prior to the burn.

e. The pallet number.

f. The type of items placed into the firepan (i.e., hoods, filters,
etc.).

g. Total weight of the items being burned.

h. Total weight of the items after the burn.

i. Total weight lost after the burn.

J. Temp~erature maintained in the secondary combustion chamber at hourly
intervals.

k. Temperatures in the primary and secondary combustion chambers during
the detoxification stage of incineration. The temperatures are recorded at
half-hour intervals.

1. Temperatures in the primary and secondary combustion chambers after the
detoxification stage of incineration. The temperatures are recorded at hourly
intervals.

m. Final temperature reading from the two combustion chambers the
folloging morning.

n. Pertinent remarks dealing with the operation of the incinerator.I
o. A pre-operational checklist for the burn is filled out, signed by the

operator, and attached to the log.

p. A chart reading of the temperatures maintained of the primary and

secondary combustion chambers during the burn is signed by the operator andI
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11.2. RECORDS MAINTAINED AFTER THE BURN.

Several sets of records are maintained after the burning of 3 11
waste. They are:

11.2.1. One record is maintained on the items removed from the firepan. The
following information ia contained in this record:

a. The weight of the burned item.

b. The identification of the burned item (when possible).

K c. Total weight loss recorded after the burn.

d. A master log book is maintained In the office at the thermal
destructor unit containing total weights, totil weights losses, and burn
numbers.

11.2.2. Records are kept on 5 Ox" conditional scrap metal and slate. TheI
followiuig information is recorded:

a. The burn numb~er.

b. The drum/pallet numbier.

c. The weight of the 5 110~ items. (the drums/pallets of scrapI
metal/slate are then stored at the complex pending disposition).

11.2.3. Records are maintained of the Rendered Safe Statement forms, which are
used for the turn-its of scrap metal being transported to the APGISA scrap
yard. The Rendered Safe Statement form contains information pertaining to theI
burn number, pallet numb~er, weight of the scrap metal, and certification that
the scrap metal is 5 Ox".

11'.7.4. A final set of records are maintained for accountability purposes of
500 items. These records contain:

a. The total weight of the 3 "x" waste being burned.I
b. The total weight of the ash filled drums and the analysis results.

c. The total weignt of slate sent to the APGISA land fill.

d. The total weight of scrap metal sent to the APGISA scrap metal yard.I

12.0. ANNUAL REPORT.

An annual report shall be prepared and submitted to the Secretary of the~
Maryland Office of Health and Hygiene by 1 March of each year. This report
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shall includh the following:

a. Activities at the facility during the previous calendar year.

b. The EPA indentificatlon number, name, and address of the facility.

c. A description and the quantity of each hazardous waste received
during the year.

d. The method of treatment, storage or disposal for each hazardous waste.

e. The certification signed by an authorized representative I
13.0. TRAINING FOR PERSONNEL.

Personnel shall successfully complete a program of classroom training
or on-the-job training that teaches the operators to perform their duties in a
way which ensures the facilities compliance with state requirements. The
program shall provide the following:

a. Hazardous waste management procedures (including contingency plan
implementation).

b. Familiarize personnel with:

- Emergency procedures.

- Emergency equipment.

- Emergency systems.

13.1. DOCUMENTING TRAINING.

Records documenting training received by operating personnel will be
retained at the facility and contain the following:

a. The job title for each position.

b. The name of each employee filling each position.

c. A written description for each position.
- Prequisite skill. I
- Education or other qualifications.

- Duties assigned.

d. A written description of the type and amount of brth introductory and
continuing training to be given to each person.
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6. Records will be kept until closure of facility.

13.2. ADDITIONAL TRAINING REQUIREIENTS.
The followirg Installational requirements are in addition to the

Federal and State reqtirements.

a. All thermal destructor unit IOP's will be reviewed with that
operational staff when an individual is initially assigoed to facility. This
form of traininq will be recorded on the signatare sheet of the lOP and the
individual's training document.

b. Emergency procedures will be included as part of the inltial and
annual training program.

c. Operational parameters described in the lOP will be included as part
of the initial and annual training program.

d. New personnel will, as a minimum, be trained or the thermal destructor
unit equipment for a minimum period of six months and 20 incinerator runs.
The competency of the operator will be evaluated after the six months by the
first line suparvisor who determines whether to extend the training period,
reassign or certify the employee. The employee training record will be
documented at this time describing ooerational competency. Noncertifled
employees will not be allowed to operate switches, values, etc., without the
presence of a certified operator.

14.0. SAFETY CONSIDERATIONS.

Upon tlle completion of the safety evaluation for the thermal destructor
unit the following changes were implemented:

a. The use of TEU for the transportation of 30x" waste has been
terminated, except for in busy periods. The majority of! the 3"x" waste is
being picked-up and transported to the respective waste storage
facilities/areas by operating personnel at the thermal destructor unit. The
personnel from the thermal destructor unit facility are more familiar witn the
type of waste to be picked up, proper packaging of waste, and what waste is
unacceptable for disposal at the thermal unit. Having personnel from the
thermal destructor unit transport the 30x waste will be a time saver and will
relieve 1EU of this operation.

b. lDue to the potential build up of pressure within the metal containers
of was'e, which are being incinerated, the thermal unit personnel have been
punching holes into the metal coatainers prior to the items being placed into
the firepan. Non-metal containers are now being utilized for the storage 3"x"
waste instead of the metal containers. Such containers would not allow tieinternal pressures to build up to hazardous levels, but these would have to be
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stored in 4n enclosed area where the drums would not be exposed to the
elements. An enclosed area has been constructed right outside of the thermal
unit complex for the storage of the non-metal containers of 3x" waste.

c. As mentioned previously in this paper the removal of ash from the
firepan generates a dusty condition at the worksite. To alleviate this
situation the operating personnel wet down the ash prior to shovelling the ash
into the drums. Other methods being looked into to alleviate this problem are
engineering controls, different handling procedures, and possibly developing a
mechanical method for emptying the firepan.

d. Additinnal temperature probes have been added to the primary
combustion , .:.er to ensure that a uniform temperature is being maintained
during the burn.

15.0. SUMMARY.

Incineration has been developing as a primary means of disposing of various
type of waste materials. To ensure the safe operatioii of the thermal
destructor unit several safeguards were incorporated into the design of the
incinerator and a detailed Internal Operating Procedure (IOP) has oeen
aeveloped for operations at the facility. Some of the safeguards incorporated
into the design of the incinerator are redundant electronic system within the
control panel for the incinerator, redundant pumps for essential portions of
the incinerator, pollution control systems, and minor safety features.
Possible emissions of hazardous byproducts which could be generated during
the inciperation of waste within the primary combustion chamber are captured C
by one of three pollution control devices. The three pollution control
devices are in series of one another and are specifically developed to control
waste byproducts generated durinq the incineration of 3"x" waste. The most
imoortant safeguard eor any operation are the development of detailed

. rating procedures which describe each portion of the operation and the
proper procedures to be followea in the event of an emergency. With the
above safeguards being followed and implemented the potential for a hazardous
situation to occur is greatly reduced and will enhance the safety for
operating personnel.
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ABSTRACT

+m
"ý4 n exper"Menta,' investigation was conducted to obtain d rect measurements

of side-on overpressures from spherical charges of six diff high explo-

sives at small scaled distances ranging from 0.74 to 3.5 ft/lb . The

pressure-time recordings of the incident airblast waves were processed to

obtain peak side-on overpressures, shock wave arrival times, side-on impulses,

and positive durations. Comparisons of the test data were made with standard

blast curves for these four parameters. The side-on overpressure and arrival

time data from the TNT tests are in excellent agreement with the standard

curves The impulse and duration data show that at scaled distances less than

3 ft/lb1 the tandard curves are not as well defined as those for pressure

and arrival timX TNI equivalencies for each of the six explosives were

determined using the standard pressure and impulse curves, as well as the

actual TNT test data obtained. These results -ndicate that the pressure based

TNT equivalency at small scaled distances for some of the explosives tested

can be significantly different than that based on the heat of detonation

RNA
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INTIROUCTION

Background

Characterization of blast waves from high explosive detonations in free

air by experimental methods has a long history dating back to World War I1, as

reported by Kennedy I1l. Stoner and Bleakney 12] in 1948 reported results of

free-air experiments conducted with small TNT and Pentolite charges of various

shapes. After World War II, a large number of investigators made free-field

blast measurements in the United States. Goodman (31 compiled free-field

blast measurements from bare, spherical Pentolite charges made by several

investigators at the U.S. Army Ballistic Research Laboratories from 1945 to

1960. During this same time period, data were also generated by investigators

at the U.S. Naval Ordnance Laboratory. Baker l[41 provides an excellent

historical sununary and presents much of the data from these investigations.

Measurements of blast parameters from other than free air, high explosive

detonations have been made by many investigators, also dating back to World
War II. For example, measurements of blast wave properties from ground bursts

of large hemispherical TNT charges were compiled and analyzed by Kingery

[5]. Air blast data from height-of-burst experiments have been measured by

several investigators such as Reisler, et al. 16,71. Measurements of normally

reflected waves have been made by Jack [81, Dewey, et al. [91, Wenzel and

Esparza [101, and others. Measurements of blast parameters from charges of

various geometries, from sequential detonations, from simultaneous detona-

tions, and at real and simulated altitude conditions have also been made by

many investigators (10-17]. Good descriptions of the characteristics of air

blast waves in general are provided by Baker [4], Swisdak [181, and Glasstone

and Dolan 1191.

Because air blast data have been obtained by a large number of
investigators for different explosives, one ca, obtain different predictions

for blast parameters depending on the source. In attempts to eliminate some

of these variations, "standard" blast parameter graphs and tables have evolved

over time. Examples of blast curves are presented in References 4, 5, and

18-21. Probably the most widely used set of standard curves is found in the

tri-service manual, "Structures to Resist the Effects of Accidental

Explosions" [221. In this manual, curves for free-air detonations and surface 40: ,
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detonations are presented for various blast parameters. These curves are

based partly on experiments, 4nd partly on analyses and computer code

computations. At distances very close to the charge, direct measurements

of many of the blast parameters are either nonexistent or very few.

Consequently, these curves are not well defined at distances close to an

explosive charge.

The standard curves are usually for spherical TNT explosions. Fol, other

high explosives, the concept of TNT equivalency is then often used to predict

the blast parameters. TNT equivalency is defined as the ratio of the charge

weight of TNT to the weight of the test explosive that will yield the same

amplitude of a blast parameter at the same radial distance from each charge.

All high explosives generate blast waves which are quite similar in character.

However, their equivalence to TNT may vary with distance from the charge, and

with the particular blast parameter chosen for comparison. Thus, a single

equivalent weight ratio may not be appropriate, particularly at close

distances to the charge where experimental verification may not exist.

Furthermore, equivalence based on one blast parameter may be significantly

different for another, even though the same high explosive is being tested.

Objectives

To obtain direct measurements of blast overpressures at small scaled

distances from spherical charges of TNT and five other high explosives,

Southwest Research Institute (SwRI) funded a project [231 to conduct a series

of free-air experiments using explosive charges that were surplus to some

earlier SwRI projects. These precision charges ranged fn weight from about

Pentolite, TNT, PBX-9501, and PBX-9502. The data from these spherical charges

were to be used to characterize the blast waves generated by the six high

explosives at small scaled distances. In addition, the TNT data were to be I
compared to standard curves, and the data from the other five explosives were
to be used to analyze the concept of TNT equivalency at small distances from

the charges. This paper presents a brief description of the limited number of

experiments conducted and the results obtained. Additional details of theU
tests, and graphs and tabulations of all the experimental data are provided in
Reference 23.
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Blast Scalina

Scaling of blast wave properties is a common practice used to generalize
blast data from high explosives. Scaling or model laws are used to predict
the properties of blast waves from large-scale explosions based on testa at
a much smaller scale. The most common scaling law is the one formulated
independently by Hopkinson [241 and Cranz [251. This law states that self-
similar blast waves are produced at the same scaled distance when two
explosives of similar geometry and of the same explosive material, but of
different size, are detonated in the same atmosphere. The Hopkinson-Cranz or
cube-root scaling law has become so universally used that high explosive blast
data are almost always presented in terms of the scaled parameters generated
by this law. A more complete discussion of this law is given by Baker [4j.
Another widely used scaling law formulated by Sachs [261 allows prediction of
the effects of detonations at different ambient conditions. For the
experiments reported here, the ambient conditions were not sufficiently
different from standard sea level conditions to warrant the use of Sachs'
law. Therefore, all data are presented using Hopklnson-Cranz scaled
parameters.

DESCRIPTION OF EXPERIMENTS

The experiments were conducted at the SwRI explosives range using the
apparatus depicted in Figure 1. Two pipe stands supported wedge-shaped
transducer holders, one reconditioned from earlier work [271 and a similar new
one. A cross-member was used to suspend the explosive spheres. The trans-
ducer wedges were positioned about 5 ft above the concrece pad surfac•i to pre-
clude any surface reflections from interfering with the initial blast wave.
In all tests, the wedge-tipped transducer holders were positioned 1800 apart
on either side of the high explosive spheres. They were 32 in. long, 6 in.
wide, and 2 in. thick, were fabricated from 2024-T4 aluminum rectangular
stock, and fitted with hardened 4130 steel tips at the wL.ge-shaped end.
Each transducer holder had provisions for mounting six pressure transducers,
all in line with the center line of the flat top surface.
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The pressure transducers used to measure the blast overpressures are

manufactured by PCB Piezotronics. Three different models of the series 102A
transducers were used. All models have the same physical configuration

differing primarily in their full scale range, sensitivity, and discharge time
constant. Each PCB transducer utilizes a piezoelectric, pressure sensing
element made of quartz which is coupled with a miniature source follower
within the body of the transducer. Power and signal amplification were

provided with PCB Model 494A06 six channel units. The blast pressure-time
histories were recorded on magnetic tape using a Honeywell Model 101, Wideband

II, FM tape recorder at a bandwidth of 0-500 kHz (+1, - 3dB).

Model 105 transient recorder for digitizing at effective sampling rates of 0.6

to 3.2 million samples per second depending on the measurement location. The

digital data were transferred from the transient recorder memory via a CA4AC
data buss to a hard disk and a flexible diskette of a DEC 11/23 computer
located at the range facility. Final data processing and plotting were then

accomplished from the diskette with a DEC 11/70 computer. Figure 2 shows a

block diagram of the pressure data record/reduction system. The high-

frequency response of this system was 200 kHz.

In addition to the pre.sure measurements, pin gages of the piezoelectric
and ionization types were used to obtain additional time-of-arrival data.

Both types used are made by Dynasen, Inc. They were epoxied intc copper tube
mounts which were held in place by special adapters and pipe stands. The pin

gages using the stands were positioned horizontally looking at the center of
the sphere and at 900 from the pressure transducer holders. When installed on

a test, pin gage tips were located 2 in. and 4 in. from the charge surface.
In some cases a third pin was used with the tip on the surface of the

charge. This pin was suspended almost vertically along the string holding the
charge in place.

EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Test data were obtained from 18 experiments using six different types of

high explosives as indicated in Table 1. For some of the explosives, more

than one explosive weight was available for testing. The pressure-time
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..recordings inde on each test weire processed to obtain peak side-on (incident)

overpressures, shock wave arrival times, side-on impulses, and positive
durations of the incident pressure pulse. Additional arrival time data were

- obtaited with the position pins. The pressure data were obtained at scaled
distances ranging from 0.74 to 3.5 ft/lb1/ 3 . In most tests, 12 pressure

measurements were made. Arrival time data were obtained at scaled distances
as close as the surface of the explosive sphere on some tests.

More than 200 pressure measurements were made in this research program.
•iThe shock wave in air from any high explosive is formed when the detonation
wave propagatIng in the explosive reaches the surface. For a spherical charge

initiated at the center, the initial shock wave in air will also be spherical,
and, consequently, symmetrical about any plane bisecting the charge. High
explosives generate blast waves which are quite similar in character.
However, the properties of the waves may differ for different explosives,

particularly at close proximity. The wave formed in air adjacent to an
explosion has properties much influenced by the nature of the explosive
source. Once the wave propagates in air independently of its source, it is
affected primarily by the properties of air. As the blast wave passes through
the air, rapid variations of blast wave properties (such as pressure) occur.
The properties which are usually defined and measured are those of the
undisturbed or side-on wave as it propagates through the air. Examples of

side-on overpressures recorded on this project are shown in Figures 3-6.

Table 1. Summary of Experiments

Explosive Type Nominal Charge Weight (lb) No. of Experiments

Composition B 1.074 2

Composition B 0.494 1
PBX-9404 0.495 4

PBX-9404 1.002 3
Pentolite 1.309 3
TNT 1.285 2
PBX-9501 0.805 2
PBX-9502 1.301 1
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Figure 3 presents pressure-time histories recorded at scaled distances

(Z) of 0.78 and 1.11 ft/lb 3 on a test using a sphere of Composition 8 with a

mass (W) of 1.074 lb. In Figure 4, two measurements from a PBX-9404 test are
presented. The first of these two pressure measurements was taken at a scaled

distance of 1.13, about the same as for the second trace in Figure 3. These
two traces exemplify the similarity in the character of the data obtained at
the same scaled distance from two different explosives. However, the magni-
tudes of the pressures measured are different. Figure 5 includes a sequence
of two measurements made on a Pentolite test at scaled distances Z of 1.35 and
1.66. As was the case with the previous two figures, these two traces depict
the gradual decay in the peak pressure with increasing, distance, as well as
the gradual increase in arrival and duration times. Figure 6 shows two data
traces from TNT tests at scaled distances of 1.36 and 1.67, similar to those
for the Pentolite data of Figure 5. These last two figures again show the
similarity in the character of the incident overpressures from two differetit
high explosives at similar scaled distances and the differences in amplitude.

The pressure measurements made on this program covered a range in scaled
distances fromt 0.74 to 3.5 ft/lb ./ The examples of data presented
concentrated on the closer scaled distances. However, examination of the data
plots showed consistency at all scaled distances within each test and within
tests using the same type of high explosive, even for those cases in which
more than one charge size was available for testing. The observed rise times
for the closer-i'n pressure measurements were approximately 3 microseconds.
This value is consistEAL withi the measurement system upper frequency response
specification. A*%, the larger scaled distances, the rise times observed were
about 7 microseconds, which Agree with the time required for the blast wave to

travel across the pressure transducer diaphragm.
TNT Uata Comparisons

Peak incident or side-vir overpressure (PS) was the primary blast

parameter measured on this project. The peak overpressure at the shock frontI
of an air blast wave can be measured directly with pressure transducers or it
can be inferred from the velocity of the shock front. All measurements
reported here were made directly with pressurp transdu -Lr located at small
scaled bistances from the spherical high explosive charges. The arrival timeI
(t.) of a free-air blast wave is defired here as the time interval between the
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initiation of the detonator and the arrival of the blast wave at a measurement
location. This interval of time includes the time for the detonation wave to
travel through the charge. Measurement of arrival times can be accomplished
by several techniques. It can be done using high speed cinematography, blast
switches of various types, or pressure transducers. Arrival time is usually
the most accurately measured blast parameter. In this program, most measure-
ments were obtained from the pressure transducer records. Some additional

data at closer scaled distances were obtained with pin gages. The specific
side-on impulse (is) is the positive area under t0e pressure-time history.
The side-on impulse is a function of the peak overpressure, the duration of
the positive phase, and the rate of decay of the pressure behind the shock
fronk. Of the four blast parameters measured on this project, the positive
duration (td) is the most subjectivemeasurement. Individual interpretations
of the same data will vary and inherently will produce a larger scatter than
on the other three blast parameters.

Pressure-time records were obtained from two TNT experiments with spheres

weighing 1.285 lb. The four parameters measured on these tests are plotted in
Figures 7-10 and are compared to TNT standard curves 1281 which will be

include in the revised edition of the trt-service manual, Reference ?2. The
peak overpressures measured are plotted in Figure 7. The new test data [23]
are plotted as vertical bars indicating the range measured. These data were
measured at scaled distances ranging from 0.75 to 2.59 ft/lb1 / . The new TNT
pressure data are self-consistent and tte comparison with the r~ference curve

and most of the data base used to develop this curve indicates good agreement.

This confirms the validity of the data from the TNT experiments as weli as the
Oata from the tests using the other five high explosives since the same
measurement system and test procedures were used. Also, it increases the
confidence of the results presented later on TNT-equivalency based on peak
incident pressures.

It is interesting to note that the TNT reference curve for pressure from
Reference 28 is a polynominal curve fit to pressure values found primarily in
References 3, 5-7, 18, and 29. The compiled data from Goodman [31 are for

Pentolite spheres. These data were converted in Reference 28 to TNT equiva-
lents for use in the TNT curve fit. The TNT equivalency used is not given.
For scaled distances less than 1.5 ft/lb1/ 3 , all the pedk pressures presented
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by Goo•man 131 were obtained by Sultanoff and McVey [301 fm•m optical measure-
ments of shock front velocities. The data reported by Kingery [SJ are from TNT
surface bursts and are converted in Reference 28 to free air equivalent data

using a reflection factor of 1.8. The pressure medsurements from Reisler, et
al. [6,71, were from TNT tests, but are all for scaled distances greater than

2.0 ft/lb1/3 . Swisdak [[11 states that, at scaled distances less than 1.0
ft/lb1/ 3, all oveciressures given in that reference were obtained by hydro-
dynamic computer code calculations. Reference 29 presents TNT data tables and

curves which were taken from Dobbs, et al. 1311, and are identical to those in

Reference 22, the trn-service manual. None of these last three references I
122, 29 and 311 indicates which portions of the curves are derived from actual

measurements. Thus, the lack of actual TNT incident pressure measut-ements at
small scaled distances indicates that even the revisEd TNT standard curve from
Reference 28 is not well defined experimentally close to the charge, and that

the new pressure measurements presented in this paper are an important
contribvution to the experimental data base.

In Figure 8, the scaled time-of-arrival data for the TNT experiments are

plotted as vertical bars showing the range of measurements at each scaled

distance. As expected, the sratter of the data is less than for the corres-

ponding incident pressure data, and the scatter increases the closer the
measurements were made to the charge center. The TNT test data show excellent
agreement vwith the TNT curve from Reference 28. The arrival time of the snock
wave at a distance from an explosion depends on the velocity of the wave. The
Rankine-Hugoniot equations relate the velocity of a shock front and the peak
pressure of the shocked gas. Thus, it is possible to compute the velocity of
the shock front from known values of peak incident overpressure and in turn
compute arrival limes from the derived shcck velocities. This is the approach
taken in Reference 24 to develop the scaled arrival time curve so that it was
consistent with calculated shock velocities and the side-on pressure curve
shown in Figure 7. Thus, the new measured arrival times are also consistent
with the side-on pressure measurements.

The incident impulse dAta from the TNT tests (231 are presented in Figure

9. Over the range of scaled distance shown, the measured scaled impulses

define a curve which indicates dn explosive less enerqetic than TNT. This
result is unlike the peak pressure and arrival time data which agreed with the
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respective reference curve. However, the range of scaled distances at which

the new impulse data 1231 were obtained is the same dt which major differences
are indicated in the data from the referenced liLerature presented in Figure 9

used to define the TNT curve fro•. Reference 28. In fact, more weight appears
to have been given to data converted to free air eqoivalents from surface and

height-of-burst explosions in defining the side-on impulse TNT curve [281,

than actual free air data like those measured on this project. Furthermore,

the new TNT test data were measured over a scaled distance range of 0.75 to

2.59 ft/lb1 / 3 which includes that portion of the curve with changes in slope,

making it the most difficult portion of the curve to define with experiments

-or curve fits.

Figure 10 is a plot of the new TNT duration data [231 compared to the TNT

reference curve and data from other references included in Reference 28. This

comparison shows consistently shorter scaled durations for the new test data

than the reference curve at respective scaled distances. Over the range of

scaled distances at which measurements were made, the scaled times from the

reference curve are almost a factor of two l.,ager than the new measured

values. The curve fit for the reference TNT curve was based only on data from

hemnispherical TNT surface bursts assuming a 1.8 reflection factor to convert

them to free-air equivalents [281. However, the other free air, TNT data

shown in Figure 10 from References 18 and 29 show the same type of differences

between the curve and the new data. The TNT reference curve appears to be

more of an upper bound on the scale duration cata at scaled distances less

than 3 ft/lb"/3 .

Data From Other Explosives

Measurements of Ps, ta, is, and td for the five other explosives listed

on Table 1 were also made. For some of them, two charge weights were avail-

able for testing; for some, there was only one charge size. As shown in

Figures 3-6, the pressure-time records at comparable scaled distances are

quite similar in character, but the various parameters may differ quantita-

tively. For example, the measured data obtained from the three Composition B

experiments are presented in Figure 11. Two tests used 1.07-1b spheres and

one test used a 0.494-lb sphere. In Figure 11a, the peak pressure data

obtained over a scaled distance range of 0.78 to 3.1 ft/lb1 / 3 are self-

consistent and in general were of higher amplitude than the comparable TNT
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values denoted by the dashed curve taken from Reference 28. This indicates

that based on peak pressure measurements, Composition 8 is more energetic than

T~IT. Additional discussions on TNT equivalency are presented later in theU

paper. The Composition 8 arrival time data are graphed in Figure 11b. Most

of the arrival times measured for this explosive are slightly shorter thanI

those indicated by the TNT reference curve [281. In Figure 11c, the impulse

data from the Composition 6 tests are presented. Generally, thie data are of

somewhat lower amplitude thian indicated by the TNT r 'eferernce curve [281. Note

that, on a plot of scaled impulse versus scaled distance, an explosive Lass

energetic than TNT, with a constant equivalency, would yield a parallel curve I
shifted left and down at 450 from the TNT curve. Figure lid prestnts the
scaled durations from the Composition B tests. It is obvious from this figure

that the scatter in the duration data is greater then for other three blast

parameters as was the case with the TNT data presented previously.I

In Reference 23, similar data comparisons with the TNT reference curves

from Reference 28 are also made for the other four high explosives tested. In

this paper those results will be summuarized. The peak overpressures generated

by PBX-9404, Pentolite, and PBX-9501 were of higher amplitude than those

indicated for the TNT reference curve. Only the pressures from PBX-9502 were

of lower amplitude than the TNT values. The arrival time measurements for

these four explosives exhibited less scatter than the pressure data, but were

consistent with them. Thus, of the slix high explosives tested only the scaled

arrival times from the PBX-9502 tests were slower than the TNT values. This
result is consistent with that obtained from the overpressure ddta.

The impulse data from the PBX-9404 tests were generally of higher

amplitude than those from the TNT reference curve, while those for the

Pentolite tests were generally of lower amplitude. The impdulse data from the

PBX-9501 tests were in some cases slightly lower and in other cases higher

than the TNT reference curve. Finally, the impulse data from the one PBX-9502

test were generally of lower amplitude that analcgous TNT curve values. Thus,K
of the six high explosives tested, only two generated impulse data that were

consistently of the same or higher amplitude than the reference TNT curve 1281

at scaled distances ranging from 0.74 to 3.5 lb/ft1 .
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As already shown for the TNT and Composition B tests, the positive

duration data from the other four explosives tested had greaber scatter than

any of the other thrip blast parameters measured. In addition, the scaled

durations were in every case significantly shurter than those from the TNT

reference curve [281.

Pressure TNT Equivalency

It is comnon practice to express the blast effects from various explosive

sources in terms of the atount of TNT that will preduce a blast wave having

the same property as the tona being characterized. Side-on pressure is the

most common parameter usei tu determine TNT equivalency for high explosives.

TNT equivalency based on Incident pressure is defined as the ratio of the

charge weights (TNT weight/explosive weight) that will give the same peak

pressure at the same , dlfal distance from each charge.

The concept of TNT equivalency offers the advantage of providing in one

number an identification of a given blast wave in terms of a standard explo-

sive whose blast effects have been extensively documented. The disadvantages

are in many instances minor, but must be considered whenever TNT equivalency

is applied, particularly at small scaled distances. In the first place, most

explosives have not been tested sufficiently or at all at small scaled dis-

tances to detern•1ne a gooo equivalency factor based on pressure or other blast

parameters. Second, tthe equivalency factor may vary with scaled distance or

may differ whether based on pressure or another parameter. Finally, for high

explosives with no comparative data available, TNT equivalency is often

approximated by the ratio ot the two heats of detonation. This ratio may be

adequate at some scaled dl;tUnLes and invalid at others.
Computations of TNT equivalent factors were made for the six explosives

tested in this project using the incident pressure data obtained on the 18

experiments. For each explosive, plots of pressure versus scaled distances

were made and an approximate fit was made through the average of the pressures

measured at each scaled distance. TNT equivalency ratios were computed by

determining the scaled distances corresponding to pressures of 100, 320, and

1,000 psig. For TNT, these three incident pressures corresponded to scaled

distances of 2.89, 1.69, and 0.9 ft/lb1 / 3 as obtained from the reference TNT

curve [281. ';ie pressure equivalency Ep for an explosive is then
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where:

p - TNT equivalency of an explosive based on side-on overpressure "
Ps a peak side-on overpressure

R a distance !rom the center of the charge

W a explosive mass

ZWTNT - TNT Mass
scaled distance -R/W1-3/

ZTNT a scaled distance - R/WTNT 1/ 3

The average equivalency for each explosive was obtained by calculating E p

at each of the three pressures and then averaging the three values. The

etu.valency ratio for each explosive varied slightly over the pressure range

of 100 to 1000 psig and the average value and corresponding standard deviation

are tabulated In Table 2. I
The values listed in Table 2 are based on a limited number of

experiments. However, the peak pressures measured were self-consistent for

each explosive and the range of the data at each measurement location waý for

the most part within ±10% of the average. In addition, the TNT experiments

generated peak pressures which agreed very closely with values from the TNT

Table 2. Average Pressure TNT Equivalency

Explosive Pressure TNT Standard
Type Equivalency * Deviation

Compositon 8 1.2 11I

PBX-9404 1.7 18I

Pentol1te 1.5 5%

TNT 1.0 7%

PBX-9501 1.6 5%

PBX-9502 0.9 2%

*For incident pressure range of 100-1000 pslg
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curve from Reference 28. This referen.e curve is the result of a polynominal

curve fit to. lanre amunts of data from tests and some from computer calcula-

tions co•piled from 10 different references.

Comparisons of the TNT equivalency ratios based on t%. pressure data

obtained on this project and those based on heats of detonations and other

references are presented in Table 3. It is interesting that for some

explosives the equivalency ratio based on the pressure data at small scaled

distances agrees quite well with that based on the heats of detonation. For

other explosives significant differences are apparent. Also, the ratios from

Reference 18 are based on a much lower pressure range except for Pentolite

whose equivalency ratio agrees well with the new value., The pressure range

for the ratios from Reference 22 is given as being applicable from 2 to 50

psi. Note that, since TNT equivalency is the ratio of the weights of TNT to

that of a test explosive, the effect on the scaled distance is the cube root

of the ratio. In other words, for a particular explosive that is supposed to

be 50% more energetic than TNT (TNT equivalency of 1.5) the effect on the

scaled distance (R/W113) becomes only 14.59. The expected average peak pres-

sure for this more energetic explosive would be about 28% higher than for a

comparable weiqht of TNT at a scaled distance of 1.0 ft/lb11 . At other small

Table 3. Comparisons of TNT Equivalency Ratios

Based on
Calculated

Explosive Pressure TNT Heat of From From
S Type Equivalency Detonation* Ref. 1!3 Ref. 22

Composition B 1.2 (100-1000 psi) 1.09 1.11 (5-50 psi) 1.10 (2-50 psi)
PBX-9404 1.7 (100-1000 psi) 1.11 1.13 (5-30 psi) ---

Pentolite 1.5 (100-1000 psi) 1.09 1.40 (5-600 psi) 1.17 (2-50 psi)

TNT 1.0 (100-1000 psi) 1.00 1.00 (Standard) 1.00 (2-50 psi)

PBX-9501 1.6 (100-1000 psi) 1.13 ......
PBX-9502 0.9 (100-1000 psi) 0.82 --- ---

• From References 21, 32, and 33
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scaled distances the effect on the average peak pressure would be different,

but generally the effect is less on the pressure than on explosive weight.

Conversely, note that in determining TNT equivalency ratioi a small

variation in determining the scaled distances for a particular average peak

pressure Is amplified because the ratio of scaled distances is cubed as indi- I
cated in Equation 1. Thus, it would be difficult to compute a TNT equivalency

ratio at a oiven scaled distance more accurate than about ±O%. To obtain an

accuracy of ±10% requires that the scaled distance for a particular average

peak pressure generated by an explosive be determined more accurately than

Inulse 11NT Equtvalen].
The. second parameter that is sometimes used to compute TNT equivalency

is the side-on impulse. Computations were made of TNT equivalent ratios based

on the impulse data obtained for the six explosives tested at small scaled

distances. A similar procedure was used as for tie pressure data. The

impulse equivalency rL for an explosive is simdply

i(s = constant. ( 1i
where?

Ei - T7'' equivalency of an explosive based on side-on imhpulse
is M sid, an impulse

However, on a plot of scaled impulse (is/N1/3) versus scaled distance

(R/W1/ 3 ), constant values for is are found at lines oriented 450 to the

scaled axes. Thus, the graphical or computational procedure is somewhat more

involved than for pressure. Since thn test data were measured at small scaled
distances over which the TNT reference curve has two different inflection

points, computations were made at scaled distances of 0.9 and 2.9 ft/lb 1 3

and averaged to obtain equivalency ratios based on impulse. The results are

presented in Table 4.
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Table 4. Average Impulse TNT Equivalency Base on Impulse ,J

Impulse TNT Equivalency Impulise TNT Equivalency
ExDlosive Type Using TNT Ref. Curve [281 Normalized to TNT Data

Composition B 0.8 (11%) 1.3
PM-9404 1.2 (47%) 2.0
Pentolite 0.6 ( 8%) 1.0

TNT 0.6 (14%) 1.0
PBX-9501 1.0 6%) 1.7
PBX-9502 0.7 (6%) 1.1

Unlike the excellent agreement between the pressure data from the TNT
tests and the TNT reference curve, the TNT impulse data indicated an
equivalency significantly less than unity when compared to the TNT impulse
curve from Reference 28. This difference is probably due to Othe very few and
sometimes suspect quality" [281 of the measured incident impulses at scaled
distances less thar 1 ft/lb1 / 3 , and the wide scatter of the data used to
generate the reference curve between a scaled distance of 1 and 3 ft/lb1/3

1281, the range over which most of the measurements reported here were made.
In fact, as shown in Figure 9 the reference curve appears to be an upper - .I

bound of the scaled impulse over this range of scaled distances. It is not
surprising, then, that the test data from the present TNT tests yielded an
equivalency ratio less than 1 when compared to the curve from Reference 28.
Consequently, the TNT equivalency ratios obtained using the reference curve
and the data from the six high explosive tests were normalized to the values
of the new TNT data. These results are also tabulated in Table 4 and show a
more realistic relationship among the impulse equivalencies, as well as a
reasonable comparison with the corresponding pressure equivalences presented

in Table 2. However, as has beer shown by others [18,291, the ratios for
prtssure and impulse are na. necessarily the same.

SUNORY

An experiment4l program was conducted to obtain direct measurement of
side-on overpressure at small scaled distances from spherical charges of six 4-

different high explosives. The pressure-time recordings made on the 18
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experiments were processed to obtain peak overpressures, shock wave arrival
" times, side-on impulses, and positive durations of the incident or side-on

pressure pulse. In addition to comparisons of the data with TNT reference
curves for these four parameters, TNT equivalency for each explosive was
obtained based on the measuremnts c? side-on peak overpressures and impulses.
More than 200 pressure measurements were made on tests with six different high

explosives: TNT, Composition B, PBX-9404, Pentolite, PBX-9501, and PBX-9502.
The number of tests conducted was limited by the number of spherical charges

left over from previous projects.

The observations and conclusions based on the peak overpressure data
were:

o data were self-consistent for each explosive
o in most cases variations from the average pressure at each scaled

distance were less than ±10%
o compared to a TNT reference curve 1281, the TNT data showed excellent

agreement
o only PBX-9502 was less energetic than TNT based on the overpressure

dita.

From the arrival times measured the following can be stated about these data:

o arrival time data Exhibited less scatter than the pressure data
o TNT test data Agreed quite closely with a TNT reference curve 1281
o comparisons for all six explosives with a TNT reference curve [281

showed consistency with similar comparisons based on pressure.

Comparisons of the impulse data to the TNT reference curve 1281 showed that

o in general, the test data were of lower amplitude for four of the
explosives, and of the same or higher amplitude for the other two
explosives

o by using the TNT test data as the basis for comparison, more realistic

impuls!-based equivalencies were obtained.

Comparisons were also made for" the positive duration data from. each explosive
and the reference TNT curve i281. This showed that:

o the scaled durations measured for all six explosive. were shorter than
those Indicated by the reference TNT curve
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0 Over the range of scaled distances used to m:nke the measurements, the

reference curve appears to be more of an upper bound for the new data
as it is for the data from other sources [281.

Even though only a limited number of spherical charges were available,

the experimental data obtc nMd on this project [231 for the six different high
explosives are an important addition to the very limited air burst data (and

are in some cases the only known data) available from direct pressure measure-
ments for characterizing thair blast parameters at small scaled distances.
The side-on pressure and arrival time data from the TNT tests are in excellent

agreement with the revised curves in Reference 28. Similar data for the other
five-explosives show differences that indicate TNT .equivalency for some
cf them can be significantly different than that based on their heat of
detonation. The Impulse and duration data showed that at scaled distances
less than 3 ft/lb1/ 3, the revised standard TNT curves [281 ara definitely nct

as well defined as those for pressure and arrival time. More experimental air
burst data are needed from TNT tests, as well as from other commonly used high

explosives to better define TNT equivalency at small scaled distances based on

impulse.

Additional experiments similar to those described in this report are
reconmended to measure pressure-time histories at small scaled distances from

spherical charges. These additional data would better characterize the blast
waves near different high explosives and increase the confidence of the new
data presented. The exnerimental techniques used on this project to make the

pressur? measurements are suitable to obtain data at scaled distances as smdll
as 0.75 ft/lb1/ 3. Hovever, even closer direct measuremeits of pressure may be

possible using small, scaled hemispherical charges detonated on a replaceable
hardened steel surface with side-on transducers mounted flush with the steel

surface.
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\ Safety Analysis for Vented Dust Explosions

by James J. Kulest and Wilfred E. Baker

Abstractj

low some critical particle size, magnesium powder is
C pyrophoric in air. Techniques for producing fine magnesium

powder therefore require use of an inert atmosphere in an
It enclosed system. For added safety, these systems are set up
o in strong, vented explosion test bays, and all operations are

Sconducted remotely from control consoles located outside the
0L test bays. This paper describes methods for determining the
I pressure loads on and structural response of two vented

explosion test bays subjected to hypothetical explosions
involving fine magnesium powder. The analyses predicted
catastrophic failure of the bays in their original
configuration. By increasing the vent area in the original
structures, however, the bays could survive the predicted
worst case explosions. Thus, minor modifications in the
existing structures ensured safe operation without a decrease
in production quantities.
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I. Introduction

Tracor MBA is developing new techniques for producing
fine magnesium powder. Because magnesium powder below some
critical particle size is pyrophoric in air, these techniques
require that the fine powder be produced in an inert
atmosphere. This is done in the systems under development by
totally enclosing the process in stainless steel vessels and
piping, and by inerting with argon.

Although a number of safety devices are built into these
developmental systems, the s~stems are also set up in strong,
vented explosion test bays, and all operations are conducted
remotely from control consoles located outside the test bays.
The test bays are modified from old Navy ordnance facilities.
Although the safety precautions taken in these oporations
make the chance for a worst case magnesium powder explosion
in a test bay quite small, there is undoubtedly still some
small probability of occurrence of •uch an accident. The
authors performed a safety analysis which considered such
explosions in each of two test bays, with the explosion
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source assumed to be a cloud of magnesium powder rapidly
released from the test vessel into the test bay. The amount
of powder assumed per bay is the maximum which could be in
the vessel in that bay (100 lb. in Bay 1 and 20 lb. in Bay
2), and ignition is assumed 'o be certain, because of the
pyrophoric nature of the fine magnesium powder.

A. Test Bay Number 1

The larger test bay has internal dimensions of 32'8" x
25' x 16', and has two large vent openings, entirely
uncovered, with dimensions of 9'6" x 8' and 7'6" x 7'. There
is also a 50 x-5' hole cut in the ceiling for a spiral
stAirway access to equipment installed on the roof. There is
a single, steel plate entrance door in the rear wall of the
bay. This door covers a 3' x 7' opening, overlapping it by
1.5"-2" on both vertical edges and the top. The door is not
supported at the bottom.

I The bay struntuke is reinforced concrete. The front and
rear walls are 1' inches thick and have reinforcing
consisting of 04 rebars, 12 inches on centers, both ways,
both sides. The rebar grids are displaced cr& opposite sides
of the wall such that the center of the outermost rebars are
nominally 1.5" from the wall face. Both end walls are
double-wall, sand-filled structures. Each wall in the double
wall has a section identical to the above, but these are .
formed with vertical end and central webs to make a vertical
caisson with. total thickness of 40 inches. The 1 inch
cavity in the caissou is filled with sand.

The roof of the bay varies somewhat in thickness, being
thickest along a transverse centerline and tapering uniformly
to an edge which overhangs the fore and aft walls by several
feet. The average thickness is about 8 inches and
reinforcing consists of *3 rebars, 12 inches on centers, both
ways, both sides. The rebar grids are displaced on opposite
sides of the roof such that the center of the outermost
rebars are nominally 1.0 lach from the wall face.

To analyze wall response, one must know (or assume)
strengths for tne rebar steel and for the concrete. The I
structure is of World War HI vintage, anid we therefore assumethat the reb&r was Grade 40, the most common grade then in
ase. This steel has a static yield strength (fy) of 40,000
psi. At the time the structure was made, the concrete
compressive strength was probably about 4000 psi. But,
undamaged concrete continuously increases in strength with
age. So, we estimated that the strength, of the concrete (fc')
was 6000 psi.
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B. Test Bay Number 2

The smaller test bay has internal dimensions of
16 'x 25 'x 16', and has a single uncovered vent opening,
7'8" x 7'. After some planned modifications, a door would be
installed which opened to the control room. We assumed a
door opening of 3' x 7', and a door made of 0.5 inch thick,
A36 steel plate which overlapped the door opening and opened
inward.

This bay is adjacent to the large test bay, and shares
one of the double, sand-filled barrier walls. The opposite

cross wall is of identical construction. The cross sections
of front and rear walls are identical to those for the first
bay and the roof construction is also identical. Steel and I
concrete strengths are therefore assumed to be the same as
for Test Bay Number 1.

II. Pressure Loading

To our knowledge, there is n2 documented case in the
literature, either experimental or theoretical, which
supports the possibility of a detonation involving magnesium
powder and air. Instead, tests have shown (reference 1) that
magnesium powder and air can produce a violent dust explosion
reactiou. From tests performed in a one cubic meter vessel,
the results given in Table 1 (reference 1) were obtained.
According to Palmer (reference 2), foz particles sized below
about 5C 0m, the explosion strength still increases as
particle size decreases, but at a much slower rate. The rate
of pressure rise is dependent on the room size and obeys
Bartknecht's scaling law (reference 3):

max
where dP/dt is the maximum rate of pressnre

rise
V is room volume
k St is a constant dependent upon thest dust.

From equation (1) and the test data in Table 1, the value for
the constant kt is 24,167 psi-ft/sec. Also, the minimu_
explo*ible concentration in English units is 1.873 x 10
lb/ftV. The data presented above was acquired from tests in

gclosd vessels. However, the two bays being examined in this
analysis are both vented. For reasonably well vented
structures, the maximum pressures are lower and the maximum
pressure rise rate may or may not have been reached before
the pressure decreases. Even if the bays were closed, the

* maximum pressure would not be attained sinco the mixtures in
either bay are below stoiciometric.
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Table 1. Cubic kletebr Explosion Chamber Test Results f or
Mai-tasium, Pawder (reference 1).a

Mlean Particle Size -. 28 ,tm
M~inimum Explosive Concentration - 30 g/ffý
M~aximum Explosion P'ressuare - 17.5 bar (254 psi)
M~aximum Rate of Pressure Rise - 508 bar/u (7366 psii/sec)

'When magnesium reacts with oxygen in the air, the

following exothermic reaction occurs:

M48,+ io 2 -,0 - 143.84 kcal ý2)

(Note: The reaction can proceud to MgOX with a
heat of formation of 148.9 kcal.)

Heat produced during the reaction will raise the temperature
of MSO, which is a powder, and the surrounding air. Since we
do not know how to partitionk the energy betwe",n the powder
and the gas during the time of the reaction, we can be
Conservative by as2cumirig all of the energy is absorbed by the

surrounding air an~d raises its temperature according to

AT --- (3)A
"(02) '(02) 02) (~N 2

where Q is energy in calories
In( and m N) are mass Of oxyge~n andI

nitrogen in grams, respectively
ev andcvN 2 are heat capacity at

constant volume for oxygen and
nitrogen in cal/g*C, respectively

One can then use the ideal gas law to calculate peak absolute
pressure in a closed, chamber from:

P K (4)

where p is absolute pressure

P is number of moles of gas

R is ideal gas constantI
V is room volume

(Note: Pmax is lesser of (P-po) or 254 psi where
P~is 1 atm.)
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""Bako et &l. (reference 4) gives the relationship
between burning veloiity and pressure rise for Sam explosions
In a dL vasael, as

6? p 2 (s '-U~AP - po0E (a-0~Yuý- 1P

where ap is pressure rise
Pc is initial pressure (1 atm)
YU is ratio of specific heats for

unburned gas (1.4)
S U is burning velocity
tu is time
a is vessel radius (for a spherical

vessel)
E is expansion ratio

is maximum gage pressure in a
closed vessel

Since equation 5 was developed for a spherical vessel, we
used an equivalent radius a described by

a (M)3V1/3 (6)

where a is radius of equivalent sphere
V is room volhuae

The expansion ratio E is given by

S M u MuTbPu (7)
Pb N bT u Pb

wh1•re p is density
M is molecular weight
T is temperature
P is pressure

"b"* denotes burned gas
"u" 46 denoted unburned gas

For r-ur case, Pu eguals Ph since there are no shock waves
anticipated. Differentiating equation 5 with respect to
time, &asýming a constant burning rate, one has

d_ - 3poE2 (E _I) Su3  t 2  (8)

Simultaneously solving equations 5 and 8, one has

t 3P(9
(dp/dt) (9)
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Substituting P and (d.#Idt) in eqaatlton 9, one can doterbine
the time ta teopeak .resslM in a closed chamber:

t 3P' (10 )
a"u (dp dt).t

Rearranging equation 5 end substituting P and ti for P end
t, one has

""1l3

where P is lesser of (P-p.) from eq. 4 or
2W psi

Since the rooms at the Tracor facility are vented, the
peak pressure P will not be reached due to substantial gas
venting. From rladley and Kitcheson (references 5 and 6),
the scaled vent area A is defined as

- dV (12)
A

where c is discharge coefficient (0.6)
A is vent cross section area
A7 is total area

a

The scaled buining velocity o is defined as0
o UO (13)

uo ýbo

where S is burning velocity
a is acoustic velocity
P is density

"CO danotes initial conditions
"u and "b" denote unburned and

burned, respectively

Note that (P /p Ais the expansion coefficient R given in
equation 7. ' F0& Bradley and ,itcheson, one then has

A or AP4 lat (14) I
-M - 0.64 - 4.6 1ogio (•/S.) for A%`, lats (15)
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S.. . . . . . . .. . . . . . .

Thus far we have described the inozeasing phase of the
pressure-tim. curve where ape is the maximum gage pressure
and the time history to the peak pressure in given inequation 5.

For tha decreasing phase of the pressure-tine curve, we
use the method described by Auderson, Baker et al. (re2erence
7) to determine the time t to return to atmospheric
pressure given by mx

.PoJO']0"36 38
V A (0.4284)tuax A(6

where V is volume
&o is acoustic veloeity
PQa in peak quasistatic pressure

(same as Pu above)
PO is atmospheiria pressure

The pressure-time history from *oak pressure to atmospheric

pressure Po was calculated froe

p(t)m-(Ps ÷Po) ect (17)•

where Qa 0 I
C T_ In 18)

max

and t is in seconds and p(t) is in psig

Thus, the pressure-time history for the loading is completely
described.

A sumarg of the approximate method we used to determine I
the pressure loading over time for rapid burning of %Wanesium
powder 4 n a vented chamber is as follows:

1. Calculate the room volume and vent area. X
2. Calculate (i.P/dt),, from equetion 1.
3. Calculate the moles of fuel and air, balance the

reaction equation, and calculate energy Q from the
reaction using equation 2.

4. Calculate temperature rise using equation 3.
Convert temperature rise to absolute temperature. I

5. Calculate absolute pressure using equation 4.
6. Calcuilate gage pressure and compare to see if below

maximum explosion pressure P. (254 psi). Choose the
lower pressure for Psx.

7. Calculate t. from equation 10. This is the time to
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p pak p•rsure Lt a •ggg vessel for optimum
conditions and dust concentration.

8. Calculate adJusted burning velocity 8S using
equation b gs.

9. Calculate scaled vent area I uningLequation 12.10. Calculate scaled burning velocity SO using equations

13 and 7.
11. Calculate pea pressure Ap. in vented chamber using

equations 14 or 15.
12. Calculate pressure versus time during increasing

phase of pressure-time curve using equation 5
13. Calculate the completion time tax for pressure

venting using equation 16.
14. Calculate pressure decay constant a from equation

18.
15. Calculate pressure versus time for decreasing phase

using equation 17.
16. Plot results from steps 12 and 15. Simplify load by

drawing straight-line segments. Translate time axis
if needed so that t:O when P=O. Make a table to
,record time, pressure, and pressure times loading
area. Values from this table are used to describe
loads on members of structure during structural
analysis.

III. Structural Response

The dynamic analysis methods we used are described ir
references 8-10. In these methods, tho real structural
elements are first converted to equivalent single-degree-of-
freedom (adof) dynamic systems, and then their elastic-
plastic response3 computed for applied transient forces. The
methodology is well described in Chapters 1 and 5 of
reference 8, and in Chapter 5 of reference 10. To aid in the
computations, we ran a computer program written in UASICA for
the IBM PC computer. The program gives numerical solutions
for the sdof, elastic-plastic structural elements, and both
prints oui. and graphs the displacement-time histories of the
reaponse5,

To use Biggs' sdof response calculation methods. we make
a number of preliminary calculations to convert properties
tor the real elements to the equivalent, elastic-plastic adof
analog. First, we use d strength properties for the
concrete and steel, rather than static properties. From
tables in reference 9, we see that

Concrete: f' = 1.25 f' - 1.25 x 6000 7500psi (19a)

Steel: fdy 1 . x 40,000 - 44,000psi (19b)
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The elastic modulus tor concrete is calculated trom

A, 3w'1" (20)

where in is pecific weight in lb/ft3

(reference 9)

It we assume that w:160 lb/ftt3 ,thet.

EC-33 x 1601. 5 x 160'00 5.17 x 10 6psi (21)

Percenkt reinforcing in calcul.ated from (references 8 and 9)

p - Ibd! (22)

where A is the cross-section area of reinforcing steel on
one side, b is the rebar spacing, and d is the distance from
the center of a rebar nearest the surface to the farthest
wall surface. For reinforced concrete, plastic moment of a
section b inches wide is gjiven by (refere~nces 8 and 9)z

MP -tfdy bd (0 - 0.59 Pf dy /V dd (23)

Mioment of inertia per unix widt~h for reinforced concrete is

given by (wall short dimension)

I (5.5 p + 0.083) (24)

Biggs (reference 8) gives tables of conversion l'actors
which allow calculation of various qinantitie3 needvvl to
convert these section properties to equl~valeat sdofI
properties. We assume fully-clamped boundary conditions for
the rear wall and the roof, and simply-supported on the long
edges for the steel door.

For the steel door, plastic section modulus is

Z - bh 2/4 (25)

and moment of inertia is

I -bh/1 (26)
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Modulus of elaaticity is

E 1 0 x OPSI (27)

from Table 5.5 Ain reference 8, we establish conversion
factors for the wall and roof panels as two-way slabs,
clamped on all four edges.

IV. Results

The results of the pressure loading calculations for
Bays 1 and 2 are shown in Figures 1 and 2, respectively. The
dashed lines in the figures show the approximation used for
the structural analyses.

The dynamic response calculations show that, in all
instances, the natural vibration periods of the structural
elements considered in both Bays 1 and 2 are much shorter
than total vented dust explosion times. Responses are
therefore primarily determined by maximum venited gas pressure
amplitudes (~durations), by loaded areas of elements, an~d
by inherent strengths of elements.

The maximum response amplitudes for the transformed sdof
representations of bay walls, roofs and doors are given in
Table 2. Our calculations predict that, in both Bays 1 and
2, the front walls, rear walls and roof all fa'l
ciatastrophically. Only the steel doors and the interbay wall,
withstand the explosion pressures.

The only reasonable way to alleviate this potential
problem was to drastically increase the vent areas in the bay
rear walls. We therefore calculated a series of new
pressure-time curves for both bays, assuming enlarged vent
areas, up to a maximum of removal of the entire rear wall.
The load-time pairs and structural details were then input
into our structural response computer program and the
responses of the structural elements were calculated. Enouqh
different vent areas were chosen to allow graphical
interpolation of vent area required to achieve a specifiad
structural response level. The results, plotted in Figure 3,
show that vent areas considerably less than the full rear
wall area will. assure structural survival. The roof response
controls, because it is weaker than the walls. Reading
values from Figure 3, we can establish vent areas for each
bay to Just have the roof survive Ci=15), and to have it
remain elastic, for each bay. Table 3 shows theso values.
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I I
Table 2. Maximum Responses of Structural Elements

Element Ym (i. el ('n-)•
a-------------- -- -- - - - -

Outside Wall 45.5 0.306 149

Roof 364 0.361 1010
Door 1.19 42.8 <<1
Interbay Wall 0.0199 0.0777 0.256

Outside Wall 67.5 0.193 350
Roof 1110 0.361 3070
Door 1.618 42.8 <<1
Interbay Wall 0.0272 0.0777 0.350

*1 6 15 is acceptable.

Taible 3. Vent Areas to Limit Roof Response.

Bay AV for IA 15 AV forp 1
Number (sq ft) (sq ft)

a-------a------------ --------------- ----------------1 270 460
-------- -- -- - ----- a----- ---------

a 110 200

V. Summary

In this paper, we described a procedure for estimating
pressure versus time in a vented chamber containing rapidly
burning magnesium powder. We also briefly described the
method used for predicting structural response. The analyses
predicted catastrophic failure of the original design if the
postulated accident should occur. The vent area was
subsequently increased in the analy.is until the existing
structure could safely tolerate the pressure loads.
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b TNT EQUIVALENCE OF IWO PLASTIC-BONDED
EXPLOSIVES FOR INTERNAL BLAST AND) GAS PRESSURES

Wilfred E. Baker
Wilfred Baker Engineering

Donna W. O'Kelley
1% Southwest Research Institute

M ABSTRACT

0, Past internal blast testing within an eight-scale loads model of a multi-bay
containment structure has provided a data base for both reflected internalC blast loads and long-term gas phase pressures within a 'strong containment
structure. These data are analyzed to determine TNT equivalence for internal
blast loading, and separate values for TNT equivalence for gas phase

C1 pressures, for two plastic-bonded explosives, PBX-9404 and PBX-9502.
S Different values are obtained for the two phases of the internal blast

loading, and both differ from values which would be estimated on the basis of
heats of explosion relative to TNT

1. INTRODUCTION

It is common practice in estimating hazards or blast loads from
detonating high explosives to express the masses or energies of the explosives
as equivalent masses or energies of TNT. One reason for this conversion is
that many of the "standard" curves or equations for air blast wave properties
for high explosives (Refs. 1-3) are based on data fits to tests with TNT.
Another reason is that some methods for predicting transient loads on
blast-resistant structures are applicable only for blast loading from TNT
explosive (Ref. 3).

The two most prevalent methods for estimating TNT equivalence are
comparisons based on free-field blast testing, and comparisons based on
relative heats of explosion.

Generally, the comparis~ons based on free-field blast measurements show
somewhat different equivalcnce values for peak overpressure as opposed to
specific impulse (Ref. 4), and/or variation of equivalence with scaled
distance (Ref. 5). One of the latest set of comparisons of this nature
appears in Ref. 6.

Thu~ use of relative heats of explosion has the virtue of ease of
measurement (via bomb calorimetry), and simplicity. A single conversion
number results, rather than one which differs for different blast parameters
or varies with distance.

In internal blast loading of structures from high explosive detonations,
the loading on various interior surfaces consists of an initial reflected
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shock wave, followed by several later waves arriving after reflection from
other surfaces, superimposed on a much lo~nger duration gas pressure which has
a relatively slow rise time. Fig. 1. shows a record of this loading in a
model containment structure with no venting. Usually, the shock loading and
gas pressure phases are considered separately 1.n estimating their properties
(see Ref. 7), and tharn recombined in some simprified form to estimate combined
internal blast loading for structural response calculations (again, see Ref.
7).

One phase of an extensive internal blast test program conducted by 03wRI
for Pantex Plant was directed toward establishing internal, explosion INT
equivalence values for several explosives. All tests werl': run in ar
eighth-scale loads model of the Damaged Weapons Facili1ty, which was repeatedly
subjected to a number of Internal detonationks with no damage to the model.
Ref. 8 contains a description of the tests in this phase, as well as tables of
all reduced data from the many transducers flush-mounted in tlv' model. Figs. 2
and 3 are sections through the model, showing some of the transducer
locations.

In tests within this unvented model, the internal configuration was varied
in two ways. The equipment and personnel locks were left open for some tests,
or closed for some tests by bolted and sealed covers shown in Fig. 3. For
this phase, we also installed a cover insitie the entrance to the high bay for

p ~some tests. By varying the type of explosive, charge weight and e.ffective
internal volume, we could obtain extensive internal blast cnd gas pressure
data over a range of "loading densities" W/V. A series of TNT charges of a
single weight were detonated for comparison.

This paper presents TNT equivalents for the plastic-bonded explosives
PBX-9404 and PBX-9502 for internal explosions, based on the test data from
Ref. 8. I
II. DESCRIPTION OF TESTS

A total of 37 tests were conducted during the 11hase II series. All
explosive charges were detonated within the high bay section of the model, and
all but a few were in the same location (location A in Ref. 8). Most of the
charges were bare explosive spheres, centrally initiated.

Three 1.280 lb TNT spheres were detonated to give base data for comparing
internal blast loads from other explosives. The most extensive data obtained

for other explosives were for PBX-9404 and PBX-9502 plastic-bonded explosives.U
Charge shapes for these explosives were also spherical, and weights ranged
from 0.4951b to 0.9931b for PBX-9404, and 0.6391b to 1.2851b for PBX-9502.
Table 1 gives the composition by weight of these two explosive mixtures. For

complete test details, see Ref. 8.

The primary test data were the pressure-time traces recorded at various f!
locations on the interior surfaces of the model. Data were reduced to
separate shock loads (initial and later reflected) from quasi-static or gas
pressure loads. Following sections cover methods for estimating TNT 4
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.quivalonce from the pressure records, for the two phases of incernal blast
loading.

TABLE 1

Composition of Two Plastic-Bonded Explosives

Explos ive Composition % by Weight

PBX-9404 HM 94 L

NC (12.0% N) 3
CEF* 3

PBX-9502 TATB 95
Kel-F 800** 5

* CEF is Trisa-chloroethyl-phosphate
** Kel-F 800 is Chlorotrifluorethylone/vinylidine flouride copolymer, 3: 1.

III. ¶IVT £QUIVALE .CE FOR INTERNAL BLAST LOADING

A. Method of Analysis

The method of analysis is based on direct, gage-by-gage comparisons
of reduced internal blast data. We restrict the comparisons tc those
tests with the same charge locations and the same model configuration
(open interior doors). In this manner, we eliminate all variations in
data except charge weight and type.

There were fourteen blast gage locations in the high bay used during I
these tests, three TNT tests of the same weight, nine PBX-9404 tests
divided among four charge weights, and eight PBX-9502 tests divided among
four charge weights. These data are given in Tables 5-9 and 12-15 in
Ref. 8, but are too voluminous to repeat here.

The procedure for estimating TN-T equivalence for blast from these
data is as follcws:

1) For each gage location, make a least-squares fit to a linear
relation between peak overpressure values and charge weight of
PBX-9404 or PBX-9502.

2) Determine a vtlue for PBX charge weight from the fit which
gives the same overpressure as the average of the three TNT
tests for the same gage location.

3) Divide PBX charge weight by weight of TNT charge, i.e., 1.280
lb. This value is one number for TNT equivalence, based on
peak overnressure.
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4) Repeat st~ps 1) through 3) for each gge lvncation.

5) Averae TNT equivalents to get over-mll TNT equivalence based on
overpressures. Calculate a standard deviation, as well as the
average.

6) Repeat steps 1) through $) for impulse data, and obtain TNT
equivalence based on impulse.

B. Results

Table 2 gives the results of this procedure, for PBX-9404 explosive,
by gag6 location and means and standard deviations. Blanks in the table
indicate no reasonable intLrcapt of our straight-line data fit. Table 3
gives results for PBX-9502 explosive. For these data, we were always
akle to get intercepts for the data fit.

Table 2. Internal Blast TNT Equivalents
for PBX-9404 Rxplosive

Overpressure Impulse
Gane Loc. TNT Equivalent TNT Equivalent

1 0.898 0.757
0.620 0.527

3 1.095 0.836
4 0.915 0.877
5 0.811 0.773
6 0.920 0.680
7 0.755 0.846
8 0.579 --

9 0.827 0.987
10 0. 759 0. 803
12 0.687 %..577
14 0.488 0.573
15 0.738 --

17 1.073 0.838

Average 0.798 0.756

Std. Dev. 0. 175 - 0.140
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TABIX,3. Internal Blast TNT Equivalence
for PIX-9502 Explosive

Overpressure Impulse
GnLc TNT Equivalent TNT Equivalent

1 1.33 0.968
2 1.196 0.869
3 1.347 1.038
4 1.196 1.034
5 0.844 1.062
6 1.786 1.057
7 1.215 1.157
a 0.928 0.848
9 0.932 1.10

1I1 1.152 1.165
12 1.568 0.972
14 0.717 0.756
15 1.056 1.403
17 1.1996 0.957

Average 1.176 1.028

Std. Dev. ,j 0.283 0.159

IV. TNT EQUIVALENCE FOR INTERNAL GAS PRESSURES.

A. Method of Analysis

The method of analysis for TNT equivalence for peak internal gas
pressure PQs is much simpler than analysis for •14T equivalence for

internal blast loading, because peak gas pressures were found tn be
independent of gage location for any model configuration. So, it was
possible to average all of these values for all gas gages for a given
test, and compare to averages for the TNT series as well as past data for
TNT. This was done and reported in Ref. 8.

The method is best described by referring to Fig. 4, which shows
peak quasi-static pressures from these tests plotted as a function of the
"loading denrity", W/V. Also plotted is a portion of the curve for TNT,
fitted to earlier TNT data (see Ref. 7). Then, each data point was
adjusted to lie on the curve by choosing the value of W/V which
corresponded to the measured pressure. TNT equivalence for that point
was then taken as the ratio of equivalent W!V to actual W/V. For a given
explosive, the equivalence values were then averaged, and a standard
deviation was calculated.
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B. Results

"T'able 4 gives the results of eatimating TNT equivalence for
quasi-static pressvre for PBX-9404 and PBX-9502 explosives. Not tl-at
both show values less than one, when compared to the "standard" PQs curve

in Ref. 7. Also note that the average quasi-static pressure for the
tbree TNT charges fi-red in this program was somewhat greater than the
standard ;..urve value. We rEtained the conversions to the standard curve
for the other explosives, however, because it is in fairly wide use.

V. DISCUSSION

We can summarize the TNT equivalencies estimated in this paper, and those
predicted relative to TNT, and hava done this in lable 5. The numbers in
parenthesis unier equivalence based on quasi-static pressure are normalized to
the measured values for TNT during these -tests, rather than to a "standard"
curve based on previous tests. We suspect that the earlier values are lower
than the current ones because all earlier tests were conducted in ventod
structures, while these test were conducted in a pressure-tight, nonvented
structure. The values for P in our test were easily read from the recordsQs
because they did not decay, while values from vented tests were always
estimates requiring extrapolation of the early parts of the gas pressure
records.

Table 5. Comparison of TNT Equivalences
on Various Bases

Explosive Bases TNT Enuivalence

PBX-9404 Internal blast overpressure n 790
Internal blast impulse 0.756
Quasi-static premsura 0.813 (0.680)
Relative heats of explosion* 1.11
Relative heats of combustion* 0.630

PBX-9502 Internal blast overpressure 1.176
Internal blast impulse 1.028
Quasi-static pressure 0.920 (0.770)
Relative heats of explasion* 0.815
Relative heats of combustion* 0,746

* Measured in Ref. 7
SBaseu on calculated values.

I
Review of Table 5 indicates the following:

o Values for TNT equivalence for internal blast based on overpressures and
impulses are close enough for a given explosive to average these values
and use a single conversior. number.
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Table 4. TNT Equivalence of Two Piastic-
Bonded Explosives for Qtasi-Static Pressure

33 TNT -

TEST FOS (W/V) (LB/FT3) (W/V) (LB/FT3 ) EQUIV.,r. NOS. EXPLOSIVE ( EQUIVALENT ACTUAL

42,43 PBX-9404 75.7 1.05 x I0- 2  1.23 x 1- 2  0.854

18,19 PBX-9404 62.3 7.60 x 10-3 8.86 x 10-3 0.857

27,28,29 PBX-9404 51.5 5.6 x 10-3 6.82 x 10-3 0.821

13,24,25 PBX-9404 49.5 5.4 x 10-3 6.82 x 10-3 0.792

14 PBX-9404 48.6 5.2 x 10-3 6.80 x 10-3 0.765

20,21 PBX-9404 43.1 4.4 x 10-3 5.54 x 10-3 0.815

22,23 PBX-9404 36.1 3.5 x 10-3 4.43 x 10-3 0.790
10.813 +4 :).0•34i_

15,16,17 TNT 75.3 1.05 x il- 2  8.79 x 10- 1.195

40,41 PBX-9502 87.6 1.35 x 10- 2  1.22 x 10- 2  1.107

32,33 PBX-9502 65.2 7.8 x 10-3 8.85 x 10-3 0.881

Z8,39 PBX-9502 54.3 6.4 x 10-3 6.80 x. 10-3 0.941

34,35 PBX-9502 44.2 4.6 x 10-3 5.56 x 10"3 0.827

36,37 PBX-9502 37.8 3.7 x 10-3 4.39 x 10-3 0.843
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o The TNT equivalence values for Internal blast do not correlate with
either relative heats of explosion, or relative heats of combustion, for
either PBX-9404 or PBX-9502 explosives.

o TNT equiValence for quasi-static pressure correlate reasonably well, when
based on these test results rather than compared to standard curves, to
relative heats nf combustion for both test explosives compared to TNT.

These comparisons point out again that the concept of INT equivalence is
inexect, and that simple conversions baded on relative heats of explosion (as
in Ref. 7) can lead to either overprediction or underprediction of blast
lo0ds. Similarly, TNT equivalencies for quasi-static pressure differ from
equivalencies for internal blast loads. But, for the specific range of
loading densities employed for these tests, a simple conversion based on
relative heat. of combustion is reasonably accurate.
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' HAZARD ANALYSIS OF EXPLOSIVES BY ACCELERATING RATE CALORIMETRY

Jack L. Johnston and Maria P. Flores

Naval Weapons Station, Yorktown, Virginia

(ABSTRACT

l \ This work aims at one important aspect of hazard analysisi
0 compatibility testing of explosives with other materials. We
O discuss preliminary testing of the Accelerating Rate Calorimetera. (ARC) for use in determining compatibility of a widely used

military plastic bonded explosive (PBX), PBXN-106, with a
material of known incompatibility. A series of tests was done to
determinen that the ARC can maintain a typical polyurethane/RDX

~ based PBX in an adiabatic environment; precision of repeat runs;
effect of sample size; effect of testing the PBX in contact with
an alkaline material. Relative precision for onset of exotherm
for six runs was +/-1.24%. Over the mass range tested, 100-400mg,
effect of sample siz* was small (6% change in axotherm onset).
Testing the PBX in contact with an alkaline substrate
significantly reduced the onset of temperatur, of exotherm onset.

Safe, but energetic PBXs can become unstable when in contact\\
with a seemingly inert material. This it important over the short
term during processing, but sensitive incompatibility detection
methods are needad in light of the fact that weapons systems are
often expected to store safely for 20-30 years in a variety of
climates. It is well known that heat accelerates deteriorative
chemical reactions, some of which may already be the result of
unfavorable combinations of materials. New PBXs contain many new
components for which we have no long term storage data. Our work
parallels efforts in the chemical industry to use adiabatic
calcrimetry to study thermal runaway reactions and to develop
criteria for predicting instability. One primary screening
method, vacuum thermal compatibility (VTC), uses gassing as a
measure of reactivity caused by incompatibility, although some
reactions do not produce gas. Differential scanning calarimctry
(LbSC) is another technique in which lowering of exotherm onset
temperature and activation energy or changes in
endotherm/exotherm curves suggest incompatibility. Using the
ARC, we can expect greatar sensitivity of several orders of
magnitude and detection of exotherms at lower levels. We
anticipate some materials will fit a window of incompatibility
detectable on the ARC but not on VTC. As we compare data for
materials routinely placed in contact with explosives, our

ability tc assess incompatibilities of materials on the basis of
empirical results may lead to structural and compositionalS~criteria for predicting hazards.
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:- ?NTRODUCTION

Thu stability of high explosives is affected not only by the
intrinsic stability of the energetic chemicals in use but by the
materials in contact with the explosive. Table (1) gives some
basic definitions that will be used throughout this paper. Rogers
C13 defines thermally incompatible materials as those which, when
combined with an explosive, lower the thermal stability of that
explosive. A major responsibility of this organization is the
development and documentation of safe loading procedures for in
service Naval weapons and explosive loading of weapons and shapes
for development work. We often select materials of construction,
select cottings and liners, sealants, ;askets, and design
loading fixtures that will touch the explosive. These materials
can affect the stability of the explosives over the short mixing
cycles often at elevated temperatures, during loading and special
tmot programs and over the long term - maybe twenty to thirty
years or more. Some underwater mines are over forty years old.
Elevated storage temperatures, notorious for accelerating
deteriorative chemical reactions, may reach over 130 degrees F.
inside a weapon in the sun. As a guideline, a chemical
reaction doubles in rate for each ten dog. C. rise in temperature.
Reference (2) describes an amine-cured epoxy system in use with
propellants for twenty years which showed
signs of incompatibility depending on which test was used. Thus,
we seek new, more sensitive ways to predict incompatibility of
materials with explosives. The Accelerating Rate Calorimeter (ARC)
is a relatively new instrument developed about ie0 and used in
the chemical process industry to predict runaway chemical
reactions, basically, reactions generating heat faster than either
reaction vessel or storage container can draw it away. References
E33, C43 and C53 describe some uses of the ARC in the chemical
industry.Reforences C63 and C73 describe recent applications in the
explosives industry. Because of parallels between the need to
accurately predict runaway chemical reactions in the chemical
industry and to detect unsafe material combinations in weapons,
paricularly over the long term, we performed preliminary testing
of a typical PBX to evaluate the ARC. The aim is to
eventually detect latent incompatible combinations of materials
and explosives, none of which by themselves are is
especially unstable. Since reactions of explosives are complex
and don't follow consistent radte laws, we evaluated data for
empirical indicators of incompatibility, not for kinetics or
reaction mechanisms.

WHY EVALUATE PBXs"I

PiDXs are mixtures of explosives, plasticizers, energetic
plasticizers, stabilizers, polymeric binders and sometimes metals.
Initially PBXs satisfied requirements to load weapons of various
shapes ana resisted aerodynamic heating. Then, they satisfied
insensitive munitions objectives. The number of formulations is
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rising, and because these explosives are so niw and compl•x, we
know little about long term storage stability in contact with

_ various materialim. In the current uot of experiments, PBXN-106• waschosen since it is in several weapons and it is one of the best

characterized.

WHY EVALUATE THE ARC?

References C39, C43 and C83 show that the ARC typically
detects onset of an exothermic reaction (used as a measure of
incompatibility) at lower temperatures than the differential
scanning calorimeter (DSC) and may be a more sensitive predictor
of incompatibility. Figure (1) shows this graphically in a
plot of log heat rate versus 1/T. The ARC determines self heating
usually 50-100 deg. C. lower than the DSC. The ARC automatically
records a number of parameters including pressure as a reaction
proceeds. The closed, adiabatic system approximates the internal
environment of a weapon which is undergoing self heating, keeps

gasses which may catalyze the reaction in contact with the
reactants and permits easy collection of gasses and solid
reactants. Thus, the ARC may provide more information than other
methods.Sample size is larger than that of DSC techniques
giving a more representative sample. Finally the mntal bomb and
outer vessel are ideally suited to contain heat tests on
explosives. The instrument is described in more detail below.

COMPARISON OF THE ARC TO OTHER METHODS OF DETERMINING
INCOMPATIBILITY

Table (2) lists many of the stability methods now in use.
These are compatibility methods if materials are put in contact
with the explosives. The two most commonly used methods are the
vacuum stability or vacuum thermal compatibility (VTC) test and
differential scanning calorimetry (DSC). In the VTC method the
sample is heated to about 100 deg. C. for 48 hours under a vacuum
in a glass manometer system. The volume of evolved gas is used as
a compatibility criterion after correction to standard conditions.
NATO Standard Agreement 4147 and OD 44811, among others, describe
variations of this test. Figure (2) shows typical
apparatus. The test is inexpensive, a number of them can be run
simultaneously and it is fairly reliable. However, some reactions
do not produce gas, volatiles may intkrfere with results, toxic
mercury is used in the manometer and the glass does not contain
the occasional violent overgassing. Figure (3) shows the lump form
of the samples with probably little actual contact area, but this
problem exi lts with many methods. The DSC technique uses a
reference and a sample, heats the two and monitors the heat
needed to maintain constant temperature between the two.
Figure (4) shows sample size comparison among several methods.
note that the DSC sample sire is very small, possibly leading
to inhomogeneous samples. Unless a pressure DSC is used, reaction
gasses escape. Also, increases in pressure cannot be monitored.
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WHAT 1S TME ARC?

References C93 and C103 Describe the ARC and its theory in
detal. Columbia Scientific Industries of Austin, TX,
makes the commercial instrument used in these experiments.
Driefly, the ARC Is an adiabatic calorimeter
which heats the sample in the pattern shown in Figure (1). The
sample, typ~cally 0.1-0.5 grams, Is sealed In the 0.032 ioich
walled Nastelloy bomb shown In Figure (5). Figures (6) and (7)
show the entire assembly of bomb to Instrument which is
programruable for parameters such as an isothermal cycle, heating
rate changes or start/stop temperatures. The ARC heats the sample

in increments looking at preset intervals for onset of exotherm.
When a self sustaining reaction starts generating heat at overI
0.,02 dug. C..per minute, the ARC adds heat to the calorimeter to
match the calorimeter temperature to the bomb temperature. thus
the true adiabatic nature of the test. Several parameters are
monitored including, hea~t rate, pressure Increase and time to
explosion. The Instrument has a correction factor for the thermal

mass of the bomb. Evolved gas can be routed to other Instruments
and the sample residue collected from the bomb and analyzed. AI
sample run generally takes an hour to prepare and overnight to run
so the ARC is best used after a prescreening of samples. Sample
bombs are expensive, about *75 each and cannot be cleaned and
reused, hut they are strong and inert. Development of an inert
but less costly bomb is feasible.

Experimental c
Three experiments were performed using a PDXN-106 cured

production lot B/P 966 dated Mar 19861

1. Determine repeatability of runs on constant mass of a PBX. NoteI
If the ARC can follow the exotherm generated by the explosive.
Results are summarized in Table (3). TA and TB indicate start and
finish of the exotherm.

2. Change the sample mass and thus the thermal inertia of the
sample bomb and note the effects. Results are summarized in Table

(3).

reagent grade aluminum oxide (alumina) and note affects. Compare

to YTC and DeC data. Table (4) compares ARC and DSC data.
Figure (83) shows effect of sodium hydroxide on D8C results. .
Table (5) compares ARC and YTC data. The sodium hydroxide was
used as a material of known Incompatibility with nitro groups.l
The aluminum oxide was an inert diluent.

The sodium hydroxide/aluminum oxide, mixtures were prepared by

coating the alumina powder with known masses o-i sodium hydroxide
dispersed in water. Dried samples were used In the experiment. Thu *
PBX was mashed between fin~gers only to avoid affecting RDX size.
Mixtures prepared were 0, 1, 5, 10, 25 and 50 percent sodium
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hydroxide an alumina. A melting point capillary and stainless
steel push rod were used to fill the bombs to the desired weights.
Figure (9) shows the filling setup. Sample masses for experiments
1 and 2 were as shown. Explosive mass for experiment 3 was 0.2
grams. Total mass of alumina and sodium hydroxido was 0.2 grams to
keep a constant thermal mass of 0.4 grams in the bombs.

Bombs were 0.032 inch wa~l Hastelloy C with 1/16 inch neck.
Thermocouple was held in place at bottom by a manufacturer
supplied clip. The original spring was removed.

Instrument settings weret
Start Temp 100, End Temp 350, Slope Sons, Heat Step 2.00, Data
Step 0.501 Wait Time 10.00, Lvurst Diff 100.

The DSC was a Perkin Elmer DSC 4. Sample mass was about 3mgt
heating rate was 10 dog. cent per min.

Vacuum thermal compatibilities were run for 48 hours at 100
deg. C. Sample size was 0.2gram of each component.

DISCUSSION

1. Overall aim in comparign various ARC parameters is to evaluate
data not dependent on kinetics, and not affected by auto catalysis
or changes in reaction order. Heat rate curves (not shown) suggest
auto catalysis. Data show that the exotherm onset and exotherm
maximum ara stable indicators of neat PBXN-106 self heating. The
pressure variations indicate that the %ystem had periodic leaks.
As delivered, the ARC has no self-check for the pressure transducer
plumbing.

2. Effect of sample mass over the range tested of 0.1 to 0.43 grams

01showed a variation onset of 6.4 percent. The PBXN-106 had a range
of 0.2 to 0.3 grams which shows little variation. The main
criteria for sample mass were to limit pressures to the 2500 PSI
max for the transducer, to enable the calorimeter to follow the
exotherm and to avoid disastrous explosions. Some explosives will
no d- .:t generate heat faster than the instrument can track. AnInr:, filler may dampen the oxotherm rate by acting as a heat N-

absorber.

3. The comparison between ARC and DSC data shows that the ARC sees
the onset of exotherm for neat PBXN-106 55 degrees before the DSC
detects it. This difference holds for each concentration of
alkaline sodium hydroxide. The DSC 'sees' the 0.5 percent sodium
hydroxide shown by an exotherm drop of 2.06 degrees. However, the
exotherm onset temperatures reverse with the
next incr-, in concentration by 1.79 degrees.Vacuum thermal

cr, " also detects the 0.5 percent sodium hydroxide by
gassing mý.re than the arbitrary 2.0 g per cubic centitieter cutoff.
At higher concentrations, the reactions were so severe we stopped
the tests after about 10-20 minutes. Other materials must be
tested to show that the ARC can detect incompatibilities
undetected b 'SC or VTC.

CONCLUSIONS
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1. Based on the preliminary study of PBXN-106 the ARC can
supplement other methods in compatibility testing.

2. The ARC ran follow the self heating of at least one PBX,

and because of fcrmulation similarities, will work on others. Pure
explosives such as RDX have not been evaluated.

3. The ARC proved to be more sensitive than the DSC in
detecting exotherm onset, but more experiments are necossary to
find if there As a window of incompatibility detectable by the
ARC but not by DSC or VTC.

PLAN:NED WORK

1. qvaluate morv systems of known incompatibility.
Demonstrate that improved sensitivity is significant.

2. Correlate ARC data to VTC data.

3. Improve ARC sample bomb system and pressure system.

4. Incorporate modern microcomputer hardware and software to
process data.

5. Develop hazard index.,
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DC SCANS PBXNV 106 WITH A12003/NH
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Iwelty-Secfnd DoD Explosives Safety Seminar
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I
DETERMINATION OF METAL SPARKING CHARACTERISTICS

AND THE EFFECTS ON EXPLOSIVE DUST CLOUDS

by
C.James Dahn&

Bernadette N. Peyes

Safety Consulting Engineers, Inc.
Rosdmont, Illinois 60018

ABSTRACT

Of major concern in industry are hazards posed by metal-to-
metal sparking in environments where potentially explosive dusts
are present. The probability of ignition of a dust cloud by
metal sparking is dependent on many factors including the type of
metal, the contact speed of the metal surfaces, the contact time
of the metal surfaces, the pressure on the contact surface and
the type and concentration of the dust cloud present.

Metal sparking tests were performed as part of a hazard
analysis program Safety Consulting Engineers, Inc. conducted forICI Americas,

he purpose of the test was to determine the sparki.ng
characteristics of a series of metals and the effects of the
sparks produced on several types of dust clouds.
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ir DUCTION

Explosibility tests have been performed in the past to
determine the relative dtstructive output of various types
of dusts. Test chambers were used to simulate dust explosion.
Figure I is a sketch of Bureau of Mines 20-liter chamber equip-
ped with % sample dust dispersion mechanism. The 20-liter
chamber was modified to contain the mechanical sparking system.
Figure 2 is a sketch of the modified Bureau of Mines 20-liter
chamber.

The spherical shape of the 20-liter chamber helps provide
a uniform dust suspension. A 7.62 cm (3-inch) diameter by
0.635 cm (1/4-inch) thick 304L stainless steel contact wheel
mounted on a shaft, which protrudes through the side wall of
the chamber, is driven by an electric motor located outside the
chamber. A 0.635 cm (1/4-inch) diameter by 5.08 cm (2-inch)
long rod is held by a lever bar against the circumference of
the metal wheel. A dead weight of 1362 grams (3 pounds) is
located at the outside portion of the lever bar. A viewing
window and mirror allowed remote observation of the tester.

PROCEDURE

Each rod material/dust combination test was performed as
follows. The p-eweigled dust sample was first placed in th3
bottom of the chamber. The rod material was raised using a
pulley mechanism before the test chamber was closed. The elec- A
tric motor was turned on to start the contact wheel. Pressurized
air from the test chamber nozzle dispersed the sample dusts uni-
formly while the rod material was dropped to make contact with
the rotating wheel. Ignition of the dust cloud was then observed
through the view mirror. The setup is illustrated in Figure 3.

TEST RESULTS

The first series of tests'cOnsisted of testing six metal
rods to determine the minimum contact wheel speed which would
produce sparking for each rod. The following metal rods were
tested: 1018 Mild Steel, 316 Stainless Steel, 304 Stainless
Steel, 304L Stainless Steel, 3003-H14 Aluminur and 6061-T6
Aluminum. By determining the minimum wheel rotation speed that
produced sparking for each one of the metal rods tested, the
types of metals more likely to produce roarking were identified.
Table 1 contains results of these tqsts and shows that 304 Stain-
less Steel rod produced sparking at the lowest wheel speed.
Neither aluminum rods produced no sparking at the maximum wheel
speed available.
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After the minimum sparking speeds were found, five dif-
ferent propellant dusts, M6, M30AI, M31Al, CBI, Black Powder,
one carbonaceous dusts, Pittsburgh coal dust and one commercial
product, cornstarch, were tested to determine the minimum sparK-
ing speed for each rod type that would ignite each sample dust.
:The sample materials tested were ground and sieved through mesh
screen (-200 and -100). Table 2 lists the minimum sparking
speed for each rod tested that would ignite each sample dust.
Results of testing indicated that 1018 Mild Steel was the material
aluminum rods failed to produce sperking at low speeds, these
materials did not ignite the sample dusts.

The third test series was conducted at a peripheral wheel
speed of 14.0 meter/sec (=45.8 ft/sec) for all rod material-
sample dust combinations. This test series allowed a ranking
of the sample dusts based on ignition sensitivity. The most sensi-
tive dust was M6 propellant with sensitivity decreasing respect-
ively for CBI, cornstarch, M30AI, M31Al, Black Powder and
Pittsburgh coal dust. The test rod materials, in order from the
most likely to least likely to produce ignition were 1018 Mild
Steel, 304L Stainless Steel, 304 Stainless Steel, 316 Stainless
Steel, 3003-H-14 Aluminum and 6061-T6 Aluminum. Table 3 illus-
trates the decreasing ignition sensitivity for the dust samples
tested with rods in the order of least likely to produce ignition.

The fourth series of tests consisted of testing all rod
material sample dust combinations that produced ignition in
the third series of tests, at a peripheral wheel speed of 14.0
meter/sec. The contact time of the rod material and wheel was
limited to 0.5 sec. Again this test series allowed a ranking
of the sample dusts based on ignition sensitivity during a
relatively short exposure to sparking. Table 4 shows that all
sample dusts tested ignited when 1018 Mild Steel was used.
Cornstarch, CBI, M6 and. Black Powder also ignited when tested
with 316 Stainless Steel rod.

CONCLUSIONS

Metal sparking tests, on various metals in several dust
cloud environments, showed a distinction between metals that
are relatively safer to handle in an explosive dust cloud
atmosphere and those that may be unsafe.

Metals found to present a lower sparking hazard includeboth 3003-H14 and 6061-T6 Aluminum.

Metals tested that are not well suited to an explosive dust
cloud atmosphere include 1018 Mild Steel, 304L Stainless
Steel, 304 Stainless Steel and 316 Stainless Steel because of
their greater tendency to produce sparking.
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The potential for explosive dust initiation appears to be
greater when contact speed with metals exceeds 9.2 meter/sec
(30.1 ft/sec) for 1018 Mild Steel, 8.4 meter/sec (27.5 ft/sec)
for 304L Stainless Steel, 7.2 meters/sec (23.6 ft/sec) for 304
Stainless Steel, 7.2 meters/sec (23.6 ft/sec) for 304 Stainless
Steel, 8.4 meter/sec (27.5 ft/sec) for 316"Stainless Steel.

At longer metal contact times (with speed greater than the
minimum contact speed which would produce sparking for aach
metal), a greater potential hazard of ignition may also be
possible.
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TABLE 1

MINIMUM CONTACT WHEEL SPEED

WHICH WOULD PRODUCE SPARKING FOR EACH ROD

Contact Force: 13.3 N (3 lbf)

- MINIMUM CONTACT WHEEL SPEEDMATERIAL
ROD (m/s) (rpm) (ft/s)

.018 Mild Steel 9.2 2300 30.1

104L Stainless Steel 8.4 2100 27.5

104 Stainless Steel 7.2 1800 23.6

116 Stainless Steel 8.4 2100 27.5

1003-H14 Aluminum No visible spark at maximum speed of

19.9 5000 65.4

i061-T6 Aluminum No visible spark at maximum speed of A

19.9 5000 65.41
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WC-814 PROPELLANT BURNING IN A
SCAMP-TYPE 11OPPER I,

by •

C. James Dahn
Safety Consulting EngineerE, Inc.

Rosemont, Illinois I
August 28, 1986

ABSTRACT

efore a SCAMP-Type hopper could be used to load a 5.56-mm
blank round with propellant WC-814, it was necessary to determine
the maximum quantity of the propellant that could be used in the
hopper without yielding a burning-to-explosion transition. A
hopper was tested in a remote area with 60, 110, 160, and 210 lb
of propellant; five tests were conducted at each weight level.
None of the tests resulted in an explosion or detonation after
the propellant was ignited. In all of the tests the propellant
did burn, causing damage to the vent pipe and sometimes the hop-
per.
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INTRODUCTION

The 5.56 mm Bla•k M200 round had been loaded with HPC-13
propellant using conventional plate loading equipment. An avail-
able SCAMP Load and Assemble Submodule located at LCAAP was con-
verted to load the 5.56 m Blank round. Due to the 1.1 DoD
hazard classification for the HPC-13 propellant, it cannot be
used in SCAMP-Type equipment. Use of an alternate propellant,
WC-814, with a 1.3 hazard classification would permit use of the
SCAMP-Type equipment and yield a higher production rate at a
reduced unit cost.

The testing conducted for this project was to determine the
maximum quantity of the WC-814 propellant that can be used in a
SCAMP-Type hopper without yielding a burning-to-explosion transi-
tion. Testing was initiated with 60 lb of propellant and in-
creased by 50-lb increments to a maximum of 210 lb.

The pressure rise time and total pressure were measured for
each test. Also recorded was the surface temperature of the hop-
per. Photographic coverage for each test consisted of film
coverage at 64 fps and 1000 pps and 35-mm color still shots.

The propellant weight and height in the hopper were re-
corded for each test. Five tests were run using 60 cb of the1
propellant The propellant weight was then increased to 110 obt
then 160 lb, and then 210 lb for five runs each.

TEST EQUIPMENT AND SETUP

SCANP-Hopper

The hopper used in the testing was constructed per AMCCOM
Drawing No. 12624485, "SCAMP-Hopper". Details for the hopper
legs and discharge opening (Detail A) were added to the drawing
by Safety Consulting Engineers, Inc. See Figure 1.

The hopper was constructed of 14 gauge carbon steel. The
aluminum vent pipes were constructed of 1100 aluminum sheets with
crimped seams. The vent pipe and feed pipe tubing were replaced
after each test run.

The hopper was placed in the center of a remote test area.
Four guy wires attached to the hopper legs anchored the hopper
down. See Figure 2.
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Instrumentation

The pressure rise rate and peak pressure were measured
using two Celesco LD-25 pressure transducers. The transducers
were placed outside of the hopper 7.5 feet and 15 feet from the
point of ignition. Soo Figuro 3. Each transducer was connected
to an amplifier, and a monitor/calibration chassis. See Figure
4. The transducer signal was then recorded on magnetic tape and
recorded on a light beam recorder. As an alternate, the pressure
signal could be monitored via an oscilloscope. The blast pres-
sure meast*ring system was calibrated using three different
weights of pentolite (1, 2, and 5 lb).

The temperature of the hoppez wall was measured using three
thermocouples. The thermocouples were attached to the outside
wall at distances of oae foot, two feet and three feet above the
point cf ignition. See Figure 3. The thermocouples were at-
tached to a datalogger which recorded the temperatures.

Film coverage of the tests was provided at both 64 fps and I
1000 pps. A Bolex camera, set up approximately 200 feet from the
hopper, was used to film each test at 64 fps. See Figure 5.
Coverage at 1000 pps was accomplished using a Hycam high-speed
camera placed approximately 300 feet from the hopper and 90 de-
grees from the Bolex camera. Closed circuit TV was used to
monitor the hopper and test area during each test.

Equipment Setup

The hopper, pressure tranaducer, tharmocouples, and cameras
were set up as shown in "igures 3 and 5. Operations were con-
trolled and monitored from two remote buildings.

The ignition source was an mIn0 electric match. A 12V DC
battery connected through the high-speed camera was used to fire
the electric match. One operator controlled the cameras and fire
line. A second operator monitored the test via CCTV and con-
trolled the temperature and pressure recording instrumentation.
Radios provided communication between the two operators.

TEST PROCEDURE

Prior to each test, the equipment and instrumentation were
set up as described previously and checked. The fire line wasleft shorted and disconnected from the 12V DC battery. Thecameras were loaded with film and focused.

Once the equipment, instrumentation, and cameras were set
up, the test area was cleared of all personnel but one operator.
The operatcr weighed out the amount of propellant to be tested.Out of this weighed amount, propellant was taken and poured into
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w'3jure 3. SCAMP hopper test setup.
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the nine foot long rubber feed hose which had been sealed withduct tape at one end. The filled feed pipe was then attached to

A small guide tube was positioned down the center of the
hopper for use in placement of the electric match. The remainder
of the weighed propellant was then poured into the hopper, aroundI
the vent pipe. After being leveled, the height of the propellant
in the hopper (outside the vent pipe) was measured.

Next, a shorted electric match was lowered into the hopper
down the guide tube. This placed the electric match four inches
above the bottom discharge opening of the hopper. The guide tube
was then carefully removed, allowing the propellant to flow in
around the electric match. The electric match leads were con-
nected to the firing line (which was disconnected from the 12V DC
battery and shorted).

Once the test area was cleared of all personnel, a warning
siren was sounded. The recording instruments were started and
the firing line was connected to the battery. The firing signal
was controlled through the high-speed camera. (This allowed the
film to reach the desired speed before the electric match was

fired). After a countdown, the high-speed camera was started and
the electric match fired. The reaction was v~nitored on the CCTVI
screen. Once the reaction was complete, the camera.-- &,id recor-d-
ing instruments were shut of f.

After waiting a period of time to ensure the test area was
safe to enter, the hopper was examined for evidence of damage.
Color still shots were taken of the hopper and vent pipe. I
Damaged vent pipes and feed pipes were removed after each test

and replaced with new ones.

TEST RESULTSI.
None of the tests resulted in an explosion or detonation.

In all of the tests, the propellant did burn, causing damage to
the vent pipe and sometimes the hopper.

A summary of the test results is shown in Table 1. In the
majority of cases, the entire amount of propellant burned, caus-
ing the vent pipe to collapse and the feed pipe to partially
burn. In a few cases (Runs 2, 10, 14 and 16) the vent pipe was
thrown out of the hopper frokn the force of the burning. In two
of the tests (Run 10 with 110 lb, and Run 14 with 160 lb) the

vent pipe was also fragmented.
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TABLE 1

SCAMIP HOOPER TEST RESULTS

PROPELLAN T PROPELLANT BURNING
RUN WEIGHT HEIGHT ORI
NO. (lb) (ink) DETONATION OBSERVATIONS

160.0 12.0 Surn Vent, feed pipes
damaged.

260.0 13.0 Burn Vent pipe thrownI

3 60.0 13.0 Burn Vent, feed pipes
damaged.

4 60.0 13.0 Burn Same

5 60.0 12.5 Burn SameI

6110.0 17.0 Burn Vent pipe damaged,I

7 110.0 17.0 Burn Propellant in feed
pipe did not burn.

8 110.0 17.0 Burn Vent, feed pipes
damaged. '

9110.0 17.0 Burn Same

10 110.0 17.0 Burn Vent pipe fragmented
into 8 pieces thrown
10 to 100 feet from
hopper, Hopper
deformed.

11 160.0 20.5 Burn Vent, feed pipes
damaged.

12 160.0 20.5 Bu'rn SameI

13 16 3. 0 20.5 Burn Same

14 160.0 -20.5 Burn Vent pipe fragmented
and thrown 20-30
feet from hopper.
Top b~racket thrown
30 feet from hopper.
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TABLE 1 (Continued)

SCAMP HOPPER TEST RESULTS

PROPELLANT PROPELLANT BURNING
RqN WEIGHT HEIGHT OR
NO4 (Ib) (in) DETONATION OBSERVATTONS

15 160.0 20.5 Burn Vent, feed pipes
damaged.

16 2!0.0 25.0 Burn Vent pipe thrown
20 feet from hopper,
feed pipe burned.

17 210.0 25.0 Burn Vent, feed pipes
damaged.

18 210.0 25.0 Burn Same

19 210.0 25.0 Burn Same

S 20 Z10.0 25.0 Burn Same
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By the end of the fifth run (the 60-lb tests completed),
some slight deformation of the hopper was noticed. The deforma-
tion was in the form of warpage to the upper portion of the hop-
per walls. The intense burning of Run 10 (110 ib) resulted in
more ei.tensive deformation of the hopper. The damage was con-
fined to the upper portion of the hopper, which was deformed one
to two inches on the two wider sides of the hopper. The top
bracket, which holds the vent, pipe in place, was pulled from the
hopper walls. The vent pipe was also fragmented and thrown from
the hopper during Run 14 (160 lb). In this test, the top bracket
was torn completely from the hopper walls and was thrown about 30
feet.

The maximum hopper wall temperatures, and the times it took
to reach those temperatures, are shown in Table 2. Since no
detonation occurred, the pressures measured by the transducers
remained at ambient. The pressure traces showed no increases
during any of the tests.

A
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RUN TEP0SATTM IET IE ThMP ~ TIME

2 26 ~~~~141 4 3 6 174

3 DND - ND - ND

4 5121 73 127 73 131 73

5 46113 77 134 77 137 77

6 65 126 76 135 68 167 71

7 28 85 67 103 51 118 51

*8 19 95 78 ND - ND

q 82 152 80 151 80 173 80

10 83 132 78 142 72 160 69

11 32 235 150 179 74 170 21

12 a8 133 58 117 58 153 42

13 30 101 52 86 52 129 524

14 8 75 55 68 55 107 55

15 60 114 62 110 56 131 62

16 15 95 69 117 59 145 65

17 58 117 107 133 47 130 07

18 18 173 88 161 39 191 77

i9 68 160 118 120 3S 176 115

20 58 126 105 124 33 124 54

"1In: No dat-.
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AN AUTOMATED EXPLOSIVE REMOVAL SYSTEM USING CAVITATING WATER JETS

Andrew F. Conn
Division, Head, Jet Technolog systems Division

Tracor Hydronautics. Inc.
___ 7210 Pindell School Road

Laurel , Maryland 207070 USA

ABSTRACT

C ~remot'qly-controlled automated system has been
Obuilt for safely and rapidly removing explosives

from 105 and 155 mic warheads. This system was

acquired by the Israel Military Industries to clear
a stockpile of obsolete munitions, and allow

C1 reclamation of ;he shells and HE constituents.
HE is fully washed out from the warhead, and then

the ef fl uent water is filtered and reused. After
one operator loads a warhead into the washoutI
machi ne and leaves the area, all subsequent
functions are monitored and control led from a remote
location. The 16 lb load of HIE in a 155 -m warhead
can be removed in well under twc minutes with this
new system. With adaptations this type of equipment
can be used for the demil11tanizati on of any warhead
size, bombs, and solid-propellant rocket motors

1. INTRODUCTION

1.1 Background

cally designed and built for use by the Israel Military Industries (IMI)

in their munitions factory at Ramat Hasharon, Israel. Although this
particular equipment is being used to remove explosives from 105 and
155 - warheads, it is emphasized that this CAVIJET washout system canI
be used for cleaning out virtually anty type of cylindrical munition,
from small shells to bombs, and for removing sol id-propellIants from
missile or rocket motors.

The design and safety validations for this system were developed

under several R&D projects (see Refs'. 1-8) with the U.S. Arwy and Navy.
These studies (see auimmaries in Appendix A) proved that CAVIJETO
cavitating water jet nozzles could safely, rapidly, and efficiently
remove explosive and propellant materials from munitions.

1.2 The CAVIJETO Cavitating Water Jet Technology

The staff at Tracor Hydronautics has develiped and patented a
number of methods fc. erhancing the erosive action of a water Jet, by
stimulating the creation of cavitation in or around the jet. This

* technology has proven capable of maximizing the cleaning or cutting
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performance for a given input of hydraulic power, and such nozzl,.i
systems have significantly outperformed comparable conventiconal water
jet systems for a wide range of commercial and military applications.

The CAVIJET cavitating fluid jet method (see Fig. 1) is one of the
very few successful attempts to harness, for useful purposes, the
destructive power of cavitation, which for decades has plagued the
designers of hydrodynamic equipment. The basic concept simply consists
of nozzle designs which induce the rapid growth of vapor-filled cavities
within a relatively low velocity liquid Jet. By proper adjustment of'
the distance between the nozzle and the surface being worked on, these
cavities are induced after their growth to violently collapse on or near
that surface in the high-pressure stagnation region where the jet
impacts the solid miterial. Because the collapse energy of the cavita-
tion field is concentrated over many very =mall areas at collapse,
qxtremely high, very localized stresses are produced. This local
pressure amplification provides the cavitating fluid jet with a great
advantage over a steady noncavitating jet operating at the same pump
pressure and flow rates.

During the past few years, an entirely new generation of cavitating
jet nozzles has been developed, motivated initially by our ongoing
effort to find improved nozzle designs for augmenting the action of
deep-hole drill bits. These "self-resonating" cavitating nozzles, known
as STRATOJETs %see Fig. 1b), have proven to be substantially more
erosive than what we are now calling the "conventional" CAVIJET nozzles
for situations which iniolve submerged cleaning or cutting, as in this
demilitarization application. Here advantage is taken of the natural
tendency of the shear layer of a jet to structure. By hydroacoustical
resonance, large vortical motions concentrated in "organized structures"
at the periphery of the jet are induced. This has the advantage of
generating a very early cavitation inception (e.g., at 2.5 times lower
jet velocities for the same submergence conditions) and therefore a
higher degree of erosion for the sai* cavitation conditions.

2. DESCRIPTION OF SYMTEM

2.1 General Description

Schemetlc drawings of the CAVIJET deminitarization system are shown
in Figs. 2 and 3. Some of the principal system units are shown in
Figs. 4 to 10. Note that only the components which come in direct 4
contact with HE are located in the Process Room. The control and power
units are placed at any convenient remote location outside the room
which contains the munitions. Once the warhead or motor is placed
within the Washout Unit, an operator runs the system and monitors the
cleanout action from the Control Console, which can be at any desired
distance or position for safety. If desired, a robot can be used to
place palletized warheads into the Washout Unit. This allows for a
faster operation, with an operator only required to enter the Process
Room after cleanout of a complete pallet instead of after each shell iscleaned.
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The effluent (water, with particles of explosive or propellant)
flows out of the Washout Unit, and the HE particles are then separated
and filtered out of the water in a series of steps. The water is then
recirculated back to the high pressure water pump and reused. This
water reuse process therefore greatly minimizes the treatment costs
associated with preparing "once-through" water for disposal in a
muni:ipal sewer, system.

2.2 Safety Features

The CAVIJET demilitarization system has been designed to inherently
minimize the chances of either overstressing or heating the explosive
materials. In addition, the system is -- ;rated by remote control, and
contains a number of interlocks w0' will automatically shutdown the
system if operator errors or componL. failures should occur.

To maximize safety, this CAVIJET washout system:

0 Operates at up to one-half the pressure required by conventionalwater Jet methods.
0 Utilizes jet velocities well below the levels capable of

detonatinr explosive mterials.
• Provides man-in-the-loop observation and sequence-decision-

making to allow shut-down, if needed, well in advance of
potential problems (caused, for instance, by failures in water
or air supplies).

0 Is a fully integrated facility, with built-in safety interlocks
to provide automatic high-pressure water diversion in case of
system or operator errors.

0 Has only stainless steel, brass, or plastic materials in contact

with water containing explosive particles; is fully grounded;
and uses plastic or other nonsparking materials such as nylatron
over'lays at any machine locations where impact-sparking might
occur.

• Meintains a "fully flooded" mode within the shell, motor, or
bomb beiing cleaned, thus providing a safer, more efficient,
foam-free explosive-removal process.

0 Uses only hydraulic and pneumatic actuators to control and move
components in Process Room.

• Has sensors and transducers of the intrinsically safe design.

3. SYSTEM COMPONENTS

3.1 CAVIJET Washout Unit

This uni't is shown in the drawing in Figure 4 and the photograph in
Figure 5. The principal parts of this unit are: the CAVIJET cutting
head; the lance and its drive and control components; the shell rotation
subsystem; and the effluent ccntrol and removal components.

3.1.i CAVIJET cutting head - this head contains three self-
resonating cavitating jet nozzles. The positioning and orientation of
these three nozzles was established after a development effort (Ref. 6),
which led to the presert design. Two nozzles face forward, to cut away
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successive segments of explosive. The third nozzle is aimed backward,
to clean off any remaining residues on the shell wall, and to cut up any
chunks that are too large to escape from the shell. The Jet thrusts are
balanced, so that no net lateral loading is felt by the lance.

3.1.2 Lance components - the high pressure water is fed to the
cutting nead via he lancie i segment of stainless steel, smooth-walled,
one-inch diameter high pressure pipe (Item 3, Fig. 4). The lance is
caused to translate by two hydraulic cylinders (tem 6, Fi9. 4). The
stroke length for these cylinders is controlled by a pair of sealed,
Reed-type switches, which are magnetically coupled to a steel piece at
the tip of one hydraulic cylinder. The positions of these stroke-
limiting switches are preset for each size of munition to be cleaned.
The stroke of the cutting head is automatically reversed at a position
which is typically an nAch or more from the shell base. At the end of
the withdrawal stroke, the system automatically stops the lance, and
diverts the water flow away from the washoit unit. Further discussion
of the operc.ting sequerce is in Sec. 4.

3.1.3 Shell rotation - a hydraulic motor rotates the shell. The
base of the shell is clim-ped by a soft-plastic insert in the shell base
holder (Item 8, Fig. 4). The entire shell rotation subassembly is
mounted on a sliding table (Item 15) which is moved by a hydraulic
cylinder (Item 13). To clamp the shell in place, preparatory to
rotation, the operator activates the hydraulic control valve (Item 12),
which slides the shell-base holder over the shell-base.

3.1.4 Effluent control and removal - all effluent (water and
explosive particles) are kept fully contained during and after the wash-
out cycle. This is accomplished by a molded soft-plastic shell-nose
holder (Item 9) which seals around the shell nose. The effluent escapes
around the lance and out of the shell during the washout cycle, thence
through the hollow shell-spindle bearing block (Item 10), and into a
large tee which connects to the effluent-removal hose (Item 11). The
effluent flows throu3h this hose to the Settling Tank (see Fig. 3).

3.2 Control Console

Once the shell (or motor) has been placed into the washout unit,
and secured into the ready-for-rotation position, all further operations
are performed via the remote control console (Figs. 7, 8). This console
has the controls for turning on the syster., starting and stopping the
rotation of the shell and the feed of the lance, and an emergency
interrupt which will stop all functions and divert the water flow away
from the washout unit. Readouts on the control panel incluce: pump
pressure, differential pressure across the final filter unit (Sec.
3.4.5),and status indications for water flow, operating pressure, and
lance retraction.

In case of loss of water pressure during the cleaning cycle, the
system will automatically stop the forward feeding of the lance and shut
down all contrnlled functions. This safety feature assures that the
cleaning head cannot be driven into :ontact with the explosive if no
erosive jetting is occurring.
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3.3 Hydraulic Power Unit

This unit provides the hydraulic: il flow to the cylinders and
motor discussed in Sec. 3.1. Included is an electric motor, hydraulic
pump, oil sump, flow and pressure control valves, andautomatically-
actuated solenoid valves which sequence the feed and retraction of the
lance. Timers which control the automatic purge valves for the
centrifugal separators (Sec. 3.4.3) are also housed here.

3.4 Effluent T.Aeatment Units

A multistep approach is used to separate the particles of explosive
(or propellant) from the process watei , so that this water can be
recirculated back to the high pressure water pump. Refer to the
schemtit in Fig. 3 for the positioning of the several effluent treat-Mont units.

3.4.1 Transfer pumps - air-powered, diaphragm type pumps are used
to transfer the explosive-laden water through each part of the system.

3.4.2 Settling tank - the effluent enters this tank directly from
the washout unit. Baffles and a mesh basket are used to trap the larger
particles and many of the finer particles.

3.4.3 Centrifugal separators - a two-stage, passive separator unit
(Fig. 9) is used to remove particles larger tha,, 325 mesh (44 mlcrons.
Thf sludge which builds up in the collection chambers of this unit are
periodically purged by air-actuated valves. These valves are program-
mable to open at desired intervals, for any required purging duri.i•on.

3.4.4 Water reservoir - this tank is used to store the system
water, and to allew set'•Ting of fine particles. Some radiative cooling
is also achieved at this reservoir. Makeup water, as required, is added
to the system here.

3.4.5 Final filter unit - this cartridge type filter (Fig. 10)
removes all particles larger 'than 5 microns, this rendering the water
suitable for reuse in the system. A differential pressure transducer
across this unit provides a readout on the control console. Thus, the
operator is advised when it is time to replace the cartridge filter
elements.

3.4.6 Water chiller (optional) - under certain conditions it inay be
necessary to Include a chiller in .'he system to remove the heat imparted
to the water by the 150 hp high pressure pump.

3.5 High Pressure Pump Unit

The pump which supplies high pressure water to the CAVIJET cuttintg
head may be driven by either an electric motor (as shown in Fig. 6) or a
diesel engine. Typical pump specifications are 5,000 psi at 38 gpm flow
rate, which requires a 150 hp (112 kW) prime mover. Features of this
unit include an automatic pressure relief valve to prevent inadvertent
overpressurization in the system; automatic shutdown in the case of loss
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of feedwater, to prevent pump damage due to cavitation; and a remotely
actuated diverter valve which controls water flow either to the washout
unit, or (in the normally-open-mode) to a low-pressure dump line.

4. OPERATIONAL STEPS

The following steps briefly outline the operation and safety-
interlocks of the system:

4.1 Shell Placement and Securing

One operator places the shell (or motor) into the washout unit, and
clamps it into position. (NOTE: shells and bombs are rotated in this
system. However, missile an& rocket motors are clamped in a fixea
position. In thi s case, the CAVIJET cutting head is rotated.) The
operator then leaves the Process Room.

4.2 Initiation of Operations

After TV verification that the shell is in position and the processI
room is cleared of personnel, the control room operator then pushes the
"ROTATION" start button which causes the projectile to begin to spin.
the "LANCE FEED" start button is then pushed, causing the lance to begin
to translate forward towards the shell. If there is a problem at any
point in the operation, a red "EMERGENCY STOP" button can be pushed to
stop all controlled functions.

4.3 Automatic Sequencing

The lance will feed in*%3 the shell until it first activates the
high pressure water divert~r valve and the "WATER" light comes on. This
valve is automatically activated by a Reed-type switch of the same type
as used to control the stroke-length for the lance. When the required
pressure is achieved in the system, the "RATED PRESSURE" light will go
on. Thereafter, should this pressure drop, e.g., due to loss of feed
water to the pump, then an automatic shutdown of all functions will
occur.

When the lance reaches the preset position of ful' forward travelI
into the shell, it automatically reverses, and retracts until reaching
the full retraction position. The "LANCE RETRACTED" light then comes on
to signal the operator that the cleanout is completed. Note, the water
is automatically diverted away from the unit near the end of the lance
retract sequence; the same switch accomplishes both the water on and off
functions.

4.4 Completion of Cycle

The control room operator then pushes the "ROTATION AND FEED STOP"
button to stop the shell rotation. At this time, the operator can enterI
the process room, unclamp the cleaned shell and replace it with the next
she'll to be cleaned.
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5. CONCLUDING REMARKS

A safe and efficient system is now available to replace the slow
and costly steam-out or melt-out methods for removing high explosives
from shells and bombs. This CAVIJET demilitarization system can also be
used to remove solid propellant materials from missile or rocket
motors. Studies have demonstrated the inherent safety of this
cavitating water jet system, which operates at one-half the pressures
required by conventional water jet equipment. Using remote controls,
and built-in safety interlocks, the CAVIJET method can, for instance,
remove the 16 pound load of HE in a 155 mm warhead in well under two
mt nutes.
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APPENDIX A

DEVELOPMENT OF THE CAVIJET DEMILITARIZATION SYSTEMS

During a series of studies conducted for the U.S. Ariq and Navy, it
was demonstrated that cavitating water Jets could safely and rapidly
remove materials (explosives and propellants) from warheads and
munitions. In each case lower pressures and/or energy-consumptions,
relative to conventional water Jet methods, were required. Some high-
lights of these projects are given in the following sections.
A.1 Explosive Removal

The effort involved in this project for the U.S. Army (see Refs. 7
and 8) required a series of laboratory trials which served to define
optimum system and operating parameters, followed by retrofitting the
cavitating jet technology into an existing water Jet demilitarization
facility at the Iowa Army Ammunition Plant.

During the first phase of this study, an extensive series of safety
tests were conducted in order to establish the suitability of using the
CAVIJET cavitating jet technology. Over 200 safety tests were run on
samples of TNT and Composition B, as well as on Composition B-filled 105
mm shells. Pressures up to 68.9 MPa (10,000 psi) were used in these
tests -- representing an over-pressure level more than double the 33.1
MPa (4,800 psi) required to remove these explosives from ammunition. No
reaction of any kind occurred, and analyses of the results by the U.S.
Army resulted in the acceptance of the CAVIJET method for U.S. Govern-ment demilitarization applications (Ref. 7).

The primary objective of this project for the U.S. Army R&D Command
was to reduce the amount of energy required to remove TNT and Composi-
tion B explosives from warheads such as the 105 and 155 mm types. As
may be seen from Table A-I, introduction of CAVIJET cavitating jet
nozzles into the existing facility reduced the energy per warhead by
20.5 percent. We also satisfied several secondary objectives: (a)
reducing the time required per warhead (a 31.9 percent improvement), and
W) reducing the operating pressure (a 52 percent reduction). The
reduction in operating pressure, coupled with the energy and time
savings, combinad to reduce substantially the cost per warhead for this
demilitarization operation.
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A fourth objective, which was achieved by our redesign of the
facility, was to eliminate the foam which had been created during
ammunition washout by the Army's existing high-pressure water jet
method- The creation of copious quantities of foam by their !acility
had caused the Army to virtually abandon its use because of the
hazardous handling required. We designed a water-filled shell-handling
and washout method which, combined with the substantial reduction in jet
velocity afforded by the CAVIJET method, served to virtually eliminate
the air-water- explosive particle amalgam which had shut down the Army's
washout facility.

Table A-1
Comparison of Explosive Removal with

Conventional and Cavitating Jets

Parameter Existing Modified System
Water-Jet with CAVIJET Nozzles
System

Energy required to
remove 16 pounds of
Composition B from
155 mm warhead 3.36 kW-hr 2.67 kW-hr

Time required 2.10 minutes 1.43 minutes

Operating pressure 10,000 psi 4,800 psi(68.9 MPa) (33.1 MPa)

Operating a water-jet system at a reduced pressure serves to

decrease maintenance costs by extending the life of pump seals and
packings, nozzles, and virtually any component in the high-pressure
circuit. Lower pressure operation is also intrinsically safer in
situations involving human error and/or component failure. In virtually
every application we have investigated, it was possible with CAVIJET
nozzles -- operating at reduced pressure relative to conventional
nozzles -- to produce comparable or improved rates of cleaning or
cutting. Conversely, operating the CAVIJET system at an equivalent
pressure allowed for increased rates of production. The optimum choice
of system parameters requires examination of all tradeoffs within the
system's economic model.

A.2 Solid Propellant Removal

This project which we conducted for the U.S. Navy requIred -- as
with the U.S. Army project described in the previous subsection -- a
development of optimum operating parameters followed by design of a
retrofit of our CAVIJET technology into an existing water-jet propellant
removal facility. This existing facility had been plagued by a number
of problems, each related to system pressure: namely, rapid wear of
nozzles and frequent shut-downs for replacement of pump seals and
packings. As sunmarized in Table A-2, the introduction of a CAVIJET
cleaning tool greatly improved the system performance.
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Table A-2
Comparison of Cleaning TARTAR Missile Motor

Casings with Conventional and Cavitating Jets

Existing Modified System
Water-Jet with CAVIJET Nozzles

Parameter System

Energy required

to clean motor 351 kW-hr 117 kW-hr

Time required 3.0 hours 1.92 hours

Operating 5,000 psi 2,60U psi
pressure (34.5 MPa) (17.9 MPa)

The CAVIJET technoloav was able to reduce the total energy required
to clean a TARTAR missile motor to one-third of that needed with
conventional, noncavitating jets. The cavitating action allowed this
motor to be cleaned at almost h&lf the pump pressure and in over
one-third less time. Furthermore, the larger orifice diameters of the
CAVIJET nozzles served to minimize the probability of nozzle-clogging,
which had frequently occurred with the previous, smaller-nozzle system,
ceiusing blowouts of seals and pump packings due to excess pressure
pulsations.

I
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FIGURE 1 - EXAMPLES OF CAVITATING JET NOZZLE CONFIGURATIONS
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1. HIGH PRESSURE WATER PUMP UNIT

S. WATER RESERVOIR

3. WATER CHILLER

4. AUXILIARY PUMPS (3)

5. T.V. CAMERA

6. T.V. MONITOR

7. SETTLING TANK WITH BASKET

8. SLUDGE CONTAINER

9. CAVIJET WASHOUT UNIT

10. HYDRAULIC POWER UNIT

11. CENTRIFUGAL SEPARATORS
12. FINAL FILTRATION

13. FILTER PRESSURE TRANSDUCER

"14. CONTROL CONSOLE

15. DIVERTER VALVE

16. AUTOMATIC PURGING VALVES

FIGURE 3 - SCHEMATIC OF SYSTEM COMPONENTS IN CAVIJETI
DEMILITARIZATION FACILITY
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FICURE 3 CAVIJET WASHOUT UNIT -with 155mm
warhead In position for washout

FIGURE 6 - HIGH PRESSURE WATER PUMP UNIT - shown
Is the 150 hp electric motor driven design,
skid-mounted, with motor controller, ,,ed-water
tank and dlverter-valve assembly
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FIGURE 7 -CONTROL CONSOLE-
for remote control and

moioigof systeme

FIGURAIý4 CONTROL PANEL
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FIGURE 9 - CONTRIFUGAL SEPARATOR - i
with automatic, timed purge I
valves

II
I
I

FIGURE 10 - FINAL FILTER - cartridge
elements for 5 micron
particles; with differential
pressure transducer (read-
out Is on Control Console)
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Lf IDENTIF.ICATION AND CHARACTERIZATION OF EMISSIONS AND

0 AND RESIDUES FROM OPEN BURNING AND DETONATION OF MUNITIONS
0

1 by

MARK M. ZAUGG
DIRECTOR FOR AMMUNITION EQUIPMENT

TOOELE ARMY DEPOT

TOOELE, UT 84074-5004

ABSTRACT

This paper presents background and information about the

ongoiuig study to sample air eaiissions and soil residues

from open burning and open detonation operations. Test

methods are presented along with sumnary of the project

status.
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INTRODUCTIONM

Passage and implementation of the Environmental Protection Act (EPA),

Clean Air Act (CA) and Resource Conservation and Recovery Act (RCRA) have

brought increasing pressure by state and federal environmental protection

agencies on open burning and open detonation (OBOD) operations at Departnent

of Defense installations. In the mid 1970's, the Army initiated plans to

construct several incinerators to minimize the need for OBOD operations, as

part of the Army Pollution Abatement Program. Since 1980, five Explosive

Waste Incinerators (EWI), and eight Contaminated Waste Processors (CWP) have
been installed at various Army installations. However, operational

experience has proven that disposal of munitions using incinerators,

including the ex43ting deactivation furnaces, is more costly than using OBOD

operations.

In view of the increased competition for funds with demilitarization

generally having lowest priority for funding, the most economical method of

demil consistent with environmental policy, must be available to destroy the

growing stocks of munitions awaiting disposal. However, actual data to

prove/disprove that OBOD is/is not a polluting method of disposal was

limited. For this reason, four projects have been conducted, starting as

early as 1980, to evaluate the environmental impact of OBOD operation. They
include two studies by the U.S. Army Environmental Hygiene Agency of soil

residues and analyses of ground water at OBOD sites, a study of parameters

affecting migrations of residues by U.S. Army Toxic and Hazardous Materials

Agency, and a study of emissions from OBOD operations.
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DISCUSSION

The latter project, the Identification and Characte.ization uf Emission

and Residues from Open Burning and Detonation of Munitions was begun in

November 1983 by the Ammunition Equipment Directorate (AED) at Tooele Army

Depot (TEAD), Utah, under funding and guidance from U.S. Army Armament,

Munitions and Chemical Command (AMCCOM). Purposes of the study are to

obtain actual OBOD emissions data for use in:

1. Supporting development of standards and regulations that DOD will

propose to state and federal EPAs for adoption, to permit and control OBOD

sites.

2. Supporting the preparation of OBOD permits.

3. Negotiating with state EPAs for obtaining/renewing OBOD permits for

DOD installations.

Published theoretical calculations of OBOD products, and results from

small scale tests conducted by Battelle Columbus Laboratories inside of a

detonation chamber in 1980-1982 were used as a starting point for the

project. The tests planned for in the study have been conducted at Dugway

Proving Ground (DPG), Utah, with the support of DPG personnel, under the

project management and direction of the U.S. Army Armament, Munitions and

Chemical Command (AMCCOM), technical direction of the U.S. Army

Environmental Hygiene Agency (USAEHA), with consultation of the

Environmental Protection Agency at Research Triangle Park for quality and

audit assistance.

The Navy is providing assistance in computer model development to predict

emissions from OBOD operations.
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TEST SI.N4MARY

Thirty-two tests have been conducted during the period of 19 November
1985 to 13 August 1986. In general, tests where ammunition and explosives
were detonated involve five different size detonations, 100 lbs., 500 lbs.,
1,000 lbs., 2,000 lbs., and 5,000 lbs. Propellant burns, in general,
involve burns of 5,000 and 10,000 lbs. quantities. A summary of the tests
and test items is shown in Table 1. It should be noted that some of the
earlier test items were repeated to gain confidence in and better validate
the data by having repetitions for comparison. In all cases, weight of
explosive includes weight of explosive in the munitions or bulk beingj
tested, plus weight of booster and initiator explosive.

A UI'-1H helicopter provided by the U.S. Army Aviation Development and
Test Activity, Ft. Rucker, Alabama, has been equipped with air sampling and
monfItori ng equipment for collecting data from the p1lumes produced from the
above tests.

Air samples are drawn into a sampling manifold through a 20 ft. long

probe which extends forward of the helicopter. The instruments and
equipment collecting data are of two types, real time/direct reading

instrtinents, and air sample collecting equipment. Data out-put from direct
reading instruments is recorded as millivolt readings onto an on-board

computer -which records the millivolt output of each instrument every 0.5
seconds. The time of helicopter entry and exit from the plume is also
recorded on the computer. A list of information recorded real time by the
computer is shown on Table 2.

In addition to information from direct reading instruments, air samples
are collected with an evacuated cylinder, a Volatile Organic Sampling Train
or YOST and a bulk particulate filter. These samples have been sent to

three separate laboratories for analysis. The evacuated cylinder that has
been used for all but last test is a 2.8 1 stainless steel canister.

Attempts are being made to collect a larger bulk air sample of approximately

100 1 to increase lower detection levels in the plume. The VOST consists
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Table 1

SUMMARY OF PHASE I TESTS

Date Item Tests Quantities in lbs.

19 Nov 1985 Bulk TNT 100, 500, 1000, 2000, 5000

11 Dec 1985 Bulk TNT 100, 500, 1000, 2000, 5000
12 Dec 1985 Bulk Explosive D 100, 500, 1000, 2000, 5000

22 Jon 1986 Bulk Explosive D 100, 500, 1000, 2000, 5000

22 Jan 1986 3.5" Rockets (Comp B) 100, 500, 1000 *1

5 Mar 1986 Bulk Comp B 100, 500, 1000, 2000, 5000
16 Apr 1986 WK 54-1 Depth Bombs (HBX) 250, 495, 990, 1985, 4950 *3

16 Apr 1986 M82 500 lb Bombs (tritonal) 100, 500, 1000, 2000, 5000 *3
12 May 1986 WK 4-0 Depth Charge (HBX) 95, 500, 1000, 2025, 5010 *3
12 May 1986 Hand Grenades (TNT) 100, 500, 1000, 2000, 5000
14 May 1986 tWK 4-0 Depth Charge (TNT) 100, 500, 1000, 2000, 5000 *3
14 May 1986 SOmm M71 Projectiles (TNT) 100, 500, 1000, 2000, 5000

14 May 1986 M26E1 Propellant 5440, 10560
16 May 1986 tWK 16-6 Torpedo Warhead (HBX) 643, 643, 1286, 1929, 5144 *3

16 May 1986 Propellant SPDF 5333, 10667
21 May 1986 Propellant SPCF 50(00, 10000 *4
21 May 1986 Military Dynamite 100, 500, 1000, 2000, 5000

22 May 1986 Navy Manufacturing Waste 2677, 5329
29 May 1986 Bulk Explosive D 100 *2

4 Jun 1986 Bulk Explosive D 100, 500, 1000, 2000, 5000
4 Jun 1986 Bulk TNT 100, 500, 1000, 2000, 5000

5 Jun 1986 Propellant SPD 5333, 106C6U

5 Jun 1986 3.5" Rockets (Comp B) 100, 500, 1000, 2000, 5000
5 Jun 1986 175mm Projectiles (TNT) 92, 488, 1005, 2010, 5025
5 Jun 1986 Bulk Comp B 100, 500, 1000, 2000, 5000

10 Jun 1986 M30 Propellant 4915, 9830
10 Jun 1986 tWK 82 500 lb Bombs NO6) 100, 500, 1000, 2000, 5000 *3
17 Jun 1986 MK 81 250 lb Bombs (H6) 192, 576, 960, 1920, 4992 *3
17 Jun 1986 M10 Propellant 5333, 10666 *4

17 Jun 1986 5"/38 Projectioes (Expl D) 100, 500, 1000, 2000, 5000

1 Jul 1986 Bulk Explosive 0 100, 500, 1000, 2000., 5000
1 Jul 1986 5"/38 Projectiles (A3) 100, 500, 1000, 2000, 5000

13 Aug 1986 90mm M71 Projectiles (TNT) 100, 500, 1000, 2000, 5000 *5
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Table 1 (Oont'd)
SUMMAY OF PHASE I TESTS

*1 Fragments from the 1000 lb. test ignited the 2000 lb. stack of
rockets. Test was aborted due to subsequent helicopter mechanical
problems.

*2 Test aborted due to helicopter mechanical problems.

*3 Quantities vary from the 100, 500,, 1000s 2000, 5000 lb. quantities
due to the fixed explosive of the item. Quantities of each item were
used such that overall explosive weight would be as close to the 100,
500, etc., quantities as practicable.

*4 Heat generated from initial burn resulted in ignition of' secondI

propellant train resulting in a single burn of the total quantity.

*5. Munitions were buried under 12 feet of earth cover, except for 2000 lbs

detonation, which was buried under 4 feet of earth cover.
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Table 2

INFOR1ATION OBTAINED FROM REAL TIME/DIRECT READING INSTRUNENTS

Al titude (feet above ground level)

Sulfur Dioxide concentration (ppm)

Chlorine concentration (ppm)

Hydrogen chloride concentration (ppm).

Hydrogen cyanide concentration (ppm) I
Nitric oxide concentration (ppm)

Nitrogen dioxide concentration (ppm)

Hydrogen sulfide concentration (ppm)

Carbon monoxide concentration (ppm)

Ozone concentration (ppm)

Hydrogen concentration (ppm)

Oxygen concentration (W)

Ammonia concentration (ppm)

Carbon dioxide concentration (ppm)

Temperature (=C)

Sampling Manifold Pressure (inches water)

Air speed of helicopter (knots)

Manifold velocity (ft/sec)

Relative humidity (%)

Time in the plume of each pass (sec)

Cumulative particle count in the following ranges:

0.3- 0.5 microns
0.5- 0.7 microns

0.7- 1.0 microns

1.6,- 5.0 microns
5.0- 10.0 mticrons

>10.0 microns *

Particles greater than 20.0 microns are removed with a Stokes Separator to

avoid plugging of the sensor.
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of two cartridges in series, one packed with conditioned XAD-2 resin and the

other with XAD-2 resin and activated charcoal separated by a glass wool

filtar. Purpose for these sample methods is to detect organic species that

may result from incomplete destruction of explosives or products of

fomation during the 0800 reaction.

In addition fallout trays are placed as close to the 5,000 lb.

detonation as possible without them beinn overturned by the explosion.

Throw out from the detonation and soil fallout after the detonation is

collected in these trays. The soil fallout samples from the nine trays on

each 5,000 1b. test are composited and homogenized into one sample which is

sent for analysis. All of the above samples are enalyzed for the presence

of any of the items listed in Table 3, which includes RCRA listed hazardcus

materials.

Video recards of each test are made such that uhe volume of the plume

could be estimated for each pass of the helicopter. By combining the cloud

volume with the measured concentration of each emission product, an estimate

of the total quantity of the product emitted to the atmosphere is obtained.

The accuracy of the estimate is li mited to the accuracy of the cloud v,;lume

measurements and instrument detection capabilities of the emission product

concentrations. This information will also aid in the prediction of down

wind concentrations of each emission product measured.

Reduction of Data from Real-Time •irect Reading Instruments

Instruments selected for the study had to be portable and light weight

due to the limited load carrying capacity of the helicopter. This limited

the selection of instruments. The short sampling time available for each

helicopter pass through the plumes created an additional major challenge in

the determination of product concentrations. The majority of the

instruments do not reach full steady state response for 25-30 seconds or

longer (This is a problem not only of the instruments selected but of most

other instruments that could have been used except for space and weight

restrictions). Without a specific and uniq.-e calibration method, the

instrument readings at shorter sampling times do not give accurate values of
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:Table -3
SPECIES TO BE ANALYZED IN FALLOUT PARTICULATES, VOST,

BULK FILTER PARTICU&ATES, AND SOIL SAMPLSIES

Acetophenone Picrik Acid
Ammonlum Picrate Polycyclic Aromatic !ydrocarbon

Ant line RDX
Benzene Tetryl
Dibutyl Phth-alate Toluene
Mono- and dinitrobenzenes 1,3,5-Trinltrobenzene
Mono- and dinitrophenols 2,4,6-Trinitrotoluene
Mono- and dinitrotoluenes Arsenic and Compounds

Diphenyl amine Barium and Cohipounds

M Cadmium and Compounds
Nitrocellulose Chromium and Compounds
Nitroglycerins Lead and Compounds

Nitroguanidine Mercury and Compounds
PETN Silver and Compounds
Phenol Selenium and Compounds
Phthal1ic Anhy'ride Carbon
Phthalic Acid
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the concentrations entering the instruments. To resolve this problem, AED
personnel developed a five point ccl ibration method which generates
calibrated Instrument response curves for sample times of 5,1 10,j 151, 20 and
30 seconds, with input gas concentrations of 0, 10, 20. 30 and 401 or 0, 20,
409 60, and 80% of the fuli scale of the instrwient.

'The resul ti ng information recorded by the computer is a concentration
curve rising from the background concentration to some point, then falling
back to the background concentration with time. By integrating the area
unde the curve,, a value of recorded concentration (in parts per million
(ppm)*) x time (seconds).is obtained. Plotting each measured concentration
x time point versus the input concentration x time pulse that the calibrated
input gas is fed to the instrument, a calibrated instrument response curse
is generated. During p1lume sampl ing,, the recorded concentration x timee
Value can be compared to the calibration curve which corresponds to the
length of time in the plume and the actual concentration determined.

For example, an input of A ppa for B seconds

A ppm__ __

Input 
Bsc

May yield this response

;)PmI

sec
Instrument Response

Integrating the area under the cuarve yields an input of AxB ppm-sec and
an instrtinent response of some corresponding value C ppm-sec.
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Plotting those values on an XY graph yields one point (C. AB) as
follows:

Input * (C. AS) Constant Tim B
p1.-sec

ppm-sec
Measured Instrument Response

Inputting a number of different concentrations over the sime time B, yields

a calibration curve for the time pulse B as follows:

n Constant Time B

ppm sec

Measured ppm sec

For a sample time of B seconds in a plume, the measured instrument

response can be found on the calibration graph and the input ppm sec

determined from the curve as follows:

Input Constant Time B

ppm sec
I I
I I

ppm sec

Measured instrument response

Dividing the input ppa-sec by the time B yields the true concentration

in ppm that is in the plume for any particular helicopter pass. It should

be noted that this would be an average concentration for that pass.
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A computer progrea developed by AEO personnel and programmed by a
software consultant, takes the raw data from the instriruots in millivolts,
conwerts the millivolt readings to appropriate engineering units, i~e., ROD.
temperatures ft/mtn, etc., integrates the areas under the concentration
curves ftr the instruments measuring concentration, to yield the "assured
instromet response, in ppm-secoMs. The program then compares this value to
the monst recent calibration curve equai~ons before and after the tests and -
the actual concentration in the plume for each pass is determined as
explained above. The program has greatly reduced the time required to

process the thousands of data points generated for each test and simplifies

a very complex data reduction process.
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-_ PLUNE VOLUNE DETERMINATION

In order to determine the total quantity of a particular Combustion/
detonation product emitted from BOOD operations, It is necessary to compute

the volume of the olume at a point in time when the concentration of that
product is measured. Multiplying the concentration by the plume volume

results i n the total quantity of the product emitted.

Initial tests used tvv video cameras at fixed locatiuns to record the

detonations/burns and track the plume progression.

As efforts to calculate the pluo vol ume progressed, it was determined
that additional information was necessary to more accurately determine the

volume. Two add'tional video cameras, four Auto-max film cameras and two
'iherml imaging cameras were added for all tests in June 1986 to obtain

better plume data and permit more accurate plume tracking. Plume volumes
are currently being calculated uiing the measured wind speed and direction
to track the location of plume and hence determine the distance from the

ql• camera location to the plume. The irregularities in the plume shape and

lack of good definition of pl we boundaries, especially against backgrounis
of other clouds, make the plume volumes difficult to measure accurately.

Determination of plime shapes and sizes is subjective and will vary with the
oporator making measurements. Some variation will occur even when the same

operator repeats the measurements as a quility control check. More refined,
ana hopefully more accurate, plume volime calculation methods and programs

are being jointly developed by AED and DPG.
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CONCLUSIONS

The data reduction, validation, and analysis have not pr-ogressed to the
point of making exact statements about test results. However, the
concentrations of emission products from OBOD of the munitions tested
measured at approximately two mniirtes after detonation when the helicopter
can safely enter the plume, appear to be well below levels generally
considered as safe ini places such as the occupational environmnent.

This information coupled with the results from the other three OBOD
related studies indicate that 0800 of munition produces negligible impact on
the environment while providing for safety and efficiency of operations.
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TOMAHAWK (BCM-109 B/C-2) SYMPATHETIC DETONATION TESTING
"AkND HAZARD ARC DETERMINATION

By

Michael M. Swisdak, Jr.
Naval Surface Weapons Center

White Oak, Silver Spring, Maryland 20903-5000

S)ABSTRACT

urn he Naval Surface Weapons Center (NSWC) has previously conducted studieso to determine the Explosive Safety Quantity Distance (ESQD) arcs associated
with the handling of one BGM-109 TOMAHAWK miissile. It has also examined the
safety/vulnerability of the TOMAHAWK in Armored Box Launchers. The current

Cm study addressed the sympathetic detonation characteristics of pairs of
I TOMAHAWK missiles for several shipping/handling scenarios. The specific

objective was the determination of the Maximum Credible Event (MCE) for
TOMAHAWK cruise missiles in shipping/handling c6nfigurations. Pre-test
predictions will be presented and discussed. Four tests were conducted. The
results of these tests will be presented and compared with the pre-test
predictions. Based on the results of these tests, a hazard arc is determined
for handling up to four missiles simultaneously

INTRODUCTION

The Naval Surface Weapons Center (NSWC) has previously conducted studies
to determine the Explosive Safety Quantity Distance (ESQD) arcs associated
with the handling of onq BGM-109 encapsulated TOMAHAWK missile in its shipping
container (on a truck)." This, study (tests and analyses) indicated that a
conservative estimate of an acceptable hazard arc was 500 feet. This is the
currently accepted value, reporteý in Table 5-3 of Navy publication OP-5,
Ammunition and Explosives Ashore.

Subsequent to the adoption of this 500-foot value for one missile, the
Joint Cruise M'ssile Project Office (JCMPO) raised the question and asked the
NSWC to determine what an acceptable arc would be when handling up to fo::r
missiles. NSWC responded that the Maximum Credible Event (MCE) could be
limited to one warhead detonation, provided the TOPIAHAWKS were maintained in a
side-by-side nose-to-tail configuration. The JCMPO then requested NSWC to
consider non nose-to-tail situations. Based on this request, NSWC was tasked
to determine (by testing with associated analyses) the sympathetic
d',tonability for several "worst-case" handling scenarios. The specific
objective for the NSWC effort was to determine the MCE for two submarine-
launched BGM-109 TOMAHAWK cruise missiles with the WDLU-25/B (formerly MK40
MOD 0 BULLPUP) warhead in shipping/handling configurations. Based on the

results for two missiles, the four missile case could be calculated by
analogy/extrapolation. With the MCE d9fined, a four missile hazard arc could
then be determined.
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ITEM DESCRIPTION

Missile. The item under test was the submarine-launched version of the
BGM-lU-9 /C7-2 TOMAHAWK cruise missile with the WDU-25/B warhead (formerly the
MK 40 MOD 0 BULLPUP warhead). Figure la is a schematic of týe all-up round,
and Figure lb is a sketch of the warhead. Previous analyses had shown that
only the warhead would be involved in the MCE determination. The solid
propellant booster and the jet fuel did not contribute to the reactions.
Therefore, for the purpose of these tests, only that part of the missile
located in the vicinity of the warhead needed to be considered. Since
complete TOMAHAWKS were not available for testing, the airframe and launch
capsule had to be simulated. A previous NSWC study developed a detailed
simulant for a TOMAHAWK missile. These simulant techniques were used on this
study. Figure 2 is a sketch of the airframe simulant. On the real missile,
the ring stiffeners are on the inside of the airframe. For the purpose of
these tests, and as a cost savings, they were placed on the outside of the
airframe. Thus, the forebody section simulant consisted of a BULLPUP warhead,
surrounded by an externally stiffened aluminum cylinder of the proper
thickness simulating the airframe. Figure 3 is a photograph of the airframe
simulant being placed on the warheads.

Launch Capsule. Figure 4 is a sketch of the TOMAHAWK capsule. It was
simulate for these tests with a steel cylinder having an 11/64" wall
thickness.

ShppVin Container. The shipping container used for this missile is the
CNU-30O Shipping Container. Figure 5 is a simplified sketch of the
container. As can be seen in this figure, the shipping container is not
symmetrical. There are two steel rails, running along the sides of the
container--these are not present in the top or the bottom. There is also a
fiberglass support cradle below the launch capsule; this is not present on the
sides or the top.

The fiberglass in the walls of the container was simulated with plexiglass
of approximately the same density. Figure 6 is a photograph of one of the
completed assemblies. The shipping container simulation in Figure 6
represents horizontal stacks (steel rail included).

SCENARIOS CONSIDERED I
A previous study 3 established that in nose-to-tail arrangements, the

TOMAHAWK missiles would not sympathetically detonate. This can be seen in
Figure 7 for two shipping containers/missiles. In a side-by-side nose-to-tail
configuration, the donor warhead does not line up with anything detonable.
Therefore, only nose-to-nose configurations were considered. Further guidance
from the JCMPO limited the study to submarine-launched configurations (i.e.,
those containing a launch capsule). As was just illustrated, the rshipping
container is not symmetrical; i.e., it is not the same side-to-side and top-
to-bottom. Assuming a nose-to-tail arrangement is not maintained, several
configurations are possible:

(a) Shipping containers stacked horizontally (side-by-side).

(b) Shipping containers stacked vertically (one on top of another).
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(c) Shipping container placed next to a launch capsule.

(d) Launch capsule placed on top of a shipping container.

Evaluation of these four arrangements leads to seven possible configurations
which should be considered. These are detailed in Table 1.

TABLE 1 HANDLING CONFIGURATIONS CONSIDERED

Number Conf i gurati on

1 SC* to SC (Side-by-Side)

2 SC to SC (Side-by-Side: Offset)

3 SC to SC (Vertical Stack - Top Initiation)

4 SC to SC (Vertical Stack - Bottom Initiation)

5 LC ** to SC (Side-by-Side)

6 LC to SC (Side-by-Side: Offset)

7 LC to SC (Vertical Stack)

SC is a CNU-308 shipping container.

**LC is the submarine launch capsule.

Configuration 1 represents two side-by-side shipp ng containers.
Configuration 2 offsets one of the containers with respect to the other. This
has the effect of misaligning the steel side rails and could affect the
fragmentation characteristics. Ccnfigurations 3 and 4 represent vertical
stacks of shipping containers (the difference being the point of initiation
(upper or lower round)). In one instance, the fiberglass support is between
the donor warhead and acceptor rounds. Configuration 5 is similar to
Configuration 1, except that one missile is removed from its shipping
container and the launch capsule is exposed. Configurations 6 and 7 are
similarly analogous to Configurations 2 and 3 with one missile outside of its
shipping container. Each of these configurations is shown schematically in
Figure 8.

PREDICTIONS

S•meathetic Detonation. Each of the configurations listed in Table 1
were analyzed for sympathetic detonation using techniquea developed as part of
the Naval Explosives Safety Improvement Program (NESIP). ,' The results are
presented in Table 2.
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The fragment induced pressures were calculated using a fragment velocity
of over 7000 ft/s. This is the maximum flagment velocity in the primary beam
spray as determined by arena test data. The fragment size was based on NESIP
determinations that the average fragment has a thickness of 1/2 the case
thickness for naturally-fragmenting munitions.

Based on these predictions and discussions with the JCMPO, Configurations
1, 3, 4, and 6 were selected for testing. It was felt that the predicted
detonation cases did not require testing. Configuration 2 was not considered
as much of a "worst case" as was Configuration 1.

Airblast. Airblast pressure-distance curves were predicted for both one
and two warhead detonations. The predictions were made using the computer
progr&ai UTE,' with the following assumptions:

Explosive Weight: 470 pound TNT Equivalent
Case Wcight: 560 pounds
Reflection Factor: 2.0 (surface burst)

The results of these calculations are presented in Figure 9.

TEST DESCRIPTION

Of the seven configurations presented in Tables 1 and 2, four were
selected and tested. Each test consisted of one donor and one acceptor.
Airframes, launch capsules, and shipping cuntainers were simulated as needed
for each test. The donor was detonated and the consequences of the detonation
were determined. Airblast was measured at six positions along two radial
lines on each test. High speed photography, with frame rates up to 44,000
pps, monitored each event. In addition the action of the acceptor on a steel
witness plate was also observed.

MCE DETERMINATION RESULTS

Sympathetic detonation occurred for three of the four configurations
tested. Configuration 1 did not sympathetically detonate; Configurations 3, 4
and 6 did. These findings were supported by three independent observations--
witness plates, high speed photography, and airblast.

Configurations 35 4, and 6. All three of these configurations behaved in
a similar manner. FigureT10 is a post-detonation photograph of one of the
witness plates (the three plates were indistinguishable).

The high speed cameras did not operate during the test of Configuration
3. On Configurations 4 and 6, the overhead cameras showeA that the fireball
from the donor reached the acceptor about 380 microseconds after first
light. By 475 microseconds, the acceptor is engulfed in the fireball. At 500
microseconds, the acceptor begins to d~tonate. These detonation times are
consistent with those reported by Ward° for MK82 bombs, when the increased
spacing present on these tests is taken into account.

The airblast measured on these three configurations was identical. Thepressure data are also plotted in Figure 11 and compared with the pre-testprediction for a two warhead detonation.
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iI
Configuration 1. This configuration did not sympathetically detonate.

The acceptor case was broken apart and pieces thrown about 900 feet. Three
pieces representing almost the entire case were recovered. Figure 12 is a I
photograph of the largest case piece located.

The overhead photography showed the acceptor being engulfed by the
fireball with no reaction.

The airblast also indicated only a single warhead detonation. The
pressure-distance data are presented in Figure 13 and compared with the pre-
test single bomb detonation.

MCE Summary. Three of the four selected scenarios which were predicted
either to be marginal or to sympathetically detonate, did indeed detonate.
The only configuration which did not detonate was the one containing steel
channels along each side of the shipping container. Ever though these
channels were not entirely in the main beam spray, they effectively acted as
shields or diverters for the acceptor warhead.

Based on the above described tests and analyses, the following are the
MCEs for the various scenariosI

(a) For all nose-to-tail configurations, the tMCE is one warhead.

(b) For nose-to-nose configurations with the shipping containers
stacked side-by-side, the MCE is one warhead.

(c) For nose-to-nose configurations with the shipping containers stackedSvertically, the MCE is the number of warheads in the stack.

(d) For nose-to-nose configurations with one missile removed from its
shipping container, the MCE is the number of warheads in the stack
for both horizontal and vertical stacks.

Thus, in order to maintain the MCE at one warhead, several options could
be considered:

(a) Insure by handling procedures/regulations that the missiles (Either
in or out of their shipping containers) are always maintained in a
nose-to-tail configurations.

(b) Modify the shipping container so that nose-to-nose vertical stocks
are not possible. In addition, by rules/handling procedures insure
that missiles outside their shipping containers are maintained in a
nose-to-tail attitude with respect to other shipping containers.

(c) By means of rules/handling procedures insure that nose-to-nose
vertical stacks are never used, and that missiles outside their
shipping containers are maintained in a nose-to-tail attitude with
respect to their shipping containers.

Using a combination of options (a) and (c) the JCMPO felt that it could
maintain the MCE at one warhead, even while handling four missiles. The
question then to be determined was what the hazard arc should be for this
operation.
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FOUR-MISSILE ESQD ARC

A "worst-case" four-missile scenario was developed jointly with the JCMPO
and then examined.

Two TOMAHAWK missiles, in their launch capsules and shipping containers
are loaded side-by-side in a nose-to-tail configuration on the bce of a
truck. The truck is then driven onto the pier, As this is occurring, two
additional TOMAHAWK missiles in th,'Ir launch capsules are being removed from a
nearby submarine and placed nose-to-tail in specially positioned chocks on the
pier. When this operation is complete, the truck arrives--giving a total of
four lOMAHAWK missiles on the pier simultaneously (there are two on the truck
and two on the pier). All four are maintained in a nose-to-tail
configuration. One of the missiles on the truck detonates. What is the
associated Maximum Credible Event (MCE) and the explosive hazard quantity-
distance (ESQD) arc?

As has been previously demonstrated, the MCE for a horizontal row of
TOMAHAWK missiles maintained in a nose-to-tail configuration -is one (1)
warhead, regardless of the number of missiles. With this MCE, what are the
potential debris sources? Obviously, the pieces of the donor missile/
capsule/shipping container, as well as the truck on which it is sitting. The
adjacent acceptor missile, even though it does not detonate, is close enough
to the donor explosion to be a imajor source of debris. The two additional
missiles sitting on the pier are spaced sufficiently far away from the
detonation to not become major sources of debris. Certainly they will be
thrown about. However, they will not fragment into large numbers of pieces
and the pieces that are formed will not be thrown significant distances.

The ESQD arc for one missile in a launch capsule in a shipping container
was determined experimentally by Ward several years ago. A re-examination of
his results indicated that his scenario (one missile/launch capsule/shipping
container on a truck) had ai expected hazard range of 384 feet, with a value
of 454 feet at the 95% Confidence Level. This was the basis for the 500-foot
arc for the handling of one missile.

As part of Ward's original study, he analyzed in detail the debris which
was recovered. This included cataloging each piece of debris as to source
(warhead, capsule, airframe, shipping container, truck, etc.), material (steel
or aluminum), final location, and whether or not each piece was hazardous.

A conservative approach to our scenario is the following: Use Ward's
data for a one missile detonation on a truck, but double the fragment
contribution from the airframe, launch capsule, and shipping container. When
this is done, a new hazard range-distance relationship is obtained--one that
has an expected value of 420 feet with a 95% Confidence Level value of 617
feet.

ESQD ARC DISCUSSION

The value of 617 feet obtained in this manner is iery conservative. It
assumes that the acceptor missile/shippiny container will be broken up and
thrown, just as if it had detonated. Obviously, this is not the case. The
pieces of the acceptor missile would be larger and heavier, there would be
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fewer of them, and they would not go as far. During the sympathetic I
detonation testing described above, a piece of the non-detonating acceptorwarhead was thrown almost 900 feet. It should be pointed out that this was
the only piece recovered, and represented only one hazardous fragment. Al o
in this test, the configutiation was not nose-to-tail, but nose-to-nose.

For the four TOMAHAWI missiles on a pier with a truck scenario, the 1
hazard arc should be taken as 600 feet. This is a rounding off of the 617
feet determined above. It must be remembered that this is a conservative
estimate.

The use of a 600-foot ESQD arc when handling four TOMAHAWKS was recently
proposed to the DDESB with the above test data and analyses as part of the
back-up data package. It has been accepted by them and is currently being
implemented.

I
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CHAIRMAN'S CLOSING REMARKS

We have fuliilled the purpose of this sepinar and more. The

seminar has provided a forum or an opportcnity to actively

exchange information (state-of-the-art) information among 830 of

ourselves and over 90 representatives from twenty friendly nations

throughout the world. In addition, we have ample proof that the

senior leadership in DoD and the Services recognize and support

our continuing efforts in explosive safety. We have taken the

opportunity provided to talk to people we might have not otherwise

have had the chance to talk to and we have renewed old

acquaintances and met new friends. In short, we have tied our

profession close together. For 9`rse reasons and none other, the

seminar has been successful. In that regard, please let us know

p how we can make it better next time. Use your critique sheets to

voice your concerns. You don't need to take much tibhe to tell us

about the registration problems. We know how to correct that and

we thank you for your patience in working with us during that

trying time. Next time, we will handcarry our pre-registration

envelopes and not rely on the Postal Service.

C. Several Thanks are due:

1. Marriott staff and management.

2. Members of the Secretariat and Ar. Ray Sawyer.

3. The General Officeis who volunteered or were pushed into
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service to provide us their guidance and support.

4. The moderators for their advance preparation and

assistance In controlling the special session.

S. The authors of the papers that were presented. Their

efforts have paid off because most of them are now recognized as

the vanguard in advancing explosive safety standards in our ever

increasing complex environment.

6. And last, but far from least, all of us who faithfully

attended the seminar sessions, debated the papers, discussed

mutual problems and who, in the future, will carry the word back

to the explosives community.

D. In closing, I hope you all had as much fun as I did and that

you gained as much as 1 did from the proceedings. Wouldn't mind

doing this more often. Have a s~.fe trip home, God Speed and we

hope to see you all on the East Coast in August of 1988.

Thank you.
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